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Massachusetts College of Art
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Boston, Massachusetts 021 15-5882
Phone# 617.232.1555
Fax # 617.232.0050
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October 9, 1996

Mr. Douglas McDonald, Director
Massachusetts Water Resources Authority
100 First Avenue
Charlestown, MA 02129

Office of the President

Dear Mr. McDonald:
The Board of Trustees of the Massachusetts College of Art has learned that the MWRA ·
Board is moving forward with environmental studies and planning to locate a Combined
Sewage Overflow (CSO) facility on property under the control of the Massachusetts
College of Art.
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The Board of Trustees, at its September 30th meeting, voted unanimously to oppose any
attempt to transfer a portion of our land to the MWRA.
MassArt is one of the premier colleges of art and design in the nation, with studio facilities
considered the best in the country. As the Commonwealth's public college of art it has a
statewide mission to provide education and training in the visual arts and design fields.
The land that is of interest to the ~ approximately 1/3 acre, is a substantial portion of
the only available undeveloped land under our control. Currently, it is used as a parking lot,
providing essential parking for students and faculty, who often need to transport large
portfolios and heavy, bulky materials. Providing parking for faculty members is also a
college obligation under the statewide Massachusetts Faculty Association contract.
MassArt officials have long supported the Mayor's plan for improving and beautifying
Huntington Avenue. Beginning this spring, more than 200 on-street parking spots in the
immediate area of the college will be lost as a result. The additional loss of one-third of our
off-street parking as a result of the MWRA project is unthinkable.
Our only residence hall, Smith Hall, houses 125 students adjacent to the land in question.
Further, as a result of Wentworth Institute's decision to retain Baker Hall for its own
purposes, we have identified a portion of our parking lot as a potential site for a new dorm
housing 200+ students, as this is the only land which we have available to us. The
Massachusetts State College Building Authority has authorized $7m to MassArt for this
project. The location of what one architect has described as "a giant, smelly cesspool"
adjacent to our student resident halls is clearly unacceptable.
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Mr. Douglas McDonald, Director
.Massachusetts Water Resources Authority
October 9, 1996
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MassArt desires to continue its role as a good neighbor and as part of the solution to urban
issues. Our sponsorship of the new Boston high school for the arts, our outreach programs
for students and teachers in the public schools, and our active involvement in the
Huntington Avenue project are examples.
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We cannot, however, agree to give up our only available land for parking and development
to solve a problem that is shared by all institutions and residents of an area. The Board and
the MassArt community expect the MWRA to vigorously pursue an alternative solution.
We look forward to your timely response to our concerns.
Sincerely,

8~~.)
Rob Macintosh
Chair, Massachusetts College of Art Board of Trustees
c: MWRA Board
Chancellor Stanley Z. Koplik, BHE
James Carlin, Chairman, BHE
Commissioner Lark Palermo, DCPO
Pat Canavan, Mayors' Policy Office
Jeff Sanchez, Neighborhood Services
Adeline Stallings, Mission Main Tenants' Force
Debbie Goddard, BHA
Ed Fish, Suffolk Construction
Marisa Lago, BRA
Linda Haas, General Counsel, BRA
MCABoard
Trudy Coxe, Secretary, Environmental Affairs
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MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY
Charlestown Navy Yard
100 First Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02129

Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan.

Telephone: (617) 242-6000
Facsimile: (617) 241-6070

Briefing on the Draft Environmental Impact Report and
Facilities Plan
for the
Union Park Neighborhood
October 30, 1996
120 Union Park Street
MINUTES
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Gladys DeCosta of 114 Union Park St. opened the meeting and asked
representatives of the agencies present to introduce themselves. (See the attached
attendance list.) She began the meeting by asking the Boston Water and Sewer
Commission's Counsel, Henry Luthin, to be prepared to respond to neighborhood noise
problems caused by back-up beepers being used by vehicles at the Union Park Pump
Station. Mr. Luthin said he would respond after MWRA's presentation.
Lise Marx, CSO Project Manager, introduced the Combined Sewer Overflow
Control Plan to those who were not familiar with it. She briefly described how combined
sewers overflow in wet weather into local receiving waters throughout the region. She
said that flows from the Union Park Pump Station on Union Park Street travel from that
location to Fort Point Channel. This South End flood control pump station is one of the
largest overflow points in the system, currently overflowing about 75 times a year and
contributing 160 million gallons of untreated flow (stormwater and sanitary sewage) to
Fort Point Channel.
MWRA is currently nearing the end of the state's environmental review process
and a document summarizing the control plan is now available for public review: Draft
CSO Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report (DEIR/FP). The report explains
the alternatives MWRA looked at for 26 projects, including the South End's; what sites
w~re examined; what potential impacts might result, both short-term and long-term; and
how impacts can be mitigated.
Ms. Marx said the Authority is aware of the neighborhood's concerns from
previous meetings. The staff wants to hear from neighbors since their concerns will
help improve the project.
Ms. Marx introduced Brian Daly from the consultant, Metcalf & Eddy,. to describe
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the project. Mr. Daly used a series of overheads to illustrate his presentation (see the
attachments). CSO discharges are the main source of bacteria and dissolved oxygen
in Fort Point Channel, which is the largest untreated CSO in Boston (BOS070). The
Union Park flows - all local flows - are the largest contributors to this discharge. The
goal of this project is to provide detention and treatment for all of the flow during storms
in a typical year. Flow that is currently released untreated would be stored in
underground tanks. After small storms, these flows can be pumped back into the
system for treatment at Deer Island. During larger storms, flows will be treated,
screened and disinfected and released to Fort Point Channel. The project would
include an above ground building operations building measuring about 50 by 90 feet at
the current site, which is the recommended alternative in the DEIR.
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Ms. DeCosta objected to the presentation, saying that the neighborhood
residents will violently oppose any use of the site for additional facilities. City Councillor
James Kelly supported her statement and asked for a description of the other sites
under consideration. David Kubiak, MWRA Program Manager, said the MWRA would
be happy to present all of the other sites with their costs and impacts. The purpose of
the meeting is to hear residents' comments on the proposals and that includes
opposition or support~
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A Union Park resident commented in Greek about neighbors view of 19 years of
living opposite Boston Water and Sewer's Union Park facility. He said the situation has
worsened recently and nothing else should be built on the site.
Michael Papadopoulos, 116 Union Park St., said the neighbors object to a new
structure and the environmental use it would be put to. It will include vent stacks that
could add to an already polluted atmosphere. The community is already surrounded by
work being undertaken by Boston Water and Sewer, the MBTA and Central Artery
Project. The Greek community will oppose the siting of this project at Union Park.
BWSC has already expanded the facility once without notifying the community.
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Gregory Sullivan, 126 Union Park St., commented that the community takes
great pride in taking care of the block. The residents have suffered over the years from
all of the construction and changes that have taken place. He suggested that MWRA
join with the community in proposing another site.
Mr. Kubiak responded that MWRA has to find some common ground with the
neighborhood since the Authority has to build a facility that has to be located near the
existing pump station. He said the presenters can describe the other sites and their
benefits and drawbacks so the community can comment on those as well. He does not
believe that the project has to take anything away from the community's pride in its
neighborhood.
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Mr. Kubiak described the local nature of the overflows and why a facility has to
be located between UPPS and Fort Point Channel and the limitations - posed by other
large pipes and construction projects- on locating the facility.
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Mr. Papadopoulous and Mr. Triantafillidis again objected to the siting, saying the
community is tired of the stacks, odor, noise and pollution.

Mr. Kubiak said he would like to complete the presentation and give residents
information on the other sites considered for the project. He was assisted by Brian Daly
of M&E.
Site G, which is located across the street in the Flower Exchange's parking area,
was eliminated from consideration because it would require that flow from Union Park
be carried up and over the Roxbury Canal Conduit (two 12 x 15 foot pipes laid on top of
wooden timbers). Another site in the area, known as site M, Boston's tow lot, is also
difficult to reach. Both the Central Artery and the Roxbury Canal Conduit are major
obstacles to piping to the site. In addition, use of site G or M would require
reconstructing the existing pump station and additional pipe construction.
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Another site, F, on the opposite side of Albany St., is almost completely in use by
the Central Artery and would not be large enough for the tanks and aboveground facility
required.
The owner of 460 Harrison Ave. offered the property for the facility, but it would not
accommodate the building and tank footprint.
Site Cis on Harrison Ave. and is the location of an existing structure, the MBTA's
former power station building. To use this site, flow that currently enters the Union Park
Pump Station would have to be rerouted by newly constructed pipes to the site.
Following treatment, the flow would need to be pumped in a newly constructed pipe
back to the Roxbury Canal Conduit (RCC). A diversion structure would be built at the
corner of Harrison and Malden and one at Union Park and Harrison to direct flow into a
new 10-foot pipe going down Harrison Ave., toward the site. The site itself poses
several difficulties, including the fact that any facility built there would have to be twice
as large as one at UPPS to accommodate pumps needed to send flow back toward the
RCC. The facility would be about 90 by 120 feet and 20-25 feet above grade. The
tanks would remain the same size. The building on the site is the potentially National
Register-eligibie West End Street Railway power station and its status would have to be
negotiated with several entities. The site may also have hazardous waste, given its
use. A return pipe - 10 feet in diameter- would be built down Albany St.
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Mr. Daly said Site C results in the greatest amount of excavation to install 1800
feet of pipe and requires the largest number of truck trips (about one trip for every 3-4
feet of pipe). The work would be done with a combination of traditional cut-and-cover
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(opening the street and covering it at night with steel plates) and pipe jacking (using
shafts to jack or push segments of pipe under the street). Construction would take an
estimated 6 to 9 months.

(..___)
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There was a brief discussion about the cost of the project and whether it includes
the cost of taking down the MBTA building. Mr. Daly said the project cost includes
about $150,000 to take down the building. Ms. Marx said current estimates are
approximately $20 million to take down the old power plant in South Boston, but MWRA
did not want to skew the cost without more actual data on the materials likely to be
encountered on site.
Mr. Papadopoulos noted that the Authority could buy out all the residents of
Union Park St. for that cost.
Mr. Daly briefly described the option to use part of Roche Playground (site J) for
a CSO facility. He said flow would pass through the existing Union Park facility and
pipes and enter a diversion structure on Albany St., where it would flow to the
playground area. It could be pumped out of the facility and under Route 93 -which may
be impossible - or be sent back rna diversion structure in Albany St., then to the
Roxbury Canal Conduit. Again, a facility on that site would have to be much larger to
accommodate a second pump station, and there are some problems associated with
piping down Albany St.
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Councillor Kelly said that an attractively designed pump station shouldn't be a
problem for the neighborhood. Greg Sullivan said the open, green space is very
,:2-:}-valuable in a congested urban area. He asked if the Authority could find another green
space to swap for the playground, which would be taken away. Mr. Kubiak said MWRA
hasn't looked into the issue deeply enough to say that would be impossible. He
believes, however, that the preferred alternative at l:Jnion Park does hurt the community
less since it is less expensive, less disruptive and less risky to build.
Gladys DeCosta replied that if the MWRA is talking about adding to Union Park,
the answer is no from the community.
Lise Marx asked to show a rendering of a completed facility at Union Park. The
drawing shows new, enclosed stacks for odor control and a new building to handle the
·
treatment processes.
Mr. Papadopoulos said it appears the building will go on the Union Park site
because it is so convenient. He asked if any neighborhoods have successfully
opposed siting an MWRA facility and what are the residents legal rights in this case?
Mr. Kubiak said the regulatory process offers many opportunities for residents to fight
on the issues. MWRA has to go through DEP, the Landmarks Commission _and others
4
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before anything can be built.
Mr. Sullivan noted that what is on the site today is very unattractive: a chain link
fence, parking lot, trucks, staff who let their dogs out on the lot, making an aesthetically
displeasing environment. Would the future be any different? Ms. Marx said the
property would probably be held in joint ownership (MWRA and BWSC) and be
managed by one entity. Mr. Ragucci and Mr. Kubiak invited the residents to visit other
MWRA facilities, where such problems do not exist.
Councillor Kelly said the neighborhood is basing its opposition on 20 years of
BWSC not being a good neighbor. The attitude from the Union Park staff is that the
neighbors just have to put up with what's there. The Councillor said the Union Park
residents keep their properties spotless and neat. They are constantly being assaulted
by problems.
Mr. Kubiak said MWRA has its problems, but their facilities are nice looking and
well maintained. MWRA does not get complaints about odor from its CSO facilities.
Councillor Kelly added that the Columbus Park Head Works used to be a source of
odor in South Boston, but MWRA did major work on the facility 7-8 years ago and there
have not been complaints since. (Mr. Ragucci confirmed that MWRA invested $12
million in odor control equipment for the facility eight years ago.)
Councillor Kelly suggested that another meeting with Senator Lynch and the
Mayor's Office was needed to do what's best for the quality of life in the neighborhood.
He asked for a copy of the audiotape of the meeting.
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Joe O'Keefe, representing Senator Lynch, asked how MWRA would staff a CSO
facility and what kind of expertise the workers would have to solve problems. Greg
Heath said the facility would be staffed by three or four people, with extra help brought
in during wet weather. MWRA has a strong maintenance department and keeps its
facilities in top condition. The facility would be visited regularly.
There was a brief discussion of the status of the park proposal. Henry Luthin
said the city's Corporation Counsel is reviewing the lease for the parkland. BWSC
anticipates work beginning at the onset of the next construction season.
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Mr. Suliivan asked how the neighborhood could be sure ttiat MWRA would
replace the park. Mr. Kubiak said whatever was on site would be replaced.
Construction of any MWRA facilities would not begin until about 2003. The community
should proceed with its park and MWRA will replace it completely.
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Mr. Sullivan pointed out to other residents that they need to gather all of the
homeowners and renters together to voice their opinions about what is needed to live
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safely on the block. Mr. Papadopoulos said that many people thought that the meeting
tonight was about the park, not about another use of Union Park. Mr. Sullivan
suggested a translator for another meeting since many of the residents are primarily
Greek speaking.
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Mr. Ragucci said the overflows have to be dealt with in some way since MWRA
is under court order to control them and they create potential public health hazards. If
Boston had to pay for the project, it would cost city residents considerably more (the
cost is now being borne by all MWRA ratepayers). The community's concerns are
heard in these meetings, which are also being held in other parts of Boston and the
other CSO communities.
;;.. - 1-3
Mr. Triantafillidis asked about debris that has to be removed from the tanks
causing odor and pollution in the neighborhood. Brian Daly explained how the facility
would work. The flow will be pumped to Deer Island when there is capacity at the plant
and the flow will not be brought to ground level. Screenings would be removed by
using a vacuum truck that removes them from an open bin located inside the facility into
a closed, contained vehicle.
A resident commented on the project in Greek. A brief translation was provided
by another resident, who said there are too many things on Union Park St. and the
people have suffered for too many years.
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Gladys DeCosta said the residents will write to the Secretary vehemently
opposing construction on Union Park St. They will go through each option and state
their objections.
Joe O'Keefe pointed out that the Secretary of Environmental Affairs can put
conditions on her Certificate on the Final EIR in response to neighborhood concerns.
So it wi.ll be important for residents to enter their concerns in the record.
Mr. Ragucci said MWRA would provide residents with a list of its other facilities
and would offer a bus tour to anyone interested in seeing them.
Mr. Kubiak summarized the other construction options in brief. Sites C and J are
much more expensive and would require more risky construction in other parts of the
neighborhood: They call for substantial street disruption and potential loss of green
space. Adding up all the impacts, MWRA will recommend the Union Park site for this
facility. If the weight of the comments changes during the comment period, this
decision will be reassessed.

)
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Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan
Briefing on the Draft Environmental Impact Report and
Facilities Plan
for the
Union Park Neighborhood
October 30, 1996
Attendance

C)

Michael Papadopoulos
John and Anastasia Triantaftllidis
Anastasios Tsaousiks
Resident
Filika Potsidis
Viron Nikolaus
Michael Triantaftllidis
Rita Gallo
Gregory G. Sullivan
Gladys R. DeCosta
Councillor James Kelly
Joe O'Keefe
Henry Luthin
Lise Marx
Vincent Ragucci
David Kubiak
Betsy Shreve-Gibb
Gregory R. Heath
Brian Daly
Cheryl Breen
Nancy Farrell

116 Union Park St.
120 Union Park St.
108 Union Park St.
130 Union Park St.

122 Union Park St.
130 Union Park St.
120 Union Park St.
116 Union Park St.
126 Union Park St., #3
114 Union Park St.
Boston City Hall
Senator Lynch's office
Boston Water & Sewer Commission
MWRA

Metcalf & Eddy

Regina Villa Associates
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MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY
Charlestown Navy Yard
100 First Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02129
Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan

Telephone: (617) 242-6000
Facsimile: (617) 241-6070

PUBLIC MEETING FOR THE
CHELSEA BRANCH SEWER RELIEF PROJECT
AND THE
CHELSEA TRUNK SEWER RELIEF PROJECT
Chelsea City Hall
November 6, 1996
MINUTES

Lise Marx, CSO Project Manager, opened the meeting and welcomed those in
attendance. She introduced other members of the project team present to provide
support for the meeting and answer questions, including Don Walker and Charley
Anderson from Metcalf & Eddy, Inc., CSO consultants, and Vincent Ragucci, MWRA
Community Affairs Coordinator.
Ms. Marx said the first portion of the presentation would deal with the Chelsea
Branch Sewer Relief; the second part with the Trunk Sewer Relief Project.
The Draft Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) is now
available for public review and comment. The seven-volume document includes 26
control projects that use a range of technologies. The document details the impacts,
water quality benefits and mitigation associated with each project. The comment period
for the document runs from October 25 to December 23, 1996. A Public Hearing is
scheduled for Faneuil Hall on December 9, and other meetings are scheduled in the
CSO communities. Minutes of all of the meetings become part of the record. Copies of
the report are available in Chelsea City Hall, at the Chelsea Library, and with the DPW
and Development Agency.
Putting the CSO problem in perspective, Ms. Marx said that Chelsea has four
working overflows, CHE002, 003 and 004 and CHE008. The control plan has been
designed to remediate CSO pollution and to deal with specific impacts to receiving
waters. The total project has a price tag of $420 million. The plan eliminates a number
of the overflows completely and reduces the number of times remaining overflows will
discharge. It complies with state and federal water quality standards. ·
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In Chelsea, the capacity of the existing pipes is generally not large enough to
handle flows that pass through them. The Chelsea Trunk Sewer is owned by the City;
the Chelsea Branch Sewer is owned by MWRA. The general goal of the Chelsea
program is to enlarge these pipes so that flow doesn't discharge into receiving waters or
back up and cause flooding.
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Ms. Marx noted that most of the mitigation to be associated with the Chelsea
projects is directed toward construction impacts, which are short term in nature. The
complete pipelines will be underground and will not affect the community.

Details of the Chelsea Branch Sewer Plan
Don Walker addressed the Branch Sewer remediation plan. The Branch Sewer
runs from the Everett town line to the Chelsea Screen House, across Chelsea Creek to
the Caruso Pump Station, then through the North Metropolitan System to Deer Island
for treatment. In upstream sections, the sewer is a 30-inch pipe; in downstream
sections it is a 25 x 36 inch conduit.
In Master Planning which preceded this study, MWRA noticed that CHE008
activates about eight times a year, discharging into Chelsea Creek. Flooding occurred
in the northern section of the pipe, and there was substantial surcharging (water
surface above the crown of the pipe). These conditions were also present in the
Revere Extension Sewer, an MWRA interceptor that runs along Crescent Ave., the
parallels Eastern Ave. and the Chelsea Branch Sewer, crosses the Creek in the siphon
and goes to Caruso Pump Station, etc. The Revere Sewer is slightly larger, measuring
from 48 to 54 inches in diameter, but it also surcharges.
Using a hydraulic model of the system, the consultants determined that
increasing the pipe size would (1) reduce CHE008 activations, (2) control local flooding,
and (3) reduce the level of surcharging. Mr. Walker said that it makes sense to relieve
both pipes at the same time.
CHE008 overflows contribute pollution to the confluence of the Chelsea Creek
and the Mystic River, but stormwater and upstream flow contribute substantially to
nonattainment of water quality standards. The goal of the project is to reduce CSO
overflows to four or fewer per year. This will bring the bodies of water into compliance
for CSO flow more than 95 percent of the year.
Relief of the two sewers will involve approximately 8,300 feet of new 36 inch to
66 inch pipe installed by microtunneling, and rehabilitation of 5,400 feet of existing pipe.
Mr. Walker summarized the expected performance of the new sewer (see the attached
handouts for details). The design criteria include reducing peak surcharge height and
maximum surcharge duration for the Chelsea and Revere sewers.
2
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Three technologies will be continue to be evaluated for this project: pipe
installation by open cut and microtunneling and pipe rehabilitation. Mr. Walker
described potential impacts in detail (see the handouts for more information). Open cut
requires opening about 30 feet of street at a time, and the contractor needs a space
about 15 x 100 feet to handle supplies and equipment.
Microtunneling is a trench less technology. Contractors work from an initial
shaft, place the equipment in that shaft and use it to remove muck or rock, then exit
from a second shaft. Jacking shafts (used to push pipe through each route) measure
about 22 by 22 feet. The receiving shaft is dug at the beginning but remains unused
until the equipment has to be hauled out. The shafts are usually occupied for about 40
days, excluding installation time.
Rehabilitation methods depend on the size of the pipe. For smaller pipe,
contractors use a cured-in-place liner. This is a tubular fabric impregnated with resin
that is installed in the existing pipe. The resin hardens to form a smooth surface inside
the pipe. Larger pipes are sprayed with shotcrete, which also forms a smooth surface.
These pipes are reached through existing manholes. They require bypass pumping
while each pipe section is being worked on.
Mr. Walker then described the preferred alternative for the Chelsea Branch
Sewer. The Branch Sewer will be rehabilitated from Revere Beach Parkway to
Crescent Ave. And the Revere Extension Sewer will be rehabilitated\adapted from
Crescent Ave. To the Chelsea Screen House. The project also includes installing a 36inch relief pipe parallel to the existing Chelsea Branch Sewer between Revere Beach
Parkway and Crescent Ave. A common relief pipe - 66 inches in diameter- will be
installed from Crescent Ave. to the Chelsea Screen House to provide hydraulic relief for
both interceptors. This pipe will be installed in Eastern Ave. The existing Chelsea
Branch Sewer between Crescent Ave. and Chelsea Screen House will be abandoned,
with dry weather flow from the upstream reach of the Chelsea Branch Sewer being
diverted to the Revere Extension Sewer.
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There was some discussion about construction from behind Brad lees to Revere
Beach Parkway, and the difficulty of construction near Route 1 off-ramps and wetlands.
Andy DeSantis, Chelsea DPW, said there is a precedent for boring below the ramp. He
is concerned about surcharging in the field near the housing proj~ct, where children
play, that occurs even in fairly small storms. Mr. Walker said the model showed that
flow can't make it into the downstream sewer, so it backs up. The model shows that the
pipe can carry a one-year storm without surcharging, but it would happen in larger
storms. Not much more flow can be carried to the screen house even with the new
pipe.
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Mr. DeSantis asked if the alternative would be to find a way to remove
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extraneous flow? Mr. Walker said there shouldn't be any combined sewers there. He
would look at the data from a recent storm.
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Mr. Walker said the CBS proposal basically follows the existing pipeline. MWRA
looked at some alternatives, but this route offered the best performance and lowest
environmental impacts and construction risks.
A property owner (corner of Crescent and Eastern Ave.) said he was present to
see if the recommended alterative affected his property. Mr. Walker said it would not.
The property was being considered as part of another alternative.
The total estimated cost for this recommended alternative, Cabot
St./Overland/Eastern Ave., is $27 million.
In terms of project impacts, Mr. Walker said that traffic on Eastern Ave. and other
well-traveled streets will be affected by localized tie-ups around the jacking shaft
locations. The detailed design phase of work will include a traffic management plan
and specifications for handling noise, dust, restrictions on work hours, if necessary, and
alternatives for keeping local businesses open. The handout details the list of potential
environmental impacts assessed for the project and the mitigation likely to be
implemented. Final details will be developed during detailed design.
The construction work will take about 18 months. Eastern Ave. microtunneling
should take about 300 days (10 months). Shafts can be limited to one lane, keeping
three others open. The results of borings and locations of utilities will determine where
the shafts can be placed to a certain extent. Ms. Marx added that shaft location will be
a subject of future public meetings as design progresses.
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Ms. Marx summarized the project schedule information. She encouraged
attendees to comment to the Secretary on the project before the end of the comment
period, which is December 23. The Secretary's Certificate is due on December 30,
1996, and the Final EIR on April30, 1997. These and other project dates are part of
the Court Schedule for the Boston Harbor Project. Design is scheduled to begin in July
1997, with construction starting in December 1999 and completing in June 2001.
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Bob Nc,tson, Chelsea Housing Authority, expressed concem about the need for
short-term relief from surcharging pending completion of this project. Toilets backing up
and other problems present health concerns. Mr. DeSantis said the CHE008 relieves
the local sewer and helps to avoid local flooding. Mr. Walker suggested that continuing
improvements to Deer Island pumping capacity should help. Mr. Ragucci said he will
follow up on the question with MWRA's transport department. The last storm, however,
was a 100-year storm, and the pipes are not sized to handle that kind of flow. Mr.
3-~ DeSantis said he would like to know how often there would be overflow potentials in the
4
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housing complex area after the project is completed.
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Mr. DeSantis said that the local sewer connects to the CBS between Crescent
and Central, a section MWRA plans to take out of service. Severe flooding on Crescent
between Eleanor and (insert) left the Police Station inaccessible. This area needs a 25year standard. Mr. DeSantis asked how this connection would be handled. Mr. Walker
said the Revere Extension Sewer (RES) is deep at that point and any local connections
would be redirected to the RES (which is relieved by CHE008 overflows, if necessary).
The consultants may look at cross-connections between the new rehabilitated service
and the RES, which is 80 years old.
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Mr. DeSantis said he would like to see upstream separated storrnwater removed
(CORRECT?). Mr. Walker said M&E looked at that possibility. The difficulty in that
area would be putting a big enough pipe under the railroad tracks. They couldn't find
another way through. Mr. DeSantis said the system is inadequate in that area and it
would be to the city's advantage to look at solutions that take storrnwater out of the
system. Mr. Walker said M&E can take another look at its work in that area.

Chelsea Trunk Sewer
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This project will provide relief for overflows in the western section of Chelsea.
CHE002 is at the end of Broadway, CHE003 at Ferry and Winnisimmet Sts., and
CHE004 at Pearl beneath the Meridian St. Bridge. This overflows are active because
there is not enough pipe capacity in the connection to the North Metropolitan Sewer. In
addition, local flooding results on occasion. In earlier stages of planning, the model
showed that increasing the pipe size in this area could reduce overflows.
These three overflows contribute to nonattainment of water quality standards in
the Mystic River/Chelsea Creek confluence, but stormwater and upstream flows are
primary sources of pollution. The result of this project should be a range of 3 to 5
activations for these overflows per year (see the "Summary of Project Performance"
chart). The receiving water should meet the Bcso water quality standards 95 percent of
the time.
Mr. Walker said that shotcrete is the only rehabilitation technology available in
this area for rehabilitation.
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For the purpose of choosing an alternative, MWRA divided the neighborhood
into three areas and looked at options within each section. (This information was
discussed at the last Chelsea Public Meeting.) Mr. Walker moved to a presentation of
the preferred alternative (see Figure 23.6-1 in the handout). The recommendation calls
for replacing the Trunk Sewer with new 24 inch pipe along the existing route. The plan
calls for replacement of the existing pipe along Broadway, Medford, Tremont, Ferry,
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Winnisimmet and Wharf Streets, and an overland route between Wharf and Williams
Sts. With new 24-inch pipe installed by open cut excavation. Existing pipe along
Williams and Marginal Streets will be replaced with new 24-inch pipe installed by
microtunneling.
There are some strategic locations for microtunneling shafts at Pearl and
Marginal Streets which will be off the streets. When the contractor needs to work in the
street, the goal will be to stay to one side or work in the sidewalk. The connection to
the regulator in the street will be done at night or during off-peak travel time.
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A representative of the Chelsea Planning Board asked how MWRA handles
placement of shafts on private property. Ms. Marx said the Authority can take an
easement if there is a permanent need for a site, but temporary access is accompanied
by a minimum payment.
Mr. Walker said he did not know for certain if the old pipe will be left in place,
although that is a possibility. Other issues will be resolved in detailed design
investigations, including local high water conditions around Winnisimmet and Marginal
Streets and the final locations of shafts. Mr. Walker said the preliminary work included
looking at many combinations of alternatives, but the existing route was the most
economical and offered fewer impacts. The total for the recommended plan is $3.5
million.

()

The handout lists mitigation for traffic impacts, and a traffic management plan will
be part of detailed design work.

3-8

Mr. DeSantis pointed out that investigations have shown that the conduit from
002 to the regulator is an old wooden pipe that cannot be cleaned. CHE003 is also
partially blocked. These overflows need to remain open to avoid potential backups into
homes and streets.
Mr. Ragucci asked Mr. Walker if the consultants have estimated the cost to redo
CHE002. Mr. Walker said an estimate is not available yet. The final cost could be
significant, given soil use in the area. Mr. DeSantis said he has never seen 003. Mr.
Walker said the designers are assuming it goes out through a bulkhead.

34

Mr. Smigielski asked about potential impacts of construction work an older
homes and buildings along the conduit route. Mr. Ragucci said the contractor typically
conducts preconstruction surveys in areas where there will be close work to protect all
of the parties. Seismic testing to pick up ground vibrations is also a possibility. He
encouraged officials and residents to put that kind of comment in writing so it will be
part of the record. Mr. Walker said if there is a history of homes in the area being
susceptible to vibration, the contractors' specifications can include preconstruction
6
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surveys, monitoring and other protections.
Ms. Marx reviewed the schedule for the project. Design is slated to begin in July
1997 and construction should run from September 1999 to August 2000. MWRA will
continue to consult with the community and city officials on the issues under
consideration during design.

()
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PUBLIC MEETING
FOR THE
CHELSEA BRANCH SEWER RELIEF PROJECT
AND THE
CHELSEA TRUNK SEWER RELIEF PROJECT

ATTENDANCE
Edward Swansburg
C.P. MacFarlane
Andrew DeSantis
Theodore Sobolewski
Robert Albanese
Bob Nason
Richard Smigielski

224 Crescent Ave., Chelsea
95 Beacon St., Chelsea
City of Chelsea, DPW
City of Chelsea, DPW
356 Eastern Ave., Chelsea
Chelsea Housing Authority, 54 Locke St., Chelsea
52 Medford St., Chelsea

Lise Marx
Vincent Ragucci

MWRA

Don Walker
Charles Anderson

Metcalf & Eddy

Nancy Farrell

Regina Villa Associates
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION
One Ashburton Place, Room 1401
Boston, Massachusetts 02108-1696
Telephone: (617) 727-7785 Fax: (617) 727-6397

Stanley Z. Koplik
Chancellor
Ms. Trudy Coxe
Secretary, Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 2000
Boston, MA 02202
Dear Secretary Coxe:

November 4, 1996

James F. Carlin
Chairman

R£GEIVtD
.NtJV 7 1996

MEPA

The MWRA on October 15th issued a draft Environmental Impact Study
identifying the parking lot of the Massachusetts College of Art as its preferred site for a
Combined Sewage Overflow (CSO) facility.
(.-~)
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The Board of Trustees of the Massachusetts College of Art, at its September
30th meeting, voted unanimously to oppose any attempt to transfer a portion of our land
to the MWRA.
MassArt is one of the premier colleges of art and design in the nation, with studio
facilities considered the best in the country. As the Commonwealth's public college of
art, it has a broad statewide mission to provide education and training in the visual arts
and design fields.
The land that is of interest to the MWRA is a substantial portion of the only
available undeveloped land under the control of the college. Currently, it is used as a
parking lot, providing essential parking for students and faculty, who often need to
transport large portfolios and heavy, bulky materials.
MassArt officials have long supported the Mayor's plan for improving and
beautifying Huntington Avenue. Beginning this spring, more than 200 on-street parking
spots in the immediate area of the college will be lost as a result. The additional loss of
one-third of the college's off-street parking in such a highly congested area as a result
of the MWRA project is unthinkable.
The college's only current residence hall, Smith Hall, houses 125 students
adjacent to the land in question. Further, as a result of Wentworth Institute's decision to
retain Baker Hall for its own purposes, the college has identified a portion of the parking
lot as a potential site for a new dorm housing 200+ students, since this is the only land

2
which we presently have available. The Massachusetts State College Building
Authority has authorized $7M to MassArt for this project. The location of the sewage
facility adjacent to student residence halls could clearly impact on the College's ability
to keep the dorm occupied. This is essential for paying off the bonds used for
construction.
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The Massachusetts College of Art and the Board of Higher Education cannot
agree to give up the college's only available land for parking and development to solve
a problem that is shared by all institutions and residents of a widespread area. The
Board and the MassArt community expect the MWRA to vigorously pursue an
alternative solution.
Sincerely,

kth'l· f4Vv

Stanley Z. Koplik
Chancellor
SZK:vam
CC:

James F. Carlin, Chairman, Board of Higher Education
Katherine H. Sloan, President, MCA
Rob Macintosh, Chair, MCA Board of Trustees
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MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY
Charlestown Navy Yard
100 First Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02129
Telephone: (617) 242-6000
Facsimile: (617) 241-6070

COMBINED SEWER OVERFLOW CONTROL PLAN
Briefing on the Draft Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report
for the Charlestown Neighborhood Council
St. Francis DeSales Church
Charlestown
Wednesday, November 13, 1996
MINUTES
Judy Brennan, Chair of the Charlestown Neighborhood Council Environmental
Committee, called the meeting to order at 7:15 PM, and then turned it over to David Kubiak of
MWRA, who introduced Cheryl Breen and Don Walker of Metcalf & Eddy, the engineering
consultants.
Mr. Kubiak said that at earlier meetings, MWRA representatives discussed two projects
in Charlestown at the BOS019 and the 808017 outfalls to improve water quality by
constructing new screening and disinfection facilities. Tonight, MWRA is pleased to report
that, after additional research and modeling, water quality can be improved through less
aggressive means. These new solutions will cause significantly less impact to the community
and will also cost the MWRA ratepayers less money. The pollution control achieved will be the
same or of a higher level than with the screening/disinfection facilities.
Mr. Kubiak said that MWRA has recently submitted the Draft Environmental Impact
Report/Facilities Plan to the Secretary of Environmental Affairs. The 60-day public comment
period on the report began in October and ends December 23. The seven-volume document
is available for review at project repositories, including the Charlestown Branch of the Boston
Public Library and at MWRA's library in Building 34 in the Navy Yard. The document is also
available in whole or part from Lise Marx of MWRA. All comments should be submitted in
writing to Secretary Trudy Coxe at EOEA (see handout for full address.) All comments will be
i
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addressed by Ms. Coxe in her review of the DEIR, and by MWRA in the Final EIR due April
1997.
Mr. Kubiak invited all residents to submit comments. He stressed that while the current
project changes will result in a reduction of impacts within Charlestown over prior plans, the
alterations have not been approved by the Boston Harbor Project court parties. Letters of
support for these projects will help the ratification process.
Mr. Kubiak turned the meeting over to Don Walker to discuss the two plans in greater
detail.

805019
Mr. Walker began with the BOS019 outfall. The outfall is located at the intersection of
Medford and Chelsea Streets. About thirteen times per year this outfall becomes overtaxed
and excess flow discharges untreated into Little Mystic Channel. The M&E engineers noted
that the average volume of flow of each activation is relatively small (about 400,000 gallons).
An underground storage facility could be placed along Chelsea Street to contain this excess
flow until the storm event has passed. Then the flow could be pumped back into the
Charlestown Branch Sewer line and carried to Deer Island for treatment. This solution would
reduce the number of activations from 13 to 4 per year, the target number. It would also
reduce the volume of flow into Little Mystic Channel from 3.5 million gallons to 0. 7 million
gallons per year.

()

Four overflows per year is the target level for each outfall throughout the MWRA
system. This number was derived from the new swimming standard. It states that 95% of the
year water quality must be below 200 counts of bacteria per 1OOml of water. The general rule
is that one activation impacts water quality for four days. Four days times four overflows
means that water quality would be exceeded for 16 days each year. Sixteen days out of 365
days is 4%; therefore, at least 95% of the days of the year the receiving water would meet
water quality swimming standards.
Mr. Kubiak noted that other pollution sources affect water quality during heavy wet
weather, including surface runoff and other upstream sources. Mr. Walker added that bacteria
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from CSOs contribute less than 50% of the bacteria entering the receiving water from all
sources. This project will not address that other half of the total pollutant load.
Mr. Walker continued his presentation on BOS019. The storage facility would be a box
conduit 12 feet long, 12 feet deep and 360 feet long. The hyd~aulics of the pipeline system will
not be affected by the conduit, so the sewer pipe will not back up. For those storm events
greater than conduit capacity, the system would work as it does now. The excess flow will be
released into Little Mystic Channel untreated, but with the addition of a baffle to collect
floatables like Styrofoam and cigarette butts. This floatables control is a new minimum
requirement for all active outflow sites.
As water enters the conduit, air will be displaced. This air will not be vented until it
passes through an odor control system of activated carbon. All of the system, including the
odor control equipment, will be located 18 to 20 feet below grade, with the exception of a
manhole at either end of the conduit, and a 10 foot by 12 foot structure at one end. This
structure will be the access point. It will be either slightly above ground, or a doghouse-style
(~) shed. The conduit will be constructed of pre-cast concrete.
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The question of appropriate conduit capacity was raised. Mr. Walker said that storms
are graded by how frequently they occur in a statistically typical year. Storms of heavier
volume occur less frequently. If this conduit were enlarged to capture a one-year storm
(meaning the outfall would not activate at all in a typical year), it would need to hold 800,000 to
900,000 gallons, more than twice the proposed size. A conduit of that magnitude would not fit
into the proposed site. Both community impacts and cost would be increased. Cost-benefit
analysis is an integral part of the design stage of these projects. The increased cost must
produce a notable difference in water quality or odor to justify spending additional ratepayer
money. He added that the addition of 200,000 gallons (about 15 feet) to this conduit's volume
is under consideration, to reduce the number of activations to two per year.
Mr._ Kubiak added that this is only one project out of 26, with a total cost of $400 million.
MWRA must make the right decisions for each case. A reduction to .one overflow per year in
Charlestown may be possible, but if an East Boston outfall discharges four times a year, the
extra resources used for the first project may not make a noticeable difference in water quality.

(_'-J
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When asked about the differences in community impacts between a storage conduit
and a screening/disinfection facility, Mr. Walker said that the storage conduit is more desirable
for a number of reasons: it requires less above-ground space; no chemical deliveries will be
necessary; it will be fully automated; there is a significant reduction in discharge volume; and
the equipment is more simple and therefore will require less maintenance - only about 15 ·
times a year (routine inspections monthly and after each activation).

Mr. Walker said that MASSPORT has been contacted about the project. They prefer
the storage conduit alternative to the facility. The only comments were that the conduit must
be a certain distance from the footings, and the above-ground structure must be able to
withstand the fall of snow plowed off the bridge above it.
Mr. Walker said that construction impacts will include the excavation and fencing-off of
the site, the delivery of pre-cast concrete sections via flatbed truck, sealing of the sections,
and backfill. Minor pipework in Chelsea Street could be done nights or other off-peak hours.
Two new tidegates are also proposed within the current combined sewer; these gates will
prevent seawater from filling up the pipe and conduit. The site can be reached from an
existing access road behind the backstop at Barry Playground; however, the old concrete
bleachers will be demolished.

'5- 3

Ms. Brennan asked about odor control. Mr. Walker said that this conduit would not
produce different odor issues from the formerly-proposed screening/disinfection facility. The
conduit and pipe will contain sewage gases. The tunnel will be vented through a charcoal filter
and exit via an air stack or other egress. The vent system will be determined by air dispersion
characteristics modeling. Mr. Kubiak added that MWRA knows that if odor control equipment
is maintained, no odors escape. The Authority owns a number of large facilities in residential
neighborhoods. Odors have not been an issue there since MWRA assumed ownership and
corrected controls a decade ago. Mr. Walker added that because the conduit project will not
alter the hydraulics of the system, odors currently detected will not change.
Mr.- Walker said that the value of this project is less than that of the screening facility, at
$3.8m in capital costs with an annual operating budget of $52,000. Although the conduit will
require less work than the screening/disinfection facility, it is still considered a substantial
project. The current schedule calls for design to start in July 2002, with construction running
from March 2005 to March 2006.
4
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Mr. Walker reviewed the environmental/community impacts handout. Primary impacts
will include truck traffic on Chelsea Street and typical construction noise and dust; there is also
a possibility of exposure of soil contaminated by lead and petroleum hydrocarbons. The
typical hours of construction are 7AM - 3PM. Certain hours can be specified in the
construction contract; the Authority will negotiate with the community regarding hours of
construction. He noted that this project will not involved a 24-hour construction schedule.
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Trucks involved in the removal of excavate will need to make their way out of the city.
Charlestown has a number of designated truck routes; the route and/or streets off-limits can
be included in the construction contract. Thirty-two daily truck trips are expected during peak
construction. Medford Street and Chelsea Street are the two possible routes. The DEIR
identified both, but does not select one over the other. That can be done in the FEIR. (The
City Square area is often avoided by construction vehicles because it is already so
congested.) However, the route of least impact may depend on where the materials will come
from and go to. Since each contractor has its own suppliers, it may not be possible to
determine the best route until a contractor has been signed. MWRA is sensitive to community
needs and will. work closely with Charlestown on this. Mr. Kubiak suggested that the comment
to the DEIR from the Land Use Council include the council's thoughts on route routes.
Both the ballfield and the Medford Street areas will bear construction impacts. Access
to the conduit site from the field must be secured, so a fence will be erected. Soil borings
must be taken to determined if foundation pipes will be needed. If so, pile-driving would take a
few weeks and would contribute greater noise pollution than other foundation techniques.

805017
Mr. Walker then discussed the BOS017 project. This outfall is located in the Schrafft
Center parking lot; the regulator sits where Medford, Bunker Hill, and Main Streets converge.
The upstream pipe network is centered in the Route 99 rotary in the Sullivan Square area,
where the two Charlestown Branch Sewer lines meet the Cambridge Branch Sewer. Since
these line pass directly over the interceptor, this project will divert flow from the current CSO
into the Cambridge Branch Sewer line. With only minor modifications this will reduce the total
flow to the regulator from 2.5mg to 0.25mg and reduce the annual activations from 19 to two.
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All of the work can be performed within the Route 99/Rutherford Avenue rotary. It will
involve 130 feet of new 30" diameter pipe, one new manhole, and alterations to two existing
manholes. This will result in a 90% reduction in pollutants from the outfall. This $1m project
will not require any facility. It will be a one-time pipework job. Once completed, it will act like
any other sewer pipe. For the two activations that remain, an underflow baffle requiring
nominal maintenance will be placed into the existing outfall for floatables control.
The environmental impacts will be less than for the BOS019 project. There will be
some truck traffic during the short construction time. There will be no long-term impacts. The
current schedule calls for design to commence in July 1997, with construction from March
1999 to March 2000. Mr. Kubiak said he expects that this schedule will be stepped up.
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The possible redesign of Sullivan Square was raised. Mr. Walker said that the piping
configuration presented here is but one of a number of possibilities and was chosen for its
minimal traffic impacts. It sho.uld be possible to work around any road relocation work. Mr.
Kubiak said that the existing sewer lines will present more conflict to a redesign effort than
would this new piping. He added that this project will be ahead of the Central Artery/Tunnel
schedule.
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Mr. Walker said that the impacts of this work will include a police detail and the
slowdown of traffic around the rotary. However, once vehicles pull off the intersection, they
will remain out of the roadway.
Ms. Brennan adjourned the meeting at 8:05 PM.
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COMBINED SEWER OVERFLOW CONTROL PLAN
MWRA Public Meeting/Environmental Meeting
of the Charlestown Neighborhood Council
St. Francis DeSales Church
Charlestown
Wednesday, November 13, 1996
Attendance
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Judith M. Brennan
Richard Mertens
Rudy Doerges
Cheryl Breen
Don Walker
Joshua Swerling
Mike Cromsy
David Kubiak
Michael Collins
Elle Thomas-Smith

Charlestown Neighborhood Council
BRA
Boys & Girls Community Garden
Metcalf & Eddy
Metcalf & Eddy
Metcalf & Eddy
MWRA
MWRA
RVA, Inc.
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MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY
Charlestown Navy Yard
100 First Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02129
Telephone: (617) 242-6000
Facsimile: (617) 241-6070

Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan
PUBLIC MEETING for the
East Boston Branch Sewer Relief Project
at a meeting of the
East Boston Land Use Council
November 14, 1996
MINUTES
The meeting was called to order by Joseph Stefano, Chairman of the East
Boston Land Use Council. Mr. Stefano said that the Massachusetts Water Resources
Authority would be making a presentation to the members on the East Boston Branch
Sewer Relief Project, which is part of the Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan. He
introduced David Kubiak, CSO Program Manager, to make the presentation.
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Mr. Kubiak distributed a set of handouts (see copy, attached), which he used to
make his presentation. He said the plan is now the subject of a Draft Environmental
Impact Report and Facilities Plan (DEIRIFP), part of the state's environmental review
process. The DEIR was developed after meetings with the CSO communities, including
the Land Use Council. Mr. Kubiak introduced Vincent Ragucci, MWRA's community
liaison for East Boston, who was also on hand to answer questions.
.
This is the third time in 18 months MWRA has presented project information to
the East Boston community. The seven-volume report that was recently submitted to
the Secretary of Economic Affairs is in the Meridien St. and Orient Heights branches of
the Boston Public Library, and MWRA can furnish portions of the report to anyone
interested in reading it. Mr. Kubiak encouraged residents to comment on the report by
writing to the Secretary of Environmental Affairs with their comments. MWRA will
answer questions that arise about the projects in the Final document. Comments on
the draft are due by December 23, 1996. MWRA would like the plan to be the best
·
possible for the communities.
This project involves improving the East Boston sewer system that is 100 years
old in some places, fails to serve the community adequately and is too small. The
combined system overflows into the harbor in wet weather since there is not enough
capacity to carry all of the flow. The new system should last another 100 years.
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Printed on 100% Recycled Paper

The handout package summarizes the East Boston project and addresses
construction, water quality and other impacts. Mr. Kubiak and the Project Manager,
Lise Marx, would be happy to meet with smaller groups, neighborhoods or blocks to
explain the work if people are interested in more details.
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Mr. Kubiak described the preferred alternative for the project, which is detailed in
Figure 22.4-3 of the handout. The project includes different kinds of construction,
depending on what is currently in the ground, geotechnical, environmental and
community considerations. The project includes:
- rehabilitation of the EBBS main trunk between Porter Street and the Caruso
Pumping Station;
- replacement of the existing EBBS by pipe bursting in Marginal, Jeffries and
Maverick Streets; Orleans between Marginal and Maverick Streets; Border and New
Streets between outfalls BOS009 and 01 0;
- replacement of the EBBS between the intersection of Maverick and Orleans
Streets and Porter St. with new pipe installed by microtunneling in the Conrail corridor;
- replacement of the existing sewer on Border St. between BOS01 0 and Condor
St. with new pipe sloped in the direction of Condor, installed by microtunneling;
- installation of new pipe along Condor, East Eagle and Chelsea Streets by
microtunneling and construction of a new junction structure adjacent to the Caruso
Pump Station.
The planners looked at many different options, including just replacing the pipes
in their current locations. The final proposal reroutes flow on a different alignment.
Flow that currently goes south along Border St. will be redirected in the opposite
direction up to Condor St., across to East Eagle St., then north to the pump station.
This redirects flow away from the tunnel area so that construction will not have to be
done in that congested area. In some places, pipes will be repaired in place, called
curing, so that the street will not have to be dug up. This rehabilitation, for example, will
take place along Bremen St. from Porter north to Eagle St.

to-\

Residents posed a couple of questions about construction· and the pipes. The
first issue was the quality of street replacement planned. Mr. Kubiak said MWRA's
policy is to repave the street from curb to curb. Sidewalks and curbs will also be
replaced if they are affected by the construction. In response to another question, he
said the old pipes are not made of lead. In East Boston, they are made of brick, clay
and reinforced concrete. Cast iron was a more common composition material for pipes.
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The planning and design process will take some time, and MWRA plans to
continue to talk with the community. Mr. Kubiak said, for instance, that the location of
shafts for the microtunneling (subsurface tunneling construction) would be reviewed
with the community. The construction for this project is scheduled to take place
between 2003 and 2005.
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A resident asked how construction would impact traffic flow on Border St. Mr.
Kubiak responded that traffic will be the biggest problem in that area. The report
defines the likely impacts and suggests mitigation. On occasion, traffic will be reduced
to one lane and a detail policeman will be on hand to keep traffic moving.
Mr. Kubiak explained some of the other construction technologies. Pipe bursting
will be used in some sections (see the brown line on the map, including the Maverick
St. area, part of Maverick and Jeffrey and along the Conrail corridor for a few blocks,
and on parts of Marginal and Border Sts.). This technique sends a new pipe through
the existing pipe, breaks the old pipe and pushes the soil out to allow a new pipe to be
inserted in this cavity. This procedure can only be done with smaller pipes.

()

Other construction will be done through microtunneling. The contractors
construct shafts about every 400 to 800 feet or at every turn, depending on the method,
and work below surface to construct new pipe or replace old pipe. This project will
require a total of about 20 shafts over 2 % years. The shafts range in size from 10 x 20
feet to 20 x 40 feet. It takes about 2 weeks to complete construction of each shaft. The
depth of the shaft depends on the method of construction, the utilities in the area and
the geotechnical characteristics of the area.

(p- 3
A resident asked why the MWRA did not choose to use more of the Conrail rightof-way for construction. Mr. Kubiak said pipe bursting can be used within Orleans St.
This method will be faster and have less impact on the surface.

to- if

Another resident noted that the blue dotted section on the map within the Conrail
corridor might conflict with plans for the first section of the Greenway. Mr. Kubiak said
the team is trying to coordinate its plans with that project and noted that is another
useful comment on the DEIR. He explained that the minutes of this meeting and of all
the public meetings would be submitted as part of the record for the comment period.

6- 5'

Mary Catina said that it was difficult for citizens to know if the route being
suggested is the right one. Another speaker suggested that the route was chosen
based on ease of construction, soil types, etc., not people. Mr. Kubiak said the report
includes information on the community, on traffic impacts and the location of schools
and hospitals, on architectural issues and wetlands. MWRA has tried to take important
information about the community into account when making these proposals.

3
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Martin Coughlin suggested that MWRA will owe the community mitigation for the
disruption being placed upon them during this construction. He suggested that a site
on Nay St. be used as a staging area, then restored as public or open space after the
project is completed. He'd like to see a commitment made to that mitigation in the Final
EIR so the community does not have to keep making the same request over the period
of time until the project moves into construction. Mr. Kubiak said it is not in the DEIR
and the possibility is still being investigated. It may be possible to make a commitment
before the final report appears.

()
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A woman who fives near the Caruso Pump Station said there were strong
unpleasant odors in her neighborhood when MWRA worked on the station. She asked
if similar smells will be a problem during this construction. Dennis Dougherty, from
Bryant Associates, said that this construction will take place underground. Where
rehabilitation is taking place, the contractor will go in first and clean the existing pipes.
The work moves quickly, and there are some technologies that can be used to
neutralize any potential odors, such as introducing chemicals into the sewer as the work
begins. The work on the Pump Station was different. It was above ground and
involved active sewer pipes.
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Mrs. Catina asked if the project will eliminate CSOs and their odor. Mr. Kubiak
explained that the overflows cannot be completely eliminated since they could back up
into streets and homes in extreme cases. The number of overflows will be reduced in
this area to about three per year, and they will include floatables controls.

()
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Another resident asked about new connections to the sewer fine and if MWRA is
working with Boston Water and Sewer Commission (BWSC) on these issues. Mr.
Kubiak said MWRA has been meeting with BWSC for 18 months to exchange
information and cooperate on the project. Most of this work will not involve the socalled laterals that connect to homes. If there are any problems with damaged pipes or
vibrations from construction, they will be handled through MWRA's claims process. Mr.
Dougherty added that vibrations are most commonly associated with blasting or pile
driving. That kind of work is not currently anticipated in East Boston.
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Another resident asked if shaft construction could cause any problems with
integrity of the foundations of adjacent homes. Mr. Dougherty said it was unlikely. The
methods of construction have been chosen to minimize such damage.
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A resident asked if any archaeological surveys have been done on the areas that
involve construction. He suggested that anything found during excavation belongs to
East Boston residents. Mr. Kubiak said that was a useful comment, which he would like
to see shared with the Secretary of Environmental Affairs. The DEIR recognizes that
this might be an issue and calls for a plan to be developed in the design phase. At
present, Mass Historical Commission has control over all projects with arch~ological or
4
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historic finds.
A resident asked if rodent control will be incorporated in the construction. Mr.
Kubiak said it would be. It was even included in the limited soil boring program
conducted recently.
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A resident asked if contract documents will include ways to handle odors that
might arise. Mr. Dougherty said that it can be written into the contracts, but it is not
likely to be a problem. Some odor naturally occurs with disturbed earth and it is not
necessarily caused by sewage.

lD-1 Y.
A resident asked if this is the extent of the East Boston construction. Mr. Kubiak
said sewer separation is anticipated in the area near Constitution Beach, so the MWRA
{p-i? will no longer need that facility after the separation is completed. The questioner said
work is needed in the Beachmont area where there are very high bacteria levels after
storms. Illegal connections in the area need to be dealt with. Mr. Kubiak said that
BWSC has been targeting this problem and may know about this area. He suggested
that she call Paul Demit at BWSC with any information she has.
lD -)\.p
A resident asked what happens to Logan Airport flow. Mr. Kubiak said it comes
into the East Boston pipes for transport to Deer Island.
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In closing, Mr. Kubiak asked residents to share their comments and suggestions
formally with the Secretary of Environmental Affairs by writing to her at EOEA.

(Note- Two attendance sheets are attached, courtesy of the Land Use Council.)
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UNION PARK STREET NEIGIIBORIIOOD ASSOCIATION
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l20 Union Park Street, Boston, MA 021J8
Ms. Tn1dy Coxe, Ser.retary
Executive omce of Envlromnental .t\tTalrs
Attention: M:KPA Unit
l 00 Cambridge Street, 20th Floor
Bo.r~ton, MA 0202

Novanber18, 1996
Jlear Ms. Coxe:

We are writing to you on behalf of the residents of Union Park Strr.ct, South Rnd, Boston,
regarding t.he proposed Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan, at the existing Scwt~r Pumping
Station Facility at the intersection of Union Park, Malden and Albany Streets, and we arc enclosing
the sianatm•(S of ·union Park Street resident'!.

As you are aware, we l1ave Joepeatedly expressed our sb·ong opposition for the construction of the
proposed facility in Union l 1ark Stroot in all previous meetings wiU1 tlte Boston Water & Sewer and
MWRA rcprCRentativcs. llowcver, it seems that our voices are ignored. Although we believe that
the proposed fa('ility will discharge nearly clean water to the ocean, we feel thnt our neighborhood
has been greatly penali:zcd by the eonstl,tction and expansion of the Boston Water nnd Sewer
Pumping Station and other ongoing project.~.
·
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Within the last 15 years, we bave seen our properties to loose 50% of their value, and most
importaut, we are forced to live by breathing sewer odors coru;tantly. As a result, most of our
c.bildren dev~Jop asthma within thcll' bt m· 2nd year of age, and we have experienced nn
unexplained increase f.n lmlt problems and cancer deaths.
~u·~
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We expect your written response with tho confirmation that tlte Unioni•ark St.reet l'umJJing Station
Z.'acllity WILL NOT be considl'.red as a CSO facility.

Gladys DeCosta

President

CC :

Mayor's Office
Governor's Office
RPA
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We, the undcrsf~tncci reJidcnt5 of llnion Park Street, at·e opposing the construction of the CSO
facility in the viclnity of the existing Boston Water and Sewer Pwnping Station at the intersections
of Union Park, Malden and Albany Streets.
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We, the 11ndcn;igncd residents of Union Park Street, nrc opposing the construction of' tbe CSO
facJlity jn the vidnity of the existing Boston Water and Sewer Pumping Station at the intcrscctlons
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of Union Park, Malden and Albany Streets.
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We, the undct'Signed residents of Union Park Street, are opposi112 UJe construdiun of the CSO
facility in the vicinity of the cxi.Uing Boston Water and Sewer lJumping Station at the intcr~ions
of Uuion Park, Malden and Albany Streets.
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We, the Wldersigned residents of Union Park Street, are opposing the com;tructton of the CSO
facility in the vicinity of the existing Boston Watfr and Sewer Ptunping Station at the intersections
of Union Park, Malden and Albany Streets.
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We, the undel'8igned residents of llnfon l1ark Street, are opposing the construction of the CSO
facility in the vicinity of the existing Boston Water and Sewer l'umpfng Station at the intersections
of Union Park, Malden and Albany Streets.
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MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY

®

Charlestown Navy Yard
100 First Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02129
Telephone: (617) 242-6000
Facsimile: (617) 241-6070

Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
AND FACILITIES PLAN
NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING
STONY BROOK

Tuesday, November 19, 1996
Mission Church
7:00P.M.
MINUTES
Lise Marx of MWRA opened the meeting at 7:10P.M. Using overheads and

C)

maps, Ms. Marx provided an overview of what the CSO problem is, why it needs to be
. ...
solved, and how the MWRA's CSO Control Plan will impact the Mission Hill area. The
hand-out attached as part of these minutes contains the slides used by Ms. Marx in her
presentation.
Ms. Marx explained that sewer systems in Boston, Chelsea, Cambridge and
Somerville collect sanitary sewage from homes and business in the same pipes used to
collect stormwater runoff. This is called a combined sewer system. During dry
weather, when only sanitary sewage is entering the pipes, the system can handle the
flow and transport it to Deer Island for treatment.
During wet weather, the addition of stormwater overwhelms the system, and the
combined sewage and rainwater can back up and flow into the harbor and connecting
rivers through 81 active combined sewer overflows (CSOs) in four communities. This

/j

~

flow contributes to .the pollution of local waters, violating federal and state water-quality
1
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standards.
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Ms. Marx showed the audience a slide that depicted an example of a CSO.
During dry weather, a larger pipe called an interceptor carries sanitary flow to the tunnel
to Deer Island. During large rainstorms, this pipe fills to capacity, and excess combined
stormwater and sanitary flow discharges to a receiving water. There are approximately
81 CSO discharge points to Boston Harbor and its tributary rivers.
The MWRA CSO Control Plan comprises 26 separate CSO control projects
within the four CSO communities, at a total cost of approximately $420 million. The
projects involve sewer separation, screening of floatables, the upgrade of existing
facilities, construction of consolidation/storage conduits and treatment facilities.
Ms. Marx said that CSOs have to be controlled because CSO discharges create
potential public health problems, especially near beaches and shellfish beds, which are

C)

considered to be sensitive areas. The federal Clean Water Act lists CSOs as point
sources of pollution. The U.S. EPA CSO Control Policy requires that CSOs be
controlled to meet water quality standards and protect beneficial uses. This means that
CSOs must be eliminated in critical or sensitive areas (beaches and shellfish beds), and
controlled in other receiving waters ..
In receiving waters not considered to be critical and sensitive, the requirement is
to minimize impacts from CSOs. This means reducing CSOs to four or fewer CSO
discharges per year, on average.
MWRA and its consultant on the CSO projects, Metcalf and Eddy, submitted the
Draft Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report in October to Massachusetts
2
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Environmental Protection Aact (MEPA) Unit. The DEIR provides detailed analysis of
all of the proposed CSO projects, including the Stony Brook Conduit Disinfection and
Screening Facility. The 60-day public comment period on the DEIR and Facilities Plan.
will run to December 23, 1996. The address to which public comments on the CSO
project should be sent is included in the handout. Written comments should reference
EOEA #1 0335, the MEPA number for the CSO project. Ms. Marx also advised the
audience of an upcoming public hearing during which the public can be heard in regard
to the DEIR to be held on December 9 at 7:30 PM at Faneuil Hall.
Ms. Marx then turned to the specifics of the proposed project in the Stony Brook
area. She said that the flow from the Stony Brook system overflows into the lower

(-)

Charles River through the MWR023 outfall, which is one of the largest untreated
overflows in the entire CSO system.
The drainage from MWR023 is a mixture of stormwater and sanitary flows.
CSOs that add sewage to the stormwater already in the system are in the downstream
part of the system. The last CSO regulator where sanitary sewage en~ers the system is
off Tremont Street in the Mission Hill area. This is the reason why the MWRA is looking
to site the screening and disinfection facility in the Mission Hill area, since if it is located
upstream from the final regulator, not all of the sewage entering the system will receive
disinfection.
Ms. Marx then explained that during approximately two storm events each year,
Stony Brook Conduit overflows to BOS046 into the Back Bay Fens. By locating the

('-_)

facility upstream of BOS046, there will be approximately 15 minutes of contact time with

3

disinfection so that the Fens will also benefit from the proposed facility.
Based upon criteria such as location, size of parcel, and economic factors, the
MWRA preliminarily identified a short list of potential locations for the screening and
disinfection facility. The DEIR provides the analysis and reasons why site L2 has been
identified as the preferred site for the proposed Stony Brook Screening and Disinfection
Facility.
Ms. Marx then introduced Brian Daly of Metcalf and Eddy who provided an
overview of the engineering evaluations that were performed for those 4 sites.
Mr. Daly stated that the water quality issues relating to the
Screening/Disinfection Facility are that CSOs are a source of bacteria in the lower
Charles River and Back Bay Fens Pond, and outfall MWR023 is the largest untreated
CSO along the lower Charles River. The CSO control goal is to provide screening and
disinfection for all storms in a typical (average) rainfall year. The flow currently
discharged untreated to outfalls MWR023 and BOS046 from the Stony Brook Conduit
will be routed to a 206 mgd peak capacity screening/disinfection facility with effluent
pumping. The flow will be treated by screening and disinfection with dechlorination.
The overall facility footprint will be approximately 25,200 square feet. In response to a
comment from the audience that the facility footprint has increased since the last
meeting. Mr. Daly said that the size requirements for the facility reflect the need for a
pumping facility at site L2. A 90 by 100 foot above grade operations building will be
constructed at site L2. Where pumping is not necessary at Site A 1, the building size
could be 80 x 80 feet.
4
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A member of the audience asked about the status of the Boston Water and

Sewer Commission study to separate sewers in the Mission Hill area. Ms. Marx said
that BWSC had a study underway to look at all CSOs that discharge into the Stony
Brook. The hope is that BWSC will be able to separate out enough stormwater to
reduce CSO activations at MWR023 (into the Charles River) to 4 or fewer per year.
MWRA expects BWSC to issue a draft report in December, which MWRA will have an
opportunity to review. Critical issues which will determine the feasibility of separation
as an alternative project will include cost and whether or not equivalent or better water
quality benefits can be achieved.

8-0l

Another audience member asked where the dechlorination will occur once the

new facility is constructed. Mr. Daly said that it would occur at Forsythe Park within a

(-)

below-grade structure.
Mr. Daly then showed a slide that depicted the summary of water quality
improvements that will occur once the Stony Brook facility is built. While the number of
activations and the volume of CSO will remain unchanged, the fecal coliform content of
the water will be reduced by a factor of 99.96%, and floatable controls will be provided.
Mr. Daly then introduced Cheryl Breen of M&E, who provided an overview of the
siting criteria for the Stony Brook project. She noted that four sites were evaluated in
detail as part of the DEIR and Facilities Plan -Sites L2, G, H and A 1. The criteria that
was evaluated in the DEIR were land use, historical/archaeological, air quality, noise,
traffic, institutional impact, wetlands, geology, hazardous materials. Ms. Breen pointed

(~j

out to the audience that the institutional and land use impacts for sites G, H .and A 1
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were key in making site L2 the preferred site. ·
In response to this point,

Pc;~ul
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McCaffrey, Vice President of the Massachusetts

College of Art, then made a statement, which he provided to MWRA and is included as

B-9

an attachment to these minutes. In summary, MCA opposes the CSO facility on site
L2 because this land is the only open space owned by MCA for future development.
While the space is currently used for parking, the College is planning (and has money
already earmarked for) the construction of a residence hall on this parcel. MCA also

8-i.J

feels strongly that they were never advised of the MWRA plans for the parcel. He said
that if the MWRA had used the same criteria regarding institutional impact to·site L2
that it had applied to the other sites, then site L2 would have been eliminated from
consideration.
Ms. Marx responded by saying that initially MWRA examined the possibility of
co-locating the proposed facility at the existing Ward Street headworks (site L1). Due to
substantial below-grade infrastructure at L1, which made construction infeasible, L2
was brought back into the siting process ..
Oscar Brookins said that Northeastern University is currently downsizing, and as
a result he felt that it was highly unlikely that Northeastern would be building a dormitory

B-5 at site H.

He also asked about the status of site Q.

Mr. Daly said that the parcel for site Q was too narrow for the proposed facility,
which would require a footprint at least 100 feet wide.
Mr. Brookins also asked why the area on the corner of Allegheny Street and
Terrace Street was not evaluated. Mr. Kubiak said that this area was not in the initial
6
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(') study area boundary but will be looked at again.
·. S-1- Mr. Brookins asked if the facility is located at site L2, how will flooding that
occurs periodically in that area affect the facility. Mr. Kubiak said that the MWRA
designs facilities to be protected from 100 year storm events. He also said that the
proposed facility will not be a flood control facility, nor will it increase the amount of
flooding.

8- B

Diane Brown asked that the MWRA reevaluate site H, and suggested that

institutional issues at Site H are outweighed by residential issues at other sites.
A person who identified herself as a spokesperson for Northeastern University
took issue with Mr. Brookins statement that Northeastern is downsizing. She stated
that the incoming classes have increased in size for the past three years, and that the
University will need to expand its student housing in the future.
Mr. Kubiak reiterated that the existing Ward Street Headworks is a major
permanent wastewater facility, and this fact contributed significantly to making site L2
the preferred site.
Mr. Daly showed the proposed layout of the facility if sited at site L2, on the
corner of Ward Street and Vancouver Street. Mr. Daly mentioned that alternative site
layouts that integrating the proposed facility into Ward Street Headworks operations
may be examined. Also, if Ward Street were eliminated as part of the BHA/VVentworth
land swap, it may be possible to consider using some of that ROW for either the facility
or for uses displaced by the facility. Mr. McCaffrey expressed concern that MCA must
("-_)

be involved in any discussions that would affect MCA land, particularly a ne~d by
7

MWRA to access facilities.
Ms. Marx then provided the proposed costs to build the facility at the sites that
were evaluated. The capital cost at site L2 ($18,837,000) is the highest of all due
primarily to the length of the pipeline and also to the fact that the facility will be
constructed in the area of a former MDC pump station. Construction neat the old
foundation will be more difficult.
Ms. Marx then reviewed the project schedule. The comment period on the DEIR
and Facilities Plan Will end on December 23, 1996. If new information, particularly in
regard to BWSC's sewer separation study becomes available over the next few months,
it can be considered prior to the drafting of the FEIR. It is anticipated that the Secretary
of EOEA will issue acertificate by December 30, 1996. The Final EIR is due to be
submitted before April 30, 1997, with design scheduled to start in July 1997.
Construction is scheduled to start in March 2000 with completion scheduled for March
2002.
Ms. Marx thanked all for coming and adjourned the meeting at 8:45P.M.

8
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COMBINED SEWER OVERFLOWS
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
AND FACILITIES PLAN
NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING
STONY BROOK
Tuesday, November 19, 1996
Mission Church
7:00P.M.
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I am please to be allowed the opportunity to address this group on the concerns
of Massachusetts College of Art.
The Colleges' position, as articulated by the Board of Trustees. the President of
the College and the Chancellor of Higher Education opposes the CSO facility on
our property for the following reasons:

----This land is the only open space owned by the College for future
development. and the loss of this potential could greatly influence our ability to
serve the students of the city and the Commonwealth.
--We presently utilize the space for parking for our students , faculty, staff and
visitors to the College. In addition, commuter students have very large portfolios
and class projects in whiCI1 a car is required to transport their educational
materials. Further, the redesign of Huntington Avenue is only going to
exacerbate the parking problem in the area.
- The College is planning to put a residence hall on this land. We have $5
million dollars already committed to MCA for this purpose. We must provide
residence facilities for close to 200 students in order that they not compete for
housing .in the community. The College had an agreement to purchase a
residence hall from Wentworth Institute but they backed away from that
transaction and consequently we have limited options.

It is for these reasons that the College has opposed the siting on our property.
We also feel that the process deliberately by-passed the College and other
state officials who have direct responsibility for the operation of the college
facilities. There were no communications received from the MWRA on any of
the meetings that were held. The first time that the College was notified of
MWRA's interest in the site occurred on July 24th of this year when the
President received a letter indicating that test borings would be done on the site.
There were public meetings held in December of 1995, and in June of 1996 and
we never received notification of this fact. We were told by three senior

( -):

members of the MWRA management that Information was sent to DCPO, yet
DCPO denies that they every received any information.
This process held MCA at a distinct disadvantage and was clearly inequitable.
When others with distinct interests were allowed input the· College of Art was
ailowed none. When others were allowed to explain their position on the siting,
MCA was ignored. Even after the College voiced their opposition in written
letters to the director of the MWRA, we never even received the courtesy of a
reply. After three meetings where the College explained their opposition we
heard that MWRA officials are telling community people that MCA and MWRA
will work things out. This is simply untrue and misleading.
Indeed in the draft plan the report ignores the formal written opposition from the

college.
The process has treated mea differently from and unfairly in comparison to
others. In several places, summarized in table 17.6-1, the draft report rejects
other sites, notable, h. for precisely the same reasons that impact MCA:
permanent loss of parking and incompatibility with proposed housing. It rejects g
because of negative impact on athletic facilities, yet recommends the MCA site
in spite of its being the College's only parking facility, and its only open land
available for future development.

()

And it recommends MCA land even though it is the most expensive alternative .
Thank you for the opportunity to address the group and to explain our position.

Paul Me Caffrey

Vice-President
Massachusetts College of Art

MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY
Charlestown Navy Yard
100 First Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02129
Telephone: (617) 242-6000
Facsimile: (617} 241-6070

COMBINED SEWER OVERFLOW CONTROL PLAN
Briefing on the Draft Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report
American Legion Hall
Cambridge
Wednesday, November 20, 1996
MINUTES
Lise Marx, of MWRA's CSO Control Program, opened the meeting at 7:09 PM. She
thanked everyone for their attendance and introduced Cheryl Breen and Brian Daly of Metcalf

& Eddy, the engineering consultants, and Vincent Raggucci and Dan O'Neill of MWRA Public
Affairs.

Ms. Marx gave a quick overview of CSOs and why a control program is necessary.
Although the local cities and towns own much of the area's sewer pipes, MWRA was charged
with developing a system-wide CSO control program, an effort that began in the 1980s with a
metering and monitoring program. Of the four overflows in Cambridge -

CAM005, CAM007,

CAM009, and CAM011- most are fairly inactive and all discharge into the Charles River. The
goals of the control plan are to reduce frequency of outfall activations and to reduce water
quality impacts of the overflows, since CSOs violate ttie Clean Water Act. The Conceptual
Plan released in 1994 proposed the construction of a treatment facility for the Cambridge 005
outfall. Over time, with greater research and technological advances, a better and more costeffective solution has been developed. While not without impacts, it·certainly has fewer
impacts than the 1994 plan.

1
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MWRA has held public meetings periodically throughout the planning process. The
current round of meetings is important because MWRA filed a Draft Environmental Impact

n

Report with Massachusetts' Executive Office of Environmental Affairs. The DEIR addresses
26 projects (with a total construction cost of $420 million) proposed to eliminate and/or· reduce
the pollution from all81 CSOs in Boston, Cambridge, Chelsea and Somerville. A 60-day
comment period began October 25 and ends December 23, 1996. Copies of the report are
available for review at local libraries and from Ms. Marx. Anyone wishing to comment on the
report should send comments to Trudy Coxe, Secretary of EOEA (address in handout). The
Final EIR will include all project meeting minutes, formal comments from citizens, and
comments from Ms. Coxe, as well as MWRA responses to all those comments. Everyone is
welcome to attend a Public Hearing December 9 at 7:30PM at Fanueil Hall, where the focus
will be overall water quality improvements rather than the specific project details presented
here.
Ms. Marx explained that the there are 26 projects in the CSO Control Plan. The
projects use a variety of solution technologies. Hydraulic relief is planned for the Mt.
Auburn/Lowell Streets area. In other areas, work will include sewer separation, upgrading
existing and constructing new treatment facilities, in-system tunnel storage conduits,
interceptor pipe repair and replacement, and repairing outfalls. All CSO Control Program
projects fall under the B~ston Harbor Project court case, so the design and construction
timelines are included as court milestones.
Of the existing 81 outfalls, MWRA will close 28; the activation rate of 46 outfalls will be
reduced to four or less annually; and seven overflow points will be allowed to activate more
than four times a year, but with treatment. Floatables control is necessary at all of these 53
remaining sites.

Ms. Marx turned the meeting over to Brian Daly, Metcalf & Eddy, to speak about the
project facts.

2
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( ) Mr. Daly said that at the last meeting, the plan for controlling the Cambridge CSO called
CAM005 was to build a new screening and disinfection facility. During the study of possible
siting locations, it was discovered that the length and diameter of pipe needed to link the
outfall with any of the siting locations was so great that it would be, in effect, storing a large
volume of flow. In that case, a better solution would be to build a tunnel with the purpose of
capturing and storing flow. There were two options for this storage conduit: a tunnel five-anda~half feet

in diameter that can capture and store all but four overflows per year; or a nine-foot

diameter conduit that could capture and store all annual storm flow in a typical year. The
smaller pipe would allow four untreated overflows per year.
The new "hydraulic relief alternative" was developed from modeling flow schemes and
additional metering data. This alternative involves the replacement of some pipeline features
that are currently located within Mt. Auburn Street. The Upper Charles River receives CSO
discharges from CAM005 that contains high bacteria counts. The goal is to limit the untreated
CSO discharges to four or fewer per year. The recommended technology is hydraulic relief
within the existing interceptors and an underflow baffle as a floatables control mechanism.
Under this alternative, 40 feet of pipe will be replaced. The existing section of pipe
ranges from 20 to 30 inches in diameter and contains two manholes. Then, 240 feet of a new
30 inch pipe will be installed parallel to an existing line in Mt. Auburn Street.

Using Fig. 28.6-14 as a guide (noting that the area marked "Parking Garage" is in fact
1010 Memorial Drive and that the scale is not wholly accurate), Mr. Daly explained where and
how the work will be performed. A small 40-foot section of new pipe will be installed between
Junction Structure No. 1 and the regulator. This will join the North Charles Metropolitan Sewer
to the regulator, allowing RE051 a relief point and reducing most of the current. number of
outfall activations. A larger (240 foot) section of 30' pipe will be placed between Junction
Structure No. 1 and the North Charles Metropolitan Sewer and parallel to the existing RCP
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pipe. Looking at the figure, it might seem logical to simply replace the existing 42" pipe with a
larger 54" diameter pipe. However, the relatively recent installation of the pipe and the
existence of other underground utilities and the layout of the road and roadside structures
make that option impossible. The final result of installing a new 30-inch pipe in parallel with
the existing 42-inch pipe will be a pipe capacity of 54".
For the smaller pipe section, the installation method will be open cut, meaning that a
trench will be excavated with a backhoe, the pipe laid, and the hole filled. The larger section
of pipe will be installed through a process called microtunneling. In microtunneling, a shaft is
drilled down from the surface, a tunnel digging machine is lowered down, and that machine
bores the area for the pipe, parallel to and below surface level about 15 to 18 feet. The new
pipe gets pushed up into the microtunneling zone by the boring machine. The tunnel boring
machine is removed from another shaft once it reaches the end. The advantage is that it
results in minimal above-grade impacts. (see handout for more detail) Microtunneling was not
chosen for the smaller pipe section because of the tangle of existing underground utilities and
the short pipe length.
The jacking pit and construction staging area will be at the Mt. Auburn/Maynard Place
intersection. One to one-and-a-half lanes of traffic will be closed. The shaft will be about 22'
by 15'. It must remain open for the duration of the work to allow for the removal of the
excavate. The receiving shaft at Mt. Auburn and Lowell Streets (at the entrance of Mt. Auburn
Hospital's parking garage) would be about 15' by 15'. The work would be timed so that this
receiving shaft would be needed just as the open cut work was finishing, so the machine could
be extracted through the open cut.

q- i

Someone asked where in the road this work would occur. Mr.- Daly said that the

drawing is fairly accurate. The work will be done as close to the side of the road as possible.
It probably will not be on the sidewalk but it will probably be in the parking lane. However, for
safety reasons a portion of the sidewalk may be blocked off.
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Asked if there will be any construction beyond the boundaries of the Fig. 28.6-14 map,

Mr. Daly said that there will be zones approximately 150 feet down Mt. Auburn, which will be
used for truck loading and pipe delivery. The 42" pipe does pass under the playground;
however, that area will not be touched.

q- ~

Asked about the project time line, Mr. Daly answered that the project will take about two

or three months. Construction of the shafts would take at least a few weeks. Microtunneling
moves about 40 feet per day, so it would take approximately two weeks for that tunnel activity,
and open cut construction moves about 10 feet per day, so that would add another two weeks.
Cheryl Breen will talk about the specific project dates.
Mr. Daly summarized the costs and water quality improvements of various alternatives
identified throughout the planning process ("Hydraulic Relief' is chosen the alternative). It is
possible to eliminate all activations in a typical year and therefore eliminate all pollutant loads
from CSOs, but only at a very high price- $17 million for tunneling or $13 million for hydraulic
( )

relief plus tunneling. The chosen alternative costs $1.8 million and results in a sixty percent
reduction of the three measured pollutants. The next least expensive option -the screening
and disinfection facility- results in a 99.98% reduction in fecal coliform, but a less than 40%
reduction in BOD and TSS 1, and at a cost of $11.8 million (ten times more). So the chosen
hydraulic relief alternative results in the second-best pollution reduction for between $10 and
$16 million less than the other options, it does meet the system-wide requirement of four or
fewer activations per year, and it would lower the annual flow volume by 1.5 million gallons.

C( - 'f

Alex Strysky asked why the screening and disinfection alternative results in fewer

activation~ but a higher flow volume than the hydraulic relief alternative. Mr. Daly said that the

1

BOD =biochemical oxygen demand
TSS =total suspended solids
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difference is due to the length of pipe; there would still be eight activations at the regulator, but
five of these would be from storms smaller than the pipe capacity. It is important to remember

()

that the outfalls are needed for flow regulation and relief- they cannot be bricked up even
with the most extensive option. In a storm event of a magnitude greater than a one year
storm, the excess flow will continue to overtop the regulator and exit the outfall untreated (but
now with floatables control).
Mr. Daly said that the area has a peculiar drainage system. Quantifying the magnitude
of storms is driven less by the total rainfall volume than by how quickly the precipitation falls.
A severe summer thunder squall may trip the regulator, but a day-long drizzle many not. A
three-month storm is about equal to one to one-and-a-half inches of precipitation within 24
hours.

q-s

Kathy Baskin asked why the hydraulic relief alternative yields a higher number of

activations but a lower volume of flow discharged. Mr. Daly said that because of the addition
of the 54" pipe, a constriction is being removed. That allows more flow to pass down to

( )

Cottage Farm, but it also means that if the system surcharges, more flow will pass back. It is
possible to have a small discharge due to a surcharge condition in the pipe. Most of the flow
that currently overtops the regulator and enters the Charles River will now make its was down
to Cottage Farm. This solution is a tradeoff, resulting in one additional activation, but an
overall flow volume reduction of 50%. Ms. Marx added that the period of time that the
discharge point is active is very low. For all four annual activations, the total time active is only
1.3 hours.
Mr. Daly turned the meeting over to Cheryl Breen. Ms. Breen said that on a parallel
track to the engineering work, MWRA has been working on a Draft Environmental Impact
Report. While the project under discussion is no longer a screening and disinfection facility
along. the banks of the Charles, the alternative is not without impacts. The handouts include a
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list of categories of impacts (Community; Institutional; Natural Resources), specific impacts
within those categories, and proposed mitigation efforts. The greatest impact will be to traffic.
MWRA will work with the city of Cambridge to develop a traffic management plan. This
will include a police detail and perhaps limiting hours of construction to accommodate peak
usage of the hospital lot. The use of microtunneling helps to control other impacts like noise
and dust, but mitigation like dust suppressant and sound muffles will be implemented. It is
unlikely that hazardous materials will be uncovered, but if that problem did arise, the materials
would be properly collected and disposed. Fortunately, this project has very short term
construction impacts but many long-term positive benefits.

Ms. Breen mentioned that another possible impact is dewatering or a lowering of
ground water. Geotechnical borings will be performed before construction begins to identify
any issues. There will be monitoring of buildings and ground level during the work.

(~)

Questions raised:

q- ~ A resident asked (A) what will be done with the stormwater that falls inside the shafts and
q -'1- pits; and (B) what provisions are made for using this system while the pipe is under
construction and not in service? Mr. Daly said that the construction document will include
specifications about water disposal. Most likely, it will follow standard procedure and be
collected and pumped into the sewer system. In answer to the second question, the
construction contractor will be required to have an intermediate system for flow
conveyance. This would probably be a below-grade pipe in Mt. Auburn that would bypass
the section under construction and pump from the regulator structure to the existing 42"
pipe and into the North Charles Metropolitan Sewer. There would be no loss of existing
services as a result of the construction.
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An additional impact is noise from pile driving for the access shafts. One possible
mitigation could be the stipulation t_hat these be constructed by auger rather than hammer.

'l-'1
•

The corner of Lowell Street and Mt. Auburn is a very busy intersection, as it is the first
through-street after Fresh Pond Parkway. It isn't enough to say that there will be traffic
mitigation. One must be precise about exactly what that would be. There may need to be
alternative traffic patterns. Also, neighbors are sensitive to the noise created by raindrops
and traffic on the metal plates used to cover open trench work. He asked when the
mitigation details will be worked out. Ms. Breen said much of the details are worked out in
the design stage (beginning July 1997). MWRA assumes that the city is aware of
residents' needs and will work closely with the city on these details.

q-l\?
•

A Lowell Street resident suggested that a neighborhood review group be created for an
additional source of feedback. Ms. Marx added that MWRA has done that for other
projects; it is a bit early to begin now, but that idea does make sense and will be

()

investigated later.

q-II
•

What happens if EPA does not approve the project alternatives? Ms. Marx said that this
plan has undergone a fairly extensive change. The situation is a bit sticky because the
court schedule includes a milestone date for a CAM005 screening and disinfection facility.
MWRA has held preliminary meetings with EPA about these and other project changes.
EPA stated that it wants MWRA to develop additional information specifically on water
quality and the comparable benefits of the projects as initially proposed and as currently
proposed. MWRA is in that process now, and has said to EPA that it is crucial to get
feedback sooner rather than later, because to meet the July 1997 court milestone, scopes
of work must be drafted and bid by January. Ms. Marx feels that this new direction will be
well received, especially with the movement toward a watershed-based approach to water
quality and pollution management. The FEIR is due in April 1997; any project changes will
be reflected in that document..
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Ms. Breen added that the project change is justified because of the very small component
of receiving water pollution from CSO sources. The water body currently violates the water
quality standard even in dry weather. Spending millions of dollars to remove 100% of CSO
activations will not change the quality of the Charles River, so the new hydraulic relief
alternative is the most logical solution to the Clean Water Act's mandate that CSOs be
controlled.
Ms. Marx said that comments in support of the project change and the usefulness of a
neighborhood review committee should be submitted as a formal comment to MEPA to
back up MWRA's proposal.
q-1~

•

When will the public know about EPA's decision to accept or reject these changes? Ms.
Marx said that she would like to notify the affected parties as soon as MWRA knows.
Notification could be done through a mass mailing, with an issue of the CSO Bulletin,
and/or dissemination through the city.

( )q _, 3
·

•

Some time ago Mt. Auburn Hospital notified residents about an expansion plan scheduled
for 1996; It has not begun, nor have residents been updated on that project's status. Ms.
Marx said she is aware that a proposal was made, but though~ the timeline was 1996 1997, which is before MWRA's project would begin. She does not know where those plans
stand currently.

q-lif
•

When asked if EPA approves or makes decisions all at once or for each project
individually, Ms. Marx said that she does not know the exact timeframe. The court report
submitted monthly by MWRA did mention these new projects and the rationale for them.
The response from EPA was a request to describe the benefits, a process MWRA is
working on. Often the vehicle for response is in EPA's comment to the DEIR. There is a
court schedule date for court parties to comment (by the end of December), so there will be
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some response soon. The bigger issue is not in regard to projects but in regard to overall
water quality for all of the CSO receiving waters. September 1997 is listed as the date by
which the state must determine if the water quality compliance standard is met through the
CSO Control Plan as a whole. DEP and EPA have been involved in the process since
1992. To Ms. Marx's knowledge, no red flags have been raised to date; she does not
expect any major surprises.

9- i6
•

A resident asked where the underflow baffle will be located and what impacts it will have.
Mr. Daly said that there are very few construction impacts related to that process. One or
two steel plates will be installed across the outfall below grade. It will not cause any
upstream surcharging because the flow is not impeded; it simply allows floating materials
to rise up and be retained behind the baffle. Lab modeling and simulations have been
used to date; field tests will be done. The baffles would be placed during the construction
of the new pipe/regulator connection. The resident asked what would happen if the field
trials failed. Mr. Daly said that there are other systems, including manually-cleaned bar
screens, that could be used instead. Metcalf & Eddy did a survey of the floatables control
technologies available and chose chose based on minimal impacts.

'l-J\.;
•

Mr. Strysky asked about the Cottage Farm work. Ms. Marx said that there is an existing
screening and disinfection facility at the BU bridge/Magazine Beach area. As part of the
overall CSO Control Program, this and other existing facilities will be upgraded. These
improvements include dechlorination, which mitigates the possible harm to aquatic life from
disinfection chemicals in CSO flow. This is part of a design contract with Camp Dresser &
McKee.to investigate reconfiguring the Cottage Farm facility and possibly construct a small
addition built into the hillside. This is in the preliminary stage, but it would not involve any
construction outside of the existing fenceline. Please notify Ms. Marx if you want to be
informed of the development of this project.
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q-11(-) •

A Lowell Street resident said that she once had her soil tested; the sample was
contaminated with lead. She asked how that can be kept from washing into the river. Ms.
Marx said that the CSO communities are very developed urban areas. Lead has leached
into the soil from lead paint, from auto exhaust before gasoline was deleaded, and from a
host of other sources. Mr. Daly said that borings will be taken along the pipeline route. If
environmental contaminants are found, then a system will be implemented during
excavation that will limit open-air exposure of the. soil, which will be loaded into covered
trucks and disposed of properly. Once the pipes are connected, they will be sealed to
minimize soil infiltration.

Ms. Marx thanked everyone for coming and reminded everyone to sign in to join the
mailing list. She adjourned the meeting at 8:25 PM.

(~)
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COMBINED SEWER OVERFLOW CONTROL PLAN
MWRA Public Meeting
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American Legion Hall
Cambridge
Wednesday, November 20, 1996

Attendance
Gary Hall
Steve Doris
Brian Culver
Bob Walsh
Ann Meyer
Ralph Dunphy
Jack Delaney
Betsy Heald
Alex Strysky
Kathy Baskin
Fleet Hill
Steve White
Marjorie Decker
Julie Humphreys
Warren Richards
Ackerman
Geoffrey Harris
Kevin & Diane Cahalane
Ann Daughaday
Craig Kelley

Belmont Hill School
New England Aquarium
Harvard University Engineering Office
Winsor School
1010 Memorial Drive, Riverbend Park 02138
Cambridge Public Works
Winsor School/Hale & Dorr
Winsor School
Cambridge Conservation Commission
Charles River Watershed Association
22 Longfellow Road
DPW
Rep.-Elect Alice Wolf
2 Gibson Terrace, 02138
BB&N School
41 Gibson
20 Lowell
28 Lowell Street
Cambridge Public Works
6 St. Gerard Terrace, 02140

Cheryl Breen
Brian Daly
Lise Marx.
Vincent Raggucci·
Dan O'Neill
Elle Thomas-Smith

Metcalf & Eddy
Metcalf & Eddy
MWRA
MWRA
MWRA
RVA, Inc.
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Massachusetts College of Art
621 Huntington Avenue
Boston. Massachusetts 02115-5882

(j

617.232.1555

I am please to be allowed the opportunity to address this group on the concerns
of Massachusetts College of Art.
(0- \

The Colleges' position, as articulated by the Board of Trustees, the President of
the College and the Chancellor of Higher Education opposes the CSO faciiity on
our property for the following reasons:
-This land is the only open space owned by the College for future
development, and the loss of this potential could greatly influence our ability to
serve the students of the city and the Commonwealth.
--We presently utilize the space for parking for our students , faculty, staff and
visitors to the College. In addition, commuter students have very large portfolios
and class projects in which a car is required to transport their educational
materials. Further, the redesign of Huntington Avenue is only going to
exacerbate the parking problem in the area.

()

--The College is planning to put a residence hall on this land. We have $5
million dollars already committed to MCA for this purpose. We must provide
residence facilities for close to 200 students in order that they not compete for
housing in the community. The College had an agreement to purchase a
residence hall from Wentworth Institute but they backed away from that
transaction and consequently we have limited options.
It is for these reasons that the College has opposed the siting on our property.

ID-J.

We also feel that the process deliberately by-passed the College and other
- state officials who have direct responsibility for the operation of the college
facilities. There were no communications received from the MWRA on any of
the meetings that were held. The first time that the College was notified of
MWRA's interest in the site occurred on July 24th of this year when the
President received a letter indicating that test borings would be done on the site.
There were public meetings held in December of 1995, and in June of 1996 and
we never received notification of this fact. We were told by three senior

members of the MWRA management that information was sent to DCPO, yet
DCPO denies that they every received any information.

(}

This process held MCA at a distinct disadvantage and was clearly inequitable.
When others with distinct interests were allowed input the College of Art was
allowed none. When others were allowed to explain their position on the siting,
MCA was ignored. Even after the College voiced their opposition in written
letters to the director of the MWRA, we never even received the courtesy of a
reply. After three meetings where the College explained their opposition we
heard that MWRA officials are telling community people that MCA and MWRA
will work things out. This is simply untrue and misleading.
Indeed in the draft plan the ieport ignores the formal wri'lten opposition from the
college.
The process has treated mea differently from and unfairly in comparison to
others. In several places, summarized in table 17.6-1, the draft report rejects
other sites, notable, lJ., for precisely the same reasons that impact MCA:
permanent loss of parking and incompatibility with proposed housing. It rejects g
because of negative impact on athletic facilities, yet recommends the MCA site
in spite of its being the College's only parking facility, and its only open land
available for future development.
And it recommends MCA land even though it is the most expensive alternative .
Thank you for the opportunity to address the group and to explain our position.

Paul Me Caffrey
Vice-President
Massachusetts College of Art

(~)
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Ms. Trudy Coxe, Secretary

DIRECTORS
Donald J. Borchelt
Paul Connolly
Paula M. Stuan

Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
:MEPA Unit
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02202

November 25, 1996
RE: Comments on EOEA #10335 Draft Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) Facilities Plan
Dear Ms. Coxe:

\l-l

-\P.e purpose of this letter is to record this off!~e's support for the MWRA's CSO Control Plan, and in
( )Lrticular, upgrades to the Somerville Marginal CSO Facility. The City has just completed work on
separating common manholes upstream of CSO outfalls in the Alewife Brook and Mystic River areas of the
City. These changes will eliminate overflows at several outfalls and improve the overall water quality of
both water bodies. In addition, upgrades to the Somerville Marginal facility will prevent active chlorine
from entering the river, thus creating a safer environment for fish and wildlife.
We believe that combined sewer overflows, as a historic source of pollution, have caused environmental
damage and at the same time contributed to a negative community image. For many years, City officials,
residents and private entities have invested significant tesour\.:e:; for planning and development along the
shoreline. One of the City's key goals is to promote recognition, use and enjoyment of its valuable
waterfront areas.
In summary, the_CSO Control Plan will address critical water quality issues while enhancing attainment of
community development objectives in Somerville.

Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

~~~%7~~
Tndd M. Fontanella, Director
\ )sportation and Commercial Development
cc:

Thorn Donahue, DPW

csodraf.let
93 HIGHLAND AVEi'illE ·SOMERVILLE. MASSACHUSEITS 02143
(617) 625·6600, Ext. ~500 ~·Fax: (617\ 625-0i'22
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MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY
Charlestown Navy Yard
100 First Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02129

Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan

Telephone: (617) 242-6000
Facsimile: (617) 241-6070

COMMUNITY MEETING
FOR THE
Fort Point Channel Storage Conduit
Children's Museum
December 4, 1996

MINUTES

()

Lise Marx, CSO Project Manager, opened the meeting and thanked the
audience for coming to hear a presentation on the Fort Point Channel Storage Conduit.
This project is part of the CSO Draft Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report,
currently the subject of review and comment as part of the MEPA process
(Massachusetts Environmental Protection Agency Act). Ms. Marx introduced Don
Walker and Cheryl Breen from Metcalf & Eddy, MWRA's consulting engineers.
Ms. Marx gave a description of how combined sewers work (using diagrams on
an overhead projector). She noted that CSOs currently contribute to violations of state
water quality standards. The CSO control plan aims to end or reduce their pollution
through a variety of construction projects that include sewer separation, interceptor
relief, tunneling projects and treatment facilities.

Fort Port Channel
There are a number of combined sewer overflows along Fort Point Channel.
Most are fairly inactive and will meet state standards since they discharge on average
less than four times a year. Three other outlets provide most of the flow that
discharges into the channel.
BOS070 overflows about 70 to 75 times a year at the upstream end of the
channel. As proposed in the DEIR, these flows will be sent to a new facility to be
constructed adjacent to the Union Park Pump Station in the South End for detention
and treatment.
Two other overflows - BOS072 and BOS073 - discharge about 23 times a year
into Fort Point Channel. 80S073 overflows at the end of Mt. Washington Ave. and
80S072 at Dorchester Ave. The plan calls for construction of an undergro1.,1nd storage
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conduit to hold these flows in wet weather, then pump them to the Deer Island
Treatment Plant from a pumpout facility at the intersection of A St. and 2nd Ave.
The CSO Draft Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report (DFP/EIR) has
been released for review and comment. The comment period extends until December
23. During this period, MWRA has been conducting meetings in all of the CSO
communities with the goal of providing a project overview that will help residents
prepare their comments on the plan. The handout contains information on how to write
to the Secretary of Environmental Affairs. The Secretary's Certificate is expected at the
end of December, 1996, with the Final FP/EIR due in April1997. Design of this project
is scheduled to begin in July 2002, and construction in March 2005. The Certificate will
lay out the issues MWRA needs to address in the final report, and MWRA expects to
answer questions and address issues raised in the DEIR comment letters.
The entire seven-volume report is available in 22 library repositories throughout
the region. MWRA mailed a flyer to all South Boston residents on the project, which
should be arriving over the next week.
Ms. Marx introduced Don Walker from Metcalf & Eddy for an update on
construction alternatives for the Fort Point Channel project.
Mr. Walker summarized the main details of the proposal. A 1,200 foot storage
tunnel will be built beneath A St. from Mt. Washington Ave. to 2nd Ave. During wet
weather, flows will be diverted by a regulator in to this tunnel instead of overflowing into
Fort Point Channel, except for about twice a year, when the storms are larger and the
tunnel cannot capture all of the flow. (The overflows will be preserved since the only
alternative way for extra flow to escape would be through manholes into the streets or
back into homes and businesses.)
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BOS072 relieves high flows in the South Boston interceptor. To implement this
project, MWRA proposes to build a new relief structure near the intersection of A St.
and 2nd Ave. (RE072-3 on the figure in the handout). The weir (wall that sets the level
for the overflows) will be raised to reduce the activations. A new manhole at the new
regulator will include a side outlet to permit flow to enter the storage conduit when flow
in the regulator reaches an established depth.
A pumpout facility at the same location will be used after the wet weather has
peaked to pump flow in the tunnel to Deer Island for treatment. An odor control facility
will be included at this end of the tunnel. This is a change from the earlier version of
this proposal, which placed the facility at the Mt. Washington Ave. end of the tunnel.
Now it will be further from residences. When the tunnel fills, air is pushed out that can
contain naturally occurring odors from sewage. The facility will use carbon filters to
treat the air as these rain events begin.
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Mr. Walker presented some summary information about the project. CSOs are
the predominant source of fecal coliform bacteria and oxygen depleting material in Fort
Point Channel. In the typical year, this program will result in a 75 percent reduction in
the overall discharge volume from both overflows. Discharges will be reduced to four or
less per year. Underflow baffles will be installed at the two existing regulators and the
new one to screen floatables from the flow when they do discharge. These solids can
be returned to the interceptor for treatment. The estimated capital cost of this project is
$16 million.
Mr. Walker described the tunneling construction process, which will begin from a
shaft near the intersection of A St. and 2nd Ave., actually on Yard Way. A tunnel boring
machine (TBM) will be used to drill under A St. to Mt. Washington Ave., where the
machine will be disassembled and removed from a second shaft. The final form of the
tunneling has not been determined. It is likely to be a TBM followed by a form of lining,
or a TBM followed by tunnel jacking, which pushes large segments of pipe into the
excavation. Up to two additional shafts will be required, depending on the method
chosen. It is possible that the shaft(s) can be off-street, in parking lots, or to one side of
the street.
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In response to a question, Mr. Walker said there would be little difference in
noise between the two tunneling options. Pipe jacking is a hydraulic process, not a
hammering process.

The main tunneling shaft would be about 20 x 25 feet and MWRA hopes to be
able to place the shaft in an open lot. There is some flexibility on the location of the
second shaft, but the tunneling needs to go in a straight line. Eldon Abbott, Parsons
Brinckerhoff, said the design team would probably try to design the tunnel without
shafts, giving the contractor the option to use them if necessary. It's possible that one
or no extra shafts may suffice.
The new regulator will require installation of a manhole and a short pipe will bee
constructed to link up to the diversion structure. This street work could be done at night
to limit traffic impacts.
Mr. Walker used a section view of the activities at the mining shaft to show how
excavate would be removed from the primary shaft at A St. and Yard Way. The rock or
excavate would be put in carts, then hauled to the surface for removal. Designated
truck routes and a traffic management plan would be part of the design work.

llC< -a.,
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Residents pointed out that there might be a midpoint access street to the Haul
Rd. by that time, making it possible for trucks removing excavate to avoid local streets.
The street is currently envisioned between W. 2nd and Broadway. They encouraged
MWRA to investigate this possibility and to go anywhere but up A St.
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Mr. Walker continued to present construction information. He said some kind of
ventilation fans will be required at the top of the main shaft to provide air for the
workers. There will be some noise buffering required for these fans.

\1\
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In response to a question, Mr. Walker estimated the length of tunneling
construction at about 5 weeks, based on a production rate of 60 feet a day and no
major obstacles. MWRA is aware that the Central Artery will be working in A St. until
about 2001. The Authority is likely to be working in A St. shortly afterwards.
Lise Marx said the schedule remains a subject for discussion with residents. The
current schedule for construction is approximately March 2005 to 2007. That plan limits
A St. to one set of project impacts at a time, but lengthens the period of time when
residents will have to be dealing with construction.
Mr. Walker described the operations that will take place in the dewatering pump
station/odor control facility. These below-ground facilities will have surface access with
from a small structure containing a stairwell and equipment hatch. The odor control
equipment will be automated and will probably use carbon filters, which need to be
replaced every two to three years. No chemicals will be delivered to the facility.
The equipment is designed to turn on automatically .and its operations - or failure
to operate- register at an MWRA facility that is staffed around the clock. If the pumps
were to fail and operations staff did not reach the building in time, the result would be
an overflow through the existing CSO outfalls.
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Libby Blank, Boston Water & Sewer Commission, asked how long it would take
to dewater the tunnel after a storm. Mr. Walker said the pumps would be sized to
complete the job in about a day. More powerful pumps could be installed, but
interceptor capacity is an issue since flow will also be sent from South Boston to Deer
Island through the same interceptor.

Mr. Walker said the drop shaft at Mt. Washington Ave. will be about 20 feet in
diameter. It will be constructed at the beginning of project work, then plated until the
TBM arrives. The completed shaft will have an equipment hatch at grade.
·Mr. Walker summarized some of the environmental impacts identified in the
DEIR. They include potential traffic on A St. affected by the construction; trucks that
will need to come to the site to haul away excavate (peaking at 16-18 trips a day when
mining is at full strength); and impacts that might result if a shaft has to be positioned in
the street. The traffic plan will address these issues.

\lo.- 4-

A resident asked if the MWRA has taken any additional borings to confirm the
rock conditions at the site. Mr. Walker said four new borings were completed on A St.,
4
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along with a geophysical survey of the top of the rock. A number of borings were also
taken for the Central Artery project, and they are available. A fair amount of information
has been gathered for this level of design.
Hours of operation were also discussed for construction. Tunnel construction is
typically a 24-hour operation: about 16 hours of excavation and 8 hours of maintenance
and work on the TBM and other systems. Muck excavation at the surface is not a 24hour operation and the design process can be used to control some of these issues.
Other than trucks, Mr. Walker indicated that the visible signs of construction will
be a crane and the ventilation fans for the primary construction shaft, and only
occasional activity and the TBM removal for the Mt. Washington Ave. shaft.
Summary

Lise Marx said this stage of the project includes preliminary design information,
and the Authority intends to keep talking to the community as the detailed design is
developed. Issues related to shafts, traffic, etc., will remain subjects of discussion.

i \a - S
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Libby Blank asked for a rough breakdown of the project costs. Mr. Walker said
land costs are a very small portion of the project, with other costs for the conduit
construction, the pumping and dewatering facility and the baffles totaling about $13
million. The remainder is evenly divided between the general contractor (25%) and the
engineering and construction management (25%).
Ms. Marx reminded everyone of the parameters of the comment period, and the
meeting was adjourned at approximately 9 PM.

~~-)
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COMMUNITY MEETING
FOR THE
Fort Point Channel Storage Conduit
Children's Museum
December 4, 1996
ATIENDANCE
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the boston harbor assoc1at1on
~

for a clean, olive and accessible Bo.ston Harbor

/

374 Congress Street
Suite 609
Boston, MA 02210·1107
Telephone (617) Al2·1722
Fax (617) 412·9750

December 4, 1996

Secretary Trudy Coxe
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street, 20th Floor
Boston, MA 02202
Re:

Public Process for Reviewing Water Quality Designations
Prooosed in MWRA Combined Sewer Overflow Plan (EOEA 10335)

Dear Secretary Coxe,
As an active member of the Technical Advisory Committee for the
MWRA's Combined Sewer Overflow Project, The Boston Harbor Association
has been reviewing and commenting on the development of plans to
resolve combined sewer overflows in Boston Harbor. We are concerned
~~- I about the lack of information available about changes to water qual icy
.· ... l~-c)t standards and strongly recommend that you initiate a public process led
( )
by the Department of En~ironm~ntal.Protectio~ to ev~luate the impact of
·
the changes to water quality designatiOns associated with the MWRA's CSO
Plan.
As you know, changes to water quality designations for receiving
waters are necessary so that the CSO Project can meet water quality
standards. Members of TBHA's Environment Committee have raised
concerns about the lack of public process to review the changes in water
quality standards proposed in the CSO Plan. Questions raised include:
• What is the difference between a "variance" designation and a "Bcso"
designation?
• What environmental benefit is achieved by designating some water
bodies as "Bcso" instead of proposing a variance?
• What is the expected duration of the new designations?
• What criteria will be used to evaluate when a "variance" should
continue or discontinue?
• What will the public process and time line be for evaluating the revised
water quality designations periodically?

@
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• Should variances be considered for any receiving waters other than the
Charles River?

\. -\
)

The answers to these questions are not addressed in the CSO DEIR,
and MWRA staff have deferred to DEP as the lead agency for evaluating
issues associated with state water quality standards. Although water
quality designations will be discussed at the MWRA's December 9th public
meeting at Faneuil Hall, we do not believe that one meeting will be
sufficient to address water quality designations, along with the overall CSO
Plan, in any meaningful way. We will raise the issues discussed in this
letter at the December 9th hearing and hope that a DEP representative will
be on hand to begin addressing them.
Appropriate guidance and leadership from DEP is needed to ensure
that the public is informed about the water quality designation changes
and has an opportunity to discuss the implications of these
recommendations for each receiving water body. Your Certificate and Final
Record of Decision (July 14, 1995) both recommended that DEP issue a
special report outlining "procedures and strategies" for incorporating the
CSO Control Program into its regulations by the end of September 1995. As
far as we know, no report or guidance have been issued by DEP to date.
TBHA recommends that the Department of Environmental Protection
begin coordinating a public process, in addition to the ongoing MEPA
review of the CSO DEIR, to review the potential impact of changes in water
quality designations associated with the CSO Plan. Ideally, DEP should
publish a notice in the Environmental Monitor outlining the proposed
changes and announcing one or more public meetings to be held before the
public comment period on the FEIR fo~ the CSO Project begins this Spring.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

9--- J!_r~;_

joan LeBlanc
Deputy Director
cc:

Doug MacDonald, Executive Director
Massachusetts Water Resources Authority
David Struhs, Commissioner
Department of Environmental Protection
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MR. DAVID KUBIAK: I think we are all set to get started. I want to

2

welcome all of you to this public hearing tonight on the MWRNs Combined

3

Sewer Overflow Control Plan. I see a lot of familiar faces out there, people

4

who have been working with us for many years on this project and I also see a

5

lot of new faces as well and that's great. That is great for the process.

6

FROM THE AUDIENCE: They can't hear you back there.

7

FROM THE AUDIENCE: You are echoing.

8

:MR. KUBIAK: Is that better?

9

FROM THE AUDIENCE: Yes.
MR. KUBIAK: Again, I want to welcome all of you to this public hearing

11

tonight on the MWRA's combined sewer overflow control plan; but before I get

12

started, it seems very fitting in this great public meeting hall and a public

13

participation forum such as this one to say a few words about our good friend

14

and colleague Lydia Goodhue who passed away last Friday.

15

Lydia has served in the last two years as the President of the Technical

16

Advisory Committee, the Chairman of the Technical Advisory Committee for

17

the CSO plan. She and the committee met once a month for the last two years

18

to follow our progress and make sure that we were doing what was in the best

19 .

interests of the rate payer and the public as a whole and the environment.
Lydia was also involved in many other MWRA projects for over 20 years and

4

1

there will be over the next couple of months many other remembrances and
~

2

testimonies to her. She was equally an advocate for the rate payer, for the

3

environment and for common sense and we will miss her leadership, her smile,

4

the look she would give me and her friendship.

5

Okay. Tonight's public hearing I wanted to give it a perspective relative to

6

all of the other public participation efforts that we have conducted over the last

7

few weeks and indeed over the last two years. Tonight is a hearing. It is

8

different than the public meetings we've held. At the public meetings we have

9

spoken to specific interest groups whether they be neighborhoods where we
tried to locate our facilities or environmental groups or rate payer advocates;

11

and we have held those meetings as informational sessions, sharing information

12

back and forth. We've made detailed presentations and we've answered

13

detailed questions at those meetings. Those meetings actually have been going

14

on for a few years. Recently we held eight meetings in the neighborhoods. We

15

will continue to hold meetings for the rest of this environmental review process

16

and in fact meetings will go on during design and construction as well.

17

Tonight's hearing though is an opportunity for people to provide testimony,

18

to provide comment in a public forum. Everyone has the opportunity to submit

19

written comments to the Authority and written comments to the Secretary of

20

the Environment by December 25 for the Draft Environmental Impact Report,

()
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1

but those written comments, even though they are public documents, they don't

2

really become public until the FEIR, the Final EIR is printed and those

3

comments and the responses to those comments are printed in that document.

4

But here is an opportunity to let the public know how you feel about this

5

project, whether you are in support of it or whether you have concerns about it

6

and it is also to get those comments into the public record.

7

The transcript of tonight's public hearing will be submitted to the Secretary

8

of Environmental Affairs and that transcript will be given just as much weight,

9

the comments in the transcript will be given just as much weight as any written
comments that are S1-Jbmitted to the Secretary. The transcript of this hearing

11

will be printed in the Final EIR report along with our responses to the issues

12

that are going to be raised tonight.

13
14

say. If you have testimony..and if you have concerns, even if you have

15

questions that you would like to get into the public record, please feel free to

16

come up when we open the mike to the audience. If you have questions that

17

you would like us to answer tonight, please approach us after the close of the

18

hearing or at least at the end of the testimony and we will answer questions on

19

an individual basis.

.20

(

"~

Okay. If anyone has-- I don't want to limit anything that anyone has to

)'

Tonight we are prepared to discuss the Draft Sewer Plan, the Draft EIR

6

1

Report that was submitted to :NIEPA on October 15th. It is a culmination of

2

approximately two years of detailed planning and engineering work that builds

3

on a recommended CSO control plan that was developed back in 1994.

4

The purpose of the Draft Facilities Plan EIR is first and foremost to

5

comply with national and state CSO policy which requires a facilities plan. We

6

must bring the Boston area into compliance with the Clean Water Act in part by

7

controlling CSOs in accordance with the state and national policy and those

8

policies require that we submit a facilities plan.

9

Now, because the recommended plan is a very large and complicated

10

project, we will certainly have impacts on neighborhoods, we also have to

11

prepare an Environmental Impact Report in accordance with :MEPA

12

regulations. Also, this project is the subject ofDEP reviews pursuant to

13

revolving loan funding and sewer connection permits, state permits for large

14

waste water projects and a Facilities Plan is required for that as well.

15

The schedule for submission of these documents is established in the court

16

order. All of our CSO activities since 1987 have been subject to a federal court

17

order and milestones in the court1s schedule.

18

The document that was recently submitted and is now being reviewed by

19

the public is one of a few that we prepared over the last few years and the

20

recent document references those qthers. The first two, the 1994 Water Quality

()
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1

Baseline Assessment and the 1949 CSO Conceptual Plan were developed by

2

the Authority to come up with the whole concept of the projects that would be

3

evaluated in more detail; and the infonnation in those plans are important to

4

demonstrate, to justify actuaHy, the CSO recommendations that we are putting

5

forward and that is why numerous references to those first two documents are

6

made in the Facilities Plan EIR.

7

Those documents haven't been available to the public for some time and

8

they remain available to the public; and if there is anyone that needs a copy of

9

any of the three documents, they should call the Authority and we'll get a copy
to you right away. Those documents are also all available in repositories

11

throughout the Boston, Somerville, Cambridge and Chelsea area. If you would

12

like a list of the depositories, you can talk to us this evening or you can call us

13

at the office.

14

The plan recommends the CSO control plan. It is really a series of phases

15

of major waste water improvement projects. What you see here is a list of the

16

last phase of the projects. The first phase was all of the major pumping and

17

treatment upgrades that the authority has already been working on for the last

18

seven years. Increasing treatment and pumping capacity at Deer Island,

19

increasing pumping capacity throughout our system. The communities and the

20

Authority have been maintaining our systems, cleaning up pipes to provide

lJ
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1

more capacity.

2

As a result of all that, CSOs are already, CSO discharges are already much

3

lower than they were in 1987 when we assumed responsibility for CSO control.

4

We have also been implementing over the last few years what we call system

5

optimization projects to make the system that already exists work much better

6

and the CSO communities like Boston Water and Sewer Commission,

7

Cambridge, Chelsea and Somerville have been instrumental in getting those

8

projects implemented and we have been able to reduce CSO discharges through

9

those projects.

10

11

12

The last phase involves 26 projects that are the subject of the facilities plan

()

and they cover a full range of technologies.
They also cover the entire CSO project area and the projects we've

13

recommended specifically target the water quality problems in each of the

14

receiving -- each of 14 receiving water segments. The water quality uses of

15

those segments and the engineering possibilities that existed in each of those

16

areas. This is not one plan that fits all. This is really 26 plans that address each

17

specific area.

18

Overall the plan proposes CSO discharges at 81 locations. There are 81

19

pipes in the Boston area that discharge sewage mixed with the rain water during

20

storms. Of those 81 locations, this plan together with the earlier phases that I

(J'
"-
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1

discussed will allow the closing of 28 outfalls. Many of those have already

2

been closed. It will reduce it at 46 others and we will provide at least screening

3

and disinfection and in some cases a higher level of treatment. This plan will

4

eliminate CSO discharges, completely eliminate them to sensitive areas:

5

Swimming areas and shellfish beds.

6

It will reduce CSO activations at all other locations, at most locations to a

7

level that is considered minimal under the regulations. Minimal under the

8

regulations refers to controlling the activations to at least 95 percent of the

9

time, allowing water quality standards to be met 95 percent of the time.

()

Where we cannot reduce the activations to that level we will provide

11

treatment that accomplishes the same level of control because that treatment

12

targets the pollutants that are causing the water quality problems and that are

13

caused by CSO discharge. And we are controlling flow to those at every CSO

14

outflow by some technology that will remove the floating solid materials from

15

the flow and that is mostly but not completely an esthetics issue.

16

When you take a look at what the overall plan accomplishes from 1988

17

through 2008 when the last of the 26 projects will be completed, we see that the

18

CSO discharges will drop from approximately 3.2 billion gallons a year in 1988

19

to approximately .6 billion gallons in 2008.

?Q

("J

Already, as you can see this chart, in 1997 we1Ve achieved significant

10

(j
1

reduction primarily due to pumping upgrade at the Deer Island Treatment

2

Plant.

3

Also, the remaining flow in 2008 will for the most part be treated flow. 96

4

percent of the flow remaining in 2008 will receive at least screening and

5

disinfection.

6

7

Now, I want to give you a sense of how this remaining flow compares to
the total flow that gets into a combined sewer system.

8

Combined sewers take flow not only from your homes and businesses but

9

they also take flow from your roofs and roadways during wet weather. That is

,,

a huge amount of flow and the storm runoff is mixed with the sewage. The

11

combined sewer area is approximately 14 square miles encompassing large

12

areas of Boston, Somerville, Cambridge and Chelsea; and in 1988, of all of that

13

flow getting into the system, only 68 percent was making its way to Deer

14

island. Today approximately 85 percent is able to make to it Deer Island

15

because of the improvements we've already made and by the year 2008, 94

16

percent of that flow will get to Deer Island. So you've got a huge amount of

17

flow getting into a very old system.

18

In 2008, 94 percent of that flow will make its way to Deer Island for

19

treatment. Of the remaining 6 percent, which is that point six billion gallons

20

that was on the last chart, 96 percent of that will then receive at least screening

(-)
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1

and disinfection. So it is important to put it into context what remains and

2

everyone is concerned that there will be remaining CSO discharge and we're

3

concerned about that, too, but you have to put it into perspective.

4

This obviously is one of the most important considerations in developing a

5

CSO Control Plan and that is compliance with water quality standards. And

6

what our document proposes and what our document attempts to justify are

7

DEP, Department of Environmental Protection determinations that will allow

8

the remaining CSO discharges pursuant to the state regulations, which call for

9

removing CSO discharges in sensitive areas, which we are doing, which calls

( )o
11

for minimizing impacts, which we are also doing and we've documented in the
report.

12

Based on that documentation, DEP will make determinations, they are

13

expected to make those detenninations over the next-- by September 1997, so

14

they'll consider not only the Draft Report we've submitted and the comments

15

from the public, but they will also consider the Final Report and the comments

16

on that to make their determinations. They must make those determinations in

17

order to approve our CSO Control Plan.

18
19

20

l)

And I'll give you a summary, a quick summary of the various
determinations that DEP can make.
Obviously we are eliminating CSO discharges. We are complying with the

12

1

current Class B water quality standards. In areas where we are minimizing

2

impacts we are seeking a B CSO designation. B doesn't allow CSO. B CSO

3

allows minimum impacts from CSO discharges and know we are able to get

4

our remaining CSOs permanent.

5

Where our minimum impacts are good enough for the long term, where

6

DEP believes that other water quality improvements based on other pollution

7

source controls like storm water and the way of dealing with CSO is a ~torm

8

water pollution problem to our waterways as well. In the future those pollutant

9

sources may be controlled. Water quality will improve the receiving water. and

10

what now appear to be minimum impacts from CSOs may consider them then

11

to be greater impacts, so DEP may decide that instead of designating water

12

body B CSO, that allows the minimal discharge, they will allow the discharge

13

through a variance process which is much more temporary and gets much more

14

scrutiny, routine scrutiny, improve the permitting process and our requirements

15

for CSO control may increase in the future.

16

(-)

We are seeking in our documentation and the facilities plan a variance - a

17

variance for permitting CSOs in the Charles River because there are presently

18

many other efforts ongoing to control other sources of pollution and to improve

19

the Charles River water quality. And that is a description of the variance

20

process.
\

)
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1

There are a couple of other designations which actually lower water quality

2

standards. We are not seeking those designations. Those include partial use

3

designation which lowers the water quality standard during wet weather and

4

the classification of C, going from B to C, which would permanently lower

5

water quality standards both during wet weather. Neither of those designations

6

are we seeking. We believe that our plan lowers CSO impacts or eliminates

7

CSO discharges to the extent that we will not have to lower water quality

8

standards.

9

()

Now, I want to emphasize that the regulations identify the facilities plan.
The plan that we are now reviewing that we prepared as the primary

11

documentation for making those water quality determinations, DEP will

12

consider that documentation and your comments made to those determinations,

13

so it is important that you not only comment on the specific projects and

14

projects impacts in each of the communities where we are proposing them, but

15

that you also comment on the justification that we've provided for making those

16

water quality determinations. Is it sufficient? Are those determinations

17

appropriate for each water body? Have we provided the information necessary

18

to make those decisions?

19

Another big part involves siting and long term impacts on the community
and there is much in the documents on these issues. We have attempted to

14

()
1

follow a very rigid objective process. We've made a few mistakes along the

2

way; but we think that the process has been complete and open, especially

3

open, and it is now open to your review, so we welcome comments on our site

4

evaluations and on our site recommendations.

5

Siting is probably going to be the most difficult issue for us over the next

6

couple of years or so. And certainly in every area where we have to site these

7

facilities, there will be some pain on the part of the immediate neighborhood.

8

But we hope that we've made the right recommendations but those

9

recommendations are subject to your review and comment.

10

To conclude, we believe that the control plans, the CSO control plan that

11

we are presenting in this Draft Facilities EIR does comply with national and

12

state CSO policy and regulatory requirements. It addresses the site specific

13

water quality problems and water quality uses in the 14 receiving water body

14

segments that make up Boston Harbor and its tributaries.

15

We believe that we are protecting the most sensitive uses and the beneficial

16

uses in every receiving water and we are providing immediate water quality

17

improvement through the ongoing work at Deer Island and many of our other

18

facilities that are being upgraded and to our system optimization plans and

19

we've attempted in this document to provide -- to identify the. sites for these

20

facilities, the impacts of building and operating these facilities in the

C)

15
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1

neighborhoods and the types of mitigation measures that must be employed to

2

protect the community and the environment.

3

Okay. The last thing I want to do is go over the schedule and review and

4

comment period for this document submitted October 15th. The comment

5

period ends on December 23rd. Yes, comment period ends December 23rd.

6

All written comments must be submitted to the Secretary -- and the address is

7

down below -- by that date. All comments will be considered in the Secretary•s

8

decision that will be issued on December 30th.

9

Based on that decision and based on the comments that are received, we

( )J

will prepare a Final Environmental Impact Report that will also include your

\

j

11

comments and DEP will make a water quality determination in September.

12

Various parties that are part of this process, including the public, will review

13

the Charles River water -- the Charles River CSO plan and reassess that plan in

14

light of the various activities that are now ongoing to improve water quality in

15

the Charles, just to do a reality check on the benefits of our recommendations

16

for that area.

17

We will report in April 1998 on water quality compliance, so to tie all the

18

pieces together, our document and DEP determinations, the results of the

19

re~valuation

20

a report that demonstrates whether the plan does comply with water quality

(~J

for the plan for the Charles River, tie all that together and produce

16

1

standards in light of the determinations that will be made at that point by DEP.

2

And I indicated earlier that design and construction of the projects will be

3

going on for the next several years and will be completed in 2008.

4

Okay. At this point I do want to open up the mike to the audience. Feel

5

free to walk up to the mike. We will call out names from a list that we put

6

together as people came in.
l\1R. MICHAEL HORNBROOK: The first person who has signed up to

7

make comments or a statement is Michael Papadopoulos.

8

9

l3- \

l\1R. PAPADOPOULOS: Good evening, ladies and gentlemen, I'm here to

10

comment on the proposal for a treatment facility for Union Park Street in the

11

South End. I am here to express my personal and the residents strong

12

opposition to the proposed facility. Union Park Street is already loaded with a

13

lot of environmental projects. I'm referring to the pumping station which was

14

very, very poorly designed, leaving the residents of Union Park Street breathing

15

sewer odors, diesel, gas fumes from the past orders.

16

According to the report, especially when the pumping season starts, it

17

produces very, very often odors. We have experienced a number of problems

18

and we are seeing that over the last ten years, between the ten children that

19

were born and that are still living on Union Park Street, nine of them are -- we

20

had very good reason to have the test -- and experiencing also a death of a four

( )

17
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1

year old.
I know you didn1t have anything to do with happened on the pumping

2
3

station, but the problem is we are now -- it is now proposed as an

4

environmental project, we hope to the benefit of the project-- but the question

5

is: How much can our neighborhood afford on the environmental improvement

6

projects? Our neighborhood is going to look like a construction excavation

7

site. There is no resident of Union Park Street that approves these projects.

8

Two years ago when we first got the notice regarding this proposal, we

9

knew that we would be facing this review. But the language in here will not
prove that. I have a letter here addressed to Miss Trudy Cox, the Secretary of

11

Executive Office of Environmental Affairs. I am not going to read it and I have

12

read it before but we have, we believe, invited everybody to speak to the

13

neighborhood.

14

That's all I have. Thank you very much.

15

>>>: Thank you:

16

MR. HORNBROOK: Turn the microphone around so you can face

17

everyone. The next speaker is Jodi Sugerman from Save The Harbor, Save The

18

Bay.

19
20

( __ )

MS. SUGERMAN: My name is Jodi Sugerman and I am the policy.
director at Save The Harbor, Save The Bay, and I have eight different issues

18

that I wanted to bring up this evening at the hearing. The first is that Save The

1

2

1g -a.-

Harbor, Save The Bay supports the conceptual plan for the CSOs which has

3

been presented, what the Draft Environmental Impact Report is all about.

4

However, we want to reiterate what we've said all along that we support it as a

5

positive first step and not necessarily a final solution towards CSO control.

6

There are places where CSOs will still be contributing bacteria and solids

7

and biological oxygen demand into the receiving waters; and although it may

8

not be most effective now to deal with those, in the long run, it may become

9

cost effective and we just want to say that we reiterate that this is a positive,
large first step, but not a final solution.

1fl

The other issue, number 2, I wanted to bring up this evening is about the

11

12

13- 3

water quality designation. We are very concerned about the Department of

13

Environmental Protection, I guess lack of participation in meetings like this.

14

We understand that they plan on using this process, this :rvfEPA process as the

15

public process for forming their designation of various water quality -- various

16

water bodies; and we believe that it is unacceptable, first, because it was not

17

. noticed in the Environmental Monitor, so therefore only those who are close to

18

the project understand that this may be their only opportunity to comment on

19

the proposed changes to water quality goals in the region, so I think that is a

20

really important piece.

()

19

1

Also, there are certain projects which are part of Phase I which are not

2

reviewed in the Draft Environmental Impact Report and, therefore, the process

3

for when the public should weigh in on proposed changes in the designation is

4

unclear with those projects.

5

Also, there are a lot of questions remaining about the difference between a

6

variance and a B CSO and we are having a very hard time weighing in on

7

whether we feel the designations proposed by this are appropriate. Some of

8

those questions are: What are the real differences between a variance and a B

9

CSO? How long will the variance last? What kind of criteria will determine

()o

when the variance will end? What's the time line and process for reviewing the

11

B CSO designation? How long will that last? Three years? Five years? What

12

kinds of actions will be associated with the variance? Will granting a variance

·13

or a B CSO designation have progress on other forms of pollution in the water

14

body?

15

And also, I just wanted to point out this is going to be the frrst project and

16

the frrst area that designations are going to be used and set a precedence for the

17

rest of the state and make positive to make sure the public is informed in the

18

process and involved in the process.

19

. The third item is with regard to treatment and technology which is
proposed for the CSO plan. There is several areas where treatment facilities

20

/)
1
2

which are going to be chlorination and dechlorination are going to be used.

\~"'-i However, the DEIR. gives very little information about the impacts to the water

3

bodies that chlorination and dechlorination can have and it also says very little

4

about how much bacteria is going to be removed in the process. We'd like to

5

see those kind of things included in the Final Environmental Impact Report.

6

Also, we would like to see some kind of analysis in the Final

7

Environmental Impact Report; and we believe it is done already, but see some

8

of the data on that on alternative forms of treatment and whether or not they

9

could be effective in other areas around the watershed.

,,

Also, there has been some changes -- it is the fourth issue -- some changes

11

since the original conceptual plan. One, I want to commend the MWRA for the

12

proposed plan to in the North Dorchester Bay collect storm water in the conduit

13

as well

14

impact on the ·water body and very cost effective way to remove storm water in

15

an area and the timing is right for that.

16
17
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as sewage, CSO discharge, and that is going to -- it will have a positive

The other changes in the conceptual plan is there has been several
. screenings in facilities that have been eliminated from .the plan and storage is

18

being used and I wondered if there are other places within the watershed where

19

storage may also be as effective as screening and disinfection and maybe that

20

could be addressed in the Final Impact Environmental Impact report as well.

~--)
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1

The fifth point I want to bring up is that there are several places where the

2

environmental impacts of the plan itself have not been addressed adequately in

3

the plan, in the report. In some places separation, sewer separation is the

4

proposed alternative, and the report doesn't give -- the DEIR. doesn't give

5

enough information about the impacts that would occur. Is it going to be storm

6

water and sewer separate? There will be more storm water entering certain

7

areas and that should be addressed in the Final Environmental Impact Report,

8

some real decision on what the changes might be on it or what the impacts

9

might be.
Also, again, that Final Environmental Impact Report should give more

11

details on the impact of the chlorination and dechlorination process; and also

12

there was very little information in the DEIR. and the Phase I project, although

13

the Secretary did say that information on those projects could be included in the

14

review. In particular I would like to see more data on the potential impacts of

15

sewer separation on the Mystic-Alewife areas.

16

l3-r

The sixth issue I wanted to bring up has to do with sewage overflows in

17

nonCSO communities. I think that we are spending a lot of money in CSO

18

communities to do the best we can on CSO, to abate the pollution from CSOs,

19

yet there are other regions or other parts of the system where sewage overflows

20

are happening and there may be some things that MWRA could do or at least

C__)
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1

should be aware of.

2

One question I have is: Is there a mechanism to force local municipalities

3

to act on these kinds of discharges? And the other question is: I understand

4

that MWRA gives grants to municipalities to help them in their inflow plans

5

and is there a better mechanism for controlling use of those to really ensure

6

effectiveness in preventing overflows from happening in other parts of the

7

system?

8
9

\~-~

The seventh point I wanted to bring ~p is with regards to actual storm
water, which is not the responsibility of the MWRA, but much of this plan is

'11

based on the fact that there are many areas where storm water is a much larger

11

problem than CSOs; and because our comments are to the Secretary of

12

Environmental Affairs on this particular project, I wanted to make sure these

13

were part of our comments.

14

First, the sewer separation provides an excellent opportunity for storm

15

drainage improvements and we're going to be doing work on the system

16

anyway and there may be some cost effective opportunities to add catch basins,

17

screening, oil-grease separators and that kind of thing and the Final

18

Environmental Impact Report could include areas where it would be cost

19

effective. That would be a very positive point.

20

( _)

Also, after the plan is implemented and there are several treatment

(_)
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1

facilities in the region, it would be nice if the FEIR. could give us some costs

2

and the benefits for the storm water treatment facilities.

3

And also, much of this plan and the overall improvement to water bodies is

4

going to depend on, quite a bit, from other entities: MWRA, the Department of

5

Environmental Protection, local municipalities. Because DEP has been

6

uninvolved in this process and not present at meetings like this, we are

7

concerned about their ability to get real progress on the form of the solution in

8

certain areas.

9

i 0- (l
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The eighth thing is that we understand that there are also some ongoing
changes happening to the plan. There may not be for the Stony Brook

11

facilities and we want to make sure there is a public process for reviewing all

12

the changes, whether it is a sewer project change, just so the public is kept

13

up-to-date.

14

I alsQ want to change hats and in my capacity with Coastal Advocacy

15

Network, that the Network met last Tuesday, December 3rd, to talk about the

16

DEIR. and had two major themes during the discussion. One had to do with the

17

\3 -t 0

water quality designation issue as well. Many members of the Network are

18

concerned that the Department of Environmental Protection is not ensuring or

19

not stepping up to the plate for public process on the proposed changes to the

?Q

~J

l3 - ) \ designation; and the second issue had to do with also the storm water portions
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1

of the -- storm water pollution and what role that plays in the CSO plan; and

2

we, the members of the Coastal Advocacy Network, met with MWRA and

3

EPA, state DEP about coordinated response for the storm water conditions as

4

well. They are interested in making sure progress on those issues continues.

5

I think that's it.

6

rvfR. HORNBROOK: Thank you. I would like to ask a question. Sitting

7

up here I'm getting a lot of echo and I don't know if that's distorting the audio.

8

You think it would be better if we shut the mike off and ask people to talk

9

louder?

11)

FROM THE AUDIENCE: Shut it off.

11

rvfR. HORNBROOK: I'm getting a lot of distortion. The next speaker

12

signed up is Stephen Greene, member of the CSO Technical Advisory

13

Committee. Just speak up loud.

14

rvfR. GREENE: Yes, I will.

15

rvfR. HORNBROOK: Tum around.

16

MR. GREENE: Thank you. I want to thank Dave Kubiak for his kind

17

words about Lydia. I'm really speaking as a last minute request because Lydia

18

would have presented-- Lydia Goodhue, who died on Friday-- would have

19

presented these comments to you; and actually they are in an edited form and

20

our formal letter, the Committee's formal letter, will be going in to the

C)
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Secretary after our meeting next Monday.

1
2

But again, thank you very much. Lydia really has made a very significant

3

contribution not only to our Committee but to the MWRA community at large.

4

The five points that I want to make and will be reaffirmed in written

5

comments are basically in support of the CSO plan. I should say they are in

6

support of the CSO plan, but there are five specific areas that we think some

7

additional action needs to be done. Or singled out.

8

First and foremost, I think we recognize that the CSO work done to date

9

(
"

really represents some significant improvements in what is a multifaceted

)

project. The MWRA has made improvements in pumping and transport of

11

combined sewer flows so that much less storm water is going into or is

12

overflowing into the receiving waters. More is being transported to the waste

13

water treatment plant at Deer Island. So this is an improvement and this is one

14

of the things mentioned earlier and I think we should recognize those efforts.

15

'~ -l 3

An area, second item, an area that wasn't addressed specifically in the

16

Draft EIR was the idea of best management plans and this is something that is

17

best initiated by the communities; and I think the previous speaker had

18

mentioned some of the work that needs to be done and is being pushed by DEP

19

or should be pushed by DEP to make sure that the communities in the

<O

community sewer systems are doing those things that reduce the impact of

!~_)
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1

storm water and infiltration onto the combined sewers so that the overall impact

2

to the CSOs is reduced and that is something that should be addressed further.

3

l3·- i't

·4

Third item, Technical Advisory Committee believes that the Secretary of
Environmental Mfairs should initiate a formal public involvement process in

5

these water quality issues associated with the receiving waters from these CSO

6

areas. This is a greater problem than just the MWRA CSO discharges. This is

7

an area that needs to be addressed as a watershed issue. It is something that

8

affects the whole state. It is really important that the Secretary of

9

Environmental Mfairs and DEP step up to this water quality issue.

1Q
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The fourth item, the Final Environmental Impact Report should address in
co~ments

11

detail the

12

the comments from people that are commenting today or commenting on the

13

Final Draft Report, but on the information that was gathered at the public

14

meetings because there was a lot of good information there and those people

15

don't necessarily feel it was necessary for them to come to a hearing like this,

16

so we encourage that information to go to the Secretary and make sure that it is

17

addressed in detail.

18

l ~- J IR
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that were made at the public information meetings, not just

And then I think, finally, the fifth point that I would like to make, is that

19

we commend the MWRA for the efforts that they've made in outreach to the

20

public at large and they really have put a lot of effort into making this public

("_)
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1

process as possible and that we hope that the effort to keep the public involved

2

will continue.

3

I would also ask, since this is sort of a last minute effort on my part, to

4

report this information, did other members of the Committee have anything

5

else that you would like to add? And we have a few of you here in the

6

audience. Please feel free to speak up at this point or we'll incorporate it into

7

our comments. Okay. Thank you.

8

>>>: Thank you.

9

:MR. HORNBROOK: Do you think that worked better than the

()

microphone?

11

FROM THE AUDIENCE: Yes.

12

:MR. HORNBROOK: Thanks. We had eight people sign up to be

13

speakers. We are at the fourth now. The next is President Sloan of the Mass.

14

College of Art.

15

PRESIDENT SLOAN: I'll try this without a microphone and if you can't

16

hear me, I'll ask the mike be turned on. I am President of Massachusetts

17

College of Art and I come tonight to speak on behalf .of the college and to

18

represent the vote of the Board of our Trustees and the Board of Higher

19
?_Q
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l?>-lq- Education for Commonwealth of Massachusetts. We are totally opposed to the
siting of the Stony Brook Conduit CSO on the only available land --
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1

undeveloped land that is owned by Mass. College of Art along Huntington

2

Avenue. We believe that the process that was reached to site-- to recommend

3

that site has not followed the criteria that the MWRA itself established.

4

\ -3-l e

We know that there are 14 sites under consideration and only at the end of

5

July and late in mid-August did Massachusetts College of Art become aware

6

that we were a site under consideration even though other sites had been looked

7

at for a period of 14 months preceding that. The college had never been

8

informed of the issue nor had DCPO, Division of Capital Planning that works

9

with us on grant issues. Therefore, the college is put at a tremendous

10

disadvantage in responding to the issues. We were not part of the community

11

consultation that took place. I'm glad it worked well for you, but it did not

12

work well in the Stony Brook case and for those reasons we are very concerned

13

about the process and we feel that it has put an undue burden on the college.

~)

I want to talk about a couple of issues that affect the college and why we

14
15

are opposed to this and then to indicate some steps that we have taken because

16

we think there are other solutions.

17

(-~
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Massachusetts College of Art has 3.2 acres of land along Huntington

18

Avenue across from the college which now serves as our parking lot. It is the

19

only land that we have. Massachusetts College of Art, by the way, is one of the

20

top three or four colleges of art design in the country. It is a public college in

()
"'---
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1

Massachusetts. It serves the entire Commonwealth in educating designers and

2

artists. We currently have about 1500 full time students. We have one parking

3

lot that holds about 200 cars in which we provide subsidized parking for low

4

income students and also parking for faculty members as part of their

5

conditions of-employment.

6

It is important for a college of art to provide parking because many times

7

students and staff and faculty are bringing large, bulky models, materials,

8

portfolios to the college which they cannot bring on public transportation. This

9

land also is the only land we have for future development of the college.

C)

Currently we have one piece adjacent to the land that would also be

11

adjacent to the CSO that is being proposed and it raises issues about sensitivity.

12

We do not believe in the report that our students living in that dormitory or

13

students in the Wentworth Institute dormitory have been even considered as

14

residents for the purpose of location of the CSO.

15

That parking lot, however, that land in the future is the place where we

16

would build a second dormitory; and in fact we have money from the

17

Massachusetts Dormitory Authority now, authorization to begin planning to

18

build a dormitory. We have no other place to locate it if not on that land in

19

some configuration with probably parking and a dormitory arrangement. None

20

of that was considered in the CSO, in the Draft EIR. If you look at the report,

lJ
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there is no mention at all of those conditions.

1

In addition, for any future purposes for the college in the long term, this is

2
3

valuable land which would become more valuable to us as our college grows

4

and as we need - as we will need to expand.

5

l'?>-)0

Now, we actually have hired both legal and engineering consultants to

6

review the plan for us and we have determined that of the 14 sites that were

7

originally in consideration, the Mass. College of Art site is in fact the most

8

expensive of the sites. Actually estimate without litigation cost, it is over 54

9

percent more than the least expensive site. There are sites in that whole area,

10

some under the control of the City of Boston, some under control of fellow

11

institutions such as Wentworth Institute of Technology and Northeastern, and

12

our concern is that the choice now that has been made in this report is made

13

without good reasoning, without logic and simply comes at the end of the

14

process in which the documentation itself does not substantiate.

15

What we intend to do is file a formal comment before the 23rd on this

16

issue because I can't go into all of the issues tonight, but we are very, very

17

concerned about this. It really would destroy our futt1re, our ability as a

18

college in the Commonwealth to meet the needs of our students and the

19

projected growth that we have, so we will be filing a formal detailed brief on

20

the reasons why we think there are other choices and other sites that the

()
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1

MWRA can look at to meet its goals without destroying this very, very

2

important area of the college that meets the public good in Massachusetts.

3

We would also like to request at this time that since we were only brought

4

into this picture very late and did not have sufficient time over the last year to

5

participate in these meetings that the comment period actually be extended. We

6

don't think Christmas week is a good time for the Secretary to make this

7

decision about certifying the draft document and would ask an extension into

8

the month of January.

l\IIR. HORNBROOK: Thank you. The next speaker is Joe Favaloro,

9

()

Executive Director of Mass. Water Resources Advisory Board.
l\IIR. FAVALORO: For the record my name is Joe Favaloro. I am the

11

12

Executive Director of the MWRA Advisory :aoard. I represent the 60

13

communities on the waste water side of the MWRA and specifically this

14

evening, 43 communities that will carry the CSO improvement plan.
When I last stood in this room back in 1990, the advisory board was

15
16

making comment on the CSO plan that was one size fits all, one solution, deep

17

rock tunnel was three times more costly, 1.2 billion dollars, and didn't create

18

the level of flexibility that the advisory board had advocated for, so tonight I

19.
20

(_)
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come before you with a different point of view and this is one of general
support for the plan.
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1

· It is much more appropriate and effective and the CSO solutions and, as I

2

said, it is basically significantly less expensive than the 1.2 one size fits all

3

solution; but even with that, we are still looking at a 420 million dollar project

4

which is an enormous commitment from my communities and rate payers of

5

the Greater Boston area to carry alone.

6

As in most projects, we need more and more information and public

7

information process as detailed design moves forward. There are really three

8

points and we will be making formal written testimony at a later date that we

9

\3·-~~ are going to bring up for review this evening. One is the Advisory Board retain

10

flexibility in the project concept and design. For example, people have

11

mentioned Stony Brook screening and disinfection facility. It is recommending

12

this site along Ward Street. That is not the first site and it is eight million

13

dollars more costly. We need to consider evaluating alternative sites and other

14

possible engineering solutions which could yield a less costly solution.

15

As you know, the Advisory Board, we will continue to advocate for

16

additional funding of federal and state to us. Cost continues to be a significant

17

concern for the Advisory Board. Revised cost estim!!:tes of more than 420

18

million dollars, just in the last capital improvement plan, is a seven million

19

dollar increase and the 20 percent increase in cost estimates in just this past

20

year. CSO spending is expected, as the Deer Island projects begin to be

()
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1

completed, to be about 40 percent of all the Authority's resource spending over

2

the next ten years. It is going to be a significant component of the capital

3

improvement plan of the MWRA on the waste water side.

4

l?-J.-2>

A third point I want to bring up this evening is we assign appropriate

5

responsibility to incremental project costs; and by this I mean the Authority

6

proposes to expand the North Dorchester Bay consolidation to help storm water

7

flows to Carson Beach and other North Dorchester Bay beaches controlled by

8

the l\IIDC.

9

(-)

The Advisory Board believes that the 1\.IDC should be paying for the
incremental costs to build the facilities that will guarantee treatment of storm

11

water from state owned land. Similarly, mitigation requests in the projects

12

should be considered using strict guidelines that both the Authority and the

13

Advisory Board through its guidelines for engineering and construction

14

practices have been approved. We believe this has been a major component

15

that they have to go through this process.

16

You know, as was alluded to by

.

17

Mr. Kubiak; there has been much improvements that have occurred. This year

18

alone CSO flows on all of the Deer Island projects and pumping improvements

19

were reduced by 70 percent. As we move to that ~008 date, that is -- CSOs

20

will be 95 percent reduced and the remaining flow, as was indicated earlier,

u
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1

will be 96 percent treated of that. This represents a huge improvement in local

2

water quality.

3

Yet with all of this, it is still very difficult to evaluate the proposed water

4

quality goals results in the absence of a clearer description in the state process

5

for setting water quality standards, so I leave you tonight with just this last

6

\~-~'t

point that the state needs to elaborate on the relationship between the CSO

7

control program with its proposed water quality improvements in the state's

8

own water quality standards setting process. I think as others indicated this

9

evening, we want to see the state become more involved in this process.

10

As I said, I want to commend the MWRA. You've come a long way in a

11

few short years. We're headed toward a solution that meets the mandate of the

12

Advisory Board, that is environmentally sound and rate payer sensitive; and

13

we'll continue to work on both aspects of that with you and we'll send

14

comments to the Secretary. Thank you.

15

MR. HORNBROOK: We have three more people who have signed up to

16

make statements. The next speaker is Joan LeBlanc from the Boston Harbor

17

Associates.

18

( )

MS. LeBLANC: Thank you. My name is Joan LeBlanc and I am here

19

representing the Boston Harbor Association. We are a nonprofit organization.

20

Our mission is to promote a clean water access to Boston Harbor.
(
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I would like to begin tonight by thanking the MWRA for your efforts to

1
2

date. There have been many positive improvements in Boston Harbor directly

3

related to the Boston Harbor Project. The CSO plan in our opinion represents

4

an intelligent conceptual plan to resolve combined sewer overflows in Boston

5

Harbor. We very much appreciate the MWRA's willingness to appoint the

6

Technical Advisory Committee and to listen to the opinions of that committee

7

and which we have been an active member.

8

9
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This has been brought up earlier, we also recognize that this is only a plan
and we hope that it remains fluid and it can change as new technologies may
arise or specific issues are identified. As mentioned by Joe Favaloro, we are

11

very pleased with the bottom line of this project of 420 million dollar price tag,

12

which is a major deduction from the original 1.3 billion dollar plan.

13

14

15

In terms of issues with the plan I'll speak about our broad concerns and we
will be addressing more specific concerns in our written comments.
The issue of changes in water quality designations are really our No. 1

16

concern. Last week we submitted a formal request to the Department of

17

Environmental Protection. In that request we asked that DEP send a

18

representative to this meeting because they had committed to playing an active

19

role in this process and putting forth a set of guidelines as to how the water

20

quality designation process would be commented on by the public. As far as I

("'-_)
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1

know, there is not a representative or spokesperson here from DEP. So I guess

2

that•s it. We will continue to bring this issue up to the Secretary in hopes that

3

she will respond and we urge the MWRA to do the same.

4

I won•t go over the concerns about why this is such an important issue at

5

length because many of the questions have been brought up, but clearly those

6

of us who will be looking at this plan, this seven volume plan, long and hard,

7

we don•t have the answers to our questions; so if we don•t have the answers,

8

certainly we can assume that people at the community level don•t have the

9

answers as well.

1(\

Just as an example, one question that we have been pondering is why is the

11

Charles River being considered for a variance and other areas such as the

12

Alewife Brook only being looked at as B CSO? What does that really mean in

13

terms of long term impact and when can those designations be changed? There

14

was a very broad public process for coming up with the water quality

15

designation and we certainly don•t want to see those changed overnight without

16

full agreement.

17

()

Okay. Moving on, the storm water, while we recognize that dealing with

18

storm water is not the responsibility of the MWRA, there a couple of issues

19

related to this CSO plan. First, as previously mentioned, ~:me of the impacts of

20

this plan, although it is certainly positive overall and will reroute CSOs, storm

!"j
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1

water that currently is being rerouted along the combined sewers to the

2

treatment plant will now be going directly into Boston Harbor. We realize this

3

is going to happen and what it means is that in several areas, namely swimming

4

areas, we will have additional storm water. We would like to see an analysis

5

included in the plan of what impact that will have. We understand it is not the

6

MWRA's responsibility to resolve the issue but they should at least define what

7

it will mean.

8

9
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Again, sewer separation is recommended at the swimming areas,
Constitution Beach in East Boston and also South Dorchester Bay, and we
recommend that the MWRA address the issue of incorporating catch basins,

11

screening facilities and retention facilities where appropriate in those areas and

12

other areas where they are doing sewer separation and would have to build new

13

storm drains.

14

We would like to commend the MWRA for having the foresight to reroute

15

storm water flows away from the North Dorchester Bay. We understand that

16

there will be a minor impact in the cost and we believe that this should be

17

worked out appropriately with either l\IDC, Boston Water and Sewer or

18

whoever, but we do commend the MWRA for saying that -- taking that into

19

consideration. It is clear that water quality benefits will outweigh the cost.

20

\ )

One other note, there is another project going on right now, the
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Metropolitan District Commission is working on several of the beaches in the

2

Boston Harbor area. They are going to be doing major construction and have

3

already started some construction. We do have some concerns about the

4

MWRA's need to coordinate construction and siting and sewage work with

5

those projects. We don't want to have a situation where the streets are torn up

6

in April in relation to beach improvements and then the MWRA comes in in

7

September and starts construction again, so we urge the coordination in those

8

areas, particularly Constitution Beach, North Dorchester Bay and South

9

Dorchester Bay.

10

l?-3Q

One final point, in terms of the mitigation, we understand that most of the

11

mitigation for this project will be limited to engineering solution and that sort

12

of thing. However, wherever there are additional mitigation efforts considered,

13

we would like to see linkages for the harbor, things that will improve public

14

access throughout the harbor; and in closing we appreciate the opportunity to

15

speak to you tonight and we will be providing detailed comments as a follow

16

up. Thank you.

17

:MR. HORNBROOK: Next speaker is Gladys DeCosta.

18

MS. DeCOSTA: Thank you. Good evening. I stand here as a

19

20
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representative of Union Park Street Neighborhood Association. We are
vehemently opposed to the selection of Union Park Street as a future site to be

()
"',
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used by the MWRA.

1

Here in front of me are plans for a playground for which we have worked

2
3

long and hard-- 15 years to be exact. MWRA proposes when and if we finally

4

get this playground, the two huge tanks will be placed underneath. We already

5

suffer daily with the stench from the current building. We do not need an

6

addition to it. It has devalued our property. Rents have dropped because

7

people do not want to live across from three towers that anytime it rains, it is

8

disgusting. Sewers outside on the street are more disgusting than the stacks.

9

We were promised this land by Boston Water and Sewer in I believe a signed

()o

agreement with Bob Ciotta. We ask that that agreement be honored. We also

11

ask that an extension to the end of January be given for the selection of this

12

site. Thank you.

.MR. HORNBROOK: Thank you. The last speaker who has signed up is

13

Torrence Boone.

14

.MR. BOONE: Good evening. My name is Torrence Boone. I am a

15

resident of Union Park Street and a member of the Union Park Street

16

17
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Neighborhood Association. I just wanted to echo the comments that Gladys

18

made as well as the earlier comments made by Michael and express to you that

19

I think we share the same concern that Ms. Sloan mentioned in reference to the
Stony Brook location in that the mechanisms through which the city has
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detennined various sites to me and to a number of folks who have to actually

2

deal with the implications seems tremendously suspect.

3

Just to give you a bit of context about Union Park Street, it is a row of

4

Victorian town houses on the southern edge of the South End. It is a landmark

5

set of buildings. It is in the Boston Society of Architects' Guide of Boston

6

Architecture. The block has been largely decimated by public works projects.

7

We are now actually facing the Central Artery Tunnel Project which is, you

8

know, digging up a street just a few blocks from this historic row of town

9

houses.

10

There is, as Gladys mentioned, a pumping facility already located across

11

the street from this row of houses and that facility was built with an utter

12

disregard to the architectural integrity of the building across the street. We were

13

promised the playground, which has been a real boon to the otherwise dismal

14

feelings about the situations in the block; and now it appears that this project

15

will either delay that or make the implications of a playground somewhat

16

frightening that it will be on top of that sewage, so from our perspective, the

17

city has not been very sensitive regarding the needs of residents in the area and

18

I mean just imagine walking out of your home, each of you, walking out of

19

your home and across the street, seeing some pumping station knowing that

20

there is sewerage buried right across the street from your property, having to

()

()
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1

deal with the odors and the other associated preliminary indications of such a

2

facility on just about a daily basis.

3

These are all really fundamental issues that seem to have been disregard by

4

the city; and as a resident t9 the block and a recent home owner on the block, it

5

is really discouraging to me that the process has been followed in the manner in

6

which it has been followed.

7

I also would like to point out that the population of the block at Union

8

Park Street is probably 65 if not more percent third and fourth generation

9

immigrants and it is also made up of a number of ethnic minorities; and I just
think that it should be at least a part of the public record that I think largely

11

because the population of this block is largely disenfranchised and relatively

12

disempowered in relation to the city that such a disregard of our living

13

conditions has been so blatant and obvious from the city, so I really think that

14

that is a point that should be kept in mind. If you look across the nation and you

15

look at other sites for environmental waste and the location of dump sites and

16

other things, they tend to be located close to communities of lower economic

17

status or people who don't have the economic might pr even the political

18

sophistication to understand what to do about it.

19
20
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Many of the people on my block don't even speak English, so I think that
is a really key point. It is not until recently that more professionals have started
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1

moving to the block, just to perpetuate the gentrification that the South End as

2

a whole is experiencing. I really think that those are important issues. I would

3

say that if the facility is going to go ahead, that the city actually be very, very

4

conscious of the design implications and not disregard the historical landmark

5

significance of the residential property that is there.

6

7
8

9

I would also request that the comment period be extended as well beyond
the December 23rd deadline. Thanks.
l\1R. HORNBROOK: Is there anyone who would like to speak who did

not sign up? Okay. On behalf of the MWRA I would like to thank you for

10

coming here tonight, taking time out from your lives. The MWRA and

11

consultants will be available at the end of this meeting. If you have any specific

12

questions you want to ask us, we will be here to answer those questions.

13

Thank you.

14

(Hearing closed at 9:00PM.)

15
16
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CERTIFICATE

18

19
20

This is to certify that the foregoing
57 pages, consecutively numbered, are a true and accurate transcription of my
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1

stenographic notes taken on December 9, 1996, to the best of my skill and

2

ability.

3
4
5

6
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Nancy L. Eaton, CSR, RPR, RMR, RDR

MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY
Charlestown Navy Yard
100 First Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02129
Telephone: (617) 242-6000
Facsimile: (617) 241-6070

Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan
Presentation on the
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT AND FACILITIES PLAN
SOUTH BOSTON COMMUNITY MEETING
MONDAY, DECEMBER 12,1996

MINUTES
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· Michael Hornbrook, MWRA Sewerage Division, opened the meeting and
explained that the meeting was being held to provide information about the MWRA's
Combined Sewer Overflow Project (CSO) to the residents of South Boston. Mr.
Hornbrook introduced Lise Marx, MWRA Sewerage Division, and Don Walker, Project
Consultant, Metcalf and Eddy. The Combined Sewer Overflow project is currently in a
public comment period. All comments offered will be sent to the Secretary of
Environmental Affairs, Trudy Coxe. Residents may also send written comments to
DEP. Information about where to send comments is included in the hand-outs.
Mr. Hornbrook introduced Lise Marx for an overview of the CSO project.
Ms. Marx explained that the sewer system in Boston, Cambridge, Somerville,
and Chelsea was designed to carry sanitary sewerage and rainfall from the streets. In
dry weather the system works fine and sanitary sewerage enters the system and is sent
to the Deer Island treatment plant for treatment. In wet weather, the addition of
stormwater overloads the system, and the combined sewerage and stormwater flow
can back up and spill over through 81 CSO outfalls that discharge throughout the
system. In South Boston there are 17 outfalls that discharge into North Dorchester
Bay, South Boston beaches, Reserved Channel and Fort Point Channel. These outfalls
are in violation of the Clean Water Act and the MWRA has been ordered to reduce the
frequency and volume of CSO discharges. Of primary importance are the outlets that
discharge into sensitive use receiving waters, i.e. beaches and active shell fish beds.
The MWRA submitted a Draft Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report to
the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Office for public review and comment in
October and the comment period runs until December 23. When the EIR has been
reviewed the Secretary of Environmental Affairs will issue a certificate which will lay out
issues that the MWRA must address in the Final EIR due in April, 1997. The project
1
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enters design in July, 1997 and construction on portions of the project should begin in
September, 2000.
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The MWRA is committed to providing many opportunities for public comment
throughout the life of the project. The Draft Facilities Plan/EIR is available for review in
the South Boston Public Libraries or by request from Ms. Marx. The MWRA recently
mailed a CSO bulletin to all South Boston residents to describe the projects that will
impact this community.
Ms. Marx introduced Don Walker for a presentation about the South Boston
projects.
Mr. Walker said that the proposed CSO control system in South Boston consists
of three components, the North Dorchester Bay, the Reserved Channel Conduit, and
the Reserved Channel Pumping Facility. For the North Dorchester Bay discharges, the
MWRA is proposing the construction of a 11-foot-diameter pipe to carry combined
sewage and storm flows away from South Boston beaches to a pumping facility that ·
would be located in the vicinity of East 1st Street (Reserved Channel). Flows will be
stored in the tunnel and then sent to the Deer Island treatment plant after the storm.
This system will eliminate CSO discharge at all of the seven outfalls along the beaches.
These outlets currently discharge about 9 % million gallons per year.
A second eight-foot-diameter pipe will be constructed to carry combined
sewerage from the three existing Reserved Channel CSO discharges near East 1st
Street to a proposed pumping facility at the old MBTA power station. The preferred
pipe route is under East 1st Street from H Street to the power plant. A small odor
control building (approximately 35 by 35 feet) is proposed to be constructed at the end
of the conduit near the intersection of East 1st and H Streets.
A permanent pump station is proposed at the old MBTA power plant site (near
the intersection of East 1st and 0 Streets). The above-ground building will be
approximately 50 by 45 feet in size with the bulk of the pumping facility located below
ground. The pump station has been designed to handle about 566 million gallons per
day (mgd) The proximity to the proposed conduits and to Reserved Channel were
considered to be critical in evaluating alternatives sites. In addition to the building, a
discharge pipe will be constructed from the new pumping facility to Reserved Channel.
In most storms, the facility will pump the flow stored in the North Dorchester Bay and
Reserved Channel conduits to the Deer Island transport system. In very large storms,
the station will also pump excess flows to the Reserved Channel. The MWRA expects
that these discharges to Reserved Channel will occur approximately twice a year,
reducing CSO volume by about 80%.
The pump station will be fully automatic. Once a day MWRA staff will preform
2
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routine maintenance. After a rain event, the materials collected during the screening
process will be removed by an enclosed truck. The truck will enter the facility, lower the
door and load the materials. This transfer should create no odor problems.
A 10-foot diameter pipe is proposed to collect and store flow from two existing
outfalls that currently discharge into Fort Point Channel near the Gillette plant. During
most storms, flow will be stored in the conduit and then pumped (by a below-grade
pump) to Deer Island for treatment following the storm. In large storms, flows will
continue to discharge to Fort Point Channel, but this should only happen approximately
two times in a typical year. The proposed tunnel alignment is on A St. between 1st
Street and Mount Washington St.

()

The North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit and the Reserved Channel
Pumping Facility will be constructed at the same time. Once the North Dorchester Bay
Conduit has been completed the Reserved Channel Conduit will be started from the
same mining shaft. Most construction activities will be focused at the pumping station
and at the mining shaft. A tunnel boring machine (TBM) will be lowered into the mining
shaft and all of the excavated materials will be removed by at the shaft. There will be
large fans located at the shaft to provide ventilation to workers in the tunnel. Once the
tunnel has been mined it will be lined with concrete. Tunnel mining is a 24-hour-a-day
activity, but residents should not be impacted by noise from TBM because it will be 4050 feet below ground. The TBM will work from 7:00am until12:00 am. At night crews
will perform routine maintenance of the equipment and lay track in the tunnel. Fans at
the mining shaft will be in operation all night.
The MWRA anticipates that 36 truck trips a day will come and go for both
construction sites during a 16 week period that will be most active. Truck traffic will be
limited to eight to ten hours a day. The MWRA reviewed traffic patterns at the
intersections that would be impacted and feel that the increased truck traffic should
have minimal impact in the area. The MWRA did consider barging the excavated
materials, but due to increased cost and difficult logistic issues, trucking is the preferred
alternative.
The MWRA is reviewing options to minimize construction impacts to residents.
There will be some construction noise at the mining shaft from the fans, and trucks and
there will also be a visual impact. The MWRA is considering constructing a large wall
along East 1st St. to cut down on noise and shield the site from view. The MWRA will
also ensure that lobster men are provided access to fishing pier during construction.
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In addition to the primary work shaft on East 1st Street, approximately 10 smaller
drop shafts will be drilled from the surface to the tunnel to allow existing CSO pipes to
be connected to the tunnel. Construction of each shaft could take approximately one
month, but no permanent above-ground structure will be associated with the drop

3

shafts. During construction there will be a large truck at the site from which a large drill
will operate. Trucks will come and go to the site to remove excavated materials. Some
of this construction will take place in the street, but the MWRA will look for ways to
reduce traffic impacts.

( \
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Mr. Walker said that the drop shaft located behind the MDC police barracks will
be about 20 feet wide to allow the TBM to be removed and allow access to the tunnel.
There will also be an odor control facility, about 35 x 45 feet, at this site. This will be a
fenced facility with several parking spots. The odor control facility will be monitored
daily, but no chemicals will be delivered on a regular basis. The stacks will have carbon
stacks that will be replaced every two or three years.
The specific location of the conduit under Day Boulevard will be determined
during the design phase. The MWRA is aware that there a number of utility lines
running under the Boulevard and will work closely with all of the utility companies to
determine where lines are located.
Mr. Walker said that the total project cost for the South Boston System is
estimated to be $140 million and that the hand-out contains specific information about
each of the proposed sites.

14-l

A resident asked if the old brick MBTA structure at the power plant will be
demolished. Mr. Walker said the building is owned by the MBTA and will not be
demolished as part of this project.

()
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A resident said that residents would like the MWRA to design a truck route that
will take trucks away from the residential areas. Mr. Walker said that the truck route will
be specified in the contract documents. The MWRA's resident engineers will be on site
to monitor use of truck routes, truck speed and public safety.

\4- - ?>

A resident asked why the MWRA cannot construct the tunnel starting at the
EDIC facility and run the tunnel across the Channel. Mr. Walker explained that running
a tunnel across the Reserved Channel would be more expensive because the tunnel
must be located deeper in the Channel. The MWRA will provide the community with a
cost at:lalysis of that option.

ll.J.-Y-

Mr. Walker was asked if a traffic analysis was done and he said that traffic
·studies were done during the summer and the MWRA is reviewing proposed changes
to traffic routes from other agencies.

I'+- 6-

A resident asked where all of the construction crews will park. Mr. Walker said
that all workers will park at the site of the pumping station or the mining shaft. There
will be no parking on East 1st Street.
4
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A resident asked how the Reserved Channel will be flushed out to remove
bacteria after a CSO discharge. Mr. Walker said that the proposed plan reduces the
volume and frequency of CSO discharges. In a typical year 80S 76 in the Channel
discharges about 45 times a year, releasing about 68 million gallons per year. Once
construction has been completed, during a typical year it will discharge twice, releasing
about 15 million gallons per year. During Facilities Planning the MWRA had to evaluate
all of the existing CSO and their receiving water bodies. The Reserved Channel is not
a critical use area and the cost to treat all of the CSO in the area is prohibitive. The
pumping station will be designed so that a disinfection facility may be added in the
future.

14- ~

A resident suggested using excavated materials to fill in the Channel. Mr.
Hornbrook said that DEP generally does not allow land filling, but the MWRA will followup on that suggestion.
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A resident asked if there will be odor from the -discharge that occurs twice a year.
Mr. Walker said that flows will pass through the pump station before being discharged
and will be treated to control odor. CSO discharges currently receive no treatment
before being released.

\'+- 9
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A resident asked why the project is scheduled to take five years. He asked if all
of the projects could be started at the same time and finished faster. Mr. Walker
explained that the North Dorchester Conduit and the Reserved Channel Conduit cannot
be constructed at the same time because there will be only one mining shaft. Two
mining projects cannot work out of the same shaft. Speeding up the construction
schedule would increase construction impacts and the number of trucks to the site per
day.

i't-1 0

A resident asked if there will be a reduction in groundwater levels at Site J. Mr.
Hornbrook said that typically the MWRA does a pre-construction survey of all abutters
homes and the MWRA will monitor the area for any settling due to construction.

\'-}--) \
A resident asked that site abutters and the MBTA be notified when the project
will impact the area in order to avoid disrupting transportation routes. Mr. Walker said
that the MWRA will address the issue of public transportation and will notify abutters
when work will.be done in their neighborhood.

\Y.- J ~

A resident asked if other communities will also still have active CSO discharge
outlets after construction of the new CSO system. Ms. Marx said that the MWRA has
proposed totally eliminating CSO discharges in critical use areas, this includes beaches
and fishing areas. Other communities will still have some active CSO outlets.

(, __ ) )'f _13

A citizen asked how the CSO program will impact user rates. Mr. Hornbrook

5

said that the total CSO control program will cost approximately $420 million, but the
MWRA has not prepared estimates for per household costs. These estimates will be
included in the final EIR.
Mr. Hornbrook said that the hand-out contains specific information about each of
the proposed sites and options for mitigation. All of the comments submitted to DEP will
be evaluated and responded to by the MWRA. Mr. Hornbrook thanked those in
attendance for their comments.
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MWRA COMBINED SEWER OVERFLOWS
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT AND FACILITIES PLAN
SOUTH BOSTON COMMUNITY MEETING
MONDAY, DECEMBER 12,1996

ATTENDANCE
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Name

Address

Gerald Cody
Brian Smith
Deborah Hadden
Eldon Abbot
Bill Opray
Gaury O'Brien
Mike & Jeanmarie Murphy

925 East Second St., Apt. 8, So. Boston
925 East Second St., Apt. 8, So. Boston
One Harborside Dr., Suite 200, So. Boston, 02128
405 Cushing St., Hingham, 02043
244 Kennedy Drive, Waltham, 02148
31 0 Street, So. Boston
656 East 2nd Street & 25 Rosemont Rd., N Weymouth,
02191
Senator Lynch's Office, Rm 520, State House, Boston
48 Inman St., Cambridge
77 Farragut Rd.
621 E. Second St.
120 Marine Rd, So. Boston, 02127
62 Hartshon St., Roxbury
602 E. Second St.
245 Summer St.
245 Summer St.
14 Acadia St., So. Boston
62 G St., So. Boston
666 E. Sixth St., So. Boston
BWSC, 425 Summer St, Boston
543 East 1st Street, So. Boston
Rm 805 City Hall, Boston
Room 805 City Hall, Boston
Regina Villa Associates, 145 Tremont" St., Boston

Nick Zaferakis
Doug Herberich
Ellen Concannan
Tom Cooney
Bronis Kontrium
Emile Hemway
Mr & Mrs. Joseph Maher
Greg Sankey
Andy Mills
AI Rocha
Jack Hart
Steve John
PauiKeohan
Laura Connolly
Ken Fields
Lorraine Downey
Mary Kelly
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MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY
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Charlestown Navy Yard
100 First Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02129
Telephone: (617) 242-6000
Facsimile: (617) 241-6070

Combined Sewer Overflow ·control Plan
Briefing on the
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
AND FACILITIES PLAN
ALEWIFE BROOK/MYSTIC RIVER
POWERHOUSE SCHOOL
Somerville
MONDAY, DECEMBER 16,1996
MINUTES
Lise Marx of the MWRA opened the meeting at 7:10PM. Ms. Marx introduced
David Kubiak, MWRA's Senior Program Manager for the CSO control program, and
()

Don Walker and Dan Donahue of Metcalf and Eddy, consultants on the CSO program.
Using overheads and maps, Ms. Marx provided an overview of what the CSO
problem is, why it needs to be solved, and how the MWRA's CSO Control Plan will
impact the Mystic River and Alewife Brook area. The handout attached as part of these
minutes contains hard copies of some of the slides Ms. Marx used in her presentation.
Ms. Marx explained that sewer systems in Boston, Chelsea,· Cambridge and
Somerville collect sanitary sewage from homes and business in the same pipes used to
collect stormwater runoff. This is called a combined sewer system. During dry
weather, when only sanitary sewage is entering the pipes, the system can handle the
flow and transport it to Deer Island for treatment.
During wet weather, the addition of stormwater overwhelms the system, and the
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combined sewage and rainwater can back up and flow into the harbor and connecting
rivers through 81 active combined sewer overflows (CSOs) in four communities. This
flow contributes to the pollution of local waters, violating federal and state water-quality
standards.
Ms. Marx showed the audience a slide that depicted an example of a CSO.
During dry weather, a larger pipe called an interceptor carries sanitary flow to the tunnel
to Deer Island. During large rainstorms, this pipe fills to capacity, and excess combined
stormwater and sanitary flow discharges to a receiving water. There are approximately
81 CSO discharge points to Boston Harbor and its tributary rivers.
The MWRA CSO Control Plan comprises 26 separate CSO control projects
within the four CSO communities, at a total cost of approximately $400 million. The
projects involve sewer separation, screening offloatables, the upgrade of existing

(~)

facilities, construction of consolidation/storage conduits and treatment facilities.
Ms. Marx said that CSOs have to be controlled because CSO discharges create
potential public health problems, especially near beaches and shellfish beds, which are
considered to be sensitive areas. The federal Clean Water Act lists CSOs as point
sources of pollution. The U.S. EPA CSO Control Policy requires that CSOs be
controlled to meet water quality standards and protect beneficial uses. This means that
CSOs must be eliminated in critical or sensitive areas (beaches and shellfish beds), and
controlled in other receiving waters ..
In receiving waters not considered to be critical and sensitive, the requirement is
to minimize impacts from CSOs. This means reducing CSOs to four or fewer CSO
2
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discharges per year, on average.
MWRA and its consultant on the CSO projects, Metcalf and Eddy, submitted the
Draft Facilities Plan and Environmental Report in October to MEPA. The DEIR
provides detailed analysis of all of the proposed CSO projects. The 60-day public
comment period on the DEIR and Facilities Plan will run to December 23, 1996. The
address to which public comments on the CSO project should be sent is included in the
handout. It is anticipated that EOEA will issue a certificate by December 30.
Ms. Marx then turned to the specifics of the current status of the site assessment
for the Alewife Brook/Mystic River area. She noted that the baffle manhole separation
work in Somerville is complete. Cambridge sewer separation work is scheduled to
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begin in July 1998. As part of the CSO control plan, MWRA must request that the state
approve a change in water quality standards for the Mystic River and Alewife Brook.
The state must make its decision on this request by September 1997, and will use data
compiled in the DEIR in making that decision. Ms. Marx noted that a public meeting will
be held by DEP in the future regarding water quality issues.
Ms. Marx introduced Don Walker, who discussed water quality issues. He began
by reviewing evaluations conducted for the 1994 Conceptual Plan. He noted that there
are 6 QSO outfalls going into Alewife Brook from Cambridge, and 6 CSO outfalls from
Somerville. There are two MWRA interceptors, the Alewife Brook Conduit and the
Alewife Branch sewer. They run parallel to each other and parallel to Alewife Brook to
the Alewife Pumping Station. In dry weather, the flow is pumped up into the north
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metropolitan system, and winds up at Deer Island for treatment.

3

There are 3 CSO outfalls into the Upper Mystic River- SOM006, SOM007 and
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SOM007A. The Somerville Branch Sewer is the relevant interceptor for these flows.
The dry weather flow also is pumped by the north metropolitan system and also winds
up at Deer Island for treatment.
Mr. Walker said that the CSO Conceptual Plan Evaluation consisted of several
phases. The first step was the identification of low budget projects with immediate
benefits that would be simple to implement. These projects were called System
Optimization Plans (SOPS), involving minor modifications to the regulator structures
resulting in slight reductions in the CSO volume. The implementation of SOPS resulted
in some reduction in overflow and resulted in the elimination of SOM002-003. The
SOPS have been completed in both Cambridge and Somerville.
Taking into account the improvements made as a result of SOPS, the next
question was what steps can be taken to control CSOs into the Alewife Brook. Along
the Alewife Brook are a series of outfalls that are within a reasonable area of each
other. A range of control levels was evaluated with regard to the benefits derived from
implementing the controls versus the costs incurred. CSO elimination would require
sewer separation. The control level would cost in the area of $50 million, and the
benefits of this level of control are not significant enough to justify this cost. One
alternative to eliminating CSOs is capturing the flows in a central location for treatment
or storage. This would require the construction of a consolidation conduit for
conveyance to a storage container. Another alternative would be to oversize the
conduit to allow it to store the flows. The costs of these alternatives range .from $26 -
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$60 million, and the benefits to water quality would not be significant enough to validate
these costs. The third option is to selectively separate sewers at outfall locations where
rainfall generates overflows. This alternative would take a significant amount of
stormwaterflow out of the Alewife Brook Conduit and the Alewife Brook Branch Sewer,
and would also reduce activations at other locations. It was determined that if
separation occurred upstream of CAM002 and CAM004, activation frequency in the
Alewife Brook outfalls would be reduced to four or fewer each year.
The approximate cost of separating these outfalls in Cambridge and Somerville
was $12 million, approximately one-half of the cost of the next cheapest alternative, a
storage conduit.

C)

Mr. Walker said that upstream of SOM001 and SOM004 the tributary system is
separated pipes. There is a single man-hole for both pipes, with some sort of pipe or
barrier separating the pipes. However, those barriers have deteriorated over the years.
Therefore, the manholes must be checked to determine the condition of the barrier. In
those manholes where there is an opportunity for the flows to mix, a second manhole
must be constructed. This is called baffle-manhole separation.
Upstream of CAM002 and CAM004, there are single pipe areas that will require
more involved pipe work, requiring traditional construction methods. The general area
where this work is proposed is from Massachusetts Ave. to Porter Square.
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A member of the audience asked Mr. Walker what the nature is of the separation

in the two areas - is it sanitary separation, storm separation or a mix. Mr. W~lker said

5

that it is a mix. Some areas will require a new sanitary drain and the old pipe will then
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become a storm drain.

15- 3 An audience member asked where stormwater goes downstream from CAM004.
Mr. Walker said that the regulator is in the circle on Concord Avenue, and there is an
outfall pipe behind the Ground Round that runs up the T station and comes out into a
small channel feeding the Alewife Brook. There could be a blockage in that line that
needs to be investigated.

15- Lf

An audience member asked if Mr. Walker would explain how CAM401 flows. Mr.

Walker said that the regulator is at Sheridan Street, with the outfall pipe running parallel
to the railroad tracks and ties into the outfall pipe for CAM004 near the Alewife T
station.

l5- 5

An audience member asked if CAM401 carries stormwater. Mr. Walker said that
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there is a separate storm drain that runs along Concord Avenue that flows into the
outfall.
The manhole separation work has been completed in Somerville, and Mr. Walker
referred the audience to the figures in the handout, which more particularly show where
the work was performed.
Mr. Walker then turned to a discussion of water quality issues. It is important to
understand what pollutants are causing non-attainment of water quality standards,
where those pollutants are originating and in what proportions these were key elements
of the master planning evaluation process. A model of the sewer system was used to
help predict volumes of flow of both combined sewage and stormwater into the
6
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receiving waters. Sampling studies were conducted on the concentration of pollutants.
This allowed the consultants to determine the boundary conditions.
Using charts that are part of the handout, Mr. Walker explained that these
studies enabled the consultants to determine future planned flows and loads during
various sized storm events and the impacts on both the Alewife Brook and Mystic River.

10-6

A questioner asked if there are always four 3-month storms each year, and if one

of these is considered to be a one-year storm. Mr. Kubiak said that the reference to 3month and 1-year storms is based on statistical averages. Mr. Walker said that it is
possible to have seven or more 3-month storms in a year. He also pointed out that the
occurrence of a 3-month storm will not mean that a particular CSO activates, since
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there are CSOs that never activate.
Mr. Kubiak said that the goal is to control CSOs so that there will be 4 or fewer
CSO ·activations per year. Lise Marx added that they analyzed 40 years of storm
records to arrive at what constitutes a typical rainfall year.
Mr. Walker then used a series of charts, derived from a receiving water model,
that depict Alewife/Mystic Fecal Coliform Profiles for 3-month storms under future
planned conditions from all sources, and with no CSO loads. These data are very
useful to determine how the flow and pollutants are carried downstream and how they
impact water quality.
To summarize the findings, during both wet weather and dry weather conditions,
the Alewife Brook fails to meet the boating water quality standard. During wet weather,
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the Mystic River fails to meet the swimming standard, but meets it during dry weather
7

conditions. It appears from these data that the Alewife Brook is the major pollutant
culprit.
Mr. Walker then showed

aslide that depicted the Alewife/Mystic Fecal Coliform

profiles with no CSO loads, and there is no measurable difference. This is due to the
fact that other sources of pollutants are so overwhelming that complete elimination of
the CSOs has no measurable affect. Mr. Kubiak said that there could be leaking
municipal sewer systems, old septic systems or illegal tie-ins to storm drains causing
the pollution. He said that there are local programs in both Somerville and Cambridge
to combat these problems.
Mr. Walker said that the recommended plan for Alewife Brook is to separate
CAM002 and CAM004 and SOM001 and SOM004. The separation of SOM001 and
SOM004 involves just separating manholes, and will not result in any additional
stormwater getting into Alewife Brook. He showed a chart that depicted the impact of
the implementation of these recommended plans on fecal coliform levels during a 3
month storm on the Alewife Brook. Again, there is no measurable difference.

\5 -:t-

A questioner in the audience asked how fecal coliform could enter the system

from storin drains. Mr. Walker said that animal matter contributes to the levels, plus
there could be illegal connections to the storm drains.

\5-S

An audience member asked if it is possible to determine whether fecal coliform is
from humans or animals. Mr. Walker said that such tests can be done, but they are
very expensive. Simple analysis of fecal coliform levels is used as a determinant as to
whether beaches should be closed because it is fast and effective.
8
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Mr. Walker's next series of slides depicted the amount of dissolved oxygen
resulting during the 3-morith storm. Water can hold a certain amount of oxygen, and for
a healthy, fast-moving stream, the oxygen level will generally be at saturation level. In
a slow-moving stream, with a lot of organic material in it, the bacteria may be
consuming the oxygen and could even deplete the oxygen, creating an oxygen deficit.
This can make it more difficult for various species of aquatic life.
The oxygen concentrate in the Alewife Brook should not go below 5 milligrams
per liter, so that fish in the water can breath. For the conditions in the Alewife Brook,
the saturation levels should be approximately 8.5 milligrams per liter.
The charts show that in the Alewife, during dry weather, the deficit is well up over

(

.)

\

4 milligrams per liter. This means that there are not sufficient levels of dissolved
oxygen during dry weather. In the Mystic River during dry weather conditions, there is
sufficient dissolved oxygen.
During wet weather conditions, the dissolved oxygen concentrations in the
Alewife initially increase, but then decreases. In the Mystic River, the DO deficit drops
back for 26 days following the storm, but then DO increases to meet the standards.
The next chart showed the impact on the DO levels if the CSOs were completely
eliminated. Again, there is no change on DO levels. With the implementation of the
recommended plan, there is also no measurable change in the DO levels. The charts
show that there is no reason to take a costly alternative.
Mr. Walker then turned to a discussion of what is the appropriate water quality

l_)

standard for the Alewife Brook. Currently the Brook is classified Class B Warm Water
9

Fishery. Some of the alternatives are:
s-eso Standard - designates a receiving water segment where greater level of

CSO control is not feasible and remaining CSO overflow events have been
determined to have a minimal impact so that was are met most (95%) of the
time. This assumes that non-CSO pollutants can be controlled.
Variance - allows, through a NPDES permit, a temporary modification of WaS
for certain discharge points into a receiving water segment without changing its
classification. Allows phased approach with interim control measures, additional
data gathering, or implementation of control measures for other sources, where it
is believed was may ultimately be attained. This variance would be reviewed on
a regular basis.
Partial Use Designation - amends classification of a receiving water segment to

()

recognize that was for designated uses occasionally can not be met, but are
met most (75%-95%) of the time. This option is not being considered for the
Alewife Brook.
Reclassification as C or SC - reclassifies a receiving water segment where
designated uses cannot be met on a permanent and constant basis for the
foreseeable future. This option is also not being consid~red for the Alewife
Brook.

Mr. Kubiak said that the water quality regulations were revised one year ago,
reflecting the recognition that CSOs cannot be eliminated nationwide without spending
10

1,, )

()

billions of dollars. Somehow a compromise must be reached.

)S- til .

A member of the audience asked if changing the water quality standard for the

Alewife Brook to 8-CSO will allow for another relief point off the sewer system to be
constructed. Mr. Kubiak said that this would be considered backsliding, which is
prohibited by the regulations. However, it is possible that separate sewer overflows
(SSOs) could be reclassified as CSOs.

\5-JD

A member of the audience asked if a reclassification of the Mystic River to B-

CSO standard would apply to the entire river or just to portions of it. Mr. Kubiak said
that DEP divides the water bodies into segments, and each segment receives a
designation.

(~)

Ms. Marx added that the MWRA was surprised by how other sources of
pollutants dwarfed the CSO contributions to pollution of water bodies. DEP is currently
looking at restructuring to implement a watershed-based approach for its regulatory
decision making.

\5-l \

A member of the audience asked how much bacteria is normally found in a liter

of water. Mr. Walker said that in combined sewage, which is a mixture of raw sewage,
you would find average concentrations of 500,000 bacteria in every 100 milliliters.

\ 5- JJ-

A member of the audience asked when the Mystic River can be swimmable. Mr.

Walker said ttiat if the recommended plan is completed, then the river would still not be
swimmable without control of the non-CSO pollutants. In the Mystic River, the
stormwater issue needs to be addressed. Areas near the Amelia Earhart Dam are

\~)

swimmable now.

11

Mr. Walker reminded the audience that, because of the other, non-CSO sources

(-)
/

of pollution, the implementation of the CSO plan will not bring the Mystic River water
quality up to Class 8 designation.
Mr. Kubiak said that there is no true watershed-based approach to pollution of
receiving waters. If such a plan did exist, then the money going into CSO control would
probably be directed toward redediating other pollution sources; however, the current
regulations require that CSOs must be remediated. Mr. Kubiak said that the MWRA
has been making the case to regulatory agencies for several years that it does not
make sense to spend millions of water for CSO control and still see little change in the
water quality of the receiving waters. . .
··~·

15- t c

A member of the audience asked what other efforts are underway to cleaning up

the non-CSO pollutant sources. Ms. Marx said that there are local efforts underway to
find discharge sources and to eliminate them. Mr. Kubiak said that the state has just
started developing a watershed-based regulatory framework.

\ '? -fq.

A member of the audience asked if the data used in the modeling could be

erroneous. ·Mr. Walker said that the average concentrations of pollutants were derived
from testing that the consultants and other groups have done. The model used to
predict CSO volume and discharges was developed using actual metering data
gathered during more than 60 storms in 1992. The data were also calibrated to make
the model as accurate as feasible. For the receiving water model, sampling was done
to provide calibration. Mr. Walker feels that the models are based on accurate data.

\5- j 5

A member of the audience asked if the CSO control program will impact land use
12

()

()

controls. If a developer wished to build a 12-story condo in the Alewife area, would
they be required to connect to a sanitary sewer: Mr. Kubiak says that MWRA allows
storrnwater into its system within CSO areas. The impacted municipality has the final
say on whether it is feasible to discharge storrnwater into the MWRA system. MWRA
will accept the flow if it is a CSO community. Some communities may require
developers to install a separate storm system.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:50 P.M.

()
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COMBINED SEWER OVERFLOWS
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
AND FACILITIES PLAN
NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING
ALEWIFE BROOK
MONDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1996
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A TIENDANCE LISTING

NAME

ADDRESS/ORGANIZATION

Commodore William Bailey

Winter Hill Yacht Club, P.O. Box 8
Somerville, MA 02145
Cambridge Conservation Commission
T/0 Arlington
WHYC
WHYC
Somerville DPW Engineering Division
11 0 Brooks Street, Medford, MA
229 Arlington St., Meford
Somerville Conservation Commission
Riverside Yacht Club
34 Otis Street, Meford, MA 02155
Mystic Wellington Yacht Club
Mystic River Watershed Assocation
18 Parker Road, Arlington, MA 02174
MRWSA, 18 Parker Rd. Arlington, MA 02174
COM, Ten Cambridge Center, Cambridge 02142
253 Washington St., Belmont, MA 02178
156 Powderhouse Blvd., Somerville, MA 02144
50 Ames Street, Cambridge, MA 02139
117 Harvard Avenue, Medford, MA 02155
Medford ConCom
Mystic River Watershed Association,
16 Fairfield St., Cambridge

Alex Strysky
Mark Shea
William Flynn
Ronald Vitale
Thorn Donahue
Michael J. O'Brien
Carol Chapman Brown
Lise Brukilacchio
Joe Slowe, Jr.
Margaret White
George D. White
Douglas Power
Douglas Turner
Bryon Clemence
Bill Pisano
Mary DiGiuseppe
Bill Thilly
Scott Bickerton
Margot Hull

Lise Marx
David Kubiak
Don Walker
Dan Donahue
Elle Thomas-Smith

MWRA
MWRA
Metcalf & Eddy
Metcalf & Eddy
RVA
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MAHONEY, HAWKES & GOLDINGS
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSE:L.L.ORS AT L.AW

THE HERITAGE ON THE GARDEN

()

75PARKPLAZA

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02116
TELEPHONE (617) 457-3100
TELECOPIER: (617) 437-3123

,?fCEiVED
.DEC , I .J"' IOQ.c'J

OF' COUNSEL

BARRY BROWN
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December 13, 1996

MEPA

VIA HAND DELIVERY

The Honorable Trudy Coxe
Secretary
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street, Room 2000
Boston, MA 02202
Re:

()

MWRA Stony Brook Conduit CSO Facility: Draft Combined
Sewer Overflow Facilities Plan and Environmental
Impact Report

Dear Secretary Coxe:
I write as counsel to the Massachusetts College of Art for
the
purpose
of requesting that the period for comment on the
\U>-\
draft Combined Sewer Overflow Facilities Plan and Environmental
Impact Report dated October, 1996, be extended for the period
of thirty (30) days. The period for such comment is now to
expire on December 23, 1996, and it is the College's request,
therefore, that period be extended until Wednesday, January 22,
1997.

The College makes this request because the MWRA, in the
planning of its Stony Brook Conduit CSO Facility, has had only
brief dealings with the College and its representatives
concerning that Facility. Because of this circumstance, the
College learned only very recently of the MWRA's plans to site
its Stony Brook Conduit CSO Facility on property of the College
and has had insufficient time within which to formulate for
your consideration its views about those plans. It is the
intention of the College to prepare and submit a detailed
engineering and land use analysis noting the impacts of the
Project upon the site and the community. For this reason, we
respectfully request an extension of time to submit information
important to consideration of the site.
(

~~

)

MAHONEY, HAWKES & GOLDINGS
The Honorable Trudy Coxe
December 13, 1996
Page 2

()

I thank you in advance for giving this request your
consideration.

Very truly yours,

BB/dm
5487

cc:

i~~

Dr. Katherine Sloan, President,
Massachusetts College of Art
Dr. Stanley Koplik, Chancellor,
Board of Higher Education
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......... , 1996
December 1,

Trudy Coxe, Secretary
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, Mass. 02202
Dear Secretary Coxe,
I wish to thank you for sending me the EOEA #10335 Draft
Reports. Because of their narrowness of outlook and assumptions,
these are deeply disappointing documents and I write to urge you
amend their recommendations when you file them with the court. I
would urge you to alter the report to add a request that 20% of
the remediation budget be set aside for additional alternative
measures that could mitigate the flow and quality of run-off
within the four target cities. The ~~A is the single most
important manager of the hydrologic systems of the Boston
Drainage Basin and it is therefore essential that it take a
leadership role. This Draft Report does not attempt such a role.
Instead I ask you to think of the exceptional opportunity that
the recent Muddy River floods offer to the ~~dRA. Here is a chance
to begin to model alternative ways of sewer and run-off
management.
Let me begin with a review of the basic problems in the
Boston Basin. The difficulties of the Boston harbor, Charles and
Mystic basins are four: (1) sanitary sewage (measured by coliform
pollution) is flowing into the waterways because of lack of sewer
separation and illegal hook-ups to storm drains, and probably
illegal direct discharges as well; (2} storm sewers are carrying
polluted surface run-off from the streets and open spaces of the
region; ·(3} at times of significant storms the sanitary sewers
are discharging into the storm drains adding their pollution to
+-1-.~t ~& .... ~-.~ ~u-&~c~ - ...... o&&.
(4) ._he !-'
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the drainage of the region does not serve to mitigate storm
surges but rather tends to intensify them.
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The Draft Report on Combined Sewer Overflow is narrowly
conceived and addresses only problems #1 and #3. This is a grave
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practice place an ever increasing burden on the existing sewer
system thereby guaranteeing that it will be ever more expensive
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to maintain and will need more and more new construction. The
recent floods of September 18-19 and October 21-22 nicely
demonstrate this issue. As the Commissioner for Public Works of
Brookline, Thomas DeMaio said at the Muddy River Action Committee
meeting (Nov·ember 7, 1996} "The river does not seem to be
behaving the way it has in the past."
The reason is clearly
that more and more of the Brookline and Boston watershed has been
paved and covered with impermeable surfaces,and sewer policy over
the years has been to put more and more of the river and its
tributaries into pipes so that there is no flood resilience in
the drainage basin. This trend of more and more impermeable
surfaces is undoubtedly the future trend for both the Charles and
Mystic basins unless the MVlRA and the constituent cities and
towns take steps to change current and past practices. Without
such change the flood surges in the system will continue to grow
more severe.

l B- i
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Therefore in order to reduce future cost escalation and to
deal with polluted surface run-off it is essential that the
construction planned in the Draft Report be joined with new
demonstr.ation projects and regulations in the four targeted
cities~ I would recommend to the Court that 20% of the budget for
~ft Report construction be allocated to new initiatives and
the timetable be lengthened annropriatelv.

--

\

-

The following initiati'\res are ob"'tious ones, but experts
could easily enlarge and refine this list.

(.)

1. Begin a landowner program for downspout disconnection and
storage of roof and lot run-off on the building's lot. Such a
program would involve cost sharing by the m~RA along the lines of
the previous successful Edison and Gas company homeo~~er energy
conservation programs.
2. Reconstruction of streets, especially residential
streets, to provide catch basins that filer run-off before it is
delivered to the storm sewers. Such a program can be joined with
traffic calming and urban initiatives to reduce the percentage of
impermeable surfaces.
3. Regulation and reconstruction programs to require all
commercial parking lots to be paved with permeable surfaces, and
for.on-site run-off retention. Such a program·might be financed
in part with a special charge on commercial and multi-family
properties that cannot or do not initiate reasonable retention
measures.
4. Identification and refitting of vacant lots and park
lands for temporary storage of storm surges to serve filtration

functions using vegetation.
All the above measures

designed to incrementally relieve
2

("'_)

the storm water surge burden on the W.~RA system and to address
the issue of polluted run-off. All are measures that would both
improve the performance of the four city-area and would be
essential initiatives for the entire drainaae basins over which
the MWRA and the Executive Office of Enviro;mental Affairs have
jurisdiction.
The Report (EOEA #10335) also contains in its first volume
some statements of policy that will prevent the proposed
initiatives from reaching the desired goal of restoring and
preserving the water quality of the Boston region.

()

Page 2-2 has a wholly ambiguous and confusing statement
about the responsibilities of the MWRA and communities within its
district. It first says that the CSOs are the responsibilities of
the particular communities. Then later in the page it admits that
the "l·fWRA has accepted responsibility to address pollution." In
my experience as a former clerk to the Muddy River Action
Committee this very ambiguity of who is responsible for what
creates no end of difficulty and most commonly it produces a sea
of bureaucratic irresponsibility. If the waters of the Charles
and Mystic are to be improved the m~RA and the cities and towns
will have to work in close cooperation. No memorandum of such
cooperation is mentioned in this volume, nor are any plans for
the processes of such administrative cooperation set forth. Yet
success in the restoration of water quality rests upon this very
issue.
Page 3-1 the text says the plan "assumes a service area
bounded by the current ~firRA service district that will be 100% of
the population served by sewers by 2025." If this is to happen
the administrative cooperation alluded to above must be in place
and a process of planning for these new facilities begun.
Other~ise the remediation proposed in this Draft will go for
naught due to increased loading from upstream.
p~.§.._Q_-=...3__ ~~-Gr.:itarioD-i..; The planned control program l.S
adequate to meet WQS and protect designated uses, unless WQS or
uses cannot be met a result of natural background conditions or
pollution sources other than CSOs." This is a totally
unacceptable criterion. It makes no sense in an expensive and
long run program that looks toward restoring the water quality of
the downstream portion of river basins to say·that you will not
undertake to clean up the immediate CSO pollution because other
...
sources are polluting as well. The goal here should be to get the
IB-~so leads off the system so the MWRA and others can move on other
\sources.

Finally, pages 3-36, 37 the reliance on chlorinated shortterm storage and treatment points to the necessity fer finding
alternative methods of managing run-off. The adding of chlorine
and than the dechlorination is an expensive process and given the
3

faulty· performance of the MWRA' s predecessors it is not a process(-)
we can expect will be well operated or adequately maintained. The
very lawsuit before us grows out of bad maintenance and neglect
of urban growth patterns. Chlorine is a dangerous chemical and
wherever possible should not be allowed in natural systems.
In sum, I realize that the MWRA is not primarily concerned
with run~f, but relief for the Muddy River and Stony Brook
watersheds offer a wonderful opportunity. I also welcome the new
DEP run-ff regulations. But it is essential that demonstration
projects of source containment be initiated if we are to relieve
the Boston Basin citizens of ever more severe floods and ever
rising sewer charges.

~i':5"'Jt I
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Visiting Professor,
Dept. of Urban Studies & Planning,
Mass. Institute of Technology
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RoBBRT TucHMANN
robert. tuchmann@haledorr. com
617•526-6920

December 16, 1996
Trudy Coxe, Secretary
Attn: MEPA Unit
The Executive Office of
Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street
20th Floor
Boston, MA 02202
Re:

EOEA Number 10335
CSO Facilitv Plan and Draft EIR

Dear Sir /Madam:

(~)

This letter is in response to the publication of notice of availability of the Draft
Eill. for the CSO Facilities Plan filed by the MWRA. It is submitted on behalf of
Bellesteel Industries, Inc., 150 McClellan Highway, East Boston, Massachusetts. The
Bellesteel Industries property runs along the western side of McClellan Highway
generally opposite Addison, Wordsworth, Byron and Moore Streets and to the east of
the railroad line.
We have studied the CSO Facilities Plan and Draft EIR with respect to the East
Boston Branch Sewer Relief Route, specifically the existing conditions, the Preferred
Alternative and the Preferred Route Options for Route Alternatives One and Two.
According to the plans (including figures 22.6-1 and 22.6-3, the Preferred Alternative
and the Alternatives One and Two do not affect the Belles tee! Industries, Inc.
property.
. However, the existing conditions shown on the figure 22.3-1 indicates that the
Railroad Corridor leading to the Caruso Pump Station does include Bellesteel
property.
Because of the large scale and representational nature of the figures, it is not
possible for Bellesteel to be certain of the impact which will result from the CSO
Facilities Plan. Therefore, although we do not now have any objection to the CSO
Facilities Plan in the immediate area surrounding Bellesteel property, we regue~t
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more specific and accur~~~ .P.l~ns so that we may guage th~ impact of ~e project ..OI}
!Jelfesfeel~·-· Therefore; we rese~~. oiJ(~jgfifJ().:ma~~:·adq}f:l.ofl._al C()mmen~. {lJ -~ll~_time,
as more
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Sincerely yours,

U~1- TL.l.dl.~
Robert Tuchmann
RT/jw
cc:
Mr. Andrew Greiff
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Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Riverways Programs
Maria Van Dusen,Riverways Coordinator
Joan C. Kimball,Adopt·A-Stream Coordinator
Russell A. Cohen, Rivers Advocate
Karen I. Pelto, Stream Ecologist

December 18, 1996
Secretary Trudy Coxe
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02202
ATIN: MEPA Unit
EOEA # 10335

REC£\~£\1
·.OEC .1 9 \996

MEPA

Dear Secretary Coxe:

()

The Department of Fisheries, Wildlife, and Environmental Law Enforcement Riverways
Program appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Draft Combined Sewer Overflow
Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report (EOEA No. #10335).
Riverways Program staff have represented the Department of Fisheries, Wildlife, and
Environmental Law Enforcement on the External Surface Water Quality Standards Advisory
Committee and as a member of the Wastewater Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) to the
Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA). Riverways supports the concerns and
suggestions offered in the comment letter submitted by the TAC. We also want to reiterate are
own concern about the water quality designation changes and the issues surrounding stormwater,
voiced previously as a member of the Water Quality Standards Advisory Committee and the
TAC.
Included within the seven volumes of the DEIR, MWRA has recommended the
Department of Environmental Protection· (DEP) change the designation of the Back Bay
Fens/Muddy River, Alewife Brook, Upper Mystic River, and Mystic/Chelsea Confluence to
Bcso or SBcso and grant a variance for the Charles River.
The MWRA has asked for these
changes because, according to their analysis, the elimination of all CSOs would not allow for
the attainment of the current water quality designations in these water bodies. This is due to the
presence of non-CSO sources of pollutants, primarily stormwater.
It is unclear at this time how the DEP will decide between permanently changing a water
quality designation and a variance for these urban waterways. The decision appears to the rest
on the likelihood the non-CSO sources of pollution will be reduced to the point the remaining
100 Cambridge Street • Room 1901 • Boston, Massachusetts 02202 (617) 727-1614 x 360
An Agency of the Deparnnent of Fisheries, Wildlife & Environmental Law Enforcement
John C. Phillips, Commissioner
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CSOs will affect attainment of the water quality standard. The Charles River is the only
waterbody judged to have this potential. This detennination cannot be made without hearing
from the residents and watershed groups working on the other rivers and coastal waters. All
of these watersheds have an active constituency focused on improving the water quality in their
river. Federal, state, municipal, and conununity resources are directed toward improving the
health of all of these waterbodies. The Charles River may not be the only watershed capable
of reducing non-CSO impacts.
The public participation initiated for the facility siting and CSO plan did not discusss
what resources are available in these waterbodies to address non-CSO impacts.
C S 0
Community Meetings were held in Chelsea, Cambridge, Mission Hill, Union Park, East Boston,
and Charlestown. These meetings discussed CSO facility siting in their neighborhoods.
According to the minutes of these meetings, included in Volume Vll of the DEIR, the change
in the water quality designation was not addressed. The DEIR is unclear as to whether other
communities bordering the affected waterbodies received invitations to a community meeting.
DEP was also not present at these meetings to address·water quality issues.

_')

The MWRA has quite effectively involved the public in addressing concerns regarding
the facility siting. However, .these meetings have not adequately addressed the water quality
designation. The responsibility for involving the public in this decision rests with the DEP not
the MWRA. All of the communities bordering these waterbodies should have an opportunity
to ask questions about the designations and to talk about the goals for their river. Residents and
watershed groups have set priorities for their river and are working to attain these goals.
JL ).:o.:.. J-Changing the designation should not made without fully addressing their concerns.
If public process is not possible before September 1997, residents and watershed groups
need to know why the designation has changed and what the change means. If CSOs are not
affecting the water quality' the residents and watershed groups need to know what and where
the sources of pollutants exist which are affecting water quality. If the designation is due to the
pollutants present in stormwater, DEP should identify the sources and work with the
municipalities to reduce these pollutants .
... ,
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Regardless of the outcome of the water quality designations, DEP and the MWRA should
· i. ·: ~ork with municipalities to address stonnwater controls which may be cost effective to add
,; j_hile the MWRA is improving their system. Although the MWRA is not responsible directly
· :.-.,for stormwater, the separation of their system may potentially increase stormwater impacts.
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lwith a separate system, the stormwater MWRA previously treated will flow directly into the
Municipalities need to be aware of additional impacts.from the stormwater.

· .___
j rivers.

Overall, this plan takes a positive step toward attaining the goals of fishable/swimmable
for the Boston Harbor and its tributaries. We need to continue building on this important step.
Without full community support and understanding of the issues affecting the water quality, we
run the risk of losing momentum. Public participation and understanding is essential to this
process.
Thank you for the consideration of these comments. If you have any questions regarding
these comments, please feel free to contact me at 727-1614 x359.

C)

Sincerely,

o/nf';dj ~WZ/,e-;;j
Anne Livingston
Urban Rivers Coordinator
for the Riverways staff

TOBIN & SULLIVAN
A PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
ONE CENTER PLAZA
BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02108

()

TELEPHONE: (617) 367-0070
FACSIMILE: !6171 367-6777

CERTIFIED MAIL

December 18, 1996

GEORGE F. C.-\HILL
OF COlJ:-ISEL

Trudy Coxe, Secretary
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
ATTN: MEPA Unit
100 Cambridge Street, 20th Floor
Boston, MA 02202
Re:

MEPA Project Number:

EOEA No. 10335

Dear Ms. Coxe:
Kindly be advised that I represent William c. Casey, Timothy
C. Casey, Casey & Hayes, Inc. and Casey & Hayes Storage co.,
Inc., as their interests may appear, owners of property known as
and numbered 430 First Street, South Boston, Mass.

()

My clients have been apprised of the above-named project
with particular reference to the preliminary plans indicating
that their property may be affected. It appears that a Reserved
Channel Consolidation Conduit is tentatively planned to dissect
my clients' property and furthermore, an Odor Control Facility
would also be placed upon ~heir land.

Jl·-l

This letter is sent to inform you of my clients' unalterable
QP-p_o_s..i t.ion .. t.g __.tb.e p,lanE!. 9-§. .. PE.QPO~ed / In particular, at a meeting
on Thursday, December 12, 1996 at my clients' office on the
property in question, David A. Kubiak, PE, Senior Program
Manager, cso, of the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority
{MWRA), Kathleen c. MacNeil, Project Manager of the MWRA and
Donald E. Walker, PE, Project Engineer of Metcalf & Eddy met with
my client and me to present a Plan entitled "South Boston
Projects Location Plan", with attachments. This Plan shows a
Channel Consolidation Conduit running the entire length of my
clients' land, right through the middle of it. True, that land
is now an open yard used in connection with the present moving
company operation upon the property. But the current use of this
property is only short-lived!

( )
"---

The site in question is approximately 7.5 acres in size.
During the last three years, several serious and substantial
parties have consulted with the Caseys relative to developing it
for various purposes including commercial, office, distribution,
and hotel uses. Preliminary investigation of the subsoil has
indicated that it would be necessary to drive piles to a depth of
approximately 200 feet in order to sustain structures upon this
property, in view of the fact that much of it has been filled
over the years. This site is one of the last few "large" tracts
of land available for development in connection with the Boston
HarborjSouth Boston/World Trade CenterjTed Williams Tunnel area.
The fact that a Channel Consolidation Conduit would be but 10

TOBIN & SULLIVAN

feet below the surface of the land when, in fact, piles must be
driven to a potential depth of 200 feet, obviously would impair
the use of the land in the future and dramatically decrease its
value for potential development. Any land taking whatsoever for
an Odor Control Facility would likewise seriously diminish the
value of this unique tract and its maximum development. You
should also be advised that a Notice of Responsibility has been
issued by the DEP pertaining to locus. This matter is pending.

(-\
, )

My clients, the Caseys, have owned this property for
approximately 30 years and have operated it during that time as a
moving business under the name and style of "Casey & Hayes". The
four buildings upon the land at present are antiquated and quite
unsubstantial. They really have no relationship to the future
use and development of the parcel. During the time that the
Caseys have occupied this property, they have paid an
extraordinary amount of real estate taxes to the City of Boston
and have kept the property clean, tidy and well-managed for the
benefit the South Boston community. It has been purposefully
held for the future anticipated development in this area.
It appears from a cursory examination of the Plans presented
and the goals of the project, that the MWRA could well locate any
Consolidation Conduit and Odor Control Facility more conveniently
elsewhere in the area. In doing so, there might well be a
substantial savings for the MWRA. The representatives of MWRA,
at our meeting on December 12, 1996, were apprised of our
displeasure with the present Plan, and appeared to be sensitive

~~a~~·an~h=~ui~d~~~~=~tt~;tci~:~t= ~!=i~ei~ ~~t:nJ:~~=~ai!~;.
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However, I wanted you to be aware of our objection.

Any implementation of the present plan for construction of a
Consolidation Conduit or an Odor control Facility would
constitute a very great hardship on my clients. It would
substantially diminish the value of the land for its highest and
best use and moreover, would greatly curtail the highest and best
possible use of this particular site for the great benefit of not
only the South Boston area, but also Greater Boston as well.
It is respectfully requested that the MWRA locate its
Channel Consolidation Conduit and Odor control Facility elsewhere
than at 430 First Street, South Boston, Mass.
Respectfully submitted,
I

THE CASEY FAMILY

(;

'7 (--·~ /

/A "

. 'f l t T< ,'--:-· t t-"v·e_ L
1 George F. Cahill,
I
their Attorney

By :

GFC: jjw
12130930.c
cc: David A. Kubiak, PE
Kathleen C. MacNeil, Project Manager
Donald E. Walker, PE
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The Honorable Trudy Coxe
Secretary
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street
Room 2000
Boston, MA 02202

()

Re:

Massachusetts Water Resources Authority Draft CSO
Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report
Volumes I-VII (October, 1996)
EOEA #10335

Dear Secretary Coxe:
We write as counsel to the Massachusetts College of Art,
the public institution of higher education that occupies and
has legal responsibility for certain premises located at 174
Ipswich Street and Ward Street in the City of Boston. Pursuant
to the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA: G.L. Ch.
30, Sections 61-62H) and regulations made thereunder (301 CMR
11), we submit this letter and its enclosures in response to
the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA) proposal to
site a Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) treatment facility along
the Stony Brook Conduit on the land the College occupies at
Ipswich ·and Ward Streets.
·
Introduction
Our comments and the supporting enclosures are submitted
in response to the following particular documents:

cso

1.

Environmental Notification Form for the MWRA
Project (April, 1995);

2.

Executive Office of Environmental Affairs/MEPA
Certificates for the Project;

3.

Interim Assessment of Facility Siting (December,
1995); and

MAHONEY, HAWKES & GOLDIN"GS
The Honorable Trudy Coxe
December 20, 1996
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4.

(-)

Draft CSO Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact
Report, Volumes I through VII (October, 1996).

Our purpose is to present to you on behalf of the
Massachusetts College of Art the serious objections it makes to
the proposed siting of the Stony Brook Conduit screening and
disinfection facility on the land it occupies at Ward and
Ipswich Streets. As noted more particularly below, the
conclusion of the proponent, the MWRA, that the Ward Street
site (site L2) is a suitable site for the Stony Brook CSO is an
improper conclusion and a wholly inexplicable one when tested
against the MWRA's own methodology for CSO site assessments.
That methodology yields the conclusion, indeed, that fourteen
other sites are preferable to site L2 for the construction and
location of the Stony Brook CSO facility. Because use of the
College's property at site L2 for a CSO facility promises to
have severely adverse effects on the ability of the College to
fulfill its own educational mission, the serious deficiencies
that are to be found in the MWRA's site assessment are of far
more than merely casual concern to the College.

(--_-_)
_

Of equal concern to it is the fact that the procedures the
MWRA followed in preparing its DEIR and making its site
selection failed to include consultation with and comment from
the College in other than a most belated and peremptory
fashion. This was so despite the fact that the College is
patently the party most directly and adversely affected by the
MWRA's decision to select College property as the proposed site
for its Stony Brook CSO facility.
For each of these reasons, as we examine them more fully
below, we believe there exist legally compelling reasons for
. ~ l which you should direct the MWRA, as proponent of the Project,
~ 1 rfo reapply its methodology and reconsider its selection of the
}ward Street site (site L2) as the preferred site for the Stony
\Brook
CSO facility .
._
Background
1.

The College and the Ward Street Parcel.

The Massachusetts College of Art, a public institution of
higher education, is one of this nation's most highly regarded
schools of art and design. Its prominence is embodied in an
accomplished faculty and staff of over three hundred, a student
population of some two thousand, and a distinguished
constellation of alumni/ae. As a public institution, part of

C__ )
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the College's mission is to provide a superb education in art
and design to students who, for economic reasons, have no
opportunity to study at a private institution of like quality,
and the College's student population is in fact drawn from a
very broad cross-section of the community, both locally and
nationally .
In 1983, in conformity with applicable law, the Board of
Trustees of the College was directed to and did "take over,
occupy, maintain and assume full responsibility for" certain
properties and buildings, including the parcel "located at 174
Ipswich Street (and) Ward Street" adjacent to the intersection
of Huntington and Longwood Avenues in the Mission Hill section
of Boston. At present, the College makes full use of that site
as a parking lot for three hundred twenty-one vehicles. Many
of those are the vehicles of students who depend on subsidized
parking in close proximity to the College in order to have
ready access to College facilities and to be able to bring
large art projects into its studios and classrooms on a regular
basis. The Ward Street parcel also represents the only
existing possible location for the planned future development
of both a student dormitory for the College and a more
efficient parking facility. Loss of the parcel would therefore
impose serious hardships on the College and its students.
2.

Exclusion of the College from the Site Selection
Process.

Given the importance of this parcel to the College and to
its educational mission, and given the fact, further, that the
MWRA has no authority to take the parcel absent an act of the
Legislature specially directing it to do so, the MWRA's entire
site selection process has been profoundly flawed by its
failure in any timely and substantive way to involve the
College in its consideration of the Ward Street site as the
location for its Stony Brook CSO facility. The College was
acco-rded no such involvement following the publication of the
Environmental Notification Form for the MWRA CSO Project in
April of 1995. In fact, the first notice the College had of
the MWRA's interest in the Ward Street site came indirectly in
the form of a certified letter the College received on July 24,
1996 -- a letter indicating merely that the MWRA would be
installing groundwater monitoring wells on the site. Face to
face meetings between the College and the MWRA concerning the
possible designation of the Ward Street parcel as a preferred
site for the CSO facility did not occur until more than a year

MAHONEY, HAWKES & GOLDINGS
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following the filing of the Environmental Notification Form and
only a few weeks prior to the publication of the Draft
Environmental Impact Report.
The reason the MWRA failed to involve the College in its
site selection process appears to be this: by the MWRA's own
site selection methodology, the Ward Street parcel (site L2)
scored so low when measured by the criteria used to establish
site preferences that the MWRA itself must initially have
judged the Ward Street parcel an unlikely site for the Stony
Brook CSO facility. However this may be, the College has had
no meaningful involvement in the MWRA's site selection process,
and the MWRA has had in that process no adequate information
about the College and the uses it makes and plans to make of
the Ward Street parcel. If the MWRA is permitted, therefore,
to proceed in accordance with its DEIR to select the Ward
Street parcel as the site for its Stony Brook CSO facility, the
College will have had no opportunity to present its concerns
regarding this use of its property in contravention of its own
planned development.
3.

()

The Environmental Assessments in the DEIR.

The MWRA's decision to select the Ward Street parcel as
its preferred site is also seriously flawed in its own terms.
The MWRA has failed to give adequate consideration to the
adverse impacts the facility will have on the adjacent
residential and institutional community both during the period
of construction and thereafter. It contains, in short, serious
analytical deficiencies.
4.

Summary Conclusion.

We wish, therefore, for the reasons we set out more
particularly below, to inform the Secretary that there exist
significant grounds for reconsidering the location of the Stony
Brook CSO. We respectfully suggest, moreover,. that other
locations, including the site designated Al in the proponent's
DEIR, should, for reasons depicted in the DEIR itself, be
preferred over the Ward Street parcel. In order to assist the
Secretary in considering these points, our comments are
supplemented by a letter addressed to you from Katherine Sloan,
President of The Massachusetts College of Art, and "A Review of
the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority's Draft Combined
Sewer O":"ehrflow Facili tihes Plan and Environmental Imdp?ctt Report,
1996, w1t respect to t e Proposed Stony Brook Con u1

i, __ )
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Screening and Disinfection Facility" that has been prepared for
us by our consultants, Louis Berger and Associates, Inc.
{Berger Report).
The MWRA Draft Environmental Impact Report <DEIR)

()

As noted more particularly in the Berger Report, the MWRA,
as proponent of the Stony Brook facility, developed an
appropriate and comprehensive methodology for selecting
potential sites for that and its other CSO facilities (~ its
"Interim Assessment of Facilities Siting (December 1995)"), but
the DEIR itself reveals that the MWRA in fact applied its
methodology wholly inconsistently in the site selection process
and, in doing so, improperly designated the Ward Street parcel
(site L2) as the preferred site for the Stony Brook facility.
Had the MWRA followed the logic of its own site selection
analysis, the Ward Street parcel would have been identified as
the least suitable site in a ranking of fourteen other possible
sites, and the preferred site would have been site Al, a parcel
of vacant land located in an industrial zone proximate to MBTA
railyards.
The extensive comments contained in the Berger Report
describe in detail the inconsistencies in the application of
the proponent's methodology that permitted it to arrive, wholly
inappropriately, at its selection of the Ward Street site as
the preferred site for the Stony Brook facility. Rather than
reiterate the points made in the Berger Report, we believe it
useful here simply to highlight for the Secretary those areas
of specific concern in the DEIR which, we believe, compel
rejection of the Ward Street site as the location for the Stony
Brook CSO.
1.

u

Engineering Issues.

(a) ~. The cost for development of the Stony Brook
facility at the Ward Street site far exceeds what is
permitted under the strictures of the MWRA's own
methodology. In the rules governing site selection, the
MWRA set ·an allowable cost premium of 10% over the cost of
its optimum location. The Ward Street site (site L2) will
cost, it estimates, nineteen million six hundred ninetysix thousand dollars: that sum is 54% more than the cost
Ja- 3 its optimum site, site AI. The MWRA makes no attempt to
justify its selection of site L2 at a cost that exceeds
the cost of its o~j!_ll_\llll__~i t._e_ by so grossly____
--·cri-s:ir:f"cfpcfftioiiate-·an amount.
·
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(b) oesign. The Ward Street site is six hundred linear
feet from the Stony Brook Conduit and requires twelve
hundred feet of piping to bring the waste water to the
facility at Ward Street and then return it to the
Conduit. The required piping is to include a unique
chemical distribution system that will hold sodium
hypochlorite and sodium -bisulfite in underground tanks on
Parker Street; the distances these chemicals and effluent
will be required to travel put substantial populations at
risk from leaks in the lines that carry these chemicals.
This risk is unique to the Ward Street site.
(c) Odor. Because the MWRA plans to install in the
facility only a single odor control unit, residents
adjacent to the site are also at risk from odors. The
failure of the DEIR to consider the impact on adjacent
residents of conditions that will exist when the control
unit is being serviced or repaired represents a failure on
the part of the MWRA to analyze the issue properly.
(d) Construction Risks: Staging. In its DEIR the MWRA
fails to discuss a number of matters related to the
~-5 construction of the CSO, including the very real
complication caused by existing utilities under Ward
Street. Installation of twin 8.5 foot diameter pipes will
be a major undertaking given the existence of utilities
and foundations at or adjacent to the site. Wide
trenching to a depth of approximately 25 feet will be
required. This will create significant construction and
construction staging problems, including the removal and
storage of excavate, the watering of trenches, the shoring
of adjacent streets and foundations, and the protection
and location of existing utilities. The DEIR is
completely silent on these requirements as it is on the
need for construction staging locations to reduce impacts
on the institutions and residents located in the immediate
·vicinity of Ward Street.
0202-~

(e) Construction Risks: Fugitive Dust. The DEIR fails to
take any cognizance of the substantial number of
residents, including children, elderly, and families, who
live in the Boston Housing Authority facility immediately
across the street from the Ward Street site; it fails as
well to take any cognizance of the many students who live
in dormitories that are proximate to the proposed
construction site. Ignoring this human environment, the
DEIR compounds its deficiencies in this regard by

( )
~--
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asserting that dust emissions will be the same at the Ward
Street site as at other available locations even though
its own tests reveal elevated levels of lead at the Ward
Street site. The proximity of the contaminated Ward
Street site to the Mission Main low income housing project
and to the student dormitories and classrooms of the
College of Art and Wentworth Institute of Technology
indicates that the problem of fugitive dust" at the Ward
Street site is substantially greater than it is at other
sites the MWRA has reviewed.

()

(f) Noise. No technical data are provided about
background noise levels at existing facilities to support
the MWRA's asserted conclusion that the CSO facility will
not generate noise impacts. The nearest noise monitoring
site supporting the Ward Street location is 800 feet from
the Ward Street Head Works, and the data referenced by the
MWRA in the DEIR is a decade old. Changes in land use and
increaseq traffic levels during the intervening years will
have had a substantial impact on ambient noise levels.
These must be assessed in order for the MWRA properly to
determine the impacts noise from its project, including
both noise from construction staging and noise from the
facility's operation once constructed, will have on
residents {including students} and the adjacent
institutions. By ignoring the families living at the
Mission Main housing project and the students in adjacent
dormitories, the MWRA has enabled itself to assert, quite
incorrectly, that there are no sensitive receptors at the
Ward Street site and to conclude that the project will
have no adverse noise impacts. That conclusion is
groundless and completely inconsistent with the actual
human environment at the Ward Street location.
{g) Visual Impacts. In comparison with site Al, which is
adjacent to the MBTA Orange Line light rail corridor, the
Ward Street site {site L2.) is visually prominent and
located only fifty feet from the Mission Main housing
project. While site Al is set back from Tremont Street
approximately 300 feet and can easily be buffered from it
with fencing or landscaping, the visual effect of the
Stony Brook CSO facility if located at the Ward Street
site will be virtually impossible to shield from the
residential and educational uses located immediately
adjacent to it.

MAHONEY, HAWKES & GOLDINGS
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(h) Traffic Impacts: Displaced Parking. Utterly
inexplicably, the existing conditions analysis of the DEIR
fails to recognize or remark the use the Massachusetts
College of Art now makes of its Ward Street parcel, nor is
the College of Art mentioned in the report as a specific
traffic generator. The College has 321 parking spaces,
every one of which is located on the Ward Street parcel.
The parcel, in fact, provides parking for over 1300
individuals on a rotating basis, and many among them are
low-income students for whom the College's subsidized
parking is a part of the financial support that permits
their attendance at the College.
Because the MWRA's proposed use of the Ward Street site
will cause the College to lose all of its off-street
parking, a special parking study should be conducted in
order to determine the adverse impacts of that very
substantial displacement of cars. The study should review
the ability of the geographic area to absorb those
displaced vehicles. Preliminary to such a study, the
existing conditions analysis should first conduct a
parking inventory of both on- and off-street parking
spaces within a radial distance of approximately 2000 feet
from the Ward Street parcel.

(

-)

(i) Traffic Impacts: Traffic Flows. The DEIR also
inadequately analyzes the impact of construction,
construction staging and ultimate operation of the
facility on daily traffic and traffic flow in the
immediate area of the Ward Street site. The DEIR fails to
include adequate traffic measurement studies, particularly
at intersections of critical approach to the site where
levels of service may be severely adversely impacted by
the construction and operation of the facility. The MWRA
traffic analysis also fails to consider changes in the
origin and destination of traffic passing through the
area. Such origin-and-destination changes may well have
substantial impact on the intersection turning movement of
vehicles using Huntington Avenue and the adjacent traffic
corridors.

(j) Proximity to Sensitive Receptors and Population
Density. The Ward Street site is surrounded by a
substantially greater population density than site Al.
Far more children and far more elderly live in close
proximity to the Ward Street site than to site Al, and it
is these segments of the population that are most

_)
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sensitive to the odors, noise, traffic and other adverse
environmental impacts that use of the site as a CSO
facility will cause. In contrast, site Al is a vacant lot
in an industrial zone next to a major rail corridor, and
few people live within 500 feet of site Al. The failure
of the DEIR to contrast population density for each site
is one of its major deficiencies.
A substantial number of families occupy the low income
housing immediately across the street from the Ward Street
parcel, and dormitories for students of the College of Art
and Wentworth Institute surround the Ward Street site.
Neither the dormitories themselves and their student
inhabitants nor the large populations that occupy the
Mission Main housing project are adequately identified in
the DEIR. This complete insensitivity to the proximate
human surroundings of the Ward Street site renders the
DEIR substantively defective. We express, therefore, a
grave concern that the failure of the DEIR to acknowledge
the intense residential and institutional uses adjacent to
the Ward Street site and its like failure to acknowledge
the use the College now makes of the site as its only
parking facility reveal substantial defects in the way the
MWRA has applied its site select-ion methodology in the
DEIR.

(~)

(k) Site Descriptions and Assessments. Of equal concern
is the MWRA's complete failure to establish the legal and
economic basis upon which it might acquire the ward Street
location. Although the DEIR reports that the Ward Street
site is owned by Wentworth Institute of Technology, it is
in fact a property of the Commonwealth managed and
controlled by the College of Art. Site Al, the optimum
site for the Stony Brook facility in terms of the DEIR's
own analysis, is erroneously described as the site of a
new Boston Housing Authority development project, but it
- is iQ fact only the potential site of a proposed
development. In contrast, the BHA Mission Main project,
the one immediately adjacent to the Ward Street site, is
soon to be completely redeveloped for additional new
housing, a fact the DEIR wholly ignores. The DEIR also
incorrectly states that site A2 is not part of a land swap
between the Boston Housing Authority and wentworth
Institute and is not included in the latter's master plan
for campus development; the contrary is true on both
counts.

~-CD
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What is of most present concern, however -- though it goes
unremarked in the DEIR -- is the fact that the Ward Street
site is part of the College of Art's contingent plan for
future expansion and development. Had the MWRA engaged in
meaningful discussion with representatives of the College,
it would not have been so ill-informed about the College's
actual and intended uses of the Ward Street site, and the
site itself would certainly not have been identified as a
preferred alternative in the DEIR.
2.

Mitigation Requirements and Costs.

Nowhere in the DEIR, finally, does the MWRA adequately
address the compensation and mitigation that would be required
if the Ward Street parcel were acquired from the College of Art
and used for the Stony Brook CSO facility. As noted above, the
cost to use the Ward Street site is almost $20,000,000, some
$7,000,000 more than the cost of the optimum site, site Al.
That difference in cost does not include the cost of mitigating
the loss of the Ward Street parcel to the College of Art and
the need for it to acquire other suitable property for future
dormitory and parking space. The mitigation costs are
estimated in the Berger Report to fall within a range of from
$6 to $10,000,000 merely for the acquisition of vacant land and
the construction of replacement parking. These costs must be
added to the $7,000,000 by which the cost of the Ward Street
parcel already exceeds the cost to locate and construct the CSO
facility on the vacant industrial parcel that is site Al.

;2;2..-l\
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Conclusion
Great as they are, the unacknowledged mitigation costs are
only a partial measure of the inadequacy of the DEIR's
assessment of the Ward Street parcel as a suitable site for the
CSO facility. That assessment's most fundamental flaw is its
complete failure to recognize that the Ward Street property is
the only site available to the-Massachusetts College of Art for
present and future institutional uses. This disregard for the
institutional needs of the College, like the failure of the
DEIR to take any cognizance of the impacts the CSO facility
will have more generally on the surrounding residential and
institutional community, compels the MWRA to reconsider the
results of the DEIR and to do so by properly applying its own
methodology. If that is done, the logic of the MWRA • s
methodology will demonstrate quite unambiguously that the Ward
Street site is an inappropriate site for the Stony Brook CSO
facility.

( )
~-
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We therefore respectfully request that the Secretary order
a thorough re-examination of the site selection by the MWRA in
the final environmental impact report and that the Secretary,
on the basis of the material submitted with this letter, advise
the MWRA that the Ward Street parcel does not meet the
standards established in the interim assessment of facility
siting for the location of the Stony Brook cso.
Very truly yours,

\"":)
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· ~ )cJtf'\. ~ ~ 'fn_J""\

Barry Brown
BB/5502/nct
cc:

()

CJ

Douglas MacDonald, Executive Director, MWRA
Mary Jeka, General Counsel, MWRA
Dr. Katherine Sloan, President
Massachusetts College of Art
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Mahoney, Hawkes & Geldings, attorneys for the
Massachusetts College of Art (MCA), requested Louis Berger
& Associates, Inc., to review the Massachusetts Water
Resources Authority's (MWRA) proposal to site a combined
sewer overflow (CSO) treatment facility along the Stony
Brook Conduit in the Fenway/Mission Hill section of the City
of Boston. In the course of this assignment, Berger had the
opportunity to review various engineering and environmental
documents. These include:
• Environmental Notification Form for the MW'RA CSO
Project (April, 1995)
• Executive Office of Environmental Affairs/A1EPA
Certificates for the Project
• Interim Assessment ofFacility Siting (December. 1995)
• Draft CSO Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact
Report, Volumes I-VII (October, 1996)

The MWRA 's CSO Control Plan

The CSO Control Plan consists of 28 component projects
located in the Cities of Boston, Cambridge. Somerville. and
Chelsea and involves multiple technologies to deal with a
federally mandated water quality improvement program in the
metropolitan region. The plan provides for control of
combined stormwater and sewer overflows from 81 outfalls
into Boston Harbor and its tributaries including the Charles
River. Acting under federal court order. the authority must
conform to a strict compliance schedule. The proposed plan
seeks to achieve elimination of CSOs discharging into
"critical use" waters, such as Dorchester Bay. the Neponset
River estuary and Constitution Bay; will include closure of
twenty two (22) CSO outfalls, the construction of five (5)
new CSO facilities to provide disinfection and screening to
CSO flows, and the ultimate closure of three (3) CSO
facilities as a result of elimination of CSO flows altogether.
Overall, the plan forecasts an 84% reduction in CSO
discharge volume from 1988 · levels, with 96% of the
discharge receiving screening and disinfection, and seeks to
reduce the number of remaining untreated overflows at the
remaining outfall to four events or less per year. (ENF, 1995)
Our review has focused on the Stony Brook Conduit prograin
and the suitability of Site AI (off Tremont Street on land
owned by the 1\1BTA) compared to Site L2 (off Huntington
Avenue on land controlled by the Massachusetts College of
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Art) for the location of the CSO screening and disinfection
facility. The MWRA's preferred alternative is Site L2 despite
the fact that their methodology ranked Site AI significantly
higher. We question neither the need for the CSO program
nor the particular technologies selected by the MWRA for the
Stony Brook Conduit. We do, however, question the
selection of a site for the CSO facility which is incompatible
with the MWRA's own methodology and not substantiated by
its own analysis. Should the MWRA attempt to acquire this
· site, it risks delays in the future and may not be able to
comply with the court ordered schedule.

The Massachusetts College ofArt

Despite the fact that the. MWRA identifies a property of the
MCA as the preferred alternative, the DEIR documents
contain virtually no information about this institution and its
miSSion. The Massachusetts College of Art. a public
educational institution supported by the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, is one of the premier schools of art and design
in the nation. The institution provides bachelors and graduate
level degrees in visual arts and design as well as an extensive
continuing education program for students of all ages. There
are approximately 300 staff and faculty member and nearly
2000 students (B.A., M.A. and Continuing Education)
currently attending the institution.
In an act by the Regents of the Board of Higher Education on·
September 13, 1983, the Chancellor was authorized. pursuant"
to Sections 4 and 5 (k) of Chapter 15A of the General Laws.
to direct the Board of Trustees of the Massachusetts College
of Art:

" ... to take over, occupy, maintain. and assume full
responsibility for all of the facilities previously held by
the former Boston State College located in Boston,
Mass., at: 625 Huntington Avenue, 640 Huntington
Avenue, 174 Ipswich Street (and) Ward Street parking
facilities ... "
(A&F-84-1; September 13,. 1983)
Property controlled by the Massachusetts College of Art is
shown on the Locus Map and the aerial photo plan of the
study area.
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The Ward Street lot (12) is the only parking facility available
to the institution and is critical to the success of its mission.
An act of the legislature would be required to remove it from
MCA's use and control. The MWRA has no power of
eminent domain over this property without legislative action.

Technical Review

The review of the DEIR by Louis Berger & Associates. Inc.
concludes that the MWRA developed a credible methodology
for the site selection process. We believe it built an explicit
case that Site AI was the most sensible facility location based
upon engineering and environmental criteria. However. at
some point in time (and for reasons unknown) the Authority
switched course and came to an implausible conclusion that
is both unsubstantiated by the facts contained in the DEIR and
fundamentally inconsistent with its O\\n methodology.
Following the logic ofthe MWRA's DEIR. it is impossible to
defend the selection of Site L2 as the preferred alternative.
The MWRA siting process was flawed by its failure:
• To recognize and consider the legitimate interests and
needs of the Massachusetts College of Art, as a major
institution in the area;
• By not accurately or completely identifying and analyzing
impacts to MCA and the Mission Main low income
housing project owned by the Boston Housing Authority.
(BHA);
• By a failure to give proper legal notice to the MCA. while.
at the same time, providing it to other institutions and
agencies with competing interests.
·
In so doing, the M\VRA failed to follow the Secretary of
EOEA 's instructions in the MEPA Certificate.

II. THE ENVIRONMENTAL
NOTIFICATION FORM

ANDMEPA
CERTIFICATES

December 1996

In the Environmental Notification Form (ENF) filed by the
MWRA for the CSO project (April, 1995), much is made of
the extensive public communication and ongoing outreach
program conducted by MWRA. Inexplicably, despite the fact
that the Authority was analyzing its property for a major
construction project, the Massachusetts College of Art was
not infonned .by the MWRA until a certified letter was
received on July 24, 1996, stating that groundwater
-3-
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monitoring wells would be installed. That letter was sent
nearly eighteen (18) months into the study.
Meetings between MCA and MWRA did not occur until a
few weeks prior to the publication of the DEIR and only at the
insistence of the administration of the academic institution. ·
Prior to July, MCA never received any form of notice from
the MWRA. It was not on the MWRA CSO's project mailing
list during the period that site evaluations were being
conducted. Nor was it added when the MWRA determined
that MCA utilized the land in question (see Interim
Assessment, page 5-42, December. 1995).
Since ongoing contact was established with the other
academic institutions in the area. Wentworth and
Northeastern, and it is apparent that a great deal of
consideration was afforded the future development plans of
these institutions, the Massachusetts College of Art was
inexplicably put at a distinct disadvantage by the M\VRA.
The Division of Capital Planning & Operations (DCPO) has
informed the MCA that it has no record of being notified of
the MWRA' s interest in the parking lot on Ward Street.

III. MWRA's
METHODOLOGY FOR
SITE SELECTION

Inconsistency with MWRA Siting
Criteria

MWRA developed a comprehensive methodology for
selecting potential sites for the CSO facilities and staging
areas. This methodology was presented in the document
entitled Interim Assessment of Facility Siting (December.
1995) and submitted to :MEPA as a prelude to the subsequent
DEIR (October, 1996). The methodology evaluated key
criteria for site selection: engineering, environmental.
community concerns, acquisition/economic issues~ The
methodology is sound and resulted in sensible technical
rankings of the universe of sites identified as feasible.
Had MWRA followed the logic of its own site selection
methodology, Site A1 would be the preferred alternative and
both Sites Ll and L2 would have been dropped from further
consideration in December, 1995, and not carried into the
DEIR. Without adequate or defensible explanation, the
reverse situation occurred.
Reference is made to Table 5-12 Summary Criteria TablePotential Facility Site Options and Table 5-13 Summary
Criteria Table- Potential Staging Areas in Chapter 5 of the
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Interim Assessment of Facility Siting. Twenty one sites are
ranked. The pluses and minuses of each are contrasted,
assigned a number (from +1 to 0 to -1) and the result netted
out to one overall score. The site with the highest net score
is given a ranking of 1 and so forth.

Site Al

The highest ranking site in Table 5-12 is Al with a score of
+17 (18 total positives and 1 negative). Site 12 had a ranking
of9 and is listed seventh from the bottom. Its total positives
are 12 and total negatives are 7 for a total score of +5. The
community compatibility score for 12 is -2. Fourteen other
sites had higher rankings than Site 12.
Six sites- AI, A2, Q, G, H and 11 -are identified as
recommended facility sites to be carried in the Draft Facilities
Plan and Draft EIR. Site L2 was not recommended. Given the
low score for 11 presented in Table 5-12, we question
strongly the justification for its inclusion. Other sites with
much higher ranks- for example C, D2, J, M, Nand 0 should have been included if a sixth site was needed to round
out the set. Since site Ll was later found to have a fatal flaw,
the extensive subsurface utilities prevent further development
on that property, the reasonableness of this argument is even
stronger. Had 11 been dropped at this point (December ,
1995), 12 would not have been substituted later in the
process.

(~)

Site L2

L2 is identified as a potential staging site if site 11 were to be
the preferred CSO facility site. Its ranking in Table 5-13 is
thirteenth out of a total of nineteen potential sites. 12 has 7
total positives and 5 total negatives - nearly as many
negatives as positives - for a total score of +2. Its
community compatibility score is -2 out of a possible 8
points. Site Al had a total score of + 12 and was ranked
number 1. Al's community compatibility score is +4. Neither
12 nor Ll was recommended for further evaluation as a
staging area. AI was recommended as an acceptable staging
area.
Sites ranked as low as 11 and 12 should have been dropped
from further consideration in the DEIR. When a ranking
system is established in an environmental document, the
project proponent must follow the logic of the results
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TABLE 5- 12.

SUMMARY CRITERIA TABLE - POTENTIAL FACILITY SITE OPTIONS

ProJect 16 - Stony Brook Conduit Screening and Disinfection Faclllllf
-----·--------------------·-- - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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TABLE 5-19. SUMMARY CRITERIA TABLE - POTENTIAL STAGING AREAS
ProJect 18 - stony Brook Conduit Screening and Disinfection Facility
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otherwise the subsequent recommendations as to a preferred
alternative have neither consistency nor integrity.

IV.

THE DRAFT
ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT REPORT

In this discussion, only key criteria bearing on the selection of
sites' L2 and AI will be discussed. Criteria with little or no
bearing on site selection analysis (i.e. wetlands, coastal zone
management, etc.) will not be.

Engineering Issues
Cost

Development of the Stony Brook Conduit CSO facility at Site
L2 represents ah impermissibly high cost premium over Site
A I. In its DEIR, the MWRA set an allowable cost premium
of I 0% in the selection of other sites over the cost of the
optimum location (Interim Assessment, page 2) .. At various
points in the documents and at numerous public hearings,
MWRA stated that Site AI was the optimum location
hydraulically since the Stony Brook Conduit runs alongside
it and it is the least expensive. For Site A 1, the original
project cost is $I2,845,000 (rounded to $I3,000,000). Using
the 10% allowable increase criteria, another acceptable site
might cost no more than $14,300,000. However, Site L2 is
estimated to cost $I9,696,000 or 54% more than Site AI.
This discrepancy between its methodology and
recommendation is not explained. No justification is given
why the cost of L2 is acceptable to the MWRA when it is
approximately $7 million more expensive than AI. When the
cost of mitigation is added, the difference between Sites L2
and AI increase still more (see discussion below).

(~)

Design

Since Site L2 is 600 linear feet away from the Stony Brook
Conduit, 1,200 feet of piping will be necessary to bring the
wastewater to the facility on Ward Street. At that point, it
will be screened and treated with chemicals and piped back
to the conduit running underneath Parker Street. Based upon
an estimated cost of $1,900 per linear foot, this additional
piping expense would total $2.3 million ( and represents one
third of the $7' million cost difference). None of the other
locations analyzed in the DEIR have this associated expense.

Ward Street

At Site L2, an elaborate chemical distribution piping system ~'----)
is proposed to obtain an additional three minutes of contact
time with the chlorine disinfectant. Sodium hypochlorite will
be piped, under pressure, approximately 600' underground to
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Ward Street

Parker Street, mixed with the wastewater then returned to the
proposed Ward Street facility for additional screening
treatment. The dechlorination chemical, Sodium Bisulfite,
will be piped from the Ward Street facility to the Parker Street
conduit and then travel to·a dechlorination vault on Forsyth
Street for mixing with the effluent prior to its release to the
Muddy River in the Back Bay Fens Park at the existing CSO
outfall (BOS046). Potential leaks from both of these lines,
carrying toxic chemicals in high concentrations, could pose a
long-term environmental risk and potential risk to residents of
the neighborhood living fifty (50) feet from the proposed
CSO facility. This a risk unique to Site L2.

Odor

While the MWR.A states that they receive few if any
complaints about odors at their existing CSO facilities, the
health risk and potential public nuisance is nevertheless real.
(See discussion in Air Quality section.) A single odor control
unit is proposed for installation in the facility. What will
happen to odor levels in the Ward Street area when that single
unit is down for periodic repairs or carbon replacement? The
number of residents around Site L2 are more than ten times
those living within 500 feet of Site AI. There are nearly
2,300 people working, teaching and studying at MCA directly
across Huntington Avenue from the proposed facility. The
institution's dormitory is adjacent to the Ward Street parking
lot.

Construction Risk

The DEIR did not discuss the very real complication caused
by existing utilities under Ward Street. Installation of twin
8.5' diameter pipes will be a major undertaking given the
existing utilities (water, sewer, gas, telephone, and electricity)
in the street as well as foundations for numerous multi-story
buildings. The trench will be approximately 25' deep and
perhaps as wide as 30' (assuming the two pipes are laid in the
same cut at the same time). This creates several significant
problems: the removal and storage of the excavated material;
dewatering of the trench (the water table is 6' below grade);
shoring of the· adjacent streets and foundations; and the
protection or relocation of the existing utilities. The
magnitude of the excavation will require a large storage area
yet this issue, according to the MWR.A, will be left to the
future general contractor to solve. Since no vacant land is
immediately adjacent to Site L2, we anticipate that the entire
parking lot is the likely source for staging, lay down and

(_)
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storage yard for the duration of the project. The truck traffic
to transport the excavated material alone. without considering
related equipment traffic, will be significant but the DEIR
does not accurately quantify it in the traffic report.
At Site AI, the conditions are far· more optimum for a·
construction project of this size. Since the land is vacant. the
utility complications during construction are believed to be
relatively minor. The distance between the proposed CSO
facility and the Stony Brook Conduit is less than I 00 feet. A
staging yard can occupy the remaining vacant land during the
construction phase.
Fugitive Dust

Environmental Issues

The DEIR concludes that the dust emissions will be the same
for each site and controlled by watering or chemical dust
suppressants. However, a single boring at Site L2 revealed
that elevated levels oflead (Ph) are present in the upper soil
level. Given the number of people around Ward Street students living in dormitories, residents of the Mission Main
low-income housing project and adjacent classrooms and
offices of MCA and Wentworth (all of which are sensitive
receptors)- Site L2 carries greater risk of exposure than Site
AI. The hundreds of children living in the Mission Main
low-income housing project are especially prone to lead
toxicity.

c.· _ -_-)

In view of the densely developed urban setting. the
environmental resource issues are not determinant for the site
selection of the CSO facility. Consequently. we will not
discuss these issues at this time.

Community Concerns
Land Use Compatibility

In the document entitled Interim Assessment of Facility
Siting. MWRA explains that in order to identify a large
universe of potential siting options, the land use suitability
criteria was broadly defined (page 2-6). Suitable sites meet
the following land use criteria:

• Parks, playgrounds and conservation areas
• Vacant parcels or abandoned developed parcels
• Buildings and facilities that appeared to be ''underutilized", especially if the site contained a large amount of
open space such as a large parking lot.
December 1996
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The identification or parks, playgrounds and conservation
areas appears to be wholly inappropriate and indefensible for
a siting criteria. Our focus is on the third criteria identified in
the DEIR- under-utilized parcels -- and whether Site L2 or
Site AI so qualifies.
The importance of the Ward Street parking lot to MCA is not
acknowledged in the DEIR. Parking is provided to faculty,
staff and students as a subsidized benefit. Since art students
often carry large portfolios and projects to and from school,
public transit is often not suitable for their needs. Parking,
although limited and in great demand, is critical.

Site L2

(-_)

It is our understanding that the City of Boston plans to
remove 200 on-street parking spaces in an effort to improve
the streetscape ambience and traffic operations along
Huntington Avenue. When this occurs in the Spring of 1997,
the Ward Street parking lot will receive greater demand from
staff, faculty, students and visitors.
Regrettably, the institution has only 321 parking spaces and
all are in the Ward Street parking lot property (Site L2). In
the Fall of 1996, nearly 1,300 parking registration decals were
issued by MCA for spaces in the Ward Street Lot. Clearly,
this parking lot has excess demand and is therefore not under
utilized. Given the number of parking registrations issued by
this institution, Urban Land Institute standards recommend
that approximately 1,000 parking spaces be provided to
satisfy the demand. Since no other parking facility is
available, MCA must make do with the Ward Street lot. This
parcel is in constant demand today and represents a land bank
for institutional development in the future.
The MWRA was remiss in not recognizing this fact and
looking elsewhere for a more suitable cso facility site when
it had identified numerous other sites as being far more
highly ranked (Table 5-12) than Site L2. Its failure to address
the need for replacement parking in the DEIR is negligent.

Population Density

L)
December 1996

Population density is typically a key measure in assessing the
suitability of a particular site for infrastructure development.
It is common to select sites for project locations with lower
population densities, all other attributes being equal. To apply
this measure to the MWRA's siting assessment, Berger
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obtained demographic data for site AI and L2. The project
area is in a dense urban area and there are multiple
infrastructure projects in the area which impact residents such
the
as the .MBTA Orange Line,
.
. MATEP facility, and major
arterial roadways. We selected small radii- 500 and I 000
feet- in order to isolate and characterize each site.

Site AI

Demographic & Income Statistics for MWRA Stony Brook
Conduit CSO Facility Sites Al and L2, Boston, MA.

Site Location

Ridli
from
Site

Total
Po pulation

Households

Number
or
Families

Per
Capita
Income

Sensitive
Population
Age
Segments
~·4

~65

AI

500'

137

37

23

$14,520

34

10

Comer of
Tremont&
Gurney
Streets

1000'

1695

526

307

9482

463

90

L2

500'

1051

271

180

4131

306

30

1193

631

6414

946

162

Comer of
Vancouver&
1000'
3649
Ward Streets
Source: CACI, Inc.; 1990 Census.

()

Since these Census statistics only include residents, they do
not include staff, faculty and students of MCA, Wentworth
and Northeastern who are in the Ward Street area every day.
Simply stated, site L2 is surrounded with far more people than
site AI, in both the 500' radius as well as the 1,000' radius.
There are far more children and far more elderly living in
close proximity to Site L2 and it is these segments of the
population who are considered to be more sensitive - to
illness, noise, odors, and so forth - than others. Within a
500' radius, there are nearly eight (8) times more people living
closer to site L2 than Al. Site L2 has ten ( 10) times the
number of children as Site Al.

NIBTA Orange Line

December 1996

The demographic data substantiates that site AI is a vacant
lot in an industrial zone bordered by a major rail corridor.
Very few people live within 500' of the site. One has only to 1·
visit the site- or view the accompanying photographs -to \
ascertain the stark demographic contrast between Sites AI
and L2. The failure to contrast population density for each
- 10-
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site in the DEIR is a substantial oversight by the MWRA.
One wonders: why was this data not presented in the DEIR?
It certainly was available. Why weren't the obvious
conclusions drawn from it? The Executive Order on
Environmental Justice (#12898) requires that agencies
implementing federally mandated actions. examine the
impacts of proposed projects on disadvantaged groups.
Proximity to Sensitive Receptors/
Compatibility with Adjacent Uses

As noted above, people in certain age segments - children
and the elderly- are typically considered to be potentially
more sensitive to impacts caused by major infrastructure
projects. Residential neighborhoods are less desirable for such
facilities than industrial zones.
Dormitories for the students of MCA and Wentworth
Technical surround Site L2 on Ward Street. Smith Hall, on
.the comer of Huntington Avenue and McGreevey Way , has
115 beds; Baker Hall (rented from Wentworth) has 170 beds.
This is a total potential occupancyof285 students, in addition
to the occupancy of the other Wentworth dormitories to the
north.

()

Mission Main Housing Project

Oddly, neither the existence of these two dormitories, nor
MCA's control of the property on Ward Street, is indicated
on Figure 17.3-9: Stony Brook Screening and Disinfection
Facilities Site Plan at Site L2. Neither is the location of the
Mission Main low-income housing project, owned by the
Boston Housing Authority, shown on Figure 17.3-9. The
BHA's Mission Main Housing Project is located directly
across from the proposed facility site.
Brick multi-family apartment buildings line Ward Street from
St. Alphonsus to Parker Street and beyond. In all, the project
contains 38 buildings and 823 apartments with nearly 500
families living in close proximity to the MCA parking lot and
the Ward Street Headworks. (Source: Boston Housing
Authority, telephone conversation, December 2, 1996) We
are informed by the BHA that it intends to redevelop the site
over the next several years by demolishing the apartment
buildings in phase and constructing 565 new units. The
MWRA DEIR makes no reference to this important and
committed plan by the City of Boston nor the potential impact
of the CSO facility on the residents of the neighborhood.

December 1996
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The key factor in assessing site L2 versus AI is that the
predominant land use in the former is Institutional and
Residential while in the latter it is Industrial, vacant or
undeveloped. A CSO facility at Site AI is compatible with
the land use; at Site L2, it is totally incompatible.
Immediate! y across Ward Street, the land is zoned Residential
and low income multi-family apartments are 50' from the
proposed CSO facility. To the north and west, the area is
zoned Institutional. Site L2 is wedged between ·dormitories,
class rooms, a low income housing project and the existing
MWRA Ward Street Headworks.
Curiously, the MWRA failed to even identify the existence of
the Mission Main Housing Project as a sensitive receptor on
Figure I7 .4-I: Existing Land Uses, Sensitive Receptors,
Historic Resources and Traffic Routes. A Boston Fire
Department Station on Huntington Avenue (16-SR-07) and
the new Police Headquarters (still in construction and not yet
occupied) (16-SR-08) are identified as sensitive receptors on
Figure 17 .4-I. However, the exhibit identifies neither Smith
Hall, a dormitory owned by MCA, nor Baker Hall, owned by
Wentworth. A competent environmental analyst would rank
dormitories and residences as sensitive receptors but not
police and fire stations.

(-)
\ _.

This pattern of omission in the DEIR, is either an example
ofMWRA's conscious deliberation or one of misinformation.
To locate a new MWRA facility- the Stony Brook Conduit
CSO -. in this area will compound the error made in I967
when the 282 mgd Ward Street Headworks was constructed
in this community. The competing uses for site L2 conform
to the prevailing academic land, uses in the immediate area.
The construction of another sewage treatment facility - as
important as it is- will not.

MBTA Substation

December 1996

In contrast to the MCA site, the area around Site AI is .vacant
land. The adjacent buildings to the northwest are industrial.
Figure 17.4-llabeled them commercial/retail when they are,
in fact: a MBTA high-voltage substation, warehouses and
distribution businesses. The dominant land use around Site
A 1 is the rail corridor, the MBTA transit station and
substation, and large parking lots. Residential uses are 200'- 12-
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Site AI
Visual Effect/Ability to Buffer

()

MWRA Ward St. Headworks

Traffic Impacts

300' away, according to the MWRA's own analysis. From
Prentice Street on the north to Tremont Street on the south,
Parker Street on the west and the !v!BTA Orange Line/ light
rail corridor on the east, the property is used largely for
parking or industrial operations. Unlike Site L2, there is no
existing residential use of the land immediately around Site
A 1. Inexplicably, the existence of an MBTA high voltage
substation (directly across from the proposed site of the CSO
facility) was not mentioned in the DEIR.
As mentioned above, Site AI is adjacent to the MBTA
Orange Line/light rail corridor. The proposed construction
site for the CSO facility is across the street and 3 00' from the
MBTA transit station on Tremont Street. It can be easily
buffered through the selection of brick facade, to match the
existing industrial/manufacturing buildings in the area, and by
landscaping. The visual effect of the Stony Brook Conduit
CSO facility on site A 1 will be consistent with the area and
have negligible impact. At Site L2, however, the Ward
Street Headworks is visually prominent with little landscaping
and no visual buffering from the housing project 50' across
the street. Based upon the conditions of the headworks
facility, we can assume that the proposed CSO facility will
have the same visual effect on the Ward Street area.
The MWRA DEIR fails to follow the MEPA approved
guideline for EIR/EIS Traffic Impact Assessment in certain
important ways.
First, the existing conditions analysis does not recognize the
existing use of the L2 parcel. The Massachusetts College of
Art, as a specific traffic generator, is not mentioned. This is
particularly important from the traffic perspective since the
parcel's current use is off-street parking. Consequently, in the
opinion of Louis Berger & Associates, Inc., due to the
potential loss of both on- and off-street parking, a special
parking study should be conducted for this area. The study
should be completed as a supplemental report to the DEIR
before the project proceeds further. This parking study should
review the ability of the area to absorb the displaced parked
vehicles. The existing conditions analysis should first conduct
a parking inventory of both on- and off-street spaces within a
radial distance of approximately 2000 feet from the L2 parcel.
In the existing conditions analysis, this study will help

December 1996
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highlight the context and impacts on the loss of the L2 parcel
parking spaces to MCA.
We also noted in level of service calculations presented that
a number of intersections are shown to have an excessive
delay caused by a volume to capacity (v/c) ratio greater then.
1.2 which is considered to be a failed condition. The analysis
does not reference whether the 1.2 v/c ratio is for the entire
intersection or a single approach. Obviously, if it represents
the entire intersection, that would be cause for concern and it
should be discussed in the report.
Second, the discussion of future conditions was similarlv
inadequate. Neither build nor no-build conditions were
analyzed in the DEIR which are standard formats (Institute of
Transportation Engineers) for an assessment of future traffic
conditions. Additionally, the build alternative does not
accurately discuss construction impacts to traffic or present
any valid statistics regarding the number of trucks and heavy
vehicles which may access the site during construc.tion.
For the forecast of future traffic volumes. the report reviews
several development projects which presumably will result in
traffic volume increases in the area, however. a simple grov.1h
rate of 1 percent per year (simple or compound?) was applied
to all traffic. In our opinion this is totally inappropriate. The
MWRA traffic analysis also fails to consider the changes in
origin and destination of traffic passing through this area.
These origin and destination changes could have a substantial
impact on the intersection turning movements and it appears
highly inappropriate to simply apply a single growth rate
universally to all intersection turning movements. Similarly,
due to the loss in parking associated specifically with Site L2,
any increase in origins and destinations in the area can be
expected to have a dramatic impact on circulating traffic. In
Boston, circulating traffic, that is searching for parking, is a
serious transportation problem and considered to be a
contributing cause of intersection congestion.
Noise

December 1996

Since the reader is not provided with any technical data on
noise levels at existing MWRA plants, their argument that
noise will not be a problem is unsubstantiated. The DEIR
contains several flaws relative to Site L2. The nearest noise
monitoring site is approximately 800 feet from the Ward
- 14-
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Street Headworks and the data referenced is old ( 1988-1989)
and perhaps obsolete. Changes in land use and increases in
traffic levels since 1989 may have a substantial effect on the
ambient noise levels reported in the previous studies. The
report correctly state that .... .land uses immediately abutting
Site AI do not include any sensitive receptors" (Page 17-115).
However, the remaining discussion of sensitive noise
receptors at Site L2 is incomplete and prejudicial to the
interests ofMCA, for example:
Sites G, H, and L2 are all within 50 to 75 feet of
Wentworth Institute of Technology. Sites G and H have
three additional sensitive receptors within the probable
contour of impacts (300 feet). Site L2 has no other
proximate sensitive receptors. with the exception of
residences.
(emphasis added, Vol. IV. Page 17-115)
First, the document previously stated there is no noise impact
then reference is made to "probable contours of impacts...
This is an apparent contradiction. Noise contour exhibits in
a document such as this are usually provided. but none are in
this DEIR. Second, Site L2 does have .. other proximate
sensitive receptors." We have previously mentioned the close
proximity of the student dormitories of M C A as well as
Wentworth. It is also troubling that the existence of the BHA
low-income housing project is referred to as an aside in the
texr quoted above. Residences should be evaluated as
sensitive receptors in a noise study or DEIR. Construction of
a facility on Ward Street would constitute a major impact on
these residences. When it is operational, truck traffic to the
CSO facility will create a continuing noise impact.

. C)

Air Quality

The air quality analysis in the MWRA DEIR presents a
combination of readily available regional air quality statistics
combined with reference to orit-dated air quality analysis
completed for other projects in the area. There is no site
specific data or detailed air quality analysis to review of the
proposed CSO facility.
Since the MWRA used air quality analysis from other
projects - e.g., Harvard University, Central Artery!Third
Harbor Tunnel, local real estate developments - which
demonstrate only that those projects will not exceed National

l)
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Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), an effective
review of the DEIR cannot be conducted without access to
those reports' assumptions, data and methodologies.
While the Stony Brook Conduit CSO facility may not exceed
NAAQS (since it will reportedly not operate continuously).
it may still represent a significant odor nuisance in the area
around Huntington A venue and Ward Street. Based upon the
data from the Ward Street Headworks and various other
MWRA facilities (Vol IV-Table 17.5-6) five types ofVOCs
Methylene Chloride, Carbon Disulfide, Total 1.2Dichloroethene, Toluene, Total Xylenes and Hydrogen
Sulfide - will periodically exceed the regulatory emission
levels (TEL) at the Stony Brook Conduit CSO facility. No
mention is made of the cumulative health effect impacts of
the Ward Street Headworks, the proposed CSO facility and
other nearby stationary sources on the local area such as the
boilers at the nearby academic institutions and the MA TEP
power plan project off Longwood A venue.
The failure to acknowledge in Table 17.5-5 the existence and
location of dormitories, the large residential complex.
classrooms and the pedestrian population along Huntington
and Longwood A venues - all of which are sensitive
receptors - and to evaluate the potential impact upon them
is negligent.

Acquisition/Economic Issues

( )

Notwithstanding its own methodology. MWRA argues that
"community input" led it to include Site L2 in the site
selection analysis when Site L 1 was determined to have a
fatal flaw. (Vol IV, page 17-38). No further explanation is
provided. For inexplicable reasons, community input did not
include either MCA or the BHA. The MWRA' s decision is
difficult to understand since the community ranking in Table
5-12 was highly negative while Site AI was highly positive.
The source(s) of"community input" should be identified.
Perhaps the MWRA gave inappropriate and unsubstantiated
weight to Site L2 in the DEIR for two reasons:
• The parcel is next to the Ward Street Head works, and,
• The parcel is owned by the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts (and, therefore, may have been believed to
be readily available).

December 1996
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Both reasons are true but the conclusions drawn from them
are erroneous. In fact, the parcel is controlled by the
Massachusetts College of Art and is not available without an
act of the legislature.

In general, it is clear that the MWRA erred in understanding
the proper ownership of the site and the status of institutional
planning. The following statement is an example:
Numerous civic and private development proposals are
in various stages of planning in the project area, which
will result in· potential changes in land use at all the sites
... Sites L2 and AI are both potentially pan of the
Mission Main HOPE VI redevelopment program. Site
AI is the site of a new BHA housing development. Site
L2 is part of a land swap between BHA and Wentworth
Institute and is included in Wentworth's master plan for
campus development, but the proposed use of the site
has not yet been developed.
(Vol IV-- page I7-59)
These statements are factually wrong. Site L2 is not owned
by Wentworth Institute. Site L2 is controlled by the
Massachusetts College of Art and is integral to its
institutional functioning. Site AI is not the site of the new
BHA redevelopment program. It is owned by the MBTA.
Site AI is not the proposed site of a land swap between
Wentworth and BHA. Site L2 is not part of a land swap
between BHA and Wentworth and it is not included in the
latter's master plan for campus development. The Mission
Main low-income housing project is scheduled to be
completely redeveloped in the near future.
Site L2

Had the MWRA made the appropriate and customary
coordination with MCA, as it. did with other institutions, it
would not have made these erroneous statements the basis of
its conclusion that Site L2 is the preferred alternative in the

DEIR.
Value of the Ward Street Property

.

The MWRA DEIR states that:
The recommended plan for the development of this
project at Site L2 would result in a permanent loss of
parking for the Massachusetts College of Art and loss of

December 1996
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development potential for Wentworth Institute of
Technology.... Short term construction impacts would
include parking disruption ...as well as increased noise
and traffic impacts on residents across Ward Street.
Construction would require the closure Ward Street and
Parker Street. (Vol. VI, page 28-134)
Again, this description fails to correctly acknowledge that the
MCA controls Site L2, and that it is MCA ·s future
development potential which would be impacted not
Wentworth's.
During the construction of the CSO facility. it is the opinion
of Louis Berger & Associates, Inc., that MCA will lose use
of the entire L2 parcel to a staging area since there is no other
vacant land in the immediate vicinity of Ward Street. .The
other available site is Site Al, more than a quarter mile away.
If Site AI were used as a staging area. its' use would create
additional traffic, noise and air quality impacts not assessed
in the MWRA's DEIR. A contractor would most likely seek
to utilize all of Site L2 as its staging area since it is adjacent
to the proposed construction and would result in less traffic
and reduce its cost associated with moving dirt and
equipment. The MWRA would, in all likelihood. comply
with this request by its contractor. The effect on MCA would
be extremely adverse.

( ....)
\_

Following construction of the Stony Brook Conduit CSO
facility, the remainder of the Ward Street parking lot site
would be infeasible for the construction of a future dormitory
for MCA students. Therefore, the effect of the CSO facility
on the value of MCA's property would constitute a total
taking which is not accurately reflected in the DEIR.
DCPO recently commissioned an appraisal of a portion of
MCA parking lot parcel, unrelated to the MWRA issue. That
. appraisal established the value of the parcel at approximately
$1 million per acre or over $3 million for the entire parcel
(Bonz, 1996). This is three times greater than the valued
placed on the use of Site L2 by the MWRA and further
increases the cost of developing this site over Site A 1.

'-j

1

Mitigation
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In an environmental impact report, It is essential to conduct
a thorough analysis of impact mitig~tion when infrastructure
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development is in the planning stage. Nowhere in the DEIR
does the MWRA adequately address the compensation and
mitigation required were the Ward Street parking lot to be
acquired from MCA.
The cost of mitigating the loss of this property - finding and
acquiring other land suitable for a future dormitory and·
constructing a parking structure - will funher skew the
development cost of Site L2 which is currently estimated to
be $6.8 million (or, 54%) greater than Site AI. While a
detailed study was not undertaken, Louis Berger &
Associates, Inc., estimates the mitigation costs to MCA to be
approximately $6 to $1 0 million, at a minimum. for the
acquisition of vacant land of the same size and utility as the
Ward Street parcel (assuming it to be available) plus
construction of a parking structure. When this is added to the
MWRA' s estimate. the difference in cost between Sites L2
and A 1 increases by $13 to $17 million and exceeds the
estimated cost of building the facility on Site A 1.

()

Ill. CONCLUSION

The DEIR leads with perfect clarity to the conclusion that Site
A1 is the overwhelmingly optimum location but concludes
with an indefensible recommendation that Site L2 is the
preferred alternative. The MEPA process and the DEIR must
lead to a reasonable conclusion based upon dispassionate.
professional judgement. The MWRA inexplicably ignored its
own methodology in concluding that Site L2 was the
preferred alternative.
Consider the facts presented in the DEIR about Site Al:
• The DEIR site selection methodology ranked this site
Number One.
• Hydraulically optimum, the site is physically next to the
Stony Brook Conduit.
• It is the least expensive of the four sites evaluated and 54%
less expensive than L2.
• It has the least construction risk than all other sites
identified.

lJ
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• There is no existing use and no identified future use of this
vacant site.
• The site is available today.
• The mitigation costs are minimal.
• The City of Boston has zoned the site for industrial
development and the CSO facility would be located
directly across from an MBTA substation and up against
the MBTA Orange Line light rail corridor. The CSO
facility, the MBTA substation and the Orange Line are all
compatible land uses.
All of the above facts are based on the MWRA · s ov.n
statements in the DEIR.
Contrast these facts with Site L2:
• Approximately $2.3 million in extra expense will be
required to pipe effluent back and fonh to the Stony Brook
Conduit which is 600' away.

·( )

• L2 is the most expensive site to construct. ov.n and
operate.
• L2 is adjacent to low-income residences and will place
undue hardship on economically disadvantaged elderly and
young residents.
• The site selection methodology dropped Site L2 from
further consideration nearly one year earlier than the
publication of the DEIR.
• The cost of mitigation may equal to the cost of the
construction of the CSO facility on site AI.
• The City of Boston has zoned the site for institutional
development which is a fundamental component of the
regional economy and culture.
• The existing use of the site is of vital importance to MCA,
a major academic institution of national renown.

December /996
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Based upon the above facts, the MWRA 's methodology in the
DEIR requires selection of a site other than Site L2 as the
preferred alternative.

Site AI

L)
December 1996
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Technical Advisory Committee on
the COMBINED SEWER OVERFLOW CONTROL PLAN
EOEA#l0335

December 20, 1996
TrudyCoxe
Secretary of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge St., 20th floor
Boston, MA 02202
re:

RECE\'~tU
DEC 2 0 r:s· 1

Draft Combined Sewer Overflow Facilities Plan
and Environmental Impact Report
Technical Advisory Committee Comment Letter

Dear Secretary Coxe:

()

Members of the Technical Advisory Committee have had the opportunity to
review the seven-volume Draft CSO Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report
(DEIR) and have discussed many of the issues it presents at meetings over the last few
months. Several members testified at the December 9 Public Hearing, and others
attended some of the neighborhood meetings MWRA sponsored in Boston, Cambridge,
Somerville and Chelsea.
Given the size and scope of the document, many members will be addressing
specific comments to you on individual projects. This letter addresses several themes
TAC members want to address as a committee.
1. The General Program- TAC Endorses the DEIRIFP Framework
_The CSO Control Program is a more appropriate and effective approach to CSO
control than the 1990 plan. The solutions are specific to the problems, the costs are
more reasonable and the results are targeted to improve protected uses of receiving
waters. MWRA, the CSO communities and their consultants have approached the siting
process with concern for the neighborhoods which will be impacted by the project.
They have worked well together to solve local problems and increase knowledge of ~e
community and MWRA systems that will benefit ratepayers and the environment.
Many challenges remain in the design process, and the flexibility that has
characterized the work to date must be retained in the design phase. Flexibility will be
particularly important for projects where siting or design can take-advantage of new

EOEA #10335!fAC/2

information or ongoing research. The goal should be to adapt projects to new
information without encouraging delays; for example, such may be the case for the
Stony Brook project, where BWSC is completing a study of the area . MWRA has made
an impressive commitment to sewage infrastructure improvements over the last 10
years, so it is reasonable to support short delays that result in improved projects.
We also encourage MWRA to continue to seek additional state and local funding
for the CSO project. Your leadership could be significant in this role. Metropolitan
Boston is one of many regions throughout the nation that faces enormous financial
commitments for water and wastewater projects. While this plan is more cost-effective,
its cost is likely to increase during the detailed design process and as other problems such as hazardous waste - make themselves known during construction.
2. Water Quality Issues -Address DEP's role in Standard Setting, Clarify the Goal
of Disinfection Technologies and Promulgate an Integrated Plan for Achieving
Water Quality Standards in the Receiving Waters
Water Quality Standards -Provide a DEP Comment Period and Public
Involvement Process

TAC members feel strongly that the proposed water quality goals for the CSO
receiving waters cannot be evaluated fully in the absence of a clear description of the
state's process for setting water quality standards. ·Your Certificate and Final Record of
Decision Ouly 14, 1995) required the Department of Environmental Protection to
submit a special report outlining proposed procedures and a strategy for incorporating
MWRA's plan into the state's water quality standards by the end of September 1995.
While preliminary information was provided, it is still unclear how the process will be
implemented. We also feel that the review process for MWRA.'s CSO DEIR should not
be used as the public comment period for the water quality standards. (In fact, DEP
had no representative at the Public Hearing, to our knowledge.) While MWRA provided
many opportunities for comments on the document, it is not the Authority's
responsibility to conduct a public review process on water quality standards or on the
relationship between MWRA's goal setting for receiving waters and the state's own
water-quality standards setting process. .
These concerns affect other comments on MWRA's proposed plan; for example,
considerable confusion remains in the public about the difference between two water
quality classifications, Bcso and a variance. TAC members have found it difficult to
distinguish between the two, and have questions about the timeline and process for
reviewing these designations. Without answers to many of these questions, TAC
members and the public are hard pressed to comment on MWRA's proposed
classifications.
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(Your Ce~~t~.-~!:.ll:t~-~~~-~4()ulcl (1) regu~e_D~ t_o descri~e the public
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review px:oc~ss forch~J:lges..Jq_m.~.wat_er quality s~ndards Vtj,thip J5 days, anc;l ci\direct
DEP.to p~blish its spe_cial report outlining s~t~gie~ for inc_orpoi'Cltiil.g ~e <::~9..C::C?~g-pl
Program lril:O it:S r~gul.~-~~:ms ~.!J.l.i!!_3.9~-~~Th- We support a plan for DEP to hold public
heanngs..oii' t±ie proposed water quality standards before the issuance of the Final
FP!EIR.
Disinfection Technologies· Clarify the Goals of the State Standard
The CSO Control Plan incorporates disinfection technologies for new facilities
and to upgrade existing'treatment facilities. TAC members feel that DEP should be
establishing priorities for disinfection processes that take into account the most
effective, cost-effective methods currently available. TAC members would like to see
ol3-3' more information on the trade-off's between killing bacteria and effects of chlorination
Land dechlorination on receiving waters and marine life. In particular, questions are
unanswered as to the expected quality of effluent to be discharged (conventional
_ pollutants), the effects of chlorine residual on aquatic life, the effects of bisulfite
residual on dissolved oxygen levels, the sizing criteria, the application rates, options for
seasonal operations and the effect of particle size on disinfection success rates.

r

--) c2.3 -~--TAC members suggest that MWRA include a chart in the FEIR detailing the
( _
fdisinfection technologies available, their costs, where they will be used, and what their
t.E!edicted effects will be. This information appears to be available in several places, but
public review will be facilitated by having it in one place.
Develop an Integrated Plan for Achieving Wa~er Quality Standards in
Receiving Waters
The CSO Control Plan addresses one component of the pollution picture in
Metropolitan Boston receiving waters and demonstrates MWRA's commitment to
handling wet-weather pollution abatement in an integrated way. We commend the
Authority for reshaping its thinking and its CSO plan to reflect this important need.

J-3 -'5
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This achievement highlights the Commonwealth's failure to develop a
l!Wlagement plan that addres~~s n<Jn.~<;:SO po_ll~!JP~k an action suggested by
commenter8_o_n the 1990 CSO Facilities Plan and by members of this committee. While·
several valuable programs are underway (DEP's Watershed Assessment and Stormwater
Management Programs, for example), there is little information available on measurable
goals or how they will be applied to the procedures for evaluating the variance
.
provisions of the NPDES permits for the Charles River CSOs. MWRA's ratepayers are .
committed to funding CSO abatement projects and their effort needs to be matched by
the Commonwealth.

()
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3. Stormwater Issues - Include Improved Technology in Sewer Separation
Projects, Recognize the Importance of BMPs and Provide Information on
Impacts, and Include Information on Current and Future Ill Reduction

Sewer Separation- Include System Improvements
The DEIR contains major sewer separation projects and many of the Phase I
waiver projects include sewer separation. In some areas, as a result of separation, water
quality will be affected by a range of non-CSO pollution sources such as road runoff,
stormwater and upstream flows. The result may be minimal overall water quality
improvements in some waterbodies because stonnwater flows will not be routed to
Deer Island for treatment along with sewage during rainstorms when CSOs would
typically be activated.
~3-

6

This construction ~oes offer the opportunity to install ne~-~!~~_.Qg!!l.~_wilh
more effective features (S..l,lch.as catc:h basins, oil and greas.e._.&.e.pa.!fitQ~,_if applicable,
~~~~~!~g~d/.gf'r~~~ii!!2!1.1?.~.~.~~) t_gJninimize the impact of ~igher volumes of
stormwater pollution. Where possible, we urge that $e~e i~~py~~I:IJ$__R~.-r~qqir;9.
for MWRA and community sewer separation projects. We would also recommend that
lOcal co~unities...
ste~~llll~g·o;-;ther means to label newly
constructed storm drains, indicating the designation of the flow; for example, "Do not
dump- Drains to Boston Harbor."

fndude-plaques·:

( -\
·- . )

:2.3 --r.;f' TAC also asks MWRA to estimate the water quality impacts likely to result from
· ~ DEIR sewer separation projects in the Final EIR. This analysis should include an
estimate of expected increases in stormwater to receiving waters, and a discussion
about the potential water quality impact of these additional stormwater discharges,
particularly in sensitive areas such as Constitution Beach and South Dorchester Bay.
In conversations with representatives of the CSO communities, we have learned
that disposal of catch basin wastes poses a problem for two reasons: (1) guidelines for
disposal of these materials are vague, and (2) the cost of disposal is high, a condition
that may be related to the lack of effective guidelines. The Commonwealth should assist
;)..3- <6 -communities· efforts to dispose of these materials safely anciat"a i~~~onable' cost: -.. '
- .. •',.
•••••••••
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•······
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Include BMPs in the Summary and Reference the. Final BMP Report

;;~

-1

TAC members understand that the Final BMP Report will be issued separately .
and is not a direct part of the DEIR. Since we view this subject as an important part of
CSO management, we ~qu~st_~~t some t~_.i_I.!. ~-~--~Yroro¥.Y .s~c;>-yld. .r~f~r.to £he Ill~.ny
things that loc:a.:Iiti.es ~ 49_to ~ediice·sto#ri~~er fl.O~ J~. GS() ax:eas anci to kf!ep ...
stormw;ue.r.Jl(.)WS from ~x:ttering the system in the first place. These paragraphs should
~f~~~~omml:l~iti~s--ia· i:he.iorthcomfrig ·Firuu ~~ R.~p~fi~-·
'··-~
.

.
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Include Information on Ill Reduction Efforts and Forecast Future Volume
Reductions

:t3 -10

We suggest_thaJJ:b.~ fEIRinclude a_se<;Q,QI.J,.Q~!a.iUng effq~}~ ciate to reql1c.~
infiltratio~~c~U.!lfiow.and explajg_tb_e rehJ.tio~~~ip of l,t1 reduction efforts to. CSO

~1. This section should also forecast future planned reductions in IJI volume. The
goal of including this information is to ensure that communities and reviewers are
aware of the relationship of these efforts. While the information is available in other
places, placing it in the FEIR in summary form makes the information more accessible
to the public.

North Dorchester Bay ·Assign Responsibility for Project Costs
MWRA plans to propose that this tunneling project pick up both CSO and
stormwater flows along Northern Dorchester Bay to be held in a consolidation conduit,
. then pumped to Deer Island for treatment (with the potential for overflow discharges
into Reserved Channel). TAC recognizes the environmental benefits of this proposal
J-?; f . and ~ks ~ t~z~J?.!!_sh_~th~!:_g~i~~~,~,S.9~.!§.5?.(~~-9!~~~. ~~~~-~~~~t~-~--~2-~""ey ca.!!_
- 1 J:?~Y.~-4. PY!!!~£esponsible party. MWRA is in the position of offering a valuable
- --_)
environmental,.,ilnprovement at a relatively small cost, but the additional cost should be
(
assigned to the Metropolitan District Commission, which has respons~o!Ucy:Jor
-stormwater contrOi:-~---~--- ....,...-~---·-·-------···--·------· · ····- .... ·· -··-· ·- ·-.... : ·····~ ...... ~·~ ........ . .

4. Mitigation - Follow Established Guidelines
MWRA has indicated that it will use the;~Guidelines for Engineering and
Construction Practice~adopted by the MWRA Advisory Board and the Board of
Directors to establish mitigation for the CSO Projects. The DEIR identifies specific and
general practices to mitigate the short-term and long-term impacts of project
construction and operation. We strongly endorse these recommendations, which fall
within the framework of the guidelines. We encourage MWRA to find creative ways to
restore or replace any greenspace that might be taken to implement these projects and
to work with other agencies to enhance access to these receiving waters where such
projects comport with the mitigation guidelines and incremental costs assigned to these
improvements can be assigned appropriately. We suggest that the FEIR contain the full
~3 -12 text of the mitigation guidelines.
- · - -- ....... · · · · ·· · -· ··.. .. ... · _ · "

5. Include a Section in the DEIR on Operations and Maintenance Plans for New
Facilities and Equipment

.J.o -13

TAC members believe the FEIR should report on how the Authority plans to
--JI13intain its new CSO facilities and improvements. While we understand that other
documents are being prepared that address some of these issues (such as the report on
9 Minimum Controls), we believe that the FEIR (1) should make an explicit
·
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commitment to an effective O&M program; (2) should explainand reference these
plans; and (3) indicate how it will report on the progress of this program.
Summary

At the Public Hearing on December 9, TAC Spokesman Stephen Greene asked
MWRA to be certain to answer questions raised in the neighborhood meetings in the
FEIR We endorse that request. MWRA will need to pay particular attention to projects
proposed for the Stony Brook CSOs and in the area of the Union Park Pump Station,
where outstanding issues will require patience and perserverance.
We also support MWRA's continued efforts to reach out to abutters, neighbors
and those with an interest in the CSO projects through a comprehensive CSO public
participation plan. The plan continues to improve with review. We endorse this
strategy and ask MWRA to remain committed to it.
In closing, we would like to thank you for the opportunity to review and
comment on this importarit document, which represents significant efforts to control
CSO pollution. Given the slze of the document, we know that additional questions will
arise as MWRA works to prepare the Final EIR and Facilities Plan. We will continue to
work with the Authority's staff and consultants to resolve them. We look forward to
your responses on the outstanding water quality designation issues.

,/7ry truly yours,

1S12
L~~
/
1

/~

J

son

Ch.
B Te~
. For the Technical Advisory Committee

attachment: list of TAC members
cc:

Douglas B. MacDonald, Executive Director, MWRA
Lise Marx, CSO Project Manager
Steve Lipman, DEP
Rachel Freed, DEP
Glen Haas, DEP
Stephen Greene, Chairman, WAC
Susan Redlich, Wastewater Advisory Committee
Dan Donahue, Metcalf & Eddy, Inc.

( _)
"' _
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Members of the CSO Technical Advisory Committee

(~)

Kate Bowditch, for the Charles River Watershed Association
Ann Daughaday, for the City of Cambridge
Andrew DeSantis, for the City of Chelsea, DPW
Thorn Donahue, for the City of Somerville, DPW
Charlotte Fleetwood, Cambridge resident
Lydia R. Goodhue, for The Boston Harbor Association
Stephen R. Greene, for The Polaroid Corporation and Wastewater Advisory Committee
John Hegarty, Dorchester resident
Betsy Johnson, for Save the Harbor/Save the Bay
Paul Keehan, for Boston Water & Sewer Commission
Ronald Killian, for MHO, Central Artery Project
Vivien Li, for The Boston Harbor Association
Karen Pelto, for DEM Riverways
Martin Pillsbury, for the Metropolitan Area Planning Council
Cornelia Potter, for the .MWRAAdvisoryBoard
Susan Redlich, staff for MWRA's Wastewater Advisory Committee
Gulshan Saini, Brookline resident
Roger Stem, for Mass Bay Marine Studies Consortium
Robert Strelitz, E3$t Boston resident and Land Use Council Member
Alex Strysky, for the Cambridge Conservation Commission
Jodie Sugerman, for Save the Harbor/Save the Bay ·
John P. Sullivan, for Boston Water & Sewer Commission
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December 20, 1996

Trudy Coxe, Secretary
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street- 20th floor
Boston, MA 02202
Attention:
Re:

:MEPA Unit
EOEA#10335
Draft Combined Sewer Overflow Facilities Plan
and Environmental Impact Report

Dear Secretary Coxe:

(~)

.

..

.

.

The MWRA Advisory Board has reviewed the Draft CSO Facilities Plan and
EJR subiniti:ed by the MWRA to MEPA' and . welcomes this opportunity to comment
on this . enormous and complex project~ .The. Advisory Board has also been a
participant during the development and evaluation of the Plan through the Technical
Advisory Committee (TAC). In addition, I testified on behalf of the Advisory Board
at the hearing December 9 at Faneuil Hall.
The Advisory Board represents the 60 cities and towns that make up the
Authority's service area. The Advisory Board's members are also partners with the
Authority in the delivery of water and sewer services. The CSO cities of Boston,
Cambridge, Chelsea, and Somerville are among the 43 communities which receive
sewer service from the Authority. All 43 sewer communities are responsible for
paying the costs of developing and implementing this CSO Plan.

Support for the Program
~+

(" ) /
-

\

!!Lgeneral,--the. Advismy.Board__en..d..Qrs.?§..f.b.?. .CS.Q__(;.gntrgL£rq_gJ:p]JJ.- it is
much more e:ffecti.ve and environmentally appropriate a~~roach to c.so control than
the 1990 Plan which was expected to cost over $1.2 billion, three tunes the cost of
this package of projects.

EOE4 #10335
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Comments from MWRA Advisory Board

Even so, the revised Plan's estimated cost of over $420 million is still an
enormous commitment for the businesses and residents in the greater Boston area
whose sewer rate payments will support the implementation ofthe CSO program.

(-)

Retain Flexibility in Project Concept and Design
The Authority should take advantage of the time between this continuing
period of project planning and detailed project design to modify specific project
proposals and technologies. Recent heavy rains, enhanced ability to model and
analyze flow conditions, and community wastewater projects (including the
Authority-sponsored infiltration/inflow projects) all suggest that for some projects
baseline assumptions could change enough to warrant reconsideration of some
specific CSO projects. For example, for the Stony Brook screening and disinfection
facility, the Authority is recommending a site along Ward Street (L2) that is not the
first choice that emerged from the siting process (AI), and is $8 million more costly.
Continued evaluation of alternative sites and other possible engineering solutions
could yield a les~ expensive and more supportable solution.
Currently, baseline assumptions reflect flows and flow conditions expected to
be achieved by 1997. More recent assessments of hydraulic operating conditions
and experience with the expanded pumping capacity at Deer Island as each new
pump comes on line could result in revisions to the project plans as presented in the
o2Lf-.;L DEIR.fPro}ect plans and schedules should remain flexible enough to allow cost
\saving modifications to be made.

()

Another issue is the extent of disinfection that is assumed for these screening
.2Lf- 3 and disinfection facilities. Continued questions regarding chlorine and chlorine
residual in the treated discharges suggest that further assessment of the extent of
disinfection that is eventually required.
.

C

Link the State Process for Setting Water Quality Standards to the Water Quality
Improvements Gained through the CSO Program
It is still difficult to evaluate the proposed water quality goals and proposed
results in the absence of a clearer description of the state's process for setting water
quality standards. Prior to the preparation of the Final EIR the state needs to :",_)
· relaborate on the relationship between ·.the CSO Control Program with its

~-+

'
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f associated water quality improvements, and the state 's own water quality

l:tandards- setting process.
It is important to remember that the CSO Program i~ part ·of the larger
Authority capital and operating programs, which have been contributing and will
continue to contribute to the reduction and control of CSO discharges. Through the
series of major and expensive projects to improve pumping capability in the pipes
carrying wastewater to Deer Island and at the treatment plant itself, and the
extensive efforts to reduce infiltration and inflow in the Authority and community
systems, CSO flows by next year will have been reduced by 70%. With this CSO
Plan, the annual volume of untreated CSO's will be reduced further, to 95%, and, of
the remaining flow, 96% will receive treatment. This represents a huge improvement
to local water quality.

Seek Additional Funding from Federal and State Sources for the CSO Program
The revised MWRA cost estimates of more than $420 million represents a
$70 million increase over the most recently-adopted Capital Improvement Program
and Budget of the Authority for project planning, design, and construction. This is a
20% increase in cost estimates in just the past year. With wastewater spending over
the next ten years projected at nearly $1.1 billion, the CSO Program represents
close to 40% of all wastewater spending planned by the Authority over the next
decade. Add to this another $1.78 billion in waterworks and other spending, such as
for the enormous MetroWest Water Supply Tunnel and the water supply treatment
facilities, and the ten-year commitment to improving water and sewer service by
the Authority communities is nearly as great as the first twelve years of unmatched
pollution control and system improvement spending by the MWRA.

()

The federal and state governments have provided important support to easing
the. charges billed to customers in the service area. This support will need to be
continued and expanded to avoid the return to double digit rate increases that
2 tf-5 customers experienced in the early years of the Authority's ambitious programs.
(Commitment by the Commonwealth to provide that funding at the state level and
support the request of additional funding at the federal level will be a crucial
element in timely implementation of this ambitious program.

I

C_)
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Assign Appropriate Responsibility for Incremental Project Costs
The Authority proposes to expand the North Dorchester Bay consolidation
project to ensure capture of stormwater flows to Carson Beach and other North
Dorchester Bay beaches, owned by the state Metropolitan District Commission.
Even though the Authority's documents show that the volume of stormwater is
many times greater than the volume of CSO flow, the Authority states that the
incremental cost of capturing stormwater runoff from :tviDC-owned land is on the
:lif--(p order of $1.1 million. The MDC should commit to provide full funding in advance
raJ construction start. Furthermore, it should be clear that this project does not set
r7'f- -::r\ a precedent for control and collection ofstormwater in other areas by the MWRA.

Ensure that Mitigation Guidelines are Followed
The Authority has stated that it plans to apply the Guidelines for Engineering
and Construction Practices, approved by the MWRA Board of Directors and by the
Advisory Board. The CSO Program already makes extensive effort to ensure that
numerous measures and taken to mitigate the short-term and long-term impacts of
.2~-~ project construction and operation. The Authority should confirm that the ( )
Guidelines will be strictly adhered to as the projects move forward through the
024-'1 review, permitting, design, and construction phases. Since the Guidelines are only
a few pages long, they should be published in full in the Final EIR (not just as a
bibliographic reference as they are in the Draft EIR.).

Summary
Given the size and complexity of the CSO Control Program, additional
questions are sure to come up during the preparation of the Final EIR and Facilities
Plan, as well as the detailed design phases. We look forward to continuing to work
with ~ interested parties as the Plan and specific projects move forward. Thank you
for the opportunity to review and comment on this important document.
Sincerely,

c

~

()'harles River Watershed Association .
December 19, 1996

Secretary Trudy Coxe
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street - 20th floor
Boston, MA 02202

RE:
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EOEA # 10335- Draft CSO Facilities PJan and Em

Dear Secretary Coxe:
The Charles River Watershed Association (CRWA) has reviewed the.Draft Combined Sewer
Overflow Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report.

(-_)

CONCLUSIONS

Our conclusio~s, based on the information presented in the Draft EIR, are:
1) The Recommended Plan for the Charles River is based on assumptions that are no longer
valid.
2) The water quality impacts to the Charles River resulting from the level of control
·
provided by the Recommended Plan are not acceptable.
3) A higher level ofCSO control than that presented in the Recommended Plan for the
Charles River is warianted based on current understanding.
The Charles River is an unparalleled resource to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and the
Lower Basin in particular is in many ways the defining landmark of metropolitan Boston.
CRWA appreciates the effort that is being made, by MWRA as well as EPA, Charles River
municipalities, DEP and local groups, to improve water quality conditions in the Charles River.
We appreCiate the funding and in-kind support MWRA has provided to CRWA for water quality
monitoring, modeling and management. MWRA has enabled CRWA to develop information
leading to a better understanding of the watershed and the CSO issue.
·

2391 Commonwealth Avenue, Auburndale, Massachusetts 02166-1n3. Telephone (617) 965-5975 Fax 332-7465

We are optimistic that our combined efforts are having and will continue to have significant
beneficial impacts, resulting in a cleaner, safer river that meets the state standards for fishing and ( )
swimming. CSO planning in the Charles must strive for a higher level of control than was once
thought necessary. The infonnation we have seen presented, and have collected ourselves, fully
supports this argument. We finnly believe there will in fact be "measurable improvement in
attainment of uses" from higher levels of control.
Accounting for wet weather conditions is critical

The Conceptual Plan, developed in 1994, made a number of assumptions about the levels of use,
the sources ofpollutio.n, and what would constitute "acceptable" levels of control. Since then,
research has revealed that these assumptions are not valid.
A fundamental purpose of the Clean Water Act, and other federal and state legislation, is to
protect designated and existing uses of waterways. Existing use of the Charles is arguably the
heaviest among fresh water bodies in the country, and is widely used even during wet weather
conditions. On even the rainiest days, over a thousand rowers and sailors are on the Lower Basin
and many thousands walk, run or skate close to it. Water quality goals and impact assessments
must reflect this reality. Because the river is heavily used during wet weather, efforts that
improve water quality during wet weather must be the goal of all involved in river cleanup and
protection efforts. The Recommended Plan would not sufficiently protect these wet weather
uses.
Because the Recommended Plan controls CSO flows for only up to the three-month storm,
during less frequent, but not uncommon stonns such as the six-month and one-year storm, CSOs
can be expected to have dramatic effects on fecal colifonn levels. Given the heavy use of the
Charles during major wet weather events, these effects need to be thoroughly analyzed and
presented to the public. MWRA recognizes the importance of controlling CSO discharge
because the "risk of contact with human pathogens will be reduced" (Chapter 28, page 98,
paragraph 3). These risks will continue to exist in stonns for which CSO control is not provided.
Modification of the Plan in the light of new information is appropriate

Following presentation of the Conceptual Plan in 1994, MWRA went forward with planning and
impact analyses assuming the levels of control described in the Conceptual Plan would be
acceptable. The planning process allowed for modification of plans if and when information
became available indicating that a different approach might be preferable. In the case of
CAMOOS, for example, the current Recommended Plan is significantly different from the
Conceptual Plan for exactly this reason. Because the document functions both as an EIR. and a
facilities plan, final determination as to whether the plan is acceptable must be based in large part
on information presented in these documents. We feel the draft EIR preSents sufficient evidence
to support the request for higher levels of control, and thus for expanded analyses.

-2- '
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RECOMMENDATIONS
(}

Overall Process
1)
~?-1

he final Em must include environmental impact and cost assessments for control of
CSO flows from storms larger than the three-month storm, in particular the six-month
nd one-year storms. Evaluation of control options for larger storms was not conducted in
this DEIR because assessments during the conceptual planning phase indicated that "higher
levels of control would produce no measurable improvement in attainment of uses." This
assumption is no longer valid. Ongoing water quality monitoring results indicate that
violations of water quality standards, in both wet and dry weather, are to a large degree the
consequence of iltegal point source pollution in the area directly above the Watertown Dam.
As a result of Consent Orders between the relevant communities and EPA New England,
these will be eradicated by the end of 1997, and should not be used to develop baseline or
boundary condition ambient water quality levels for MWRA's CSO Plan.

~

We believe both wet and dry weather water quality conditions in the Charles, in particular in
the Lower Basin, will improve even in the short tenn as a result of ongoing wet and dry
weather pollution prevention efforts by the lower 10 watershed communities. Thus, CSO
impacts in the Charles will be significantly higher in relative terms by the end of 1997.

()

2) The effects of bacterial contamination vary widely in the watershed as a whole as well as in
the two Charles River receiving water segments of the CSO study area. In areas affected
primarily by stormwater, upstream of the CSO area, bacteria levels drop off quickly, within
two to three days of a storm. In areas where CSOs are contributing significantly to total
bacteria loads, CRWA monitoring indicates that bacterial contamination remains at higher
levels for longer periods of time. It is impossible to determine, given the available
information, whether this difference is due to CSOs, to different stormwater runoff
characteristics, to receiving water characteristics, or to a combination of these factors.
Modeling predictions used in the DEIR. are based on assumptions about stormwater inflow
~at need further substantiation. MWRA must analyze the relative impacts of
\ stormwater and CSOs in an actual, rather than only a modeled, storm event.
~ 5·- ~ \ ~tormwater runoff should be monitored over the course of a storm to verify modeling
~ssumptions.

3) Even asswning the relative impacts presented in the DEIR are accurate, bacterial problems
in the Lower Basin during wet weather events are not merely the result of cumulative storm
loading. The assessment of water quality impacts by receiving water segment ignores
localized, potentially acute impacts ofCSOs. Water quality is not at all homogeneous in
either of the two Charles River segments, and areas immediately around CSOs suffer
dramatically higher impacts than other areas in tenns of pollutant loadings and dissolved
oxygen depletion. Both CRWA and MWRA monitoring confirm this. The average
receiving water quality approach used in much of the draft EIR masks and minimizes this.
;l?- 3 lie FEIR must present analyses of water quality data in the immediate vicinity of
CSOs during wet weather to determine the extent of these impacts. In addition, the
0)'5 _ Lf FEIR must evaluate mixing and plume dispersion of CSOs.
.

("_)
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4)

As Chapter 28 of the draft EIR highlights, the receiving water impacts of CSO loads in the
Charles are significant for total suspended solids (TSS) and biochemical oxygen demand
(~\
(BOD). The graphs of dissolved oxygen (DO) deficit and suspended.solids (Figures 28.6-8 - \ )
28.6-10 and 28.6-11 - 28.6-13) show that the water quality predictions (based on these
parameters) are significantly more degraded for the Recommended Plan11mrt under
conditions with no CSO discharge. The relative water and sediment quality impacts of
parameters such as nutrients and metals are not quantified. In assessing the impacts of:the
recommended plan, it is an overstatement that "no measurable improvement in attainment of
uses" would be achieved by a higher level of control.

OtS- 5 fThe FEIR must present water quality impact and cost assessments for controlling
_1~.arameters such. as TSS, BOD, nutrients and metals as well as fecal coliform. Such an
·~5- <.c 1 evaluation should present the effects on water quality of eliminating and/or treating
t_fSO discharges based on improved upstream water quality conditions. The relative
unpacts of CSO discharge may be significantly different when illegal sewer crossconnections are removed and stonnwater management plans have been prepared by the ten
.lower watershed communities. Given that the timetable for their completion is aggressive
(December 1997), analyses of future water quality conditions should include these
improvements.
Conceptual Plan
In its review of the conceptual CSO plan (MWRA 1994), the DEIR states that water quality
goals were determined based on the preferred CSO alternative and its corresponding CSO
contro.l goal (page 3-10). While the deadline for commenting on the conceptual plan has
long passed, we would like to point out that the Lower Basin's Class B water quality goals
were developed prior to the CSO technology selection process. The Class B goal remains in
effect, forming the basis for a fishable/swimmable Charles River Lower Basin by 2005. It
JCS -t-ITs inappropriate to allow the technology selection process to determine water quality
l!_oals, instead, water quality goals should determine technology selection.
CSO Technologies
5)

Environmental Impacts

With an improved receiving water model and more detailed information on system
hydraulics, an update of the relative impacts of various CSO technologies considered for the
Charles River would be appropriate. The DEIR. presents a thorough evaluation of impacts
associated with siting, constructing and operating specific CSO technologies but does not
include an assessment of the environmental effects of the alternative technologies. At a
public meeting held in Cambridge on November 20, 1996, MWRA compared water quality
benefits (such as reduction in volume discharged or number of activations) associated with
the various technologies that had been evaluated for CAMOOS. CRWA suggests that
b2~-8 fl\1wRA include an environmental evaluation of water quality benefits by technology
\_!lternative in the final EIR.

-4-
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Control ofFloatables
The text states that the proposed non-facility floatables control technology, underflow
baffles, have a "lack of prior CSO application and the possibility that it might not be
effective at capturing materials unless they were highly buoyant" (page 8-24). We
commend MWRA for moving forward with planning and initial testing of this new
technology for CSO control, and support the planned full-scale field testing of this
technology.

()

Disinfection and Dechlorination
;J.tf... r1lThe FEIR shoul~ examine the relative impacts and benefits of the sodium
Usypochlorite/sodium bromide· technology for disinfection and dechlorination. CRWA is
concerned about depletion of dissolved oxygen concentration in the immerl;iate vicinities of
discharges. In addition, CRWA urges MWRA to examine alternative upgrade scenarios
J_ 5-I C> fit the Cottage Farm CSO Facility to ensure that permit compliance monitoring will be
\!ossible.
Water and Sediment Quality

6) Fecal Coliform
tii-5- f I

~everal p. ortions of the text should be revised to note that, during dry weather, the

.downstream portion of the Lower Charles River does achieve the primary contact
standard for fecal coliform of 200 cfu per 100 mi. In 10 of 11 water quality samples
collected by CRWA during dry weather, fecal coliform concentrations at the Harvard
Bridge, Longfellow Bridge and the New Dam ranged from <10 to 160 colony forming units
(CFU) per 100 ml. The sample that violated the standard did so with a concentration of220
CFUs per 100 ml. (The DEIR notes this on page 28-115 but in several other places,
including pages 3-34, 3-38, and 6-4, states that the river never achieves this standard.) This
reach of the river is used for windsurfing, a primary contact activity.

( \

J

7) Nutrients and Toxics
The recommended plan does not address removal of several pollutants, such as nutrients and
metals, that are discharged by CSOs. Continued discharge of toxics will do little to improve
the condition of the sediments which are expected to exert biological effects because of their
elevated pollutant concentrations (page 8-117). The final EIR should present more
..)5-·1 ~formation on the impacts.ofCSO discharges on nutrient and toxic levels in the river.
8)

CJ

Anoxia

MWRA dismisses possible biological effects of the contaminated sediments in the Charles
by stating that it is likely the area is already devoid of animals due to anoxia in the bottom
waters (page 8-117). This view of sediment quality and related biological effects is
shortsighted. Anoxic conditions do exist in the bottom waters in the lowest portion of the
river. Caused by operation of the dam which introduces and traps seawater in the river, the
anoxia should be corrected relatively inexpensively with the installation and proper
~.5-1
operation ofinstream aerators. CRWA has been urging responsible agencies to replace the
3 river's broken aerators and believes that the current anoxia is temporary. The FEIR should
t_esent more detailed information on the impacts of CSO discharge on sediments. .

-5-

III and Stormwater
9)

Infiltration and inflow (III) contribute 38 percent of the total volume of combined sewage
during a three-month storm (page 6-14, Table 6.1-3). The volume of flow due to III is nearly
equal to that of stormwater, which contributes 39 percent of the total volume. Volumes of
III are extremely high and unacceptable as they contribute enough flow to greatly influence
the number of CSO activations. CRWA supports an aggressive III reduction program, as
described in the December 1994 Conceptual Plan. The Final EIR should detail efforts
~~G.completed to date for III reduction, as well as forecasts of future volume reductions, if
any, that are expected. Reductions in III would obviously result'in fewer discharges and
would reduce CSO impacts.
.
1 0) ecognition mus) be made of the importance of reducing stormwater volume in the

;J.S -15" combined area

as part of the CSO plan. Alternatives analyses for this should be
·included in the FEIR. Efforts to reduce stormwater and III would be appropriate as
mitigation of remaining CSO-induced water quality impacts. CSO discharges, whether from
a three-month or a one-year storm, create impacts to the receiving water that should be
mitigated.
Stony Brook

b)S-1{{>

.

11) TThe BOS046 CSO in the Fens should be closed, or justification provided as to why this
/js not feasible. The bypass flow (flow that passes through without treatment) at a one-year
storm of 172 cfs is a high percentage of the total flow in the receiving water. As requested
for the mai:ru.tem.ofthe Charles,Jb.~.FEIR should p:t:~~ent.predicted:wg_ter quality for the 6montlfarurone-y._ear...st.orms_both with and without CSOs.
--·---- ---·~.. ··-··--··-----~
o.

-·w----.. . . .--......-.-----w----..

-~

CAM005
12) CRWA commends MWRA for identifying a low-cost, less intrusive CSO control at
CAMOOS. However, in describing the recommended plan at CAMOOS, page 18-60 of the
DEIR states, "The hydraulic relief alternative also meets the CSO goal for the Upper Charles
River by achieving four or fewer untreated CSO discharges per year, which translates into
meeting Bcso water quality standards... " A Bcso water quality classification for the
0!5-J :+- (Charles River should not be adopted, nor should "four or fewer untreated discharges
per year" be an acceptable goal.
'-

13) Also, hydraulic relief will provide less treatment of combined sewage than the screening and
disinfection facility that had previously been proposed. CRWA urges MWRA to use the
c:.l?-['6' fCost savings (approximately $10 million) to develop other CSO control strategies in the
Eea such as separation, storage or reduction of stormwater or infiltration and inflow.

-6-
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Cottage Farm
14) The Recommended Plan calls for no action at the diffusers at this site, based on modeling
results and dry weather site visits indicating the system appears to be functioning as
designed and that boiling should not be occurring. CRWA has observed the boiling at the
Cottage Farm outfall on several occasions and found it to be significant. The turbulence is
strong enough to alter. the course of an eight person rowing shell, and large solid materials
can be seen floating up to the surface. MWRA should, as discussed in the DEIR, observe
c::25... l ~nd inspect the outfall area during a heavy wet weather event and revisit this issue.

9

Level of CSO Coptrol
15) Smaller CSOs

J5 -J.O

MWRA should continue its efforts to close CSOs that currently activate four times or
, · \ less per year. The FEIR shou•d present the results of more detailed investigation of
;2.5" -~I ~lternatives hydraulic relief and stormwater reduction. Controlling flows from these
CSOs for only the three-month storm is not sufficient for the Charles.
.
.
r-;-;;l

16) Additional CSO Controls

J.-5 -~he statement "additional controls are not likely to be required" (page 6-22,
/ _-_-_)
(_

l£aragraph 2) is presumptive and should be omitted. CRWA agrees that the need to
control non-CSO sources has been demonstrated through field observations, water quality
monitoring, and modeling. Efforts to address non-CSO pollution sources in the Charles
River have been initiated by CRWA, EPA, and the ten lower watershed communities. The
Recommended Plan does not necessarily meet criterion i under the "demonstration
approach" of the 1994 EPA CSO policy. Current efforts to eliminate illegal crossconnections have already demonstrated that non-CSO pollution can be reduced. CRW A
does not believe that additional CSO control should be ruled out or considered unlikely
simply because other sources of pollution to the water body exist.
"Typicalized" Rainfall Year

~5-ol-3

17) ·The DEIR states that the largest of the stonns included in the "typical" year is a six-month
to one-year storm (p. 8 -12) This is inconsistent with 1994 MWRA CSO planning
documents which characterize two stonns as being larger than the one-year storm. The
typical year" should include at least one storm that produces similar effects in the
mbined sewer system as a one-year storm.. A more complete discussion of the design
the "typical year" should be included in the FEIR.
.
~-~~

.
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Thank you for your attention to our recommendations and comments. We look forward to your
decision.

(-J

Your leadership in this matter is greatly appreciated.

A

cc:

chment
Douglas MacDonald, MWRA
Mike Hornbrook, MWRA
Lise Marx, MWRA
John DeVillars, EPA
Ken Moraff, EPA
Arleen O'Donnell, DEP
Rachel Freed, DEP
John Sullivan, BWSC
Steven White, Cambridge DPW
Christopher Kelly, Boston Conservation Commission
Alex Strysky, Cambridge Conservation Commission
Rep. John Businger, Chair, Muddy River Action Group
Susan Redlich, WAC
Nancy Farrell, CSO TAC
Eileen Simonson, WSCAC
JodiSugennan,Sf.VSB
Vivien Li, TBHA
Dan Donahue, M&E ·
Mike Dornenica, WRA
Doug Fay, CLF
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ATI'ACHMENT A

()

Technical Comments on the
Draft Combined Sewer Overflow Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report
December 1996

1.

Chapter 3, page 10, paragraph 3: This section should emphasize the assumptions behind
design year and design storm planning, i.e., that these are averages based on meterologic
re~ords, and represent only statistical predictions. Any given year could have far more, or
far fewer, storms -of a given recurrence interval.

2. Chapter 3, page 12, paragraph 3: The text refers to "predicted fecal coliform density eight
hours after the peak of the storm". Are these the pollutant loading bar charts presented in
Chapter 28?
3. Chapter 3, page 13, paragraph 2: It would be useful to describe here, or on page 3-5, a
summary of the methodology and assumptions for calculating the relative contributions of
stormwater and CSOs.
4. Chapter 3, page 34, paragraph 2: Mention should be made here of ongoing monitoring
efforts to substantiate the prediction that "durations of violations ofbacteria standards would
not be substantially impacted even with complete elimination ofCSO discharges." In
addition, a description of the illegal cross-connection removal efforts by communities in the
lower Charles, due to be completed by the end of 1997, as well as an assessment of what
impacts these can be expected to have, should be included.

5. Chapter 3, page 37, paragraph 1: The statement that "a new effiuent diffuser would
eliminate impacts in the Charles River when the discharge is flowing" should be made less
general as the diffuser does not address .all impacts of a discharge (such as near-discharge
dissolved oxygen demand or pollutants not receiving treatment such as metals and
nutrients).
6. Chapter 3, page 38, paragraph 1: The text states that "elimination of the CSOs to the Lower
Charles would not impact the hours of violation of the swimming standard. Results of the
receiving water modeling indicated violation of the swimming even under dry weather
conditions". (The word "standard" should be inserted following "swimming" in this
~entence.) Water quality monitoring conducted by CRWA and modeling results presented
in Chapter 28 of the DEIR indicate that the swimming standard of200 fecal coliform
colonies per 100 ml is nearly always achieved from the Harvard Bridge at Massachusetts
Avenue to the New Charles River Dam during dry weather.
The statement "Under the conceptual plan, no violation of the bacteria standard would occur
for the 3-month storm" is inconsistent with the statement that the swimming standard is
violated even during dry weather.
7. Chapter 3, page 38, paragraph 3: It is no longer true that most flow is diverted through the
Muddy River conduit. Except in extreme wet weather conditions, all flow from the Muddy
River passes through the Fens.

8. Chapter 4, page 4- 11: The CSOs that would remain after completion of the Recommended
Plan (and activate in the storms larger.than the three-month design storm) should be listed in
this section.

"~\

\r,

)

9. Chapter 6, page 4, paragraph 3, line 7: This line should read "the plan ... WJil be revisited. ... "
10. Table 6.1 - 3, pages 14- 15: This table should present data from the six-month and one-year
stonns. Also, from how many storms does the 21 MG of untreated flow come? (Column 2
in this table should read "1997" not "1977".)
11. Chapter 6, page 27, paragraph 1: The statement "In all cases... " may not be true. IfnonCSO sources are r..educed, higher CSO controls would be beneficial.
12. Chapter 17, page 8, paragraph 2: The statement "no measurable improvement ... " is not
justified. Higher levels of control would improve receiving water quality for parameters
other than fecal coliform such as TSS and BOD.
13. Chapter 17, page 9, paragraph 1: CRWA does not support the Bcso standard for the lower
Charles River.
14. Chapter 17, page 9, paragraph 1: Can downstream CSOs to the Stony Brook conduit
activate before upstream CSOs? Presumably any such flows would pass through without
treatment as the facility would not have been activated. If so, would these flows be
sufficient to activate either BOS046 or Stony Brook CSOs? Are there any CSOs to the
conduit downstream of the proposed treatment facility site?

( ---)
_

15. Chapter 18, page 12, paragraph 2: In its description of the hydraulic relief at CAM005, the
DEIR states, ''The increased pipeline capacity would increase overflow volumes at RE-05 1
for the 2-year design storm and larger, due to its increased capacity for backfiow as well as
normal direction of flow. No adverse downstream impacts were predicted for the larger
storms." MWRA should elaborate on both the cause for increased overflow volumes and on
the lack of adverse impacts.
16. Chapter 27, Figure 27.1 - 3 and pages 11- 13: The diffusers appear to have been designed to
be above grade by approximately 10 feet. Subsequent sedimentation, perhaps from CSO
discharge itself, has raised ~e grade, in one case to the level of the diffuser itself. The
statement "it is possible that [this] introduces a vertical component to the discharge ... " (page
27-13) should be resolved. If it is found to be contributing to vertical flow, options should
be presented as to how to correct this problem.
17. Chapter 27, page 13, paragraphs 2-3: Seasonal variations in baseflow should be taken into
account in this analysis. In low flow conditions, the ratio of river flow to peak facility flow
may be much lower. Also, MWRA should evaluate the differences for boiling under a wider
range of stonns. Seasonal baseflow and selection of stonns simulated could contribute to
the apparent contradictions about boiling at this location.
18. Chapter 27, page 14, paragraph 1: Discharge effects from outlet 3d must be evaluated. If
the model is unable to do so, some other method should be used. This configuration could
contribute to the boiling effect.
19. Chapter 28, page 1, paragraph 3: This paragraph should emphasize that water quality
standards could be met 97% of the time assuming the precipitation of the design year. 1996,
for example, would have much poorer results.

1\

)

,___)

20. Chapter 28, page 5, paragraph 3: SOD should be determined: SOD has been found to have
significant impacts in many receiving waters, including the Muddy River. In particular,
SOD should be compared near CSO outfalls and at non-CSO impacted areas to detennine
what impact, if any, CSO loading has on SOD.
'21. Chapter 28, page 6, paragraph 3: Given the length of time recent monitoring shows it takes
for the Lower Basin to recover from wet weather impacts, dry weather conditions should be
defined as dry days preceded by four or more days without rain. Modeling predictions
should be revised to reflect these as dry weather baseline conditions.
22. Chapter 28, page 7: The BOD/DO and TSS analyses should be modified to reflect monthly
data collected by CRWA throughout the Lower Basin and bi-monthly data collected by
MWRA at the Watertown Dam.
·
23. Chapter 28, page 87, paragraph 2: The summary should reflect the five remaining CSOs that
will activate fewer than four times in an "average" or design year.
24. Chapter 28, Page 94, paragraph 1: The text states "if these loads are assumed to remain
unchanged, beneficial uses will continue to be affected. In general, future water quality will
be similar to existing water quality." CR.WA does not believe MWRA should assume that
water quality will be unchanged. Indeed, the DEIR notes that "1995-1996 data indicate that
dry weather concentrations (of fecal coliform at the Watertown Dam) have decreased since
the original dry weather profile was determined" (using 1989-1993 data) (page 28-6).
CRWA believes that future water quality will continue to improve, even in the absence of
CSO improvements.

()

25. Figures 28.6-4 through 28.6 -13: Similar analyses of water quality impacts should be
conducted and graphics prepared for the 6-month storm, the !-year storm and for the largest
· stonn of the typical year.
26. Figure 28.6 - 7: What is the final set of data on the bar chart (labeled Rec. Plan (CSO plus
boundary)) and how does this differ from the previous data set (Rec. Plan)?
27. Chapter 28, page 114, paragraph 3 : The summary should reflect that the Recommended
Plan leaves 8 CSOs which will activate fewer than four times per year in the "average" or
design year.
28. Chapter 28, pages 116-117, parqgraph 5: The text states that "very few data are available on
sediment quality in the Lower Charles River" and reviews some limited information related
to the poor sediment quality of the river. Chapter 28 omits the data presented in Appendix
L of analytical results of sediiDent samples collected from the Charles River by MWRA in
support of the-Cottage Farm outfall improvement project. Pollutant concentrations of these
sediments, presumably collected in the vicinity of the Cottage Farm outfall; should be
included in Chapter 28. These data should also be compared to sediment quality samples
·
collected by EPA in May 1996.

Detected pollutant concentrations are compared to "reuse levels" and RCRA limits to assess
potential sediment reuse or disposal in Appendix L. PAH concentrations in sample MW281 were elevated and exceeded "reuse levels." Dates and locations of sampling should be
indicated in the report. Also, the footnote (1) in Appendix L describing the source of the
"reuse levels" is incomplete.

/,-'\
11

.

)

29. Chapter 28, page 133, paragraph 3: CR.WA supports the plan to observe the immediate
vicinity around Cottage Farm outfall to determine whether boils occur during high flows.
Conflicting statements such as "the discharge plume from the Cottage Farm facility can
cause a visible boil ofbrown, turbid water on the river surface" (page 28-116) and "no boils
are expected...the existing ports appear to be adequate" (page 27-14) need to be resolved.
\

30. Chapter 28, page 137, paragraph 1: The summary should note that untreated flows will be
discharged at this location during large events when the capacity of the upstream treatment
facility is exceeded.
31. Chapter 28, page 138, paragraphs 1, 2: Existing receiving water quality data should be
updated to include recent sampling data from the Corps of Engineers Feasibility Study for
the Muddy River and CRWA monitoring.
32. Appendix G-5: The list of potential wildlife species for the Charles River corridor offers
valuable information. A reference should be provided with this list.

()
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Northeastern University, 304 Columbus Place, Boston. MA 02115
617.373.5805

Fax 617.373.5608

December 17, 1996

Secretary Trudy Coxe
Executive Office ofEnvirorunental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street, 20th floor
Boston, MA 02202
Attn: MEP A Unit

RECEIVED
.DEC 2 C 1':95

~1EPA

Dear Secretary Coxe:

On behalf ofNortheastern University, I w~_!!l.d lik~_tQ._exp.ress . .s.up.p_ort.fo.r. tb~
MWRA' s Combined Sewer Overflow Control Draft Facilities Plan/Draft EIR for Stony
:Brook (EOEA.:-ro33sr·· .... ·........ · ·-------~-~·"~.----·-- .........,_ . . "'"--····· -.. . . . . . -.·· _.. ---~.. --·-·--~...... -··

Q...Lv ·- \
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By recommending the location of a CSO facility at Site L2, Northeastern
University recognizes that the MWRA is complying with a 1987 federal court order and
the EPA's mandate directing the MWRA to develop comprehensive CSO plan. This
plan includes the construction of six new CSO treatment facilities that will assist in the
elimination of harmful bacteria from our water supply. In addition, Northeastern
University appreciates the MWRA's careful consideration of the environmental evaluation
criteria used in the siting process. Community, institutional, and wetland protection
concerns about the impact of a CSO facility in our neighborhood were given a fair forum
for discussion.

a

Northeastern University supports the MWRA CSO control goal to screen and
disinfect all untreated discharge flowing from the Stony Brook Conduit into the Charles
River. This fall, Northeastern University, residents of the community, and other
nei~boring.institutions experienced extensive flooding and damage. The presence of
untreated discharge exacerbated the damage and created a potential public safety hazard
for many residents and businesses.
In the alternative, Northeastern University would like to urge !!,1-_CE..~ t.o..wqrk
closely ~,~~..Q.§.ton Water. and Sewer Commission.onjJ.s.pJ?.~t1:!4YJllL2-<?.m.:Pin~...d
Z. sewerovertlow into Stony ~~~Q!\.g~foJ:~- m'*igg final _re.c_omm~n.ga,.Jion~Joz:Jh~.E.I.R.., ..
CurrentiT,t11e"B-oston Water-and Sewer Commission is preparing a plan to reduce CSO
impact to four overflows per year. This plan is scheduled for release in December.
Collaboration by the two agencies on a separation plan could result in a cost-effective
CSO strategy with a less dramatic overall impact on the Lower Roxbury community.

Once again, I would like to express support Northeastern's support on the Draft
EIR. while reserving the right to support a partial separation plan expected by the BWSC.
If I can assist you on this or any other way matter, please do not hesitate to contact me.

(-\
, )

Sincerely,

~~~~
Director

(_)

~-)

()
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December 18, 1996

REGINA VIllA
ASSOCIATES

Trudy Coxe
Secretary of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge St.
Boston, MA 02202
re:

EOEA#l0335

Dear Secretary Coxe:
As you know, Lydia Goodhue, Chairman of the Technical Advisory Committee for the
Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan, died on December 6. At the time, she was working on
her personal comments on sections of the Draft Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report
(DEIR), along with outlining her presentation for the December 9 meeting and the TAC's
comment letter.
Stephen Greene, Chairman of the MWRA's Technical Advisory Committee, delivered
remarks on behalf of the committee at the hearing, and TAC will be submitting its comments to
you this week. I have enclosed comments Lydia sent me on three receiving water projects she
was reviewing for TAC: North Dorchester Bay, Reserved Channel and Fort Point Channel.
These are not major issues, but queries that Lydia had about aspects of the projects. I would like
to see them become part of the record.
Betsy Johnson, a TAC member who also served with Lydia on the CSO Subcommittee
for Secondary Treatment Facilities Planning, is serving as Chairman Pro Tern of the Committee.
Very truly yours,

1~
~~
f~anc~~fl Cl
•

J

Vice ,$S1dent
Public Participation Manager for the CSO Control Plan

To Nancy Farrell from Lydia Goodhue:
Here are my comments on "my" two sections of the DEIR.
North Dorchester Bay: Since this project is hitched to the
Reserved Channel Project, here are a few comments. I have no
quarrel with the new alternative of picking up stormwater
near the beach and q.dding it to the flows that e.ventually end
up at the Reserved Channel. It seems to be a good example
not only of flexibility, but of considering environmental
aspects along with engineering ones. But where is the written
c2l--' iustification and analy~~g_g._t;__gb_out ___flows .._and----loads-.at_..th~
~~d, __ g_}f~_nnel?
Cos~_?______Qperation ..and __ maintenance? Who
pays? Be sure----t·a-inc"Tude the :r.,:p_c in this, as well as the
;l.i-- Cl-MWRA and BWSC, as surely the State ~!l91:J,J-_<t_.P.Cirtly._funcL.th_i_s-'
Reserved Channel: The route seems the best, but we should
not permanently lose any playgrounds along the route.(p.15119.
~~-3

-

I do not understand why there has. to be "possible damage to
structures" because of dewatering. Surely we can avoid this.

I am concerned that there were not available borings (p.16-42
at site J, the pumping facility. Why aecjde while Ja~
:ehis-informat.ion, o:r,are they saying it is Site J regardless
of the soil structure?
I do not worry about not meeting the swimming standard at the
narbor end of the channel, but it should be fishable, as it
is a favorite fishing area for all ages.

02 1--'-J-

Fort Point Channel. This is a complicated area, with great
recreation potential down the road. Confining my remarks to
the specific project of a conduit, however, the A Street
route seems best and, having attended the public meeting, I
am persuaded that the design and construction will be
sensitive to nearby residents as well as through traffic
needs - especially as to location of shafts, staging area,
etc. I understand that, though borings were not available at
the time of the meeting, they have since been made and
indicate the plan is OK in that department. Again, I have no
problem with not meeting the swimming standard at the harbor
end of the channel. But I am concerned about the statement
that the boating standard will not be met in one area (p.28296). What area? What cause? Why not fix? This channel is one
area in the harbor that has boating now, and that has great
potential for future boating.

. C-)

~fassachusetts

College of .-\rt

621 Huntington Avenue
Boston. Massachusetts 02115-5882
Phone# 617.232.1555

()

Fax# 617.232.0050

December 20, 1996

The Honorable Trudy Coxe
Secretary
Executive Office ofEnvironrnental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street
Room 2000
Boston, MA 02202
RE:

Office of the President

Massachusetts Water Resources Authority Draft CSO
Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report
Volumes I-Vll (October, 1996)

Dear Secretary Coxe:
I write to you directly on behalf of the Board of Trustees of the Massachusetts College of
Art in order to express for them and the entire academic community here our most serious
objections to the proposal the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority has made
concerning the use of College property for the siting of a combined sewer overflow facility.
The Massachusetts Board ofHigher Education at its December 17th meeting, passed a final
resolution supporting our position.
The documents that accompany my letter - a statement from our counsel and a report from
their consultants - recite the legal and technical deficiencies that are to be found in the
Draft Environmental Impact Report on the basis of which the MWRA has selected a parcel
of College land (site L2, so called) for that purpose. I wish more simply to call to your
attention two fundamental issues that concern me as both a public official and President of
this College.
The first is this. In its preparation of the DEJR the MWRA engaged in absolutely no timely
or substantive discussions with me or any other representative of the College concerning the
use of College property for a CSO facility. We learned of the MWRA's intentions in that
regard merely by accident, and we were accorded no opportunity to discuss the matter with
representatives of the MWRA until very shortly before it published its DEIR. When they
finally occurred, those discussions were peremptory and ultimately meaningless. As a result,
the College was afforded little opportunity to express to the MWRA its concerns about the
adverse impact use of its land for a CSO facility would have on its academic undertakings.
The MWRA' s DEIR. is itself badly marred by misinfonnation and a lack of infonnation
concerning the College-owned site and its present and future importance to this institution
and the people it serves.

\
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The Honorable Trudy Coxe
December 20, 1996
Page2
The site is , in fact - this is my second point - of crucial importance to the College and its
future. With 321 parking spaces, it is the only College-controlled parking for the 1300
persons, students and staff, who commute to the College by car. Of much greater long-term
consequences, the site is the only land available to the College for future development such
as a dormitory or parking garage. The academic and institutional future of the College, that
is, is jeopardized very directly by the MWRA' s proposal to divert the land in question from
College use. Because it promises to damage this institution, therefore, the Board of
Trustees and I are most adamantly opposed to the plan the MWRA contemplates pursuing.
In addition, I have had to expend considerable time and money to properly explain the
college's position, which is a waste of taxpayers' moneys. I have personally spent enormous
time in the last four months on this issue, and will have expended close to $25,000 of
college money to simply present a rational and legal challenge. I have had to hire a law finn
to assist us, and to hire the environmental engineering firm ofLouis Berger & Associates to
review the MWRA proposal. My time· and college resources could have been better spent
on academic issues. If the MWRA had only spoken to us early on, as they did with every
other institution in the area, I could have explained the position of the College of Art.
Because the MWRA engaged in no timely discussions with the College, and because its
DEIR is fundamentally flawed in the assessment it has done of the College-owned site, I
urge you in the strongest possible terms to reject the DEffi. and to require of th.e...MWRA
~- d- t.hat-it re-examine its propos~ to use College property for its CSQ__f~~iJi!Y_ _ ,_. ._ _ , _ _ _ - - - -·-····--~··--~-- - A • o •
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Thank you very much for considering this entire matter.
Very truly yours,

Katherine H. Sloan
President
KHS/nh
enclosures
c: Rob Macintosh, Chair, Massachusetts College of Art Board of Trustees
Stanley Z. Koplik, Chancellor, Massachusetts Board ofli.igher Education
Douglas McDonald, Director, MWRA
John Fitzgerald, Director, Sewerage Dept, MWRA
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Secretary Trudy Coxe
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, MA 02202
Attention: MEPA Unit
RE: EOEA #1 0335 - Draft Combined Sewer Overflow Facilities Plan and
Environmental Impact Report
Dear Secretary Coxa:·
Pursuant to regulations, implementing M.G.L., Chapter 30, Sections 62-62H, the
Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA) has reviewed the above-referenced Draft
Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report (DEJA) and submits the following
comments.

()

The subject Draft Combined Sewer Overflow Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact
Report describes the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority's (MWRA)
recommended plan for controlling or eliminating combined sewer overflows (CSOs) in
Boston Harbor and its tributary rivers and evaluates in detail the potential
environmental impacts of 26 recommended control projects within Boston, Cambridge,
Chelsea, and Somerville. The recommended control technologies include sewer
separation, interceptor relief, storage and consolidation conduits, upgrades to existing
treatment facilities, new treatment/pumping facilities, outfall improvements, and regionwide floatables control at each remaining CSO outfall. The Plan is designed to
eliminate 28 of the 81 existing CSO outfalls (including all CSOs that discharge to
critical use waters), reduce CSO discharges from 46 outfalls to minimal levels, and
provide for effective treatment at the locations where more frequent discharges will
occur. The annual volume of untreated CSOs will be reduced by 95%, with 96% of
the CSO volume remaining after implementation of the recommended plan receiving
treatment at MWRA CSO facilities.
The proposed project has been designated as a "major and complicated project"
pursuant to 301 CMR 11.12. Under this designation nearly half of the proposed
projects, including six sewer separation projects, five existing facilities upgrades, and
floatables control, have been granted a Phase I waiver from further environmental
review.
Our comments, which follow below, will be limited to those projects evaluated in this ·
DEIR located within the City of Boston and will concentrate primarily on the sites and·
alignments recommended for the several CSO facilities. We are pleased to note in
particular that a number of modifications have been made to the Plan as presented in
the Environmental Notification Form and the Interim Assessment of Facility Siting,
especially in Charlestown, which we feel have improved the project and have ·.
significantly reduced potential environmental impacts.

Overview

blli-1

rAsa general comment, the BRA wishes to express its overall support for the
\recommended CSO Facility Plan and the several projects included therein.
Implementation of the Plan should significantly reduce the discharge of pollutants into
Boston Harbor and its tributary rivers and improve water quality, as well as restore the
attractiveness of the City's waterfront recreational area. In particular, the elimination of
CSO discharges into the critical use waters of Dorchester Bay and at Constitution
Beach in East Boston should do much to return these Boston beaches to the safe use
and enjoyment of the City's residents.
At the same time, we recognized, as does the CSC Plan, that even total elimination of
CSC discharges, at excessive costs, to the receiving waters would not remove all of
the pollutant loads with which these waters are contaminated. The control of
stormwater and upstream sources will be equally necessary if the various rivers and
the Harbor are to meet their assigned water quality designations (according to the
Massachusetts DEP, urban runoff and discharges from stormwater outfalls are the
single largest source responsible for the water quality problems in the
Commonwealth's rivers, lakes, and marine waters}. The MWRA, as well as the local
sewer commissions, must devote considerable effort to addressing this problem in the
years ahead. Moreover, this problem could be exacerbated by the sewer separation
projects element of the CSO Facilities Plan, which would direct potentially polluted
stormwater discharges into Boston Harbor and other receiving waters. There are
obvious implications for water quality at places such as the Dorchester Bay beaches
and Constitution Beach in East Boston, where CSO discharges, in effect, would be
replaced by stormwater discharges. The DEP's recently-announced Stormwater
Management Policy hopefully will go far in effectively controlling the discharge of
pollutants. If this program is successful, further CSC controls may be necessary in
the future in those areas where the current Plan does not completely eliminate CSO
discharges or allows the continuation of minimal untreated discharges.
Adverse impacts from this CSO control project would be expected to occur primarily
during the construction period and would include, depending on the project, temporary
disruption of traffic circulation and reduction in roadway capacity, additional truck
traffic, increased emissions of dust and other air pollutants, elevated noise levels, the
excav~tion of potentially contaminated soils, rodent displacement, and disruption of
parkland use.. A number of the projects,. especially the North Dorchester/South Boston·
and East Boston conduit projects, will take place within local streets and affect
adjacent residential and business areas. Extensive mitigation to minimize these
impacts will be essential. For projects in the City of Boston, compliance with the City's
construction regulations will be required and Traffic and Construction Management
Plans will need to be executed with the Boston Transportation and Public Works
Departments. No nighttime work should be proposed or scheduled within or adjacent·
to residential neighborhoods or properties. Although the projects are spread
throughout the City, they will occur over a ten-year period and will be happening at the
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same time as other major infrastructure projects, such as the Central Artery
reconstruction. Coordination with these projects will be vital.
Individual CSO Control Projects
•

Fort Point Channel Storage Conduit
This project consists of the installation of a 1,400-foot conduit along A Street,
from 1st Street to Mt. Washington Street in South Boston, to capture and store
CSO flows from all but the largest storms in a typical year. Excess flows,
expected to occur four or fewer times per year, would be discharged untreated to
the Fort Point Channel through outfalls 80S072 and BOS073. The A Street
routing was selected over an alignment through the Gillette Company parking lot,
which would have seriously disrupted parking for Gillette, a major business that
already has been, and will continue to be~ significantly affected by the Central
Arteryrrunnel construction.
·

()

Although we believe that there may be more cost-effective solutions (see our
more-detailed comments below with respect to the Reserved Channel Conduit),
should the MWRA proceed with this project, then we would concur with the
recommended A Street route for the conduit. We feel that this routing, with
appropriate mitigation and construction management, would result in the least
environmental impacts. Nonetheless, we do have certain concerns regarding
this proposal and its construction which need to be addressed.
:2-C} -~
The adjacent Gillette facility would be very sensitive to any vibration
impacts. Therefore, construction of the tunnel must be done in such a way
as to significantly minimize or eliminate the potential for vibration impacts.
<

·.

o2q- 3

Residents of the area along A Street have serious concerns with the .
location of an odor control facility near the corner of A Street and Mt.
Washington Street. We recommend that the MWRA consider relocating
this facility to the opposite end of the conduit. (At a recent community
meting, the MWRA indicated that the odor control facility would be located
at the southerly end of the conduit. However, several plans in the DEIR
show the odor control facility at the northerly end of the conduit ~-, Figs.
8.1.-1, 28.15-5), while others~, Fig. 13.4-5) and the text locate the
~cility at the downstream end. The Final EIR should clarify the actual
LProposed location of the odor control facility.)
Residents of the area also are very concerned with the possibility of
nighttime construction, especially since they have had to endure
considerable problems with nighttime noise from the Central Arteryrrunnel
·construction that also is occurring in the area Therefore, we recommend
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~ - t:hat the MWRA not schedule or permit nighttime construction for this
project.

•

,\~_ _\
_ )

North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit.
The preferred alternative for the North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit
project is an 11-foot diameter consolidation conduit running from outfall BOS017
near Bayside Mall to a proposed Reserved Channel Pumping Facility on East 1st
Street at 0 Street, in South Boston. This conduit, to be constructed by softground tunneling, would eliminate all
flows that presently discharge through
outfalls along Carson Beach and L Street Beach and would allow these outfalls
(805087 to B05081) to be permanently closed. The preferred route for the
consolidation conduit is a tunnel under Day Boulevard adjacent to the MDC
beaches, then turning north under Marine Park to East 1st Street. An odor
control facility is proposed at the upstream end of the conduit near outfall
805087, within MDC parkland. The Consolidation Conduit also would be
designed to capture all stormwater tributary to the North Dorchester Bay CSO
outfalls.

esc

We believe that this proposed routing, being located within the right-of-way and
the median of Day Boulevard, would have minimal impacts on the adjacent MDC
parkland and beaches and definitely would be more acceptable, and certainly
less damaging and disruptive, than the alternative which would have located the
conduit under the beaches themselves. Traffic impacts would be minimized
since the conduit would be constructed by tunneling, although deep shafts would
be required at several locations. Some temporary reductions in roadway
capacity may result from the construction of the drop shafts and of connecting
conduits. At the same time, it will be essential that safe access to the beaches,
particularly for pedestrians, be maintained at all times, and especially during
peak use summer season.

(_----)
_

The major impacts would occur from constructing the conduit through Marine
.2q
Park and the construction of the odor control facility near the southerly end of
· - 5 \Carson Beach. Both of these segments of the project would disrupt use of these
park areas and therefore should be timed so as to occur during periods of least
use, to the extent feasible. In addition, the proposed work should be coordinated
dC-1 -~{as much as possible with the MDC's proposed beach restoration project in South
l Boston, in order to minimize the duration and extent of disruption and impacts on
Lthe neighboring residential community and the park and beach users.

l

According to the DEIR plans, the odor control facility is proposed to be located
within MDC parkland. Use of this parkland would require approval of the
Legislature pursuant to Article 97 of the Massachusetts Constitution. As a
general rule, the City of Boston does not favor the taking of public parkland for
non-park purposes. Therefore, we would recommend that the MWRA consider
RBM/128.LTR
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02-~ ~ocating the odor control facility to the other side of the access roadway, in the
~pen space adjacent to the

MDC police station.

The City of Boston does have a particular concern with regard to the capture of
stormwater by the consolidation conduit. Although we recognize that this may
be necessary in order to close permanently the CSO outfalls and in order to
assure acceptable water quality at the MDC's South Boston beaches, we
question the appropriateness of burdening the MWRA rate payers with the
cl!j-~ jidditional costs of capturing the stormwater from the beaches. We feel, rather,
that these costs properly should be borne by the MDC or the Commonwealth,
i.Jince these beaches are in State, and not City, ownership and control.

I

•

South Boston Reserved Channel Conduit
The MWRA preferred alternative is the installation of 4,090 feet of an 8-foot
diameter consolidation conduit under East 1st Street from outfall BOS076 to the
proposed Reserved Channel Pumping Facility, using soft-ground tunneling. The
proposed project is designed to reduce untreated CSO discharges from outfalls
BOS076 to BOS079 into the Reserved Channel to fewer than four per year.

(~)

While we concur with the selection of East 1st Street (as opposed to the more
residential and business-oriented Broadway route) for the conduit alignment and
believe that it would result in fewer impacts on traffic circulation and sensitive
receptors, at the same time we do feel that more cost-effective alternatives, such
. - . as interceptor relief or sewer separation as suggested by the Boston Water and
Sewer Commission (BWSC), should be explored first before a final decision is
made to implement this project (as well as the nearby Fort Point Channel
Conduit project). The combined cost of both projects is estimated at $35.3
million, but it appears that minimal improvement would be provided. If another
alternative were implemented at a much lower cost, the need for both the
Reserved Channel and the Fort Point Channel storage conduits might be
eliminated. We recommend, therefore, that the MWRA, in cooperation with the
o2~ -9 rswsc, examine further the feasibility of sewer separation, or another lower cost
l3-1temative, to the two conduit projects.

•

Reserved Channel Pumping Facility
The recommended plan for the Reserved Channel Pumping Facility project is to
construct a pumping facility, without screening and disinfection equipment (as
originally proposed), and to provide underflow baffles in the regulators tributary
to the North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit. Screening and disinfection
was eliminated from the pumping facility because the predicted annual overflow
discharge frequency is two times per year. The preferred location for the facility
is Site J North, in the northern portion of the former MBTA power station located
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off East 1st Street, with the effluent outfall at the Reserved Channel adjacent to
the new lobster pier.

,'/--\
, )

Of the several site alternatives considered, we concur the Site J North would be
the preferred location. We are aware, however, that this site apparently has
been conveyed to the MDC for future park development and that there does
exist some concern with the proposed location of the· outfall near the
Lobsterman's Pier, discharge from which potentially could temporarily degrade
water quality that could affect live lobsters in holding pens at the pier. Therefore,
.J-'i-fD (We recommend that the MWRA investigate relocating the discharge outfall as far
L~s possible from the lobsterman's facility to avoid potential adverse impact.
Further, since there are no specific plans at this time for development of the
proposed park, we believe that there is the opportunity to design the pumping
facility in conjunction with the future park and recommend that, as a mitigation,
cl-11- U rthe MWRA participate in the construction of the park and provide additional
Lamenities that otherwise might not be feasible.
•

Stony Brook Screening and Disinfection Facility
This project involves the construction of a new facility to screen and disinfect
Stony Brook wet weather flows. The recommended site for the facility is a
parking lot, now owned by the Massachusetts College of Art, located on Ward
Street next to the MWRA Ward Street Headworks facility.

(., '),
',, ·'

The siting tot this facility has been very difficult, and it is obvious that all of the
identified sites have major constraints. Potentially feasible sites have included
several institutionally-owned parcels for which the institutions have development
plans and a vacant parcel off of Tremont Street which is under consideration for
housing construction as part of the Mission Main redevelopment project or for
other community-related development. While the preferred site, on Ward Street,
at first glance may appear to be the most appropriate, being located adjacent to
an existing MWRA headworks, use of this site would seriously conflict with future
plans of the College of Art. (In addition, it would require the construction of
approximately 1,200 feet of pipeline between the facility and the existing Stony
Brook Conduit under Ward Street, with attendant construction impacts on Ward
Street traffic.)

~ lJJln view of these site problems, we recommend that the MWRA expand the study

- · Lboundaries to locate potentially more feasible sites.

At a recent community
meeting, a vacant site near the comer of Allegheny and Parker Streets was
suggested as a possible alternative. Although this site is located adjacent to a
residential area (as well as industrial properties on Terrace Street), we concur ·
that this parcel would be worth examining as an alternative to the currentlypreferred site. Additional sites along the Southwest Corridor also should be
explored.
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Furthermore, the BWSC currently has underway a study of the Stony Brook
system to investigate other possibilities to reduce flows into the system, which
may eliminate the need for the screening and disinfection facility if other
improvements are implemented. This study is expected to be completed by the
end of 1996. Since the CSO facility is not proposed for construction until the
year 2000, there would seem to be adequate time in which to reconsider the
need for the screening and disinfection facility in the light of the results of the
M-1~ ~WSC study. The Final EIR, then, should explore this possibility in greater detail
~nd report on the BWSC study results.
•

Charlestown 80S019 Storage Conduit
This project involves the installation of a 360-foot, 12-foot diameter, storage
conduit just north of Chelsea Street, adjacent to the Tobin Bridge, to store
approximately 400,000 gallons of storm flow during large storms. Flows in
excess of the conduit capacity would continue to be discharged untreated at
BOS019, with floatable controls. The conduit proposal replaces the originally
proposed screening and disinfection facility which, upon further evaluation, was
determined not to be necessary due to relatively small annual CSO discharges.
Finding an appropriate site for the facility also proved difficult.

We concur with the recommendation to construct a storage conduit in place of
the screening/disinfection facility and believe it would provide adequate control
considering the low volumes of anticipated discharges. In addition, this proposal
resolves the difficulty with finding a site that would be acceptable for a CSO
facility. At the same time, we would recommend that the MWRA investigate the
~feasibility and cost/benefit of increasing the size of the storage conduit to store
J..'t-J'tj all of the excess flows that normally would be anticipated, so as to eliminate any
~ctivation of the 80S019 outfall {except possibly during an unusual storm event).
•

Charlestown 80S017 Hydraulic Relief
The recommended project involves the construction of 130 feet of 30-inch pipe
to direct flows from community combined sewers upstream of the existing
BOS017 regulator and making a direct connection to the Cambridge Branch
Sewer. The work would take place entirely within the grassy area of the Sullivan
Square/Route 99 rotary. Like the Charlestown 80S019 project, this proposal
replaces the previously-proposed screening and disinfection facility as a result of
further system investigation and hydraulic analysis.

("-_)

We likewise concur with the recommendation and believe it would have minimal
adverse impact. With hydraulic relief, CSO activation is projected to occur only
twice a year with an annual CSO discharge of approximately one-quarter million
. gallons and 90% pollutant removal. Similar to the 80S019 project, this proposal
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also eliminates the earlier difficulty in finding a suitable site for a
screening/disinfecting facility.
The MWRA should be aware that the City of Boston is planning to redesign and
reconstruct the Sullivan Square intersection to improve traffic circulation, as part
of its Rutherford Avenue improvement project. Therefore, the CSO
cJ'l-1.5 f§Ero~~ments -~--~~~ld. be d~signed _so . as_ n~t to confli~. w~th t.he propo~~d
tJOaaway 1mprove~ent~. To reduce d1srupt1on and m1mm1ze 1mpacts, 1t 1s ,
recommended 1flcat t~e _c:onstruction of the two projects be co~rdinated as ·much
as possf6fe·,-6Ut at the same time not delaying the recommended CSO · ·improvements. In addition, the Boston Parks and Recreation Department is
planning to beautify the rotary area itself, in the near. future. Coordination will be
necessary here as well, and the MWRA will need to commit to restoration of the
rotary open space, as improved, at the conclusion of the project construction.
•

Union Park Detentionn"reatment Facility
The Union Park Detentionrrreatment Facility project involves the construction of
a 2.2 million gallon underground detention tank to provide storage for flows from
small storms and detention/treatment {with disinfection) of flows from larger
storms. In a typical rainfall year, untreated CSO discharges to the Fort Point
Channel would be eliminated. The preferred site for the facility is a vacant
parcel owned by the BWSC adjacent to the existing Union Park Pump Station.
In addition to the underground tanks, a two-story addition to the Pump Station
would be constructed to house equipment for the operation of the treatment
facility.
·

~

(- ·-)
- __

ased on technical considerations, we concur that the preferred site is the most

..2-'j- ~ appropriate of the alternatives considered for the proposed detention/treatment

acility. We do note {as the DPIR acknowledges) that the parcel under
consideration has been promised to the adjacent residential community for
development as a public park, although no specific proposal presently is at hand.
As noted, the parcel currently is owned by the BWSC, but a proposed lease with
the Parks and Recreation Department has a provision for the construction of the
CSO facility and restoration of the park area. We also are aware that there has
been considerable resident concern with the use of this parcel for the
detention/treatment facility. Alternate sites, however, especially in the vicinity of
the Central Artery, do not appear to be feasible, and one site {Retch Playground)
is an existing public park. We have previously noted the City's opposition to the
use of existing parkland for non-park purposes.
In light of the above considerations, yet still cognizant of residents' concerns, we
feel, nonetheless, that it should be possible to construct the proposed facility at ·
the preferred site with minimal impact on the surroundings. Most of the facility
will be underground, and there are obvious operational advantages with a
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. location next to the existing Union Park Pump Station (since it is to function in
series with the Pump Station in order to maintain the level of protection
necessary to prevent sewer back-ups and flooding in the South End). If an
J.- -l"l- Finterim park has been developed on the site prior to construction of the CSO
9
Lfacility, the MWRA would be responsible for replacing this interim park with a
l permanent park facility. As a further mitigation, the MWRA should consider
.;2q-1e J providing additional enhancement to the park design, including additional
L!andscaping to screen the CSO facility.

act-!'f
•

~

he proposed treatment facility will be located opposite a row of historic Victorian
South End rowhouses. Therefore, the design of the facility must be sensitive to
he architectural qualities of these residences.
East Boston Branch Sewer Relief

The East Boston Branch Sewer Relief project is designed to provide hydraulic
relief of the East Boston Branch Sewer through a combination of construction
methods, including pipe bursting, open-cut excavation, micro-tunneling, and pipe
rehabilitation by cured-in-place liner. The project will be undertaken throughout
East Boston and will involve work in or along several local streets, including
Border Street, Condor Street, Marginal Street, Maverick Street, Bremen Street,
and Chelsea Street, as well as the unused railroad corridor adjacent to Orleans
Street. Untreated overflows from existing CSO outfalls would be reduced
generally four or fewer per year as a result of this project. With the relief project,
annual pollutant load would be reduced by 81%.

()

In general, we concur with the recommended alignments for the new conduits
and the rehabilitation proposed for the existing pipe under Bremen and Chelsea
Streets. However, to minimize street disruption in the Jeffries Point area
o2~ -JoftSection F) we would recommend that new pipe construction take place entirely
\within the Railroad Corridor rather than partially in Orleans Street (by means of
1pipe bursting). From the analyses in Section 22.6, the Railroad Corridor
....alignment appears to be the best option for this whole section. The pipe
-.UJ _011 rconstruction should be coordinated with the proposed East Boston Greenway
\!ark development so as not to disrupt the construction of the proposed bicycle
and pedestrian pathway. This may require a slight revision to the conduit
construction schedule (construction of the pathway/linear park in the rail corridor
most likely will be underway in 1998) to minimize impacts on the adjacent
neighborhood.
·,

Jq -J~..T~~. interceptor relief routed along border Street (Section .A) needs to be
·

(~_)

cqordin.ated with ihe adjacent Liberty Plaza renovation project. The construction
of Shaw's Supermarket on Border Street presently is underway and the
renovation of the shopping plaza, of which Shaw's is a part, has been approved.
In addition, although not mentioned in Section 22.4.6, the construction of a new
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J~ -J; ~ police station in East Boston may have some impacts on the CSO plan and
~ \
\ route alternatives (Section 1). Presently, the preferred site for this project is near
J
ihe intersection of Chelsea and Eagle Streets. (Other possible land use/
implementation conflicts which might result from proposed new development that
were not mentioned in the DEIR include an expansion of Memorial Stadium at
Porter Street and a new Department of Public Works yard, also near Chelsea/
Eagle Streets.)

;2£{ -ot'-{ rWlth respect to the recommended alignments in East Boston, we note that the
overall CSO control plan (Fig. 4.3-1, and others) does not show the
! recommended Condor Street alignment for Section I but rather a different route
\.near Visconti Road. The Final EIR should correct this discrepancy. Also, the
~q -~5 fPians for the East Boston Greenway project are incorrectly described on page
!22-1 06. Presently there are no proposed plans for a canal along the railroad
·
1bed, and some funding for construction is available. The Final EIR should make
~ese corrections as well.

!

With the extensive new tunneling proposed for East Boston, construction
impacts will ~e of particular concern, especially with regard to traffic circulation.
Much of the proposed work will take place within major streets. It therefore will
be essential that the MWRA closely coordinate its activities with the Boston
Transportation Department (BTD) to ensure minimal disruption of traffic and
excessive lane closings. Safe access to adjacent businesses and residential
properties must be maintained at all times. Further, the construction needs to be
phased and sequenced in such a way as to avoid adverse impacts to the
efficient flow of traffic and problems of congestion. A Traffic and Construction
Management Plan will need to be executed with the BTD and appropriate
mitigation identified.
•

( ·)
\_ -

Dorchester Brook Conduit In-System Storage and Cottage Farm Outfall
Improvement

These two projects, originally proposed in the CSO Conceptual Plan, have been
eliminated from the recommended plan as a result of further system evaluations
and hydraulic analyses. We concur with these determinations of the MWRA.
_With respect to the gottage Farm facili~, however, the MWRA also
recommended that the operation of the outfall be observed during storm events
to confirm whether or not alleged upwelling of effluent in the Charles River is a
problem (a detailed evaluation of the existing diffuser system indicated that the
diffuser should be able to disburse effluent effectively without upwelling}. Should
c:ol-~-a6 .:--upwelling be observed, the originally-proposed improvement (dredging of the
\ river bottom in the vicinity of the diffusers) should be reconsidered by the MWRA
;! if, in fact, the upwelling is determined to be a problem needing resolution.
·
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Miscellaneous Comments
•

Table 8-1 (in Chapter 8, 'Planning and Design Criteria') projects a 5% decrease
J'i~l--' in population for the City of Boston (North) from the present to 2025. According
· to the text (Sect. 8.1 ), this projection is based on an extrapolation of 1990 U.S.
Census data. We do not agree with this grQj_eJ:tion.. Although there appears to
have been a recent decline in the City's population (which actually may not be
accurate), we believe that in any case there will be a reversal in the next
decades. Furthermore, community population forecasts prepared by the
Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC) in March, 1996, project a 5.2%
increase in the City's population between 1990 and 2020. Currently, the BRA is
preparing its own projection, but we do feel that the MAPC forecasts would more
accurately represent future conditions. However, the effect of this revision on
the overall analysis for the CSO plan probably would not be that significant and
would result in a minor increase in total wastewater flows.

~ 9 -:6(ft should be noted that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has now
\ designated the City of Boston to be in attainment for carbon monoxide (Pg.
\ 10-17).

~ -~ rfn the discussion of hazardous materials with regard to sites for the originally(~)

\ proposed screening/disinfection facility for BOS019 (Pg. 19-95), the boring
\locations are reversed: Boring MW18-2 is located in Site B-2 and Boring BH18-9
·io
. Site B-1, not the other way around (as indicated in the text) .
.JC(-3e>.
.
• I In the comparison of floatables control technology for the Union Park Detention/
I Treatment facility (Pg. 21-19), it is stated that horizontal discharge screens have
I lower overall O&M costs than mechanically-cleaned bar screens. However,
\ according to Tables 21.3-1 and 21.3-2, the opposite is the case. This should be
\_Clarified or corrected in the Final EIR.
Public Outreach and Notification

lJ

It will be extremely important, in a project of this magnitude and impact, that. the
various neighborhoods in which project work is to be performed be kept fully informed
of the construction schedule and the work itself. The MWRA needs to establish an
extensive public outreach and notification process to inform affected businesses and
residents about the work being undertaken in their neighborhoods. Prior to the
beginning of construction, all affected businesses and residents should be notified
about the project and the scope of work. During construction, a contact person
responsible for answering any questions or concerns and able to handle any problems
that might arise should be identified. A fully staffed "hot line" should be maintained ·
whenever construction is occurring to be able to respond immediately to any
complaints or address any issues resulting from the construction work, similar to the
process set up by the Central Artery/Tunnel Project. An MWRA official also should be
RBM/128.LTR
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on site at all times to oversee the construction work and ensure compliance with
mitigation agreements and permits required by the City.
During the development of the Facilities Plan, the MWRA has paid considerable
attention to public outreach and to informing the citizens of the affected communities
about the proposed project and in soliciting their input. We feel confident that this
cooperation can continue as the Facility Plan is further developed and individual
projects are designed, as well as throughout the construction period itself.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we again wish to express our general support for the recommended
CSO Facilities Plan and the several projects proposed to control CSO discharges. We
have made a number of comments concerning the implementation of the Plan and the
individual projects, particularly with respect to siting, which we trust will be given
serious consideration by the MWRA in the development of the Final EIR. We have
made these comments with the aim of improving the Plan and its goal of reducing
CSO discharges to the maximum extent feasible, and in a cost-effective manner. We
therefore look forward to reviewing the Final EIR.

:u~

()

Richard 8. Mertens, AICP
Environmental Review Officer

cc:

Lise Marx, MWRA
Paul Demit, BWSC
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Mass port
Logan International Airport
East Boston. MA 02128
(617) 973-5500

December 23. 1996
Secretary Tmdy Coxe
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
I00 Cambridge Street
Boston. MA 02202
Attn: MEPA Unit
Re:

MWRA Draft CSO Facilities Plan and EIR
EOEA No. 10335

Dear Secretary Coxe:
The Massachusetts Port Authority (Massport) has reviewed the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority's
(MW}\A's) October 1996 Draft Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact
Report (EIR) (EOEA No. 10335). We pro\'ide the following conm1ents for consideration by the MEPA Unit
and MWRA.

()

The Draft Facilities Plan/EIR is an extremely thorough document. reflecting extensive coordination with
\'arious affected and interested parties. and the MWRA should be commended for their efforts. Based on this
document and recent discussions between Massport and MWRA, it is clear that MWRA has addressed many
of Massport · s concems on the interim report and they ha\'e expressed a willingness to continue to address our
concerns throughout the pem1itting, design. and constmction processes. We feel that this ongoing
coordination is necessary to ensure that constmction of the CSO project components does not conflict with
the de\'elopment and long-term \'iability of the seaport. airport or other critical Massport and Commonwealth
interests.
Because most of the designs for the various project components are still in a preliminary stage. much of the
detailed information that is needed to ascertain the likelihood of impacts to Massport facilities is not
available. To the extent possible. we request that more specific information regarding design details and
proposed mitigation measures be included in the Final EIR. In particular, information such as the following
would be useful:
•
\Traffic management plans. includmg specifics regarding the extent and timing of proposed road and
3o-1 '.11ne closures and provisions for maintaining access to nearby Massport facilities and properties:
•
(Soil management plans that address the characterization. handling and disposal of soils. particularly
3v--,;t. ! contaminated soils. including appropriate assurances relative to MCP liabilities at o){r near our
Lproperties: and
•
::l. \For projects in and adjacent to Massport property. actual locations of equipment and material staging
2
;..-0-:.~ areas. shafts for microtmmelling operations, and other related construction support areas. including
~ppropriatc conm1itments toward minimizing impacts on Massport facilities and services.

!

u

Massport ·s specific conm1ents and recommendations are sunm1arized below.

3o- 'f
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Reserved Channel Pumping Facility, South Boston-

Ma~sport

strongly supports MWRA "s

Operating Boston Logan International Airport • Port of Boston general cargo and passenger terminals • Tobin Memorial Bridge •
Hanscom Field • Boston Fish Pier • Commonwealth Pier (site of World Trade Center Boston)
RECYCLED

0
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recommendation that the Reserved Channel pumping facility be constmcted at the abandoned MBT A power
station site along East First Street rather than at Conley Terminal.
Reserved Channel and North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduits, South Boston - Because the
conduits will be installed by tunnel boring, construction-related impacts to truck traffic, operations at Conley
Tenninal, and park and conmmnity impacts will be greatly minimized. Nonetheless, Massport requests that
the Final EIR provide more detailed infonnation regarding the following:

.

?.~5
\
I

'

i

.

The anticipated extent of ground settlement impacts above and around the conduits, especially along
truck routes and public parks. The Final EIR should describe the measures that will be taken to
minimize the likelihood and extent of settlement and provide plans for monitoring of and response to
settling impacts.
The actual location of tunneling shafts should be identified, especially those along truck routes, and
the extent and time period of anticipated temporary lane closures should be discussed
Contingency plan~, e.g., for removal of a trapped tunneling machine, should be discussed.

Charlestown BOSOJ9 Storage Conduit, Charlestown- MWRA proposes to construct an off-line storage
conduit (rather than a screening and disinfection facility as originally proposed) between the Tobin Bridge
and Chelsea Street, near the intersection with Medford Street. Massport will continue to assist MWRA with
implementing this reconm1endation. however we provide the following conm1ents for consideration and
discussion in the Final EIR:
~o--~

•

Chelsea Street is the primary truck route for access to and from Moran Tenninal and the Mystic
Piers. Because diversion of trucks along Medford Street will likely result in additional conmmnity
impacts, Massport requests that MWRA maintain at least one, if not t\vo, lanes of traffic along
3'0-'j
Chelsea Street at all times.
•
Because portions of the construction area may contain contaminated soils, MWRA should provide
specific infonnation regarding their proposed soil management plans. In particular, Massport is
3o-ID concemed that the contaminants could become airborne and contaminate adjacent properties.
•
Any above-ground structures must be able to withstand heavy dtmlps of falling snow from the
3t>-U adjacent bridge and approach roadways.
•
A 4-inch sewer main serving the U.S. Gypstml property is iocated below grade within the proposed
constmction area and will likely need to be protected or relocated.
East Boston Branch Se~<ver Relief, East Boston - Massport supports MWRA 's decision to employ
trenchless technologies wherever possible to replace/install sewers in East Boston as a means of minimizing
impacts in such a .densely developed area. Regarding the pipeline installation along Marginal Street (i.e:, in
front of East Boston Pier 1 and the new pier park), Massport provides the following comments:

5~-l)..

Because Marginal Street is the only route for truck access to the Boston Marine Works, at least one

3D- \ 3 lane along Marginal Street should be kept open at all times.
•

The recently opened Pier Pa!~ is a valuable and well-utilized community resource. Consequently.
Mas sport requests that ~JI.!.C..Q!]JQ.fJ!~~-<~ll.r~il~On~ble_m.~1!S.I,J!.~?-.~~-p~~..Y~':l.U.!.9Y. .sh9rt:-.. 9.IJ.Q.qgtem1 negative impacts in or adjacent to the park. Specifically, MWRA should ensure that:
- -· · · .. Safe pedestria!i allifvel1fci.1iar access t~ the park is maintained at all times.
Constntction in this area is conducted in non-peak park usage months to the extent possible.

n
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The park is not used for staging of equipment or materials or stock1Jiling of soils. (Mass port
is available to assist the MWRA with identifYing suitable nearby staging areas.)
Because portions of the construction area may contain contaminated soils, MWRA should provide
specific information regarding their proposed soil management plans to ensure that contaminants do
not migrate to the adjacent park or properties.
The potential impact of pipe bursting on adjacent utilities and road surfaces should be addressed in
the Final EIR.

!3i/-ll.p
Cite/sea Trunk Sewer Relief, Cite/sea- The Draft FP/EIR indicates that "traffic impacts are expected to be
major ... including lane reductions on Marginal Street." B~cause Margi!!al Street is__a. m.illQ~-~~~- ~~~te._~,?
Logan
Airport, :tvf\VRA' s traffic management plans should incorporate all-· ----------........
feasible measures
to minimize
'-='-----·-------.... .. .. . . . . ..
impacts on tmck traffic including avoiding lane closures, particularly during daytime hours, and selecting
approl:inafe" detours' thai "inlniinlze in-ip'acts on resideD:~ial a~eas.
.. ---·--- ---- _......... -·--- ' ..
. .....
'------·-····--· ......

None of the issues raised agove are insum1ountable, however they do indicate the need for provision of more
detailed design and mitigatl'On information and commitments in the Final EIR in addition to continued
ongoing coordination to avoid unnecessary impacts on Massport facilities and neighbors. To the extent that
'SPecific design and mitigation details are not available by the time the Final EIR is filed, !'-4_assport requests a
gl)-l:fformal commi~~11tfrom MWE,A (e.g., in the Final EIR and tht;: Section §.Lfi!lq!ng) to.co.l.ltin_~~io·--··· · · ·
~ord1nate.. with us regarding resolution of tlie. issues noted-above and related issues that may a_rise; Massport
· ··)
continues.. t6 support this critically important Commonwealth initiative and "~11 continue to work with the
( _
MWRA to help them accomplish their challenging and commendable project goals.
Thank you for your attentio-n to this important issue.

Sincerely,
MASSACHUSETTS PORT AUTHORITY

~Kffi~ r---------'-~
Director of Planning and Permitting
cc:

~J

Ralph Cox. Massport (Seaport)
Michael Hornbrook, MWRA
Richard Henderson, Massport (Port Planning and Development)
Jeffrey Monroe, Massport (Maritime)
Mary Jane O'Meara, Massport (Tobin Bridge)
Jan Reitsma. MEPA Director
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EXECUTIVE: DEPARTMENT
ROBERT W. HEALY
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RICHARD C. ROSSI
Ooputy City Manager

December 23, 1996
Socrcta.ry Trudy Coxo •
Executive Office of Envircnmental Affairs
l 00 Cambridge Street, 20th Floor
Boston, MA 02202
At.t.cntion: MEP A Unit
Re:

EOEA #10335, Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA)
Draft Combined Sewer Overflow Facilities Plan and Environmcntallmpact Report. (DEIR)

Dear Secretary Coxe,
The City of Cambridge has reviewed the document referenced above and offel's these comments for
your consideration.

()

Background

CSOs in Cambridge are located along both the Charles River and Alewife Brook. Proposed sewer
separation projects intended to relieve CSOs into Alewife Brook were included in the Phase I
Waiver granlcd on July 14m. ]995. The proposed CAM005 and Cottage Farm CSO Treatment
Facility upgrades were cx.cludcd from the waiver, and arc dr:seribed in detail in the DETR.
Water Quality Standards

The Recommended CSO Cont.roll'lan proposes to reduce, but not eliminate, CSO flows into the
Charles River and Alewife Brook. In order for these continuing discharges to be in compliance
wjth state Water Quality Standards, the MWRA has proposed to seck variances for the Charles
River CSOs, and a change in the classification of Alewife Brook from B to Bcso. These: proposed
cmmges to water quality standards raise important questions about the public's expectations for the
long-term usc of these waters. The CSO Control Plan should not be seen as an end in itself, but
rather, as an imporuuu part of a long-tcnn commitment to making our rivers fishable and
swimmable.

:?i-(

Previous MEPA decisions t:J~.!Jl:~. G.~C;U;'?.~l~!:'?.!!.!~~-r..'?.9~it:c;4Jhat D.EP prcscnUh~ p~}llic whh
iiifb~tion that details the_p_ro.~:~ur~sfor inc:c:uporation of the CSO plan into the state's \\/~tcr
qualfty..sumdards.-·this information should be made public ~efore the! FEIR for this projectis filed,
asTtis-iiuporttUtt not only to the MWRA's development of a final plan, but also for its review by
the public. DEP should address the following questions:

~.U~
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l. What will be the tenn of a variance? Under what. conditions will it be renewed?
2. Is the change to Bcso a pennancnt one!, or will it be open to public review'! Jf it is a temporary
change, how is it different from a variance?
3. Iiow will compliance with tht: requirements of a variance or Bcso classification be monitored'!
4. What level of improvement in water quality from non·CSOs would be expected in order for
DEP to require that the MWRA implement additional CSO controls?
Charles River
The DEIR argues that since stonnwater is the prevalent source of pollution in the Charles River, a
high level of CSO control is not warranted at this time. Cambridge believes that its efforts, and
those of other communities in the lower Charles River watershed, will result in reduced stormwater
impacts in the ncar future. Therefore, C~bridge Sl!pports only a short-tenn .variance from the
31- ~ ~cr._qll~Ety standards for _the remaining CSO discharges. As discussed above, more infonnation
should be provided by DEP about the variance process, and under what conditions a variance
would cease to be granted and greater CSO control required.

The DEJR discusses two elements of the CSO Control Plan for the Charles lliver which impact

1i -

~

Cambridge: the CAM005 interceptor relief, and upgrades to the Cottage Farm CSO Treatment
facility. Attached is the Cambridge Dcpanrnent of Public Works' (DPW) review of the proposed
interceptor relief project for CAM005. Based on its familiarity with the hydraulics of this CSO,
DPW has reconunended ru1 alternative that should achieve the same results as the project proposed
~~e DEIR. at Jower cost and with fewer impacts.
While modeling of flow from the Cottage Fann outfall concludes that no modifications to diffusers
arc nccossary, boiling at the surface of the Charles River continues to be observed ~der CSO
discharge conditions. The analysis in the DElR states that flow from diffuser ports disc;harging
into the current were not modeled. The MWRA should give further consideration to whethe_r
discharges from 'dlesc ports cause

thc.obscrvCd upwelling.

Alewife Brook

.3i- 5

The City is also committed to doing its share to improve the war.cr quality of Alewife Brook, and is
therefore concerned that designating the Brock as a Bcso wat.crbody will.prcvc:nt. or hinder the
attainment of its full use by the public. While the Brook's physical characteristics preclude its usc
for.swimming, the potential for fishing and other recreational uses is effected not only by CSO
pollution, but also by the public pcrct."J'lion of Alewife Brook as receptacle for raw sewage.
Cambridge is concerned that. fommlizing this perception with a Bcso designation may he seen as a
signal to the public that stat.c agencies do not intend to pursue water quality improvements in the
Brook:.
While many questions remain about the implications of a change to the Bcso designation, this
change might be acceptable if it is part of a broader framework for ultimately reaching Class B
goals. In conjunction with any change, DEP should:

(-)
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Assure tht: public that the Bcso classification will be periodically open to review;
Offer clear guidelines to the public and MWRA on how the relative impacts of CSO and nonCSO pollutants will be measured and assessed on an on-going basis;
3. Establish criteria for greater CSO control upon attainment of a defined level of stonnwater
improvement;
4. Set the water quality problems of Alewife Brook properly in the context of the state's
watershed initiative.

1.
2.

The Recommended Plan for Alewife Brook results in only il modest reduction in annual CSO
flows, from approximately 5 million gallons under Future Planned Conditions, to 4 million
gallons. It should be noted that the Conceptual Plan estimated annual CSO flows resulting from
the same sewer separation projects proposed in the Recommended Plan at under 3 miJJion gallons.
This revised figure is due to more accurate hydraulic modeling. In tht: Final EIR, tht: MWR.A
qi- (.p \Should confirm that its goal of reducing overflows to 4 or fewer per year will still b~;: met in Alewife
~rook.

Conclusion

()

~~J

While the DEIR is generally very thorough and presents a reasonable starting plan for CSO
control, the lack of information about the consequences of changes to water quality standards
makes it difficult to properly evaluate the level of CSO control proposed for the Charles River w1d
Alewife Brook. DEP should make this information available soon, so that the public, and the
MWRA, can view CSO control requirements in the context ofthc stale's Water Quality Standards
and goals for the use of the:: regions rivers.
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December 9, 1996

Ms. Nancy Farrell
147 Hampshire stree1
Cambridge
Massochusetts 02139

617 -349-4800
TOO 617-349·.::!805

ReginH. Villa Associates, Inc.
145 Tremont St.
Boston, MA 02111-1208
Re:

Comments for TAC Letter on the DEIR

Dear Nancy:

As we have discussed, I am forwarding the City's technical comments on CAM 005-.
We will also be sending these comments directly to the Secretary as part of the
public comment process so feel free to use whatever parl of them seems appropriate
for the T AC letter.
The City appreciates the efforts that the MWRA and Metcalf & Eddy have
undertaken in reevaluating the alternatives for CAM 005 and ultimately·making the
decision to eliminate the CSO treatment facility. We are in agreement that a
hydraulic relief project accomplished by eonduit installation is a more appropriate
alternative. We would propose some change. considerations to improve project
constructability.
The plan proposes to demolish the existing regulator stmcture, located in the opening
to the service driveway ofMt. Auburn Hospital. and pcrfom1 interim pumping while
the new 54" pipe is installed. Work to demolish the regulator structure will result in
Closure of the service entrance, a great inconvenience to Mt. Auburn Hospital. We
propo~e the following alternative to eliminate the need to demolish the existing
stntcture that would also eliminate the need for bypass pumping during construction.
As shown on the attached copy of Figure 28.6-14, we propose relocating RE 051 to
the manhole on the 54" outfall pipe (labeled RE'051A). T~is would involve
constructing a new adjustable weir in the existing manhole and installing a new 54"
pipe between that manhole and Junction Structure No.1. Based on our modeling and
monitoring, we would recommend initially setting the adjustable weir at an elevation
of 109.6. This weir elevation would prevent frequent occurrence ofbackflow fron1
the Charles River into the system. We propose a different configuration from the
weir in existing RE 051 which will improve conveyance= capacity (see attached
detail). Fortunately, the manhole which will become RE OSlA is a relatively new
large pre-cast which will be easily adaptable to the new weir configuration .

•

)
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Existing RE 051 and dry weather flow from it to Junction Structure No.1 would
remain in service during construction ofthe 54" pipe from RE OSIA to Junction
Structure No.1. After construction is complete and the new weir is installed, the
brick weir in existing RE OS 1 should be removed to allow dry weather flow to go
through the new 54" route or the existing 20-30" route. Removal of the brick weir in
RE 051 will be a minor impact to the location compared to the effort and
inconvenience the demolition of the structure would cause.
It is the City•s opinion that the main problem at CAM 005 is the restriction berween
existing RE 051 and Junction Structure No.1. We recommend postponing the
installation of the 30" pipe from Junction Structure No.1 to the Interceptor Diversion
Structure to allow for metering of the new RE 051A for at least one year. If results
from the n1etering can justify it, we would support then mtlVing forward with
microtunncling.
Thanks for all the hard work in collecting and consolidating all the comments for the
TAC. If you have any questions, please give me a call at 349-4829.

Sincerely,

()

~£~
City Engineer

c::

Ralph E. Dunphy, Commissioner
Steve White. Deputy Conunissioner
VAlex Strysky, Conservation Commission
Lise Marx, MWRA
·
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MASSACHUSETTS STATE COLLEGE BUILDING AUTHORITY

()

136 LINCOLN STREET • BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02111 • TELEPHONE (6li) 542-1081

December 20, 1996
Trudy Coxe, Secretary
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
MEPA Unit
100 Cambridge Street 20th Floor
Boston, Massachusetts 02202

..
,
DEC 2 ..., ',.....
,...,~.

'

../

Dear Secretary Coxe:
Attached is a resolution adopted by the members of the Massachusetts State
College Building Authority at their meeting on December 19, 1996 concerning the
siting of a combined sewage overflow (CSO) facility on a portion of the Massachusetts
College of Art parking lot. This Authority has been requested to construct or acquire a
residence hall for the College. Our attempt to acquire an existing facility has not been
successful. Our only option is to consider the construction of a new facility on the
parking lot, the only available undeveloped land under control of the College of Art.

()
B~-

t
The siting of a CSO facility on this site would not be compatible with a residence
use and would preclude the College of developing this space for its students. The
Authority respectively requests that the MWRA develop the CSO facility on one of the
alternate sites under consideration.
Sincerely,

Executive Director
RES/da
Enclosure
cc: Charles Baker. Secretary, Exec. Office for A & F
Katherine H. Sloane, President. MassArt

MASSACHUSETTS STATE COLLEGE BUILDING AUTHORITY
13il LIN'COLN STREET · BOST00J. MASS.-\CHCSETTS 02111 • TELEPHO.\!E t 61"'") 5(

~)s:

RESOLUTION CONCERNING THE SITING OF A CSO FACILITY ON
PROPERTY OF THE MASSACHUSETTS COLLEGE OF ART
Resolved: Whereas, the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority has drafted an
Environmental Impact Study identifying the parking lot of the Massachusetts
College of Art as its preferred site for a Combined Sewage Overflow Facility;
and
\Vhcrcas, the property is integral to the present and future academic mission 1Jf
the Massachusetts College of Art, one of the premier colleges of art and design in
the nation; and
Whereas, the property identified by the Massachusetts Water Resources
Authority for a Combined Sewage Overflow Facility is the only substantial
portion of land available to the College to provide current parking to serve the
needs of students and faculty who often need to transport large portfolios and
heavy art materials and the only property available to develop the College's ( ··)
proposed dormitory; and
\ ..
Whereas. over 200 on-street parking spaces in the immediate area of
i\iassachusetts College of Art will be eliminated in the spring of 1997 as a part of
the improvement and beautification of Huntington Avenue, the additional loss of
one third of the College's off-street parking in such a highly congested areas as a
result of the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority project is unthinkable~
and
\Vhercas, the location of a Combined Sewage Overflow Facility at the
l\-lassachusetts Coiiege of Art site would require action by the Legislature
removing the property from the College's use;
Therefore, the Massachusetts State College Building Authority opposes any
further consideration of the Massachusetts College of Art property by the
Massachusetts Water Resources Authority for use as a Combined Sewage
Overflow Facility and calls upon the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority
to de,·elop an alternative location for a Combined Sewage Overflow Facility or
an alternative solution to !1idress the sewage needs of a widespread area. The
:vtassachusetts State College Building .-\uthorit)· supports the Massachusetts( )
College of Art in expressing its oppo"iition concerning the draft Environmental\.__
Impact Study to the Executive Office of Cnvironmentai Affairs, the Governor
and the Legislature.

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION I
JOHN F. KENNEDY FEDERAL BUILDING
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETIS 02203-0001
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OFFICE OF THE
REGIONAL ADMINISTRATOR

Secretary Trudy Coxe
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street--20th floor
Boston, MA 02202
Re:

EOEA #10335 - MWRA Draft CSO Facilities Plan and EIR

Dear Secretary Coxe:
EPA has several comments on the MWRA's Draft Combined Sewer
Overflow Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report (Draft
EIR).
1.

()

Charles River Projects

As you know, EPA has placed a high priority on meeting water
quality standards in the Lower Charles, one of the most heavilyused urban water bodies in the nation. Last year, we set a goal of
restoring fishable and swimmable conditions in the river by Earth
Day, 2005.
Since that time, significant progress has been made in the control
of non-CSO pollution sources.
For example, EPA has issued six
enforcement orders requiring the identification and removal of
illegal sewer connections into storm drains.
Under these orders,
sewage from hundreds of homes and businesses--which now discharge
directly into the Charles River and its tributaries--will be
redirected into the municipal sewage system.
EPA is also working
with ten Lower Charles communities to develop comprehensive storm
water management programs.
These efforts will reduce pollutant
loads to the Charles and improve water quality in the river.

33-1

Without aggressive efforts to control CSOs, however, efforts to
restore the Charles to environmental health cannot succeed.
EPA
believes that additional CSO control facilities beyond those
proposed in the Draft EIR will most likely be necessary to meet
water quality standards ..
It is doubtful, for example, that remaining discharges of untreated
sewage will ever be acceptable in such a heavily-used recreational
area. Moreover/ it is not clear that the proposed chlorination.
facilities will achieve water quality standards at all times, due
to inherent instrumentation and reliability problems. These issues
are the subject of discussions between EPA 1 MWRA 1 and DEP as part
of the NPDES permitting process.
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Even if the proposed facilities do meet water quality standards
fecal coliform bacteria, EPA is concerned that they may not
. ~g-~effectively remove human pathogens. Ultimately, it may well be
~
necessary to eliminate CSOs through sewer separation, or to
construct storage facilities so that CSO flows may be captured for
treatment.
The federal court order in EPA's Boston Harbor enforcement case
includes a December, 1997 milestone for revisiting plans for CSO
abatement in the Charles River. At that time, EPA will review the
latest information concerning the sources of pollutants into the
river and the imoact of each of those sources on attainment of
water quality standards. Based on that information, more intensive
CSO control efforts may well be required.
The MWRA has proposed two changes from the Charles River facilities
proposed in its 1994 CSO Conceptual Plan.
First, the MWRA proposes
to replace the screening and disinfection facility for the CAM 005
outfall with a hydraulic relief project. EPA has had some
~3-3discussions concerning this proposal with the MWRA and has not yet
reached a conclusion as to whether this change is acceptable.
Second, the MWRA proposes to abandon the proposed outfall
3?~odification project at the Cottage Farm facility.
EPA does not
believe that the Draft EIR provides sufficient basis for this
change. A more rigorous analysis, including observations of the
discharge during wet weather events (as proposed in the Draft EIR)
must be undertaken before a decision is made to abandon the
project.
~3-5 Finally,

EPA understands that the Boston Water and Sewer Commission
is developing alternatives to the proposed screening and
disinfection facility at Stony Brook. Such alternatives have the
potential to greatly reduce or eliminate CSO discharges to the
Charles River, at a reasonable cost. This is a promising approach
which should be explored further.
2.

~~-(pIt

Optimization of Projects

is not clear that
have been optimized.
and effectiveness of
presented. The MWRA
increased·storage at
proposed.

33-r

the individual projects proposed by the MWRA
As an example, for storage projects, the cost
incremental increases in storage has not been
should evaluate the cost and benefit of
all locations where this technology has been

Moreover, where the MWRA has proposed replacing previously-proposed
screening and disinfection facilities with storage and/or hydraulic
relief, the MWRA should evaluate the cost and benefit of retaining
disinfection in combination with the proposed storage/relief
facilities.

(. ·)
.

3.
(~)

Project Changes

The following comments are directed at specific projects for which
the MWRA has proposed abatement alternatives different from those
proposed in the Conceptual Plan.

33-6

Reserved Channel: The MWRA is to be commended for its decision to
capture all storm water discharges to North Dorchester Bay and
increase the storage volume in. the North Dorchester Bay and
Reserved Channel Consolidation Conduits. By these actions, CSO and
storm water discharges to the South Boston beaches will be
eliminated, and CSO discharges to the Reserved Channel will be
reduced to twice per year.

~?-9

EPA is concerned, however, that the two remaining discharges will
have a large volume (15 MGD total) that is not disinfected. Our
primary concern is that this discharge will impact a large area,
and may reach critical parts of the harbor. While the particle
tracking analysis provided in the November 1996 Technical
Memorandum shows that particles do not leave Reserved Channel (and
.
if they did would be carried towards Deer Island) , this analysis
3?-IOdoes not factor in wind effects. Also, page 28-262 mentions that
~~-l·\rapid tidal flushing in the Reserved Channel probably accounts for
??
the "surprisingly" good water quality observed in the channel. Is
this observation valid, and does it contradict the particle study?
.. ~~.)
Further analysis of this situation should be made, ahd disinfection
alternatives ought to be pursued until a decision is reached.
( _
.

. Dorchester Brook Conduit:

As we understand it, the estimated cost

3~-l~to implement the proposal in the Conceptual Plan has risen in part
because of the need to encapsulate and slope the sediments in both
barrels of the section of the DBC to be used for storage. In
conversations with the MWRA, we have learned that one of the
barrels is more sediment-filled than the other. The cost and
benefit associated with using only the "clean" barrel of the DBC
for storage should be considered.

33--l?> Other Chancres:

··

EPA and the MWRA have begun discussions of the
other proposed changes (for example, the proposal to eliminate the
screening and disinfection facilities at BOS 017 and 019). EPA has
not yet reached a conclusion as to whether these changes are
acceptable.
4.

83-1~

Sewer Separation Projects

It is critical that the proposed sewer separation projects be
carefully monitored to ensure that they in fact result in a "clean"
storm water system.

3715 If it has not already done so, the MWRA should formalize agreements

1

\

.J
-

with the communities performing the recommended sewer separation
projects to ensure that the remaining storm water discharges
contain only storm water. These agreements should establish formal
procedures. for testing to demonstrate that all connections to storm

drains after combined sewer separation is completed consist of
storm water only.

\
)

to
1 ~pAlso,
8....
~
sanitary

the maximum extent possible, storm water flows into
sewers should be eliminated. Plumbing changes inside
buildings and/or installation of separate service connections for
storm water should be considered.

33-n·While the separation projects are underway, the communities shouid
use the opportunity to evaluate the adequacy of catch basins and
other appurtenant storm water drain structures, and to correct
deficiencies.
5.

Underflow

~affles

83-ISUnderflow baffles should not be selected as the preferred
, ·
technology for floatables control until a full scale demonstration
project has been performed which clearly demonstrates their
effectiveness under a variety of conditions.
The demonstration
project must provide for ongoing observations preceding, during,
and after each discharge event and must also provide end-of-pipe
capture of discharged floatables.
33-L~

·

Until the baffles are proven effective, an alternative using a
\proven technology should be retained, and its environmental impacts ,- ,,)
evaluated, so that in the event underflow baffles are not proven
( '
effective there will not be a delay to perform site selection and
,
environmental review .
6.

Water Quality Standards

33-010 The proposals contained in the Draft EIR assume that certain
changes will be made in the state's water quality standards.
such changes are not in fact made, additional CSO control
facilities may well be necessary.
7.

If

Other Comments

On page 28-197, it is noted that fecal coliform counts in the
Lower Inner Harbor are greater on the ebb tide than during
flood tide, and that this is consistent with the operation of
CSOs.
If CSO events can be stopped at high tide with no
harmful system surcharges, it might indicate that further
regulator optimization is possible.
Page 28-230 mentions an illegal discharge to the Somerville
Marginal outfall. Who is discharging, and what is the
schedule for eliminating the discharge?
In Table 4.3-1 of the Draft EIR, the Reserved Channel overflow
volume of 15.19 million gallons per year was listed in the
·~)
"Treated Discharge" column, when in fact it should be in the
"Untreated Dis·charge" column: This increases total untreated
CSO discharges from 20.29 million gallons to 35.48 million

()

gallons.

.33 -ol'f
d.

Page 4-4 of the Draft EIR states that three new cso treatment
facilities are to be constructed. In fact, however, only two
such facilities are proposed: Stony Brook and Union Park.

Thank you for considering these comments.
Sincerely,

Ken Moraff
Special Assistant to the Re.gional Administrator
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December 17, 1996
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Trudy Coxe, Secretary
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
Attn. MEPA Unit
100 Cambridge St.
Boston, Massachusetts 02202

R.E. Chelsea Branch Sewer/Revere Ext. Sewer
MWRA 1113 System Master Plan Interceptors

C)'
'·

Secretary Coxe;
I have reviewed the MWRA's Chelsea Branch Sewer and Revere's
Extension Sewer Relief Project and the comments submitted to your
department by Mr. Andrew DeSantis, Assistant Director of The City
of Chelsea's Public Works Department.
Upon careful considerations, I must also question the
methodology employed by the MWRA in designing the twenty three
million dollar project. I can not find any records to indicate that
surcharging problems ever arose during dry weather conditions, our
problems were always associated with wet weather events~
It's also quite disconcerting to know that even if the project
goes forth and is completed, the possibilities would ztill exist
that surcharging of Revere's sanitary collection system could occur
in the Mill Street/Taft Street areas. This situation is certainly
unacceptable to this department.
As an alternative,
remedies.

B4-i

l)

I would like to suggest the following

1) Upgrade the existing sewer lines in both communities by
earmarking funds for cleaning and relining.
~4 -;).... 2) The remaining funds should be utilized by both communi ties
to formulate aggressive I/I projects. Inflow and Infiltration, in
my opinion, is the main cause of the surcharging. Elimination of
I/I could be a more cost effective solution to the c~rrent
situation.

()
This office would certainly be available to discuss
communique at your earliest possible convenience.

this

Cordially,

c~ L 0 Ff:::;;;;f;!_
John Ts~~ibb

Water/Sewer Billing
JWS/lb
cc

Frank Stringi, Director
Planning and Community Development

()

®')J

The Giilette Company
North Atlantic Group
One Gillette Park
Boston MA 02127-1096
Telephone 617 463-3000
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Ms. Trudy Coxe, Secretary
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
Attn: :MEPA Unit
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, MA 02202
Dear Ms. Coxe:

(~)

Re:

Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report
Combined Sewer Overflow Facilities Plan
Fort Point Channel Storage Conduit

The purpose of this letter is to present our comments on the Draft Environmental Impact
Report (EIR) for the Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) Facilities Plan dated October 15,
1996. The report was prepared by Metcalf & Eddy for the Massachusetts Water Resource
Authority (MWRA).
Summary
Gillette is gener'!:!.b::.?.llPI2.QJ.:.tiY~. _of. the A Street Route, which was selected as the preferred
---=~-route by the MWRA. Gillette understands that the impact from the A Str~et Route wil!
generally be limited to a permanent"loss-or'a portion of Gillette~s Parking L9t_l_;!q~).
Gillette cannot support the Gillette Route because of the potential impacts to Gillette's
facilities, operations, and future development opportunity. Several of the Gillette facilities
that would be impacted are critical to Gillette's manufacturing operations. In particular, any
disruption of the Circulating Water System (CWS) pipes that provide cooling water for
Gillette's manufacturing processes, electrical power plant, and air conditioning system would
result in a shutdown of the Gillette manufacturing facility.

Ms. Trudy Coxe
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It is Gillette's opinion that the potential impacts from the Gillette Route (comments 1 and 2,
below) cannot be adequately mitigated because of the constraints of the site.
( --)
Comments

B'S- J.. 1. lwhere possible, the tunnel should not be located below or within the influence of
l.roundations for existing buildings, resin silos, and major utilitiesjncluding:
The Gillette Circulating Water System (CWS) intake and discharge pipes and
valve pits that are supported on the existing fill. The fill contains numerous
abandoned foundation and seawalls that are supported on wood friction piles in
the clay. Disturbance to these wood piles or settlement of the clay below these
piles could result in settlement of the CWS pipes.
M Building, which is supported on piles. The types and tip elevations are
unknown and may be affected by tunnel construction.
The Resin Silos, which are supported on belled caissons bearing near the top of
the clay layer. Disturbance to the clay near the caissons would result in
settlement of resin silos.
Gillette has been considering an expansion to the resin silos that would extend to
the west of the existing silos. The foundation of the proposed resin silos would
most likely be similar to the existing silos.

;"

Z Building is on pressure-injected footings bearing in the glacial till. Therefore,
it is unlikely that Z building would be impacted by tunneling in the clay, as
proposed in the EIR.
The current Gillette Route tunnel appears to potentially impact all of these Gillette
facilities except for Z Building.

'3t3- 3
2.

The EIR _9.'?.~~-J}E.t __~ppear to address the impacts or mitigation of impacts to future
d_:ye.lop~_~m ~ear the proposed CSO'faciliti.i.:s.H However, both alternative aligriments
could have major impacts to future Gillette development projects, as described below:
West Side of Gillette Site from Dorchester Avenue to Mt. Washington Avenue- Future
development would probably be restricted above the Dewatering Pump Station. Special
and more costly foundations would be required for future development over the Gillette
Route tunnel. The types of foundations adjacent to the tunnel would need to be
installed using low vibrations and non-displacement techniques. Structures built over
the tunnel would need to be configured to span to foundation elements located on either

! _____ )

_

)
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side of the tunnel. These restrictions could significantly impact the future development
of Parking Lot No.4, including expansion ofZ Building to the north.

~5-!.f
3.

Figures 13.3-2, 13.4-5, and 13.4-6 should be revised to include the following items:
'" ... . . . . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ ., •. ....,, •....,, ~'"'"'" ., ~~•'"'' ... ,·w•

-._

a.

..• ,.-.• ...,., • '•

•.

,•

•' ''" • ··• •:.:.... ,,,.,.u.••'.:.,,.....

........,, • -- ••••

Gillette buildings to scale and at the correct locations. For example, the Gillette
MBliiTcTing (referrech·a"as·tiie Gillette··wareliouseYis shown with a footprint of
about 75 by 75 feet in Figure 13.3.2. The actual dimensions ofM Building are
about 240 by 180 feet. We also note that the Z Building is not shown at the
correct location.

Improved Plastics (ZX Building)
Material Handling Center (under construction)
Resin Silos
New and abandoned seawater intake structures

(~)

Sobin Park Road
Major utilities such as the circulating water pipes (intake and discharge),
valve pits, discharge pipes, and electrical lines

c.

The l\1BTA Redline Tunnel.

d.

easements.
The exact CNT tunnel location to scale and tieback
. ,·:·:: ··-.:········'
to:.,: .•.••..•...

....

We have marked up Figure 13.4-5 (Attachment 1) to show the approximate locations
of the facilities.
~5-S

4.

The length of tunnel is not shown or stated consistently, as summarized below:
EIR Executive Summary:
EIR page 13-1:
EIRpage 13-14:
EIR Figure 13.4.5: (Gillette Route)
(A Street Route)

1,400 feet
1,300 feet
1,500 feet
1,600 feet
1,300 feet

Based on the 1O-ft-diameter and 0.79 million gallon capacity, we computed a required
length of 1,350 feet.

Ms. Trudy Coxe
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5.

·3?-'l.
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6.

?;5·-

B

7.

The EIR does not appear to contain a plan showing the alignment of the gravity and /
force main pipes connecting to the tunnel. It is not clear how the new tunnels will ( )
connect to existing sewer pipes.
The work duration of each intermediate receiving shaft is estimated to-he...about one
week (EIR page 13-67). However, based on our experience, this work would take three
to six weeks to allow installation of an excavation support system, excavation, work to
remove or reset the tunneling equipment, backfill, removal of the excavation support
system, and repaving. This extended duration of work would result in additional traffic
impacts to A Street.
The EIR does not appear to indicate whether all four identified staging areas will be
required for the selected option or whether certain staging areas are only required for
one or the other alternate.
The EIR does-Rot indicate that Parking Lot No. 7 will be needed as a staging ar.e.~·
However, we anticipate that Parking Lot No.7 will be needed if the A Street Route is
selected.

35-lO
9.

The EIR does not appear to contain an estimate of the number of parking spaces that
Gillette will lose both temporarily during construction and permanently after
construction. This estimate is necessary for Gillette to fully evaluate the parking
impact.

35-\,
10.

The EIR indicates that boulders and similar obstructions up to one cubic yard can be
removed through the TBM shield, and that larger obstructions will need to be drilled
and split to smaller sizes. However, the EIR does not appear to contain a discussion on
the removal of timber piles (expected below abandoned foundations and seawalls) or
tf~_~ac.~s ~r{?m the CAff ca5tin¥.'?asfn excavation.
.. . .
.

~5-i~

11.

Figure 13.4.5 shows that the Odor Control Facility and Dewatering Pump Station will
b!_combined at Gillette's Parking Lot No. 7, as discussed in the text. However~
Figure 13.3.2 indicates that a separate Odor Control Facility will be located at the
opposite end of the tunnel at the corner of A Street and Mt. Washington Avenue.

?5-) ?>
12.

The EIR indicates that the Gillette Route will extend to the Boston Wharf property just
beyond Mt. Washington Avenue. However, the limited space between the resin silos,
the Gillette CWS pipes~ and the CNT tiebacks would appear to restrict the tunnel
alignment from this area.

o5·-J~

13.

The EIR does not appear to contain an evaluation of potential ground water drawdown
from tunnel construction and from dewatering of the tunnel shafts during construction,
specifically:

()

Ms. Trudy Coxe
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An estimate of ground water drawdown;
An evaluation of the effects on Gillette's buildings and other facilities; and
Measures to minimize impacts to Gillette's buildings and other facilities.
Please call if you have any questions.
Sincerely yours,

THE GILLETTE CO:MPANY

a~m~

A.M. Termine
~
Manager
Space & Property Management/Government Affairs
AMT:ms
Enclosure

()

c:

Stuart Leonard - Gillette
William Mostyn - Gillette
Paul Putnicki - Gillette
Lisa Marx - MWRA
Douglas MacDonald - MWRA
Michael Hornbrook - MWRA
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Boatan Water •nd
Sew•r Cammlaalon
425 Summer Street
Boston, MA 02210.1700
617·330.9400
Fax 617·330-5167

December 23, 1996

Ms. Trudy Coxe, Secretary
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, MA 02202

Attention: MEPA Unit

RE:

Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA)
. Draft Combined Sewer Overflow FadHtles Plan and Environmental Impact Report
EOEA# 10335

Dear Secretary Coxc:

(_)

The Boston Water and Sewer Commission (BWSC) appreciates the opportunity to comment on
the MWRA's Draft Combined Sewer Overflow Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact
Report, EOBA # 10335 for its Combined Sewer Overflow Project BWSC has worked closely
with MWRA over the past several years in the development of the Final CSO Conceptual Plan
fJ1Ui System Master Pltm (December 1994) and other technical memoranda and related
documents which serve as the basis for this facilities plan/environmental impa.c.t report
(FPIEIR) .

..-

3CP-l

~ BWSC endorses the plamring approach, including the development and evaluation of project
, alternatives, the facilities siting process and environmental impact assessments that served as the

:_basis for the recommended project& detailed in the draft FPIEIR.
At present, MWRA' s CSO Control Plan recommends 25 projects to achieve the necessary CSO
control and water quality benefits for each receiving water segment. At MWRA' s request,
BWSC ha.s agreed to construct S of the recommended projects, all of which received a waiver
from further environmental review under t.he MEPA process as part C?f the Phase I Record of
Decision. Of the projects contained in the Draft Combined s~w~r Overflow Faciliti~s Pla.n. and
Environmental Impact Report, BWSC is concerned primarily with the 9 projecrs that will be
constructed in the City of Boston and connected into existing BWSC sewerage facilities.

12-23-1996 10:20
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Fort Point Chgnpel Storaee Cgpdnft
MWRA plans to construct a 10-foot diameter conduit to store overflows from existing CSO
regulators tributary to BOS072 and BOS073. The conduit will store the overflows during wet
weather events and then pump them back to BWSC' s South Boston Interceptor- North Branch
(SBI) when there is available capacity. Flows in excess of the storage conduit's capacity will
receive floatablc.s control and discharge to Fort Point Channel. The conduit will be constructed
on A Street from the U.S. Postal Service facility to Mount Washington Street. A new regulator
will be built at the southern end of the conduit and the two existing regulators, RE072-3 and
·RE073-4, will be retained. Underflow baffles will be installed on all three regulators for
floatables control. Overflows at BOS072 and BOS073 will be limited to four or fewer per year.
The cost of this project is $12.6 million [1994 net present value].
BWSC suppons MWRA' s prcfcm:d alignment on A Street for the Fort Point Channel Conduit.
The A Street alternative poses fewer construcubility problems and costs approximately $3.5
million less than the alignment through the Gillette property.
BWSC is concerned, however, with the dewatering of the conduit into the SBI - North Branch.
After a wet weather event, stored flows in rhc Fort Point Channel Conduit will be pumped back
into the SBI - Nonh Branch. At the same time, stored flows in the Reserved Channel
Consolidation Conduit will be pumped from the Reserved Channel Pumping Facility into the
SBI downstream. BWSC belieYes the SBI may not have the capacity to accept dewatercd flows
from both facilities, simultaneously, especially in the future when the BOS076 tributary area is
fully developed. It is not clear whether MWRA considered the impact future development will
have on flows to the SBI - North Branch in this area. MWRA should demonstrate that
:oyerflows to the Fort Point Channel Conduit will not occur when the Reserved Channel
511-~ Pumping Facility is dewatering the SBI- North Branch.
rMwR.A proposes underflow baffles a.s the floatables corttrol technology for the three regulators
. -] · aibutary to BOS072 and BOS073. BJY.~9 do_es not believe an underflow baffle is necessary_ at
8II> _~72-3 because its expected activation frequency is once every two to fi~C? years.

ot.P·-t.f

BWSC still maintains that flow levels from the BOS076 tributary area cause overflows at
BOS072 and BOS073. Previously, BWSC has pointed out that sewer separation in the BOS076
tributary area would significantly reduce the volume and frequency of overflows at BOS072 and
BOSO?~_.__;BWSC requests that MWRA detennin.c if sewer separation of the BOS076 tributary
'area-·would provide an overall more cost effective solution for controlling CSOs from BOS072
· and BOS073.
·

(_)
··
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North Dorchester Bay CansoUdation Condwt
Reserved Channel Consolidation Conduit
Resened Cbunpel pumping FadUty
MWRA presents the North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit, the Reserved Channel
Consolidatiori Conduit and the Reserved Channel Pumping Facility as three distinct projects in
the draft FPIEIR. However. all three projects arc interrelated. The North Dorchester Bay

c.

3lr "J

Consolidation Conduit and the R=served Channel Pumping Facility arc proposed to eliminate
combined sewer overflows to North Dorchester Bay and the Carson and L Street Beaches. The
Reserved Channel Consolidation Conduit and the Reserved Ch8llllel Pumping Facility arc
proposed to reduce combined sewer overflows to the Reserved Channel. MWRA' s presentation
'.of these projects iil the dr-aft FP/EIR would have been cl.earcrt and the reader would better
j understand how they would operate, if the projects were grouped together and evaluated as one
~integrated project.

alP·-lp -·-MWRA should prepare a figure which illustrates the alignment of the North Dorchester Bay and
.

_

(

1

) ·
·. ·

Reserved Channel Consolidation Conduits, the Reserved Channel Pumping Facility t all tributary
regulators, BWSC's South Boston Interceptor, MWRA's Columbus Park Headwork& and the
_Boston Main Drainage Tunnel.
f{arth Dorchester Brzy Con.rplitiatjqn Cpnriuit
The purpose of the North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit is to store flows tributary to
CSO outfalls BOS081 - BOS087 in South Boston. At present, CSO activations from these
.: outfalls discharge combined flows to North Dorchester Bay along Carson and L Street Beaches.
The captured flows will be stored in the conduit during a. wet weather event and then pumped
from the Reserved Channel Pumping Facility back into BWSC's South Boston InterceptorNorth Branch (SBI) for treatment at MWRA's Deer Island Treatment Plant. Captured flows in
excess of the storage conduit's capacity will be conveyed from the Reserved Channel Pumping
Facility and discharged to the Reserved Channel. The project will result in the closing of
BOS081- BOS087 outfalls and eliminam CSO discharges to North Dorchester Bay. MWRA
proposes an alignment along Day Boulevard to construct the conduit using a tunnel boring
machine. The total cost of this conduit is $72.2 million [1994 net present value], excluding site
acquisition costs.
BWSC supports MWRA' s preferred alignment and construction methods for this project.
However, BWSC is concerned with the ability of its SBI- North Branch to handle flows that are
stored in the consolidation conduit and then pumped back into the interceptor, especially during
consecutive storm events. BWSC is concerned about the capacity of the SBI • North Branch to
handle flows from both the North Dorchester Bay and Fort Point Channel Storage Conduits and
requests that this issue be addressed [Sec BWSC comments on Fort Point Channel Storage

P.es
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fondug1' In addition. BWSC asks that MWRA evaluate conveying flews stored in the
~consolidation conduit directly to the Columbus P!U'k Hcadworks or to the Boston Main Drainage
\1'unnel instead of BWSC' s SBI - North Branch.

The North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit will increase the amount of inflow that is
treated at the Deer Island Wastcwatl:lr Treatment Plant BWSC supports the need to route wet
weather flows away from the regional swimming beaches along North Dorchester Bay, but is
also conce~_c;i a~ou_tm~_ad~~~_flQ.W~JQ..the trca~ent pl~t. Opportunities may exist to
reduce the amount of inflow conveyed in the conduit and treated at Deer Island without
dt~harging it to North Dorchester Bay. For example, MWRA should evaluate the significance
·Ot :r:moving inflow tributary to BOS087 from the Nonh Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit
:3~-g and discharge it to South Dorchester Bay. Removal of this flow may significantly reduce the
pumping activations at the Reserved Channel Pumping Facility and the amo1.mt of inflow treated
-at Deer Island.
The proposed location of the consolidation conduit will make it susceptible to groundwater
infiltration and tidal inflow from the BWSC and Metropolitan District Commission (MDC)
piping systems that will transport flow to the conduit. MWRA should evaluate improvements
&.J: :that could be made in the piping systems to minimize the presence of infiltration and inflow in
5 j: the consolidation conduit.

( )

3b-lD MWRA docs not clearly define where the floata.bles control devices will be located along the
conduit and who will maintain them. BWSC does not understand why MWRA proposes
3& -ll floatables control upstream of the Reserved Channel Pumping Facility.
R~seryr:d Chgnnc:l CansglidqtiqPJ Cpnfiuit
The purpose of the Reserved Channel Consolidation Conduit is to store flows tributary to CSO
outfalls BOS076 - BOS079 along the Reserved Channel in South Boston. At present, CSO
activations from these outfalls discharge combined flows to the Reserved Channel. The
captured flows would be stored in the conduit during a wet weather event and then pumped from
the Reserved Channel Pumping Facility back into BWSC' a SBI - North BIBnch for tramp on to
MWRA's Deer Island Treatment Plant. Captured flows in excess of-the storage conduit's capacity will be conveyed from the Reserved Channel Pumping Facility and discharged to a new
outfBll in the Reserved Channel. The existing outfalls, BOS076- BOS079, will only activate
when flow to the pump station is "choked•' creating a backwater effect that could cause an
overflow at these outfalls. Flows from the Reserved Channel Consolidation Conduit will be
choked at the pumping facility when the total flow from both the Reserved Channel and North
Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduits reached the pumping capacity of the Reserved Channel
Pumping Facility. MWRA predicts 2-year stonns and larger will result in an activation(s) from

')
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BOS076 - BOS079 outfalls. MWRA' s preferred alternative is to constrUct the conduit along
East lst Street using a tunnel boring machine. The total cost of the conduit is $22.7 million
[1994 net present value], exclusive of any site acquisition costs.
The consolidation conduit will collect flows from BOS076 ncar the end of the ourfall as shown
on Figure 15.3-3 in the draft FPIEIR. Significant redevelopment of the BOS076 tributary area is
likely in the future, which willmclude the separation of sanitary and stormwater flows. The
"31P-I~ \Consolidation conduit collecting flows from BOS076 should be located closer to the regulators
i§.o that separate .stcrmwat=r can be directed to Rcsened Channel and not into the conduit.
The Reserved Channel Consolidation Conduit and the Fort Point Channel Storage Conduit will
together cost approximately $35 million [1994 net present value]. :M\VRA should compare
&-1.3
sewer separation costs for the areas tributary to these conduits with the costs for the proposed
3
.Jacilities. Sewer separation is likely to be a more cost effective alt:mative to achieve the
necessary CSO control for the Reserved Channel.
.

Reserved Chmmc:l Purzwinr Facility
The purpose of the Reserved Channel Pumping Facility is to pump stored flows from the North

Dorchester·, Bay and Reserved Channel Consolidation Conduits into BWSC' s SBI - Nonh
Branch for conveyance to the Deer Island Treatment Plant. The facility will operate only during
and after wet weather events. Flows stored in each conduit will be pumped back into BWSC' s
SBI - North Branch following a wet weather event During extreme storm cvenrs when the
conduits fill, the facility will pump flows that exceed the capacity of the consolidation conduits
to the Reserved Channel where they will be discharged untreated. MWRA estimates there will
be two untreated CSO discharges per year into the Reserved Channel. MWRA proposes to
locate the pumping facility on site I North adjacent to an abandoned MBTA power station off of
East First Street. The total cost of the pumping facility is $44.8 million [1994 net present value].

In the FiruJl CSO Conceptual Plan CUJd System Master Plan, completed in December 1994,
MWRA proposed a sereening and disinfection facility to tn:at the flows discharged from the
North Dorchester Bay and Reserved Channel Consolidation Conduits. BWSC requests that
. l MWRA reconsider providing scr=ening and disinfection treatment for overflows from the North
3tP·· I Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit prior to discharge into the Reserved Channel. If this is
done in conjunction with sewer separation of the BOS076 - BOS079 tributary areas. it may
-result in a more cost effective CSO control alternative. MWRA should consider a disinfection
3ll>-i5_ technology that allows for attainment of the wat:r quality standard for the Reserved Channel.
MWRA has only considered UV disinfection as dus treatment technology for this facility.
BWSC believes this is not an appropriate disinfection technology for this project and MWRA
should evaluate other technologies.

Y.;
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Stony Brook Ssn:gnjn& and Pfsintec:t;lgn FndHty
MWRA proposes to construct a screening and disinfection facility to treat overflows from
existing CSO regulators tributJU'y to BWSC' s Stony Breck Conduit prior to discharge into the
Charles River at outfall MWR023. .The facility will operate only when overflows occur at any
of the 12 active regulators along the Stony Brook Conduit MWRA predicts the facility will
discharge treated flows 26 times in a typical year. Approximately 7 percent of the flew treated
will come from overflows at the regulators, the remaining 93 percent of the flow will be
stormwater and brooldlow. Treatment components at the fac:ility consist of mechanically
cleaned bar screens, sodium hypochlorite disinfection, and sodium bisulfate dechlorination.
MWRA's prefeiTCd location for this facility, site L2, is located adjacent to MWRA's Ward
Street Headwerks. Site L2 is currently a private parking lot used by the Massachusetts College
of An and Wentworth Institute of Technology. The cost of the facility at this location is $32
million [1994 net present value].

-

·3&>-llp · BWSC suggests that MWRA develop an overall figure of the recommended project that
includes: the Stony Brook Conduit alignment, all active regulators. treatment facility, piping and
; diversion structure. dechlorination facility, and outfalls BOS046 and MWR023. Figure 17.1-2
. ~-tony BI9ok Screening and Disinfectimi Location Plan, in the draft FPIEIR is missing some of
_the important information listed above.
!

(

~)

Since the proposed facility will discharge overflows to the Charles River approximately 26
times per year. MWRA will be required to seek a variance to the water quality designation for
the Charles River. A variance is a temporary measure issued to a specific discharger and not to
the receiving water. If the screening and disinfection fac:ility is constructed, it will not be
possible for MWRA to meet the Bc.so designation until MWRA finds another way to control
CSOs that achieves attainment of the Be50 water quality standard.
MWRA proposes mechanically cleaned bar screens with ~ inch spacing for floatables control.
BWSC recognizes that debris will be collected by the bar screens but believes ¥2 inch spacing
1!\aY. be too large to capture floatablcs. MWRA should explain why they believe bar .screens
With lh inch spacing provide adequate floatables control treatment. .
....··

3kr-l~

BWSC recommends that MWRA re-evaluate the use ot'horizontal discharge screens for
..fl.Q~tables control. Horizontal discharge screens are lower in cost and have a higher removal
efficiency than the proposed mechanically cleaned bar screens. Horizontal discharge .screens are
the proposed floatablcs control technology for the Union Park Detention and T~atmc:nt Facility.

~LP ~i ~There is insufficient information on the location and operation of the dechlorination component

."" )
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of thi~ f.ficility. MWRA plans to use sodium bisulfate for dechlorination which will be added to
tteaU:d flows at an unspecified site 75 feet upstream of BCS046. BWSC is unaware of any
intention MWRA ma.y have to site the dechlorination facility at BWSC's Fens Gatchouse #1, or
in another structure on the banks of the Fens Pond. MWRA fails to provide any information on
hhe area requirements for chemical storage, pumps, truck deliveries and other related site
lwormation. Finally. given MWR.A's proposed site of the dechlorination facility, BWSC
1questions how MWRA would achieve adequate dechlorination, 30 sectmd contaCt time, for
\fiows that will discharge at BCS046.

MWRA · s preferred site for the screening and di&infection facility is site L2, a 4,3 acre parcel on
Ward Street adjacent to MWRA's Ward Street Hea.dworks. BWSC strongly suggests that
~-. -~~!MwR.A evaluate sites upstream ofRE046-192, since flows downstream of this regulator do not
v t n:ed to be treated. A facility situated along the Stony Brook Conduit upstream ofRE046-192
-;auld treat less storm water and therefore could be reduced in size which should lower project
costs. Since overflows toRE 046-192 are relatively small, there arc a number of options for
handling them.

()

3P-J3

M:WRA estimates that the cost to coll!truct and operate this facility at site L2 is $32 million
[1994 net present value], this includes a land acquisition cost of $859,000 based on 1994
assessed value. BWSC believes that the fair market value of site L2 is likely to be significantly
higher than the 1994 assessed value.
For the past year, BWSC has been evaluating alternatives to MWRA's proposed Stony Brook
Screening and Disinfection Facility. Although the study will not be complete until January
1997, several alternatives appear attractive. BWSC has apprised MWRA of its study and will
provide the MWRA with the study's recommended plan in early 1997.

CbvJestowu BOS019 Storage Cgndnjt
MWRA proposes to construct a conduit to store combined flows from RE019-2 activations.
located at the intersection of Chelsea Street and Medford Street, and pump thcmJ. back into .
BWSC' s Charlestown Branch Sewer when capacity is available. The project will reduce
untreated CSO. discharges from BOS019 to four or fewer per year. MWRA's preferred .sire to
construct this storage conduit is site A2, land under the Tobin Bridge between Chelsea Street
and Decatur Street The cost of the storage conduit is $3.3 million [1994 net present value].
BWSC supports MWRA' s decision to change the CSC control technology from a screening and
disinfection facility to a .storage conduit for BOS019 overflows. The storage conduit meets the
project objectives and CSC control goals for the Upper Inner Harbor receiving water segment
and costs considerably less than a screening and disinfection facility.
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During its review of the draft FPIEIR.. BWSC identified a potential alternative to the BOS019
Storage Conduit that may save MWRA ratepayers additional money and achieve the CSO
control goal for the Upper Inner Harbor and Mystic River/Chelsea Creek Confluence receiving
water segments.
Flows tributary to BOS019 include both separate sanitary flow and combined flows, primarily
from the Charlestown Navy Yard and Tobin Bridge. According to the M\VRA, 14 acres. of the
200 acres in the BOS019 tributary area, are combined. BWSC believes that if the combined
area is separated, along with removal of the drainage from the Tobin Bridge, the BOS019
Storage Conduit project could be consolidated into the the BOS 017 Hydraulic Relief project.
This consolidation could be completed by constructing a sewer in Medford Street from RE019-2
to a sewer with available capacity in the BOS017 tributuy area.
·

---

U:. BWSC requests that MWRA evaluate the feasibility and cost-effectiveness of this alternative.

2
7Cr-~1- ·-·-

Cb•rh:stown BOS017 BydrauHc: Belief
MWRA proposes to construct a relief conduit, underneath Route 99 in Sullivan Square. to
upstream of RE017-3, which presently discharge to BOS017. Approximately
130 feet of 30-inch conduit and one manhole to divert flow from two combined sewers tributary
to RE017-3 will be constructed. 'Ibe intercepted flows will be conveyed to the MWRA's
Cambridge Branch Sewer. The project will reduce untreated CSO discharges from BOS017 to
four or fewer per year. The cost of the relief conduit at this location is approximately S 1 million
[1994 net present value].

(

~)

inte~pt flows

BWSC supports MWRA' s decision to change the CSO control technology from a screening and
disinfection facility to a relief conduit for BOS017 overflows. The relief conduit meets the
project objectives and CSO control goals for the Mystic River/Chelsea Creek Confluence
receiving water segment and will save M'WRA ratepayers between $3 - $4 million.

Uptgn Park DetepttgnfTnatmept Fedlfty

MWRA proposes to construct a detention and treatment facility to provide treatment of
combined discharges from BWSC' s Union Park Pump Station (UPPS), At present
the UPPS operates only during wet weather and pumps combined flow to BWSC' s Roxbury
Canal Conduit which discharges at BOS070 at the head of the Port Point. Channel. The
detention and treatment facility will provide screening and disinfection treatment and eliminate
untreated CSO discharges to Fort Point Channel in a typical year. The cost of the facility at
MWRA's prcfemd location, siteD adjacent to the existing UPPS, is $31.6 million [1994 net.
present value]. BWSC supports the control technology selected for this project and MWRA's
preferred location, site D. at the UPPS site adjacent to the pump station.

~-~)
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BWSC has operated the UPPS for approximately 20 yeal'3 and recognizes the ongoing concerns
residents in the area, particularly msidcnts across from the facility on Union Park Street, have .
mgarding noiae and other impacts due to the ·operation of the facility. However, BWSC believes
construction of the proposed detention and treatment facility adjacent to the UPPS will have the
least overall short- and long·tcnn impact in this a.raa of the South End.
BWSC has offered an casement right on part of its property at the UPPS to the Boston Parks and
Recreation Department to construct a park for the community, The park would be constructed
and fully operational for up to 2·3 years prior to construction of MWRA 's CSO treatment
·facility. MWRA has committed to design its facility to minimize impacts on park aesthetics and
restore the proposed park upon completion of the detention and treatment facility.

(~)

Construction of the detention and treatment facility at site D will enable the existing UPPS to be
_fully integrated into the operation and maintenance of th= new esc facility. BWSC
3{;rJ5 recommends that MWRA assume ownership and operation of the UPPS prior to construction of
i__.the detention and treatment facility.

En•t Bostnp BgndJ Sewer BeJigf
MWRA proposes to construct hydraulic relief for its East Boston Branch Sewer to reduce the
activation frequency and volume of esc discharges from nine CSO outfalls in East Boston
tributary to the Mystic River/Chelsea Creek confluence and Inner Harbor receiving watl:lr
segments. Specific:ally, the project involves construction of a new sewer by a combination of
open-cut excavation and microtunneling, n:placement of sections of the Bast Boston Branch
Sewer by pipe bursting, and rehabilitation of the remaining .sections of the sewer. MWRA .
proposes to construct this project generally within existing roadways and along the East Boston
Greenway, formerly the Conrail Railroad Corridor. When complete, the project will reduce
CSC activations from BOS003 • BCS007, BCS009. and BOS012 - BOS014 to four or fewer per
outfall in a typical year and enable attainment of water quality standards in the receiving water
segments. The cost of this project is $29.8 million [1994 net present value], cxclusiv= of site
acquisition costs:
BWSC supports MWRA's decision to use trenchless technologies, such as microtunncling, pipe
bursting, and cured-in-place lining, where feuible and cost effective. Trenchle.ss technologies
will greatly reduce short-term construction related impacts in affected neighborhoods of E.ast
Boston. BWSC i.s utilizing the same trenchlcss technologies u MWRA ha.s proposed on a
sewer rehabilitation project in Copley Square in Boston. Usc of these technologies has greatly
reduced shcrt·tenn construction related impac:t.s in a vibrant commercial area with many
significant historical structures, such as Trinity Church and the Boston Public Library, and ctl:icr
sensitive receptors.
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BWSC supportS MWRA' s proposed alignment for the project and recognizes that site
alternatives for various scctio111 of this project are limited to the alignment of the East Boston
Branch Sewer, particularly in those sections where the sewer is being replaced or rehabilitated.

3v --J.u

MWRA is proposing to install new pipe of three different diameters by microunneling which
will require the purchase of thrc:e different sized microtunncl machines. MWRA could reduce
project costs considerably if it installed the same size pipe when micrctunneling because it
would not be required tc purchase three different sized micro tunnel machines.
BWSC believes it may be desirable fer MWRA to develop alternate bids for this project in

ar: -J-1- which different constrUction limits andlqr c:ons~ctiQn methods can be presented so that the

microiilnnelhlg; pip~:·'a'ursting; pipe rehabilitation and opcn..cut

most economical combination of
excavation can effectively be determined.

3b-;~

MWRA should consider sizing the relief sewer so that only the most extreme rainfall event
would generat: an overflow, thereby potentially eliminating the need for tloatablcs control in
various locations.

DordJcster Brook In-System Stgrge
BWSC agrees with MWRA's decision that the proposed Dorchester Brook In-System Storage
conduit is not needed to control CSOs from the Dorchester Brook Conduit since the volume and
frequency of these CSOs arc quite small.
Flpatables CgntrpJ Associated w;lth Fadlitles Cnn•tmdecl by MWB,c\

MWRA proposes to utilize underflow baffles as the primary floatables control technology for
regulators associated with projects other than treatment facilities constructed by MWRA
MWRA estimates the capital cost for the construction and installation of underflow baffles is
$13,000 each. However, BWSC believes this estimate is too low because it docs
B~--)Cl. not include the cost of new structures, i.e. manholes or chambers, to house the baffles. BWSC
·
rr '; believes that in most cases existing manholes will be too small to contain a baffle and also
3£v 30: provide access for inspections, repairs and cleaning.
~proximately

At present, BWSC assumes that MWRA will design and construct underflow baffles on all
existing regulators associated with an MWRA implemented project, and BWSC will be asked tc
assume ownership. operation, and maintenance of these baffles. Given this assumption. BWSC
3{;-,3\ .-requestS the opportunity to work with MWRA in establishing the design criteria for underflow
: baffles, and BWSC will require design review and approval of the baffles.

(. )
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..3JL_Finally, BWSC requests that decisions on the ownership, operation and maintenance of new
regulators be dccicicd on a case-by-case basis depending on the nature of the facility.
BWSC appreciates the opportunity to comment upon MWRA' s Draft Combined Sewer.
Overflow Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact R.epon and looks forward to working with
MWRA on the implementation of the CSO control projects being constructed in Boston. If you
have any questions or concerns nsgarding BWSC's comments pleue do not hesitate to contact
me at (617) 330-9400.

John P. Sullivan, Jr., P.E.
Chief Engineer

cc: Vincent Mannering, BWSC
Cathleen Douglas Stene, Chief of Environmental SciVices, City of Boston
Lox;raine Downey, Boston Environment Department
Justine Liff, Boston Parks and Recreation Department
Richard Mertens, Boston Redevelopment Authority
Douglas MacDonald, MWRA
Michael Hornbrook, MWRA
Paul Dcmi~ BWSC
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Secretary Trudy Coxe
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
Attention: MEPA Unit
100 Cambridge Street, 20th Floor
Boston, MA 02202
Re:

..

.. J \'"'. .. .. ... ..

.....

.

EOEA #1 0335, Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA)

Draft Combined Sewer Overflow Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report (DEIR)
From:

Alewife/Mystic River Advocates, John Reinhardt, member

Dear Secretary Coxe,
I am submitting this lette1 on behalf of the Alewife/Mystic River Advocates(AMRA). AMRA is an urban multicommunity advocacy group working to promote public awareness of the Alewife/Mystic River system that flows into
Boston Harbor. Founded in 1994 by local Conservation Commissioners, our goals are to restore ecological integrity and
vitality and to enhance recreational opportunities within the river through watershed-based management. AMRA works
with residents and municipal officials from cities and towns along Alewife Brook and the lower Mystic River, the
Metropolitan District Commission (MDC), the Mystic River Watershed Association, and other civic groups to achieve
our goals. Our activities have included shoreline surveys, public education, coalition building, river clean-ups, pipe
monitoring, a collaborative teen mural projecF, nature hikes and canoe trips.
AMRA is pleased that most CSO discharges into the Mystic River will be eliminated by the common manhole
separation projects carried out by the City of Somerville. The limits to the degree of CSO control in Alewife Brook
proposed in the DEIR, however, cause concern about the attainment of current and future uses in both the Mystic and in
Alewife Brook. The Mystic River offers the potential for full use for swimming, fishing, and boating. While Alewife
Brook may never be swimmable, reaching Class B standards in Alewife will not only enhance its use for recreation and
by aquatic life, but reduce its impacts on the Mystic River. AMRA believes_t,Mta. gre.~~~v~~ent in_CSO control
~ay b~l!Ppropri~te, and that Class B. standards s~9~d be maintained for the following reasons:

C)
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The water quality data for the Mystic River presented in chapter 28 of the DEIR show that the Mystic River meets
fishable and swimmable standards in dry weather, and suggest that Alewife Brook is a major source of wet-weather
pollution in the Mystic. CSO activations in Alewife Brook should n()t~~~w.ater quality degr~cj.a~oi1 in JJl_eMy~iq~

1.

............ --·····-· . . . .. . -· . . ..... .

i.?JY~..

The DEIR proposes the elimination of all but one CSO in the Mystic (SOM007 A). This does not justify changing
the designation of the entire Mystic River from Class B to Bcso. A variance sho~-~~-gr:~~ed..f<?I:: S.OM007 Awb,ile
the MWRA continues to examine alternatives for eliminating this discharge. This becomes especially important as
increasecfrecreational use·of the ··Blessing of the Bay" boathouse is planned.for 1997.
Alewife Brook is an extremely shallow water body with low flow, particularly in dry weather. AMRA
acknowledges the MWRA's conclusion that stormwater imp::cts arc more 5evcrc than those ofCSOs. This only
highlights the seriousness of the stormwater issue. It does not remove the reality that the sudden input of a
significant amount of CSO flow is likely to have devastating impacts on the BrQ()k .wh~_it d~~c;cq_ur-:··-··
.
The Recommended Plan results m·a Iill.riimal reduction of annual cso flows in Alewife Brook,
approximately
5 oilllion gallons under Future Planned Conditions to about 4 million gallons. Note that the. Conceptual Plan stated
that annual flows would be reduced to under 3 million gallons annually. While the Recommended Plan apparently
reaches th~ limit of 4 overflows per year, it is clear_ that only the most minilii:al inij:irovements have been proposed
for~~iBrook
··
··
·
-·-·-·-··-- ··-·-·
·---· -- ·· · ··-··· ·-·~
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While Alewife Brook and the Mystic River have not received the attention they deserve, AMRA believes that this is
changing. An increasingly active constituency is ready to join forces with other parties working to address the needs of
this water system. The continuing presence of CSOs, however, will maj<e it only more difficult to attract the necessary
commitment and invesunent of resources that will be necessary to restore these rivers. We recognize that this is not a
pristine natural system; however, its potential as a state resource is under-served.

("_)

Sincerely,

.

John. ~-einhardt
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Somerville Conservation Commission
CITY HALL
SCMERVJL.L.E:,

MASSACHUSETTS 02.143

Secretary Trudy Coxe
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
Attention: MEPA Unit
100 Cambridge Street, 20th Floor
Boston, MA 0220:!
Re:
From:

EOEA #10335, Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA)
Draft Combined Sewer Overflow Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report (DEIR)
Somerville Conservation Commission, Lisa Brukilacchio, recording secretary

Dear Secretary Coxe,

()

I am submitting this letter on behalf of the Somerville Conservation Commission. The SCC has a re:.-ponsihiliry for
protection oflocal waterbodies, in our case the Alewife Brook and the Mystic River fall within our jurisdiction. We
have been instrumental in the foWlding of the Alewife/Mystic River Advocates and have helped to support the multicommunity approach taken by that organization. As a point of interest. the Commission wa-s moth·ated to create: such a
group as a direct result of discussions triggered by the earlier round of meetings for CSO control plans in 1994.
We felt that the Alewife Brook in particular was essentially being written off as viable in the CSO control plan. This
was disconcerting, as though limited, the Ale\\ife is an important link in the local habitat for much wildlit"t: and portions
of it (mostly outside Somerville) have recreational potential. Our larger concern is that by allowing the Alewife to
continue to serve as a CSO receptor of 4 million gallons annually the water quality of the Mystic is greatly
compromised. To our best Wlderstanding, the Mystic would largely meet Class B standards if the input from the Alewife
did not shoot a spike in the graphs right at the confluence of the two waterbodies. It is clear that CSOs are not the full
culprit,indeed stormwater input seems as influential, but they are a vital part of the total picture.
We feel it crucial that the current discussions related to changing the water quality standards take into accoWlt the
Mystic' uses. It is not a forgotten river. There is a strong history here; as well as a present and a future. The
Conservation Commission a!Jplauds the work that has b~Xtl carrit::U out in ;;umerville by the Engineering Department
working closely with MWRA. It appears that most CSO discharges mto the Mystic River, with the exception of
SOM007 A, will be eliminated by the manhole separation projects carried out by the City. The Mystic River offers the
potential for full use for swirruning, fishing, and boating.

58- I

~th-~.-i!!!:~r.~sts 9fth.~ ;~Jew.i!e_~Il~ Mystic

Rivers, we believe that Class B standards should be maintained tor.~e
We en~?~a.~e-~e~inve~tigation of a _solutio? that ~r~clud.:_~ ~s
outfall near the boathouse locatiOn as a back1lp for SOM007 according to tidal conditions. Thts area 1s of cnttcal concern
for recreation and education purposes wiih a large investment by the National Boy's and Girl's Club on behalf of the
Medford and Somerville Club to bring the old MDC property to life again.

'3B-J- :tv'!ystic River \\:ith a var'!anct:_~anted for SOM007 A

CJ

We can comprehend the many facets of the arguments for the Bcso rating for the Alewife. However, though, the Alewife
is a major contributor to the Mystic and clearly is the source of much of the pollutant loading, especially in wet weather
as documented by computer modeling for :tviDC. The City of Somerville, in collaboration with AMRA and the state
Riverways Program is exploring the possibility of a pilot stormwater monitoring program focusing on th(! Alewife in
recognition of this portion of the pollutant load.

,.
r
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It is clear that stormwater impacts need further investigation and remediation of some sort. It remains even clearer that
CSO discharge is the chief factor in wet-weather pollution in the Alewife, with related negative impacts on the Mystic.
We recommend that any decisions at this time related to water quality standards reflect the eff()rts of the px:i'!:a.:~put>Jic
cOllabOiitions-io-do. the-research required to answer the continuing tmanswered quesUOru! preser.tt h~e..Jbc;:re .m9Slbe
designated ~poral c:rlteria for the standards that recognizes future chang~~ both positive or negative.
We hope that all the issues at~ here are taken into consideration. We look forward to continuing to designate our
resources to this issue.

l)

:

•

City of Chelsea
DEPARTMENT OF PUBliC WORKS

(_r-\
1eodore P. Sobolewski
\
)
'

~dector

500 Broadway
City Hall · Room 310

Chelsea, Massachusetts 02150

TELEPHONE (617) 889-8245 .
FAX (617) 889-8362
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Ms. Trudy Coxe, Secretary
Executive Office ofEnvironmental Affairs
Attention: MEP A Unit
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, MA 02202

I·'

December 17, 1996

RE: MWRA Draft Combined Sewer Overflow Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report (EOEA
#10335)

Dear Ms. Coxe:
Please find my comments on the MWRA Draft Combined Sewer Overflow Facilities Plan and Environmental
Impact Report (EOEA #10335) as follows:

General
......
i

()

I cannot support the acquiescence of this process to demands that linkage be an integral part of
mitigation of the impacts of this project. I strongly support mitigation of construction, operation and
loss of use impacts of the project. The sharing of the costs of the CSO project by all ratepayers within
the MWRA sewer district more than mitigates any generic impact that could be considered caused by
~~~icular component of this project
I am somewhat in disagreement with the approach taken in formulating this plan. The danger I. see to
the approach taken in this plan and report, is that the approach appears to be mostly based on a
snapshot of how the system will perform under future planned conditions during the 1-year 6-hour
design storm. While this may be valid for the system as whole, I have not found in the documents
sufficient information as to system perfonnance especially of the CBS-RES for storms of other .
. magnitudes. Surcharging of overflows occurring in slightly less frequent wet weather events may
severely impact sensitive receptors at an objectionable level.

·~q·-~

[The economic impacts in terms of increased wholesale sewer use charges on ratepayers within a
Jcommunity impacted by the transportation and treatment of wastewater previously discharged by
~SO's has not been addressed. This is a. real and valid concern of the community system operators as
we are the only affected parties that each and every working day are in direct contact with the
·
ratepayers.

:;q ·- 3-

;I am also· concerned about the active pursuit of sewer system expansion by the MWRA at this time
'.without having detailed fixes for the choking of the North System at the Chelsea Creek Headworks.
Chelsea Trunk Sewer

?>'1-j~e City of Chelsea requests the sewer separation in the area of the Chelsea Trunk Sewer be revisited.
:\.__ )

It is unclear to
[!his writer as to why sewer separation has not been considered as an option to construction of the trunk sewer. The City
of Chelsea has programmed monies in its five-year capital budget for a portion of the costs related to sewer separation.
A significant portion of the flow in the Chelsea Trunk Sewer appears to be drainage from the Tobin Bridge. Concerns
regarding the need for additional in pipe storage seem to be contradicted by the infonnation presented by Mike
Hornbrook to MWRA AB System Expansion Conunitte on September 13, 1996 indicating the NMTS has 30MGD
excess capacity for one-year six-hour stonns. Under projected future conditions with full pwnping at DWTP but the

draft plan and report itself states that under future planned conditions operational restrictions will still exist at the
Chelsea Creek Headworks 1-year storm (sec. 24.1).

Previously I had written that CSO CHE-002 does not appear to be working and that CSO CHE-003 appears to be
functioning at less than 100% capacity. Based upon recent meetings with both my engineers (WSE) and engineers and
operational staff of the MWRA it is not clear that this is indeed the current situation. It is now believed that CSO CHE002 does function at some level and that CSO CHE-003 may not function at all (sec. 23.1). nte current operating
§~ of both over.flows needs to be dete.n.nined prior to commencement of design tasks for this projecf

Chelsea Branch Sewer

5q·-ll

Discharge of storm water related flows containing sewage related constituents is not just present at CSO CHE-008 .
.This does not appear to have been adequately considered as a factor in analyzing the reduction of pollutant loadings of
Boston Harbor either from discharges reaching Boston Harbor through overflows via Snake River to Mill Creek to
Chelsea Creek or via overflows from the City ofRevere's sanitary collection system reaching Broadsound.

Under future planned conditions operational restrictions will still exist at the Chelsea Creek Headworks that while not
explicitly stated in the report likely ~ill cause surcharging of the Chelsea Branch Sewer Relief Sewer during the 1-year
storm (sec. 24.1). The project objective of attainment ofwater quality standard in Chelsea Creek is unlikely because
over.flowing of manholes and surcharging of the upper reaches the Chelsea Branch Sewer on Exeter Street in Chelsea
· ·flows directly to the Snake River conduit, Mill Creek and Chelsea Creek may still continue under future planned
conditions. Surcharging of the sanitary collection system in the City of Revere in the vicinity of Mill Street and Taft
Street may still continue under future planned conditions sending overflows into the storm water collection system
which outfalls into Chelsea Creek.
The Chelsea Branch Sewer and the Revere Extension sewer services a part of Chelsea which is mostly separated sewer,
a portion of Everett which is separated sewer and all of the City ofRevere which is separated sewer. The surcharging of
v •- ·"T the CBS-RES is only a wet water problem. It appears no study was performed on how effective in reducing overflows
~ue to surcharging would be if aggressive removal of III at the same projected level of expenditure occurred.
·:::ta ,

.'Tidal inflow which has been observed to occur in sections ofRevere's collection system along Revere Beach and
~\- B contributes to the surcharging of CBS-RES. There has been no attempt to quantify the effect of this despite being listed
J!.S an element of future planned conditions of the MWRA collection system.(sec 3.1.2).
~'{

fSimple measures that can and should be implemented by the communities serviced by the CBS-RES that would improve

4 ;the characteristics of any discharges to Boston Harbor are warranted for consideration in any master planning affecting

Lthe environmental health of the receiving waters. Some of these measures such as installation ofhoods in catch basins
to control floatables are being implemented through the System Optimization Plan in Chelsea but need to be considered
on a drainage area basis. The serviced communities not only need financial assistance in funding such programs but
also technical and field assistance in determining the existing condition of community collection systems.

Chelsea CSO 008 Outfall
The narrative makes mention of the build up of a thick material on the inside of the pipe wall of the outfall pipe. The
. City of Chelsea has designed and the Massachusetts Highway Department is funding for spring 1997 construction the
installation of new drainage on Eastern Avenue which will disconnect several sources of inflow to the Chelsea Branch
Sewer. Significant flooding occurred during the storm event of October 19, 20 & 21 at the new temporary Chelsea
Police Station located on Crescent Avenue between Eleanor Street and Vernon Streefso much so that the station became
isolated and unusable. The City is investigating solutions to this problem and I am concerned that resolution of
drainage p{Q.blems at Crescent Avenue and Eleanor Street in Chelsea will also require that the outfall be increased in
cap~9ttr ... More definitive plans that further consider both the transport of additional drainage and the structural
~'l-ID ~ndition of the outfall pipe should be included in the project.
,__-

N,;::4<1A~Andrew B. De Santis,
Assistant Director
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M 00UTIJ 1ND JJI0TOQICAL 00CI1TY, INC.
December 19, 1996
Trudy Coxe, Secretary of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, MA 02202
"

Re:

Draft CSO Facilities Plan and EIR [EOEA #10335]:
Union Park Street Pump Statton

f

~

...~ ~.·._: --~:.

...

~\

. ·,

Dear Secretary Coxe:
I am writing at the direction of the Board of the South End Historical Society regarding
the proposed CSO project for Union Park Street Pump Station. The current pump
station and the two most likely CSO project sites are in South End Landmarks protectian
area. As proposed by the MWRA, the CSO projects vvill have long-term bencftts tor the
environment. The greatest impact will be during construction.

()
4D·-\

The MBTA alternative site, C, includes a building with significant historic industrial
architectural design which is proposed for protection in an industrial landmarks area. We
would oppose the ~~~~ructi.on of this former West En_d Str.~~! R~iJ~Q~~_power Hou~~- If
thiSSlte,-c:Were the chosen site for the
project, then we wo'uld recomme.nd that the
building be restored and adaptively reused as part of the project.

·cso

If the recommended location, D, is the chosen alternative, then the Secretary should
ensure that adequate measures are taken to address local residents' concerns and
minimize the impact of construction. lt would appear that the CSO project may actualiy
improve conditions at the existing flood protection pump station..

4-D- t)... We rely on the Secretary and the MWRA to best address the technical considerations of

(J
"~

lfD- 3

the project. We ask that you consider the historical significance of the South End. We
also ask that any construction in the South End, regardless of the alternative site, address
the problems of soil dewatering and subsidence associated with major excavations. This
area of the ~~um End is f!Jl~d land and previous sewer projects several blocks away l_l.a..~-~--
caused""maJor damage to South End rovi.house~.. The buildings in the area have .
fotiiidafions which includ~ wood p"ilin-gs:· -· -·-

page2
Coxe 12/19/96

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact the South End Historical
Society at 617-536-4445, or me at 617-386-6214.
Sincerely,

~--d-1--'f·--~s:>...._
Stephen Greene, President
South End Historical Society

csosehs
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December 23, 1996
\

Jan Reitsma, Director
MEPA Unit
EOEA
. 100 Cambridge Street
Boston, MA
02202

Re:

EOEA #10335
MWRA, Draft Combined Sewer
Sewer Overflow Facilities
Plan/Environmental Impact
Reports

Dear Mr. Reitsma:
This correspondence includes DEP's consolidated comments on
MWRA's October 15, 1996, 7 Volume Draft Combined Sewer Overflow
Facilities Plan and Environmental Imnact Reoort (DCSO FP/EIR),
and MWRA's December 5, 1996 Technical Memorandum on Cost and
Performance of CSO Project Changes. This correspondence also
includes a discussion of the actions DEP has taken, and intends
to take, "to meet the requirements of MEPA's Scope and the Boston
Harbor Cleanup Federal Court Order Schedule related to MWRA's CSO
Control Program. Since DEP's actions are critical to allowing
MWRA to complete its FP/EIR requirements and meet the Federal
Court Order Schedule, and since concerns have been recently
raised by certain stakeholders about the level of public review
to be alloted to DEP's activities, I would like to discuss these
actions before addressing our comments on the MWRA documents.
DEP Activities
In accordance with the requirements included in MEPA's July
14, 1995 Certificate; on August 31, 1995, DEP filed with MEPA
(and subsequently noticed in the September 7th Environmental
Monitor) Proposed Draft Procedures and Strategies to allow for
incorporation of MWRA's CSO Control Program into the
Massachusetts Water Quality Standards (WQS) in compliance with
both Federal and State Law and Policies.
The issuance and
noticing in the Environmental Monitor of these documents was a
major element of the public review and comment process for the
subsequent revisions to DEP's WQS which have allowed additional
regulatory vehicles for CSO abatement plans, thereby enhancing
the flexibility for permittees. The regulatory strategy will
provide equivalent environmental protection with less
administrative process while ensuring the highest level of public

2

health and environmental protection consistent with the realities
of CSO abatement options. The regulatory revisions to 314 CMR
4.00 allow for creation of a "B or SB (CSO)" water quality
subcategory and specific use of a "Variance" procedure as
alternatives to designation of a waterbody as a CSO-impacted
"partial use" area.
This regulatory revision has allowed MWRA to
assess a wide range of CSO control alternatives to meet the
specific conditions of each of its CSO discharges, and DEP
believes that it has resulted in a superior CSO Control Program.

()

As you are aware, DEP is currently preparing a revised and
expanded CSO Policy along with an Implementation and Discussion
Document which builds upon the 1995 CSO Strategy Document and
which will replace DEP's 1990 CSO Policy. The finalization and
issuance of these documents will provide the regulated community
and interested groups with a clearly articulated process through
which a CSO Abatement Program can be assessed and developed to
determine compliance with WQS. Attachment No. 2 is a schedule of
actions DEP expects to take during the next 10 months relative to
MWRA's CSO FP/EIR process, including the timeline for DEP's WQS
Administrative Determinations for MWRA CSO-impacted receiving
water segments, which is the formal procedure needed to be taken
by DEP (and EPA) to accept the MWRA CSO Control Program and allow
for its inclusion into its NPDES Permit. As you are also aware,
concerns have recently been raised by various stakeholders that
DEP's Policy development procedures and decision-making process
will not allow for adequate public review and comment. This
resulted in discussions between our agencies, with MWRA, and
representatives from the concerned stakeholders; the result being
DEP's delineation of the process it intends to follow, that
process being shown on Attachment No. 2 and summarized below:
(1)

DEP will provide to MEPA,
for notice in the Environmental
Monitor, the revised Draft CSO Policy and Implementation
Documents, likely timeframe being mid-February 1997;

(2)

DEP will hold a series of public outreach meetings with
interested stakeholders during the February/March period to
describe and discuss its documents, similar to the process
used by DEP in 1995 for its CSO Strategy and Proposed
Regulation Revision Package;

(3)

MWRA and DEP will hold a joint public hearing/meeting during
the FEIR/FP public review and comment process to accept
comments on both DEP's Revised CSO Policy and MWRA's use of
that Policy; and

(4)

DEP will notice in the Environmental Monitor and hold a
public hearing/meeting prior to making its formal WQS
Administrative Determinations.

. 1
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DEP also intends to review the administrative record
developed by MEPA during the CSO FP/EIR process, and will
consider those comments in its preparation of the UAA and
subsequent WQS Administrative Determinations.
Overview of Program Recommendations and Assessment of
Compliance With State Water Quality Standards and DEP Guidelines·
MWRA's documents incorporated the guidance in DEP's August
1995 Prooosed Draft CSO Procedures and Strategies and the
requirements included in DEP's Facilities Planning Regulations.
The following is a brief description of the five (5)
Classification Options available for CSO-impacted segments and
used by MWRA in its FP/EIR.
Classification Ootions for CSO Plan Aooroval
•

SB

or B

CSO discharges are eliminated by sewer
separation or relocation from the segment.

•

SB

or Bcso

Indicates a receiving water segment where CSO
events not eliminated have been determined to
have minimal impact so that WQS are met most
of time (e.g. 95%); greater level of CSO
control determined through the Facilities
Planning process is not appropriate or
feasible. No formal reclassification is
required.

()

(~J

• Variance

Allows, through a NPDES permit, a Temporary
Modification of WQS for certain discharge
points into a receiving water segment without
changing its classification. Allows for a
phased approach with interim control
measures, additional data gathering, or
implementation of control measures for other
sources, where it is believed WQS may be
ultimately attained.

• Partial Use
Designation

Amends classification of a receiving water
segment to recognize that WQS for designated
uses occasionally cannot be met (during
intermittent wet weather events) but are met
for most of the time (e.g., 75%-95%).

• C or SC

Reclassifies a receiving water segment where
designated uses cannot be met on a permanent
and consistent basis for the foreseeable
future.

4

DEP/EPA Policies and Guidelines include a tiered CSO
assessment procedure, graphically illustrated in the appended
figure 1, which requires CSO elimination or relocation for
critical use receiving water segments (e.g., bathing beaches,
shellfish areas, water supply intakes, etc.). As part of an
October 24, 1996, Court Parties Briefing, MWRA prepared a series
of summary tables and figures which describe various aspects of
its CSO Control Plan. Appended as Attachment No. 3 is one of
those tables, which includes information on Annual CSO Activation
Frequency and Annual Compliance*. This table indicates that all
existing CSO d-ischarges to bathing beaches and shellfish areas
will be eliminated or relocated and that percent compliance with
WQS for the remaining projects is estimated to be at least 97%,
which if verified would allow for those segments to be classified
as B<cso> • The one exception is the Lower Charles Basin where the
discharges of contaminated stormwater and flow over the Watertown
Dam overwhelms the impacts from CSO discharges. This segment has
been specified for an intensive interagency Watershed Basin
Planning Assessment to better define the nature and extent of
water quality impacts (including water withdrawals) within the
basin, and the best mix of control and management to address
those impacts. Based on this, MWRA has proposed and DEP concurs
that the appropriate classification for this segment is a
Variance, which is a temporary modification to the CSO discharges
and allows for a phased approach with mandatory interim control
measures and additional data gathering.
General Comments on MWRA Documents
commends
'li ·- l draft DEP
CSO Control

MWRA in developing what is a comprehensive
Plan which reflects the considerable efforts
necessary to evaluate CSO controls in such a large and complex
planning area. The draft plan builds upon MWRA's Final
Conceptual Plan, the many CSO workshops held, and the technical
memoranda submitted over the last year. In general, DEP concurs
with the evaluation and selection of cso controls as presented in
the draft plan, subject.to the comments which follow.

While the draft plan included detailed project-specific
tables on remaining CSO activations, volumes, and loadings
(Volumes III-V), the recommended plan did not include a table
summarizing this information for the entire planning area, as was
included in the prior conceptual plans (e.g. Final Conceptual
Plan table 8-1). As a result, the recommended plan does not
provide the reviewer with a consolidated assessment of
information such as remaining discharges, volumes, floatables
control, closing of overflows, etc. on those discharges for which
* Compliance was determined using the State's primary contact
swimming standard of 200 fecal coliform colonies per 100 ml.

(~J
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specific "projects" were not identified. This information is
also important since the water quality model has been refined
since the Final Conceptual Plan, and activations and volumes are
now different in some sub-areas (e.g. Dorchester Brook
.. "l Conduitoverflows).
Also, in some cases, there appears to be poor
~~-~correlation of the volumes and loadings for the 1-year storm with
annual volumes and loadings (e.g. Tables 15.2-4, 15.2-5). This
may be due to the modeling of the "typical year" storm for the
plan and should be explained in the Final FP/EIR.
The text ~ontained .in Volume 1 Chapter 5, which discusses
Y.IJlthe State's existing CSO Po.licy, is consistent with the DEP CSO
-.Strategy, as is the goal stated throughout the document that CSO
controls allow the attainment of water quality standards.
However, the information included in the plan to demonstrate that
standards will be met needs to be strengthened. As an example,
the information presented in table 6.1-2 and table 6.2-2 includes
an assessment of activations and hours of violation of swimming
standard for the recommended plan in each of the receiving
waters, but the basis of the percent compliance figures and
assumptions incorporated into the analysis should be more fully
supported in the document.
If the basis is an estimate of days
of violation for an untreated CSO event, this would not explain
how Alewife Brook, Upper Charles, and Lower Inner Harbor all have
the same number of untreated activations yet three different
compliance percentages. The inclusion of fecal coliform
isopleths and profiles which reflect the CSO-only contributions
of the recommended plan would be useful in evaluating the extent
to which the remaining treated and untreated CSO discharges would
be causing or contributing to exceedances of standards.
Floatables Control

4\-5

MWRA has recommended in the draft plan to utilize Underflow
Baffles as the floatables control technology at the non-facility
CSO locations which will remain active. Such a recommendation
was previously made in the Technical Memorandum on Pre-Design
Planning for Floatables Control at Outfalls Not Associated with
other CSO Controls (TM); however, there was also a recommendation
for using in-line and end-of-pipe netting at some locations.
The
Draft plan does not indicate if the netting systems are still
proposed at BOS 060, CAM 017, CAM .004, or SOM 0"01A.
In addition,
the recommendation for the use of baffles was also contingent
upon further laboratory and field evaluations on the performance
of the technology. DEP was present at the meeting at Alden
Research Labs where different baffle configurations were
discussed, but there has been no report submitted on the lab and
field evaluations to further justify the recommendation. The
plan also indicates the installation of a single baffle in most,
if not all instances, where alternative baffle configurations
appeared to have additional benefit. MWRA should further clarify
q[-8and justify the recommendation in the Final FP/EIR.

cJ
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In the DEP comment letter on the Floatables Control TM, DEP
also noted that the BOS 070 outfall will be subject to more CSO
volume than ariy other outfall (without a facility) and that for
other outfalls discharging untreated overflows in the same range,
netting was recommended.
Given that this outfall will be subject
to even more flows than considered in the TM, as a result of the
proposed elimination of the Dorchester Brook Conduit Storage
Facility, MWRA should consider higher levels of control at this
outfall, unles£ the lab and field testing of the baffles strongly
justifies otherwise.

Reserved Channel/North Dorchester Bav
;U

.V

The draft plan recommends construction of a consolidation

wn- 1 conduit and pumping facility which will discharge at BOS 080.

This conduit will store CSO and stormwater from North Dorcester
Bay ·and CSO flows from the Reserved Channel. As indicated in
previous workshops, the facilities plan must demonstrate that the
two remaining average annual untreated events will not result in
any impact to sensitive uses located in North Dorchester Bay.
While the Technical Memorandum on Cost and Performance of CSO
Project Changes includes a particle tracking model output,
additional information should supplement this, such as a fecal
coliform isopleth of the untreated CSO discharges which shows the
area of impact over a number of days.
In any event, the final
ll}-llplan should retain provisions for adding screening and
I
disinfection facilities to the pump station at a later date if
deemed necessary.
The plan should clarify the percentage of stormwater now
Since the
conduit will capture all the CSO plus stormwater for a three
month storm, the isopleths should indicate (as the text
describes) that there will be no violations for the standard in
this receiving water for this storm event.

~i-)Lproposed to be captured in North Dorchester Bay.

The size of the consolidation conduit proposed for storage
in the Reserved Channel is 8 foot diameter. Table 15.2-1 clearly
shows the cost benefit of increasing the conduit size to 8 feet;
however, the analysis is not carried out for larger pipe sizes.
At previous CSO workshops and in the case of the conduit for
North Dorchester Bay, a minimum practical size for a TBM used in
. . . construction of the tunnel was 10 feet. Accordingly, MWRA should
4l·l?evaluate the cost-benefit and practicality of utilizing this
tunnel diameter for construction of the conduit in the Reserved
Channel area.
·
Screening/Disinfection Facilities
There are existing screening and disinfection facilities

(-)
~
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which will remain on-line and new facilities which are
recommended as part of the plan. The design criteria for these
facilities indicates that the effluent will achieve a monthly
, average of 200 FC/100ml 90% of the time. ~_.¥ih91Jld .clarify if
41 14 this monthly average is the arithmetic mean and if these
facilities will meet the geometric mean of 200 FC/100ml as
included in the State's WQS for Class B waters. In addition, the
draft .plan indicates that sodium hypochlorite is effective
against viruses, but virus inactivation is dependent on chlorine
residual and detention times provided at each facility. The
~-117 final plan .. shculd include design criteria which includes an
analysis of flows and detention times, especially for the
proposed Stony Brook facility where flows will be diverted,
treated, and recombined with untreated flows. A gene:r:-a1.
4i-l~ dis~_l:l§.SiOI1 of pathogens in the _plan, however, would-- ·:se useful in
ch~~acterizing the risk of remaining coliform loads from CSO
f~cilities and stormwater discharges.
---·--······--··-···· ·

(~)

As part of the discussions among MWRA/EPA/DEP on the.renewal
of MWRA's NPDES permit, the difficulty of designing and operating
screening and disinfection facilities is being reviewed,
specifically the issue of obtaining consistent pathogen kill
4i··J1. while minimizing tOx-icity from the residual chlorine in the
eTfiu~n:t·-~----- I expect this, and other related issues, will be
be-t"fe.r -defined during the next couple of months and MWRA should
incorporate the results of these discussions into its· ·Final·
·
FP/EIR.~
-.
Regarding the Stony Brook Proposal, on December 11, 1996,
staff from EPA and DEP received a briefing from the Boston Water
and Sewer Commission (Commission) regarding the initial results
of their Stony Brook Sewer System Study which is an assessment of
options to MWRA's proposed Screening and Disinfection Facility.
The Commission has been cooperating and coordinating its study
with MWRA staff. By the first of the year, the Commission
expects to issue a recommended plan and by the end of January
anticipates releasing a Final Report. This schedule fits within
MWRA's Final FP/EIR phase and DEP recommends that MEPA disct1.ss
~
M.WRA.a!ld the Commission how to incorporate, if at all, the
4t-l~
Commission's proposal within MWRA's Final FP/EIR process. For
your information, I have included as Attachment No. 4
memorandum I prepared relative to the December 11th meeting. ·

a

BOS 019

('-_)

The Final Conceptual Plan recommended a screening and
disinfection facility to control CSOs at this outfall. Based on
a further review of control alternatives, the draft plan now
recommends a storage facility at this location to collect up to
the three month storm. DEP concurs with the recommendation to go
to a storage alternative, however, the Technical Memorandum on
Cost and Performance of CSO Project Changes indicates in its

8
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cost-benefit analysis that the size of the off-line storage
should be designed to collect up to the six-month storm. The
f~J.?.aJ. __ plan should ..-includ~ j;;~E(__i,nc:reased sto.:r:ag_~ based on theevaluation in the TM.

/

)

Additional Specifi"c Comments are included in Attachment
No.1.

Feel free to contact me if you have any questions regarding
this correspondence.
Very truly yours,

' Steven G. Lipman, P.E.
Boston Harbor Coordinator
SGL/wp
10:

cc:

jareit

Mike Hornbrook & Virginia Renick, MWRA
Brian Pitt, Ken Moraff, Dave Pincumbe and Janet Labonte, EPA

()
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Attachment No. 1
SPECIFIC COMMENTS

4h)O

()

Volume 1
Chanter 1

As stormwater is noted throughout the draft plan
to have considerable impacts on water quality,
MWRA should consider briefly discussing in this
Chapter the jurisdictional responsibilities for
\ its management and control.

l.fi-J..i Pg

3 -1 0

Plan states that overflows from a 3-month storm
would result in average of 4-7 discharges per year
and from a 1-year storm 1-3 discharges per year.
This variability warrants further explanation
since this target level of protection are so
frequently discussed throughout the plan.

l}t- J..').._Pg

4 -11

Text indicates that CSO discharges will be four
times or less in a typical year from the
Dorchester Brook Conduit. This is not consistent
with information presented elsewhere in the plan.

Figure

Lft -J-36 .1-41 5, 6

4\ -2S"
Pg 10-20

4\- 2ip
Pg 13-16

Charles River FC profiles indicate almost
identical FC distributions for charts showing nonCSO sources and recommended plan. This does not
seem to account for the treatment of large volumes
of stormwater in the recommended plan.
The draft plan states that 25 ppm H2S will be used
as the basis of design for odor control
facilities, yet 0.693 ppm is used for the purpose
of odor modeling. MWRA should include additional
justification (e.g. sampling results) for the use
of 0.693 ppm.
The odor threshold for H2S being used in the plan
is 8 ppb.
In many other wastewater projects,
lower levels of H2S were considered to be the
threshold.
DEP will work with MWRA to establish
an appropriate concentration for the purposes of
planning and design.
The draft plan states that the Fort Point Channel
storage conduit will be ventilated through an
activated carbon odor control system at the
.
downstream end where pg 13-10 indicates that such
a facility will be on the upstream end. MWRA
should clarify.

10

t.!i . . J-1-

Three month storm volume is roughly double
future planned conditions than that in the
conceptual plan. Also for BOS 087, 1 year
noted is considerably less than volume for
storm.

Table 14.2-3

Ltt-~B
Pg 15-10

for
final
volume
3 month

Tables 15.2-4 and 15.2-5 are somewhat inconsistent
since no activation of the reserved channel PS
occur for the 1 year event and 15.2 MG is
indicated to be the annual volume.
\.

Pg 16-6
41-)-~

~l-3t
Pg 17-9

4\

~3~
Table 17.2-2

Pg 17-146

4t -3"3

l..H . . :os

Table 20.2-2

MWRA should provide additional information,
especially in the design phase, of how throttling
procedures will be implemented to prioritize
capacity for North Dorchester Bay flows and how
flooding of streets/basements will be a~oided
(since no outfalls will remain in N. Dorchester
Bay).
Text on page indicates that largest storm in
typical year, 206 mgd, was selected as basis of
design for the Stony Brook facility. This is not
consistent with Table 17.2-1.
Annual loads are less than 1 year storm loads for
Back Bay/Fens.

C)

The alternative site evaluations do not appear to
justify the choice of site L2 (site A1 is rated
generally better) .. ~f institutional
considerations will be key to site selection,
would other,previously eliminated sites be worth
reconsidering?
Again there is an apparent inconsistency in the
numbers presented for annual volume and 1 year
storm volume for the preferred alternative.

Pg 21-92

The draft plan states here and elsewhere that wet
scrubbers would reduce non-methane hydrocarbons by
approximately 85%. From an ozone prevention
program this might be true, but· this statement is
misleading from an air toxics standpoint since wet
scrubbers are not generally effective in reducing
chlorinated VOC's of concern.~he plan also
states that wet scrubbers will reduce H2S levels
~L-3~by 99%- additional information to justify this.
should also be included.

yl- 3~

4t·- 39'

Chapter 22

What is the level of experience with pipe-bursting
as a technology for CSO or other pipe
applications?

~..__ )
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41·-09

Chapter 23,24

Pg 27-14

41-40

41-4 z_

4i -41

Figure 28.2-7

'11-4 3

Figure 28.5-1

( ) 41-44\

Pg28-179

A considerable amount of additional flow will be
directed to the Chelsea Creek Headworks and the
Caruso Pump Station under the recommended plan
relief projects. Will the future capacities of
these facilities provide sufficient capacity?
While CORMIX pr~dicts no boiling of discharge at
the outfall, other areas of the report have
clearly indicated that boiling is evident in
\ larger events and therefore the modeling appears
·to be not we11 substantiated with observations.
What is the distribution of flow through the three
outfalls?
This figure is somewhat misleading since it shows
no violations from FPC-no CSO and Recommended Plan
where figures 28.2-5 and 28.2-6 clearly show
violations in the sub-area (L Street Beach?).
Three month storm coliform load is shown to be
greater than that from the 1 year storm.
Please
explain.
Text states that areas near inner harbor CSOs do
not meet standards during dry weather.
Is this
implying that there are dry weather overflows at
this location?

4-t-4-S

Figure 28.12-4 The figure shows that the hours of standards
violation increases from FPC to the Recommended
Plan.
Please explain.

'-it-%
Pg 28-206

4-\ -4-T-

Pg 28-267

This section should clarify if any outfalls will
be permanently closed - figure 4.3-1 indicates
both BOS 010 and BOS 013 will be closed.
Since the recommended plan indicates that there
will be no discharges of the Reserved Channel
outfalls during the typical year, what is the
cause of the violations in the northwest corner
shown in figure 28.2-6?

MWRA CSO Facilities Plan I .

fllllllCntallmpact Report (FP/EIR)

Court/MEPA
Milestone:
Oct-96

Date:

Nov-96

Dec-96

Jan-97

Feb-97

Mar-97

Apr-97

May-97

Jun-97

Jul-97

Aug~97

Sep-97

• DEP Activities
• Prepare Draft FP/EIR Comments

• ---------------------------- • (I)

• MEPA Certification on DEIR

.
.

• Prepare Substance of Revised CSO Policy
• Address Disinfection/Pathogen Issues

• ----------------------------. (2)

,.,.

----------------------------.
----------------------------------------.

• Final FP/EIR Filed (4/30)

(3)

•

e ------------------------X--~----------------------- e

• Draft revisions to policy

(4)

.

• --------x--------------•

• Finalize Policy

-----------------------.

• DEP to Draft UAA

•
•

• MEPA Certification on FEIR (7/31)
• DEP Action on Final FP & CSO
Policy (7/31)

.

•

• Final UAA Officially Transmit to EPA*

•

• Public Hearing/Meeting on UAA &
DEP's Proposed Determinations

•

• DEP Administrative Determinations
CSO Segments (9/30)

* Requires EPA approval
(l) 12/23/96
.

(2) 01/02/97
During preparation of Revised CSO Policy and UAA will need to work closely with EPA, share drafts and obtain EPA comments
(3) DEP files draft revised CSO Policy and Implementation and Discussion Document for noticing in Environmental Monitor
(4) Joint MWRA/DEP Public hearing/meeting to receive comments on Draft CSO documents and Final FP/EIR
~
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Fi .... 0e 1
CSO Controls - WQS Coordination

,
l

.... - .... ........ .

.

--

...... ·-- ---···. ----···-· ·-.

Appr~ved Lon~~~~-;~ ~~0
Facilities Plan

~-

... .

.: -~-l

1

w:~~mt4:tt'&'~~M,.~~u~~~m~"":"::t':;~·::•'J.!'.·."

Attainability of
national goal use standards
impossible to determine without
additional WQ information

r-

.---------- .... - ...
Variance issued for CSO
discharges to segment until
further WQ information is
developed*

...-------..1.-----------Recommended CSO Controls
meet national goal use standards
at all times (CSO elimination)

Segment (re)classified as
A,B or SA,SB
as appropriate

.... I

Recommended CSO Controls
meet national goal use standards
>95% of time

·-·-- ... --·--· .. -- ·-- _.1_ --· ··-------------

Recommended CSO controls
meet national goal use standards
> 75%, but <95% of time

-.. ····----·----1 ____ ---·-·---

.__________________l__ ---------~

.- - _______L· - ---- -·- - - -

--·--·- · · -- . . · - .l._ _ . . ------·----·

Use Attainability Analysis (UAA)
submitted to and approved by
EPA

Public notice in Environmental
Monitor noticing pending
designation as B/CSO

1_

_ _ , __

'

_..

., Segment noted as B/CSO
I or SB/CSO in WQS

• One or more of the criteria listed in 314 Uvm -1.0 ~~

I) 11111<.!

Ill'

mt:l

Use Attainability Analysis (UAA)
submitted to and approved by
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MEMORANDUM:
TO:

Glenn Haas, Andy Gottlieb, Bill Gaughan, Dave Fe!:'ris,
Bill Cashins, Kathleen Keohane, Kevin Brander, Torn
Dallaire

FROM:

Steve

DATE:

December 17, 1996

SUBJECT:

Boston Water and Sewe!:' Commission
Combined Sewer Overflows
Stony Brook Sewer System Study

Lipman~/

::;:: ~ecernbe!:' 11, 19 96, I a: tended a brief i:ng by the Beste::
i·7ate!:' a:::d Sewer Commission (Commission) and its cor.sult.ant, C:JM,
!:'eca!:'::ii::c the Stonv Brook Sewe~ Svsterr. Studv which is an assessment
o£-c~:ic~s to the proposal cur!:'ently recommended by MWRA in its
~ece:::ly ~e~eased ::so Facilities Plan/EIR which is to const!:'uct a
Sc~ee::i:ns and Disinfection Facility.
In attendance from EPA we~e
:ay 3~oli:n and B!:'ian Pitt. ':'~is memc!:'andum is a su~mary o£ tha:
'1"'~~-- ~

--

···-- --·"':::1.

•

Attachments No. 1 a::d 2 are copies o£ the brie£i::1g agenda
5 c~a!:'t which co~pa!:'es ?c:en:ial CSO Cor..trol Programs.

•

':'!;.e ::ommissior.. has bee::1 coope!:'ati:ng and coordinating with Mw·~
d~!:'i::Jg p!:'epa!:'ation of t:tis Study.
By the fi!:'st of the yea!:'
the Commission expects to issue a !:'ecommended plan ar..d by t~e
erid of January 1997 a!:.ticipates releasing a Final Report.
This schedule fits into MWRA's CSO Program whereby it would be
filing its Final FP/EIR in April 1997 (see attachment No. 3).

•

The Study project area includes a separate sewer/storm drain
area (southern portion of area) which discharges to the Ward
Street Headworks .and a much larger northern area which is
considered combined, but which includes significant subareas·
with separated sewers/drains (the subareas get tied back into
the combined areas, so currently act as combined areas).

a::~

•

In the combined areas, there are two distinct sections; one
which is tributary to the Old Stony Brook System which
includes 7 overflow regulators and the other which is
comprised of 18 regulators and flows to the New Stony Brook
Conduit. Overflows from the Old Stony Brook system discharge
to the MWRA Prison Point CSO Treatment Facility so is not a
problem, and the Commissio~ only dealt with the 18 regulators
in the New Stony Brook Conduit.
As part of the CSO/SO?
program, 6 of the 18 regulators were closed and the other 12
had their weirs raised to maximize flow to Deer Island.

•

As part of the Study, Commission Staff "popped" and inspected
750 manholes.

•

The Study al~o included the installation of 33 flow meters for
an 8 -week pe.riod which allowed for collection of flow data
from 6 storms, one of which was close to a 3-month storm. C~M
staff stated that the flow data correlated well with the MW"?~
CSO Program model.

•

Of the 3 major brooks which have been channelized in the Study
Area, Canterburry Brook is the one which contributes by far
the largest base flow to the system.

•

~DM and Commission staff stated that the objective of the~r
analysis was keyed to determining/assessing options w!-:.~::h
provided for less than 4 untreated overflows per year.
~entioned that the current draft of the updated DEP CSO ?oli::y
~~~,·uc·~~a~g~~ o~ 9~~ com~,~--~~
=-~
.L--... -;:;;; a-... e~g~n~~~~ng
..
!-'-- o. •• - - w~~h
- .._... M~~
'l'f
"-'
- ..........
=~e Commission should key on this requireme~= versus the less
=~an 4 overflows per year.

()
:...

.... -

()

-

•

.i.

J.

.... •

-

- - .... ..

~

-

-

.....

-

-' 0

~

:: was explained that many of the downstream portions of t~e
restricted elements, o-:::.the regiona: sewer syste~,
oumos at Deer Islar.d (t.~e
~ain restriction is on the Stony Brook Conduit where a 42-in::~
int.er::ep:or is reduced to 24-inches which results in a
sig~~=:~a~~
backwa:er co~dition,
resulting in inc~eas=i
=verflows~.
The Commissio~'s proposal will key on re~oval c~
relie~ cf s~=~ res~~i::t.~ons ~s~~g; relief i~=e~::ep:o~s.
=~=w
=~ve~s:~~s,
~~-sys=em
s:c~age
and sepa~a:~on
(:~::
a~=
pa~~ial) .
::~rr~bi.::ed system pu:--posely .:.n~lude
re~~es: of MDC when they operated
s~ as not to overtax the influent

•

For ~he program options which include off-line storage, ~~e
Commission looked for alternatives that allowed for gravi~y
options and keeping the facilities in public ways or public
prpperty (storage could be in pipes or tanks) .

•

The Program Options listing in attachment No. 2 are only 5 of
an infinite number of permutations of mixes of separation,.
storage and diversions, but these 5 provide a reasonable mix
of major alternatives to allow for review/comment.

•
--.-. --

EPA staff explained that they will want to know how much of
the system includes "common manholes" or "common trenches",
their main concern being common manholes which EPA considers
to be analogous to a combined system. EPA also indicated (and
I supported) the position that in any of the separate areas,
there must be an illicit connection study performed to make
sure that the separate areas are truly separate.

-....._

~

•

We discussed the Court Order which requires that in August
1997 MWRA provide an analysis of the need for additional CSO
work for the Lower Charles River, which includes the Stonv
Brook project.
CDM stated that this is one of the maj o.=.
benefits of .their proposal in that it is "phasable" and
actions can be expanded over time to reduce overflows (e.g.
.
can go from .3 to 2 to l overflow per year by expand~ng
specific elements of program such as extent of separation) .
~

•

Brian Pitt stated that EPA is not convinced that the
11
floatables control" technology chosen by MWRA (Underflow
Baffles) is the best or appropriate technology and will likely
require, or at least strongly request, that MWRA design ~ts
facilities to allow for the more land-intensive options to be
built if the Underflow Baffles systems don't function properly
or if during design/construction it is decided to go with a~
alternative technology due to receipt of better/new technical
information on CSO floatable controls.

•

~ ..,_,¥"~$,,:;;an
d.;S"'"USSt=>d
O""'t;O....,S
-f=or 'n OW ..'- hei....mig;.......0.....
......_ __ v
. . . '!:" ... •·
...
-- ""*'.,...,_."""""'""Sa1s
::-- ...... ::-~
·- ··a:low for resolutio~ to some of t~e water quality problems ~~
the M~ddy R~ver by allowi~g for base
flow diversic::~
·a~gmentation) at t~e Fens Gatehouse to Fens ?ond and then =~
dow~ to the Muddy River.

·•

We were told that a nu~ber of their optio~s were signifi~ant:~
less costly tha~ the MWRA prc::posal (wh~ch has a~ est~mate=
capital cost of $24 millic::n), and would resolve the difficulty
·.~- ---~~~-;-o .. o s~-~ -he c,...~~t=>~~~g/D;s.;n.,:ec-ion ~ac;l;-v
c.-~-·'·~-··.!..
--- -.... ,..,;----·--··
..i..
....
'-•
= ......... ~..... .....

-

•

..!.

options -sewer separatio~,
:..:::;::·le::!e:l:.a:.:.o:-.. w:..:.:. :.a..~:-: :8::9:::.- ~!:ar. the MWRA :;::a:-.:.. The M~·;?-=-. .
schedule calls for completion of construction cf the Stc::~y
Brook Facility in ~arch of 20C2 with a 2-year constructio~
sc~edule. Options which incl~de substantial a~ount of sewe=
separation could possibly add up :o 4 years to this schedule.

----,:,-

- · .. ._.l,::i _

•

()

.... ,

of

The Commission would want to expedite the design of this
project to allow for expedited "claims 11 upon areas of public
ways where the storage pipelines would be placed so that other
utilities don't come in and use those areas, resulting in
additional costs and time to move those utilities.

C) I

I think that the Commission's Study provides a number of
interesting options to the current MWRA Proposal of a large
(-\ Screening/Disinfection Facility, and we should work closely with
\ ) the Commission, MWRA, EPA and other stakeholders over the next few
months so that a final proposal can be incorporated into the
Federal Court and FP /EIR schedules which require filing of the
~-·- Final FP/EIR in April 1997, MEPA Ce~tification and DEP Action on
~Facilities Plan by July 1997, and DEP Administrative Actions in
September 1997.
J

SGL/wp
10:2bwsc
cc:

C)

Pam Harvey .
Elizabeth Dorsey
Arleen O'Donnell
Sabin Lord
Russ Isaac
Alan Slate~
Ron Lyberger

AGENDA
Stony Brook Sewer System Study
Presentation to EPA and DEP
December I 1, 1996

(--)

...., Outline of Presentation

Paul Keehan, B\VSC

Project Status
Description of Stony Brook Sewer System
Drainage area
\
Schematic of Stony Brook Conduit and Old Stony Brook Conduit
Active regulators
Interceptors
Stony Brook Sewer System Study
Goal - To reduce CSOs to the SBC and the Charles River
Approach- Field investigations and flow metering
Identify alternatives for each regulator
Recommend a program to meet water quality objectives

Five Programs For Controllmg CSOs

Brent !v1cCanhy and
Ginny Roach. CD\1

()

I. Full separation of all active regulators to the SBC ·

2. Full separation of the 7 key regulators to the SBC
3. Diversion of overf1ow:; from RE 046-381/Storage of 6 key regulators
~.

Diversion of C'lvcrflmv;; frnm RE 04t,-31' !!Partial separation at the 6 key rcgubtors

5. Enlarge connccuons/Route RE 046- i

1(\

w SB\'S/Partial separation.; k:..·y regul:J.t~.lr>

Questions and Comments

(~J

Comparison of Potential CSO Control Programs

Program 1

1--------------·-- ..

. --··· ..

..

Program 2

··-- -------------- --

·--

Program 3

------

Diversion at
Full Separation of
Full Separation of
All SBC Regulators tile Seven Key SlJC 046-381, Storage at
SiJl Key SBC
Regulators
:
..
17•/,'
Regulators

(

Overflow Frequency
to the Charles River
Floatables Controls

'("

I

',.

'}

No Dischm!Jf'!S to
Chmles llivN

---------·

..

.

. ··-

Not 11equirnd
•"

O&M

... - - · -

4 or less/Year

·-- --- ------- . ·--- -- ··-·· ------ .
1-Y em Freqwmcy

1-Year Frequency

1-Year Frequency

1-Year Frequency

Odor Control, Wash
Down Aller Every Even

Minor

Minor

Yes

No

No

Yes, Out Not As
Effective As Separation

Yes, on SWCI and
WnLLS

Yes, on SWCI and
WALLS

·-·-·--·-

-------··

Interceptor Relief

Yes; to All Threfl
Intercept om

---- ..

----------······--

--------

No
----··

-

---------

Enlarge Regulators
to SB VS, Connect
046-110 to SBVS,
Partial Separation
of Regulators to
SWCI

4 or less/Year

...

I·J,,

Diversion at
046-381, Partial
-Separation at Six
KeySBC
Regulators

4 or less!Y car

Mi11nr

land
Acqulshlon/Sitlng
Considerations

Program 5

?. or Le!;s/Y ear

Mi11nr

Considerations

Program 4

·---

- .. -· ·-·· ----- ·-----Yes, to All Tltrnn

Interceptors

--------------

----

little Change in
little Change In
Stormwater Flow to Most Decrer1se of tho 5 Second Most Decrease Increase in Stormwater
Amount of Stormwater Amount of Stormwater
of the 5 flrourmns
to Wastewater System
Pronrwns
Wastewater System
to Wastewater System to Wastewater System
-------

Magnitude of
Construction
Dlaruptlon

Approximate
·Construction Cost

--- ---- -- --- - -------------------

Most Disruptive

Sncoml Most Disruptive

least Disruptive

Third Most Disruptive

Second least
Disruptive

---------- -------$30;000,000

$5,400,000 to
$13,600,000

$21,000,000

-

. $12,400,000

11i nV )
\

I>

. I

·J.)

.,

.11

f.l·th~ I

.r

.i.;•IJr.,

$13,400,000

THE CoMMONWEALTH oF MASSACHUSETTS

ExECUTIVE OFFICE oF ENVIRONMENTAl. AFFAIRS
OFFICE OF CoASTAl. ZoNE MANAGEMENT
1 oo CAMBRIDGE STREET, BosToN,
(617) 727·9530
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r~EPA' MEMORANDUM
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t

Ja.~·y

Jan Reitsma, Directo7, MEPA ;··~,..,......{i.l. i
/
Margaret M. Brady, D~rector, MCZM.v 1
December 20, 1996
EOEA # 10335 Draft Combined Sewer Overflow Facilities
Plan and Environmental Impact Report; Boston, Cambridge,
Chelsea, and Somerville

To:
From:
Date:
Re:

The Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management (MCZM) Office has
completed its review of the above-referenced draft Facilities Plan
and Environmental Impact Report
(FP/EIR),
noticed in the
Environmental Monitor dated October 25, 1996, and suggests the MWRA
address the following comments in the Final FP/EIR.
The Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA) is the regional
authority responsible for providing wastewater services to 43
communities. Four cities (i.e., Boston, Cambridge, Chelsea, and
Somerville) in the North Section of the MWRA wastewater service
area have combined sewer overflows (CSOs). In these four cities,
there are 81 potentially active CSOs that discharge to Boston
Harbor and its tributary rivers during wet weather events.
In
addition, the MWRA operates six CSO treatment facilities that
provide some screening and disinfection of CSO volume discharged.
After almost two years of discussions and review of the MWRA' s
Conceptual Plan for CSO Control, a Recommended CSO Control Plan was
developed. This recommended plan identifies varying levels of CSO
controls for addressing water quality issues in 14 receiving water
segments defined in Boston Harbor and its tributaries. The plan
includes the following recommended CSO controls:

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

six sewer separation projects;
five projects for upgrading of existing CSO treatment
facilities;
four CSO consolidation/storage units;
three new CSO treatment/pumping facilities;
three hydraulic relief projects;
an outfall improvement project; and
region-wide controls for floatables materials at each CSO
outfall.

WIL.I.IAM F. Wrt:I.D, GOVERNOR; ARQft:O PAUl. CI:I.LUCCI, LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR; TRUDY COXI:, SECRETARY; MARC:OARft:T M. BRADY,· DIRECTOR

2

()

The following sections are MCZM's comments on the draft FP/EIR.
Coordination with MDC's Boston Harbor Beaches Project

The Metropolitan District Commission (MDC) is implementing a $30
million Boston Harbor Beach Restoration Project that complements
significant improvements in water quality in Boston Harbor. Beach
improvement projects include beach resanding, rebuilding of
bathhouses, increased public access, and landscape improvements.
MCZM applauds the MWRA's proposal to remove all CSOs from critical
use waters, thereby greatly improving water quality at Boston
Harbor beaches and creating opportunities for additional shellfish
bed openings in Boston Harbor.
In addition, MCZM supports the
MWRA's proposal to reroute stormwater flows from the beach areas in
North Dorchester Bay to the Reserved Channel for additional water
quality benefits in critical use waters.

( )

It will be necessary to coordinate very closely with ongoing MDC
restoration projects to ensure the proposed CSO Plan improvements
do not disturb current and future beach improvement projects. MCZM
particularly suggests coordination with the North Dorchester Bay
Relocation Project proposed near the South Boston beaches, which
are currently undergoing restoration improvements. Other areas of
interest include Constitution Beach in East Boston and South
Dorchester Bay.
Charles River

The MWRA CSO Plan proposes changes to current state water quality
standards' (WQS) classifications for the Charles River and for
other receiving waters where CSOs will continue operating under the
proposed plan,
specifically changes to the surface water
classification from "Class B" to "Class Bcso". The FP/EIR states
that a designation of Bcso for a particular receiving water segment
would be made only if the Department of Environmental Protection
(DEP) facilities planning process and watershed planning efforts
showed allowance of minor CSO discharges to be the most
environmentally protective and cost-effective option available.
Additionally, DEP is required to make its determinations relative
to water quality designations for CSO-impacted waters by September
1997. -In order to justify this designation change, MCZM believes
that more discussion relative to the timing of ongoing watershed
planning efforts is needed.

~~-)

In addition, the draft FP/EIR indicates the " ... MWRA believes that
a short-term variance for the Charles River receiving water
segments would be appropriate until more information on the control
of non-CSO sources is available. The plan for the Charles River
could be visited in the future after further watershed planning now
underway is completed" (page 6-4). According to the draft FP/EIR,
a· variance provision to the state WQS allows short-term

3

modification of the water quality standards in permits when interim
control measures or additional studies are appropriate (page 5-13).
What does "short-term" mean? Is there a timeframe for completion
of the watershed planning for the Charles River watershed? While
site specific conditions call for flexibility in WQSs, additional
information is necessary for MCZM to determine possible long-term
impacts to the Charles River and ultimately Boston Harbor.

1

}

The Charles River Basin Team, of which MCZM is an active
participant, just completed a series of public outreach meetings
and is in the process of putting together a monitoring program to
develop a management plan for the Charles River. This is a three
to four year process. MCZM would like additional information on
the proposed length of the "variance" designation for the Charles
River, and the process by which this designation will be changed
(upgraded) in the future.
The proposed project may be subject to MCZM federal consistency
review. For further information on this process, please contact
Jane W. Mead, MCZM Project Review Coordinator, at 617-727-9530

x. 418.
MMB/EPG/RZ
cc:

John Simpson, Section Chief,
Waterways Regulation Program, Massachusetts DEP
James Sprague, Section Chief,
Northeast Regional Office, Massachusetts DEP
Elizabeth Grab
MCZM Boston Harbor Regional Coordinator
Steve Lipman, DEP
John Fitzgerald, Director, Sewerage Division, MWRA
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OFFICE OF THE HEAD OF SCHOOL

December 19, 1996
Secretary Trudy Coxe
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
Attention: MEP A Unit
20th F1cor
100 Cambridge Street
.,
Boston, MA 02210
RE:

EOEA 10335

Cambridge CAMOOS Hydraulic Relief

Dear Secretary Coxe:
Massachusetts Water Resources Authority's Combined Sewer Overflow Facilities Plan and Environmental
Impact Report of October 15, 1996 addresses CSO issues at CAMOOS. The Hydraulic Relief project the Plan
proposes for CA.MOOS replaces the screening and disinfection facility originally proposed in the Interim
Assessment of Facility Siting study of January 23, 1999. We commented on the screening and disinfection
facility by letter dated February 1, 1996. The concerns we raised at that time about a screening and disinfection
facility on the banks of the Charles River have been rendered moot by the hydraulic relief plan for C..-\11005.

Lt.:Z. -I
·

-- -

We .....wish
to offer our full support for.. the}. plan. as now propos~d,. Our students row on the Charles River almost
... daily during fall and spring and we suppo'rt, both for our students and for the community, measures which
improve water quality in the river basin. By contrast with the screening and disirlfection facility initially
proposed, hydraulic relief will not detract from the general appearance of the riverfront, will not generate
offensive chemical or sewerage odors, will not require on-going maintenance, and will not be deleterious to
nearby wetlands. As proposed, hydraulic relief will discharge 50% less CSO overflow during storm eventS than
a screening and disinfection facility. Moreover, it is projected that the capital cost of the hydraulic relief project
will be 85% less than the cost of a screening and qisinfection facility, and operating costs 98% less, for a
combined savings of more than $10 million.
By virtually any measure, hydraulic relief is a better CSO mitigation measure at CAM005 than a screening and
disinfection facility. It is better for the environment, better for those who use and enjoy the river, and will cost
iess. while we recognize abutters will be inco:wenienced during the cons <ruction phase of the hycL.-at:lic relief
project, the construction period is short and we are confident reasonable measures will be taken to manage
construction impacts.
We applaud the MWR...'\ and Metcalf and Eddy for investigating all options and developing what we believe is
an environmentally_ and fiscally sound mitigation plan for CSO CAMOOS.
Sincerely yours,

~Richard I Melvoin

C)
350 PROSPECT STREET. BELMONT, MASSACHUSETTS 02178-2662

617-484-4410

FAX 617-484-4688

22 Bowker Street
Brookline, :MA 02146

107 Queensbeny Street #2
Boston, MA 02215-4748

December 23, 1996

Ms. Trudy Coxe, Secretary
Executive Office ofEnvironmental
Affairs
....
100 Cambridge Street, 19th floor
Boston, MA 02202

REGffVED
BfC: 2 ~
v

1~c-·
•• :;

RE: MEPA 10335
Dear Madam Secretary:
· After so much time, money and effort have been expended it is discouraging to read the EIR for
the CSO Control plan. The MW'RA still proposes to install a costly chlorination-disinfec6ion
facility on our historic waterway with the necessary dechorination apparatus. We r~~~
convinced that the large expenditures to build these facilities_ and maintain them would be better
() 43rl s~Cori.source. recit.iction~ ·As ·we have ·noted before .the· B-oston Water and Sewer Commission.
anticipates the completion of a study of the Stony Brook system by Camp Dresser McKee. That
study has been delayed by the flooding this fall and the necessity to evaluate changes in flooding
potential which might result from sewer separation. This is what we were told at the Muddy
River Action Group meeting in November. MWRA plans seem to take no account of citizen
comment and to be driven by court deadlines.
·

In November 1994 we wrote to Mr. MacDonald a detailed statement of our attorney's case for
the responsibility of the MDC and MWRA to clean the Muddy River system and we have no
reason to change that position. We certainly hope for a political solution through the agency of
the Secretary and the Muddy River Actin Group.
With regard to the Fens Pond the floods of September and October 96 flooded the area
surrounding the pond not only wit~ water but with sewage as well. This ought to be a prime
consideration. Public health concerns are now added to environmental_concerns. Paul Demit of
the Boston Water and Sewer Commission told us in November that his agency is looking for
FEMA money to clean out the pond. That would be a good solution for all concerned.

In terms of the logic of the MWRA position regarding the criterion for a control program in the
Back Bay Fens I can only repeat what my mend Sam Bass Warner has already written:

(j
"-----

"It makes no sense in an expensive and long run program that looks toward restoring thee
water quality of the downstream portion of river basins to say that you will not undertake
to cleanup the immediate CSO pollution because other sources are polluting as well. The

goal her should be to get the CSO loads off the system so the MWRA and others can move
on other sources."

( )
,

To compound the felony this EIR provides for changing the water quality standard in the Muddy
River from Class B to Class B cso, We wrote to you, Madame Secretary July 27 of this year
when our attorney carne across the court motion.. (A copy of our letter is attached). Any
4-? -~ ~ ~ge in the water quality standard should be advertised, discussed and commented on. In fact
this EIR refers to the Back Bay Fens Pond as a Class B receiving water and later refers to the
lower Charles as Class Bcso. (Volume IV, page 17-3 and page 17-9). That section also includes
the following remarkabJe ~tatement (page 17-8):
"Higher levels ofCSO control produced no measurable improvement in attainment ofuses
for the lower Charles-receiving water segment."
One can only speculate as to the grounds for that judgment and who was doing the judging.
It seems to some of us that part of the problem is the decision to lump the Muddy River into the
lower Charles watershed. The community was not included in the initiation of the watershed
approach to planning for the Commonwealth's rivers. Generally we all favor the holistic
approach of watershed planning. The Muddy River certainly is a tributary to the Charles. But it
is also the only man made river in the Commonwealth and is on the National Register ofHistoric
Places as a built environment. Improving the Muddy help the Charles but planning for the Charles
does not help. the Muddy. In addition EOEA has been funding studies of the Muddy River since
the late 80's. I am told that the initial phase of watershed planning involves five or six years of
study. We have already had five or six years of study. I think a lot of us have reached the point
where we would like to see some forward motion. This EIR does not hold out much hope but
4?-3 maybe the agency of the Secretary and the Muddy River Action Group will. In the meantime we
/would like to see the Muddy River Watershed ciesi.gnared-·separat~1from the watershed of the
. ~'Low~~..Gh!lfles." We understand the Muddy River as being the water system from Jamaica Pond
to Charlesgate.

.....!Jlank you for the opportunity to comment on this EIR.
.

~:~ruly yours,

0iLfo

J'),

Isabella M. Callanan, President
Friends of the Muddy River

(. )

()
Brookline, MA
July 27, 1996

107 Queensberry Street
Boston, MA 02215

Ms. Trudy Coxe, Secretary
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
.100 Cambridge Street
Boston, MA 02202
RE: The Muddy River, the Muddy River Action Group and the
MWRA

()

Dear Ms. Coxe:
It has come to our attention that in a memorandum that the
United States filed with the U.S. District Court on May 13,
1996, the federal government advises that: "Revisions to
water qtiality standards are anticipated by the MWRA's
December 1994 CSO Plan." We have not been informed about
any such change in the water quality standards and we want
to ensure that citizens have an opportunity to object before
any such changes are approved by the DEP and the Court.
We are encouraged by the work of the Army Corps of Engineers
and we request that you and your deputy to our organization,
Leo Roy, tell us what state monies will be earmarked to
implement the recommendation of the Corps. We certainly
expect to join the state administration in lobbying for
federal money, but in the meantime we would like to see some
forward motion on the part of EOEA.

( )

With respect to the work which needs to be done to get a
clean Muddy River we believe that the MWRA should play a
role and that cleaning out the Fens Pond should be their
contribution. You will recall that the Fens Pond has been
the subject of many ·letters. It is full of sewage from
BOS046, the active esc, which discharges contamined material
from the Stony Brook system to the pond. There is
considerable reason to believe that MWRA has underestimated

the amount of sewage currently being discharged in storm
events. In any case MWRA is responsible for this active CSO
and has been so since 1985. MWRA has said many times it
means to be helpful in the cleanup of the Muddy. Cleaning
out the Fens Pond is the way they should do it.

(l

Up to now the MWRA has stonewalled any attempt to improve
the water quality in the Muddy River. I enclose their
letters to me and to Richard Heidebrecht. I also enclose
letter of John Elwood, Environmental Engineer, retired from
service with the MDC and the MWRA. While at the MDC Mr.
Elwood supervis~d plans for dredging the Fens pond and he
believes as do many others that the MWRA should clean out
this pond where they still have an active cso. The water
quality in the Fens is the worst in the Muddy River system
according to the water tests of both the MWRA and the Army
Corps.
As part of the MEPA process for the esc Control Plan we and

others wrote objecting to the installation of a chlorination
plant on the Stony Brook system, and advocating instead that
MWRA cooperate with the Boston Water and Sewer Commission in
eliminating all sources of contamination--source reduction.
This would eliminate the need for spending twenty-five
million dollars on a chlorination plant and dechlorination,
and maintenance costs estimated at one million annually. We
understood that we would receive a response from the MWRA.
That was part of your decision allowing non-controversial
items to go forward. Nevertheless MWRA is proceeding to
acquire a site for this plant .. Meanwhile Camp Dresser MeKee
is working on a study of the Stony Brook system ~or BWS~
looking toward eliminating the sources of pollution. The
CDM study will be completed the end of this year and looks
very promising indeed. I would think that if only in the
interests of keeping costs down MWRA would hold off
acquiring a site unt~l the study is complete
We trust that the Army Corps will complete their Feasibility
study and come up with serious solutions to the water
quality problems. We are convinced that flow augmentation
is vital to a healthier future for our river. Also we need

()

u

to dredge the worst sites to get rid of phragmites and other
obstructions to a healthy flow.
Thank you for appointing Leo Roy to work with the Muddy
River Action Group and also for David Mendelsohn, project
facilitator.
Very truly yours,
\.

Isabella M. Callanan, President
Friends of the Muddy River
cc:

()

Betsy Shure Gross~ Chair, Brookline Conservation
Fred Perry, Brookline Conservation and Greenspace
John Elwood, Environmental Engineer
Richard Heath, Exec. Dr., Boston Greenspace Alliance
Peter Webber, OEM
Eugene Cavanaugh, DEM
Leslie Lewis, DEM
David Mendelsohn, DEM
Rep. John Businger
Senator Lois Pines
Senator Diane Wilkerson
Rep. Paul Demakis
Rep. David Cohen
Rep. David Donnelly
Rep. Kevin Fitzgerald.

S. David Graber
Consulting Engineer

118 Larson Road
Stoughton. Massachusetts 02072
(617) 341-0390

Environmental/ Hydraulic/ Mechanical Engineering
Water Quality Management Planning
Environmental Analysis/ Modeling/ Research

December 23, 1996
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The Honorable Trudy Coxe, Secretary
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street/20th Floor
Boston, MA 02202
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ATTN: MEPA UNIT
SUBJECT: Draft Combined Sewer Overflow Facilities Plan and
Environmental Impact Report (EOEA #10335)

(~)

Dear Secretary Coxe:
On behalf of the Selectmen of the Town of Winthrop, this letter
provides comments on the subject Draft Facilities Plan/EIR as
noticed in the Environmental Monitor for October 25, 1996.
We first would like to compliment
presenting a large amount of good
Compliments are also due Michael
presentation to the Court parties on

MWRA and its consultants on
work in a readable fashion.
Hornbrook for an excellent ·
October 24, 1996.

For the most part, the plan represents a logical step towards
major improvements in water quality. Planners and other interested parties will be able to reassess the plan in future years and
build upon it as appropriate. Our comments are primarily in the
areas of water quality and CSO control technologies.
The plan properly recognizes the role that other sources of
pollution (e.g., stormwater runoff) play in placing limits on
attainment of water quality goals, yet reveals a practical and
positive approach towards MWRA's continuing role in watershed
planning.
The plan appropriately includes Combined Sewer Separation in
certain receiving water segments. That has the major benefit of
reducing the human pathogens to which users of the receiving

(~

The Honorable Trudy Coxe, Secretary
December 23, 1996

waters will be exposed. 1 In this regard, the writer reiterates
the view expressed previously that fecal coliforms a~sociated
with CSO's are of much greater public health significance than
are fecal coliforms associated with stormwater runoff. Separation
not only has this public health benefit, but it also installs
sanitary and/or storm sewers which is a useful investment in
infrastructure. This can be coordinated with other community
infrastructu~e
repairs. The proposed disinfection of certain
remaining CSO's will complement the separation program in a costeffective manner.

qq-l

~he plan should clearly identify,
in map and tabular presenta. tions, those locations where non-disinfected CSO's will be
L9ischarged, including the average frequency of such discharge.
\Means of effectively restricting swimming in affected areas for
q4-~~the
necessary period following runoff should be addressed,
'including public education.

Removal of CSO floatables is an important aesthetic consideration. To the extent possible, ~~sessments of the effectiveness of
the related recommendations should be included in the discussion~ (
of water quality impacts.
\

~~)

Th~

one-year, 6-hour storm is mentioned at two locations on page
8-14 .··-The writer has previously (e.g., 10/27/94 comments to
Douglas MacDonald on the Draft CSO Conceptual Plan & System
Master Plan) asked for an. explanation of the logic behind the us_e
of that storm (i.e., other than its questionable regulatory
status). In responding, please see that prior correspondence and
note that it includes discussion specifically of sewer overflows
to the Charles River.
·-· - -}I'
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Page 6-3 states t,_hat testing performed at existing CSO facilities
by MWRA for NPDES-reportfng purposes has determined that toxici!Y
is not a parameter of concern. Please provides details or reference materials.

4~-~ What was the result of

copper, lead, and zinc modeling mentioned

on pages 28-9 and 28-11?

44- T Please cla_E~fy __b._Qy;___t_,t~ __ leveJ.

was____ C:QrtsJ.g~~E;!_9, ____ Jn. _.t:.h.~--~-n~lys~§.
Pages 8-40 . & 41 seem to""indTcate that a constant high tide
elevation higher than mean high tide was assumed. That could in

1. The report notes that elimination of CSO's "will ... reduce the·,)
risk of contact with human pathogens" (page 3-31).

The Honorable Trudy Coxe, Secretary
December 23, 1996
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some respects raise the joint probability of the storm events,
but result in less accurate simulations. Were tides allowed to
fluctuate during the simulations, and if so how was that done in
the model?
The following comments are offered for Sections 8.4 and 8.5
regarding
the Technology Identification and Screening
and
Technology Sizing Criteria (and related Appendix D - Design Data
Criteria):

44-B

Referring to the discussion of dechlorination relative to
alternative disinfection technologies (e.g., page 8-21), it
should be noted that sulfur dioxide is much more hazardous
than- sodium bisuT:flte/metabisulfite, and should be rt1TErd
out for safety reaspns.
In

4'4--9

()

44-10

44-U

the discussion of floatables control, reference should
to the report "Draft Technical Memorandum on PreDesign Planning for Floatables Control at Outfalls Not
Associated with Other CSO Controls," Prepared for MWRA by
M&E, January 1996.

be added

Please explain why sodium bromide/sodium
hypochlorite
disinfection does not require dechlorination to prevent the
discharge of toxic residuals (page 8-30).
Referring to page 11-26, please cite evidence that trihalomethane byproducts at the levels that could occur from
chlorination/dechlorination are toxic to aquatic life.

~-12- In

the discussion of odor control (pages 8-38 to 39), in
addition to a size criterion (greater than 20,000 cfm
airflow) as the basis for assuming wet scrubbers vs. activated carbon, consideration should be given to the anticipated activation frequency, duration, responsiveness
(both
startup and change in inlet concentrations), and need for
operator attention.

Also relative to odor control, the irilet air H2S design
8-39)
should
be
given careful
concentration (page
consideration and be based on data (particularly data
collected in the MWRA system).
In the Appendix D data sheet for Grit Chambers, overflow
rate and detention
time are given as process/sizing
criteria. The writer knows of no basis for using detention
time as a criterion for grit chambers, but would add

The Honorable Trudy Coxe, Secretary
December 23, 1996

scouring velocity (longitudinal or transverse, the
induced by circulation) to the design criteria.

-4-.~~\
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latter

Page 4-13 suggests that when sewer are separated new storm
drains are "most often" constructed so that the capacity of
the new storm drain can be increased, so that shallower
construction can be done, and to avoid disturbance of
existing sanitary sewer connections. Reiterating our prior
tj-l}-J'.> comm7nt, ~!__,_Stl.QJllc;i .be . not~9. _ -~h':l!: . low-flow hydrauli9s 9t
· comb~ned sewers converted to san~tary sewers may prov~de a
s t:r:~~g __ i:eas o-n-io -·repl ace--tne -sani ta.-ry· -s-ew~·:rs- Ins t.e;ia-:--Urid"er
l.Q~=J;I.QY./,_ ~srn.q,i tion~.. s~wers .. 'may" not maintain scouring velocities. Oversized sani tacy sewer·s···ni'ay deposit sewage solids
which will no longer be periodically flushed by storm
flows. These deposits can become deep, and .odors and
maintenance problems can be significant. This should be
carefully evaluated during the planning for each separation
project.

lf-4 -:-lt

The different disinfection and floatables control methods vary in
their effectiveness. See, e.g., pages 8-31 & 32 for disinfection( __-~
and pages 8-35 to 38 for floatables control. The effectiveness of
)
underflow baffles is not given, and it is stated (page 8-31) that
exist~~ applications of this technology
have not been identified. In addition to field studies (page 4-14), it is suggested
t:h9..L'experience be gained incrementally with underflow baffles,
[both aL_t_Q___t_heir. ef_~~~t:~ veness CJ.J:td any operational problems. That
~ better enable a mid-course change in the method of floatalPles control if deemed necessary.

The recommended disinfection, dechlorination, and floatables
control technologies are not apparent in portions of the report
where one would expect to find that information (and perhaps not
anywhere in the report), so that an understanding of the effectiveness of the recommended technologies cannot be gained. ;r_'!:__.4-~
suggesteg __ that the recommended technologies be added to Table
44--il '1:'~_.3.~:z-:-1Rec~mmended CSO _Cs>ntrol. PlCJ.n) ~ · Chg.p_ter __ _A_f!, ___ and e~sewher~e
· a_s ___CI.PPJ::9Pr~ate. Some general d~scuss~on of w~at technolog~es were
recommende-d and the reasons why would conclude the general
~4-le:discussions of technology screening and evaluation in Chapters 8
i and 11. MEPA-waivered projects should also be included in an
~overall tabulation.
L\-4--l9'Please correct the first paragraph of Section 28.4 (Neponset
River- page 28-69) to read " ... includes implementing a sewer
--separation plan which ultimately eliminates csos .... "
( __ )

The Honorable Trudy Coxe, Secretary
December 23, 1996

~~-~o@hould the reference near the bottom of page 28-6 be MWRA,

-5-

1994~?

:rhe O'Shea & Kennedy (1988) reference on page 28-7 is not given
4-Y--oZi ~in the List of References. The reference USEPA, 1988a on pages
· .28-12 & 28-13 is not given in the List of References.
Finally,

in

view

of

the voluminous material and loose-leaf
the Final Plan/EIR be provided in the
t"f·orm of replacement pages. If it is decided to publish the Final
4~~Plan/EIR
in its entirety, please provide a thorough guide to
.changes from the Draft versions.
f~r~tvfwe suggest that

Thank you for this comment opportunity.

Very truly yours,

S. David Graber, P.E.
cc: Marie T. Turner, Chairperson, Board of Selectmen
Joseph v. Ferrino, Jr., Board of Selectmen
Gerald B. Ogus, Board of Selectmen
Virginia L. Wilder, Director, Winthrop Community Development
Raymond C. Rice, Director, Winthrop Public Works
Thomas B. Powers, MWRA
John F. Fitzgerald, MWRA
Michael J. Hornbrook, MWRA
Virginia Renick, MWRA
Daniel K. O'Brien, MWRA
Leonard A. Cawley, MWRA
Steven G. Lipman, DEP
Richard P. Kotelly; EPA
John P. Sullivan, Jr., BWSC
Harlan Doliner, Goldstein & Manello

llttstttll

Thomas M. Menino, Mayor

· December 23, 1996
Ms. Trudy Coxe, Secretary
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street, Room 2000
Boston, MA 02202
Attention: MEP A Unit
\

John F. Fitzgerald, Director
Sewerage Division
Massachusetts Water Resources Authority
Charlestown Navy Yard
100 First A venue
Boston, MA 02129

RE:

()

"i

EOEA #10335, Draft Combined Sewer Overflow Facilities Plan and
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Secretary Coxe and Mr. Fitzgerald:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the above-referenced document.
As an open space land management and recreation services agency, the Boston Parks and
Recreation Department has a limited comment purview for this type of project.
Therefore, we are primarily concerned with facility location decisions as they affect open
space in Boston. The locations which will be discussed in this letter are the following:
• South Boston/North Dorchester Bay Conduit
• South Boston/Reserved Channel Pumping Facility/Conduit
• Stony Brook Screening and Disinfection Facility
• Union Park Detention!freatrnent Facility
• Charlestown BOSO 19 Storage Conduit
• Charlestown BOSO 17 Hydraulic Relief
• East Boston Branch Sewer Relief

However, some general comments or recommendations are also provided.

General Recommendations
•

lJ

The focus of the CSO project has been to improve the water quality of receiving
waters. Due to cost considerations, priorities must be made. The emphasis of this
multi-year project is improvement of the waters of Boston Harbor artd the Charles
River. Both have major recreational facilities on their shores. This emphasis is valid.

Justine M. Lift/Commissioner/Parks and Recreation Department/1 010 Mass. Ave./Boston, MA 02118

-
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However, other tributary waters are major features of recreational areas and are
currently CSO receiving waters. The Back Bay Fens is a case in point. The
elimination of CSO discharges from the Stony Brook drainage system to the Back
Bay Fens is an important goal. While cost considerations make prioritization
necessary, the current CSO EIR and FP should hold out hope for users of this
important urban open space. (The Back B_~y_f~ is an intensively used secondary
contact recreation area, and, as you have acknowledged, an important aesthetic area
with no tidal flushing. [If would .b~ more appropriate _tp_cqp,sider it under priority
45- t C~~~m~b~~~~·f~'-15. Table 2.9~ 1. The EIR/FP s~o~~--~~~~~t_e how~umeri_c~
lf5-2 !:priority rinkings finally resulted in mCalphabeficai priority ranking of A, B, or C.) A
t.l-5" _ ;wntten .c-oiiin::iitrD.ent in the Final CSO EIR and ~p s~ould be made that in th.e next
\generation of CSO control, once the current proJect IS completed, all CSO discharges
to the Back Bay Fens will be eliminated, and all sediments resulting from past CSO
!discharges will be removed and disposed.

~)
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We believe that the Boston Water and Sewer Commission study of the Stony Brook
drainage system may yet yield a significant reduction in CSO discharges to the Back
Bay Fens. However, given the recreational nature of the waters of the Fens, the
national and international importance of this example of the park design work of
Frederick Law Olmsted, Senior, and the substantial investment the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts has put into the Emerald Necklace parks through the Department of
Environmental Management Olmsted Landscape Restoration Program, a long-term
rcoinmitment by the MWRA to eliminate CSO discharges to all recreational waters,
1especially in this case to the Back Bay Fens, needs to be stated in this current plan
;document.
The Parks and Recreation Department wishes to express its support for the work of
the MWRA to improve receiving waters in the Boston area. We understand the need
for flexibility in this effort. For this reason, we would not consider city parkland a
"fatal flaw" in evaluating the siting of a proposed CSO facility. However, given City
of Boston general policy against siting non-park uses in parkland, and state policy
through Article 97 that conversion of parkland to non-park uses be a highly
discouraged option, it was disturbing to see the large number of parkland sites which
were short-listed after being reviewed through the screening process. Urban parkland
should not be considered a "path of least resistance" in CSO facility site selection.
The need for urban open space may be hard to quantify or compare to other site
selection values, but we need to state emphatically, based on city and state policy, that
it must be very highly valued, on the same order of magnitude as such environmental
protection goals as water quality improvement. Our office would welcome the
opportunity to discuss with the MWRA or its consultants how urban open space can
be better screened through this process.

(
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Site-by-Site Comments
• South Boston/North Dorchester Bay Conduit
The preferred conduit route alternative avoids direct impacts to Columbus
Park. It also avoids impacts to the harbor beaches. For this it should be
commended. However, it may pose impacts to Marine Park and Carson
Beach. As both are NIDC properties, their comments should be more
determinative. One behalf of Boston park users, we wish to remind the
MWRA that disruption of park use or actual conversion to non-park use
should be avoided or minimized to the greatest extent feasible.
Our major concern will be construction impacts on Columbus Park, L Street
Beach and Bathhouse, and Independence Park/Lee Playground. 1]!~ M~.
its consultants, and its contractors should coordinate with the Parks and
Recreation Depar.t!Tient throughout
design and construction proce~s -especially-from--the very beginning of the process -- to minimize the disruptio~
of construction on park users.

the

--··-·······

•
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South Boston/Reserved Channel Conduit/Pumping Facility
As with the North Dorchester Bay Consolidated Conduit above, our major
concern is with construction impacts, in this case with one park specifically,
Lee Playground/Independence Park. Again, the MWRA, its consultants, and
its contractors should coordinate with the Parks and Recreation Department
throughout the design and construction process -- especially from the very
beginning of the process - to minimize the disruption of construction on park
users~-MWRA should also coordinate its plans with the NIDC to ensure
;that-the
future park at Site J North be as little impacted as possible .
. __ _

The

•

Stony Brook Screening and Disinfection Facility
Two features of this project affect parklands. First is the location of the
second chlorine residual analyzer, a feature of the dechlorination function of
this project. The proposed location is "in the vicinity of' Forsyth Park, a City
of Boston park across the Fenway from the Back Bay Fens and across Forsyth
Way from the Museum of Fine Arts. A prominent public monument is
located on this park, as well as lawn and woody vegetation. Given this
location, its features, and its surroundings there is a high degree of aesthetic
sensitivity to this site. The analyzer is proposed to be installed in a belowgrade chamber.

Obviously, this agency -- and the public -- requires more clarity as to the
location of a CSO facility "near" a park, especially in a huge, multi-volume
Draft EIR. It is difficult to comment on this aspect of the project if a welldefmed location is not given. We are requesting that the MWRA contact us as
_s_oon as this comment letter is received to discuss this issue with us. A defined
4 5-t; location should be described in the FEIR. In fact, the FEIR should discuss all

Lf5' -r raitemative locations for the second chlorine residual analyzer.

Non-park
i alternatives in this area, such as in the bed of the street or in traffic islands,
l should be more desirable locations than parkland for this non-park use, even if
:the feature is in a below-ground chamber. It is the strong preference of this
"'"agency that non-park uses not be sited in any park.
Assuming the "worst case" were, unfortunately, to proceed, i.e., that this
feature be located in Forsyth Park, it will be necessary again for the MWRA to
discuss with the Parks and Recreation Department the nature of this analyzer,
the amount of land surface it will require, how MWRA maintenance of this
analyzer will affect park use and features, and proper mitigation for this loss
of parkland. Again, we advise the MWRA to contact us as soon as this
comment letter is received in order to resolve this issue -- assuming that the
analyzer be located on parkland.
The second aspect of this project that affects parkland is the facility itself. It
seeks to reduce the impact of current CSO discharges by treating them at this
facility, and by screening floatables at this facility and the BOS046 outfall.
This reduction will help improve water quality conditions at the Back Bay
Fens. However, as discussed in our general comments above, we believe a
long-term goal of the Commonwealth must be the elimination of all CSO
discharges to all recreational waters. While chlorination will treat the
discharge, and the screen will remove the large floatables, sediment will still
accwnulate in the Fens due to this discharge. While annual discharge
frequency is projected to be limited, the sediment will still significantly
accwnulate over the years, particularly because the discharges will occur ·
during extreme storm events, when residual sediment from the sewer systems
and newly entering sediment are most likely to leave the sewer system for the
receiving water, i.e., the Fens (the September and October floods of this year
are an example of this point). This sedimentation will slow flow, and
consequently reduce dissolved oxygen, and encourage further sedimentation
from the Muddy River flows itself. This sedimentation phenomenon will
encourage growth of Phragmites reeds, slowing flow further, and so on.
Needless to say, over the long term the Commonwealth must commit itself to
the elimination of this CSO discharge phenomenon in the Fens during the next
generation of CSO control. A written statement to this effect should be
included in the FEIR.

415--9

On the issue of the Stony Brook Facility location, we agree with other City
agency reviewers that~ of the locations that were short-listed are
advisable. The study area should be enlarged and the search resumed in this
1larger area (including sites further south of the current study area) .
......_

(-}
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Back Bay Fens -- BOS046 Outfall
Only Chapter 28 provides a discussion of this receiving water. (However, no
l.j'S-10 :details (text or graphics) are provided for the recommended alternative at this
outfall of manually-cleaned bar screens. No discussion is provided as to the
size of the solids and floatables to be controlled by the bar screens, and the
type of particles to be released during an activation of this outfall. Further, no
charts in Chapter 28.8 show existing flows and loads from CSO and other
stonnwater sources for the 3-month and 1-year storm events, which would
enable comparison to the future planned conditons for such flows and loads.
If installation of these bar screens will require maintenance (cleaning, repair,
etc.), such activities will likely impact on the parkland surrounding the
BOS046 outfall. Such impacts need to be discussed in detail in the EIR .and
with the Parks and Recreation Department as soon as possible, and efforts
made to minimize such impacts, especially soil erosion that would affect the
waters of the Fens.

45"- \I

4-5- \)....·Regarding the annual frequency of activation of this outfall, the EIR should
include the latest data from the outfall discharge frequency meter installed by
BWSC in the summer of 1995. While we have experienced higher than
normal precipitation since the summer of 1995, it may be possible to
determine frequency for more nonnal years from this data. This would help to
verify the MWRA modeling of outfall discharge frequency .

()
.•
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Union Park Detention/Treatment Facility
This facility is to be located on a parcel that has been the subject of
negotiations between the Boston Water and Sewer Commission (BWSC) and
the Boston Parks and Recreation Department (BPRD). The BPRD will enter
into a lease agreement with B WSC and construct a park on a portion of this
parcel, over the underground portion of this proposed CSO facility. This park
will include a spray pool and water fountain. Consequently, water service and
drain pipes to service these water features will need to be installed at depths of
5 feet and 3 feet respectively in order to prevent pipe bursting from seasonal
frost. Figure 28.15-12 shows a scaled section view of this facility. The
difference between the top of the underground chamber and the grade
elevation as shown in this section view is only 2 feet. As we anticipate
construction on this park to begin this spring, we are concerned as to the
restitution of this park by the MWRA after construction of the underground
CSO facility. As recently requested, we will supply the most currently
available construction plans for the park (at 75% completion) to the MWRA
staff for their review. The MWRA must fully accommodate this park as
~:·currently designed in its plans for this Union Park CSO facility.
~

~-

..\Placement of such a facility in an alternative site in Rotch Playground in the
1
Lf )·· 't: South End is not acceptable, given the adverse impact on the limited active
~recreation

•

facilities in this dense urban neighborhood.

Charlestown BOSO 19 Storage Conduit
As we oppose siting non-park uses in parks, we support the choice here of a
non-park site rather than a little league field at Barry Playground for this CSO
facility. The MWRA should consult with the Parks and Recreation
Department to minimize impacts on park users during construction, such as
from noise, rodents, and insects.
\

•

CharlestoWn BOSO 17 Hydraulic Relief
While nonnally we oppose siting non-park uses in open space, the traffic
island here is isolated by large traffic arterials. Its purpose is therefore purely
visual/aesthetic. In fact, the Parks and Recreation Department now has a
design contract in effect to re-design the traffic island as currently shaped. In
order to reduce costs and maintain the greatest flexibility possible, this
Department would like to see the most detailed plans available for this
proposed CSO facility. By learning of the exact location where the MWRA
wishes to site this CSO facility, our office can require our design consultant to
plant non-woody vegetation in those areas of the traffic island. This would
then limit the cost of restoring the vegetation damaged by construction from
the proposed CSO facility. Naturally, as a cost of the CSO project, we
presume the MWRA will restore this area after construction is completed, and
will do so in consultation with the Boston. Parks and Recreation Department.

•

East Boston Branch Sewer Relief
Our major concern in this project is that its impact be minimized to the
greatest extent possible on such open space resources as American Legion
Playground, East Boston Memorial Stadium, and the East Boston Greenway
project. The impact on the American Legion and the Stadium should be
minimal and restricted to the construction phase. Consultation with the Parks
and Recreation Department during the entire design and construction process,
from its earliest point, should be required.

1, 5 _1c: (Regarding the East Boston Greenway project, coordination ofthe CSO project.

,..

;; \with the design and construction of the Greenway's first phase, the Conrail
1
Corridor IS TEA project, is essential, particularly if the alignment is placed in
the Railroad Corridor, as suggested by the Boston Redevelopment Authority.

~-
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[Note 1: re Chapter 28.8.1, please see second line under "State Use Designation." The
Back Bay Fens and the Muddy River are in the Emerald Necklace park system. Olmsted
Park is but one park in the Emerald Necklace system (there is no "a" in the "Olmsted"
derived from Frederick Law Olmsted, Senior).
Note 2: re Chapter 28.8.1, please see last line under "State Use Designation." Thanks to
recent BWSC work on the Brookline Avenue Gatehouse, most if not all flow from the
Muddy River is directed to the Back Bay Fens. The BWSC can provide further
information about this recent change.]

Should you or your staff have any questions regarding these comments, please
feel free to contact us at 635-4505.
Sincerely,

OUv»L
v

Aldo Ghirin
Senior Planner

(~)
cc:

C)

Commissioner Justine M. Liff
Brian McLaughlin, Executive Secretary, Parks and Recreation Commission
Stan Ivan, Chief Engineer
H. Ken Crasco, Chief Landscape Architect
Fran Beatty, Senior Landscape Architect for Historic Parks
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Kelly Realty Trust
83 Central Street
Boston, MA 02109
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Ms. Trudy Cox, Secretary
Executive Office of Environmental Affair's
Attention: :MEPOA Unit
100 Cambridge Street- 20th Floor
Boston, MA 02202

RE: - Draft DEIR and FP , Chelsea Branch Sewer Relief Project

Dear Ms. Cox:
It appears at this time, that the Chelsea Branch Sewer Relief Project will pass through
property owned by Kelly Realty Trust. The proposed plan is to rehabilitate approximately
5,400 feet of existing pipe (figure 1) by means of microtunneling. This work has the
potential to create some serious problems for Kelly Realty Trust.
Some major areas of concern include:

4t-> _, *

How will the project effect fiaure development of land within the
Shopping Center?
'

Kelly Realty trust is currently collaborating with the· City of Chelsea in
a joint Land Use Study. Additional development at the Parkway Plaza
site will contribute to the economic revitalization of Chelsea through
providing much needed tax revenues to the City and generating additional
employment opportunities for Chelsea residents.

Is the present 20 foot Metropolitan District Commission easement wide enough
to accommodaJe constructing jacking and receiving shafts?
Jacking shaft will be approximately 22 x 22 feet in area- and contractor's work area
of 15 x 150 feet.
Receiving shafts will be approximately 15 x 15 feet in area, with a contractor's
work area of 15 x 50 feet.

4lP-3
*

If any of the excavated soil is contaminated, who is responsible for its removal?

'-f~,Q-'t

*

Placement of shafts in the parking area could cause problems for our major tenant
BRADLEES/STOP & SHOP and also tenants in the Strip Mall.

*

A portion of the existing MDC sewer line runs under a Section of Bradlees. Boring
under the store would in all probability present a disturbance problem for
Bracilees - and also risk structural problems for the building.

*

The placement of a major receiving shaft between Bradlees and the strip mall may
present a disturbance problem for adjacent strip mall tenants and Bradlees.

*

Traffic to and from shafts needs to be carefully worked out.

The above list or concerns is not intended to be conclusive, but rather to illustrate some
or the problems that could have an adverse economic impact on Parkway Plaza.
Particularly at a time when the City or Chelsea has made a strong commitment to join
in a partnership with Kelly Realty Trust to advance Parkway Plaza as a high-impact
and high-priority development project.
The City of Chelsea and Kelly Realty Trust have agreed to collaborate on a project which
will result in additional development of a major under-utilized site in Chelsea. The project
entails a design and feasibility analysis for further development of Parkway Plaza in the very
near future.
The Chelsea Branch Sewer Relief Project could have a significant impact on the future
development of Parkway Plaza. We will need to work closely with the Massachusetts Water
Resources Authority to mitigate the economic impact on Parkway Plaza.
If you have any questions, please call me.

Philip W. Sweeney
Kelly Realty Trust

c.c.
Lisa Marx, MWRA
Karl F. Seidman Consulting Service
Michael T. Glynn
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The Eoston Harbor Association

PHONE NO.

P01

617 482 9750

374 Congraq Btr. .t
SUite609
Ieiiia", ... 02210·11107
Teleol'lone (61 7) o412-1722

fax (017) dZ·97:iD

December 23, 1 996

Trudy Coxe, Secr.etary
Executive Office
Environmental Affairs
Attention: MEPA Unit
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, MA 02202

of

RECEIVED
DEC 2 -'t t:96

~f~
FPA
t.. - - .

RE: EOEA 10335 -Draft CSO Facilities Plan/

El~

Pear Secretary Coxe:
The Boston Harbor Association is a non-profit, public interest

organization established in 1973 to promote a clean, alive and accessible
Boston Harbor. TBHI\ was the first public interest organization to call for
the clean up of Boston Harbor, and has closely followed the Boston Harbor

Project for more than a decade.
We commend you and your offic:e for including in the 30 May 1 995
Certificate on the Combined Sewer Overflow Project the establishment of a
Tec:hnic:al Advisory Committee. Its establishment facilita.t~d public:
understanding and partidpatio~ in the development of the cso racilities
Plan and I;nvironmental Impact Report. Under the able leadership of Lydia
Goodhue (a long time TBHA Trustee), the Committee met regularly and
had numerous productive presentations by and discussions with the MWRA
on the draft plan. Sadly, M~. Goodhue unexpectedly pa.s.sed away earlier
this month, but before her death. she indicated strong support for the
process you initiated as well as the draft report produced by the MWRA.
The Boston Harbor Association also commends th~ Ma~s;:u-huseu.s
Water Resources Authority and their consultant, Regina Villa A:s:sociates, for
an open public participation process whic:h we believe contributed to the
development of an excellent draft Plan. In particular, Douglas MacDonald,
MWRA Executive Director, Michael Hornbrook. Program Direc·tor, Sewerage
f-acilities Department, Dave Kubiak, Senior Program Manager for CSOs, Lise
Marx, Project Manager, and Nancy Farrell of Regina Villa Associates
provided exceptional support and assistance throughout the p1·ocess.

-1•
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The Easton Harbor Rssociation

PHONE NO.

P0: '

617 482 9750

The Boston Harbor Association strongly supports th~ CSO Plan
(FP/DEIR) proposed by the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority. The
Plan incorporates local solutions to dealing with combined ~ewer overflows
and will result in imprcwed water quality conditions for receiving waters.
The proposed $420 million project also reflects s;gnificant savings for
MWRA ratepayers compared to the previous $1.2 billion proposal, while
insuring even be_tter water quality than the original proposal. TBHA views
tthe CSO FP /DEIR
a design· plan in progress, and encourages the MWRA to
\remain flexible and open to changes as new information about technology
lor specific local conditions becomes available.

as

WarP.r Quality

DP."ignarinn~

The CSO Plan proposes changes to water quality designations fo1·
certain receiving waters affected by the proposed CSO impruvl::!ml::!nts. The
full impact of these changes is not fuJly understood. Based on a 17
Decen1ber 1996 meeting with DEP staff, we understand that the Departn1ent
will conduct. a separate public comment period through the MDPA process
to discuss the changes to water quality designations proposed in the CSO
Plan. TBHA looks forward to participating in that process and fonnally
commenting on changes to water quality designations during the public
meeting to be held in cllhet· February or March 1997 (u~fu1«.: tlu.:: AIJ• il 1997
FEIR filing).
Stormwater Issues
The CSO Plan recommends major sewer sepat•ation

pn-,je~ts

in Sour.h

Dorchester Bay, the Neponset River, Constitution Beac.h and C:amhridge.
Water quality in these locations is also affected by a range of non-CSO
pollutant sources such as road run-off, stormwater and upstream flows .
. The proposed sewer separation projects will eliminate CSO now, but
increase srormwater pollution because stormwater flows will no longer be
rerouted to Deer Island along with sewage during heavy t·ainstonus .

. Tn order to minimize the potential impact of additional stormwat~r
discharges to Boston llarbor,_~TBllA recommends that the MWR/\ and local
icommunitics incorpo'rate-·environmentally beneficial features into any
!newly constructed storm drai11s. These features could indude catch basins,
. .
oil and grease separators, or screening and/or retention basins, as
applicable. All new storm drains should indicate-- "Do Not Dump- Drains
to Boston Harbor" through plaques, stenciling or othct· means.

-
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The Boston Harbor Rssociation

PHONE NO.

517 482 9750
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).

\

Ar. TBHA's Environment Committee meetings, representatives of the
CSO communities identified difficulties associated with maintenance of
catch basins and screening facilities for existing stormw.ater runoff. High

costs and lack of disposal facilities for catch basin wastes appear to bP a
problem for many communities along Boston Harbor. TBHA urges I::OEA to
.
fdevelop strategies that will ensure sufficient disposal sites fm· catch basin
41-3! wastes so that lohll agencies c::tn appropriately deal with the incr~ased
~tormwater discharges that will result from the CSO Plan.
Disinfection Facilities

4?--lJ..
'~.:i~-~~ies f()r wa~e:r quality ir1 r~_l<lti~~ ~o disinfection faci~itic:!.s need to,
q -sbc_ cl_~it)cd. T[l_~ __FETR should indi~ate th~ potei}ti_al water quallty lPlP~t:~ of
1 the proposed, ~rylgrination rreatm~tH . pr.ocess.- Ac:iisc:ussion of those
alternative treatment technologies reviewed sho~ld be in~luded,, and the
implementing innovative technologies in the future
if they evo)ve into more cost effective ways of achieYing beU.ct· wates·
quality.

MWRA should consider

(_)

North Dorchester Bay
TBHA would like to commend the MWRJ\ for proposing the removal
of stormwater flows along with CSO flows from the beac:-h areas of Nor·th
Dorchester Day to the Reserved Channel. This will significantly improve
existing water quality conditions at South Boston's beach~.s, with only
minimal financial impact to the overall project.
·
Cnnrdinatinn with Other Projects

4-'h

(

The MWRA should continue r.o coordinate all CSO construr:tion
activities with the Metropolitan District Commission's "Hack to the
Beaches" capital· improvement program which involves major construction
in th_e same areas as CSO activities ar Constitution Beach, North DoJ"chester
Bay, and South Dorchester Bay. Careful scheduling will be ne~c.t~tl to
minimi?.e neighborhood impact, and to ensure that one project does not
have a negative impact on the other. Close coordination is also needed to
ttvoid potential problems or c:onflicr.s with the ongoing Central
Artery/Tunnel Project, South Boston Transir.way Projec:t., and wir.h potential
plans for constructing a Convention Center or Sports Stadium near the
waterfront in South Boston.

-~)
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Neighborhood Impart.
In addition to minimizing construction activities in re~ddc~nt.ial
nr:.ixhborhood~, TBHA urges the MWRA to focus additional attention on th,..
potential impact to South Boston resident::. during c:onstructiotl of the
tunnel to reroute C.:SUs from South Boston beac:hes to thr:. Rt:::scrvcd Channel.
Y-=1-1- (Yentila:tion systems needed to circ:ulate air to workers during construction.
\of t:h~ tunnel should be designed to generate the least possibll.~ amnunt of

.

moise.

\

In dosing, The Boston Harbor Assoc:iation strongly supports the C:SO
Plan as proposed ln the DEIR. Wr:. i::lppredate the MWRA's willingness to
provir.l~ ample opportwlity for public discussion and comment, and the
incorporation of design c::hanges that achieve equal or better result$ at
reduced cost to ratepayers.
·

Sincerely,

~~L

L. k6J~

Vivien Li
Exec:utive Director

cc:

Joan l.e'Rlanc

Deputy Director

Douglas MacDonald, MWRA
David Struhs, DEP
Glenn Haas, DF.P
Steve Lipman 7 DEP
Samantha Overton, MDC
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Save the Harbor
Save the Bay
Founded 1986

December 23, 1996
Secretary Trudy Coxe
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
Att: MEPA Unit
\.
100 Cambridge Street, 20th Floor
Boston, MA 02202
Re:

EOEA #1 0335 - Draft CSO Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report

Dear Secretary Coxa:
Save the Harbor/Save the Bay (SHSB) is a citizen-based non-profit organization
dedicated to protecting and promoting Boston Harbor and Massachusetts Bay. We
have reviewed the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority's (MWRA) Draft
Combined Sewer Overflow Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report (DEIR),
participated in the Technical Advisory Committee to MEPA for this project, and
attended the public hearing on December 9, 1996. Based on these activities, we
submit the following comments and recommendations.

4-8-1
I.

The Facilities Plan presented In the DEIR represents a positive
first step toward region-wide CSO control, but Is not a final
solution.

SHSB commends the MWAA for the watershed-based approach to planning for CSO
controls. It is more appropriate and cost-effective than the originally-planned deep
rock tunnel. However, when the proposed work described in the DEIR Is complete,
there will still be areas where CSOs are active and contribute pollution (bacteria, Total
Suspended Solids and Biological Oxygen Demand) to the Harbor and its tributaries.
Although it is not cost effective to completely remove these CSOs now because of the
pervasive impacts of other, non-CSO pollution sources, in the long-term this will not be
the case; In the Charles River, for instance, EPA New England and the ten
communities surrounding the Lower Basin have set an aggressive schedule for
removing illicit cross connections and developing stormwater management plans.
Significant water quality improvements as a result. of this work are likely and the
relative impacts of CSO discharge to the lower Charles River may be significantly
increased within the next decade.
With similar efforts, non-CSO pollution could be reduced in other receiving waters as
well -- Alewife Brook and Fort Point Channel in particular. Although we understand
that complete CSO control in these areas is not cost effective today, it should not be
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completely ruled out. SHSB believes that complete CSO control in all of the
'[ecelylng waters should remain the goal of this Facilities Plan. To that
end, the Plan should be ongoing and remain flexible enough to respond to new
information as it becomes available.

n

Schedule Six of the court case associated with this project requires re-evaluation of
the CSO control plans for consistency with water quality standards in April, 1997. We
believe it is these standards and the designation given each .receiving water which will
drive both CSO-related and non·CSO-related improvements in the future. Any
changes to water quality designations will change the goals for that water body and
should not be taken lightly.

qg -.;;..._

\

II. A public process, led by the Department of Environmental Protection
(DEP), should begin Immediately In order to facilitate and encourage
public participation In discussions regarding proposed changes to
water quality designations In CSO receiving waters_
Until October 1995, ••partial-use" designation was the only regulatory vehicle to
support CSO management plans which leave CSOs in place. We commend the DEP
for developing two new options-- variance and Sese. However, in our comments to the
Department on the new strategy dated October 13, 1995, we clearly defined a need for
public participation in any proposed designation changes. We believe it is completely
unacceptable to use this MEPA comment period as the only public process for
changes to the water quality designations. Because the proposed changes were not
printed in the Environmental Monitor, only those close to the project understand that
this may be their only opportunity to comment on changes to the state's water quality
goals. Projects in several areas where changes are proposed are not even included
in the DEJA review because they were part of the Phase I Waiver {Alewife Brook and
Mystic River in particular).

()
\ _.·

Through conversations with Jan Reitsma, Director of the MEPA Unit, we understand
that the DEP will be submitting an interim document to MEPA prior to the submittal of a
Final Environmental Impact Report. This document should clearly outline the
Department•s proposed changes to water quality designations and justifications for
these changes. Further, the document should outline proposed actions to address
non-CSO porlution in any receiving water where a variance or Bcso designation is
proposed. We also understand that the Department has tentatively scheduled a
hearing for Spring, 1997. However, we urge the DEP to begin the public process as
soon as possible. Many questions remain regarding the difference between variance
and Bcso which should be answered before the public hearing so that the public can
intelligently comment on their preferences for each receiving water:
•

What Is the difference between granting a variance and designating a waterbody
Bcso?

•

How long will a variance last? What criteria determines when a variance should
discontinue?

rJ.
\.
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•

What is the timeline and process for review of Sese designations? 3 years? 5
years? Never? Will granting a Bcso designation ensure progress on ether nonesc pollution sources?

•

What kind of actions will be associated with a variance? Will granting a variance
ensure progress on other non-CSO pollution sources?

Without the answers to these questions, SHSB can not recommend any changes to
water quality designations at this time.
Lastly, although the ~ew CSC regulatory strategy was designed specifically in
response to the MWRA's CSO abatement plans, it will have statewide applications.
This project will set a precedent for use of variances and Sese designations in the
future. Informed public participation should be integral to the process.

Ill.

The models used to predict the Impacts and benefits of proposed
CSO control are based on assumptions about stormwater inf1aw
and typical rainfall which need furiher substantiation In the Final
Environmental Impact Report {FEIR).

CSO planning is based on rainfall amounts for a "typical year.~ According to the
DEIR, the largest storm in a typical year is a six-month to one-year storm. However,
the 1994 MWRA Conceptual CSC Plan characterizes two storms larger than the
41"-3 one-year ston:!h-.fl"he FEIR should give modeling results for at least receiving
·r'afers where the MWRA has proposed leaving CSOs in place for a revised "typical
1 year,. which includes at least one storm larger than a one-year storm.
•

--)
(.
-

•

As you know, the Charles River Watershed Association (CRWA) has begun a fiveyear monitoring project on the Charles River. I am a volunteer for that project and
receive information and updates on the results of that monitoring. CRWA data has
found that in areas affected primarily by stormwater, upstream of the esc area,
bacteria levels drop of quickly within two to three days of a storm. In areas where
CSOs contribute significantly to the bacteria leads, data indicates that bacterial
contamination persists for a greater period of time. The relative impacts of
stormwater and CSOs in each receiving water were analyzed by the MWRA solely
through models rather than through monitoring an actual storm event. With only
the available Information, it is difficult to assess if the persistence of bacterial
contamination in CSC-impacted areas in the Charles River are due to CSOs,
different stormwater characteristics, receiving water characteristics or some
combination of these factors. In Alewife Brook, a very small brook with low flow, the
volume of CSO flow which will remain after this CSO plan is implemented is
proportionately large. If CSC-related bacterial contamination is In fact more
\ L-t u.. persistent, the increased impacts to Alewife Brook may be significant . Stormwater
, D- r (rUnoff should be monitored over the course of a storm in all areas where the MWRA
I has proposed leaving CSOs in place in order to verify modeling assumptions. The
\ results of this monitoring should be given in the FEIR.
\:..--
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IV.

-.---.--

Data regarding the localized Impact of CSO discharges Is missing
from the DEIR.

r_ -~\
J

1

In addition, the DEJA assesses relative water quality impacts from CSOs, stormwater
and upstream sources on an annual basis by receiving water segment. This approach
may mask the localized, potentially acute impacts of CSOs. CRWA data has shown
that areas Immediately surrounding CSOs suffer dramatically higher impacts than
4S-5 other areas in terms of pollutant loadi~gs and ~issolved o~gen depletion. The ~EIR
(should include analyses of water quahty data 1n the areas Immediately surround1ng
! CSOs which will remain in place after this project is implemented during wet weather
i and should give more information regarding the mixing and plume dispersion of CSO
Gtischarge from these" pipes.
·
.

V.

Treatment

t.fB- ~several areas throughout the plan,

disinfection through chlorination and
i dechlorination of esc discharge is proposed using sodium hypochlorite/sodium
',bromide technology. Many questions remain regarding the effectiveness and impacts
of this technology.
•

What are the impacts of this technology on a receiving water? The sodium bromide
which is used to dechlorinate consumes oxygen creating excess BOD In receiving
waters. Will this have a significant impact on any of the receiving waters In which
tre.atment is proposed? The Charles River in particular may be susceptible to
adverse impacts from BOD.

•

How much bacteria is really removed using this technology? It is our
understanding that estimates show that only about half the bacteria is eliminated.
Further, Sodium hypochlorite is mere effective at eliminating fecal coliform than the
actual pathogens for which it is an indicator, and, when laboratory samples testing
this technology are shaken (simulating real conditions) mere coliform is released.
Is it possible that even less than half of pathogens are removed by sodium
hypochlorite/sodium bromide technology?

•

Are there other disinfection methods which are less damaging, more effective and
also cost effective?

Y-s-- cr

The FEIR should give more information en the MWRA's analysis of ether treatment
technologies and their applicability to the Boston area. A comprehensive chart should
be given comparing
various appropriate disinfection technologies.
.
.
.

Based on our understanding of chlorination and dechlorination, CSO abatement
technologies which involve storage of flows are more desirable than treatment and
eliminate the need for costly treatment facilities. MWRA has already replaced several
\f-8-BJreatment facilities with storage options. In areas where screening and disinfection is
! still proposed (throughout the Charles River, the Somerville Marginal Facility 80817,
i and 80S19), the FEIR should give cost-benefit analyses for storage options where
·
possible.
·
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VI.

The DEIR gives very little Information regarding the environmental
impacts that may occur as a result of this CSO Facilities Plan

Although the DEJA gives volumes of information regarding the possible benefits of
proposed work, and regarding siting issues for proposed facilities, very little
information is given regarding the water quality impacts that may result from this plan.

46-'l
•

In some places, particularly places where sewer separation is the proposed CSO
control technology, water quality may actually degrade as additional stormwater
enters the syst~The FEIR should give more data and information regarding the
,-1Jredicteawafer q~ality impacts of sewer separation.

I

•

The FEIR should also give more details on the potential impacts of proposed
disinfection technologies (see above).

'-!~-~ery little info~ation is given in the DEIR regarding the Phase I Waiver projects.

Although these projects are underway, modification in light of new information and
changes to water quality designations Is not unlikely. The FEIR should give more
Information about these projects and their potential impacts. In particular, the FEIR
should give more information about potential impacts of sewer separation on the
\
': Mystic River and Alewife Brook.
i....

VII.

According to the DEJA, Infiltration and inflow (Ill) contribute almost
as much to the total volume of combined sewage during a threemonth storm as stormwater.

It is clear that the volume of 1/1 to the system is enough to influence the number of CSC
activations. Further, Ill has impacts system-wide •• not just in CSC communities. Over
the next decade, the MWRA will be spending almost $400 million on abating pollution
from CSCs, yet in several locations In the MWRA service area (Smelt Brook in
Weymouth, in particular) sewage overflows still occur regularly as a result of too much
Infiltration and inflow. SHSB recommends an aggressive, system-wide Ill reduction
program. It is our understanding that the MWRA gives grants to communities for 1/l...
relate~ work. /The FEI~ s~ould not only give a description of ongoing Ill reduction
46 -11 efforfs, baratSo a descnptron of work that has been completed to date and the
~ociated benefits. A chart with the amount of funds dispersed to each MWRA
community for 1/1, a description of work completed with those funds and the associated
1/1 reductions would be useful to assess the cost-effectiveness of various activities.
46-\~

..

Further, the FEIR should identify priority areas for 1/1 efforts. It is·our understanding that
the MWRA Is exploring the possibility of creating Sanitary System Overflow (SSO)
pipes In the Neponset River to relieve the South System during emergency situations
in order to prevent residential sewage flooding and back-ups. We believe that this
would represent an enormous step backwards from sewage overflow control.
Although it is important to prevent sewage from backing up into people 1S homes, the
long-term solution to this problem is aggressive 1/1 efforts, not new SSOs.

l_)
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VIII. Stcrmwater a·nd upstream sources of pollution contribute a
proportionately larger amount of contaminants to most CSO
receiving waters.
The MWRA has proposed leaving CSOs in place with only enough control to minimize
the impacts of CSO discharge In areas where there is a disproportionate impact of
stormwater and upstream sources of pollution. The MWRA is not responsible for these
pollution sources yet overall water quality improvement to these receiving waters
(including additional CSO control) will depend heavily on progress in controlling them.
We commend EPA New England-- and the communities surrounding the Lower Basin
-- for their aggressive, efforts on the Charles River. SHSB urges the State to play a
similar leadership role. for the Mystic and Neponset River watersheds and statewide.
The new Rivers Protection Act and Stormwater Standards are positive steps. It is clear
that partnering with municipalities is a beneficial approach. Communities need both
technical assistance and funding. These should be a priority fer the State.
The MWRA has contributed to stormwater management efforts by evaluating and
identifying key Best Management Practices (BMPs) for CSO communities. A final
LiB-i~eport on these evaluation will be issued separately from the FEIR. However, the FEJR
Lshould give a summary of the major recommendations from that report.

.

Although the MWRA is not responsible for stormwater pollution, the FE IA could also
identify areas where simultaneous stormwater drainage system improvements would
·
be cost-effective:

c-)

•

Sewer separation provides an excellent opportunity for storm drainage
improvements (catch basins, screens, oil and grease separators, etc.). The FEIR
:·should identify areas where improvements during construction would be
4-~ -I LJ- appropriate and cost~effective. Communities should be encouraged to work
.closely with the MWRA to complete these upgrades.
•

cf~-j

After the plan is implemented, the MWAA will cease to use several treatment
L!cilities. The FEIR should give some estimates for the costs and benefits should
5 Boston Wate~ & Sewer Commission assume operation of those plants as
stormwater treatment facilities.

Lastly, Save the Harbor/Save the Bay commends the MWRA for proposing to collect
stormwater flows as well as combined sewage as part of the tunneling project planned
for North Dorchester Bay. The water quality benefits from this proposal will far
outweigh the costs. The additional costs for handling this stormwater, however, should
not be paid for by MWRA rate payers. Rather, the appropriate state or local agency
~ -l i;, fShould be identified to pay the incremental cost increases associated with this plan.
;,./

IX.

Specific Project Comments

First SHSB would like to commend MWRA for its efforts to reduce CSO pollution to
date. By 1997, prior to implementation of this Facilities Plan, the annual CSO volume
will be reduced by 70% compared to 1988 conditions, with approximately 60% of the

6
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total volume receiving at least screening and disinfection. The total volume of CSO
discharge will be reduced by an additional 40% by this proposed plan. However, only
28 of 81 outfalls will be eliminated, leaving 53 in place. The MWRA predicts that
discharge from 46 of these will be minimized and that effective treatment will be in
place at the other locations where more frequent discharges will occur. Although this
proposed plan is a positive step toward CSO control, it will not eliminate CSO
pollution. SHSB has the following concerns/recommendations for Individual receiving
water segments:

Charles River
SHSB believes that tbe level of CSO control proposed for the Charles River is
unacceptable. New information provided by CRWA monitoring warrants a higher level
of control based en current understanding. We endorse CRWA's recommendations
for CSO control on the Upper Charles River, Lower Charles River and the Back Bay
Fens as outlined in their letter to you dated December 19, 1996. We understand that
the Schedule Six of the court case associated with this requires that the level of CSOt..J~--f'f,::control proposed for the Charles River be revisited in December 1997. However, we
·
[believe the issues outlined by CRWA should be addressed in the FEIR. Waiting until
'-December, 1 997 to address these issues will further delay CSO·related improvements
on the River and require an unnecessary Project Change Notice and review period.

Alewife Brook
The proposed plan for Alewife Brook is for sewer separation at 3 of 1 1 outfalls and
().
·floatables control at the remaining 8. According to data given, this plan will eliminate
bacteria loading during the 3-month storm and reduce it by almost one-half during the
,_
one-year storm. lt is predicted that CSOs will only activate four or less times per year.
However, the Alewife Brook is a very narrow and slow-moving water body. One CSO
activation of the 8 remaining outfalls will continue to have serious impacts on the
Brook. If CSO-related bacteria loadings are, in fact, mere persistent than these related
to stormwater discharge, these impacts will be even more pervasive and long-term.
Also, according to the DEIR, revised modeling now shows that amount of CSO
4~-16 discharge to Alewife Bro.ok after the recommended plan is implemented will be almost
· twice as much as was predicted in the 1994 Conceptual Plan, yet no analysis of the
\increased impact from these flows is giv~n.

~-t

.

9.

Although we understand that additional CSO control on Alewife Brook is not costeffective now, it is clear that it must remain an option in the future in order to obtain
water quality goals. Not only is the Brook an important part of the anadrcmous fish run
for the .annual alewife migration, but there has been increased interest in restoring the
-~rook and its banks for recreational purposes. SHSB believes that complete CSO
elimination should remain the long-term goal for Alewife Brook.·

Upper Mystic River
The only CSO which will remain in place after implementation of this Facilities Plan
will be the high tide discharge site for treated flows from the Somerville Marginal
facility. Apparently, during high tide conditions, tidal backwater can cause the treated
I ~~-.j.o discharge to flow back up from the low-tide discharge point below the Amelia Earhart
Dam through the Somerville Marginal conduit to SOM007A in the Mystic River. SHSB
rurges the MWRA to explore options for eliminating SOM007A which would completely
•

U
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' eliminate CSOs from the Mystic River. The FEI R should give cost estimates for
\...__
whatever facilities would be necessary to achieve this goal.

()

Upper Inner Harbor
According to the DEIR, after the proposed CSO controls for this area are implemented,
CSOs will activate about 30 times per year, five times of which discharge will be
untreated. We understand that this receiving water segment is Industrial, and that
stormwater and upstream sources contribute proportionately more pollution to the
Upper Inner Harbor. Further, we understand that additional CSO control at this time
will not be cost effective. However, given the questionable effectiveness and impacts
of treatment, thirty CSO activations per year will be simply unacceptable in the long~
term. Although this area is not highly used for primary contact recreation, boating and
fishing are very common and continue to increase in popularity as the Harbor's health
improves. Further, during the Spring and Fall Harbor Seals and Porpoises frequent
the Upper Inner Harbor. The FEIR should give a description of additional CSO
Liq-). l (Control measures, and cost estimates, which are likely to be cost-effective in the future
~hen other pollution sources are minimized. Also, the FEIR should give more
4~ -).]..{Information about the impacts this minimal level of CSO control will have on the health
\..g1 the entire Harbor, beyond this receiving water segment.

Mystic/Chelsea Confluence
A similar situation exists in this receiving water as in the Upper Inner Harbor. After the
proposed work Is complete, CSOs will continue to activate approximately 36 times per
year, about five of which will be untreated. It seems clear that higher levels of CSO
control will not substantially increase attainment of beneficial uses in this area at this
time. However, this level of control will be unacceptable in the long·term. Again, the
FEIR should give a description of additional CSC control measures, and cost
estimates, which are likely to be cost-effective in the future when other pollution
sources are minimized.

(--_-~)

_

Fort Paint Channel
After the proposed work for this area is complete, swimming standards will be violated
throughout most of the Channel and boating standards will be violated in one small
area during a three-month storm. Although the DEIR states that CSCs are the
predominant source of pollution to Fort Point Channel (particularly fecal coliform
bacteria), it also states that bacteria densities due to non-CSC sources would be
primarily responsible for the violations and that additional esc control would not
appreciably improve water quality.
The recreational potential for Fort Point Channel is immense. The Children's Museum
is planning an- expansion and new exhibits in which the Channel will play an integral
role. New walkways are planned as mitigation for the Central Artery Tunnel Project
and navigational dangers (old piles, etc.) will be removed as well. We urge both the
State and the MWRA to recognize the potential of Fort Point Channel. Although it
additional CSO control is not cost-effective now, it should not be ruled out for the
future. Similar to the Upper Inner Harbor and the Mystic/Chelsea Confluence , the
FEIR should give a description of additional CSO control measures, and cost
estimates, which are likely to be cost-effective in the future when other pollution
sources are minimized.

8
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X.

CSO planning should remain dynamic and on-going with
continuous public lnput.

Efforts to reduce pollution from CSOs should be ongoing and CSO control plans
should adapt as new information about receiving waters is available. Although
.
progress abating pollution from CSOs should not be delayed, flexibility with regard to
facility design and control technologies will be particularly important in receiving water
LfB-~~eas where CSOs will remain. Prior the FEIR submittal, all project changes should
l be presented to the CSO Technical Advisory Committee and then outlined clearly in
1 the FEIR. If changes.,_occur after FEIR submittal, Project Change Notices will be
! required.
.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this DEIR. Please do not hesitate to
contact me should have any questions.
s·ncerely,

di Sugerman
Policy Director

()

cc:

Doug MacDonald, MWRA
John DeVillars, US EPA

l_)
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CITY OF BOSTON
THE ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT
Boston City Hall, Room 805 • Boston, MA 02201 • 617/635-3850 • FAX:

December 23, 1996

Trudy Coxe, Secretary
Executive Office ofEnvironmenta.l Affairs
100 Cambridge Street, 20th. Floor
Boston, MA 02202
Attention: Doug Vigneau, MEP A Unit
Re: Combined Sewer Overflow· Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report
EOEA #10335
,.. 1'.

A

~~~ L ;,; ;\

Dear Secretary Coxe:

.''1:;
:

I

..

~

The City of Boston Environment Department has reviewed the Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact
Report (EIR) for the above referenced project and hereby submits the following comments.
(-) The project p~oponent, the Massachusetts Water Resourc~ A~thority (MWRA), seeks ~au~ ~s plan to
··· Jontrol combmed sewer overflows (CSOs), thereby rcducmg 1mpacts on the waterbodies rece1vmg such
eft1ucnt. In designing this plan the MWRA evaluated the characteristics of receiving waterbodics,
sources of pollutants within each watershed and the relative impact of the CSOs on water quality.
Fort Point Channel ConsoLidatign Conduit
This project will include a consolidation/storage conduit, dewatering pump station/odor control facility
rlll ~~d floatables control. Although the EIR indicates that the odo.!.~C?ntr_o~J~Wo/ will be located at Mount
.,....,- :Washington Ave. and A Street, we understand from the December 4, 1996 community meeting that it will
1actually be located at the Second Ave. end of A Street, providing greater distance between the facility and
Ave./ A Street.. location.
-residences. We support the Second
.
.
···.··

qq-dResident concerns expressed at the De~ember 4th meeting centered on noise and traffic issues on A Street

during construction. Acce~~ .to the H.:;ul.Rof:!.d.__getweeil.. West Second Street and Broadway was mentioned
~is an idea that has bee;-di~cussed. We encourag~·t·h·~ MWRA to assist in efforts to secure this access to
\ reduce
the impact of truck traffic on residents ..
.....__---······-· ..

--

Lorraine M. Downey, Director

Thomas M. Mcnino. Mayor

CSO Facilities Plan and EIR - p. 2

~ortb
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Dorchester Bay Cgnsglidation Condyit

This project is designed to separate stonnwater currently flowing to existing outfalls upstream of
downstream of the regulators and to capture overflows from the existing ~cso regulators associated with
outfalls BOS081 through BOS087. As this project works in conjunction with the Reserved ChCIIlilel
Pumping Facility. it will allow permanent closure of outfalls BOS081 through BOS087. In addition, the
two projects should reduce the activation frequency ofBOS080 to tour or tewer times per year and to
provide a storage conduit for smaller storms. The conduit will contain formed inverts in the five upstream
reaches to ensure cleansing'Velocities.
The proposed location for the odor control facility will require the loss of a small area of Marine Park and
may also impact Carson Beach. Construction will impact Columbus Park. the L Street Bathhouse and
t.f\· 'beach and Independence Park/Lee Playground. We strongly encourage the MWRA to closely coordinate
'With the Massachusetts District Commission (MDC) and Boston Parks and Recreation Department
(BPRD) during the design and construction processes to minimize impacts to park and beach users.

*'t4.~ note that the removal of flows fTom North Dorchester Bay will improve the water quality of South
~aston beaches and we laud the MWRA for this project.

Reserved Chappel Cgnsgljdatjgn Cgndujt and Pumping Facility
The goal of this project is to limit untreated CSO discharges into the Channel from BOS076 through
~OS079 to four or less per year. There will be floatables control at the outfalls. A pumping station will
~ceive flows from the Reserved Channel and North Dorchester Bay Conduits.
This department is concerned about the East First Street alternative due to the proximity of residences and
the potential for 24 hour workdays. Noise from the ventilation tans is likely to cause violations ofthe
lfl-{.,C[~ty's noise ordinance. We ask that the M\VRA reevaluate the siting of the shaft and make every effort to
locate the shaft as far from residences as possible:. We agree that the vicinity of Site 1 is appropriate for
the pumping facility~~ This department asks that the proponent continue to assess the use of Bayside or tbe
4:~- ~pollee station parking lot in the immediate vicinity. iThe location ofthe pumping station should be
c.arefully evaluated to minimize impacts on the Lobstennan' s Pier and so that the faciHty is compatible
twith the park to be located at the site.
l[C1-T-

.

····"-l......, ... -···~- -·······

...

Stony Brook Conduit Screenin~ and Disinfection Facilitv
Locating this facility is clearly an enormous challenge for the MWRA and we understand that the design
pha.c;e for this project is due to begin in July, 1997. It is evident tram the EIR-and from comments at the
November 19, 1996 community meeting that none of the sites in the study area are acceptable. It is our
trong recommendation that the study area boundaries be ex-panded and additional locations identified and
valuated for this project.
4q-~

We also note that the BWSC's recent study of the October, 1996 flood event and other information on
Stony Brook may contain data that will be helpful in planning this facility. The MWRA should
r:;.,ordinate with BWSC on this project, incorporate the findings of the BWSC study into planning and
/isit proposed solutions to determine if underlying assumptions for this area remrun the same.

L l.fq -4

(

)
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( ) .barlestown BOSO 19 Stqra.ge Conduit
The original proposal for this project was for a Screening and Disinfection Facility but the MWRA found
it was unnecessary and that a storage conduit with floatable controls would be sufficient.
Charlestown BOS017 Hvdraulic Relief
The original proposal for this project was for a Screening and Disinfection Facility but the MWRA found
it was unnecessary and has substituted the construction of a pipe to direct flows from CSOs upstream of
BOS017.
'l{q -10
Please note that the Boston Transportation Department (BTD) is presently designing improvements to the
Rutherford Avenue corridor and BPRD is designing a landscape plan for the Sullivan Square rotary. The
M\VRA must coordinate with BTD and BPRD to avoid conflicts.
l{q -1\
Union Park Pump Statjon PetentionO)-eatment Facility
The complexity of siting of this facility presented the MWRA with considerable difficulty. the p.referred
site is adjacent to an existing BWSC pump station on a. parcel promised for development of a public park
iand we support the park use. While we appreciate the concerns of area residents, this site is the most
\ appropriate of available parcels. The MWRA should continue dialogue with the community and identify
: appropriate measures to mitigate negative impacts.

()B~ Bo~on B:an_ch Sewer Relief (EBB~)
-

.
. .
.
.. .
.
his proJect will mvolve replacement of 6,150 feet of the cXlsting .EBBS, rehab1 htatlon of 6, 700 feet of
existing pipe and construction of about 11,900 feet of new 36-inch pipe. The goal is to limit untreated
CSO discharged to approximately four or less per year by maximi7.ing flow to the Caruso Pumping
Station and reducing peak hydraulic gradients at the regulators along the upstream branches of the EBBS.

In Section 22.4.10 of Volume V, there is a discussion of wetlands issues and a conclusion that a fonnal
wetlands delineation may need to be conducted prior to construction to determine the status and extent of
wetlands along the Railroad Corridor. The Executive Secretary of the Boston Conservation Commission
(BCC) has reviewed this portion of the docwnent and believes that the only wetlands issue in the corridor
~·that it is an area subject to flooding. If any changes in elevation are.consfdercd, the MWRA shoul~
co tact the BCC.

.s

q-TL

~~-Jo?e

.

.

that use of the Conrail corridor is proposed only for the area from Maverick Street to Porter
{Street. To mir]imize disruption on East Boston streets we suggest that the corridor be used the-...,
hzuoomum extent possibl!=_Jit is essential that work along the corridor be closely coordinatec:fwith. pla:n:s··-...._,
for the East Boston Greenway so that the Greenway is not constructed and then .cxcaYa1~Q._fpc~his pr.t;~ject.
Can the CSO construction schedule be amended so that CSO work is completed before the Greenway is
developed? ·We.recommend-that··the MWRA consult with the community, Boston Natural Areas Fund
(BNAF) and the Trust for Public Lands (TPL) on this issue. A full discussion should appear in the FEIR.

to.
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.t the November 19, 1996 meeting to review the proposal for East Boston, members of the community
expressed concerns about geological impacts, the condition of streets after completion of the project,
potential odors from pipe c]canjng, rodent control, the use of staging areas after project completion, times
of construction and noise impacts. We also understand that the MWRA is considering the acquisition of a
arcel on Nay Street that will become a park upon the conclusion of the project. We request that the
proponent include a discussion of the Nay Street parcel and clearly respond to the outlined communitY"
11-cems in the Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR).
~~~

\

C)

..

Please note that pages 22-21,22-24 and 22-32 were missing from this section so thal we were not able to
review complete information about possible project routes.
&chaeolqg:ical and Historic Resources
A number of the preferred sites are in proximity to some oft.he City's lristoric resources and/or are in
areas that may contain archaeological artifacts. The MWRA should consult with the Boston Landmarks
@ommission (BLC) and their archaeologist to ensure that these valuable assets are adequately protected.

lfq-lw

Constryctiop
The MWRA will face significant challenges in construction management; the location of construction
staging areas; interface with other construction projects; mitigation of traffic, parking and pedestrian
impacts; and the sequence of construction. The proponent is urged to work closely with the Boston
Transportation Department (BTD) and Boston Water and Sewer Commission (BWSC) during the design
age to devise an effective construction plan. Attention should be paid to the timing of work at beaches
k:s so that their use is·minimally disrupted during peak periods. We also recommend that the .
consult with city and state agencies and authorities that may have upcoming construction
'11
. Coordination of work may prove an efficient and cost-effective measure in some areas.

5

l}"C(-11,

()

4't-lte

~;}J;}nt concerns about the construction phase of this undertaking include potential damage to their
property from construction activity; the need for use of consistent truck routes to minimize traffic
disruption; the importance of re-directing local bus routes around construction; the necessity of adequate
public notice of bus route changes; impacts on parks and playgrounds;
noise impacts and the desire to be included in the tinal site selection process. We advocate continued
_communication between the proponent and communities in addressing these issues.
We remind the MWRA that the City ofBoston Code, 16-26.5, prohibits operation of any constrUction
device between 6:00PM and 7:00AM that exceeds 50dBA (measured at a re~identiallot line) unless
necessary for emergency utility repair work or with the permission of the City. This prohibition should be
observed. Vehicles in Massachusetts are not permitted to idle for more than five (5) minutes tml.ess the
engine is required to operate lifts or refrigeration units (MGL C. 90, Section 16A and 310 CMR 7.11 ).
Trucks removing materials or debris from each site must be covered to minimize the air quality impacts
from fugitive dust (MGL C. 85, Section 36).
We encourage the MWRA to begin discussions with BTD soon so that BTD can be involved in the design ( )
:ase ofthis project.
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Je 1ssue of potennal
..., damage to homes as a result of construction Will be one of concern to both residents
and the~ We request that the FEIR contain a description of a plan for determining property
conditions before the inception of construction and minimizing impacts during that phase.

lf.ct -J--1
Criteria for Final Site Selections
Parks, playgrounds and conservation areas were identified in the report as viable potential sites for the
project. Except as noted, this department will be inclined to oppose the selection of such locations,
particularly in neighborhoods where parks and playground space arc limited. We again suggest that site
valuation criteria be adjusted to assign negative points to open space Wlder both the environmental and
mmunity impact categories unless, through negotiation, some clear benefit is agreed upon and request~.d
b.Y ~h~-co~unity. We also suggest that the environmental criteria be modified to assign no negative
(Eints for tli~use of contaminatecCsl.tes· iinlikCly.to &e- developed for other lises. -·.
-.
.
.
l{-q-)_:A_
. . .
··-

~-+?
psjnye Receptors

In some sections of the document, residences arc identified separately :from sensitive receptors. In other
sections, they are included in lists of sensitive receptors. Tills department considers residences to be
sensitive receptors and we recommend that they be treated as such for the purposes of this proj~ct.
The Environment Department strongly supports this vast undertaking for the extensive envirorunental and
.··· public benefits it offers. The MWRA, to its credit, has held numerous public meetings in the
( )cighborhoods and with city representatives. We encourage continued dialogue and consultation with city
iidents and appropriate city and state agencies regarding site selection and project-related issues. In
addition, we note that the MWRA has continuously adapted this plan as it has obtained additional
information about the current capacity of the system and the improvements made through the Boston
Harbor project. We ask that the MWRA continue to assess the system, validate the currently proposed
solutions and adapt the plan as necessary to mitigate costly capital construction, operation and
maintenance costs.

Thank your for the opportunity to offer comment. We look forward to the progress of this project.

. sm~
Bryan Glascock
Environment Department
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December 23, 1996
Secretary Trudy Coxe

Executive Office ofEnvironmental Affairs
100 cambridge streeil1am ~monwealth of Massachusetts
Boston, MA 02202 William Fr.mcis Galvin, Secretary of the Commonwealth
Massachusetts Historical Commission
A'ITN: MEPA Unit
RE: Boston Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) Facilities Plan and Draft Eill.
MHC #RC.249. EOEA #1033.5.
\

Dear Secretary Cox.e:

Staff of the Massachusetts Historical Commission have reviewed the Draft Facilities Plan and
Environmental Impact Report (FPIEIR) submitted for the project referenced above, received by the MHC
on October 22, 1996.

()

Volume 2, Sections 10.1.2 and 10.2.1. contain a thoughtful and orgari.ized sutDin3ry of potential impacts,
recommendations for further study and evaluation of impacts, and ways to avoid, minimize, or mitigate
adverse effects to significant historic and archaeological reso'W'Us. Volumes 3, 4, and 5 contain area
specific information on potential historical and archaeological resources, potential impacts,
·
recoinmeodations for further study, and evaluates engineering altcmatives including the no-build
alternative on historig} and archaeological resources. Volume 6 contains the recommended plan,
including project area anticipated impacts to historical and archaeological resources; site specific
recommendations refer to sections in Volumes 3, 4, lind S.

In general we believe that the Draft FPIEIR. contains an adequate treatment of potential impacts and
proposed mitigation for historic and archaeological re.Sources. A copy cftbc draft techni~al report on the
results of the historic and archaeological inv-estigations conducted for the project should be submitted to
the MHC for our review and comment. The draft technical report is expected to contain specific
information that will allow MHC staff to evaluate the conclusions and :rcc:ommendations for further study
and evaluation.
In reviewing the Draft FPIElR. we noted the following errors that should be corrected for the Final
FP/EIR.:
.
Volume 1
5"0 - & Pg. List-1: Add ACHP Advisory Council on Historic Preservation.
60 ··- 3 Pg. LiSt-4: Add NHPA, National Historic Pres~arlon Act.
50- 4 Pg. R-20: Add 36 en 800, ACHP Section 106 NHPA Review.
c;o- 5 Pg. R-21, 950 CMR 70, add MA State Archaeologist.
6v- (&. Pg. R-21, MGL C. 9, ss. 26-27C is listed twice; delete "Section 106, NHPA.''
?o-'1- Pg. 7-lS (!able 7.8-1): Note that MHC revie~w is not a permit; the review is based on both federal and
state laws and regulations that arc linked to the funding, permits, and approvals required by other federal
and state agencies.
Volume 7
S App. C-2, pg. C-3; Affiliation ofBrona Si:n.on i5 Mas~husetts Historical Commission, not "Society."

lJO-

220 Morrissey Boulevard, Boston, Massachusetts 02125 · (617) 727-8470
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These comments arc provided to assist in compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic:
Prcservatian Act gf 1966, as amended (36 CFR 800), MGL Chapter 9, ss. 26-27C, as amended by
Chapb:r 254 oftbc.Acts of 1988 (9S~ ~ .71), and ¥EPA (~01 CMR 11). Should you have any
questions or nc::ed fUrther ass~•. plea5e feel ~ tD can- Edw~ L. Bell my staff.

of

Siac:crcly,

..

~S'~.
BronaSiman
State Archaeologist
Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer
Massachusetts Histaric:a.l'Commission .
.
'
xc:
John F. Fitzgerald, MWi.A/Sewemge Division
Marianne Ccmnally, MWRA
Ron Lyberger, DEPIBMF
Susan Coin, EPA
,
Polly Herrell and Stanley Moss, Boston Affiliates
Alan E. StraUSs, Cultural Resource Specialists ofNe"' England
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LONERGAN
ATTORNEY AT LAW
Suite 1104
470 Atlantic Avenue
Boston, MA 02210
617-482·1900 (75)

December 23, 1996
Trudy Coxe, Secr~ary
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
Attention: :MEPA Unit
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02202
Re: EOEA #10335
Dear Secretary Coxe:

()

Please be advised that I represent the owners of 560 Harrison A venue in Boston's
South End and am submitting this comment on their behalf with respect to that
portion ofthe MWRA's Draft Combined Sewer Overflow Facilities Plan and
Environmental Impact Report as deals with the Union Park Detention/Treatment
Facility. Comments are due on or before December 23, 1996.

51-l I wish to express agreement with the MWRA: ). ~9.f1C.l~~jon that tbe preJerrect~H-~-
(9I·t~~i_~P.§.~~~ facility _ !s. S.#~_Q_(I.e. adjacent to the existing Union Park pump
station). This proposal is that which will have the least impact upon the
surrounding community and is most supportive of quality redevelopment activities
in and around the Harrison A venue area. However, it is important that the
legitimate concerns of the immediate neighbors be recognized and respected. For
example, the neighborhood has been pursuing a project by.which a playground
was to be built. This improvement and other similar supportive efforts should be
examined and implemented.

l)

This comment is intended to be supportive ofthe primary conclusion of the
MWRA with respect to Site D and in no way should be construed as support for
the use of Sites C or J for such a facility. These sites cannot accommodate the type
of activity contemplated and would have a very serious negative impact upon the

capacity of the neighborhood to prosper.
()
51 -CJ.If Site D cannot be utilized for any reason, then the _P.referred site would_be a·
facility located at 460 Harrison A venue. This site has not been fully evaluated and
the MWRA' s conclusion that "construction would be extremely difficult and
costly" is a comparative conclusion which was not made with the benefit of
detailed analysis and merely reflects that its submission for consideration was not.
timely. This site could physically accommodate the facility and construction could
be performed in sueh a manner as to be part of a unique urban design that would
create an exciting multi-use complex at a significantly situated South End
location.
The MWRA should be complimented for its continued efforts to keep affected
interests apprised of its proposals and responding with reasonable dispatch and
intelligence to requests for information or reacting to alternative proposals.
V~~ly y~urs~ / ..-- - :(::;
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KEITII K. DAVISON
37 Hastings St., #206-ME
West Roxbury, MA 02132
(617) 327-5761

()

December 23, 1996
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
attn: MEPA Unit
100 Cambridge St., 20th Floor
Boston, MA 02202

due 23dec96

fax 727-2754
•
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Re: EOEA #10335 - MWRA CSO DEIR
Combined Sewer Overflow Facilities Plan
The speculative introduction of the S/B-CSO receiving water designation has had a pervasive and
corrosive effect on the planning process. Accepting that four untreated overflows per design year per
outfall might be tolerable, minimal performance requirements are transformed all too readily in this
doCU:Jllent into a planning/design goal. "Minimal" implicitly becomes "adequate". The proper term
would be "design constraint" rather than goal. The true goal is to minimize water pollution!
If even the planning process so easily loses touch with the fundamental goal of minimizing_ CSO.
outfalls, how can we trust the ongoing operation and maintenance to diligently minimize? Reasonable
compromise may be necessary now, as a practical matter, but there is no specific numeric threshold
level of CSO outfall which is inherently not a cause for concern.
It was necessary to simplify decision-making to start the planning process. Informed choices were
made about an overall approach-to reducing ongoing CSO pollution, in view of expected costs, limited
resources, and substantial pollution from other sources.

()

However, now that we are closing in on a reference design, we must do more than ask what changes
might improve performance without raising cost. We must consider opportunities to improve
performance at reasonable cost.

53-J

ln the proposed design, a substantial number of untreated CSOs remain in East Boston.

On the face
of it, this is troubling. Nearness to Deer Island might make it economical to close the outfalls.
~ternatively, the limited watershed might make sewer separation potentially practical.
The document presents overwhelming detail about alternatives considered - routing and modes.
Construction-phase impacts are thoroughly explored. But a meaningful discussion of alternatives
reievant to tne fundamental goai is absent. rour untreated overflows per CSO meets the artificially
generated internal design "goal"; end of subject.
Both the cost of installing a relief sewer, and the adverse construction impacts on the neighborhoods,
represent an investment. Of course, we want to minimize those costs. At the same time, though, we
wish to maximize benefits. The specific issue is, would increasing the size of the sewer facilities yield
attractive benefits in performance?

The same question applies project-wide: What are the opportunities to substantially improve
performance at reasonable cost? ,

l)

63-~

The overall long term goal for all Massachusetts waters i~ to be free of pollution. Four untreated
overflows per CSO may be the best we can do right now. But a formal water quality designation
_sanctioning such a compromise into the indefinite future must not be countenanced. Even if the time
frame is decades, we need a written, enforceable commitment to reduce untreated overflows per outfall
below one per year.
_ X~~ Jb-~

December 16, 1996

Ms. Trudy Coxe
Secretary Executive Office Of Environmental Affairs
Attention: MEPA Unit
100 Cambridge Street - 20th Floor
Boston, MA 02202
To whom it may

c~ncem,

.•

My name is Alphonsus Roche. I reside at 14 Arcadia Street in South Boston. I am
writing in concern of the proposed CSO MWRA project# EOEA 10335.
On Novermber 25, 1996 and December 2, 1996 I attended South Boston Community
meetings- set to inform residents on the impact of the stated project While the meetings
were somewhat informative, I did find the details in the specified site plans to be
ambiguous and furthermore misleading.
In no specific order, the following is a brief list of what I found to be inequitable
information - set forth in the site plans. I have listed first the way it is written in the
proposal, then my connotations below the statements:

()

54-1

#1 The committee does not anticipate negative impact due to CSO truck volumes of36
truckloads a day for 16 weeks peak period.

Slf-J__

-My research shows this as only speaking of soil-hauling trucks.
-There is no mention of cement trucks or any other vehicles delivering various
materials around the clock.

#2 Proposal anticipates the closest residential dwelling to be 400 feet away from pump site
if park is developed.
-According to the scale on the site plans, the closest residence will actually be 135
feet from the site.
-Independence park has been in existence for over 100 years.
#3 Anti-noise and vibration material may bee needed if the MDC park is developed.
- Again, there has been a .park in esistence for more than 100 years.
-There are currently residential homes 15' from the park on First Street.

5"4- ..3

#4 Proposal states "Groundwater decreases."

-There was no stated plan to stop the loses
·
-The current plan calls for renovating any existing foundations that may be damaged
during construction. My plan adds more prevention.
- While being told that the CSO will fix damages in walls or foundation, what
interior damages will be renovated. And will I have to prove through litigation to
be reimbursed ?

The proposal calls for a new outfall pipe, dumping raw sewage into the reserve channel.
This typically happens during stonns- coupled with an incoming tide. Under these
condidions (with the new outfall pipe) bacteria infested. raw sewage would be pushed into
the basin at the end of I street. With very little current at this end of the channel, there is
only a minute possiblility of flushing the area clean. In essence it would be creating the
largest exposed septic tank in Boston.

91--45Lt-S

At the meetings I su__ggestedfiiingthis basil:l.~_ifu s~!l ~~nJr.~Il1 the tll:I1nel. eli~inati~g_
bac ~onliallfiiig through Boston. In turn, this would also cut
infonned that environmental affairs would never allow this. I
feel this question should be answered by your department.
hea!_!~_hazards and cutting
back trucking costS~ I was

Another concern is the proposed site for the mining shaft. It is scheduled to be situated
(according to scale) at 135 feet from abbuting residential dwellings. Being familiar with
construction, my experience tells me 135 feet away from a heavily bored site renders
.
extremely loud noise; and the project is scheduled to last four and one half years. I feel by
9-1- ~ \moving the shaft back, as close to the pump building, it would create another 170 feet; a
~re suitable and less irritating site when accompanied with sound barriers.
In addition, I was told boring would only be done during the hours from 7AM to
54--1'-12PM, leading me to believe there would be quiet from 12PM to 7AM. In fact, cranes will
!De operating throughout the night, supplying materials inside the shaft.

-

I left both meetings feeling like the committee was creating nothing but a facade of
concerns for South Boston citizens. My opinion is- no matter what questions residence
raised -the cornrilittee was likely to downplay and write off as typical construction-phobic,
residential-rhetoric. This same type of situation is imminent in the North End. In fact. this
citizen is very concerned about the noise and distraction that is likely to occur just outside
my door.
I believe the impact of this project (as written in the proposal) will be grave on the
existing twenty-plus, multi-family dwellings, within a 200 foor radius. I forsee many
residence vacating their existing homes. courtesy of the discouraging sights and sounds of
constant construction for more than four years. In turn, this proposed construction project
will render a great financial burden on homeowners dependent on tenant income.

I know this entire letter only highlights the negatives of what in affect could be a
positive solution to a sewage problem. However, I find it difficult to see any mutual
agreement between the committe and the citizens of South Boston under the eurrent
proposals. I hope that you might be able to restore some confidence in addressing some of
my concerns. I look forward to hearing from someone soon to discuss this situation
further. I would like to think we could create a tangible relationship and a resolution to a
serious environmental concern.

Alphonsus Roche

()
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Site J
Environmental Impacts

(}

Land Use: Possible interference with lobster operations during
construction; interference with :MDC park if developed at time of
CSO construction
\

ffistoric/Archaeological: possible vibration, dust and visual effects
on NR-eligible South End Power Station; possible impacts to
prehistoric archaeological resources

( ,_)
,
~

Air Quality: Odor impacts controlled through use of wet scrubbers; dust
impacts during construction controlled through use of water or
chemical suppressants

~)

Noise: Nearest residences are over 400 feet away on East 1st Street,
however, residents will experience noise levels related to truck
traffic; users of:rviDC park would be affected if park is developed
prior to CSO construction

1'

Traffic: No anticipated impact due to CSO truck volumes

"

•..._.·

Institutional: Potential impacts to :MDC park, if park is developed prior
to CSO construction; possible interference with lobster activities
due to facility and outfall construction

l_j

I
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Site J
Environmental Impacts, cont.

1\

)

\

Coastal Zone: Possible interference with lobster operations during
construction of facility and outfall; possible impacts to historic
structure, and possible interference with use· of new park, if park is
developed prior to construction of CSO facility
\

Filled Tidelands: Outfall would be within filled tideland but is
considered a water dependent use

Designated Port Areas: Facility and outfall would be in DPA but both
are considered water dependent uses; possible interference with
other port activities (lobstering) during construction of outfall

(~)

Wetlands: Replacement of bank for construction of new outfall; possible
disturbance of land under water depending on fmal outfall
construction technique

(fj;
..._

Geology/Groundwater: Possible reduction 'in groundwater levels during
construction

Hazardous Materials: Soil contamination identified, and remediation
necessary

!.

)
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652 Massachusetts Avenue
Boston, MA 02118
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December 19, 1996
Trudy Coxe, Secretary of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, MA 02202
Re:

Draft CSO Facilities Plan and EIR [EOEA #10335]:
In General and the Union Park Street Pump Station

Dear Secretary Coxe:

55-)

( ~)

rfam writing to express my opinion that the overall content and recommendations of the
: MWRA's CSO Facilities Plan is professional and commendable. The MWRA staff and
their consultants have examined the facts for each site and have provided prudent and
cost effective proposals for mitigating Combined Sewer Overflow to a reasonable extent.
As a rate payer and a resident of Boston, I am seeking cost effective CSO controls which
will improve the quality of receiving waters while not bankrupting the ratepayers.
I have seven points in general and several comments on Union Park Street Pump Station
CSO (it is in my neighborhood).
1)
A lot of good work has already been done by the MWRA and CSO communities
to reduce CSO impact and volume ofCSO. This should be recognized as effort in good
faith and an indication that reasonable CSO solutions are desired by all.
2)
Much has been learned by the MWRA providing a factual basis for their CSO
proposals. More will be learned; there should be adequate flexibility to assure that
individual CSO projects are based on-so·u~d information rather than conseiVati~~-guesse~.

SS-3

3)
I ask that you, the Secretary of Environmental Affairs and DEP play an active
role in the Water Quality issues and precedents which are being driven by the MWRA
CSO projects, but have state wide implications. The CSO in rivers should be factored in
as part of whole watershed considerations. Some information would suggest that
separation of sanitary sewers and divet:sion ofstorm water may actual degradewat~r
quality more than occasional CSO discharge. EOEA and DEP should guide the decisi!>n
process for these \Vater quality policy issues.

!

page 2
Coxe 12/20/96

4)
History has shown that major rain events or combinations of precipitation events
will cause CSO overflows. The cost to eliminate these altogether would be prohibitive~
The MWRA's proposed plan seems to have the greatest benefit with reasonable cost.
$400+ million is more reasonable than $1.2 billion.

55-tf

55-5
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5)
Several of the CSO projects include chlorination and dechlorination. Life cycle
thinking should be applied to the technologies used. That is, what does it cost?, what are
the environmental impacts from the production, handling, use, and discharge to the
receiving waters?, what are the energy consequences?, the demands that infrequent use
may have on effectiveness?, to name a few considerations.
6)
Though design and construction may seem the paramount consideration, the CSO
facilities must operate effectively for the next 20 - 40 years. This means proper operation
and preventative maintenance. These must be included in the review criteria and as part
of the CSO plan.
7)
There were many informational meetings for local input to specific projects. The
questions and issues raised at these meetings shou}db_~,~(),~si4ered, in your reyi~,~:.. This
expands the amount of input but it is important as the total CSO project is bigger than
any one public hearing could adequately cover.

(/-)
,'

Comments specific to Union Park Street Station.
The proposed CSO project for Union Park Street Pump Station includes alternative D, at
the Pump Station and alternative C, i~ the MBT A yard. The current pump station and
these likely CSO project sites are in South End Landmarks protection area. As proposed
by the MWRA, the CSO projects will have long-term benefits for the environment. I
agree with the MWRA that D~ at the Pump Station is the best alternative. I agree and
caution that the greatest impact will be during construction.
First let me comment on the runner up site on why it is not the best alternative. The
MBTA alternative site, C, includes a building with significant historic industrial
architectural design which is proposed for protection in an industrial landmarks area.
Destruction of this former West End Street Railroad Power House would be
inappropriate. If this site, C, were the chosen site for the CSO project, then the building
should be restored and adaptively reused as part of the project.
If the recommended location, D, is the chosen alternative, you should ensure that
5 g.. adequate
measures are taken to address local residents' concerns and minimize the impact

? ·~

of construction. It would appear that the CSO project may actually improve conditions

1
,_

)
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at the existing flood prot~_c.tion_pump station ... Qdor and noise prob.l~m~ should be._
mitl"gated by-proposed -odor control and improved equipment and exhaust sound proofing
Which-are.part"ofthe projecf-·A park-has long been promised for the area prop{)sed for alternative D. This park should be part of the l?!~j_~c!. pl~P.-..:

S't:J-8

While I will rely on. the Secretary and the MWRA to best address the technical
considerations of the project, I feel it is very important that you consider the historical
significance of the South End. Any con§~ct!Q.Qjit_!he SouthEnjl, regardless of the site,
wil!.~equire_ that~h.~_P.r9R<2!l~~~~d_4r..~ss th~_problern:S o.( soifd_ewatering and subsid~nQe
associated With.maj_9~.~~v.atigns:. This area ofthe South End is filled land and previous
sewer projects several blocks away have caused major damage to South End row houses.
Many buildings in this area have foundations built on wood pilings which require a
constant water table.
Construction impacts are already severe in this area because of the Central Artery
Project. Consideration of this should be factored in for any alternative which will impact
local residents. Alternative C is just on the other side of the Union Park Street residents;
construction impacts are also a problem that alternative.

()

Treatment alternatives for the Union Park Street Pump Station should be cost effective,
with the objective of improving water quality in the Fort Point Channel for the long term.
Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 617-386-6214.
Sincerely,

//~~
Stephen Greene

csoshg

THE CoMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
ExECUTIVE OFFICE oF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS
OFFICE OF CoASTAL ZoNE MANAGEMENT
100 CAMBRIOGC: STREET. BosTON,
(617) 727-9530

FAX.
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02202

(617) 727-2754
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MEMORANDUM
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Directo~,
(~_.......(ll. ;)1.1--" ·,<-:v-"
D~rector,

Jan Rei tsrna,
MEPA
Margaret M. Brady,
MCZM.v J
(}
December 20, 1996
EOEA # 10335 Draft Combined Sewer Overflow Facilities
Plan and Environmental Impact Report; Boston, Cambridge,
Chelsea, and Somerville

To:
From:
Date:
Re:

The Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management (MCZM) Office has
completed its review of the above-referenced draft Faciliti~s Plan
and Environmental Impact Report
(FP/EIR),
noticed ~n the
Environmental Monitor dated October 25, 1996, and suggests the MWRA
address the following comments in the Final FP/EIR.

()

The Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA) is the regional
authority responsible for providing wastewater services to 43
communities. Four cities (i.e., Boston, Cambridge, Chelsea, and
Somerville) in the North Section of the MWRA wastewater service
area have combined sewer overflows (CSOs). In these four cities,
there are 81 potentially active CSOs that discharge to Boston
Harbor and its tributary rivers during wet weather events.
In
addition, the MWRA operates six CSO treatment facilities that
provide some screening and disinfection of CSO volume discharged.
After almost two years of discussions and review of the MWRA 1 s
Conceptual Plan for CSO Control, a Recommended CSO Control Plan was
developed. This recommended plan identifies varying levels of CSO
controls for addressing water quality issues in 14 receiving water
segments defined in Boston Harbor and its tributaries. The plan
includes the following recommended CSO controls:
•

•

•
•
•
•

("-)

•

six sewer separation projects;
five projects for upgrading of existing CSO treatment
facilities;
four CSO consolidation/storage units;
three new CSO treatment/pumping facilities;
three hydraulic relief projects;
an outfall improvement project; and
region-wide controls for floatables materials at each CSO
outfall.

WILLIAN F. WI:LJ:l, GOVERNOR; AltCOI:O PAUL CELLUCCI. LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR; TRUDY COXIJ:, SECRETARY; MARGARET M. BRADY, DIRECTOR

2

The following sections are MCZM's comments on the draft FP/EIR.

(-)

Coordination with MDC's Boston Harbor Beaches Project

The Metropolitan District Commission (MDC) is implementing a $30
million Boston Harbor Beach Restoration Project that complements
significant improvements in water quality in Boston Harbor. Beach
improvement projects include beach resanding, rebuilding of
bathhouses, increased public access, and landscape improvements.
MCZM applauds the MWRA's proposal to remove all CSOs from critical
use waters, thereby greatly improving water quality at Boston
Harbor beaches and creating opportunities for additional shellfish
bed openings in Boston Harbor.
In addition, MCZM supports the
MWRA's proposal to reroute stormwater flows from the beach areas in
North Dorchester Bay to the Reserved Channel for additional water
quality benefits in critical use waters.

~;1t

will be necessary to coordinate very closely with ongoing MDC
\;estoration projects to ensure the proposed CSO Plan improvements
)do not disturb current and future beach improvement projects. MCZM
particularly suggests coordination with the North Dorchester Bay
Relocation Project proposed near the South Boston beaches, which
are currently undergoing restoration improvements. Other areas of
interest include Constitution Beach in East Boston and South
Dorchester Bay.
Charles River

(_--)
_

3

modification of the water quality standards in permits when interim
control measures or additional studies are appropriate (page 5-13).
What does "short-term" mean? Is there a timeframe for completion
of the watershed planning for the Charles River watershed? While
site specific conditions call for flexibility in WQSs, additional
information is necessary for MCZM to determine possible long-term
impacts to the Charles River and ultimately Boston Harbor.
The Charles River Basin Team, of which MCZM is an active
participant, just completed a series of public outreach meetings
and is in the process of putting together a monitoring program to
develop a management plan for the Charles River. This is a three
to four year process. MCZM would like additional information on
the proposed length of the "variance" designation for the Charles
River, and the process by which this designation will be changed
{upgraded) in the future.
The proposed project may be subject to MCZM federal consistency
review. For further information on this process, please contact
Jane W. Mead, MCZM Project Review Coordinator, at 617-727-9530

x. 418.
MMB/EPG/RZ

(-)

cc:

John Simpson, Section Chief,
Waterways Regulation Program, Massachusetts DEP
James Sprague, Section Chief,
Northeast Regional Office, Massachusetts DEP
Elizabeth Grab
MCZM Boston Harbor Regional Coordinator
Steve Lipman, DEP
John Fitzgerald, Director, Sewerage Division, MWRA

PHIUP G. COATES
DIRECTOR

727-3193

Trudy Coxe, Secretary
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street
~.-~~=--::.:..·,
Boston, MA 02202
:~·ME p A-:':Bece _ber23, 1996
ATTN: MEP.L!!~Jn,.5..!,....:;;;.:...-Dear Secretary Coxe,
The Division has reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Report and Facilities Plan for the
combined sewer overflow in Boston Harbor, prepared by the MWRA. The Plan involves a series
efland-based construction projects which should lead to improved water quality with benefits to
the marine resources. The Plan eliminates 28 of 81 outfalls that discharge to waters containing
shellfish or having recreational importance and as such, should result in improved conditions for
these resources and activities.

(_)

As far as shellfish are concerned, the most important benefit will accrue to North Dorchester Bay
and the Carson Beach area. Other areas including South Dorchester Bay, Neponset River and
Constitution Beach, all of which contain large amounts of shellfish, may show some improvement.
51-}
Because most of the construction is land-based, little interference with marine resources is
expected from construction activities. Some minor impacts may occur in the Charles River area
relative to anadromous fish depending on the seasonality of construction. Specific construction
project reviews will detail our concerns as projects are scheduled and permitted. In addition,
some minor impacts may occur to marine resources in other areas. These will be reviewed as
construction is pt:mnitted.
Overall, the Plan will have long term benefits to the marine resources. We appreciate the
opportunity to comment on this important project.
Sincerely,

.1'1
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W. Leigh fridges
Assistant Director
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WLB/khk
cc: Phil Coates, Director
Mike Hickey, Aquatic Biologist IV

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

n

BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCA T/ON
One Ashburton Place, Room 1401
Boston, Massachusetts 02108-1696
Telephone: (617) 727-7785 Fax: (617) 727-6397

Stanley Z. Koplik
Chancellor

James F. Carlin
Chairman

January 7, 1997

. .. .

Secretary Trudy Cox
Executive Office for Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street, Room 2000
Boston, Massachusetts
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Dear Secretary Cox:

58 -t

()

At its December 17, 1996 monthly meeting, the Massachusetts Board of Higher
Education voted and passed the attached resolution opposing any further consideration
of the Massachusetts College of Art property by the Massachusetts Water Resources
Authority for use as a Combined Sewage Overflow Facility. The reasons for opposition
are as follows:
• MassArt is one of the leading colleges of art and design in the nation, with
studio facilities considered among the best in the country. As the
Commonwealth's public college of art, it has a broad statewide mission to
provide education and training in the visual arts and design fields.
• The land that is of interest to the MWRA is a substantial portion of the only
available undeveloped land under the control of the college. Currently, it is
used as a parking lot, providing essential parking for students and faculty,
who often need to transport large portfolios and heavy, bulky materials.
• . MassArt officials have long supported the Mayor's plan for improving and
beautifying Huntington Avenue. Beginning this spring, more than 200
on-street parking spots in the immediate area of the college will be lost as
a result. The additional loss of one-third of the college's off-street parking
in such a highly congested area as a result of the MWRA project is
unthinkable.

""'-:---:"
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January 7, 1997

• The college's only residence hall, Smith Hall, houses 125 students
adjacent to the land in question. The college has identified a portion of the
parking lot as a potential site for a new dorm housing 200+ students to
meet its residence hall demand and this is the only land which they
presently have available. The Massachusetts State College Building
Authority has authorized $7 million to MassArt for this project. The location
of the sewage facility adjacent to student residence halls could clearly
impact on the College's ability to keep the dorm occupied. Full occupancy
is essential for paying off the bonds used for construction.
•· The Massachusetts College of Art and the Board of Higher Education
cannot agree to give up the college's only available land for parking and
development to solve a problem that is shared by all institutions and
residents of a widespread area.
The attached resolution calls for the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority to
develop an alternative location for a Combined Sewage Overflow Facility, or an
alternative solution to address the sewage needs of a widespread area.
I would be happy to discuss this further with you.
Sincerely,

frvd-·1~'
Stanley Z. Koplik,
Chancellor
Attachment
cc: President Katherine Sloan
Massachusetts College of Art

()

()

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION
Resolution Concerning Massachusetts College of Art

Resolved:

Whereas, the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority has drafted an
Environmental Impact Study identifying the parking lot of the
Massachusetts College of Art as its preferred site for a Combined Sewage
Overflow Facility; and
Whereas, the property is integral to the present and future academic
mission of the Massachusetts College of Art, one of the premier colleges
of art and design in the nation; and
Whereas, the property identified by the Massachusetts Water Resources
Authority for a Combined Sewage Overflow Facility is the only substantial
portion of land available to the College to provide current parking to serve
the needs of students and faculty who often need to transport large
portfolios and heavy art materials and the only property available to
develop the College's proposed dormitory; and
Whereas, over 200 on-street parking spaces in the immediate area of
Massachusetts College of Art will be eliminated in the spring of 1997 as a
part of the improvement and beautification of Huntington Avenue, the
additional loss of one third of the College's off-street parking in such a
highly congested area as a result of the Massachusetts Water Resources
Authority project is unthinkable; and
Whereas, the location of a Combined Sewage Overflow Facility at the
Massachusetts College of Art site would require action by the Legislature
removing the property from the Coliege:s use;

l)

Therefore, the Board of Higher Education opposes any further
consideration of the Massachusetts College of Art property by the
Massachusetts Water Resources Authority for use as a Combined
Sewage Overflow Facility and calls upon the Massachusetts Water
Resources Authority to develop an alternative location for a Combined
Sewage Overflow Facility or an alternative solution to address the sewage
needs of a widespread area. The Board of Higher Education supports the
Massachusetts College of Art in expressing its opposition concerning the
draft Environmental Impact Study to the Executive Office of Environmental
Affairs, the Governor and the Legislature.

. WIWAM F. WEl.O
GOVE~

ARGEO PAUL. CEl.L.UCCI
UEIJ"TlOHANT GOVERNOR

Tal: (617) 727-9800

TRUDYCOXe

Fax: (617) 727-2754

SECRET~Y

http://www.magnet.state.ma.uslenvir

CERTI?ICAT2 OF THE SECRETARY :'F :::NVIRONMENL'AL AFFAIRS

ON THE
wRA:T ?ACILIT:ES

()

PUL~/ENVIRC~~EN~AL

PROJECT NAI'iE
PROJECT LOCATION

:Cc~~ined

EOE.P-. NtJMBER

:10335

PROJECT PRO?ON~NT
DAT2 NOTICED IN MON!78~

:Massachuse:.~3

:Bos~o~,

IMPACT REPOR7

Sewer Overflow
Ca~cr:dge,

Projec~

Che~sea,

Somerville

Water Resources At::.thorit.y

:October 25, :997

The Secrecary o~ Envircnmenta: Af~a~rs hereby de~ermines
t:ha:. the ::::J:::.-af:. Enviror:.t;.ental Impact K.epo:::-t ( 11 DE!R 11 ) subrni t ted on
the above :;:r~oj ect adequately and pr~perly ~omp:.ies with the
Massachusetts Envi:::-o~me~tal Policy Act (M.G.L. c. 30, ss. 6:-62R)
and with ics implementing reg~lations ~3c: CMR :1.00).

Introduction

The Massachusett:.s Water "Resources .l:l..uthoritv ( "MWRA") plar:
for the cor.trcl of combi:-.ed sewer c·-.:e:::-~:cws ( "csos") has been
developed t:.o be ir. co~~liance with s~ate and federal CSO

pol~cies.
I:. uses a ~atershed-based approach to determine the
relative impac~ of CSOs in va~ious areas on receiving waters, as
wel: as the ~ost e£:ective practicable ~eans to achieve 2 t~e
s~ace' s wa~er qua:.~t.y 9oals for those rece.i.ving waters.
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.. ", rev~sec.
its 1989 cso Concrol ?olicv in ~99~ and the Department cf
Envi~onme:1.~al ?rct.ect:ion ( "DS-P") is ct:r-:ren~l v j_n the precess o£
rev.:..sin·g its 1990 CSO Implementation Policy to· -oarallel E?A' s
revisions.
The ro::..e of DE?' s policy ::-evi.sions in ·this review of
the MWRA cso Project r and ~he pt:bli: process fer r..ak:.::.g ::1e
revisions 1 are discussed in more de~ail below.
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t h.ac tn~s
p ...' an was d eve l
oped
by the MWRA with th~ guidance of the D~P, E?A, the CSO ~ec~~ical
Advisory Co~mit~ee a~d ~~merous other-s. :te majcri~y of co~menters
have indicaced they are pleased wi~~ this ccl:ective effort and
, ) with the overall approach, even chougt many issues remai~ to be
'---resolved.
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The p:an aacresses si::.e spec1t1c water quality problems and
uses ir: the 11. rece.:..ving wat.er body segments thCJ.t make up Boston
Harbor, a~d proposes 26 dif=erent component projects to be
constructed over ~~e next 12 years. Of 81 ou~fall locations, 28
outfall lcca:ions will be (or have been) closed; outflow w.:..11 be
sig~ifica~::.ly reduced at 46 ethers, and screening and
disinfect.:..on (or ~reaL~r treatment.) will be orovided for the
~emainder. The D~an estimates ~ha= 94% of t~e cu=rent CSO
discharges will be conveyed tc Oeer Island fer creatmenc by 2008.
ba~hing beacces and shellfis~
"
.
1 ocat1ons,
.
.
re 1 ocats d.:;,
.
~: o::.~e;
~~e
~lan is estima~e~ to result i~ at least 97 perc~nt complia~ce
with the Water Qt::..l:.ty S':.a~1dards (meaning that, a-: each location,
the curre~~ly ap~licable water quality standard ~ill be ~e~ 97%
of the tirne) . These other locations would include t~e Alewife
Brook, Bac~ Bay Fens/Muddy River, Mys::.:..c River/Chelsea Creek
confluence. a::.d ct:.e Uppel~ Mys:. ic River. T::_") allow S'l;.ch infrequent:
(and CSO-specific~ exceeciances of cr:.teria, an adjustment in the
cur=e~:. wate~ a~a:itv standard would be recu.:.red.
In other
loca~ions, sucf as t~e ~ower c~arles Rive~·basin, it ~ay be
determined tha: sources o:: pallutio:1. other than CSO make it
unlikely that the applicable water quality standards can oe
achieved in the near f'.:ture, and t.hat a more e::fective strategy
is to seek a variance for the CSOs for the time being, and to
focus remedial e~for~s on ~hose other sources.
The policy and
regulatory dete::-:::inatio:1.s regarding sue:: c!:anges co, or va=iances
from, the water qual~ty s~andards are a key component of th~s
planning e=for~ as wel: as t~is review.

All existir.g CSO discharges to

areas

.,~
be
W1--

~

.

e~~~1r.ate

d

~r

Water Qualitv Standards - ?olicy and Reaulatcrv

()

:hana~s

Under DEP's c~rrent CSO policy. a "par~ial use designacio~H
is the only regulatory means by which a CSO ca::1 be allowed to
continue wi~hout violating water quality s~a~dards.
Proposed
revisions to this policy are inter.ded to create more flexibility,
i.e. a larger mem.1 o:: reg~latory options. The D~IR and Drafc CSO

5Cf_j_

3

The plan includes a proposal to pick :.1p bot!: CSO and
stormwater f:ows along ::.he No"Ctr. Dorches~er Bay segme::1::. ar..d hoJ..d
them in a conso2.ida:.:.or: conduit.
The ::.·eviewer.: have generally
indicated suppor~ ::or -c.his proposal, but so:ne have expressed
conce=ns about :~e potential for i~creased ove=f:ows into Reserved
Channel a:1d rest:.::. t:i.ng water q"J.al i ty impacts.
I expect these
concer~s to be adcressed in the FEIR.

<_)
2
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Facilities Plan anticipates this greater flexibility, based on
what MW~~ believes will be acceptable ur.der EPA and DEP policy.
A draft revised pol:cy, issued by DEP in September 1995,
considered tr.ree optio~s other than par~ial use designation. One
option wc~ld be to change the water g~ality designation of
cert:.ain. segments from B (or SB) to Bcso (o::::- SBcsc) , which wct:.::.d
allow CSOs to occur but require fu:l co~pliance with the 3 water
quality sta.:-.dard at least 95% of -=he time. Another option woulci
be to gra~t a short:. ter:n (3 yea::::-s cr less) variance fro~ :.he
water quality standard where the state is not certain that the
standa=d can i~ fact be achieved or to allow phased
i~plementation of a CSO control plan that can achieve a~tainmen:
in the long term. Finally, the draft policy document considered
the possibil~ty of changing the actual classif~caticn (from C~ass
B ?~ SB_to cor SC} if i:. i7 u~l~kaly~ttat des~gn~ted us~s can be
acn1evea on a per~anen~ bas1s ln ~he roreseeab~e =~tu~e.

()

Currently, DEP does no~ anticipa:e to propose any pa::::-tial
use designation nor any reclassif~caticn for the Ww~~ cso
Project. The foc"...J.s would therefore, be on the Bcso de signa :ion
and possibly the variance 6 options. Neither of these would
change the applicable water qualit}7 standards or goals for water
uses. Nevertheless, this asDect of the overall cso contra~
strategy has generated many co~cerned comments. Much of ~he
concern appears to be the result of uncer~ainty about what
4

- In accorciance w~th the July ~4, 1995 ME?A certificate en
the CSO Project, the Proposed Draft Proced\Jres and S :rateai.es
document was submitted to the MEPA 'C"nit and noticed in the
Environme~tal ~on;tor o= September 7, 1995 as available for public
review and comme~t.

5

It should be :1.oted ~ha:: par:..:.al use designat:.:..on, Bcsc
designation and reclassification all require DEP to cond'.J.Ct a Use
Attainability Analysis ( "UAA") that must be approved by EPA. The
UAA itself must be based on a Facilities Plan, such as the one ttat
is the subject of this review, whicr. must be approved by D3P.
Regulatory changes allowing such designations or-reclassifications
can, therefore, not be finalized until a£te~ the Facilities has
been completed a~d reviewed, and the Uk~ has been accepced by E?A.
Wit:.h respecc to a variance, any c~tfall. for which a variance wo~id
be _granted would be subject to =he NPDES permitting process.
- For exarr:ple, where discharges of contar:d nateci s~ormwate::=
currently have a greate~ :.mpact 0::1 the ::::-eceiving wa':.er -=!lan the esc
and are a better ta~get of remediation.
6
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precisely DEP wil: propose, how much consl.aerat:ior: will be given
ts :he implica~icns for long t:erm wa~er qu~li~y and uses, and
wha~ oppo~tunicy there wil~ be for further public ir.put: before
these decisions are fin~lized.
To address tr.is co~cern, DEP has agreed to =~rthe~ integrate
i:s process ~or f~~aliz~ng the CSO policy and ma~ing :~e
necessary adr:--.ir:is~ra::.:ve d.eterm.:nations ·wit.rl the remainder of ::.::e
MEPA review cf chis project. I : will sub~it: D~a~~ esc ?ol~cv and
D~scussion Doc~~encs by Pebruary 28, 1997 for notice in ~~e
~nvironmental Moni r.or, following which i ~ propos as :.o cor.duct a
series of public outreach ~eetings as we:l as a joint p~blic
tearing or meeti:r.g dt.:.ring the public comr:1ent period for :::-.e ?ins.l
E!R. Further~ore, DE? will orcvide notice of it:s orooosed
Administrative ~eter~inar.ion~ ir. the Envi~o~me~~al-~cni~or a~d
tc~d a public heari~g before it f~nalizes ~~ose de~erm~~at:ions .

.5£1;::.01-

I trust t~at ~his proposa: aacresses ~ost of the ccncerns en
this point, i~ par~icular regarding publ~c process.
I request
tha~ ~E? ~espo~d co the related com~ents received du~i~g ~his
review in its next subm:.t-=al, i:1. pa~tict:lar questions rega:::-ding
the rela=!onship betweec this project a~d the standard setting
process; the real differences between a variance and a B~ 0
.
. designation, especially in terms of lor.g term impact; the
i duration of a varia~ce and the criteria that wi:l be used tc
q-~determine when a variance is no ~onge~ appropriate; the timeframe
5 i, and. :::-eview process for a Bcso des~gnat1on; and whether and how
· sue~ a design~tion can be changed.
I further urge both ~EP and
the MWRA t.o f.:..nd a. way tc have '=.!1e proposed regulatory c~anges
reviewed prio= to the completion of the FEIR, so that the :inaJ
docume~t, ~nd the_fi~al Facil~ties Plan~ ref~ects thpse
~-de~erm~nat~o~s anQ c~anges ana can stana en ~ts own.
1

I

Lower Charles

~;ve~

Basin - Possible

( ··.)
~ _

Varia~ce

The DEIR croposes :hat the issuance of a variance be
cc~:emplated fa~ the Lower Charles River Basin.
Accordinq to the
analysis, the eli~inatio~ of all CSOs in chat loca~ion would net
serve to achieve atta.:.nme::J.t: of the current wat:er· quality
designations, due :o r.on-CSO pollucant sc~r.ces, pr~marily
scormwacer. The DEP ~as stated :ha~ a vari~nce appears to be
appropriate, for ~ow, while the Lower Charles River Basi~
7

-While DE?'s fina: decisions mav have :o wai: unt~l a=~e=
the FE!R has :Oeen cer:.ified adeqt:.ate, ~nothing prohibits earlier
publication and review of proposed deter~ir.atio~s.
4
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continues to 1:ndcrgo an intensive interagency "Waters!:ed Basin
Planning Assessment" tc bette~ defir.e the nat~re and exte~~ of
water quality p::-oblems in the area. Both EPA and DEP wa!":.~ c.o
bring thac area back to a swirr.~able/fishable ~tate by 200;.

'i
2
I

-a
':7

Several comn:e::t letters quescion :.he suggestion that. a
variance wculd be appro~ri~te, o~ t?at ~~tentio~ can be s~ifted
! to other sources cf ocl_utlcn ana ~ne etrort to control csos
' relaxed. Tne FEIR should carefully co~sider t.:.l:ese com:nents ar..ci
provide a response, preferably following consultation w!th che
. commenters ar.d re:.evar:.t aae·~cies.
...
Environ~ental In:~acts oE the Prooosed CSO Plan
I

-

-

5q-:>

(_)

The CSO plan ~ncludes reco~mendations for the ~ypes cf
treatment fac!:iLies, site layouts, pipel1ne routes, and methods
of ccnst:ruct:ior...
?.I. evaluat:i.on C': enviro:::.men~aJ. imoa·=ts fro:-:1
cor.struccic~ a~d long teY.~ operaLion of ~~e facilities, ar..d
related mi~igaticn plans, are included as well. If cha~ges a~e
o be proposed co the layouts of preferr~C. alte1·natives as
resented in the ~E!R, similar analyses should be provided i~ the
E:R for the cha~ges.

G

Shcrt-term impacts:

5"'1-l..r

The D:2IR desc::cibes sho:::-t- ter.m cor..st !':"t~c-c.ior.. impacts that
would occu:::- a: all cf ~he construction site: elevat:ed noise
levels a~d visua: e~feccs on surrounding land uses; disruption or
elimination cf otter en-site uses (includ1ng loss of parki~g or
recreational land) ; reduction in :::-oadway capacity due 'C.O ~~e
installatio~ o~ i~flucnt or ef~luent pipelines or new outfa:ls;
Potential visua: a~d vibration imoacts on his'C.oric r~sou~ces; and
impacts on nat'J..ral resources for new outfalls. To t.he ex~ent
lcommenters have raised sped. f:.c cor..cerns, they mus: be fur:.he::
~ddressed in ~he FEIR.
For the most pa:::-t, however, co~menters
have concentrat-ed on the long-term impac'C.s associated with siting
facilities or. th~ir prope:::-ties. ! note that, o~ce specific
locations ~or facilities are =inalized, t~e MWRA will need to
work -closely wi ~h individual prope::-ty ow:;.e::-s a::.d the a::fect:ed
communities to wc:rk out the details of bot:h shor':.- and :cng-ter7n
mitiga~ion meas~res.

Long- term impact:s:

5"CI~
•

"' e FE:R sr:ot.:..:.
,
- d p~ov~oe an up d ate to tr:e
,_
.
.
T.•
1mpact
ana 1 ys:.s
t:J
tr-e extent any c~anges in project desig~ are p:roposedi respond to
the many comment:s on the DEIR regardi~g long te~m impac:.s,
5
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,' includino comments cu.es-::ionina the accuracy of assumptions and
, adequacy-of proposed co~~rols7 respond to the draft policy and
any associated analysis to be :iled by DEP (including, hope=al:y,
t:he proposed Administrative Determinations) ; a:1.d carefully
consider whether and t~ what extent projec~ desig:1. and/or c~e
analysis o= long ~erm environmental impacts ar.ci necessary
~~itigation should be modified.
I have rece_ved extensive comments =rom severa: landow:1ers
concerning the impact ~ja~ they be~ieve sitir.g ~ cso cor.trol
=acility would ~ave on propercy values and fu~ure development
po~ential.
! appreciate these concerns, even tl:cugh they a:::-e not
within the scope cf my review aut.hority under M:=:PA \excep-:: to the
extent they ove:::-lap witt enviror.r.1er.:r:al impacts) . : have
requested and received assurances f::-om the Executive Direc':or
the MWRA that the propcner.t is not taking nonenvircnmental
impacts to affected proper~:es lightly and is engaged in ongoir.g
cor-sultation wit~ property owners to add~ess thel= concerns as
much as is reasonanly possible. Clearly, the overa:l benefit of
the proposed project to public anci private interes~s should not
5c1-S be ignored and ~he proponent is subject to sigr.if icar:t
constraints imposed by the densely developed, urba~ project area
as well as engineering and fisca.l considera~ions. Nevertheless
there ~ay well be opportun~~i~s to make char.ges that c~n minimize
these ~mpacts, or eve~ tc aes1gn mutually accep~able 1 1£ not
, benefical solutions. T. trus-:: that the MWRA will continue to
j pursue such opportunities and encourage a:l parties involved to
lcooperate with o~e another ~n tha~ regard.

a=

1

n

(\- ')
.

1

Mitiga~ion Measu~es

The MWRA has indicated that i : will use ~~e Guidelines for
Engineerincr and Construction Practices adopted by the MWRA
Advisory Board and the Board of Directors to determine
q~ppropriate mitiga:ion measure for short and lcng-te~m project
5 1 ~mpacts. : concur wit:::'l the comment.s from the TAC: w:t.icl: requests
L-that the f~l~ text of this document be includeci in the FE:~ and
~q-(~wher7-~oss~bl~ mi:~~~t~on fo~ ~mpacts to ope~ :nd ~re;n sp~~e be
"--spec~f~cal..:..y ~den.__,;,..lec..
I _u_ tr.er expect tna_ th- F ..... IR w __ l
5"'l,-[ficientify at ~east ge::1.erally act':la2. r::iti'iJati?n r;:eas~res ::.::e !v:W~\ proposes to J.tr.plement, a:ld p:::-ov~de a sc:ledu..;.e =cr J.mplemen-c.at~o!'l,
\ eve::1. though site-specif~c detai~s will have to be worked out
~~ater.

measures fo~ const~uc~ion impacts are expected to
include developme!'lt. of traffic and noise abatemen= pla:1s;
measures to minimize inte~ference with the activities of
Mitigatio~

6
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reside~~s and users of surrounding ser.sitive receotors; usc of
water to control dust; ar.d use of mufflers and, where
app:!::'opr:Late, noise :Oa~rier·s ~o mi.!lirr.ize :::cise ir.,pacts. Siting of
dewatering basins for ~se i~ cocstruction will depend en ~~e
results of Phuse I archaeolog~cal surveys, due to the sensitivi~y
of many areas fer h.:.s-:ori:: and prehistoric archaeological
resct:rces.

One:!::'ation

a~d Ma~~-=e~ance

of

cso

?acilities

The FEIR should include or at least summarize the opera~ion
(and :naintenar..ce plans far the :facjl.ities and iden-:i:y the parties
l±esponsible for specific tasks. This section should also present
?q-l3 r~on-:i:n.ge!lcy plans for sue~ eve::-:.s as facility or compor..e:r:.
~ailure in terms cf ::8ise, odor, :flood!ng, eLc.
~~-12-

BWSC

S~udv:

Stony Brook Scrceninc and

Dis~~fec-:.icn

Facil~-:v

The Boster. Water ar.d Sewer Commiss)on (BWSC) plans to
release shortly thi:: 11 Stony Brook Sewe:::::- Syste:n Study," whic!: is an
assessment of alter!lativ~s for MWRA's orooosed Screenincr and
;-Disinfection Facility. This report, w~ic~ will be made-available
! to the MWRA this month, should be reviewed in -:he FEIR.
.Any
plan modifications made as a result of the BWSC study mus~ be
evaluated ir. the FEIR.

59-t~

()

Public

Process/Resoo~se

-:o Comments

The numerous'· detailed and varied c~r:1ments this dra£t re:;:Jo::::-t
has generated have been very useful i~ the review o£ the DEIR.
!he issues raised withi~ the attached comnent let~ers and the
MWRA's response tc them must serve as the basis :or ~he FE:R.
Because c£ the large number o£ commen~ letters, this Certificate
does not address individ~allv all of the issues raised within the
comment letters. :r.e fact that this Cer~ificate does not
explicitly recognize all of t~e issues ra:sed does not lessen
their importance cr the need f~r the ~wRA to address them ful:y
\vi thi.:;~ the FEIR .

..Tanuary 9,

-:997

Da':::e

Comment:s Recei veci.
College o: Art (10/9/96)
./Massachusetts 3oard of Eigher Educati::::n (:1/7/96
1

~·.Massachusetts

(j .

7

5c 1/7/97)

~~f414#'(i;J'f

.... V41
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.city of Scrne=ville- Mayor's Office (1l/29:96)
Boston Earbor Association (:2/6 & 12/2~/96)
JKahcney/ Hawkes & Geldings (12/13/96)

J~he

/Tom Ccor.ev (12/16/96)
Union Park Street Neighborhood Assccia~ion
JSarn Bass Warner, J:::-. (:.2/:7/96)
..,..Hale and Dorr (:..:./:8/96)
./ R.iverwavs Procrrams (12/19 1 9€)
~ Tcbir. &·Sulli;an (12/19/96)
/Mal:oney/ Hawkes & Go2.dings (w/Lc"L:is Be=ger & Assoc. l (:2/20/96}
J Technica:. Advi.sorv Com::ii:t:ee o:: the CSO Control Pla~ (12/20/96)
JMI"Iffi.A. Advisory Boar=. {12/20/96.1
~charles River watershed Association (12/20 1 96)
/Nc=theas~ern University C~fice o£ Govt. Relations (12/20/96)
./ Recrir:a v:..:..la Associates or. beha::..: of Lvdia Goocih'..:.e ( 12/2 0 I 96)
v Ci:y c: Boston 3RA.lEDIC ~12/20/96)
..
../ Massoo::-t.

\ :2/::?.3 I 9\.::.

-/city- of Camb:ridgc - Mayo:::::-•s Office (12/23/96)
'/ Massachuset.:.s Sta:.: Co2. lege: Building Aut.ho:.:::i ty \ :i..2/2 3/9€;
~ USEPA (12/23/96)
"'Citv o: Revere t-Jate::: & Sewer D:'..visicn (12.':23/96'
./The- Gillet:.e Compa~y (12/23/9~)
>/City of Ecstcn Water and Sewer Commi..ssio:'. (12/23 /96)
./ John Rei:thardt ( ~~2 /23 I 9 6)
v Somerville Conservation Commj.ssi.or. ( 12/23 i 96)
../ Ci:y cf C~1.elsea !JP~~ (:.2/2.3/96)
·./The South End His~o:::-ical Society/ Inc. (.:2/23/96)
.·~EO-Bc-t.or· A~tn·
c~~v~ -L~oma- ,~1~ '?3/96;
v Belmont Hill School (12/23/96)
., Fr!end.s a:: t.he M~..:.C.dy Rive::::- (12/23/96)
Js. David Graoer (12/23/96)
~City of Boston- Mayor's Office (12/23/96~
~Kelly Realty TYUS~ (12/23/96)
J Save the Harber Save the Bay (:2/24/96)
v-'City o: Boston The Enviror:r:ier::. :)epa::::::-tmenL: (12/2.;/96)
vMassach~se7.tS Histc~ical Commissio~ (12/24/96)
v"Edward J. Lor.ergan (12/24/96)
~Massachusetts Coas:.a: zone Management (12/26/96
Massachusetts ~ivision of Marir.e ?isheries (~/3 97)
..,...;_;_
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APPENDIXB
RESPONSES TO COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT FP/EIR
The following matrix (Table B-1) contains a listing of all comments received on the Draft
Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report (see Appendix A for comment letters). The
table lists in chronological order all transmittals received by MEP A or MWRA regarding the
DEIR, including the transcripts from the public meetings, public hearing, and the Certificate
from the Secretary of Environmental Affairs. Comments contained within the transmittals are
identified and given a unique identification number consisting of a transmittal number and a
comment number (i.e. 12-3 indicates transmittal 12, comment 3). The author, affiliation and
source of the comment are also indicated if known. The matrix includes a summary of the
comment, the specific project that it is referring to (See Table B-2 for a description of project
numbers), and the location(s) in the FEIR, if applicable, where the response to the comment can
be found.

()

In general, all comment responses are contained in the subappendices following Table B-1
(Subappendices A-0). The subappendices categorize comments and responses by project, so
that all comments regarding a particular project are contained in one subappendix. An additional
subappendix (Subappendix F) contains comments pertaining to the three North Dorchester Bay
projects (North Dorchester Bay and Reserved Channel Consolidation Conduits and the Reserved
Channel CSO Facility). In addition, a subappendix addressing general comments has been
prepared (Subappendix A). This subappendix has been subdivided into 10 subject categories.
All comments pertaining to MEPA-waived projects are contained in Subappendix A.
In order to facilitate the reader's ability to locate the detailed response to a comment, the
Comment Response column of Table B-1 contains a Response notation indicating the
subappendix in which the response can be found, and where it appears in the subappendix. For
example, Response B-14 indicates the response can be found in Subappendix B, comment 14.
Each response contains a summary of the comment and a listing of the comment number(s) from
Table B-1 with the name and the affiliation of all the authors that made a particular comment,
followed by a response. Generally, each response addresses all aspects of the comment.
However, where the response is involved and has been covered in detail in the text of the FEIR,
a summary response is provided followed by a reference (Chapter and Section) to the location in
the FEIR where the subject is addressed in more detail.
This system allows for comments to be referenced by transmittal (Table B-1) and project
(Subappendices A-0), and allows for several similar comments to be responded to at the same
time to avoid repetition. In addition, it allows cross referencing with the text where more
detailed responses in the context of the project evaluation are available.

TABLE B-1. COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT FACILITIES PLAN I ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
Comment
Comment
Affiliation
Comment
Comment Summary
Project
Number
Author
Source
Code
Board voted unanimously to oppose construction of the
1-1
Rob
Chair, MA College MEPA
16
Letter
Stony Brook Screening and Disinfection Facility on Site L2.
Macintosh
of Art Board of
Trustees
The FEIR should reevaluate the selection of Site L2 for its
16
1-2
CSO facility as the site is crucial to MCA for parking and
future development.
2-1
Gladys
Union Park
Union Park Neighborhood residents will oppose any use of the site
25
Public
adjacent to UPPS for the CSO facility.
DeCosta
Neighborhood
Meeting
Assoc.
2-2
Union Park Street
Situation with BWSC maintenance of existing UPPS has
25
---Resident
worsened and no new facility should be built on the site.
Union Park Street
2-3
Michael
Neighbors object to new structure on site.
25
Papadopoulos Resident
Gregory
Union Park Street
Suggested MWRA join the community in proposing another
25
2-4
Sullivan
Resident
site.
Union Park Street
The community is tired of the stacks, odor, noise and
2-5
M.
25
Papadopoulos Resident
pollution associated with the existing pumping station and
and Mr.
oppose construction of a new facility.
Triantafillidis
Boston City
2-6
James Kelly
An attractively designed pump station shouldn't be a
25
problem for the neighborhood.
Councilor
Gregory
Open space is very valuable to the neighborhood, and
25
2-7
Union Park Street
Resident
compensatory green space should be found for any loss due
Sullivan
to the facility.
25
Current UPPS lot is aesthetically unpleasing - would future
2-8
facility be any different?
Suggested another meeting with Senator Lynch and the
25
2-9
James Kelly
City of Boston
Mayor's office was needed to do what's best for the quality
Councilor
of life in the neighborhood.
How would MWRA staff a CSO facility and what kind of
25
Joe O'Keefe
Representative for
2-10
expertise would workers have to solve the problems?
Sen. Lynch
How could the residents be sure MWRA would replace the
25
Union Park Street
Gregory
2-11
park?
Sullivan
Resident
Suggested that another meeting was needed with residents
25
2-12
and that a Greek translator should be supplied.
I~

Comment Response
Response G-1

Response G-2
FEIR, Chap. 14 , Sect. 4
Response K-1
FEIR, Chap. 18, Sect. 4
Response K-2
FEIR, Chap. 18, Sect. 6
Response K-1
FEIR, Chap. 18 , Sect. 4
Response K-3
FEIR, Chap. 18, Sect. 4
Response K-2
FEIR, Chap. 18, Sect. 6

Response K-4
Response K-5

Response K-6
Response K-7

Response K-8
Response K-9
Response K-10

c
TABLE B-1. COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT
Comment
Comment
Affiliation
Comment
Number
Author
Source
Michael
2-13
Union Park Street
Triantafillidis Resident
2-14
Gladys
President, Union
DeCosta
Park Neighborhood
Association
Andy DeSantis ChelseaDPW
Chelsea
3-1
Public
Meeting
3-2
Bob Nason
Chelsea Housing
3-3
Authority
3-4
Andy DeSantis ChelseaDPW

3-5

3-6
3-7
3-8
3-9
4-1

----

Chelsea Planning
Board
Andy DeSantis ChelseaDPW
Richard
Smigielski
Stanley Z.
Koplik

5-1

----

5-2

----

Chelsea Resident
Chancellor, MA
Board of Higher
Education
Charlestown
Resident
Charlestown
Resident

FACILITIES PLAN I ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
Project
Comment Summary
Code
Expressed concern about odor and noise during debris
25
removal from tanks.
Union Park residents would write to the Secretary of
25
Environmental Affairs vehemently opposing construction of
the facility on Union Park Street (Site D).
Is concerned about surcharging of the CBS, during even
24
small storms, in the field near the housing project.
Is an alternative to find a way to remove extraneous flow?
Expressed the concern about the need for short-term relief
from surcharging pending completion of the project.
Would like to know how often there would be overflow
potentials in the housing complex area after completion of
the project.
Severe flooding at Crescent and Eleanor Streets left the
police station inaccessible. This area needs a 25-year
standard - how would this connection be handled?
Would like to see upstream stormwater removed.

How does MWRA handle placement of shafts on private
property?
CHE002 and CHE003 may be partially/entirely blocked and
may need replacement.
What is the potential for impacts to older homes along the
construction route due to vibration?
MEPA
The FEIR should reevaluate the selection of Site L2 for the
Letter
Stony Brook CSO facility as the site is crucial to MCA for
parking and future development.
Charlestown How is the appropriate conduit capacity determined?
Public
Meeting
What are the differences in community impact between the
screening and disinfection facility and the storage conduit?

Comment Response
Response K-11
FEIR, Chap. 18, Sect. 4
Response K-12

Response N-1
FEIR, Chap. 21, Sect. 3

24
24

Response N-2
Response N-3

24

Response N-4
FEIR, Chap. 21, Sect. 3

24

Response N-5

24

Response N-6
FEIR, Chap. 23, Sect. 2
Response M-1

23
23
23

Response M-2
FEIR, Chap. 20, Sect. 1
Response M-3

16

Response G-2
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4

18

Response 1-1
FEIR, Chap. 16, Sect. 6

18

Response 1-2
FEIR, Chap. 16, Sect. 5

2
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TABLE B-l. COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT FACILITIES PLAN I ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
Comment
Comment
Comment Summary
Project
Comment
Affiliation
Author
Source
Code
Number
Judith Brennan Charlestown
Expressed concern about odor control.
18
5-3
Neighborhood
COU!lCil
Asked about how project construction would affect the
5-4
Charlestown
19
---Resident
proposed redesign of Sullivan Square.
6-1
East Boston
East Boston How will streets be repaired?
22
---Public
Resident
Meeting
How would construction affect traffic flow on Border
6-2
East Boston
22
---Resident
Street?
East Boston
Why did MWRA choose not to use more of the Conrail
6-3
22
---Resident
ROW?
East Boston
Expressed concern that construction in the Conrail corridor
6-4
22
---Resident
might conflict with plans for the first section ofthe
Greenway.
6-5
MaryCatina East Boston
Expressed concern that it was difficult for people to
22
Resident
determine which is the right route and that the route appears
to have been chosen based on construction concerns not
community impacts.
6-6
Martin
East Boston
Suggested that a site on Nay St. be used as a staging area
22
Coughlin
Resident
then restored as public or open space as mitigation, and that
the mitigation commitment be made in the FEIR.
East Boston
Expressed concern that there would be unpleasant odors
6-7
22
---Resident
during construction of EBBS.
Will the project eliminate CSOs and their odor?
22
6-8
Mary Catina East Boston
Resident
Is MWRA working with BWSC on the issue of new sewer
East Boston
22
6-9
---Resident
connections?
Could shaft construction cause any problems with the
22
East Boston
6-10
---integrity of foundations along the routes?
Resident
22
Have any archaeological surveys been done on the proposed
East Boston
6-11
---construction areas?
Resident
22
Would rodent control be incorporated in the construction?
East Boston
6-12
---Resident

Comment Response
Response 1-3
FEIR, Chap. 16, Sect. 7
Response J-1
Response L-1

Response L-2
FEIR, Chap. 19, Sect. 5
Response L-3
FEIR, Chap. 19, Sect. 4
Response L-4
FEIR, Chap. 19, Sect. 4
Response L-5
FEIR, Chap. 19, Sect. 4

Response L-6
FEIR, Chap. 19, Sect. 5
Response L-7
Response L-8
FEIR, Chap. 19, Sect. 3
Response L-9
Response L-10
Response L-11
FEIR, Chap. 19, Sect. 5
Response L-12

TABLE B-1. COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT FACILITIES PLAN I ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
Comment Summary
Project
Affiliation
Comment
Comment
Comment
Code
Number
Source
Author
Will contract documents include ways to handle odors that
22
6-13
East Boston
might arise?
Resident
22
6-14
East Boston
What is the extent of construction in East Boston?
---Resident
22
6-15
East Boston
Indicated that there are very high bacteria levels in the
---Resident
Beachmont area after storms and that illegal connections in
the area need to be dealt with.
What happens to Logan Airport flow?
22
East Boston
6-16
---Resident
7-1
Gladys
President, Union
MEPA
Strongly opposes the construction of the detention/treatment
25
DeCosta
Park Street
facility at the UPPS (Site D).
Letter
Neighborhood
Association
8-1
Mission Hill
Mission Hill What is current status of the BWSC study to separate sewers
16
---Resident
Public Mtg. in the Mission Hill area?
Where will dechlorination occur once the new facility is
16
8-2
Mission Hill
---Resident
constructed?
Paul
Vice President,
Opposes use of Site L2 as this is only open parcel of land
16
8-3
owned by MCA for future development.
McCaffrey
Mass. College of
Art
If MWRA had used the same criteria regarding institutional
16
Mission Hill
8-4
---impact to Site L2 as to other sites, Site L2 would have been
Resident
eliminated from consideration.
What is the status of Site Q?
16
8-5
Oscar
Mission Hill
Brookins
Resident
Why was the vacant area at the comer of Allegheny and
16
8-6
Terrace Streets not evaluated?
16
Will flooding that occurs at Site L2 affect the facility if it
8-7
was located there?
16
Asked that the MWRA reevaluate Site H.
8-8
Diane Brown Mission Hill
Resident
17
Cambridge Resident Cambridge Where in the roadway would the construction occur?
9-1
Public Mtg.
17
Will there be any construction impacts beyond the
Cambridge Resident
9-2
---boundaries indicated?

----

----

Comment Response
Response L-13
Response L-14
FEIR, Chap. 19, Sect. 2
Response L-15

Response L-16
Response K-1
FEIR, Chap. 18, Sect. 4

Response G-3
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
Response G-4
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
Response G-5
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
Response G-6
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
Response G-7
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
Response G-8
Response G-9
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
Response G-10
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
Response H-1
FEIR, Chap. 15, Sect. 7
Response H-2
FEIR, Chap. 15, Sect. 7

4
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TABLE B-1 COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT FACILITIES PLAN I ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
Comment
Comment
Affiliation
Comment
Comment Summary
Project
Comment Response
Number
Author
Source
Code
9-3
Cambridge Resident
How long will the project take?
17
Response H-3
---9-4

Alex Strysky

9-5

Kathy Baskin

Cambridge
Conservation
Commission
Charles River
Watershed Assoc.

9-6

----

Cambridge Resident

9-7

----

Cambridge Resident

9-8

----

Cambridge Resident

9-9

----

Cambridge Resident

9-10

----

Cambridge Resident

9-11

----

Cambridge Resident

9-12

----

Cambridge Resident

9-13

----

Cambridge Resident

9-14

----

Cambridge Resident

9-15

----

Cambridge Resident

Alex Strysky

9-16

----

9-17

L

Cambridge
Conservation
Commission
Cambridge Resident

Why does the screening and disinfection facility result in
fewer activations but greater flow volume than the hydraulic
relief?
Why does the hydraulic relief alternative yield a higher
number of activations but a lower volume of flow
discharged?
Where will dewatering water from the trenches be disposed
of?
What provisions are made for using this system while the
pipe is under construction and not in service?
Suggested the use of an auger rather than hammer for pile
driving as a mitigation for construction noise impacts.
A more detailed traffic plan should be included in the FEIR
to assuage concern for traffic impacts at Lowell and Mt.
Auburn Streets.
Suggested that a neighborhood review group be created for
an additional source of feedback.
Must this plan be submitted after the EPA hearings, and
what happens ifMEPA does not approve the project
alternatives?
When will the public know about MEPA's decision to accept
or reject the project changes?
When will expansion ofMt. Auburn Hospital begin and will
it coincide with CAM005 construction?
Does EPA approve or make decisions all at once or for each
project individually?
Where will the underflow baffle be located and what impacts
will it have?
What work is being planned for Cottage Farm outfall?

How can contaminated soils be kept from washing into the
river or becoming airborne?

17

Response H-4
FEIR, Chap. 15, Sect. 4

17

Response H-4
FEIR, Chap. 15, Sect. 4

17

Response H-5

17

Response H-6

17

Response H-7

17

Response H-8
FEIR, Chap. 15, Sect. 7

17

Response H-9

17

Response H-10

17

Response H-11

17

Response H-12

17

Response H-13

17
28

Response H-14
FEIR, Chap. 15, Sect. 4
Response 0-4

l7

Response H-15

c
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TABLE B-1. COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT FACILITIES PLAN I ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
Comment Summary
Project
Affiliation
Comment
Comment
Comment
Author
Source
Code
Number
Vice President,
MEPA
Opposed to the use of Site L2 as it is the only open space
16
Paul
10-1
McCaffrey
Mass. College of
Letter
owned by the college; necessary for parking; planning a
Art
residence hall on the site.
10-2
MCA feels that the college was bypassed in the notification
16
process.
ToddM.
City of
MEPA
11-1
Purpose of letter is to record the Office's support for the
G
Fontanella
Letter
MWRA's CSO Control Plan, and in particular upgrades to
Sommerville Mayor's Office
the Somerville Marginal CSO Facility.
lla-1
Fort
Point
Channel
Ft.
Pt.
Chan.
Is there a difference in noise between to two possible
15
---Public Mtg. tunneling options (pipe jacking and TBM)?
area resident
Fort Point Channel
Would like the MWRA to pursue the construction of an
1Ia-2
15
area resident
access street to the Haul Road so trucks do not have to go
down A Street.
Libby Blank
BWSC
11a-3
How long would it take to dewater the sewer after a storm?
15

----

lla-4

----

1la-5

Libby Blank

12-1

Joan LeBlanc

Fort Point Channel
area resident
BWSC

Have any additional borings been taken on the site to
confirm the rock conditions along the route?
What is the rough breakdown of project costs?

The Boston Harbor MEPA
Association
Letter

Concerned about lack of information available about
changes to water quality standards.
Recommend that MEPA initiate a public process led by DEP
to evaluate the impact of the changes to water quality
designations associated with the MWRA's CSO plan.
Strongly opposes location of detention/treatment facility at
SiteD adjacent to the existing BWSC Union Park Pump
Station.
Supports the conceptual plan for CSOs as presented in the
DEIR, but reiterate that it is a first step, not a final solution.
Request that DEP hold separate hearings and environmental
review process on proposed changes to water quality
standards.

12-2

13-1

Resident, Union
Michael
Papadopoulos Park St.

13-2

Jodi Sugerman Save the Harbor,
Save the Bay

13-3

Public
Hearing

6

Comment Response
Response G-2
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
Response G-11
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
Response A-1

Response B-1
FEIR, Chap. 10, Sect. 4
Response B-2

G

Response B-3
FEIR, Chap. 10, Sect. 4
Response B-4
FEIR, Chap. 10, Sect. 3
Response B-5
FEIR, Chap. I 0, Sect. 5
Response A-7

G

Response A-7

25

Response K-1
FEIR, Chap. 18, Sect. 4

G

Response A-I

G

Response A-7

15
15

TABLE B-1. COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT FACILITIES PLAN I ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
Comment
Comment
Affiliation
Comment
Comment Summary
Project
Comment Response
Number
Author
Source
Code
13-4
Jodi Sugerman Save the Harbor,
The FEIR should include information about the potential
G
Response A-107
(continued)
Save the Bay
impacts chlorination and dechlorination may have on
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 1
receiving water bodies and data on alternative forms of
treatment.
13-5
The FEIR should look at other locations within the
G
Response A-27
watershed where storage may be as/more effective than
treatment.
13-6a
The FEIR should explain more thoroughly; the
Response A-91
G
environmental impacts associated with increased stormwater
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 6
discharge to waterways as a result of sewer separation.
13-6b

13-7
13-8

13-9
13-10

Jodi Sugerman Coastal Advocacy
Network

13-11

13-12

Stephen
Greene

13-13

13-14

'

~

L

CSO Technical
Advisory
Committee

The FEIR should explain more thoroughly; the
environmental impacts associated with chlorination and
dechlorination and data on alternative forms of treatment.
MWRA should evaluate in the FEIR ways to make local non
CSO communities decrease CSOs discharged to waterways.
The FEIR should evaluate cost-effective opportunities to add
stormwater improvements during CSO construction and the
cost/benefits of storm water treatment facilities.
There should be public notification and input for any project
changes that occur subsequent to the DEIR.
DEP needs to conform with the public notification/input
process for any proposed changes to water quality standards.
Effects of stormwater on water quality and locations for
possible improvements in stormwater quality should be
evaluated in the FEIR.
Support the CSO plan and recognize that significant
improvements to water quality will result.
DEP and other agencies should push to ensure that
communities in the local sewer system are taking appropriate
actions to reduce CSOs.
Request that MEPA initiate a formal public process on the
water quality issues associated with CSOs from non-MWRA
communities.
/

G

Response A-107
FEIR, Chap. 26 , Sect. 1

G

Response A-48

G

Response A-106

G

Response A-28

G

Response A-7

G

Response A-91
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 6

G

Response A-1

G

Response A-48

G

Response A-8
--

TABLE B-1. COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT FACILITIES PLAN I ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
Comment
Comment
Affiliation
Comment
Comment Summary
Project
Number
Author
Source
Code
Stephen
CSO Technical
The FEIR should address in detail the comments that were
13-15
G
Greene
Advisory
made at the public information meetings.
Commend the MWRA on the efforts they have made in
13-16
G
outreach to the public.
Katherine
Opposed to location of the Stony Brook Facility on MA
13-17
President,
16
Massachusetts
College of Art land at Site L2 adjacent to the Ward Street
Sloan
College of Art
Headworks.
Claims that MA College of Art was placed at a disadvantage
16
13-18
relative to other site owners as they were not notified of the
site evaluation until late in the process.
Site L2 is essential to the college as it is the proposed site of
16
13-19
a future student dormitory and is the only parking for
students and faculty.
Objects to selection of Site L2 as it does not adhere to the
16
13-20
site screening process utilized for other sites in the DEIR and
is the most expensive option.
Supports the revised plan as it is much cheaper and more
G
Joe Favaloro Executive Director,
13-21
MWRA Advisory
flexible than the original plan.
Board
The advisory board should retain flexibility in the project
G
13-22
concept and design.
Appropriate responsibility should be assigned to incremental
G
13-23
project costs.
G
DEP needs to elaborate on the relationship between the CSO
13-24
control program and the proposed changes to water quality
standards.
The CSO control plan should remain flexible and change as
G
Joan LeBlanc Boston Harbor
13-25
new technologies arise or specific issues are identified.
Association
DEP needs to seek public input prior to making any changes
G
13-26
to water quality designations.
The FEIR should include an analysis of the impacts that
G
13-27
additional stormwater will have on receiving waters.

8
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Comment Response
Response A-128
Response A-2
Response G-5
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
Response G-11
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
Response G-2
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
Response G-12
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
Response A-1

Response A-29
Response A-92
Response A-7

Response A-29
Response A-7
Response A-91
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 6

TABLE B-1. COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT FACILITIES PLAN I ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
Comment
Comment
Comment
Comment Summary
Project
Affiliation
Code
Author
Source
Number
Recommends that MWRA address the issue of incorporating
G
13-28
Joan LeBlanc Boston Harbor
catch basins, screening and disinfection facilities and/or
(continued)
Association
retention facilities for stormwater where appropriate.
13-29
13-30
13-31

Gladys
DeCosta

13-32

Torrence
Boone

14-1

----

14-2

----

14-3

----

14-4

----

14-5

----

14-6

----

14-7

----

14-8

----

14-9

-----

President, Union
Park Neighborhood
Association
Resident, Union
Park Street
South Boston
Resident
South Boston
Resident
South Boston
Resident
South Boston
Resident
South Boston
Resident
South Boston
Resident
South Boston
Resident

South Boston
Resident
South Boston
Resident

S. Boston
Public Mtg.

G
Urges MWRA to coordinate with other construction projects
to minimize impacts on neighborhoods.
Any additional mitigation should be in the form of improved
G
access to/along the harbor.
25
Vehemently oppose the selection of Site D on Union Park
Street as the proposed site for the Union Park
Detention/Treatment Facility.
25
Opposes the selection of Site D on Union Park Street as the
proposed site for the Union Park Detention/Treatment
Facility.
13, 14,20
Will the old MBTA S. Boston power plant be demolished?

Comment Response
Response A-106

Response A-138
Response A-139
Response K-1
FEIR, Chap. 18, Sect. 4
Response K-1
FEIR, Chap. 18, Sect. 4

Response E-1
FEIR, Chap. 13, Sect. 4
Residents would like the MWRA to design a truck route that 13, 14,20 Response F-1
would take trucks away from residential areas.
Can the tunnel start at the EDIC facility and run under the
13,14,20 Response F-3
channel?
Was a traffic analysis done?
13, 14,20 Response F-2
Where will construction crews park?

13, 14,20 Response F-4

How will Reserved Channel be flushed out to remove
bacteria after a CSO activation?
Suggested that MWRA use excavated materials from the
Reserved Channel and North Dorchester Bay Consolidation
Conduits to fill in the upstream end of the Reserved
Channel.
Will there be odor from the discharge from the Reserved
Channel Pumping Facility that occurs twice per year?
Why will construction take 5 years? Could it be completed
faster ifthe Reserved Channel and North Dorchester Bay
projects were constructed at the same time? Is this possible?

13, 14,20 Response F-5
FEIR, Chap. 12, Sect. 3
13, 14,20 Response F-6
FEIR, Chap. 11, Sect. 3

~.
I
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)

13, 14,20 Response E-2
13, 14,20 Response F-7
FEIR, Chap. 11, Sect. 2
-~~

c
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Comment
Affiliation
Comment
Comment
Comment Summary
Project
Number
Author
Source
-Code
14-10
South Boston
Will there be a reduction in groundwater level at Site J?
13, 14,20
---Resident
14-11
South Boston
Will MWRA notify abutters and the MBTA when the project 13, I4, 20
---Resident
will affect their area?
14-12
South Boston
Will other areas still have active CSOs once all the projects 13, 14,20
---Resident
are complete?
14-13
South Boston
How will the CSO project affect sewerage rates?
13, 14,20
---Resident
15-1
Alewife/Mystic area Alewife/Mys Will sewer separation result in the elimination of SOM002
4, 5, 6
---Resident
t. Public
and SOM004?
I 5-2
Alewife/Mystic area
4, 5, 6
What is the nature of sewer separation upstream of CAM002
Resident
and CAM004 -new sanitary sewer, new storm sewer, or a
mix?
I 5-3
Alewife/Mystic
area
Where does stormwater go downstream ofCAM004?
4,5,6
---Resident
15-4
Alewife/Mystic area
Where does the flow at CAM40 I go?
4,5,6
---Resident
4, 5, 6
I 5-5
Alewife/Mystic area
Does CAM40 I carry stormwater?
Resident
4, 5, 6
I 5-6
Alewife/Mystic area
Are there always four 3-month storms per year?
---Resident
Alewife/Mystic area
How can fecal coliform enter the system from storm drains?
4, 5, 6
I 5-7
---Resident
4,5,6
Alewife/Mystic area
Is it possible to determine if fecal coliform is from humans
15-8
---or
animals?
Resident
4,5,6
Would changing the water quality standards for Alewife
Alewife/Mystic area
15-9
---Resident
Brook to Bcso allow for the construction of another sewer
system relief point?
4,5,6
Alewife/Mystic area
Would reclassification to Bcso apply to the entire river or just
I5-10
---Resident
aportion of it?
4,5,6
Alewife/Mystic area
How much bacteria is normally found in a liter of water?
15-11
---Resident
When will the Mystic River be swimmable?
4,5,6
Alewife/Mystic area
15-12
---Resident

----

----

10

Comment Response
Response E-3
Response F-8
Response F-9
Response A-140
FEIR, Chap. 27, Sect. 3
Response A-82
Response A-83
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 9
Response A-84
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 9
Response A-85
Response A-86
Response A-141
Response A-93
Response A-142
Response A-9

Response A-10
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 10
Response A-I43
Response A-49
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. I 0

TABLE B-l. COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT FACILITIES PLAN I ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
Comment
Comment
Comment
Comment Summary
Affiliation
Project
Author
Number
Source
Code
Alewife/Mystic
area
What
other
efforts
are
underway
to
clean
up
the
non-CSO
4,
5, 6
15-13
---Resident
sources of pollutants?
15-14
Alewife/Mystic area
Could the data used in the modeling be erroneous?
4, 5, 6
---Resident
15-15
Alewife/Mystic area
What impact will the CSO control program have on land use
4,5,6
---Resident
controls?
Mahoney,
Attorneys for MA MEPA
16-1
Requests extension ofMWRA CSO DEIR MEPA comment
16
Hawkes&
College of Art
Letter
period until January 22, 1997.
Golding
Tom Cooney S. Boston Resident MEPA
17-1
Objects to continued CSO discharge to the Reserved
14
Letter
Channel.
17-2
Recommends that the Reserved Channel, while not being a
14
Critical Use Area, be given special consideration due to the
high increase in public visibility, new travel facility,
proposed waterfront park etc.
18-l
Sam Bass
MA Institute of
MEPA
Recommends that 20% of the budget for construction be
16
Warner, Jr.
Technology
Letter
allocated to new initiatives and the timetable be lengthened
appropriately.
Sam Bass
18-2
The FEIR should reevaluate the lower levels ofCSO control
MA Institute of
G
Warner, Jr.
Technology
recommended for the lower Charles River and other areas
(cont'd)
with other sources of pollution as the goal should be the
removal of CSOs so the other sources can be dealt with more
effectively.
Hale and Dorr Attorney for
Request that more specific and accurate plans of the
22
19-1
MEPA
Letter
Bellesteel Industries
proposed East Boston Branch Sewer routes in Section H be
supplied so that impacts of the project on Bellesteel
Industries can be more accurately assessed.
20-1
Anne
Riverways Program MEPA
MWRA should consult with residents, watershed groups and
G
Livingston
Letter
local and state agencies to determine if a water quality
variance rather than a Bcso designation would be applicable
to other impacted watersheds (besides the Charles River).
The MWRA public participation meetings have not
G
20-2
adequately addressed the water quality designation issues,
and changes in water quality designations should not be
made without addressing community concerns.

Comment Response
Response A-94
Response A-30
Response A-144
Response G-13

Response F-10
FEIR, Chap. 12, Sect. 2
Response F-11
FEIR, Chap. 13, Sect. 6

Response A-145

Response A-50
FEIR, Chap. 4, Sect. 5

Response L-17

Response A-ll

Response A-7
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TABLE B-1. COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT FACILITIES PLAN I ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
Comment
Affiliation
Comment
Comment Summary
Comment
Project
Number
Author
Source
Code
20-3
Anne
Riverways Program
DEP and MWRA should work with municipalities to address
G
stormwater controls which may be cost effective to add
Livingston
while the MWRA is improving their system.
(continued)
The FEIR needs to clearly state the impacts resulting from
20-4
G
increased stormwater discharge to waterways after sewer
separation.
14
21-1
Tobin&
Attorneys for the
MEPA
Oppose location of the Reserved Channel Consolidation
Casey
Family,
Sullivan
Letter
Conduit and odor control facility on Casey & Hayes
Casey & Hayes
property as it would greatly decrease the future development
Trucking
potential of the property.
The FEIR should reapply the site selection methodology and
Attorneys for MA MEPA
16
22-1
Mahoney,
Hawkes&
College of Art
Letter
reevaluate its selection of Site L2 as the preferred site for the
Stony Brook facility.
Golding
The DEIR is flawed in its failure to involve MA College of
16
22-2
Art in its consideration of the Ward St. site (Site L2).
The FEIR should more clearly justify the selection of Site L2
16
22-3
as it is considerably more expensive than the other
alternatives and exceeds the allowable cost premium of I 0%
over the cost of its optimum location.
16
The FEIR should more clearly address the potential for odor
22-4
impacts on adjacent residents when the Stony Brook facility
is being serviced or repaired.
16
The FEIR should more clearly address the potential
22-5
construction risks posed by underground utilities and
impacts of staging activities on neighboring residents ofthe
Stony Brook facility.
16
The FEIR should more clearly evaluate whether lead hazards
22-6
from fugitive dust at Site L2 would be greater than at other
sites.
16
The FEIR should include more recent data on background
22-7
noise levels in the Stony Brook area.
16
The FEIR should more clearly address mitigation for lost
22-8
parking to the college ifthe Stony Brook facility was
constructed on Site L2.
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FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 6
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FEIR, Chap. 12, Sect. 4
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FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 6
Response G-15
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
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FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
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FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 6
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FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
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16
The
FEIR
should
include
a
more
detailed
analysis
Mahoney,
Attorneys for MA
22-9
potential traffic impacts in the Site L2 area as a result of
Hawkes&
College of Art
Golding (coot)
construction of the Stony Brook facility.
The FEIR should include a more detailed evaluation of
16
22-10
future development plans for the potential Stony Brook
facility sites.
The
FEIR should include a more comprehensive mitigation
22-11
16
plan for Site L2.
Betsy Johnson Technical Advisory MEPA
The Secretary's Certificate should require DEP to describe
G
23-1
the public process for changes to water quality standards
Committee
Letter
within 15 days.
23-2
The Secretary's Certificate should direct DEP to publish its
G
special report outlining strategies for incorporating the CSO
Control Program into its regulations within 30 days.
23-3
The FEIR should provide more information on the trade-offs
G
between killing bacteria and effects of chlorination and
dechlorination on receiving waters and marine life.
The FEIR should include a chart detailing the disinfection
23-4
G
technologies available, their costs, where they will be used,
and what their predicted effects will be.
DEP must develop a management plan that addresses nonG
23-5
CSO pollution.
CSO construction offers the opportunity to install new storm
G
23-6
drains with more effective features - TAC urges that such
improvements be required for MWRA and community sewer
separation projects.
The FEIR should estimate the water quality impacts likely to
G
23-7
result from the sewer separation projects.
The Commonwealth should assist communities' efforts to
G
23-8
dispose of catch basin wastes safely and at a reasonable cost.
G
The FEIR should include discussion of BMPs that localities
23-9
can implement to prevent and reduce stormwater flows, and
refer to the forthcoming Final BMP Report to be issued
separately from the FEIR.
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FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
Response G-20
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
Response G-21
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
Response A-12

Response A-3

Response A-108

Response A-108

Response A-95
Response A-91
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 6

Response A-91
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 6
Response A-96
Response A-97
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23-10
Betsy Johnson Technical Advisory
The FEIR should include a section detailing efforts to date to
G
(cont'd)
Committee
reduce infiltration and inflow (and forecast future planned
reductions iri volume), and explain the relationship ofi/1
reduction efforts to CSO control.
23-11
MWRA should establish additional costs of handling
13
stormwater flows along North Dorchester Bay, so that the
costs can be paid by MDC (which has responsibility for
stormwater control).
23-12

23-13
24-1
24-2
24-3

24-4

24-5

24-6

Joseph
Favaloro

MWRA Advisory
Board

MEPA
Letter

The FEIR should contain the full text of the Guidelines for
Engineering and Construction Practices since these will be
used to establish mitigation for the CSO projects.
The FEIR should report on how MWRA plans to maintain
its new CSO facilities and improvements.
In general, the CSO Advisory Board endorses the CSO
Control Program.
Project Plans and schedules should remain flexible enough
to allow cost saving modifications to be made.
Continued questions regarding chlorine and chlorine residual
in the treated discharges suggest that further assessment of
the extent of disinfection that is eventually required is
needed.
Prior to the preparation of the FEIR, the state needs to
elaborate on the relationship between the CSO Control
Program with its associated water quality improvements, and
the state's own water quality standards setting process.
Commitment by the Commonwealth to provide funding at
the state level and support the request of additional funding
at the federal level will be a crucial element in timely
implementation of this ambitious program.
The MDC should commit to provide full funding of the
incremental cost of capturing stormwater runoff from MDCowned land (North Dorchester Bay) in advance of the
construction start.
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Response A-98

Response C-1

G

Response A-146

G

Response A-129

G

Response A-1

G

Response A-29

G

Response A-107
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 1

G

Response A-7

G

Response A-130

G

Response A-92
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24-7
Joseph
MWRA Advisory
G
It should be clear that this project does not set a precedent
Favaloro
Board
for control and collection of stormwater in other areas by the
(cont'd)
MWRA.
24-8
MWRA should confirm that the Guidelines for Engineering
G
and Construction Practices, which will be used for
development of mitigation, will be strictly adhered to as the
project moves forward through review, permitting, design
and construction phases.
24-9
The Guidelines for Engineering and Construction Practices
G
should be published in full in the FEIR.
Robert
25-1
Charles River
MEPA
The FEIR must include environmental impact and cost
G
Zimmerman, Watershed
Letter
assessments for control of CSO flows from storms larger
Jr.
Association
than the 3-month storm, in particular the 6-month and 1-year
storms.
25-2
MWRA must analyze the relative impacts of storm water and
G
CSOs in an actual, rather than only a modeled, storm event
(stormwater runoff should be monitored over the course of a
storm to verify modeling assumptions).
25-3
The FEIR must present analyses of water quality data in the
G
immediate vicinity of CSOs during wet weather to determine
the extent of these impacts.
25-4
The FEIR must evaluate mixing and plume dispersion of
G
CSOs.
25-5
The FEIR must present water quality impact and cost
G
assessments for controlling parameters such as TSS, BOD,
nutrients and metals ,as well as fecal coliform.
25-6
The FEIR must present the effects on water quality of
G
eliminating and/or treating CSO discharges based upon
improved upstream water quality conditions.
G
It is inappropriate to allow the technology selection process
25-7
to determine water quality goals; instead, water quality goals
should determine technology selection.
The FEIR should include an environmental evaluation of
G
25-8
water quality benefits by technology alternative.
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FEIR, Chap. 4, Sects 1 to 5
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25-9
Robert
Charles River
The FEIR should examine the relative impacts and benefits
G
of the sodium hypochlorite/sodium bromide technology for
Zimmerman, Watershed
Jr. (cont'd)
Association
disinfection and dechlorination, relative to the potential for
depletion of dissolved oxygen in the immediate vicinities of
the discharges.
MWRA should examine the alternative upgrade scenarios at
9
25-10
the Cottage Farm CSO Facility to ensure that permit
compliance monitoring will be possible.
17,28
25-11
Several portions of the text should be revised to note that,
during dry weather, the downstream portion of the Lower
Charles River does achieve the primary contact standard for
fecal coliform of200 cfu per 100 mi.
The FEIR should present more information on the impacts of
G
25-12
CSO discharges on nutrient and toxic levels in the river.
The FEIR should present more detailed information on the
G
25-13
impacts of CSO discharge on sediments.
The FEIR should detail efforts completed to date for the III
G
25-14
reduction, as well as forecasts of future volume reductions, if
any, that are expected.
Recognition must be made of the importance of reducing
G
25-15
stormwater volume in the combined sewer areas as part of
the CSO Plan (alternative analyses for this should be
included in the FEIR).
16
The BOS046 CSO in the Fens should be closed, or
25-16
justification provided as to why it is not feasible to do so.
G
A Bcso water quality classification for the Charles River
25-17
should not be adopted, nor should "four fewer untreated
discharges per year" be an acceptable goal.
MWRA should use the cost savings resulting from the
G
25-18
CAM005 hydraulic relief project (approximately $10
million) to develop other CSO control strategies in the area
such as separation, storage, or reduction of stormwater
infiltration and flow.
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FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. I

Response A-147

Response A-56
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 7

Response A-57
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 7
Response A-58
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sects 2 - 15
Response A-100

Response A-97

Response G-22
Response A-13

Response A-148
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25-19
Robert
Charles River
MWRA should, as discussed in the DEIR, observe and
28
Zimmerman, Watershed
inspect the Cottage Farm outfall area during a heavy wet
Jr. (cont'd)
Association
weather event and revisit the issue.
25-20
MWRA should continue its efforts to close CSOs that
G
currently activate four times or less per year.
25-21
The FEIR should present the results of more detailed
G
investigations of alternatives using hydraulic relief and
stormwater reduction.
25-22
The statement "additional controls are not likely to be
G
required" (pg. 6-22, paragraph 2) is presumptive and should
be omitted.
25-23
The "typical year" should include at least one storm that
G
produces similar effects in the combined sewer system as a
one-year storm (pg. 8-12).
25-24
The FEIR should include a more complete discussion of the
G
design of the "typical year".
ThomasJ.
Director,
26-1
MEPA
Supports the CSO Draft FPIEIR for Stony Brook.
16
Keady
Northeastern
Letter
University Office of
Gov't Relations
26-2
Urges the MWRA to work closely with BWSC on its plan to
16
study all combined sewer overflow into Stony Brook before
making fmal recommendations for the FEIR.
MEPA
The FEIR should include written justification and analysis,
27-1
Nancy Farrell Regina Villa
13, 14,20
on behalf of
Associates
Letter
consideration of flows and loads at Reserved Channel, and
Lydia
analysis of cost and operation and maintenance for inclusion
Goodhue
of stormwater in the North Dorchester Bay Consolidation
Conduit.
The State and MDC should partly fund the inclusion of
13
27-2
stormwater in the North Dorchester Bay Consolidation
Conduit.
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FEIR, Chap. 24, Sect. 3
Response A-34
Response A-21

Response A-149

Response A-36
FEIR, Chap. 4, Sect. 2
Response A-37
FEIR, Chap. 4, Sect. 2
Response G-23

Response G-24
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
Response C-2
FEIR, Chap. 11, Sect. 3

Response C-1
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27-3
Nancy Farrell Regina Villa
If borings at Site J-North have been advanced since the
20
Associates
DEIR, this information should be included in the FEIR. If
on behalf of
Lydia
this information is still lacking, the FEIR should address
Goodhue
whether Site J-North is the preferred site regardless of soil
(continued)
structure.
27-4
The FEIR should present greater detail of the area in Fort
15
Point Channel that will not meet the boating water quality
standard and evaluate methods for fixing this problem.
28-1
President, MA
Katherine
MEPA
Board of Trustees of the MA College of Art and the MA
16
Sloan
College of Art
Letter
Board of Higher Education oppose construction of the Stony
Brook Screening and Disinfection Facility on Site L2.
28-2
MWRA should reevaluate its proposal to use MCA property
16
for the Stony Brook facility as the site is crucial to MCA for
parking and future development.
29-1
Richard B.
City of Boston
MEPA
The BRA wishes to express its overall support for the
G
recommended CSO Facility Plan and the several projects
BRAIEDIC
Mertens
Letter
included therein.
29-2
Since the adjacent Gillette facility would be sensitive to
15
vibration impacts, construction of the Fort Point Channel
Storage Conduit must be done in such a way as to minimize
or eliminate the potential for vibration impacts.
29-3
The FEIR should clarify the actual proposed location of the
15
odor control facility for the Fort Point Channel Storage
Conduit (Figures B.1-l and 28.15-5 show its location at
north end of conduit yet Figure 13.4-5 shows its location at
the downstream end).
15
MWRA should not schedule or permit nighttime
29-4
construction for the Fort Point Channel Storage Conduit
project.
13
Construction for the North Dorchester Bay Consolidation
29-5
Conduit in/near Marine Park and Carson Beach should be
timed to occur during periods of least use of park areas.
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29-6
City of Boston
The proposed work for the North Dorchester Bay
13
Richard B.
BRAIEDIC
Consolidation Conduit should be coordinated with MDC's
Mertens
(cont'd)
proposed beach restoration project in order to minimize
disruption and impacts to the neighboring residential
community, and park/beach users.
29-7
Recommends relocating the odor control facility for the
13
North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit to the other
side ofthe access roadway, in the open space adjacent to the
MDC police station.
Costs associated with the capture of stormwater by the North
29-8
13
Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit properly should be
borne by the MDC or the Commonwealth rather than
MWRA rate payers.
I4, I5
MWRA, in cooperation with the BWSC, should examine
29-9
further the possibility of sewer separation, or another lower
cost alternative to the Reserved Channel Consolidation
Conduit and the Fort Point Channel Storage Conduit
projects.
MWRA should investigate relocating the discharge outfall
20
29-10
for the Reserved Channel Pumping Facility as far as possible
from Lobsterman's Pier to avoid potential adverse impacts to
live lobsters in holding pens at the pier (Site J North).
As mitigation for the construction of the Reserved Channel
Pumping Facility, MWRA should design facility in
conjunction with the future park proposed for Site J North,
and provide additional amenities for the park that otherwise
might not be feasible.
MWRA should expand the study area boundaries for the
Stony Brook Screening and Disinfection Facility to locate
potentially more feasible sites.
The FEIR should explore and report on results of the BWSC
sewer separation study, which may eliminate the need for
the Stony Brook Screening and Disinfection Facility if other
improvements are implemented.
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29-12

29-13
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Response C-4
FEIR, Chap. II, Sect. 6

Response C-5
FEIR, Chap. II, Sect. 4

Response C-I

Response D-3, B-IO
FEIR, Chap. I2, Sect. 2

Response E-5

20

Response E-7
FEIR, Chap. 13, Sect. 5
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16

Response G-24
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
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Richard B.
29-14
City of Boston
MWRA should investigate the feasibility and cost/benefit of
18
Mertens
BRA/EDIC
increasing the size ofthe Charlestown BOS019 Storage
(cont'd)
Conduit to store all of the excess flows that normally would
be anticipated, to eliminate any activation of the BOS019
outfall.
29-15
BOSO 17 CSO improvements should be designed and
19
coordinated with the City of Boston, so as not to conflict
with proposed roadway or rotary beautification
improvements, and in a way that will reduce disruption and
minimize impacts.
29-16
The preferred site (Site D) for the Union Park
25
Detention/Treatment Facility is the most appropriate ofthe
alternatives considered.
29-17
If an interim park has been developed at Site D for the
25
Union Park Detention/Treatment Facility prior to
construction, MWRA would be responsible for replacing it
with a permanent park facility.
29-18
MWRA should consider providing additional enhancement
25
to the park design at the Union Park Detention/Treatment
Facility site, including additional landscaping to screen the
facility.
25
29-19
The proposed Union Park Detention/Treatment Facility
would be located opposite a row of historic Victorian South
End rowhouses, so design of the facility must be sensitive to
the architectural qualities of these residences.
To minimize street disruption in the Jeffries Point area (East
22
29-20
Boston Branch Sewer Relief), the new pipe construction
should take place entirely within the railroad corridor rather
than partially in Orleans Street (by means of pipe bursting).
29-21

Pipe construction for the East Boston Branch Sewer Relief
should be coordinated with the proposed East Boston
Greenway Park development so as not to disrupt the
proposed bicycle and pedestrian pathway (may require
change in construction schedule).
20
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FEIR, Chap. 16, Sect. 6

Response J-1
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FEIR, Chap.19, Sect. 4

Response L-19
FEIR, Chap. 19, Sect. 4
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City of Boston
The interceptor relief route along Border Street (Section A)
22
29-22
Richard B.
for the East Boston Branch Sewer Relief needs to be
Mertens
BRAIEDIC
coordinated with local construction proposed for the
(cont'd)
adjacent Liberty Plaza renovation project.
29-23
The construction of a new police station in East Boston may
22
have some impacts on the East Boston Branch Sewer Relief
plan and route alternatives (Section 1).
29-24
The FEIR should show the recommended Condor Street
22
alignment for the East Boston Branch Sewer Relief (Section
I) on Figures in the overall CSO control plan, however,
Figure 4.3-1 and others show a different route near Visconti
Road.
Plans for the East Boston Greenway Project are incorrectly
29-25
22
described on page 22-1 06; there are no proposed plans for a
canal along the road bed and some funding for construction
is available (East Boston Branch Sewer Relief).
If upwelling is observed (and will be a problem) in the
29-26
28
vicinity ofthe proposed Cottage Farm Outfall Improvement
project, then the originally-proposed improvement (dredging
ofthe river bottom in the vicinity of the diffusers) should be
reconsidered.
BRAIEDIC does not agree with statement in Table 8-1
29-27
G
which projects a 5% decrease in population for the City of
Boston (North) from the present to 2025, and believes that
there will be a reversal of the decline in the City's population
in the next decades.
The U.S. EPA has now designated the City of Boston to be
29-28
G
in attainment for carbon monoxide (pg. I 0-17).
The locations of borings on Page 19-95 are reversed in the
19
29-29
text; Boring MW18-2 is located in Site B-2 and Boring
BH18-9 is in Site Bl, not the other way around.
It is stated that horizontal discharge screens have lower
25
29-30
overall O&M costs than mechanically-cleaned bar screens
(pg. 21-19), however, Tables 21.3-1 and 21.3-2 state the
opposite is true. The FEIR should clarify this discrepancy.
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30-1
Gordon B.
Mass port
MEPA
The FEIR should include traffic management plans,
G
King
Letter
including specifics regarding the extent and timing of
proposed road and lane closures and provisions for
maintaining access to nearby Massport facilities and
services.
30-2
The FEIR should include soil management plans that address
G
the characterization, handling and disposal of soils,
particularly contaminated soils, including appropriate
assurances relative to MCP liabilities at or near our
properties.
30-3
For projects in and adjacent to Massport property, the FEIR
G
should provide actual locations of equipment and material
staging areas, shafts for microtunnelling operations, and
other construction areas, plus appropriate commitments to
minimizing impacts.
30-4
Massport supports MWRA's recommendation that the
20
Reserved Channel Pumping Facility be constructed at the
abandoned MBTA power station site along East 1st Street
rather that at Conley Terminal.
30-5
The FEIR should describe measures that will be taken to
G, 13, 14
minimize the likelihood and extent of ground settlement and
provide plans for monitoring of and response to settling
impacts (Reserved Channel and North Dorchester Bay).
30-6
The FEIR should identify the actual locations of tunnelling
13, 14
shafts, especially those along truck routes, and discuss the
extent and time period of anticipated temporary lane
closures (Reserved Channel and North Dorchester Bay).
30-7
The FEIR should discuss contingency plans (e.g. for
13, 14
removal of a trapped tunneling machine) (Reserved Channel
and North Dorchester Bay).
30-8
Because diversion of trucks along Medford Street will likely
18
result in additional community impacts, MWRA should
maintain at least one, if not two, lanes of traffic along
Chelsea Street at all times (Charlestown BOS019 Storage
Conduit).
22
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FEIR, Chap. 11, Sect. 4
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30-9
Gordon B.
Massport
MWRA should provide specific information regarding their
18
King
proposed soil management plans, since portions of the
(continued)
construction area may contain contaminated soils
(Charlestown BOSO 19 Storage Conduit).
30-10
Any above-ground structures must be able to withstand
18
heavy dumps of falling snow from the adjacent bridge and
roadways (Charlestown BOS019 Storage Conduit).
30-11
A 4-inch sewer main serving the U.S. Gypsum property is
18
located below grade within the proposed construction area of
the Charlestown BOSO 19 Storage Conduit, and will likely
need to be protected or relocated.
30-12
Because Marginal Street is the only route for truck access to
22
the Boston Marine Works, at least one lane along Marginal
Street should be kept open at all times (East Boston Branch
Sewer Relief).
30-13
MWRA should incorporate all reasonable measures to
22
prevent any short- or long-term negative impacts in or
adjacent to Piers Park (East Boston Branch Sewer Relief).
30-14
MWRA should provide specific information regarding
22
proposed soil management plans to ensure that potential soil
contaminants do not migrate to the adjacent park or
properties (East Boston Branch Sewer Relief).
30-15
The FEIR should address the potential impact of pipe
22
bursting on adjacent utilities and road surfaces (East Boston
Branch Sewer Relief).
30-16
Marginal Street is a major truck route to Logan Airport so
23
traffic plans should include means to minimize impacts to
truck traffic (incl. avoid lane closures and appropriate
detours to minimize residential impacts) (Chelsea Trunk
Sewer Relief).
30-17
Massport requests formal commitment from MWRA (in the
G
FEIR) to continue to coordinate with Massport regarding the
resolution of issues listed, and issues that may arise to the
extent that final design/mitigation is not available for
inclusion in the FEIR.
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31-1
Robert W.
City of Cambridge, MEPA
DEP should make public any changes to water quality
G
standards prior to the submittal of the FEIR.
Healy
Mayor's Office
Letter
31-2
Cambridge supports a short-term variance from the water
G
quality standards for the remaining CSO discharges in the
Charles River.
The FEIR should evaluate an additional alternative that
31-3
17
should achieve the same results as the project proposed in
the DEIR, at lower cost and with fewer impacts (See
Comments #7 and 8).
31-4
The FEIR should further evaluate whether discharges from
28
the ports of the Cottage Farm outfall cause the observed
upwelling.
31-5
Concerned that a water quality designation of Bcso for
G
Alewife Brook may be seen by the public as a sign that state
agencies do not intend to pursue water quality improvements
for the brook. Alewife Brook water quality
should be designated Bcso only if the classification will be
periodically open for review.
In the Final EIR, the MWRA should confirm that its goal of
G
31-6
reducing overflows to four or fewer per year will still be met
in the Alewife Brook.
Cambridge
Proposes relocating RE051 to the manhole on the 54"
17
Ann
MEPA
31-7
pipeline and removing the brick weir in the existing RE0 51
Daughaday
Department of
Letter
to minimize impacts on the Mt. Auburn Hospital entrance.
Public Works
Recommends postponing the installation of the 30" pipeline
17
31-8
from Junction Structure 1 to the Interceptor Diversion
Structure to determine through metering if the new
interceptor is necessary.
MWRA should develop the Stony Brook CSO facility on
16
Exec. Director, MA MEPA
Robert E.
32-1
one of the alternate sites under consideration as the siting of
Letter
State College
Stewart
a CSO facility on this site would not be compatible with a
Building Authority
residence use and would preclude development of the site
for MCA students.

24

Comment Response
Response A-7
Response A-14

Response H-16
FEIR, Chap. 15, Sect. 4

Response 0-6
FEIR, Chap. 24, Sect. 3
Response A-15
FEIR, Chap. 6, Sect. 3

Response A-16

Response H-16
FEIR, Chap. 15, Sect. 4
Response H-16
FEIR, Chap. 15, Sect. 4

Response G-2
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
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Ken Moraff
Additional CSO controls beyond those proposed in the
G
33-1
U.S. EPA Region I MEPA
DEIR will likely be needed in the lower Charles River to
Letter
meet water quality standards.
Proposed facilities on the Charles River may not be adequate
G
33-2
to remove human pathogens.
Continued discussion with EPA is required over whether
33-3
17
replacement ofthe CAM005 Screening and Disinfection
Facility with a hydraulic relief project is acceptable.
33-4
A more rigorous analysis, including observations of the
28
discharge during wet weather events, must be undertaken
before a decision is made to abandon the proposed outfall
modification project at the Cottage Farm facility.
16
33-5
The possibility of using sewer separation instead of the
proposed Stony Brook Screening and Disinfection Facility
should be explored further.
33-6
The FEIR should include a cost benefit analysis for
G
increased storage at all locations where this technology has
been proposed to ensure optimization.
33-7
The FEIR should include an evaluation of the cost/benefit of 17, 18, 19
retaining disinfection in combination with the proposed
storage/relief facilities;

Comment Response
Response A-59
FEIR, Chap. 7, Sect. 2
Response A-60
Response H-17
FEIR, Chap. 15, Sect. 6
Response 0-7
FEIR, Chap. 24, Sect. 3

Response G-24
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
Response A-38

Response A-39
FEIR, Chap.15, Sect. 5; Chap.
16, Sect. 6; Chap. 17, Sect. 5

MWRA is to be commended for its decision to capture all
13, 14,20 Response C-6
stormwater discharges to North Dorchester Bay and increase
the storage volume in the North Dorchester Bay and
Reserved Channel Consolidation Conduits.
EPA is concerned that the two remaining discharges in the
13, 14,20 Response E-9
FEIR, Chap. 13, Sect. 4
Reserved Channel will have a large volume (15 MGD total)
that is not disinfected and may impact critical parts of the
harbor. Further analysis of the situation is needed, and
disinfection alternatives should be pursued until a decision is
reached.
13, 14,20 Response E-1 0
The particle tracking analysis for the Reserved Channel
Pumping Facility discharge events does not factor in wind
effects.

33-8

33-9

33-10

-
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33-11
Ken Moraff
U.S. EPA Region I
Does the statement concerning the rapid tidal flushing of the 13, 14,20 Response E-ll
(cont'd)
Reserved Channel (p. 28-262) contradict the results of the
particle study?
33-12
The cost and benefit of using only the "clean" (sediment
27
Response 0-2
FEIR, Chap. 22 , Sect. 4
free) barrel of the DBC for storage should be considered in
the FEIR.
33-13

33-14

33-15

33-16
33-17

33-18

33-19

33-20

33-21

EPA has not yet concluded whether the proposal to eliminate
the screening and disinfection facilities at BOS017 and
BOS019 in Charlestown are acceptable.
It is critical that the storm water separation projects be
carefully monitored to ensure that they result in a clean
storm water system.
MWRA should formalize agreements with communities
performing the sewer separation projects to ensure that the
remaining discharges contain only storm water. The
agreements should establish formal testing procedures.
To the maximum extent possible, stormwater flows into
sanitary sewers should be eliminated.
While separation projects are underway, the communities
should evaluate the adequacy of catch basins and other storm
water drain structures to correct deficiencies.
Underflow baffles should not be selected as the preferred
technology for floatables control until a full scale
demonstration project that demonstrates their effectiveness
under a variety of conditions has been completed.

18, 19

Until the underflow baffle study is complete, the FEIR
should evaluate an alternative using a proven technology,
including its environmental impacts.
The DEIR assumes that certain changes will be made in the
state's water quality standards. If such changes are not
made, additional CSO control facilities may be necessary.
The FEIR should evaluate whether further regulator
optimization could be achieved by stopping CSO discharges
during high tide.

26
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11

Response 1-10, J-2
FEIR, Chap. I 6, Sect. 6;
Chap. 17, Sect. 6
Response A-87

11

Response A-88

11

Response A-101

11

Response A-89

12

Response A -118

12

Response A-119

G

Response A-17
FEIR, Chap. 6, Sect. 3

G

Response A-40
FEIR, Chap. 15, Sect. 4
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33-22
Ken Moraff
U.S. EPA Region I
Who is discharging illegally, and what is the schedule for
II
(cont'd)
eliminating the discharge, to the Somerville Marginal
outfall?
33-23
In Table 4.3-l, the Reserved Channel overflow volume of
14
15.9 million gallons per year is incorrectly included in the
"Treated Discharge" column.
33-24
Page 4-4 incorrectly states that 3 new CSO treatment
G
facilities are to be constructed.
MEPA
34-1
John W.
City of Revere
Suggests that the FEIR look at the upgrade of existing sewer
24
Squibb
Water & Sewer
Letter
lines in Chelsea and Revere by earmarking funds for
Division
cleaning and relining, as an alternative to the Chelsea Branch
Sewer and Revere Extension Sewer Relief Projects.
34-2
Suggests that in looking into the City of Revere's proposed
24
alternative in lieu of the Chelsea Branch Sewer and Revere
Extension Sewer Relief Projects, remaining funds should be
utilized by both communities to formulate aggressive III
projects.
35-1
A.M. Termine The Gillette
MEPA
Support the A Street Route and understands that the impact
15
Company
Letter
from the route will be generally limited to a permanent loss
of a portion of Gillette's Parking Lot No. 7.
35-2
Where possible, the tunnel should not be located below or
15
within the influence offoundations for existing buildings,
resin silos, and major utilities.
15
35-3
The FEIR should address the impacts and mitigation of
impacts to future development near the proposed CSO
facilities.
Figures 13.3-2, 13.4-5 and 13.4-6 should be revised to
15
35-4
include Gillette buildings to scale and at the correct
locations, all major Gillette buildings and streets, the MBTA
redline tunnel, and the exact CA/T tunnel location to scale
and tieback easements.
15
The FEIR should correct inconsistencies in the tunnel length
35-5
for the A Street route.

Comment Response
Response A -61

Response E-12
FEIR, Chap. 5, Sect. 3
Response A-156
FEIR, Chap. 5, Sect. 3
Response N-7
FEIR, Chap. 21, Sect. 2

Response N-8
FEIR, Chap. 21, Sect. 2

Response B-11

Response B-12

Response B-13
FEIR, Chap. I 0, Sect. 5
Response B-14
FEIR, Chap. 10, Sect. 4

Response B-15
FEIR, Chap. I 0, Sect. 4
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35-6
A.M. Tennine The Gillette
15
The FEIR should contain a plan showing the alignment of
(continued)
Company
the gravity and force main pipes connecting to the Fort Point
Channel Storage Conduit.
35-7
It is the experience of Gillette that the work duration at each
15
intennediate receiving shaft would likely be longer than one
week (p. 13-67), resulting in additional traffic impacts to A
Street.
The FEIR should indicate whether all four identified staging
35-8
15
areas will be required for the selected option or whether
certain staging areas are only required for one or the other
alternative.
The FEIR should indicate that Parking Lot No. 7 will be
35-9
15
needed as a staging area.
15
35-10
The FEIR should contain an estimate of the number of
parking spaces that Gillette will lose both temporarily during
construction and pennanently after construction.
35-11
The FEIR should contain a discussion on the removal of
15
timber piles (expected below abandoned foundations and
seawalls) or tiebacks from the CA/T casting basin
excavation during tunneling.
All diagrams in the FEIR should show that the odor control
15
35-12
facility and dewatering pump station will be combined at
Gillette's Parking Lot No. 7 as discussed in the text.
The FEIR should indicate that the Gillette Route would be
15
35-13
restricted by the limited space between the resin silos, the
Gillette CWS pipes, and the CA/T tiebacks.
15
The FEIR should contain an evaluation of potential ground
35-14
water drawdown from tunnel construction and from
dewatering of the tunnel shafts during construction and
should include an estimate of groundwater drawdown, an
evaluation of the effects on Gillette's buildings and measures
to minimize impacts to Gillette's facilities.
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Comment Response
Response B-16
FEIR, Chap. I 0, Sect. 4
Response B-17

Response B-18

Response B-19
Response B-20

Response B-21

Response B-8
FEIR, Chap. 10, Sect. 4
Response B-22
FEIR, Chap. 10, Sect. 5
Response B-23
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36-1
John P.
City of Boston
MEPA
Sullivan
Water and Sewer
Letter
Commission

36-2

36-3

36-4

36-5

36-6

36-7

36-8

FACILITIES PLAN /ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
Comment Summary
Project
Code
BWSC endorses the planning approach, including the
G
development and evaluation of project alternatives, the
facilities siting process and environmental impact
assessments that served as the basis for the recommended
projects detailed in the draft FPIEIR.
14, 15
MWRA should demonstrate that overflows to the Fort Point
Channel Conduit will not occur when the Reserved Channel
Pumping Facility is dewatering the SBI - North Branch.
BWSC does not believe an underflow baffle is necessary at
15
RE072-3 because its expected activation frequency is once
every two to five years (Fort Point Channel Storage
Conduit).
MWRA should determine if sewer separation ofthe BOS076
15
tributary area would provide an overall more cost-effective
solution for controlling CSOs from BOS072 and BOS073
(Fort Point Channel Storage Conduit).
The North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit, Reserved 13, 14,20
Channel Consolidation Conduit, and Reserved Channel
Pumping Facility should be grouped together and evaluated
as one integrated project.
MWRA should prepare a figure which illustrates the 13, 14,20
alignment of the North Dorchester Bay and Reserved
Channel Consolidation Conduits, the Reserved Channel
Pumping facility, all tributary regulators, BWSC's South
Boston Interceptor, MWRA's Columbus Park Headworks
and the Boston Main Drainage Tunnel.
MWRA should evaluate conveying flows stored in the
consolidation conduit directly to the Columbus Park
Headworks or to the Boston Main Drainage Tunnel, instead
ofBWSC's SBI- North Branch (North Dorchester Bay
Consolidation Conduit).
MWRA should evaluate whether opportunities exist to
reduce the amount of inflow conveyed in the conduit and
treated at Deer Island without discharging it to North
Dorchester Bay (e.g. evaluate removing inflow tributary to

Comment Response
Response A-1

Response B-24
FEIR, Chap. 13, Sect. 4
Response B-25
FEIR, Chap. 10, Sect. 4

Response B-1 0

Response F-15
FEIR, Chaps. 11, 12 and 13

Response F-16
FEIR, Chap. 11 , Sect. 4;
Chap. 12, Sect. 4

13

Response C-7
FEIR, Chap. II, Sect. 4

13

Response C-8
FEIR, Chap. 11, Sect. 2
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J. Sullivan
36-8
BWSC
(continued) (continued)
36-9

36-10

36-11

36-12

36-13

36-14

36-15

36-16

FACILITIES PLAN I ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
Comment Response
Comment Summary
Project
Code
BOS087 and discharge to South Dorchester Bay) (North
Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit).
MWRA should evaluate improvements that could be made
Response C-9
13
in the piping systems to minimize the presence of infiltration
and inflow in the North Dorchester Bay Consolidation
Conduit.
MWRA does not clearly define where floatables control
13
Response C-1 0
devices will be located along the North Dorchester Bay
FEIR, Chap. 13, Sect. 4
Consolidation Conduit, and who will maintain them.
BWSC does not understand why MWRA proposes floatables
20
Response E-13
FEIR, Chap. 13, Sect. 4
control upstream of the Reserved Channel Pumping Facility.
The connecting tunnel collecting flows from BOS076 should
be located closer to the regulators so that separate
stormwater can be directed to the Reserved Channel and not
into the Reserved Channel Consolidation Conduit.
MWRA should compare sewer separation costs for the
tributary areas to the costs for the proposed Reserved
Channel Consolidation and Fort Point Channel Storage
Conduits (sewer separation is likely to be more cost effective
for the Reserved Channel).
Requests the MWRA reconsider providing screening and
disinfection treatment for overflows from the North
Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit prior to discharge
into the Reserved Channel (Reserved Channel Pumping
Facility).
MWRA should consider a disinfection technology that
allows for the attainment of the water quality standard for
the Reserved Channel (Reserved Channel Pumping Facility).
Suggests the MWRA develop an overall figure of the Stony
Brook Screening and Disinfection Facility project that
includes: the Stony Brook Conduit alignment, all active
regulators, treatment facility, piping and diversion structure,

30

14

Response D-2
FEIR, Chap. 12, Sect. 4

14, 15

Response D-3, B-10
FEIR, Chap. 12, Sect. 2

20

Response E-14
FEIR, Chap. 13, Sect. 4

20

Response E-15
FEIR, Chap. 13, Sect. 4

16

Response G-26
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
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Source
dechlorination facility and outfalls BOS046 and MWR023
(Fig. 17.1-2).
16
Response G-27
MWRA should explain why they believe that bar screens
36-17
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
with 1/2 inch spacing provide adequate floatables control
treatment (Stony Brook Screening and Disinfection Facility).
1

36-18

Recommends that MWRA re-evaluate the use of horizontal
discharge screens for floatables control (Stony Brook
Screening and Disinfection Facility).

16

Response G-28
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4

36-19

There is insufficient information on the operation and
location of dechlorination components of the Stony Brook
Screening and Disinfection Facility.
MWRA fails to provide any information on the area
requirements for chemical storage, pumps, truck deliveries,
and other related size information (Stony Brook Screening
and Disinfection Facility).
Given MWRA's site for the proposed dechlorination facility,
BWSC questions how.MWRA would achieve adequate
dechlorination, 30 second contact time, for flows that will
discharge at BOS046 (Stony Brook Screening and
Disinfection Facility).
Suggests that MWRA evaluate sites upstream of RE046-192
since flows downstream of this regulator do not need to be
treated (Stony Brook Screening and Disinfection Facility).

16

Response G-29
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4

16

Response G-30
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4

16

Response G-31
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4

16

Response G-32

16

Response G-33
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4

18

Response 1-11

36-20

36-21

36-22

Believes that the fair market value of Site L2 is likely to be
significantly higher than the 1994 assessed value (Stony
Brook Screening and Disinfection Facility).
MWRA should evaluate the feasibility and costeffectiveness of an alternative where combined flows in the
BOSO 19 tributary area are separated and drainage from the
Tobin Bridge is removed so the Charlestown BOSO 19

36-23

36-24

Storage Conduit project could be consolidated into the
BOSO 17 Hydraulic Relief project (and completed by
constructing a sewer in Medford Street from REO 19-2 with a
sewer with available capacity in the BOSO 17 tributary area.
/

L

'
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36-25
John P.
City of Boston
Recommend that MWRA assume ownership and operation
25
Sullivan
Water and Sewer
of the UPPS prior to construction of the Union Park
(cont'd)
Commission
Detention/Treatment Facility.
36-26
MWRA could reduce project costs considerably if it
22
installed the same size pipe when microtunnelling because it
would not be required to purchase three different sized
microtunnel machines (East Boston Branch Sewer Relief).
MWRA should develop alternate bids for the East Boston
36-27
22
Branch Sewer Relief project where different construction
limits/methods are presented, so that the most economical
combination of construction techniques can be determined.
36-28

36-29

36-30

36-31

36-32

37-1
37-2

John Reinhardt Alewife/Mystic
River Advocates

MEPA
Letter

MWRA should consider sizing the East Boston Branch
Sewer Relief so that only the most extreme rainfall event
would generate an overflow, thereby potentially eliminating
the need for floatables control in various locations.
Believes that the estimated capital cost for construction and
installation of underflow baffles ($13,000 each) is too low
because it does not include the cost of new structures
(manholes, chambers) to house the baffles.
Believes that existing manholes will be too small to house
the baffles and to also provide access for inspections,
repairs, and cleaning.
Requests the opportunity to work with MWRA in
establishing the design criteria for underflow baffles for
floatables control projects, and will require design review
and approval of the baffles.
Requests that decisions on the ownership, operation and
maintenance of new regulators be decided on a case-by-case
basis, depending on the nature of the facility.
A greater investment in CSO control may be appropriate for
Alewife Brook, and Class B standards should be maintained.
CSO activations in Alewife Brook should not cause water
quality degradation in the Mystic River.
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Comment Response
Response K-18

Response L-28
FEIR, Chap. 19, Sect. 4

Response L-29
FEIR, Chap. 19, Sect. 4

22

Response L-30
FEIR, Chap. 19, Sect. 5

12

Response A-120

12

Response A-121

12

Response A-122

G

Response A-132

4, 5,6

Response A-18
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 9

4, 5, 6

Response A-62
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37-3
John Reinhardt Alewife/Mystic
4,5,6
A variance should be granted for SOM007A while MWRA
(continued)
River Advocates
continues to examine alternatives for eliminating this
discharge.
37-4
CSO control for Alewife Brook is inadequate as the sudden
4, 5, 6
input of a significant amount of CSO flow is likely to have
devastating impacts on the Brook when it occurs due to the
small size of the brook.
37-5
While the Recommended Plan apparently reaches the limit
4,5,6
of 4 overflows per year, it is clear that only the most
minimal improvements have been proposed for Alewife
!Brook.
Somerville
MEPA
38-1
Lisa
4,5,6
In the interests ofthe Alewife and Mystic Rivers, Class B
Brukilacchio Conservation
Letter
standards should be maintained for the Mystic River with a
variance granted for SOM007A.
Commission
38-2
Encourages further investigation of a solution that precludes
4,5,6
the outfall near the boathouse location as backup for
SOM007 according to tidal conditions.
38-3
4,5,6
Any decisions related to water quality standards should
reflect the efforts of public/private collaborations to do
research required to answer the unanswered questions; there
must be designated temporal criteria that recognize future
changes.
39-1
Andrew
City of Chelsea
MEPA
The DEIR does not contain sufficient information as to
24
DeSantis
Dept. ofPublic
Letter
system performance especially of the Chelsea Branch SewerRevere Extension Sewer for storms of other magnitudes than
Works
the one-vear 6-month storm.
The FEIR should address the economic impacts in terms of
24
39-2
increased wholesale sewer use charges on ratepayers within
a community impacted by the transportation and treatment
of wastewater previously discharged by CSOs.
Concerned about the active pursuit of sewer system
24
39-3
expansion by the MWRA without having detailed fixes for
the choking of the North System at the Chelsea Creek
Headworks.
23
The FEIR should reevaluate the option of sewer separation
39-4
for the Chelsea Trunk Sewer area.

Comment Response
Response A-I9
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 10
Response A-63
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 9

Response A-64
FEIR, Chap. 25, Sects 2 & 9

Response A-20
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. I 0
Response A-41
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. I 0
Response A-21
FEIR, Chap. 7, Sect. 1

Response N-9
FEIR, Chap. 21, Sect. 3

Response N-I 0

Response N-11
FEIR, Chap. 21, Sect. 3

Response M-6
FEIR Chap. 20 Sect. 2
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A. DeSantis
City of Chelsea
The FEIR should evaluate the current operating status of
39-5
23
fcont'd)
Deot. of Public
outfalls CHE002 and CHE003.
39-6
The FEIR should consider as a factor in analyzing the
24
reduction of pollutant loadings to Boston Harbor discharges
reaching Boston Harbor through overflows via Snake River
to Mill Creek to Chelsea Creek or via overflows
from the City of Revere's sanitary collection system reaching
Broadsound.
The FEIR should include an analysis of how effective
24
39-7
reducing overflows due to surcharging would be if
aggressive removal ofl/1 at the same project expenditure
occurred.
24
39-8
Tidal inflow has been observed to occur in sections of
Revere's collection system along Revere Beach and
contributes to the surcharging of CBS-RES. The FEIR
should include an evaluation of the effect of this tidal inflow.
39-9
The FEIR should include a discussion of simple measures
G
that can and should be implemented by the communities
serviced by the CBS-RES that would improve the
characteristics of any discharges to Boston Harbor.
More defmitive plans that further consider both the transport
27
39-10
of additional drainage and the structural condition of the
CHEOOS outfall pipe should be included in the FEIR.
President, South
Would oppose the destruction ifthe former West End Street
25
40-1
Stephen
MEPA
End Historical
Railroad Power House building if Site C were selected and
Greene
Letter
Society
would recommend that the building be restored and
adaptively reused as part of the project.
25
All alternatives should consider the historical significance of
40-2
the South End.
25
The FEIR should address the problems of soil dewatering
40-3
and subsidence associated with major excavations as
previous sewer projects several blocks away have caused
major damage to South End row houses.
G
Commends MWRA in developing a comprehensive draft
Boston Harbor
MEPA
Steven G.
41-1
CSO control plan and generally concurs with the evaluation
Coordinator, MA
Letter
Lipman
and selection of CSO controls as presented.
DEP
34
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Response M-5
FEIR Chao. 20 Sect. 1
Response N-12

Response N-13
FEIR, Chap. 21, Sect. 2

Response N-14

Response A-65

Response 0-3
FEIR, Chap. 23, Sect. 2
Response K-19
FEIR, Chap. 18, Sect. 4

Response K-16
Response K-20

Response A-1
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Steven G.
41-2
Boston Harbor
Lipman
Coordinator, MA
I(continued)
DEP
41-3

41-4
41-5

41-6

41-7

41-8

41-9
41-10

41-11

41-12

FACILITIES PLAN I ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
Comment Summary
Project
Code
FEIR should contain a table summarizing CSO activations,
G
volumes and loadings for the entire planning area, similar
Table 8-1 in the Final Conceptual Plan.
There appears to be poor correlation of the volumes and
G
loadings for the one-year storm with annual volumes and
loadings (e.g. Tables 15.2.4). This may be due to the
modeling of the "typical year" storm for the plan, and should
be explained in the FEIR.
The information included in Vol. I Chap. 5 to demonstrate
G
that standards will be met needs to be strengthened.
The FEIR should further clarify and justify the
12
recommendation of underflow baffles as the floatables
control technology at non-facility CSO locations.
The DEIR does not indicate if using in-line or end-of-pipe
12
netting systems are still proposed for outfalls BOS060,
CAM017, CAM004, or SOM001A.
The recommendation for the use of baffles for floatables
12
control was contingent upon additional lab and field
evaluations, but no report has been submitted to further
iustifv the recommendation.
The plan calls for the installation of a single baffle in most
12
cases, while alternative baffle configurations appeared to
have additional benefit.
MWRA should consider higher levels of floatables control at
12
outfall BOS070.
The FEIR should demonstrate that the two remaining
20
average annual untreated events in Reserved Channel will
not impact any sensitive uses in North Dorchester Bay.
20
The final plan for the Reserved Channel Pumping Facility
should retain provisions for adding screening and
disinfection facilities to the pumping station at a later date if
deemed necessary.
The plan should clarify the percentage of stormwater now
13
proposed to be captured in the North Dorchester Bay
Consolidation Conduit.
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Response A-66
FEIR, Chap. 5, Sect. 3
Response A-42
FEIR, Chap. 12, Sect. 3

Response A-22
FEIR, Chap. 7, Sect. 1
Response A-118, A-123

Response A-124

Response A-127

Response A-125

Response A-126
FEIR Chao. 18 Sect. 4
Response E-16
FEIR, Chap. 13, Sect. 4
Response E-17
FEIR, Chap. 13, Sect. 4

Response C-11
FEIR, Chap. 11, Sect. 4
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41-13
Steven G.
Boston Harbor
The FEIR should evaluate the cost-benefit and practicality of
14
Lipman
Coordinator, MA
utilizing a I 0 foot tunnel diameter for the Reserved Channel
(continued)
Consolidation Conduit.
DE~
41-14
The FEIR should clarify if the monthly average fecal
G
coliform of200 FC/100 ml is the arithmetic mean and, if so,
whether the facilities will meet the geometric mean of200
FC/100ml.
41-15
The FEIR should include design criteria which include an
G
analysis of flows and detention times, especially for the
Stony Brook facility.
A general discussion of pathogens would be useful in
41-16
G
characterizing the risk of remaining coliform loads from
CSO facilities and storm water discharges.
The FEIR should incorporate the results of discussions with
41-17
G
EPA and DEP on concerns about obtaining consistent
pathogen kill while minimizing toxicity from residual
chlorine in the effluent.
MWRA should discuss with MEPA and BWSC how to
16
41-18
incorporate the results of the BWSC sewer separation report
for the Stony Brook area into the FEIR.
18
The fmal plan for the BOSO 19 Storage Conduit should
41-19
include storage for the 6-month storm as indicated in the
Tech Memo.
FEIR should briefly discuss the jurisdictional responsibilities
G
41-20
for stormwater management and control in Volume I,
Chapter 1.
G
FEIR should discuss the variability in the number of
41-21
overflows between a 3-month storm and 1-year storm
relative to the target levels of protection presented in the
recommended plan (pg. 3-1 0).
27
Page 4-11 states that discharges from Dorchester Brook
41-22
Conduit will be four times or less per year, which is
inconsistent with information presented elsewhere in the
olan.
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Comment Response
Response D-4
FEIR, Chap. 12, Sect. 3
Response A-67
FEIR, Chap.s 13, 14, 16, &
18, Sect. 4
Response A-43

Response A-68

Response A-107
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 1

Response G-24
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
Response 1-12
FEIR, Chap. 16, Sect. 6
Response A-102

Response A-44

Response 0-1
FEIR, Chap. 22, Sect. 4
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Comment
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Comment Summary
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Code
Steven G.
41-23
Boston Harbor
Charles River fecal coliform profiles (Figure 6.1-4,5,6) do
G
Lipman
Coordinator, MA
not seem to account for the treatment of large volumes of
(continued)
DEP
stormwater in the recommended plan.
41-24
MWRA should justify use of 0.693 ppm H2 S for odor
G
modelling when the draft plan states that 25 ppm H 2S will be
used as basis of design for odor control facilities (pg. 8-39).
41-25

DEP will work with MWRA to establish an appropriate
concentration of H2S for odor threshold since plan currently
uses 8 ppb, and other wastewater projects have used lower
thresholds (pg. 10-20).
The FEIR should clarify whether the Fort Point Channel
Storage Conduit will be ventilated (through activated carbon
odor control system) at the downstream end (pg. 13-16) or at
the upstream end (pg. 13-10).
The FEIR should clarify why 3-month storm volume for
future planned conditions is double that reported in the final
conceptual plan; and why the BOS087 1-year volume is less
than the 3-month volume (as presented in Table 14.2-3).
Tables 15.2-4 and 15.2-5 are somewhat inconsistent since no
activation of the Reserved Channel Pumping Station occurs
for the 1-year event, and the 15.2 MG is indicated to be the
annual volume.
The FEIR should discuss how throttling procedures will be
implemented to prioritize capacity for the North Dorchester
Bay flows (pg. 16-6) (MWRA should provide information
especially during design J)hase).
The FEIR should discuss how flooding of streets/basements
will be avoided since no outfalls will remain in N.
Dorchester Bay (pg. 16-6).
Text on Page 17-9 indicating that the largest storm in a
typical year (206 mgd) was selected as basis of design for
the Stony Brook facility is inconsistent with Table 17.2-1.
Why are annual loads are less than 1-year storm loads for the
Back Bay/Fens (Table 17.2-2)?

41-26

41-27

41-28

41-29

41-30

41-31

41-32

L

Comment Response
Response A-103
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 3
Response A-157

G

Response A-157

15

Response B-8
FEIR, Chap. I 0, Sect. 4

13

Response C-14
FEIR, Chap. 11, Sect. 3

14

Response D-5
FEIR, Chap. 12, Sect. 3

13

Response C-12

13

Response C-13
FEIR, Chap. 11, Sect. 4

16

Response G-34
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 3

16

Response G-35
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 3
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Comment
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Comment
Comment
Comment Summary
Project
Number
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Code
Steven G.
Boston Harbor
41-33
The alternative site evaluations do not appear to justify the
16
Lipman
Coordinator, MA
choice of Site L2 since Site AI is generally rated better (pg.
(continued)
17-146).
DE~
41-34
If institutional considerations will be key to site selection,
16
would other previously eliminated sites be worth
reconsidering? (pg. 17-146).
41-35
19
In Table 20.2-2 there is an apparent inconsistency in the
numbers presented for annual volume and 1-year storm
volume for the preferred alternative.
41-36
Statement on Page 21-92 that wet scrubbers would reduce
25
non-methane hydrocarbons by approx. 85% is misleading
from an air toxics standpoint, since wet scrubbers are not
generally effective in reducing the chlorinated VOC's of
concern.
41-37
The FEIR should include additional information to justify
25
statement (pg. 21-92) that wet scrubbers will reduce H2 S
levels by 99%.
41-38
What is the level of experience with pipe-bursting as a
22
technology for CSO and other pipe applications? (Chapter
22).
41-39
Will the future capacities at the Chelsea Creek Headworks
24
and the Caruso Pump Station provide sufficient capacity to
handle the additional flow that will be directed to these
facilities under the recommended plan relief projects?
41-40
The modelling appears to be not well-substantiated with
28
observations because while CORMIX predicts no boiling of
discharge at the Cottage Farm outfall (pg. 27-14), other areas
in the report have clearly indicated that boiling is evident in
larger events.
41-41
What is the distribution of flow through the three outfalls at
28
Cottage Farm?
Figure 28.5-1 is misleading since it shows no violations
G
41-42
from Future Planned Conditions-no CSO and Recommended
Plan, where Figures 28.2-5 and 28.2-6 clearly show
violations in the sub-area (L Street Beach?)

Comment Response
Response G-36
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
Response G-37
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
Response J-3
FEIR, Chap. 17, Sect. 3
Response K-21
FEIR, Chap. 18, Sect. 6

Response K-22

Response L-31

Response N-15
FEIR, Chap. 21, Sect. 3

Response 0-8
FEIR, Chap. 24, Sect. 3

Response 0-9
FEIR Chao. 24 Sect. 3
Response A-69
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sects 2 & 5
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TABLE B-1. COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT FACILITIES PLAN I ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
Comment Summary
Project
Comment
Comment
Affiliation
Comment
Number
Author
Code
Source
The FEIR should explain why the 3-month storm coliform
41-43
Steven G.
Boston Harbor
G
load is shown to be greater than the 1-year storm on Figure
Lipman
Coordinator, MA
I (continued)
DEP
28.12-4.
Does the text on Page 28-179, which states that areas near
41-44
G
inner harbor CSOs do not meet standards during dry
weather, imply that there are dry weather overflows at this
location?
41-45
FEIR should explain why, as shown on Figure 28.12-4, the
G
hours of standards violation increases from Future Planned
Conditions to the Recommended Plan.
41-46
Figure 4.3-1 indicates both BOS 010 and BOSO 13 will be
G
closed - the FEIR should clarify if any outfalls will be
permanently closed (see pg. 28-206).
41-47
What is the cause of the violations shown on Figure 28.2-6
G
(in the northwest comer}, if there will be no discharges of
the Reserved Channel outfalls during the typical year (pg. 28
-267)?
42-1
Richard I.
Belmont Hill
17
MEPA
Fully support the CAM005 Hydraulic Relief project as now
Melvoin
School
Letter
proposed.
President, Friends MEPA
Remain convinced that large expenditures to build the Stony
43-1
Isabella M.
16
Callanan
of the Muddy River Letter
Brook Screening and Disinfection Facility would be better
spent on source reduction.
43-2
Any changes to water quality standards should go through
16
the public review process.
16
43-3
The FEIR should evaluate the Muddy River watershed
separately from the watershed ofthe lower Charles River.
Consultant, Town MEPA
The FEIR should clearly identify, in map and tabular
S. David
44-1
G
of Winthrop
Letter
presentations, those locations where non-disinfected CSOs
Graber
will be discharged, including the average frequency of such
discharges.
The FEIR should include a discussion of means of
G
44-2
effectively restricting swimming in affected areas for the
necessary period following CSO discharges, and should
include public education.

\...._../

Comment Response
Response A-70
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 12
Response A-71
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 12

Response A-72
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 12
Response A-158
FEIR, Chap. 5, Sect. 3; Chap.
26, Sect. 12
Response A-73
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 2

Response H-18
Response G-38
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
Response A-21
FEIR, Chap. 7, Sect. 1
Response G-39
Response A-159
FEIR, Chap. 5, Sect. 3

Response A-160
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44-3
S. David
Consultant, Town
Assessments ofthe effectiveness ofCSO floatables control
11
Graber (cont'd) of Winthrop
recommendations should be included in the discussions of
water guali!Y impacts.
44-4
The FEIR should include an explanation of the logic behind
G
the use of the one-year, six-hour storm.
44-5
The FEIR should provide details and reference materials to
G
support the statement on page 6-3 that testing performed at
existing CSO facilities by MWRA for NPDES reporting
purposes has determined that toxicity is not a parameter of
concern.
G
44-6
The FEIR should include the results of copper, lead, and
zinc modeling mentioned on pages 28-9 and 28-11.
44-7
The FEIR should clarify how tide level was considered in
G
the analyses on pages 8-40 and 41.
The FEIR should note that sulfur dioxide is much more
44-8
G
hazardous than sodium bisulfite/metabisulfite and should be
ruled out for that reason.
44-9
In the discussion offloatables control, reference of the report
11
"Draft Technical Memorandum on Pre-design Planning for
Floatables Control at Outfalls Not Associated with Other
CSO Controls" prepared by M&E in Jan. 1996 should be
included.
The FEIR should explain why sodium bromide/sodium
G
44-10
hypochlorite disinfection does not require dechlorination to
prevent the discharge of toxic residuals (page 8-30).
The FEIR should cite evidence that trihalomethane
G
44-11
byproducts at the levels that could occur from
chlorination/dechlorination are toxic to aquatic life (page 1126).
The FEIR should include consideration of anticipated
G
44-12
activation frequency, duration, responsiveness and need for
operator attention, in addition to size criterion, as the basis
for assuming wet scrubbers versus activated carbon for odor
control (p. 8-38).

40

Comment Response
Response A-116

Response A-45
Response A-74

Response A-75
FEIR, Chap. 26, All Sects
Response A-46
Response A-110

Response A-117

Response A-111

Response A-112

Response A-76
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44-13
S. David
Consultant, Town
The FEIR should reevaluate odor control giving the inlet air
G
Graber (cont'd) of Winthrop
H2S design concentration careful consideration and be based
on data, particularly that collected in the MWRA system (p.
8-39).
In the FEIR, detention time should not be used as
44-14
G
process/sizing criteria, but scouring velocity should be
added.
The FEIR should consider that the low flow hydraulics of
44-15
G
combined sewers converted to sanitary sewers may provide
a strong reason to replace the sanitary sewers instead as
under low-flow conditions sewers may not maintain
scouring velocities.
44-16
In addition to field studies, it is suggested that experience be
G
gained incrementally with underflow baffles, both as to their
effectiveness and any operational problems, to better enable
a mid-course change in method of floatables control if
reauired.
44-17
The FEIR should add the recommended disinfection,
G
dechlorination and floatables control technologies to Table
4.3-2, Chapter 28, and elsewhere as appropriate.
44-18
The FEIR should include some discussion of what
G
disinfection and floatables control technologies were
recommended and the reasons why, possibly in Chapters 8
and/or 11. MEPA-waivered projects should also be
I

44-20
44-21

I

\~

Response A-77

Response A-78

Response A-90

Response A-127

Response A-113

Response A-ll4

indnciP.ci.

The FEIR should correct the first paragraph of Section 28.4
(Neponset River, pg. 28-69) to read 11 • • • includes
implementing a sewer separation plan which ultimately
eliminates CSOs ... 11
Should the reference at the bottom of pg. 28-6 be MWRA,
1994a?
The FEIR should include O'Shea & Kennedy (1988) on pg.
28-7 and USEPA, l988a on pages 28-12 and 28-13 in the
List of References.

44-19

Comment Response

G

Response A-161
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 4

G

Response A-162

G

Response A-163
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44-22
S. David
Consultant, Town
Suggest that the Final FP/EIR be provided in the fonn of
G
Graber (cont'd) of Winthrop
replacement pages. If it is decided to publish the Final
FPIEIR in its entirety, a thorough guide to changes from the
Draft version needs to be provided.
45-1
Aldo Ghirin
Senior Planner,
MEPA
The FEIR should consider the Back Bay Fens under priority
G
Boston Parks and
Letter
ranking "2" in Table 29-1.
R
Deot.
45-2
The FEIR should indicate how numerical priority rankings
G
finally resulted in an alphabetical priority ranking of A, B or

Comment Response
Response A-164

Response A-165
FEIR, Chap. 27
Response A-166
FEIR, Chap. 27

c.
45-3

45-4

45-5

45-6

45-7

45-8

45-9

The FEIR should contain a written commitment that in the
16
next generation of CSO control, all the CSO discharges to
the Back Bay Fens will be eliminated, and all the sediments
resulting from past CSO discharges will be removed and
disposed.
G
The FEIR should contain a long-term commitment by the
MWRA to eliminate CSO discharges to all recreational
waters.
The MWRA should coordinate with the Parks and
G
Recreation Dept. throughout the design and construction
process -- especially at the very beginning of the process -to minimize the disruption of construction on park users.
13, 14,20
The MWRA should coordinate its plans with the MDC to
ensure that the future park at Site J North be as little
impacted as possible.
16
The FEIR should contain a defmed location for the proposed
second chlorine residual analyzer for the Stony Brook
facility.
16
The FEIR should discuss all alternative locations for the
second chlorine residual analyzer for the Stony Brook
facility. Non-park alternatives would be more desirable
locations than parkland, even if the feature is a below!ground chamber.
16
The study area for the Stony Brook facility should be
enlarged and the site search resumed in this larger area
(including sites further south of the current study area).
42

Response G-40

Response A-133

Response A-167

Response E-6
FEIR, Chap. 13, Sect. 5
Response G-41
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
Response G-42
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4

Response G-25
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Aldo Ghirin
45-10
Senior Planner,
The FEIR should include details for the recommended
16
(cont'd)
alternative at outfall BOS046.
Boston Parks and
If operation of the bar screens at outfall BOS046 will require
45-11
16
maintenance (cleaning, repair, etc.), such activities will
likely impact parkland surrounding the outfall, and these
impacts need to be discussed in detail in the FEIR.
45-12
The FEIR should include the latest data from the outfall
16
discharge frequency meter installed at BOS046 by BWSC in
the summer of 1995.
45-13
The MWRA must accommodate the park as currently
25
designed in its plans for the Union Park CSO facility on Site
D.
45-14
Placement of the Union Park CSO facility at Site J on Rotch
25
Playground is not an acceptable alternative.
45-15
Any construction of the East Boston Branch Sewer Relief in
22
the Railroad Corridor must be coordinated with design and
construction of the Conrail Corridor ISTEA project.
45-16
In Chapter 28.8.1, second line under "State Use
G
Designation", the Back Bay Fens and Muddy River are part
of the Emerald Necklace park system, and there is no "a" in
Olmsted.
45-17
In Chapter 28.8.1, the last line under "State Use
G
Designation", most, if not all, of the flow from the Muddy
River is now directed to the Back Bay Fens. The BWSC can
Iprovide further information about this recent change.
Phillip W.
Kelly Realty Trust MEPA
The FEIR should clearly state what effect the Chelsea
24
46-1
Sweeney
Letter
Branch Sewer Relief project will have on future
development potential of Kelly Realty Trust property.
46-2
The FEIR should include more details on the easement size
24
needed for the Chelsea Branch Sewer, including the existing
20 foot MDC easement.
The FEIR should clearly state who would be responsible if
24
46-3
hazardous materials were encountered during construction of
the Chelsea Branch Sewer across Kelly Realty Trust
orooertv.
/

L

Comment Response
Response G-43
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
Response G-44
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4

Response G-45

Response K-23

Response K-24
FEIR, Chap. 18, Sect. 4
Response L-32
FEIR, Chap. 19, Sect. 4
Response A-168
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 8

Response A-104
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 8

Response N-16

Response N-17

Response N-18
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46-4
Phillip W.
Kelly Realty Trust
Expressed concern about construction interference with
24
Sweeney
tenants in Parkway Plaza. The FEIR should include a more
(continued)
detailed plan for location of shafts and minimization of
traffic and other impacts on Parkway Plaza patrons.
47-1
Vivien Li
The Boston Harbor MEPA
Views the CSO FP/DEIR as a design plan in progress, and
G
Association
Letter
encourages the MWRA to remain flexible and open to
changes as new information about technology or specific
local conditions becomes available.
47-2
Recommends that the MWRA and local communities
G
incorporate environmentally beneficial features into any
newly constructed storm drains.
47-3
Urges EOEA to develop strategies that will ensure sufficient
G
disposal sites for catch basin wastes so that local agencies
can appropriately deal with the increased stormwater
discharges that will result from the CSO plan.
47-4
Priorities for water quality in relation to disinfection
G
facilities need to be clarified.
47-5
The FEIR should include a discussion of alternative
G
treatment technologies reviewed, and indicate the potential
water quality impact of the proposed chlorination treatment
!process.
G,13
47-6
MWRA should continue to coordinate all CSO construction
activities with the MDC's "Back to the Beaches" capital
improvement program, and other construction projects.
Ventilation systems needed to circulate air to workers during
G
47-7
construction of the tunnels should be designed to generate
the least possible amount of noise.
The Facilities Plan presented in the DEIR represents a
G
48-1
Jodi Sugerman Save the Harbor,
MEPA
positive first step toward region-wide CSO control, but is not
Save the Bay
Letter
a final solution.
G
A public process, led by DEP, should begin immediately in
48-2
order to facilitate and encourage public participation in
discussions regarding proposed changes to water quality
designations in CSO receiving waters.
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Comment Response
Response N-19
FEIR, Chap. 21, Sect. 5

Response A-29

Response A-106

Response A-96

Response A-ll5
Response A-1 07
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 1

Response A-138, C-4
FEIR, Chap. ll, Sect. 6
Response A-169

Response A-1

Response A-7
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Jodi Sugennan Save the Harbor,
The FEIR should give modeling results for at least receiving
48-3
G
(continued)
Save the Bay
waters where the MWRA has proposed leaving CSOs in
place for a revised "typical year" which includes at least one
stonn larger than a one-year stonn.
48-4
Stonnwater runoff should be monitored over the course of a
G
stonn in all areas where the MWRA has proposed leaving
CSOs in place in order to verify modeling assumptions. The
results of this monitoring should be given in the FEIR.
The FEIR should include analyses of water quality data in
48-5
G
the areas immediately surrounding CSOs which will remain
in place after this project is implemented during wet weather
and should give more infonnation regarding the mixing and
plume dispersion of CSO discharge from these pipes.
48-6
In several areas throughout the plan, disinfection through
G
chlorination and dechlorination of CSO discharge is
proposed using sodium hypochlorite/sodium bromide
technology. The FEIR should address the many questions
that remain regarding the effectiveness and impacts of this
technology.
48-7
The FEIR should give more information on the MWRA's
G
analysis of other treatment technologies and their
applicability to the Boston area. A comprehensive chart
should be given comparing various appropriate disinfection
technologies.
In areas where screening and disinfection is still proposed,
48-8
G
the FEIR should give cost-benefit analyses for storage
options where possible.
The FEIR should give more data and information regarding
G
48-9
the predicted water quality impacts of sewer separation.
The FEIR should give more information about the sewer
G
48-10
separation projects and their potential impacts. In particular,
the FEIR should give more impacts about potential impacts
of sewer separation on the Mystic River and Alewife Brook.

/
I
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Comment Response
Response A-36
FEIR, Chap. 4, Sect. 2

Response A-32

Response A-51

Response A-107, A-109
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. I

Response A-108

Response A-27

Response A-91
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 6
Response A-91
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 6
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48-11
Jodi Sugerman Save the Harbor,
The FEIR should not only give a description of ongoing 1/1
G
(cont'd)
Save the Bay
reduction efforts, but also a description of work that has
been completed to date and the associated benefits. A chart
would be useful.
The FEIR should identify priority areas for III efforts.
G
48-12
48-13
The FEIR should give a summary of the major
G
recommendations from the report evaluating and identifying
key Best Management Practices for CSO communities.
48-14

48-15

48-16
48-17

48-18

48-19
48-20

The FEIR should identify areas where improvement during
G
construction would be appropriate and cost-effective.
Communities should be encouraged to work closely with the
MWRA to complete these upgrades.
The FEIR should give some estimates for the costs and
G
benefits should Boston Water and Sewer Commission
assume operation of eliminated MWRA CSO treatment
plants as stormwater treatment plants.
The appropriate state or local agency should be identified to
13
pay for relocation of stormwater in North Dorchester Bay.
The issues outlined by the Charles River Watershed
16, 17,28
Association in their MEPA comment letter should be
addressed in the FEIR.
The FEIR should reevaluate the impact of CSO discharges to
Alewife Brook as revised modeling now shows that the
amount of CSO discharge to Alewife Brook after the
recommended plan is approximately twice that estimated in
the Conce~tual Plan.
The complete elimination of CSOs from Alewife Brook
should remain the long-term goal.
The FEIR should evaluate options for elimination of outfall
SOM007 A, which would completely eliminate CSO
discharges to the Mystic River. The FEIR should give cost
estimates for whatever facilities would be necessary to
achieve this goal.
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Comment Response
Response A-98

Response A-105
Response A-170

Response A-134

Response A-135

Response C-1
Response A-136, 0-10

4, 5, 6

Response A-79
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 9

4,5,6

Response A-80

4,5,6

Response A-47
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 10
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48-21
Jodi Sugerman Save the Harbor,
The FEIR should give a description of additional CSO
G
(cont'd)
Save the Bay
control measures, and cost estimates, which are likely to be
cost-effective in the future when other pollution sources are
minimized for the Upper Inner Harbor and
Mystic/Chelsea Confluence receiving water segments.
48-22
The FEIR should give more information about the impacts
G
the minimal level of CSO control in Alewife Brook will
have on the health of the entire Harbor, beyond the Mystic
River receiving water segment.
48-23
Prior to FEIR submittal, all project changes should be
G
presented to the CSO Technical Advisory Committee and
then outlined clearly in the FEIR.
49-1
Bryan
City of Boston
MEPA
The odor control facility for the Fort Point Channel Storage
15
Glascock
Environment Dept. Letter
Conduit should be relocated to the Second Ave. end of A
Street.
49-2
Encourage the MWRA to assist in efforts to secure access
15
from the Haul Road between West Second Street and
Broadway to reduce the impact of truck traffic on residents
in the Fort Point Channel area.
49-3
13
Encourage MWRA to closely coordinate with MDC and
Boston Parks and Recreation Dept. during the design and
construction processes for the North Dorchester Bay
Consolidation Conduit to minimize impacts to park and
beach users.
49-4
Encourages MWRA to continue to assess the use of the
13
Bayside Expo or police station parking lot for the odor
control facility for the NDBCC rather than the adjacent
oarkland.
49-5
Support removal of stormwater flows from North Dorchester
13
Bay.
The MWRA should reevaluate the siting of the mining shaft
13, 14
49-6
at Site J North and make every effort to locate the shaft as
far from residences as possible due to concerns of
construction noise.

Comment Response
Response A-137

Response A-81
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 9

Response A-4
FEIR, Chap. I, Sect. 2
Response B-8
FEIR, Chap. I 0, Sect. 4
Response B-2

Response C-4
FEIR, Chap. 11, Sect. 6

Response C-5
FEIR, Chap. 11, Sect. 4

Response C-6
Response F-18
FEIR, Chap. 13, Sect. 5
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Bryan
City of Boston
The location of the Reserved Channel Pumping Station
20
49-7
should be carefully evaluated to minimize impacts on the
Glascock
Environment Dept.
(cont'd)
Lobsterman's Pier and so that the facility will be compatible
with the park to be located at the site.
49-8
Recommend that the study area boundary for the Stony
16
Brook project be expanded and additional locations be
identified and evaluated.

49-9

49-10

49-11

49-12

49-13

49-14

49-15

49-16

The MWRA should incorporate the findings of the BWSC
sewer separation study in the Stony Brook area and
reevaluate the proposed options based on these results.
The MWRA needs to coordinate with Boston Transportation
Dept. and Boston Parks and Recreation Dept. concerning
redesign and landscaping of the Sullivan Square Rotary.
Support use of Site D for the Union Park
Detention/Treatment Facility, but urge MWRA to continue
dialogue with the community and identify appropriate
measures to mitigate negative impacts.
Believe that the only wetlands issue in the Conrail corridor is
that it is an area subject to flooding. If any changes in
elevation area considered, the MWRA should contact the
BCC.
Suggest that the Conrail corridor be utilized to the maximum
extent possible to minimize disruption on East Boston
streets.
The MWRA should consult closely with the East Boston
community, Boston Natural Areas Fund, and Trust for
Public Lands so that the East Boston Branch Sewer relief
construction in the Conrail corridor can be coordinated with
construction of the East Boston Greenway project. The
FEIR should include a full discussion of this consultation.
The FEIR should include a discussion of use ofthe Nay
Street site as a staging area and ultimate conversion of the
site to a park.
The MWRA should consult with the Boston Landmarks
Commission concerning historic and archaeological
resources.
48

Comment Response
Response E-5, E-6
FEIR, Chap. 13, Sect. 5

Response G-25

16

Response G-24
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4

19

Response J-1

25

Response K-13

22

Response L-33

22

Response L-34
FEIR, Chap. 19, Sect. 4

22

Response L-35
FEIR, Chap. 19, Sect. 4

22

Response L-6
FEIR, Chap. 19, Sect. 5

G

Response A-171
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Comment
Comment
Affiliation
Comment
Comment Summary
Project
Number
Author
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Code
49-17
City of Boston
Construction at beaches should be conducted during seasons
B. Glascock
13
(cont'd)
Environment Deot.
oflow use.
49-18
The MWRA should contact state and local agencies and
G
coordinate with olanned construction activities.
49-19
Advocate that MWRA continue communication with
G
residents over concerns of construction impacts.
49-20
Request that the FEIR contain a description of a plan for
G
determining property conditions before the inception of
construction and minimizing impacts during that phase.
49-21
Suggest that the site evaluation process assign negative
G
points to open space under both the environmental and
community impact categories unless some clear benefit is
agreed upon and requested by the community.
Suggest that the environmental criteria be modified to assign
49-22
G
no negative points for the use of contaminated sites unlikely
to be developed for other uses.
49-23
Residences should be consistently considered as sensitive
G
receptors in the site evaluation.
50-1
Brona Simon Massachusetts
MEPA
The Draft FP/EIR contains an adequate treatment of
G
Historical
Letter
potential impacts and proposed mitigation for historic and
Commission
archaeological resources.
50-2
Volume I (pg. List-1): add ACHP, Advisory Council on
G
Historic Preservation.
50-3
Volume 1 (pg. List-4): Add NHPA, National Historic
G
Preservation Act.
50-4
50-5
50-6
50-7

Volume 1 (pg. R-20): Add 36 CFR 800, ACHP Section 106
NHPA Review.
Volume 1 (pg. R-21): 950 CMR 70, add MA State
Archaeologist.
Volume I (pg. R-21): MGL C. 9 ss. 26-27C is listed twice;
delete "Section 106 NHPA".
Volume 1 (pg. 7-18, Table 7.8-1): MHC review is not a
permit; the review is based on both federal and state laws
and regulations that are linked to funding, permits, and
approvals required by other federal and state agencies.

Comment Response
Response C-3
FEIR Chao. II Sect. 6
Response A-138
Response A-138
Response A-155

Response A-172

Response A-173

Response A-174
Response A-5

Response A-175
Response A-176

G

Response A-177

G

Response A-178

G

Response A-179

G

Response A-180

I

~

TABLE B-1. COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT FACILITIES PLAN I ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
Comment
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Comment
Comment Summary
Comment
Project
Number
Author
Source
Code
Volume 7 (App. C-2, Pg. C-3): Affiliation ofBrona Simon is
50-8
Brona Simon MHC
G
Massachusetts Historical Commission, not "Society".
(cont'd)
Attorney, 560
Agree with MWRA's conclusion that Site D is the best
25
MEPA
51-I
Edward J.
Lonergan
Harrison Ave.
location for the proposed Union Park Detention/Treatment
Letter
Facility.
owners
25
5I-2
If Site D cannot be utilized for any reason, then the site
located at 460 Harrison A venue should be reevaluated.
20
Requests to be named to the committee to discuss potential
52-I
Rita O'Brien S. Boston resident MEPA
construction impacts on residents as a result of construction
Letter
ofthe Reserved Channel Pumping Facility.
22
53-I
KeithK.
Boston resident
Suggests that the FEIR evaluate eliminating the CSO
MEPA
discharges in East Boston by routing flow directly to Deer
Davidson
Letter
Island or through sewer separation.
13, 14,20
The FEIR should clearly indicate whether the total number
54-1
Alphonse
S. Boston resident MEPA
Roche
of truck trips per day refers only to soil-hauling trucks, or
Letter
also other truck types (i.e. cement trucks, equipment trucks,
Ietc.).
G
The FEIR should clearly identify where referenced
54-2
residences and parks are located to avoid confusion.
The FEIR should contain a more detailed plan on how the
I3, 14,20
54-3
MWRA will address potential damage to residences and
G
structures as a result of vibration or subsidence.
Is concerned that the low flushing rate in Reserved Channel 13, 14,20
54-4
will trap CSO discharges creating odor and health problems.
54-5

54-6

54-7

Comment Response
Response A-I8I
Response K-13

Response K-25
FEIR, Chap. I8, Sect. 4
Response E-I8

Response L-36
FEIR, Chap. I9, Sect. 2
Response F-17
FEIR, Chap. II , Sect. 4

Response A-182
Response A-155, F-I2

Response F-5
FEIR, Chap. 12, Sect. 3

13, I4, 20 Response F-6
The FEIR should evaluate the feasibility of using excavate
FEIR, Chap. II, Sect. 3
from the consolidation conduits to fill in the upstream end of
Reserved Channel to decrease potential health hazards and
truck traffic in S. Boston.
Suggests the FEIR evaluate moving the mining shaft at Site J 13, 14,20 Response F-18
FEIR, Chap. 13, Sect. 5
North back farther from East 1st Street to decrease potential
noise, dust and vibration impacts on East I st Street residents.
The FEIR should clarify whether all construction activity at
Site J-North would end from 12 a.m. until 7 a.m., or just
boring activities.
50

13,14,20 Response F-19
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Stephen
South End Resident MEPA
55-1
Content and recommendations of the CSO Draft FP/EIR is
G
Greene
Letter
!professional and commendable.
55-2
The Plan should have adequate flexibility to assure that
G
individual CSO projects are based on sound information
rather than conservative guesses.
55-3
The FEIR should include more clarification on the issue that
G
separation of sanitary sewers and diversion of storm water
may actually degrade water quality more than the occasional
CSO discharge. EOEA and DEP should provide
guidance of these water quality issues.
55-4
The FEIR should include a more thorough discussion on the
G
disinfection and dechlorination technologies considered.
55-5
Proper operation and preventative maintenance must be
G
included in the review criteria as part of the CSO plan.
55-6
The questions raised at the public participation/informational
G
meetings should be considered in MEPA review.

Response A-I28
FEIR, Chap._, Sect. _ _

55-7

25

Response K-26

25

Response K-20

55-8

Directory, Office of MEPA
Letter
Coastal Zone
Management

56-I

56-2

57-1

W. Leigh
Bridges

Ass't Director, MA MEPA
Div. ofMarine
Letter
Fisheries

The Union Park Detention/Treatment Facility should
improve conditions at the existing pump station. Odor and
noise problems should be mitigated by proposed odor
control and improved equipment and exhaust sound
proofing and the proposed park should be part of the plan.
The FEIR should clearly address the problems of soil
dewatering and potential subsidence associated with major
excavations.
Close coordination with MDC's Boston Harbor Beach
Restoration Program will be required to ensure that CSO
construction does not disturb beach restorations.
More discussion on the timing of ongoing watershed
planning efforts is needed prior to any changes in water
!quality standards.
Little impact on marine resources is anticipated, and minor
construction impacts will be commented on during
loermittin~ of individual construction oroiects.

Comment Response
Response A-1
Response A-29

Response A-91
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 6

Response A-107
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. I
Response A-I29

13, 14,20 Response C-4
FEIR, Chap. II, Sect. 6
G

Response A-23
FEIR, Chap. 7, Sect. I

G, I3

Response A-6, C-4
FEIR, Chap. II, Sect. 6

·---------------------------1---------------------
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58-1
Stanley Z.
Chancellor, MA
MEPA
Voted and passed resolution opposing any further
16
Koplik
Board ofHigher
Letter
consideration ofthe MCA property by the MWRA for use as
Education
the Stony Brook Screening and Disinfection Facility.
Trudy Coxe
59-1
Secretary,
MEPADEIR The FEIR should address comments expressing concerns
13, 14,20
Executive Office of Certificate
about the potential for increased overflows into Reserved
Environmental
Channel and the resulting water quality impacts.

Comment Response
Response G-46
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
Response F-20
FEIR, Chap. 12, Sect. 2

A f"f"<>ir"

59-2

59-3

59-4

59-5

59-6
59-7

59-8

59-9
59-10

Requests that DEP respond to the related comments received
during the public review in its CSO Policy and Discussion
Documents.
Urges MWRA and DEP to find a way to have the proposed
regulatory changes reviewed prior to the completion of the
FEIR.
MWRA should consult with commenting agencies on the
appropriateness of a water quality variance for the Lower
Charles River basin and the FEIR should include the
outcome of these discussions.
If changes are to be proposed to the layouts of the preferred
alternatives as presented in the DEIR, similar analyses
should be provided in the FEIR for the changes.
Specific comments on short-term impacts should be further
addressed in the FEIR.
The FEIR should provide an update to the impact analysis to
the extent any changes in project design are proposed and
should respond to any comments on the DEIR regarding
long-term impacts.
MWRA should pursue coordination with landowners and
examine any project changes that could be made to reduce
impacts on property value and future development potential.
The FEIR should include the full text of the Guidelines for
Engineering and Construction Practices.
The FEIR should specifically identify, where possible,
potential mitigation for impacts on open and green space.

52

G

Response A-24
FEIR, Chap. 6, Sect. 3

G

Response A-25
FEIR, Chap. 6, Sect. 3

G

Response A-26
FEIR, Chap. 26, Sect. 7

G

Response A-183

G

Response A-184

G

Response A-185

G

Response A-186

G

Response A-146

G

Response A-187
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Trudy Coxe
59-11
Secretary, EOEA
The FEIR should at least generally identify actual mitigation
Response A-188
G
(cont'd)
measures the MWRA proposes to implement, and provide a
schedule for implementation even though site specific details
would need to be worked out during design.
59-12
The FEIR should include or at least summarize the operation
Response A-129
G
and maintenance plans for the facilities and identify the
parties responsible for specific tasks.
59-13
The FEIR should include contingency plans CSO facilities
Response A-189
G
for such events as facility or component failure in terms of
noise, odor, flooding, etc.
59-14
The FEIR should contain a review of the BWSC report on
Response G-24
16
FEIR, Chap. 14, Sect. 4
sewer separation in the Stony Brook area and any plan
modifications made as a result of the BWSC study.

c
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TABLE B-2. Project Codes and Corresponding Project Title and Subappendix Location
Project
Code

Sub-

Project

appendix

Project
Code

Sub-

Project

appendix

G

General, Region-wide

A

14(b)

Reserved Channel
Consolidation Conduit

D,F

I

Sewer Separation at
BOS088-BOS090

A-5(a)

15(b)

Fort Point Channel Storage
Conduit

B

2

Sewer Separation at
BOS093-BOS095

A-5

16(b)

Stony Brook Sewer
Separation

G

3

Sewer Separation at
BOS002

A-5

17(b)

Cambridge CAM005
Hydraulic Relief

H

4

Sewer Separation at
CAM002-CAM004

A-5

18(b)

Charlestown BOS019
Storage Conduit

I

5

Baffle MH Separation at
SOMOOI

A

19(b)

Charlestown BOS017
Hydraulic Relief

J

6

Baffle MH Separation at
SOM006-SOM007

A

20(b)

Reserved Channel CSO
Facility

E,F

7

Upgrade Fox Point Facility

A

22(b)

East Boston Branch Sewer
Relief

L

8

Upgrade Commercial Point
Facility

A

23(b)

Chelsea Trunk Sewer
Relief

M

9

Upgrade Cottage Farm
Facility

A

24(b)

Chelsea Branch Sewer
Relief

N

10

Upgrade Prison Point
Facility

A

25(b)

Union Park
Detention/Treatment
Facility

K

11

Upgrade Somerville
Marginal Facility

A

26

Dorchester Brook In-line
Storage Conduit

0

12

Independent Floatables
Control and Outfall Closing

A-8(a)

27

CHE008 Outfall Repairs
and Manual Bar Screens

0

North Dorchester Bay
Consolidation Conduit

C,F

Cottage Farm Outfall
Improvement

0

13(b)

28(b)

Notes: -(a) Subappendix A divided into 10 numbered sections based on content
(b) Indicates projects described in detail in this FEIR; other projects received Phase I waiver

()

SUBAPPENDIX A

()

l_ )

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS

SUBAPPENDIX A
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
The responses to general comments received on the evaluation process as a whole are presented
in this section. The comments are divided into ten subsections based upon content: (1) CSO
plan approval; (2) Water quality standards; (3) Technology based evaluations; (4) Water quality
issues; (5) Sewer separation issues; (6) Stormwater and non-CSO issues; (7) Disinfection issues;
(8) Floatables control issues; (9) Special issues; and (10) Miscellaneous issues. Each comment
is numbered consecutively, and is immediately followed by an identification of the person( s)
who authored the comment. The numbers used to identify the comment author(s) are unique and
key to the master comment spreadsheet, which lists all comments received on the DEIR through
the MEPA process. For more information on the organization of comments and responses, refer
to the introduction to this Appendix.

(1) CSO PLAN APPROVAL

A-1. Supports the conceptual plan for CSOs as presented in the DEIR.

()

11-1, Todd M. Fontanella, City of Somerville- Mayor's Office
13-2, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
13-12, Stephen Greene, CSO Technical Advisory Committee
13-21, Joe Favaloro, Executive Director, MWRA Advisory Board
24-1, Joseph Favaloro, MWRA Advisory Board
29-1, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRA/EDIC
36-1, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
41-1, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
48-1, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
55-1, Stephen Greene, South End Resident
Comment noted.

A-2. Commend the MWRA on the efforts they have made in outreach to the public.
13-16, Stephen Greene, CSO Technical Advisory Committee
Comment noted.

A-3. The Secretary's Certificate should direct DEP to publish its special report outlining
strategies for incorporating the CSO Control Program into its regulations within 30 days.
23-2, Betsy Johnson, Technical Advisory Committee
Comment noted.
B-A-1

A-4. Prior to FEIR submittal, all project changes should be presented to the CSO
Technical Advisory Committee and then outlined clearly in the FEIR.
48-23, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay

\)

Project changes were presented at the June 23, 1997 CSO Technical Advisory Committee
meeting, and are outlined in Chapter 1 of the FEIR (Chapter 1, Section 2).

A-5. The Draft FP/EIR contains an adequate treatment of potential impacts and proposed
mitigation for historic and archaeological resources.
50-1, Brona Simon, Massachusetts Historical Commission
Comment noted.

A-6. Little impact on marine resources is anticipated, and minor construction impacts will
be commented on during permitting of individual construction projects.
57-1, W. Leigh Bridges, Ass't Director, MA Div. of Marine Fisheries
Comment noted.

(2) WATER QUALITY STANDARDS

A-7. DEP should hold separate hearings and environmental review process on proposed
changes to water quality standards and should publish its report outlining strategies for
incorporating the CSO control program into its regulations.
12-1, Joan LeBlanc, The Boston Harbor Association
12-2, Joan LeBlanc, The Boston Harbor Association
13-3, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor Save the Bay
13-10, Jodi Sugerman, Coastal Advocacy Network
13-24, Joe Favaloro, Executive Director, MWRA Advisory Board
13-26, Joan LeBlanc, Boston Harbor Association
20-2, Anne Livingston, Riverways Program
24-4, Joseph Favaloro, MWRA Advisory Board
31-1, Robert W. Healy, City of Cambridge, Mayor's Office
48-2,Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor Save the Bay
Comment noted.

A-8. Request that MEPA initiate a formal public process on the water quality issues
associated with CSOs from non-MWRA communities .
13-14, Stephen Greene, CSO Technical Advisory Committee
Comment noted.
B-A-2

()

A-9. Would changing the water quality standards for Alewife Brook to Bcso allow for the
construction of another sewer system relief point?
15-9, Alewife/Mystic Area Resident, Alewife/Mystic Public Meeting
The construction of a new sewer system relief point would be considered backsliding and
prohibited under applicable regulations. It may, however, be possible to reclassify
existing sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs) as CSOs under a Bcso designation.

A-10. Would reclassification to Bcso apply to the entire Mystic River or just a portion of
it?
15-10, Alewife/Mystic Area Resident, Alewife/Mystic Public Meeting
It was stated at the public meeting that the Massachusetts DEP, the agency responsible
for classifying the river, could break the river into segments and give each segment a
different designation. It is probable that only segments impacted by CSOs would receive
the Bcso designation (Chapter 26, Section 10).

A-11. MWRA should consult with residents, watershed groups and local and state agencies
to determine if a water quality variance rather than a Bcso designation would be
applicable to other impacted watersheds (besides the Charles River).
20-1, Anne Livingston, Riverways Program

()

This comment is noted. Based on a reassessment of existing water quality conditions, it
appears that a variance may be appropriate for the Alewife Brook as well as for the
Charles River.

A-12. The Secretary's Certificate should require DEP to describe the public process for
changes to water quality standards within 15 days.
23-1, Betsy Johnson, Technical Advisory Committee
Comment noted.

A-13. A Bcso water quality classification for the Charles River should not be adopted, nor
should "four or fewer untreated discharges per year" be an acceptable goal.
25-17, Robert Zimmerman, Jr., Charles River Watershed Association
_The MWRA is seeking a variance for the remaining CSO discharges to the Charles River
because compliance with the Bcso standard cannot be properly assessed until non-CSO
sources of pollution are addressed. The MWRA's goal for CSO control, consistent with
state and federal CSO policies, was to first consider CSO elimination. If CSO
elimination was not feasible, a level of CSO control that would cost-effectively
minimizes CSO impacts was recommended.

B-A-3

A-14. Cambridge supports a short-term variance from the water quality standards for the
remaining CSO discharges in the Charles River
31-2, Robert W. Healy, City of Cambridge, Mayor's Office
Comment noted.
A-15. Concerned that a water quality designation of Bcso for Alewife Brook may be seen
by the public as a sign that state agencies do not intend to pursue water quality
improvements for the brook. Alewife Brook water quality should be designated Bcso only
if the classification will be periodically open for review.
31-5, Robert W. Healy, City of Cambridge, Mayor's Office
This comment is noted. Also refer to the response to Comment A-11. The designation
of Bcso will maintain class B standards in Alewife Brook (Chapter 6, Section 3).
A-16. In the Final EIR, the MWRA should confirm that its goal of reducing overflows to
four or fewer per year will still be met in the Alewife Brook.
31-6, Robert W. Healy, City of Cambridge, Mayor's Office
The recommended plan for the Alewife Brook presented in the DEIR would result in
minimal CSO impacts, consistent with attainment of the Bcso water quality standard. A
total of 4 CSO discharges are predicted into Alewife Brook in a typical year.
A-17. The DEIR assumes that certain changes will be made in the state's water quality
standards. If such changes are not made, additional CSO control facilities may be
necessary.
33-20, Ken Moraff, U.S. EPA Region I
This comment is noted. The FEIR reflects the progress made by the DEP to implement
its new CSO policy which establishes the basis for Class Bcso and SBcso water quality
standards as well as the variance provision. The recommended plan presented in the
FEIR is in compliance with the draft DEP CSO policy (Chapter 6, Section 3).
A-18. A greater investment in CSO control may be appropriate for Alewife Brook, and
Class B standards should be maintained.
37-1, John Reinhardt, Alewife/Mystic River Advocates
This comment is noted. Under present conditions, the Alewife Brook does not meet
water quality standards in dry weather. This non-compliance is clearly due to non-CSO
sources, as CSOs are inactive during dry weather. Analyses conducted indicate that even
the complete elimination of CSOs would not result in significant water quality
improvement in the brook. The level of CSO control proposed is appropriate in light of
overall water quality impacts on the brook, is cost-effective, and is consistent with

B-A-4

()

()

attainment of a Bcso water quality designation if other pollutant sources were
controlled.(Chapter 26, Section 9).

A-19. A variance should be granted for SOM007A while MWRA continues to examine
alternatives for eliminating this discharge.
37-3, John Reinhardt, Alewife/Mystic River Advocates
Outfall SOM007 A discharges treated CSO from the Somerville Marginal CSO facility
into non-tidal waters, upstream of the Amelia Earhart Dam. This discharge is active only
when the facility is active during high tide, when there is not sufficient hydraulic head to
discharge to tidal water below the dam. Pumping of the facility discharge would be
required to eliminate this discharge under the range of tide elevations over which the
facility is required to operate. This alternative was considered by the MWRA and was
not recommended for implementation due to the low frequency and volume of treated
discharges from outfall SOM007 A which result in minor CSO impacts consistent with
attainment of the Bcso standard. Based on cost-performance analysis, this alternative
does not appear to be justified, due to its high cost and minimal water quality benefit
(Chapter 26, Section 10).

A-20. In the interests of the Alewife and Mystic Rivers, Class B standards should be
maintained for the Mystic River with a variance granted for SOM007A.
38-1, Lisa Brukilacchio, Somerville Conservation Commission
Referto responses to Comments A-10 and A-19. It is possible that the DEP will classify
certain segments of the Mystic as Class B because CSOs do not discharge to those
segments. The Authority has analyzed alternatives to eliminate CSO outfall SOM007 A,
and finds that elimination is not justified at this time based on water quality and costperformance analyses. The discharge will be consistent with the attainment of the Bcso
standard, which is recommended for the segment of the Mystic which receives this
discharge (Chapter 26, Section 10).

A-21. Any decisions related to water quality standards should reflect the efforts of
public/private collaborations to do research required to answer the unanswered questions;
there must be designated temporal criteria that recognize future changes.
38-3, Lisa Brukilacchio, Somerville Conservation Commission
43-2, Isabella M. Callanan, President, Friends of the Muddy River
This comment is noted. The MWRA presents its basis for proposed water quality
standard designations relative to the recommended CSO control plan in the FEIR
(Chapter 7, Section 1).

l)

B-A-5

A-22. The information included in Vol. 1 Chap. 5 to demonstrate that standards will be
met needs to be strengthened.
41-4, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP

()

Chapter 7 now contains an example of how the percent compliance was calculated.
Calculations for all the relevant receiving water segments can be found in Appendix G
(Chapter 7, Section 1).
A-23. More discussion on the timing of ongoing watershed planning efforts is needed prior
to any changes in water quality standards.
56-2, Margaret M. Brady, Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management
This comment is noted. The MWRA, having coordinated with the DEP and with
watershed associations to account for ongoing watershed planning efforts, is proposing
water quality standards relative to the recommended CSO control plan presented in the
FEIR (Chapter 7, Section 1).
A-24. Requests that DEP respond to the related comments received on its proposed
changes to water quality standards during the public review in its CSO Policy and
Discussion Documents.
59-2, Trudy Coxe, Secretary, Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
Chapter 6 outlines in general terms DEP's plan for responding to comments received on
water quality standards revisions and on its draft CSO policy and guidance document.
DEP accepted written comments through 5/5/97 and intends to reissue a revised policy
by summer/fall1997 (Chapter 6, Section 3).
A-25. Urges MWRA and DEP to find a way to have the proposed regulatory changes
reviewed prior to the completion of the FEIR.
59-3, Trudy Coxe, Secretary, Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
DEP will conduct further public review of any proposed changes to its water quality
regulations needed to implement the MWRA CSO control plan. DEP' s formal water
quality determinations must be made by December 1997 in compliance with the court
schedule (Chapter 6, Section 3).
A-26. _MWRA should consult with commenting agencies on the appropriateness of a water
quality variance for the Lower Charles River basin and the FEIR should include the
outcome of these discussions.
59-4, Trudy Coxe, Secretary, Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
The MWRA has maintained a dialogue with the DEP, EPA, and other interested parties
regarding a variance for the Lower Charles River throughout the period between
submittal of the DEIR and the FEIR. The results of these discussions indicate that a
B-A-6

( _-)
"-

( ')
'

variance is the appropriate regulatory option for the Lower Charles at this time (Chapter
·
26, Section 7).

(3) TECHNOLOGY BASED EVALUATIONS

A-27. The FEIR should look at other locations within the watershed where storage may be
as/more effective than treatment.
13-5, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
48-8, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay

()

A full range of CSO controls, including storage and treatment, were considered during
the master planning phase of the MWRA CSO control program, which immediately
preceded the current facilities planning!EIR phase. During facilities planning, additional
information became available and in some cases, a greater understanding of system
characteristics was achieved which resulted in changing certain CSO treatment projects
to storage or hydraulic relief projects. Projects which were changed include BOS017
(treatment changed to hydraulic relief), BOS019 (treatment changed to storage), and
CAM005 (treatment changed to hydraulic relief). As facilities planning was conducted,
the MWRA and its consultants were open to these and other types of project changes.
Based on the current system understanding and on work conducted during facilities
planning, additional changes similar to those proposed for the projects listed above do
not appear to be feasible.

A-28. There should be public notification and input for any project changes that occur
subsequent to the DEIR .
13-9, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
Any project changes that occur after the comment period for the DEIR and prior to the
publishing of the FEIR will be noted in the FEIR and comments on the project changes
can be made during the comment period for the FEIR. For any project changes that
occur subsequent to completion of the FEIR, a Notice of Project Change will be
submitted to MEPA and noticed in the Environmental Monitor.

A-29. The advisory board should retain flexibility in the project concept and design.
13-22,Joe Favaloro, Executive Director, MWRA Advisory Board
13-25, Joan LeBlanc, Boston Harbor Association
24-2, Joseph Favaloro, MWRA Advisory Board
47-1, Vivien Li, The Boston Harbor Association
55-2, Stephen Greene, South End Resident
Increased project and system knowledge increased during facilities planning, resulting in
several cost-effective and environmentally protective project changes. The MWRA
B-A-7

acknowledges that further increases in project and system knowledge during the design
phase could result in further project optimization, and will retain project flexibility
during design.

C)

A-30. Could the data used in the modeling be erroneous?
15-14, Alewife/Mystic Area Resident, Alewife/Mystic Public Meeting
The hydraulic model used to support the MWRA CSO program was developed with
detailed information on the configuration of the existing wastewater collection system,
extensive flow monitoring data collected from active CSOs throughout the MWRA
system, and using nearly 200 permanent interceptor meters in the Authority's collection
and transport system. The model has been calibrated and verified using data from these
meters and has been subject to the review and scrutiny of the CSO communities, the
Massachusetts DEP, the U.S. EPA and their technical consultants, and others involved
with this project over the past five years. During that time, the model has continually
been updated based on new information. The MWRA has a high degree of confidence in
the reliability of the data used to develop the CSO system model used for this project,
and in the model itself.

A-31. The FEIR must include environmental impacts and cost assessments for control of
CSO flows from storms larger than the 3-month storm, in particular the 6-month and
1-year storms.
25-1, Robert Zimmerman, Jr., Charles River Watershed Association

()

The MWRA considered a range of CSO controls which were sized based on both the 3month and 1-year storms during the master planning phase of its CSO control program,
which immediately preceded the ongoing facilities planning/EIR phase. A more detailed
discussion of the master planning evaluations has been added to the FEIR (Chapter 4,
Sections 1 to 5).

A-32. MWRA must analyze the relative impacts of stormwater and CSOs in an actual,
rather than only a modeled, storm event (stormwater runoff should be monitored over the
course of a storm to verify modeling assumptions).
25-2, Robert Zimmerman, Jr., Charles River Watershed Association
48-4, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
This comment is noted, and was carefully assessed by the MWRA. In reviewing this
comment, the MWRA considered the sensitivity of its estimates of stormwater versus
CSO volumes in terms of assessing relative impacts. There are over 100 located storm
drains discharging into the Charles from approximately outfall BOS032 to the old
Charles River Dam. These storm drains discharge pollution to the river every time it
rains, and if they are contaminated by illegal connections, may discharge continuously.
There are 16 existing CSO discharges into this reach of river, many of which are inactive
except for one to two minor discharges per year. Under the recommended plan, the
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largest discharges to remain will be treated. Five CSO outfalls will be permanently
closed under the recommended plan. The CSO volume will be less than 2 percent of the
wet weather flow during the 3-month storm, and less than 5 percent in the 1-year storm.
Stormwater will be about 9 percent of the total wet weather flow in the 3-month storm
and more than 11 percent in the 1-year storm. The MWRA has conducted model runs
which demonstrate that major changes in stormwater fecal coliform concentrations (up to
an 80 percent reduction) would not change the relative impact of CSO under the
recommended CSO control plan. These factors all support the approach followed by the
MWRA to analyze the relative impacts of stormwater and CSOs, which is accurate for its
intended purpose. It should also be noted that even if the extensive field sampling
approach proposed by this comment were to be undertaken, multiple events would have
to be sampled to eliminate the effects of inherent variability in the data that would be
obtained. Such a costly and time consuming approach is clearly not warranted at this
time.
A-33. It is inappropriate to allow the technology selection process to determine water
quality goals; instead, water quality goals should determine technology selection.
25-7, Robert Zimmerman, Jr., Charles River Watershed Association
The MWRA CSO control program is founded on the watershed approach. During the
master planning phase of the program, which immediately preceded the ongoing facilities
planning I EIR phase, one of the first steps was to define waterbody goals for each of the
fourteen receiving water segments defined for the project. CSO control goals, consistent
with the waterbody goals were set next, and finally CSO control strategies that could
meet the CSO control goals were identified. The MWRA CSO control planning
approach is therefore consistent with the intent of this comment, as water quality goals
did determine technology selections(Chapter 4, Section 2).
A-34. MWRA should continue its efforts to close CSOs that currently activate four times
or less per year.
25-20, Robert Zimmerman, Jr., Charles River Watershed Association
The MWRA will continue to work with the CSO communities to close CSOs whenever
possible without risking the flooding of customers served by the sewers presently
relieved by the CSOs during extreme wet weather events.
A-35. The FEIR should present the results of more detailed investigations of alternatives
using bydrauli.c relief and stormwater reduction.
25-21, Robert Zimmerman, Jr., Charles River Watershed Association
Refer to the response to Comment A-27. The FEIR includes more detail on the broad
range of CSO control alternatives evaluated during the master planning phase of the
MWRA' s CSO control program, which immediately preceded the ongoing facilities
planning/EIR phase.
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A-36. The "typical year" should include at least one storm that produces similar effects in
the combined sewer system as a one-year storm (pg. 8-12).
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25-23, Robert Zimmerman, Jr., Charles River Watershed Association
48-3, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
The typical year includes the 1-year design storm used for sizing CSO control
alternatives. It also includes two storms that exceed certain characteristics of the 1-year
storm. One storm exceeds total rainfall and the other exceeds peak hour intensity
(Chapter 4, Section 2).

A-37. The FEIR should include a more complete discussion of the design of the "typical
year"
25-24, Robert Zimmerman, Jr., Charles River Watershed Association
The design of the typical year was discussed in the DEIR, and this discussion has been
revised as appropriate in the FEIR. Full documentation of the typical year is presented in
M&E's January 1995 report on System Master Plan Development of Flows (Chapter 4,
Section 2).

A-38. The FEIR should include a cost benefit analysis for increased storage at all locations
where this technology has been proposed to ensure optimization
33-6, Ken Moraff, U.S. EPA Region I
This type of analysis has been conducted and is presented in Chapters 10 to 24 in the
FEIR.

A-39. The FEIR should include an evaluation of the cost/benefit of retaining disinfection in
combination with the proposed storage/relief facilities
33-7, Ken Moraff, U.S. EPA Region I
This evaluation was performed for the BOS019 Storage Conduit and Reserved Channel
CSO Facility projects. It was not performed for the BOS017 and CAM005 hydraulic
relief projects because it would not be feasible to implement disinfection in the vicinity
of the CSO regulator or outfall. To retain disinfection would require retaining the
screening and disinfection projects as originally envisioned. This option is discussed and
compared to the recommended hydraulic relief projects for BOSO 17 and CAM005. Off_line storage capable of capturing the largest CSO volume in the typical year was also
evaluated for outfalls BOS017 and CAM005 (Chapter 15, Section 5; Chapter 16, Section
6; Chapter 17, Section 5).
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A-40. The FEIR should evaluate whether further regulator optimization could be achieved
by stopping CSO discharges during high tide.
33-21, Ken Moraff, U.S. EPA Region I
Optimization of hydraulic controls (e.g., weir heights) at the existing CSO regulators was
performed and documented in the 1993 System Optimization report. Where specific,
new information is available, additional system optimization has been evaluated and is
presented in the FEIR. An example is the weir raising recommended in conjunction with
hydraulic relief for outfall CAM005. In general, however, there is not sufficient new
information to warrant a system-wide reassessment of SOPs at this time (Chapter 15,
Section 4).

A-41. Encourages further investigation of a solution that precludes the outfall near the
boathouse location as backup for SOM007 according to tidal conditions.
38-2, Lisa Brukilacchio, Somerville Conservation Commission
Refer to the response to Comment A-19. Pumping of the facility discharge would be
required to eliminate this discharge under the range of tide elevations over which the
facility is required to operate. This alternative was considered by the MWRA. Based on
cost-performance analysis, this alternative does not appear to be justified, due to its high
cost and minimal water quality benefit (Chapter 26, Section 10).

C)

A-42. There appears to be poor correlation of the volumes and loadings for the one-year
storm with annual volumes and loadings (e.g. Tables 15.2.4). This may be due to the
modeling of the "typical year" storm for the plan, and should be explained in the FEIR.
41-3, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
This comment appears specific to several projects and has been addressed for those
specific projects. In general, predicted CSO volumes for design storms and the typical
year have been checked and revised as appropriate in the FEIR (Chapter 12, Section 3).

A-43. The FEIR should include design criteria which include an analysis of flows and
detention times, especially for the Stony Brook facility.
41-15, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
Design criteria, such as detention times for unit processes were presented in Chapter 8 of
_the DEIR, which is not repeated in the FEIR. The project-specific application of these
design criteria is presented in the project-specific chapters (10 to 24) of the FEIR as
appropriate, and by design data sheets for the specific projects. The design data sheets
are appended to the FEIR.
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A-44. FEIR should discuss the variability in the number of overflows between a 3-month
storm and 1-year storm relative to the target levels of protection presented in the
recommended plan (pg. 3-10).
41-21, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
The DEIR indicates in Chapter 3 that control of a 3 month storm would likely result in an
average of 4 to 7 overflows per year, while control of the 1-year storm would result in 1
to 3 overflows per year. This variability is due to the site-specific characteristics of CSO
overflows in response to rainfall characteristics, such as rainfall depth and peak intensity.
Some overflows react more to intensity while others to depth. The typical year includes
storms with varying characteristics, and individual CSOs respond differently to each
storm. This is why a range of residual overflows was presented for control of the 3month and 1-year design storms.

A-45. The FEIR should include an explanation of the logic behind the use of the one-year,
six-hour storm.
44-4, S. David Graber, Consultant, Town of Winthrop
The 1-year, 6-hour storm is a standard storm used by the DEP to assess Ill control, and it
has also been adopted by the MWRA to assess the adequacy of service in MWRA
interceptors. It is applied in concert with peak infiltration and sanitary flow to assess the
adequacy of interceptor capacity.

A-46. The FEIR should clarify how tide level was considered in the analyses on pages 8-40
and 41.
44-7, S. David Graber, Consultant, Town of Winthrop
Many of the CSO outfalls discharge to tidal waters. For these outfalls, the tide elevation
represents the downstream hydraulic control elevation for the purpose of calculating
hydraulic gradients in an upstream direction through the CSO outfall to the next
hydraulic control point such as a CSO regulator weir.

A-47. The FEIR should evaluate options for elimination of outfall SOM007A, which would
completely eliminate CSO discharges to the Mystic River. The FEIR should give cost
estimates for whatever facilities would be necessary to achieve this goal.
48-20, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
Refer to. the responses to Comments A-19, A-20 and A-41. The estimated cost to
provide pumping near outfall MWR205, which would be required to eliminate outfall
SOM007 A, is $29 million. This alternative was investigated in connection with predesign planning for the facility upgrade projects, and is discussed further in the June
1996 technical memorandum on this topic (Chapter 26, Section 10).
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(4) WATER QUALITY ISSUES

A-48. EPA, DEP, MWRA and other agencies should push non-MWRA municipalities to
reduce CSO discharges.
13-7, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor Save the Bay
13-13, Stephen Greene, CSO Technical Advisory Committee
This comment is noted. It is also noted that there are no non-MWRA municipalities with
CSO discharges that are tributary to receiving waters impacted by CSOs from MWRA
municipalities. The relationship of this comment to the MWRA CSO control program is
not clear.
A-49. When will the Mystic River be swimmable?
15-12, Alewife/Mystic Area Resident, Alewife/Mystic Public Meeting
As discussed at the public meeting, even once the recommended CSO plan is complete,
portions of the river will not meet the swimming standard at all times due to the impact
of non-CSO pollutants, and stormwater in particular. Areas of the Mystic near the
Amelia Earhart Dam are meet the swimming standard now (Chapter 26, Section 10).

C)

A-50. It does not make sense to say that CSO pollution will not be cleaned up because
other sources are polluting as well. The goal should be to eliminate CSO loads so the
MWRA and· others can control other sources.
18-2, Sam Bass Warner, Jr., MA Institute of Technology
The MWRA is responsible for the control of CSOs to a sufficient level to allow for
attainment of water quality standards. The CSO control plan set forth in the FEIR
meets this objective. The FEIR notes that, in certain receiving water segments, water
quality standards will not be met because of non-CSO pollution sources. It does not
seem appropriate to implement higher, more costly levels of CSO control than
necessary to comply with water quality standards when those standards will not be met
due to non-CSO pollution sources (Chapter 4, Section 5).
A-51. The FEIR must present analyses of water quality data in the immediate vicinity of
CSOs during wet weather to determine the extent of these impacts.
25-3, Robert Zimmerman, Jr., Charles River Watershed Association
48-5, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
The MWRA has used mathematical models to present the impact of CSOs and other
sources in the vicinity of CSO discharge locations under wet weather conditions. It
would not be possible to assess the impact of CSOs only through a water quality
sampling program conducted during wet weather because it would not be possible to
isolate the impacts due to CSOs from the impacts of other sources.

L)
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A-52. The FEIR must evaluate mixing and plume dispersion of CSOs.
25-4, Robert Zimmerman, Jr., Charles River Watershed Association

'

Initial dilution is adequately addressed by the farfield mathematical models used to assess
water quality impacts for this program. CSOs are transient wet weather discharges that
occur for relatively short periods of time. Unlike dry weather discharges from treatment
facilities or from illegal discharges, a steady-state plume does not exist as a result of
CSOs. As soon as the event ends, the plume begins to dissipate. It is not appropriate to
analyze CSOs in the same manner as steady-state discharges.

A-53. The FEIR must present water quality impacts and cost assessments for controlling
parameters such as TSS, BOD, nutrients and metals as well as fecal coliform.
25-5, Robert Zimmerman, Jr., Charles River Watershed Association
The FEIR presents cost-performance curves for TSS and BOD as well as fecal coliform.
The TSS curve can be used as a surrogate for metals, as metals would vary in relative
proportion to TSS. Nutrients generally should not be considered in assessing CSO
control because CSO events occur for a short period of time, and nutrients require a
relatively long residence time in order to cause water quality impacts.

A-54. The FEIR must present the effects on water quality of eliminating and/or treating
CSO discharges based upon improved upstream water quality conditions.
25-6, Robert Zimmerman, Jr., Charles River Watershed Association

()

Refer to the response to Comment A-32. The MWRA has determined that even an 80
percent reduction in the fecal coliform concentration in stormwater would not change the
relative impact of CSO under the recommended CSO control plan. This analysis implies
that even major changes in upstream water quality would not impact the MWRA's CSO
control plan. Furthermore, the MWRA is not aware of any basis for improvements in
upstream water quality that would be significant enough to impact the recommended
CSO control plan (Chapter 15, Section 6).

A-55. The FEIR should include an environmental evaluation of water quality benefits by
technology alternative.
25-8, Robert Zimmerman, Jr., Charles River Watershed Association
The FEIR includes more detail on the broad range of CSO control alternatives evaluated
-during the master planning phase of the MWRA' s CSO control_program, which
immediately preceded the ongoing facilities planning/EIR phase. The water quality
benefits, in terms of cost-performance analyses and in terms of water quality impacts, are
presented for the technologies considered.
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A-56. Several portions of the text should be revised to note that, during dry weather, the
downstream portion of the Lower Charles River does achieve the primary contact
standard for fecal coliform of 200 cfu per 100 mi.
25-11, Robert Zimmerman, Jr., Charles River Watershed Association
This comment is noted, and the appropriate sections of the text have been revised. It is
also noted that the receiving water modeling conducted in support of the DEIR (and the
FEIR) was based on the lower basin achieving the 200 cfu per 100 ml standard
(Chapter 26, Section 7).

A-57. The FEIR should present more information on the impacts of CSO discharges on
nutrient and toxic levels in the river.
25-12, Robert Zimmerman, Jr., Charles River Watershed Association
As discussed in response to Comment A-53, CSOs are transient discharges and do not
have a significant impact on nutrient or toxic loadings in the Charles River. Bar graphs
showing the relative impact of CSO stormwater, and upstream sources on nutrients and
toxics were presented in the DEIR and are presented in the FEIR (Chapter 26, Section 7).

A-58. The FEIR should present more detailed information on the impacts of CSO
discharges on sediments.
25-13, Robert Zimmerman, Jr., Charles River Watershed Association

()

While solids loadings discharged to CSO-impacted receiving water were modeled and
are quantified in the FEIR, sediment deposition was not modeled. Based on a review of
solids loading data, it does not appear that the CSO contribution of this constituent is
significant in terms of sediment deposition, particularly in light of the transient nature of
CSO discharges and the relative contribution of CSO versus non-CSO sources of
pollutants that tend to accumulate in sediments. Existing data on sediment quality are
discussed under the baseline water quality and future planned conditions water quality
subsections in Sections 2 to 15 of Chapter 26.

A-59. Additional CSO controls beyond those proposed in the DEIR will likely be needed in
the lower Charles River to meet water quality standards.
33-1, Ken Moraff, U.S. EPA Region I
_This comment is noted. While the MWRA can clearly demonstrate that the proposed
CSO controls are consistent with attainment of the Bcso water quality standard in terms
of fecal coliform, the MWRA agrees that it is more difficult to demonstrate compliance
in terms of other parameters due to the overwhelming impact of non-CSO pollution.
This is the reason why the MWRA is seeking a variance for CSO discharges to the
Charles River (Chapter 7, Section 2).
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A-60. Proposed facilities on the Charles River may not be adequate to remove human
pathogens.
33-2, Ken Moraff, U.S. EPA Region I

()

This comment is noted. The MWRA has extensive data to support its position that
disinfection with sodium hypochlorite will achieve a high level of kill for fecal coliform
bacteria. Initial investigations conducted by the MWRA indicate that sodium
hypochlorite is also effective at controlling human pathogens.

A-61. Who is discharging illegally, and what is the schedule for eliminating the discharge,
to the Somerville Marginal outfall?
33-22, Ken Moraff, U.S. EPA Region I
The source of illegal discharge to the Somerville Marginal outfall is currently under
investigation. Once the source is identified, a schedule can be determined for its
elimination.

A-62. CSO activations in Alewife Brook should not cause water quality degradation in the
Mystic River.
·
37-2, John Reinhardt, Alewife/Mystic River Advocates
In the 3-month storm, there are no CSO discharges into the Alewife Brook, and therefore
no CSO related impacts from the Alewife on the Upper Mystic. In the 1-year storm,
CSO activations in the Alewife Brook do elevate the fecal coliform density in the Upper
Mystic. It is important to note, however, that fecal coliform from stormwater sources
tributary to the Alewife Brook, would violate the Class B water quality standard in the
Upper Mystic during both the 3-month and 1-year storm events.

A-63. CSO control for Alewife Brook is inadequate as the sudden input of a significant
amount of CSO flow is likely to have devastating impacts on the Brook when it occurs due
to the small size of the brook.
37-4, John Reinhardt, Alewife/Mystic River Advocates
A review of the flow of CSO during the 1-year storm relative to other flows tributary to
the Alewife Brook indicates that CSO will contribute only two percent of the flow to the
river (on a volumetric basis) during this extreme storm event. The CSO contribution
_would be smaller during smaller storms. There is no apparent impact of CSO on fecal
coliform during the 3-month storm, as evidenced by comparison of Figures 26.9-4 and
26.9-5, included in the FEIR. In summary, the data do not support the statement that
CSOs would have a devastating impact on the Alewife Brook due to its small size
(Chapter 26, Section 9).
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A-64. While the Recommended Plan apparently reaches the limit of 4 overflows per year,
it is clear that only the most minimal improvements have been proposed for Alewife
Brook.
37-5, John Reinhardt, Alewife/Mystic River Advocates
The recommended CSO controls for the Alewife Brook will reduce the annual CSO
discharge volume and pollutant loadings by over 75 percent and will result in minimal
CSO impacts that would be consistent with the attainment of the Class Bcso water quality
standard. Due to the presence of non-CSO sources of pollution, however, it does not
appear that the Bcso standard will be met (Chapter 25, Section 2; Chapter 26, Section 9).

A-65. The FEIR should include a discussion of simple measures that can and should be
implemented by the communities serviced by the CBS-RES that would improve the
characteristics of any discharges to Boston Harbor.
39-9, Andrew DeSantis, City of Chelsea Dept. of Public Works

It is assumed that the types of simple measures referred to by this comment are termed
Best Management Practices, or BMPs. BMPs specific to Chelsea are discussed in detail
in the Draft Best Management Practices Report, dated February, 1996.

(~)

A-66. FEIR should contain a table summarizing CSO activations, volumes and loadings for
the entire planning area, similar to Table 8-1 in the Final Conceptual Plan.
41-2, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
A table similar to the table suggested by this comment appears as Table 5.3-1 in the
FEIR(Chapter 5, Section 3).

A-67. The FEIR should clarify if the monthly average fecal coliform of 200 FC/100 ml is
the arithmetic mean and, if so, whether the facilities will meet the geometric mean of 200
FC/lOOml.
41-14, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
The FEIR clarifies that the performance of Sodium hypochlorite disinfection is to
achieve a monthly average fecal coliform level of 200 FC/1 00 ml based on a geometric
mean. It may not be possible to meet an arithmetic mean of 200 FC/1 00 ml on an
average monthly basis. While a geometric mean would dampen the effect of a high
. value, an arithmetic mean would not (Chapters 13, 14, 16, and 18; Section 4).

A-68. A general discussion of pathogens would be useful in characterizing the risk of
remaining coliform loads from CSO facilities and storm water discharges.
41-16, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
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While the MWRA has some preliminary information to show that fecal coliform is a
reasonable indicator of pathogen kill, it is not the purpose of the FEIR to support the use
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of fecal coliform as an indicator organism for assessing the efficacy of disinfection. The
MWRA is willing to provide properly reviewed and qualified preliminary data on
pathogen reduction to the DEP or other parties upon request.
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A-69. Figure 28.5-1 is misleading since it shows no violations from Future Planned
Conditions-no CSO and Recommended Plan, where Figures 28.2-5 and 28.2-6 clearly show
violations in the sub-area (L Street Beach?)
41-42, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
Figure 28.5-1 presents future planned conditions flows and loads for the 3-month and 1year storm events, rather than hours of violation. As indicated in this figure, stormwater
is the predominant source of fecal coliform bacteria loads in this area and is responsible
for the violation of the shellfishing and swimming standards documented in Figures 28.25 and 28.2-6. (Figures 28.5-1, 28.2-5, and 28.2-6 from the DEIR appear as
Figures 26.5-1, 26.2-5, and 26.2-6 in the FEIR) (Chapter 26, Sections 2 and 5).

A-70. The FEIR should explain why the 3-month storm coliform load is shown to be
greater than the 1-year storm on Figure 28.12-4.
41-43, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
Figure 28.12-4 presents just the hours of violation of bacteria standards for the 3-month
storm. Figure 28.12-1 shows the future planned flows and loads to Lower Inner Harbor
for both the 3-month and 1-year storm events, but indicates that fecal coliform loading is
greater for the 1-year storm than the 3-month storm (Chapter 26, Section 12).

A-71. Does the text on Page 28-179, which states that areas near inner harbor CSOs do not
meet standards during dry weather, imply that there are dry weather overflows at this
location?
41-44, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
The statement regarding dry weather violations of the swimming standard near CSO
outfalls in the Upper Inner Harbor was based on data reported in MWRA Environmental
Quality Technical Reports 93-4 and 92-3. These data imply that at the time that the
sampling was conducted, there was a source of fecal coliform bacteria in the vicinity of
these outfalls not related to wet weather (Chapter 26, Section 12).

A-72. :VEIR should explain why, as shown on Figure 28.12-4, the hours of standards
violation increases from Future Planned Conditions to the Recommended Plan.
41-45, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
Figure 26.12-4 in the FEIR indicates that for the 3-month storm, the hours of violation of
the restricted shellfishing and swimming standards will be substantially reduced from
future planned conditions to the recommended plan. This plot also indicates no
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difference in the hours of violation between the recommended plan and future planned
conditions - non-CSO sources only.
A-73. What is the cause of the violations shown on Figure 28.2-6 (in the northwest corner),
if there will be no discharges of the Reserved Channel outfalls during the typical year (pg.
28-267)?
41-47, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
For the FEIR, the receiving water model has been updated to more accurately reflect the
location and quantity of stormwater discharged into the Reserved Channel. With these
revisions, no violation of the swimming standard is predicted in the Reserved Channel in
the 3-month storm under the Recommended Plan (Chapter.26, Section 2).
A-74. The FEIR should provide details and reference materials to support the statement on
page 6-3 that testing performed at existing CSO facilities by MWRA for NPDES reporting
purposes has determined that toxicity is not a parameter of concern.
44-5, S. David Graber, Consultant, Town of Winthrop
This statement is made based on the results of toxicity testing conducted by the MWRA
in accordance with NPDES permit requirements.

()

A-75. The FEIR should include the results of copper, lead, and zinc modeling mentioned
on pages 28.:.9 and 28-11.
44-6, S. David Graber, Consultant, Town of Winthrop
Copper, lead, and zinc modeling was not performed as part of the development of the
FEIR, and Chapter 26 (was Chapter 28 in the DEIR) has been modified accordingly.
Histograms are included in the FEIR which show that the loadings of copper, lead, and
zinc from CSOs are minor when compared to loadings of these contaminants from other
sources (Chapter 26, all sections).
A -76. The FEIR should include consideration of anticipated activation frequency,
duration, responsiveness and need for operator attention, in addition to size criterion, as
the basis for assuming wet scrubbers versus activated carbon for odor control (p. 8-38).
44-12, S. David Graber, Consultant, Town of Winthrop
_As described in Chapter 8 of the DEIR, the criterion used to select between activated
carbon and wet scrubber technology for odor control was airflow (which translates into
unit size and installed cost). This is an appropriate criterion for facilities planning. It
would be appropriate to re-examine odor control equipment selections during design. It
is not clear that activation frequency, duration, responsiveness, or the need for operator
attention would be factors in this evaluation. The ventilation systems for CSO facilities
will run continuously to prevent the accumulation of corrosive Hydrogen Sulfide gas and

lJ
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other constituents. The odor control systems will also run continuously and undergo
periodic operator checks as necessary.

A-77. The FEIR should reevaluate odor control giving the inlet air H2S design
concentration careful consideration and be based on data, particularly that collected in the
MWRA system (p. 8-39).
44-13, S. David Graber, Consultant, Town of Winthrop
The 25 PPM inlet air H 2S concentration cited on p. 8-39 of the DEIR is a typical design
value. There was consideration given to the high H2S concentrations observed in the data
collected on Deer Island, and it was felt that these levels were not reflective of the H2S
levels that would result at CSO control facilities. Data collected at the headworks would
be more representative of H2S levels that should be used for CSO odor control system
design. These data indicate that the average maximum hour H2S concentration in the
inlet to the odor control systems at the Columbus Park and Ward Street Headworks was
approximately 1 ppm. This indicates that the design value in the DEIR is appropriate for
facilities planning purposes.

A-78. In the FEIR, detention time should not be used as process/sizing criterion for grit
chambers, but scouring velocity should be added.
44-14, S. David Graber, Consultant, Town of Winthrop
The key sizing criteria for detention treatment facilities presented in Chapter 8 of the
DEIR was the peak overflow rate of 4,500 gpd/sf. In Appendix D of the DEIR, literature
values for design criteria for primary treatment, detention treatment, and grit chambers
are presented. Among the values presented are overflow rates and detention time. The
intent of presenting these data was to provide a comparison of the range of values for
these unit processes versus the selected design criteria for detention treatment facilities
used in the facilities planning program.

A-79. The FEIR should reevaluate the impact of CSO discharges to Alewife Brook as
revised modeling now shows that the amount of CSO discharge to Alewife Brook after the
recommended plan is approximately twice that estimated in the Conceptual Plan.
48-18, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
The receiving water model output and water quality discussions in the FEIR reflect the
updated SWMM model output for the Alewife Brook (Chapter 26, Section 9).

A-80. The complete elimination of CSOs from Alewife Brook should remain the long-term
goal.
48-19, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
Comment noted.
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A-81. The FEIR should give more information about the impacts the minimal level of CSO
control in Alewife Brook will have on the health of the entire Harbor, beyond the Mystic
River receiving water segment.
48-22, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
Under future planned conditions, the CSO activitations to Alewife Brook have minimal
impact on the level of fecal coliform in the Upper Mystic River at the Amelia Earhart
Dam. Under the recommended plan, the reduced level of CSO discharges in the Alewife
Brook have no measurable impact at the Earhart Dam. Dry-weather sources and
stormwater tributary to both the Alewife Brook and Upper Mystic River create the
greatest impact on fecal coliform density in the Upper Mystic River at the Earhart Dam
(Chapter 26, Section 9).

(5) SEWER SEPARATION ISSUES

A-82. Will sewer separation result in the elimination of SOM002 and SOM004?
15-1, Alewife/Mystic Area Resident, Alewife/Mystic Public Meeting
Yes, these CSO outfalls have been eliminated as a result of the now completed baffle
manhole separation upstream of these outfalls.
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A-83. What is the nature of sewer separation upstream of CAM002 and CAM004 • new
sanitary sewer, new storm sewer, or a mix?
15-2, Alewife/Mystic Area Resident, Alewife/Mystic Public Meeting
The nature of sewer separation upstream of CAM002 and CAM004 will involve a
combination of new sanitary sewers and new storm drains (Chapter 26, Section 9).
A-84. Where does stormwater go downstream of CAM004?
15-3, Alewife/Mystic Area Resident, Alewife/Mystic Public Meeting
An outfall runs from the CSO regulator in the circle on Concord Avenue behind the
Ground Round and into a small channel which is tributary to Alewife Brook (Chapter 26,
Section 9).
A-85. Where does the flow at CAM401 go?
15-4, Alewife/Mystic Area Resident, Alewife/Mystic Public Meeting
The CSO regulator for CAM401 is located at Sheridan Street, and the outfall runs
parallel to the railroad tracks in this area, and ties into the CAM004 outfall pipe near the
Alewife T Station.
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A-86. Does CAM401 carry stormwater?
15-5, Alewife/Mystic Area Resident, Alewife/Mystic Public Meeting
There is a separate storm drain in this area which discharges into the CAM40 1 outfall
pipe.

A-87. It is critical that the storm water separation projects be carefully monitored to
ensure that they result in a clean storm water system.
33-14, Ken Moraff, U.S. EPA Region I
Comment noted.

A-88. MWRA should formalize agreements with communities performing the sewer
separation projects to ensure that the remaining discharges contain only storm water. The
agreements should establish formal testing procedures.
33-15, Ken Moraff, U.S. EPA Region I
Formal agreements establishing project implementation and funding responsibilities
between MWRA and the CSO communities have been executed. The agreements
describe .the scope of the sewer separation work and the performance objectives of the
projects. Where closing of regulators is objective, MWRA will inspect all regulators
following the completion of construction to verify that they have been permanently
closed. Where CSO discharge reduction is the objective, MWRA in cooperation with the
community will perform temporary metering to validate that target level of CSO control
has been achieved. The new stormwater discharges will be subject to stormwater
permitting requirements that the community now must meet for its existing stormwater
discharges.

A-89. While separation projects are underway, the communities should evaluate the
adequacy of catch basins and other storm water drain structures to correct deficiencies.
33-17, Ken Moraff, U.S. EPA Region I
Comment noted.

A-90. The FEIR should consider that the low flow hydraulics of combined sewers
converted to sanitary sewers may provide a strong reason to replace the sanitary sewers
instead as under low-flow conditions sewers may not maintain scouring velocities.
44-15, S. David Graber, Consultant, Town of Winthrop
This comment is noted. The MWRA assumes that the CSO communities will address
this issue during the detailed design phase of the sewer separation projects.
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(6) STORMWATER AND NON-CSO ISSUES

A-91. The FEIR should explain more thoroughly; the environmental impacts associated
with increased stormwater discharge to waterways as a result of sewer separation.
13-6a, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
13-11, Jodi Sugerman, Coastal Advocacy Network
13-27, Joan LeBlanc, Boston Harbor Association
20-4, Anne Livingston, Riverways Program
23-6, Betsy Johnson, Technical Advisory Committee
23-7, Betsy Johnson, Technical Advisory Committee
48-9, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
48-10, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor Save the Bay
55-3, Stephen Greene, South End Resident
For the sewer separation projects, the effects of increased stormwater discharge as a
result of sewer separation were discussed in the DEIR in Chapter 28 under "Water
Quality Impacts of the Recommended Plan." This chapter appears in the FEIR as
Chapter 26. The discussion of stormwater impacts is expanded in the discussion of the
Charles River (Chapter 26, Section 6).

C)

A-92. The MDC should commit to provide full funding of the incremental cost of capturing
stormwater runoff from MDC-owned land (North Dorchester Bay) in advance of the
construction start.
13-23, Joe Favaloro, Executive Director, MWRA Advisory Board
24-6, Joseph Favaloro, MWRA Advisory Board
Comment noted. This issue will be considered further and resolved by the MWRA
following completion of the FEIR.

A-93. How can fecal coliform enter the system from storm drains?
15-7, Alewife/Mystic Area Resident, Alewife/Mystic Public Meeting
Animal waste, which can be washed into storm drains, contains fecal coliform. In
addition, illegal connections into storm drains may exist.

A-94. What other efforts are underway to clean up the non-CSO sources of pollutants?
15-13, Alewife/Mystic Area Resident, Alewife/Mystic Public Meeting
At the local level, efforts are underway to find and eliminate illegal connections and
discharge sources. At the state level, the development of a watershed-based regulatory
framework is ongoing.
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A-95. DEP must develop a management plan that addresses non-CSO pollution.
23-5, Betsy Johnson, Technical Advisory Committee
Comment noted.

A-96. The Commonwealth should assist communities' efforts to dispose of catch basin
wastes safely and at a reasonable cost.
23-8, Betsy Johnson, Technical Advisory Committee
47-3, Vivien Li, The Boston Harbor Association
Comment noted.

A-97. The FEIR should include discussion ofBMPs that localities can implement to
prevent and reduce stormwater flows, and refer to the forthcoming Final BMP Report to
be issued separately from the FEIR.
23-9, Betsy Johnson, Technical Advisory Committee
25-15, Robert Zimmerman, Jr., Charles River Watershed Association
This comment is noted. The draft BMP report, and the forthcoming final BMP report
will be referenced in the FEIR.

A-98. The FEIR should include a section detailing efforts to date to reduce infiltration and
inflow (and forecast future planned reductions in volume), and explain the relationship of
III reduction efforts to CSO control.

(-_.-)
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23-10, Betsy Johnson, Technical Advisory Committee
48-11, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
The relationship between III and CSO discharge volumes was documented in the
December, 1994 Final CSO Conceptual Plan and System Master Plan. It was
determined that even high levels of III control would not significantly impact CSOs. A
realistic level of III reduction, tied to flow based rates and the need to continually update
and improve infrastructure, has been assumed in flows used for development of CSO
facilities planning alternatives.

A-99. It should be clear that the North Dorchester Bay project does not set a precedent for
control and collection of stormwater in other areas by the MWRA.
24-7, Joseph Favaloro, MWRA Advisory Board
Comment noted.

A-100. The FEIR should detail efforts completed to date for the III reduction, as well as
forecasts of future volume reductions, if any, that are expected.
25-14, Robert Zimmerman, Jr., Charles River Watershed Association
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Refer to the response to Comment A-98. Both CSO and non-CSO communities
continually update and improve their local wastewater collection systems, which has a
positive impact on III. While these efforts are beneficial in terms of reducing the
transport and treatment of extraneous flows, and are supported by the MWRA Ill
Grant/Loan Program, reductions in Ill do not significantly impact CSO discharge
volume.

A-101. To the maximum extent possible, stormwater flows into sanitary sewers should be
eliminated.
33-16, Ken Moraff, U.S. EPA Region I
This comment is noted. Opportunities to eliminate separate stormwater sources from
sanitary (or combined) sewers have been pursued by the MWRA throughout its CSO
control program. The SOP Program provided system data and knowledge to support
these efforts. In addition, member communities continuously seek to remove stormwater
sources from sanitary and combined sewers.

A-102. FEIR should briefly discuss the jurisdictional responsibilities for stormwater
management and control in Volume I, Chapter 1.
41-20, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
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Chapter 2 of the FEIR (was Chapter 1 in the DEIR) briefly discusses that while the
MWRA is responsible for CSOs, the local communities are responsible for stormwater
management.

A-103. Charles River fecal coliform profiles (Figure 6.1-4,5,6) do not seem to account for
the treatment of large volumes of stormwater in the recommended plan.
41-23, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
These profiles, as presented in the DEIR, do account for the treatment of a substantial
stormwater volume through the Stony Brook CSO Facility. They also reflect the
significant fecal coliform loads from other stormwater and upstream sources. Similar
profiles presented in the FEIR are not based on treated stormwater, because the Stony
Brook Screening and Disinfection Facility has been replaced by a sewer separation
project. Receiving water modeling indicates that changing from a screening and
disinfection facility to sewer separation would have a relatively minor impact on the
hours of violation of water quality standards in the Lower Charles River. For the 1-year
storm, the swimming standard would be violated for the entire 4-day duration of the
model simulation under both alternatives. With sewer separation, the hours of violation
of the boating standard at a location 1,300 feet downstream of outfall MWR023 would
increase from 52 to 56 hours. At the Charles River Dam, the hours of violation would
increase from zero to 18 hours. This difference, however, is due to a very small increase
in fecal coliform density from just under the boating standard to just over the standard
(Chapter 14, Section 3).
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A-104. In Chapter 28.8.1, the last line under "State Use Designation", most, if not all, of
the flow from the Muddy River is now directed to the Back Bay Fens. The BWSC can
provide further information about this recent change.
45-17, Aldo Ghirin, Senior Planner, Boston Parks and Recreation Dept.
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This comment was discussed with the BWSC to confirm that the Muddy River flow was
recently re-routed at the Brookline Avenue Gatehouse to flow into the Back Bay Fens
instead of through the Muddy River Conduit. Control gates were added at the Brookline
Avenue Gate house as part of a recent BWSC project to rehabilitate the Muddy River
Conduit. The gates are normally closed, but are opened when storms are predicted to
allow excess wet weather flow to discharge through the Muddy River Conduit
(Chapter 26, Section 8).
A-105. The FEIR should identify priority areas form efforts.
48-12, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
Refer to the responses to Comments A-98 and A-100. While Ill control is beneficial in
terms of reducing the volume of extraneous flows to be transported and treated, it does
not significantly impact CSO discharge volume.
A-106. The FEIR should evaluate cost-effective opportunities to add stormwater
improvements, such as catch basins, screening and disinfection facilities and/or retention
basins, during CSO construction and the cosUbenefits of storm water treatment facilities.
13-8, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
13-28, Joan LeBlanc, Boston Harbor Association
20-3, Anne Livingston, Riverways Program
47-2, Vivien Li, The Boston Harbor Association
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Stormwater controls, such as improved catch basin designs, will be considered as costeffective measures as part of sewer separation projects, or other projects where the
stormwater controls are appurtenant to the main project. These projects and appurtenant
stormwater controls will be designed and implemented by the CSO communities, which
are responsible for stormwater management. While the MWRA is responsible for the
control of CSOs, the Authority is not responsible for stormwater management, and
considers it inappropriate to address the cost-effectiveness of stormwater treatment and
control in the FEIR.

(7) DISINFECTION ISSUES

A-107. The FEIR should explain more thoroughly the environmental impacts associated
with chlorination and dechlorination and data on alternative forms of treatment.
13-4, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor Save the Bay
r
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13-6b, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor Save the Bay
24-3, Joseph Favaloro, MWRA Advisory Board
41-17, Steven G. Lipman, Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection
47-5, Vivien Li, The Boston Harbor Association
48-6, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor Save the Bay
55-4, Stephen Greene, South End Resident
The Recommended CSO Control Plan section of the FEIR will include a general
discussion of the proposed disinfection technology, including the potential effects of
residual chlorine on aquatic life. (Chapter 26, Section 1).

A-108. The FEIR should include a chart detailing the disinfection technologies available,
their costs, where they will be used, and what their predicted effects will be.
23-3, Betsy Johnson, Technical Advisory Committee
33-4, Betsy Johnson, Technical Advisory Committee
48-7, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
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Chapter 8 of the DEIR included a discussion of the three disinfection technologies
considered for site-specific project applications. The three technologies available are:
sodium hypochlorite disinfection followed by dechlorination; sodium bromide
disinf~ction; and ultraviolet light disinfection. Disinfectant dosages, detention times, and
effectiveness (effluent fecal coliform concentrations) are discussed in Chapter 8 of the
DEIR. Costs for the disinfection technologies were determined to be project-specific,
and are addressed in DEIR Chapters 13 to 27 as applicable. While Chapter 8 is not
repeated in the FEIR, FEIR Chapters 10 to 24 (which correspond to DEIR Chapters 13 to
27) address tl:ie costs and site-specific application of disinfection technologies as
applicable.

A-109. The FEIR should examine the relative impacts and benefits of the sodium
hypochlorite/sodium bromide technology for disinfection and dechlorination, relative to
the potential for depletion of dissolved oxygen in the immediate vicinities of the discharges.
25-9, Robert Zimmerman, Jr., Charles River Watershed Association
48-6, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
Sodium bromide disinfection remains a relatively unproven technology. If this
technology proves to be effective at killing fecal coliform to the levels demanded by the
MWRA's NPDES Permit and is shown not to be toxic to aquatic life, it could be
considered by the MWRA in the future. Sodium hypochlorite and sodium bromide are
blended on-site to produce hypobromous acid, the active disinfectant. It would be
possible to retrofit the currently planned sodium hypochlorite I sodium bisulfite systems
to use sodium bromide in the future.
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Recent data being assembled by the MWRA suggests that dissolved oxygen depletion
will not occur in the vicinity of CSO discharges as a result of sodium bisulfite
dechlorination, even if an overdose of sodium bisulfite is applied (Chapter 26, Section 1).

A-110. The FEIR should note that sulfur dioxide is much more hazardous than sodium
bisulfite/metabisulfite and should be ruled out for that reason.
44-8, S. David Graber, Consultant, Town of Winthrop
The DEIR and FEIR compare sulfur dioxide and sodium bisulfite dechlorination on a
project-specific basis, including a comparison of public safety concerns. While these
comparisons favor sodium bisulfite, which is selected for use on all projects where
dechlorination is required based on cost and other factors (including public safety
concerns), it was not felt that sulfur dioxide should be ruled out solely based on public
safety concerns.
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A-111. The FEIR should explain why sodium bromide/sodium hypochlorite disinfection
does not require dechlorination to prevent the discharge of toxic residuals (page 8-30).
44-10, S. David Graber, Consultant, Town of Winthrop
Based on limited data available on this emerging disinfection technology, the active
bromine residual breaks down quickly enough to not warrant debromination. This is
discussed in more detail in the October 1996 Draft Technical Memorandum on Planning
and Design Criteria, CSO Technologies and Field Investigations. It should be noted that
studies are ongoing in Burlington, VT, where this technology is in use for CSO
treatment, to assess bromine toxicity in Lake Champlain related to the brominated CSO
effluent.
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A-112. The FEIR should cite evidence that trihalomethane byproducts at the levels that
could occur from chlorination/dechlorination are toxic to aquatic life (page 11-26).
44-11, S. David Graber, Consultant, Town of Winthrop
This comment relates to one evaluation criterion used to compare disinfection
alternatives. The criterion, "Aquatic Toxicity Considerations", was used to compare
disinfection alternatives based on: (1) the need to dechlorinate to prevent the discharge of
toxic disinfectant residual; and (2) the potential production of trihalomethane byproducts
during disinfection. Trihalomethanes are potential carcinogens, and this consideration
was used to compare disinfection alternatives relative to this criterion. It is clarified,
howeve(, that the intermittent nature of CSO discharges and the .level of trihalomethane
formation that would potentially occur from CSO chlorination would not likely be toxic
to aquatic life.

A-113. The FEIR should add the recommended disinfection, dechlorination and floatables
control technologies to Table 4.3-2, Chapter 28, and elsewhere as appropriate.
44-17, S. David Graber, Consultant, Town of Winthrop
B-A-28
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Table 4.3-2 in the DEIR was intended to present a concise overview of the recommended
CSO plan. It would not be appropriate to include the selected disinfection technology in
this table, and it is noted that comparable project details are not included for other types
of projects. Chapter 4 of the DEIR (which is Chapter 5 in the FEIR) included
descriptions of the recommended CSO control projects. These write-ups have been
expanded in the FEIR to include the identification of disinfection, dechlorination, and
floatables control technologies applied to CSO treatment projects.
A-114. The FEIR should include some discussion of what disinfection and floatables
control technologies were recommended and the reasons why, possibly in Chapters 8
and/or 11. MEPA-wavered projects should also be included.
44-18, S. David Graber, Consultant, Town of Winthrop
Disinfection and floatables control technologies were evaluated, compared, and
recommended on a project-specific basis. These discussions are presented in Chapters 10
to 24 of the FEIR. Documentation of the selection of disinfection and floatables control
technologies for MEPA-wavered projects is presented in technical memoranda on predesign planning for these projects.
A-115. Priorities for water quality in relation to disinfection facilities need to be clarified.
47-4, Vivien Li, The Boston Harbor Association
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This comment is noted. It is assumed that the comment relates to trade-offs between the
benefits of killing fecal coliform versus the potentially harmful effects of sodium
hypochlorite or sodium bisulfite on the aquatic environment. Based on the present
regulatory environment, the MWRA believes that disinfection facilities represent one
feasible CSO control option that is appropriate based on the site-specific evaluation and
comparison of alternatives.

(8) FLOATABLES CONTROL ISSUES

A-116. Assessments of the effectiveness of CSO floatables control recommendations should
be included in the discussions of water quality impacts.
44-3, S. David Graber, Consultant, Town of Winthrop
The effectiveness of CSO floatables control technologies was presented in Chapter 8 of
the DEIR in terms of the clear spacing of screens, bars, or netting mesh as applicable and
in terms of the quantity of floatables that would be captured by the technology in units of
cubic feet per million gallons of CSO discharge volume. Data do not appear to exist to
support estimates of the effectiveness of floatables control alternatives in terms of the
percent reduction of floatables achievable, which would more readily relate to water
quality impacts. In terms of the overall MWRA CSO program, floatables control
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technologies play only a partial role in the control of this pollutant type. Reductions in
CSO volume result in commensurate reductions in floatables. Best Management
Practices (BMPs) are also expected to control the discharge of floatables. Floatables
control technologies will reduce the discharge of floatables that remain after these other
methods have been employed.

A-117. In the discussion offloatables control, reference of the report "Draft Technical
Memorandum on Pre-design Planning for Floatables Control at Outfalls Not Associated
with Other CSO Controls" prepared by M&E in Jan.1996 should be included.
44-9, S. David Graber, Consultant, Town of Winthrop
This comment is noted. The discussion of floatables control was presented in Chapter 8
of the DEIR, which is not repeated in the FEIR.

A-118. Underflow baffles should not be selected as the preferred technology for floatables
control until a full scale demonstration project that demonstrates their effectiveness under
a variety of conditions has been completed.
33-18, Ken Moraff, U.S. EPA Region I
41-5, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
Underflow baffles are selected as the recommendation technology for floatables control
for a number of projects, but in each case the recommendation is conditioned by a
statement that if the pending field evaluations indicate that underflow baffles are
problematic, alternatives involving other floatables control technologies should be
developed. The basis for this recommendation is presented in Chapters 10 to 24 as
appropriate.
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A-119. Until the underflow baffle study is complete, the FEIR should evaluate an
alternative using a proven technology, including its environmental impacts.
33-19, Ken Moraff, U.S. EPA Region I
As presented in Chapters 10 to 24 of the FEIR (Chapters 13 to 27 of the DEIR) as
appropriate, detailed evaluations of floatables control alternatives were conducted for a
total of 38 regulators and/or outfalls as part of the MWRA' s Draft Technical
Memorandum on Pre-Design Planning for Floatables Control at Outfalls Not Associated
with Other CSO Controls. At each location, underflow baffles were the least expensive
_structural alternative by at least an order of magnitude, and had the least environmental
impacts during construction. On this basis, the MWRA feels justified in selecting
underflow baffles as the preferred floatables control technology in the FEIR, pending the
results of ongoing field performance testing.
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A-120. Believes that the estimated capital cost for construction and installation of
underflow baffles ($13,000 each) is too low because it does not include the cost of new
structures (manholes, chambers) to house the baffles.
36-29, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
The MWRA presently does not believe that new structures will be required to house the
baffles. A field investigation is currently underway to assess the implementation
difficulties associated with the installation of underflow baffles into existing CSO
regulators. Based on pre-installation inspections conducted to date, it would appear
feasible to install each of the three prototype baffles into the existing regulators.
A-121. Believes that existing manholes will be too small to house the baffles and to also
provide access for inspections, repairs, and cleaning.
36-30, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
This comment is noted. Refer to the response to Comment A-120, which addresses these
issues.
A-122. Requests the opportunity to work with MWRA in establishing the design criteria
for underflow baffles for floatables control projects, and will require design review and
approval of the baffles.
36-31, John P: Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
This comment is noted. The MWRA anticipates establishing design criteria for
underflow baffles as part of the finalization of the Draft Technical Memorandum on PreDesign Planning for Floatables Control at Outfalls Not Associated with Other CSO
Controls, anticipated to occur in early 1998. Most baffle installations will be designed
and implemented by the communities. The MWRA will coordinate with BWSC on the
design and implementation of underflow baffles undertaken by the Authority.
A-123. The FEIR should further clarify and justify the recommendation of underflow
baffles as the floatables control technology at non-facility CSO locations.
41-5, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
Refer to the responses to Comments A-118 and A-119, which address this comment.
The MWRA believes that the recommendation for selecting underflow baffles as the
_preferred floatables control technology in the FEIR, pending the results of ongoing field
performance testing, is adequately justified.
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A-124. The DEIR does not indicate if using in-line or end-of-pipe netting systems are still
proposed for outfalls BOS060, CAM017, CAM004, or SOM001A.
41-6, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
While the MWRA anticipates revising the recommendation for the use of netting systems
at these outfalls, this will be determined as part of the finalization of the Draft Technical
Memorandum on Pre-Design Planning for Floatables Control at Outfalls Not Associated
with Other CSO Controls, anticipated to occur in early 1998.

A-125. The plan calls for the installation of a single baffle in most cases, while alternative
baffle configurations appeared to have additional benefit.
41-8, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
A single baffle configuration would be recommended for use where flow is normally into
the interceptor connection during periods of CSO discharge. It would also be possible to
use a slightly different single baffle configuration where flow is normally reversing in the
interceptor connection during periods of CSO discharge. A multiple baffle configuration
would offer the greatest performance advantage for locations where the flow in the
interceptor connection is both in the normal and reverse direction during CSO
discharges.

A-126. MWRA should consider higher levels of floatables control at outfall BOS070.
41-9, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
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Outfall BOS070 will be provided with a high level of control of CSO floatables. Most of
the CSO flow discharged from this outfall is from the Union Park Pump Station, which
will be treated in detention basins followed by horizontal discharge screens with clear
openings of 0.16-inches. Other CSO discharges tributary to outfall BOS070 will
discharge infrequently and will result in minimal CSO impacts, consistent with the
attainment of SBcso water quality standards. Underflow baffles are proposed for
floatables control at these locations (Chapter 18, Section 4).

A-127. In addition to field studies, it is suggested that experience be gained incrementally
with underflow baffles, both as to their effectiveness and any operational problems, to
better enable a mid-course change in the method of floatables control if required.
41-7, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MA DEP
44-16, S. David Graber, Consultant, Town of Winthrop
This comment is noted. The MWRA is presently conducting field studies to assess the
performance of underflow baffles. It is anticipated that, if the field study results are
promising, the baffles will begin to be designed and installed. If early installations cause
problems, the use of underflow baffles will be reassessed.
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(9) SPECIAL ISSUES
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A-128. The FEIR should address in detail the comments that were made at the public
information meetings.
13-15, Stephen Greene, CSO Technical Advisory Committee
55-6, Stephen Greene, South End Resident
All comments and questions made at the public meetings have been included and
answered in the FEIR. The transcripts to the public meetings and public hearings are
contained in Appendix A. Refer to the matrix at the front of Appendix B (Table B-1) for
a summary of the comments and the location of the response.

A-129. The FEIR should include or at least summarize the operation and maintenance
plans for the facilities and identify the parties responsible for specific tasks.
23-13, Betsy Johnson, Technical Advisory Committee
55-5, Stephen Greene, South End Resident
59-12, Trudy Coxe, Secretary, Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
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The MWRA Sewerage Division currently has the expertise to operate and maintain CSO
facilities that are similar to the facilities proposed under this program. As part of the
design and construction phase for these projects, the MWRA will develop staffing and
training pr9grams to support the integration of the new facilities into the overall MWRA
collection, transport and treatment system.

A-130. Commitment by the Commonwealth to provide funding at the state level and
support the request of additional funding at the federal level will be a crucial element in
timely implementation of this ambitious program.
24-5, Joseph Favaloro, MWRA Advisory Board
This comment is noted. The MWRA will pursue state and federal funding that may be
available for the implementation of this program.

A-131. Massport requests formal commitment from MWRA (in the FEIR) to continue to
coordinate with Massport regarding the resolution of issues listed, and issues that may
arise to the extent that final design/mitigation is not available for inclusion in the FEIR.
30-17, Gordon B. King, Mas sport
The MWRA will continue to coordinate with Massport on outstanding issues and issues
that may arise during subsequent project phases.
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A-132. Requests that decisions on the ownership, operation and maintenance of new
regulators be decided on a case-by-case basis, depending on the nature of the facility.
36-32, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
This comment is noted. As design proceeds, it will be possible to determine the proper
parties to own and operate regulators or other appurtenant structures and facilities based
on the nature of the main facility.

A-133. The FEIR should contain a long-term commitment by the MWRA to eliminate
CSO discharges to all recreational waters.
45-4, Aldo Ghirin, Senior Planner, Boston Parks and Recreation Dept.
The MWRA is mandated, by federal court order and schedule, to develop and implement
a CSO control plan that is in compliance with applicable policies, laws and regulations.
The FEIR presents such a CSO control plan, and demonstrates compliance. While it is
recognized that, in the future, higher levels of CSO control may be required, it is not the
intent or purpose of the MWRA to specifically address higher levels of CSO control in
the FEIR.

A-134. The FEIR should identify areas where improvement during construction would be
appropriate and cost-effective. Communities should be encouraged to work closely with
the MWRA to complete these upgrades.
48-14, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
It is assumed that this comment refers to improvements which could be made in
community systems that would compliment the performance of the recommended plan.
Where such opportunities have been identified, they have been integrated into the
recommended plan presented in the FEIR.

A-135. The FEIR should give some estimates for the costs and benefits should Boston
Water and Sewer Commission assume operation of eliminated MWRA CSO treatment
plants as storm water treatment plants.
48-15, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
This comment relates to the treatment of separate stormwater, which is not within the
MWRA' s jurisdiction and is beyond the scope of the FEIR.

A-136. The issues outlined by the Charles River Watershed Association in their MEPA
comment letter should be addressed in the FEIR.
48-17, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
All issues outlined by the Charles River Watershed Association have been included and
answered in the FEIR.
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A-137. The FEIR should give a description of additional CSO control measures, and cost
estimates, which are likely to be cost-effective in the future when other pollution sources
are minimized for the Upper Inner Harbor and Mystic/Chelsea Confluence receiving water
segments.
48-21, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
The recommended level of CSO control for outfalls which discharge to the Upper Inner
Harbor and the Mystic/Chelsea Confluence is consistent with the attainment of the SBcso
water quality standard. It is not clear at this time that a higher level of control would be
warranted in the future even if other sources of pollution are reduced.

(10) MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES

A-138. Urges MWRA to coordinate with other construction projects to minimize impacts
on neighborhoods.
13-29, Joan LeBlanc, Boston Harbor Association
47-6, Vivien Li, The Boston Harbor Association
49-18, Bryan Glascock, City of Boston Environment Dept.
49-19, Bryan Glascock, City of Boston Environment Dept.

)

The MWRA has established contact with numerous state and local agencies to determine
whether coordination with other area construction projects would be possible. The
environmental baseline and impacts as a result of other construction projects was
included in the DEIR in Sections 4.6 and 5.6 (Institutional Issues and Development
Plans) of each project chapter (Chapters 13-27). Continued correspondence and
coordination with agencies concerning other area construction projects has continued and
additional information is presented in the FEIR (Chapters 10 to 24), and consultation will
continue during the design and construction phases. MWRA will make all possible
attempts to coordinate construction with area projects to reduce the cumulative impacts
on residents and avoid impacts on areas recently renovated or repaired.

A-139. Any additional mitigation should be in the form of improved access to/along the
harbor.
13-30, Joan LeBlanc, Boston Harbor Association
The Draft EIR indicated several projects where mitigation would include improved
access to the harbor. These measures will likely be required to obtain Chapter 91
licenses and Coastal Zone Management certification. In the DEIR, proposed mitigation
for the Reserved Channel Pumping Facility at Site J North included coordinate with
MDC to develop surrounding area as park (DEIR, p. 16-134). Mitigation for other
projects located along the waterfront (i.e. North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit,

)
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Charlestown BOS019 Storage Conduit) in existing parks will be considered consistent
with the MWRA mitigation policies. Improving access to the waterfront is not an
appropriate mitigation for projects that are located away from the waterfront and/or
outside of the coastal zone. Final mitigation measures for all projects will be determined
during the design and permitting phase of the project.

)

A-140. How will the CSO project affect sewerage rates?
14-13, South Boston Resident, South Boston Public Meeting
The estimated capital cost of the recommended CSO control plan is $451,298,000. To
assess the impact of this program on annual household rates, the MWRA estimated
household rates using future budget estimates, with and without the recommended CSO
plan included. The results of this analysis show that the impact of the CSO control plan
increases the annual household charge by up to $32, a 2.7 percent increase (Chapter 27,
Section 3).
A-141. Are there always four 3-month storms per year?
15-6, Alewife/Mystic Area Resident, Alewife/Mystic Public Meeting
The 3-month and 1-year storms are defined based on statistical averages. It is possible to
have more or less than four storms equal to or larger than a 3-month storm in a given
year.
A-142. Is it possible to determine if fecal coliform is from humans or animals?
15-8, Alewife/Mystic Area Resident, Alewife/Mystic Public Meeting

)

\

While tests can be performed to determine the origin of fecal coliform bacteria, such tests
are expensive and impractical to perform on a routine basis. Fecal coliform analyses are
used as a water quality determinant (e.g., whether beaches should be closed) because the
testing is rapid and environmentally protective.
A-143. How much bacteria is normally found in a liter of water?
15-11, Alewife/Mystic Area Resident, Alewife/Mystic Public Meeting
Combined sewage, which is a mixture of raw sewage and stormwater, contains an
average of about 500,000 bacteria in every 100 milliliters. Bacteria are usually
quantified in terms of the number of bacteria per 100 milliliters. A concentration of
· 500,000. per 100 milliliters would equate to about 5 million bacteria
in a liter.
.
A-144. What impact will the CSO control program have on land use controls? For
example, if a condo were to be built, would it be required to connect to a sanitary sewer?
15-15, Alewife/Mystic Area Resident, Alewife/Mystic Public Meeting
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The MWRA allows stormwater into its system within CSO areas. The municipality in
which the development would occur would have the final say on whether the developer
would be required to install separate sanitary and storm drain service.

A-145. Recommends that 20% of the program-wide budget for construction be allocated
to new initiatives and the timetable be lengthened appropriately.
18-1, Sam Bass Warner, Jr., MA Institute of Technology
This comment is noted. The commentor appears to suggest that the MWRA assume a
more broad role as a "manager of the hydrologic systems of the Boston Drainage
Basin ... " The MWRA's responsibility for the control of CSOs, which is the topic of
the DEIR and FEIR, is scoped by the federal court order under which the work has
been conducted. In addition to its responsibility for the water environment of its
service area, the MWRA is responsible to its ratepayers. It is therefore not the
MWRA's intent to provide funding in the amount of 20 percent of the program-wide
budget to fund "additional ~lternative measures that could mitigate the flow and quality
of run-off within the four target cities."

A-146. The FEIR should confirm that the Guidelines for Engineering and Construction
Practices will be used to establish mitigation for the CSO projects and contain the full text
of the guidelines.

)

23-12, Betsy Johnson, CSO Technical Advisory Committee
24-8, Joseph Favaloro, MWRA Advisory Board
24-9, Joseph Favaloro, MWRA Advisory Board
59-9, Trudy Coxe, Secretary, Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
The Guidelines were used to establish mitigation for the CSO projects and the full text of
the guidelines is contained in Appendix L.

A-147. MWRA should examine the alternative upgrade scenarios at the Cottage Farm
CSO Facility to ensure that permit compliance monitoring will be possible.
25-10, Robert Zimmerman, Jr., Charles River Watershed Association
The MWRA is currently designing modifications to the Cottage Farm CSO Facility that
will enable compliance with anticipated NPDES Permit terms and conditions.

A-148. MWRA should use the cost savings resulting from the CAM005 hydraulic relief
project (approximately $10 million) to develop other CSO control strategies in the area
such as separation, storage, or reduction of stormwater infiltration and flow.
25-18, Robert Zimmerman, Jr., Charles River Watershed Association
The MWRA has developed CSO controls that are consistent with applicable policies,
laws, and regulations, water quality goals, cost-effectiveness analysis, and the attainment
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of water quality benefits. It would be inappropriate to apply cost savings from one
project to others, or to otherwise commit public funds for CSO control unless the
expenditure was consistent with this basis for the development of CSO controls.

A-149. The statement "additional controls are not likely to be required" (pg. 6-22,
paragraph 2) is presumptive and should be omitted.
25-22, Robert Zimmerman, Jr., Charles River Watershed Association
The referenced statement on p. 6-22 of the DEIR was meant to reflect that the
recommended plan will provide an extremely high level of control and based on current
data, it does not appear that additional controls would be required. It is not felt that the
referenced statement is presumptive and it has been included in the FEIR.

A-150. BRAIEDIC does not agree with statement in Table 8-1 which projects a 5%
decrease in population for the City of Boston (North) from the present to 2025, and
believes that there will be a reversal of the decline in the City's population in the next
decades.
29-27, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRAIEDIC
Comment noted.

A-151. The U.S. EPA has now designated the City of Boston to be in attainment for carbon
monoxide (pg. 10-17).
29-28, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRAIEDIC

()

Comment noted. This comment does not change any of the baseline discussion or the
impact analysis. The only part of the DEIR that would change as a result of this
comment is the air quality methodology discussion, which states that the Boston area is
designated as non-attainment for carbon monoxide.

A-152. The FEIR should include traffic management plans, including specifics regarding
the extent and timing of proposed road and lane closures and provisions for maintaining
access to nearby Massport facilities and services.
30-1, Gordon B. King, Massport
The evaluation of potential traffic impacts in the DEIR contains a discussion of general
_impacts of construction on traffic, including the extent of width or lane reductions,
parking loss, or anticipated street closures. However, specifics of the extent and timing
of these impacts will not be available until the design phase of the project as the exact
alignment and thus the location in the roadway of the trenches or shafts is not yet known.
There are no anticipated project impacts that would result in closure of roads to Massport
facilities and services. Project impacts may, however, result in temporary delays in
traffic flow due to lane reductions and alternate routes to Massport facilities may be
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preferable if available. A detailed traffic management plan for each project will be
prepared during the design stage.

A-153. The FEIR should include soil management plans that address the characterization,
handling and disposal of soils, particularly contaminated soils, including appropriate
assurances relative to MCP liabilities at or near our properties.
30-2, Gordon B. King, Massport
A more complete geotechnical and hazardous materials investigation program will occur
during the design phase of each project. At that time, detailed management plans
characterizing soils and volumes to be disposed of will be developed. The DEIR and
FEIR account for soil management and disposal costs and impacts based on available
information.

A-154. For projects in and adjacent to Massport property, the FEIR should provide actual
locations of equipment and material staging areas, shafts for microtunnelling operations,
and other construction areas, plus appropriate commitments to minimizing impacts.
30-3, Gordon B. King, Massport

)

The actual locations of shafts, staging areas and other construction areas will not be
known until the design stage. The general locations of tunneling shafts based on
construction constraints were included in the DEIR, and changes will be included in the
FEIR. However, the final location of the shafts will be selected during the design phase
to meet construction and operational requirements as well as to minimize impacts,
particularly to traffic. Actual locations of staging areas will likely not be known until the
construction phase of the project. The DEIR identified and evaluated staging areas of
minimal size (generally areas greater than 0.25 acre), however, no sites were
recommended. The construction contractor is generally responsible for making
arrangements for use of staging areas, and may negotiate for use of one or several of
those identified or may prefer to use other sites inside or outside the project area.

A-155. The FEIR should describe measures that will be taken to minimize the likelihood
and extent of ground settlement and provide plans for monitoring of and response to
settling impacts.
30-5, Gordon B. King, Massport
49-20, Bryan Glascock, City of Boston Environment Dept
54-3, Alphonse Roche, S. Boston Resident
The FEIR generally discusses measures that will minimize settlement, such as the prompt
grouting of the annulus between the tunnel lining and the bore. During design,
requirements for monitoring settlement, vibration, and groundwater impacts of the
construction work will be developed.
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A-156. Page 4-4 incorrectly states that 3 new CSO treatment facilities are to be
constructed.
33-24, Ken Moraff, U.S. EPA Region I
Page 4-4 states that 3 new CSO treatment/pumping facilities will be constructed. This
statement was not intended to imply that each of the three facilities would provide
treatment, as the DEIR proposed treatment at the Stony Brook and Union Park facilities,
and pumping at the Reserved Channel facility. This is clarified in the FEIR (Chapter 5,
Section 3).
A-157. DEP will work with MWRA to establish an appropriate concentration of H 2S for
odor threshold since plan currently uses 8 ppm, and other wastewater projects have used
lower thresholds (pg. 10-20).
41-24, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
41-25, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
As explained in the methodologies section of the DEIR, the 0.008 ppm (8 ppb) threshold
that was used as the odor threshold in the DEIR impact assessment was obtained from the
most recent literature provided by the Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Protection's (MA DEP) Office of Research and Standards. When information regarding
H2S odor thresholds was requested from the MA DEP Office of Research and Standards
during the preparation of the DEIR, the MA DEP Office of Research and Standards
provided a 1991 publication by the American Conference of Governmental Industrial
Hygienists, Inc. entitled Documentation of the Threshold Limit Values and Biological
Exposure Indices, 6th Edition. This publication states that an odor threshold of 0.008 has
been reported for H2S. Consequently, this is the threshold value which was used to
assess odor impacts in the DEIR.

(

. )

A-158. Figure 4.3-1 indicates both outfalls BOS010 and BOS013 will be closed- the FEIR
should clarify if any outfalls will be permanently closed (see pg. 28-206).
41-46, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
Figure 4.3-1 in the DEIR indicates that outfalls BOSOlO and BOS015 will be closed.
The FEIR includes a table that presents the proposed status of each existing CSO outfall.
In addition, Figure 28.12-5 (and other figures similarly affected) have been modified to
show CSO outfalls to remain and CSO outfalls to be closed as shown on Figure 4.3-1
_(Chapter 5, Section 3; and Chapter 26, Section 12).
A-159. The FEIR should clearly identify, in map and tabular presentations, those locations
where non-disinfected CSOs will be discharged, including the average frequency of such
discharges.
44-1, S. David Graber, Consultant, Town ofWinthrop
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The FEIR includes a table (Table 5.3-2) which presents the recommended CSO control
plan for each of the 81 CSO outfalls addressed by the MWRA' s CSO control program.
This table clearly identifies those locations where non-disinfected CSOs will be
discharged following plan implementation. Elsewhere in the FEIR, the location of all
CSOs is mapped, and the annual discharge frequency and volume, based on a typical
rainfall year, is presented (Chapter 5, Section 3).
A-160. The FEIR should include a discussion of means of effectively restricting swimming
in affected areas for the necessary period following CSO discharges, and should include
public education.
44-2, S. David Graber, Consultant, Town of Winthrop
It is recognized that activated carbon is a simpler odor control system to operate and
requires less complex equipment than a wet scrubber system. However, once air flow
rates exceed 20,000 cubic feet per minute, the space required for an activated carbon
system becomes excessive. The odor control technology identified for each CSO project
in the DEIR was chosen for planning purposes. The appropriate type of odor control for
each CSO project will be evaluated in more detail during design. It should be noted that
activation frequency was not considered a differentiating factor regarding the type of
odor control best suited to each CSO project.

\)

A-161. The FEIR should correct the first paragraph of Section 28.4 (Neponset River, pg.
28-69) to read 11 • • • includes implementing a sewer separation plan which ultimately
eliminates CSOs ••• 11 •
44-19, S. David Graber, Consultant, Town of Winthrop
This paragraph has been revised to clarify that the sewer separation project will
ultimately eliminate CSOs (Chapter 26, Section 4).
A-162. Should the reference at the bottom of pg. 28-6 be MWRA, 1994a?
44-20, S. David Graber, Consultant, Town of Winthrop
It appears that the reference at the bottom of page 28-6 in the DEIR should have been
MWRA, 1994a. It is noted that all references cited in the FEIR have been checked and
citations revised as appropriate.

A-163 •. The FEIR should include O'Shea & Kennedy (1988) on pg. 28-7 and USEPA, 1988a
on pages 28-12 and 28-13 in the List of References.
44-21, S. David Graber, Consultant, Town of Winthrop
The full citation has been added to the list of references.
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A-164. Suggest that the Final FP/EIR be provided in the form of replacement pages. If it
is decided to publish the Final FP/EIR in its entirety, a thorough guide to changes from the
Draft version needs to be provided.
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44-22, S. David Graber, Consultant, Town of Winthrop
The final FP/EIR does not repeat the DEIR in its entirety. Certain DEIR chapters (e.g.,
chapters that present the engineering and planning methodologies) are not repeated in the
FEIR. Other chapters (e.g., the chapters that discuss individual projects) were
sufficiently changed as to make re-publication desirable for completeness and clarity.
Chapter 1 of the FEIR clearly summarizes changes made since the DEIR.

A-165. The FEIR should consider the Back Bay Fens under priority ranking "2" in Table
29-1.
45-1, Aldo Ghirin, Senior Planner, Boston Parks and Recreation Dept.
While this comment was considered, the MWRA does not believe that the Back Bay Fens
is comparable to the Charles River in terms of supporting intensive secondary contact
recreation, and the Back Bay Fens remains in the Priority Ranking "3" category
(Chapter 27).

A-166. The FEIR should indicate how numerical priority rankings finally resulted in an
alphabetical priority ranking of A, B or C.
45-2, Aldo Ghirin, Senior Planner, Boston Parks and Recreation Dept.

()

The numerical priority rankings presented in Table 29-1 of the DEIR were used to
establish waterbody priorities. W aterbody priorities were one of several criteria
considered in prioritizing projects as A, B, or C (Chapter 27).

A-167. The MWRA should coordinate with the Parks and Recreation Dept. throughout the
design and construction process -- especially at the very beginning of the process -- to
minimize the disruption of construction on park users.
45-5, Aldo Ghirin, Senior Planner, Boston Parks and Recreation Dept.
The MWRA plans to coordinate with the Boston Parks and Recreation Department and
other agencies and individuals throughout project implementation.

A-168.Jn Chapter 28.8.1, second line under "State Use Designation", the Back Bay Fens
and Muddy River are part of the Emerald Necklace park system, and there is no "a" in
Olmsted.
45-16, Aldo Ghirin, Senior Planner, Boston Parks and Recreation Dept.
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The FEIR has been revised to reflect that the Back Bay Fens and the Muddy River are
part of the Emerald Necklace park system, and the spelling of Olmsted has been
corrected (Chapter 26, Section 8).
A-169. Ventilation systems needed to circulate air to workers during construction of the
tunnels should be designed to generate the least possible amount of noise.
47-7, Vivien Li, The Boston Harbor Association
This comment is noted. The location of this equipment will be as far from residences as
possible, and a noise barrier is envisioned to further mitigate noise from the required
ventilation fans. The project specifications for the tunnel ventilation systems can include
limits on the maximum amount of noise output permittable during construction. In
addition, sound barriers would be utilized if needed to further limit the amount of noise
generated by the ventilation systems.
A-170. The FEIR should give a summary of the major recommendations from the report
evaluating and identifying key Best Management Practices for CSO communities.
48-13, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay

(

)

While this comment was carefully considered, the MWRA believes that the scope of the
FEIR is quite broad out of necessity, due to the complex nature of this multi-project,
multi-faceted CSO control program. Adding a summary of Best Management Practices
to the FEIR would add to the complexity of the document. Since there is no clear benefit
to adding this material, which is presented in a separate report, a summary of Best
Mana,gement Practices was not added to the FEIR.
A-171. MWRA should consult with the Boston Landmarks Commission concerning
historic and archaeological resources.
49-16, Bryan Glascock, Boston Environment Department
Boston Affiliates, the consultant to MWRA and Metcalf & Eddy on historical and
archaeological resources, has had extensive coordination with Boston Landmarks
Commission concerning the historical and archaeological resources in the city of Boston
that might be impacted as a result of the CSO projects. This coordination included a
survey of files of the Boston Landmarks Commission, and use of several Boston
Landmarks Commission reports on historical studies or projects in project
neighborhoods. This information was incorporated into the baseline and impacts sections
in the DBIR (Sections 4.2 and 5.2, respectively) of all the project chapters (Chapters 1327), as well as in the Technical Report on Historic and Archaeological Resources
compiled for MWRA (Boston Affiliates, 1997).
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A-172. Suggest that the site evaluation process assign negative points to open space under
both the environmental and community impact categories unless some clear benefit is
agreed upon and requested by the community.

, )

49-21, Bryan Glascock, City of Boston Environment Dept.
The loss of open space or recreational resources was considered a negative impact, and
was accounted for in the site screening process. In those project areas where construction
of facilities will occur on park or recreation land, the MWRA has, and will continue, to
discuss restoration and mitigation measures.

A-173. Suggest that the environmental criteria be modified to assign no negative points for
the use of contaminated sites unlikely to be developed for other uses.
49-22, Bryan Glascock, City of Boston Environment Dept.
The MWRA considered the use of a contaminated site to be a negative factor because of
the economic cost involved in remediating the site and the potential for public health
concerns. While the end result of having MWRA be responsible for cleaning up a site
would be positive in that contaminant levels would be lower, this responsibility lies with
the owner and/or generator of hazardous material.

A-174. Residences should be consistently considered as sensitive receptors in the site
evaluation.
49-23, Bryan Glascock, City of Boston Environment Dept.

()

Residences were considered sensitive receptors in the impact evaluations, however, each
residence was not mapped and number on the list and map of sensitive receptors. Each
residence was considered a sensitive receptor when analyses, such as noise impacts, were
calculated.

A-175. Volume 1 (pg. List-1): add ACHP, Advisory Council on Historic Preservation.
50-2, Brona Simon, Massachusetts Historical Commission
Comment noted.

A-176. Volume 1 (pg. List-4): Add NHPA, National Historic Preservation Act.
50-3, Brona Simon, Massachusetts Historical Commission
Comment noted.
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A-177. Volume 1 (pg. R-20): Add 36 CFR 800, ACHP Section 106 NHPA Review.
50-4, Brona Simon, Massachusetts Historical Commission
Comment noted.

A-178. Volume 1 (pg. R-21): 950 CMR 70, add MA State Archaeologist.
50-5, Brona Simon, Massachusetts Historical Commission
Comment noted.

A-179. Volume 1 (pg. R-21): MGL C. 9 ss. 26-27C is listed twice; delete "Section 106,
NHPA''
50-6, Brona Simon, Massachusetts Historical Commission
Comment noted.

A-180. Volume 1 (pg. 7-18, Table 7.8-1): MHC review is not a permit; the review is based
on both federal and state laws and regulations that are linked to funding, permits, and
approvals required by other federal and state agencies.
50-7, Brona Simon, Massachusetts Historical Commission
Comment noted.

()

A-181. Volume 7 (App. C-2, Pg. C-3): Affiliation ofBrona Simon is Massachusetts
Historical Commission, not "Society".
50-8, Brona Simon, Massachusetts Historical Commission
Comment noted.

A-182. The FEIR should clearly identify where referenced residences and parks are located
to avoid confusion.
54-2, Alphonse Roche, S. Boston Resident
In the maps or figures included in the FEIR, a more concerted effort to mark area
landmarks such as parks, squares, playgrounds to help with orientation to the figure
locations has been made.

A-183. If changes are to be proposed to the layouts of the preferred alternatives as
presented in the DEIR, similar analyses should be provided in the FEIR for changes.
59-5, Trudy Coxe, Secretary, Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
An environmental analysis of all proposed changes to the preferred alternatives since
publication of the DEIR has been provided at the end of each project section (Chapters
10 to 25, Section 6 or 7). The environmental analysis includes a discussion of the longB-A-45

term and short-term impacts associated with the proposed project change for each of the
affected parameters (traffic, land use, institutional, etc.) for the preferred alternatives.
The analysis does not include a discussion of any parameters that were not affected by
the proposed change.

A-184. Specific comments on short-term impacts should be further addressed in the FEIR.
59-6, Trudy Coxe, Secretary, Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
All comments regarding short-term impacts have been addressed in the FEIR. Responses
to specific comments received in the comment letters or public meetings can be found in
Appendix B. If additional discussion of specific short-term impacts is provided in the
text of the FEIR, the location of this information can be found in Appendix B following
the response to comment or in the Comment Response column of Table B-1.

A-185. The FEIR should provide an update to the impact analysis to the extent that any
changes in project design are proposed and should respond to any comments on the DEIR
regarding long-term impacts.
59-7, Trudy Coxe, Secretary, Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
All changes in project design are noted in the text in the FEIR. Any changes in longterm impacts are discussed in the Environmental Evaluation section (Section 6 or 7) in
each of the project chapters. All comments regarding long-term impacts have also been
addressed in the FEIR. Responses to specific comments received in the comment letters
or public meetings can be found in Appendix B. If additional discussion of specific
long-term impacts are provided in the text of the FEIR, the location of this information
can be found in Appendix B following the response to comment or in the Comment
Response column of Table B-1 (Chapters 10 to 25, Section 6 or 7; Appendix B).

()

A-186. MWRA should pursue coordination with landowners and examine any project
changes that could be made to reduce impacts on property value and future development
potential.
59-8, Trudy Coxe, Secretary, Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
Extensive coordination with land owners was conducted during analysis for the DEIR
and was continued prior to publication of the FEIR. Several project changes have been
made since the DEIR specifically designed to reduce impacts on future development
potential of property. These changes are documented in the individual project chapters,
and the impacts on future development potential are discussed in the Environmental
Evaluation section. Additional coordination with landowners will be conducted during
the design phase of the projects to evaluate if additional project changes may be
implemented to further reduce impacts on future development potential.
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A-187. The FEIR should specifically identify, where possible, potential mitigation for
impacts on open and green space.
59-10, Trudy Coxe, Secretary, Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
The MWRA has continued to coordinate with local agencies and neighborhood groups to
minimize impacts on open space. In some projects, modifications have been made to
avoid impacts on these resources. Discussions with concerned agencies and groups will
. continue through design.

A-188. The FEIR should at least generally identify, where possible, actual mitigation
measures the MWRA proposes to implement, and provide a schedule for implementation
even though site specific details would need to be worked out during design.
59-11, Trudy Coxe, Secretary, Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
The discussion of the recommended plan (Chapter 26) discusses mitigation measures that
have been identified to alleviate potential impacts. These measures will be refined
during design, as alignments become established. The MWRA is also drafting
construction impacts mitigation guidelines for the projects that were waived from full
environmental review. The document that presents these guidelines will be noticed in the
Environmental Monitor this summer.

()

A-189. The FEIR should include contingency plans for CSO facilities for such events as
facility or component failure in terms of noise, odor, flooding, etc.
59-13, Trudy Coxe, Secretary, Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
Recommended CSO facilities will be designed to include inherent contingencies for
events such as facility or component failure. This is accomplished by providing stand-by
(redundant) equipment and systems as part of the design and construction of the facility.
It is also accomplished by developing standard operating procedures and contingency
plans for the types of emergency operations that can reasonably be anticipated to occur.
These plans will be developed in conjunction with the preparation of facility operations
and maintenance manuals, which are normally prepared during the construction phase.

()
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
FORT POINT CHANNEL STORAGE CONDUIT

SUBAPPENDIX B
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
FORT POINT CHANNEL STORAGE CONDUIT

DEIR Chapter: 13
FEIR Chapter: 10

The responses to comments received on this project are presented in this section. Each comment
is numbered consecutively, and is immediately followed by an identification of the person(s)
who authored the comment. The numbers used to identify the comment author(s) are unique and
key to the master comment spreadsheet, which lists all comments received on the DEIR through
the MEP A process. For more information on the organization of comments and responses, refer
to the introduction to this Appendix.

B-1. Is there a difference in noise between the two possible tunneling options (pipe jacking
and TBM)?
11 a-1, Fort Point Channel Area Resident, Fort Point Channel Public Meeting
A tunnel boring machine (TBM) is expected to be used with or without pipe jacking. Pipe
jacking is one way to line an excavated tunnel. Jacking would require more shafts because
pipe sections are pushed into place as the tunnel is excavated. Other methods of tunnel
lining allow greater spacing between shafts. Generally, there is noise associated with
activities at shafts, which come to the ground surface. Because a jacked lining would
require more shafts than other possible lining methods, there may be more noise with a
jacked lining (Chapter 10, Section 4).

B-2. Would like the MWRA to pursue the construction of an access street to the Haul Road
so trucks do not have to go down A Street?
11a-2, Fort Point Channel Area Resident, Fort Point Channel Public Meeting
49-2, Bryan Glascock, City of Boston Environment Dept.
.The MWRA is investigating the possibility of construction access to this project via the
Haul Road. It appears physically possible to provide Haul Road access. The status of the
investigation is that the MWRA is coordinating with the Turnpike Authority, which will
identify whether the necessary curb cut into the Haul Road would be acceptable, and
would then identify permit issues. Once the Turnpike Authority completes its
investigation, the MWRA will make a final determination on the use of the Haul Road. A
final decision on this matter will be made during project design.
B-B-1

B-3. How long would it take to dewater the sewer after a storm?
11a-3, Libby Blank, BWSC
At the public meeting, it was stated that it would take approximately one day to dewater
the storage conduit. Higher capacity pumps could be used, but the dewatering rate would
have to be balanced against available interceptor capacity since flow stored in the conduit
will be sent to Deer Island through the existing interceptor. Based on the dewatering rate
used to develop the FEIR, it will take between 6 and 9 hours to dewater the Fort Point
Channel Storage Conduit. This dewatering rate is compatible with available interceptor
capacity (Chapter 10, Section 4).
B-4. Have any additional borings been taken on the site to confirm the rock conditions
along the route?
11a-4, Fort Point Channel Area Resident, Fort Point Channel Public Meeting
Four borings were advanced along the A Street route as part of this project. A
geophysical survey, which determines the top of rock, was also performed along the route.
A number of borings were also taken for the Central Artery project, and they were
reviewed. This level of information was sufficient for facilities planning and environmental
review of this project. Additional subsurface exploration will be performed during design
of the storage conduit (Chapter 10, Section 3).
B-5. What is the rough breakdown of project costs?
11a-5, Libby Blank, BWSC
Land costs are a very small portion of the project, with other costs for the conduit
construction, the pumping and dewatering facility and the baffles totaling about $13
million. The costs also include a contingency (25%) and an allowance for engineering and
construction management (20%) (Chapter 10, Section 5).
B-6. The FEIR should present greater detail of the area in Fort Point Channel that will not
meet the boating water quality standard and evaluate methods for fixing this problem.
27-4, Nancy Farrell on behalf of Lydia Goodhue, Regina Villa Associates
The area in Fort Point Channel predicted to be in violation of the boating standard is
impacted by separate stormwater which discharges downstream of CSO regulators from
. outfalls BOS070 and BOS073. There are no MWRA plans to address these stormwater
discharges (Chapter 26, Section 15).
B-7. Since the adjacent Gillette facility would be sensitive to vibration impacts,
construction of the Fort Point Channel Storage Conduit must be done in such a way as to
minimize or eliminate the potential for vibration impacts.
29-2, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRA/EDIC
B-B-2
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This comment is noted. It is also noted that the Central Artery Project involves tunnel
construction activities in the immediate vicinity of Gillette. During design, the MWRA
will coordinate with Gillette and the Central Artery Project to adopt construction methods
that will mitigate vibration impacts.

B-8. The FEIR should clarify the actual proposed location of the odor control facility for
the Fort Point Channel Storage Conduit (Figures 13.1-1 and 28.15-5 show its location at
north end of conduit yet Figure 13.4-5 shows its location at the downstream end).
29-3, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRNEDIC
35-12, A.M. Termine, The Gillette Company
41-26, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
49-1, Bryan Glascock, City of Boston Environment Dept.
The odor control facility for the Fort Point Channel Storage Conduit will be located at
Gillette Parking Lot No.7 at the comer of Gillette Street and A Street (Chapter 10,
Section 4).

B-9. MWRA should not schedule or permit nighttime construction for the Fort Point
Channel Storage Conduit project.
29-4, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRNEDIC

()

All surface construction activities such as trucking can be restricted to certain working
hours, which will be defined during design. It is possible to require these activities to be
conducted during only one or two shifts per day. Depending on the techniques used for
tunnel construction, below ground operations may take place 24 hours per day. Because
surface activities would be restricted at night, adverse overnight noise impacts on nearby
residents are not anticipated (Chapter 10, Section 5).

B-10. MWRA, in cooperation with the BWSC, should examine further the possibility of
sewer separation, or another lower cost alternative to the Reserved Channel Consolidation
Conduit and the Fort Point Channel Storage Conduit projects.
29-9, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRNEDIC
36-4, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
36-13, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
. This matter was investigated and the results presented to the Authority by letter dated
Apri125, 1997. Analyses were conducted to evaluate sewer separation in the areas
tributary to outfalls BOS076, BOS078, and BOS079 as an alternative to construction of
the Reserved Channel and Fort Point Channel Consolidation Conduits. These
investigations showed that sewer separation was not a cost-effective alternative, and
supported the consolidation conduit projects.
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B-11. Support the A Street Route and understands that the impact from the route will be
generally limited to a permanent loss of a portion of Gillette's Parking Lot No.7.
35-1, A.M. Termine, The Gillette Company
This comment is noted. During construction, it appears that the entire lot will be
unavailable for parking. The long-term (permanent) impact will be the loss of a portion of
Parking Lot No.7.

B-12. Where possible, the tunnel should not be located below or within the influence of
foundations for existing buildings, resin silos, and major utilities.
35-2, A.M. Termine, The Gillette Company
The Fort Point Channel Storage Conduit route along A Street will not pass below
buildings or structures such as resin silos. As part of detailed design, the location of the
tunnel with respect to the zone of influence from existing structures and utilities will be
assessed. Based on the results of this assessment, the conduit design will include
provisions to relocate or support utilities in place, or otherwise mitigate impacts on
existing structures.

B-13. The FEIR should address the impacts and mitigation of impacts to future
development near the proposed CSO facilities.
35-3, A.M. Termine, The Gillette Company
The proposed storage conduit along the A Street route would have little impact on future
development potential in the area as it would be located almost entirely under an existing
roadway. The odor control facility/dewatering pump station would be located below
grade at parking lot No. 7, and Gillette would lose some future development potential
immediately above these facilities as a result. While the area above the odor control
facility/dewatering pump station would not be suitable for development requiring
foundation support, most of the area would continue to be suitable for parking. An area
of approximately 3,000 square feet would be required to locate a small entry structure to
the odor control facility, which would be permanently lost. The alternate route, the
Gillette Route, however, would be located entirely under the main Gillette employee
parking lot, and the company would lose the future development potential of much of the
conduit alignment. However, existing underground utilities under this lot, including the
MBTA red line, likely have already diminished the future development potential of much
-of this area. The above grade dewatering pump station and the odor control facility
associated with the Gillette Route alternative would also reduce the development potential
of the adjacent lots.
In summary, the proposed A Street route would have little impact on future development
potential in the area, and the impact of the proposed route is less than the alternative route
identified (Chapter 10, Section 5).
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B-14. Figures 13.3-2, 13.4-5 and 13.4-6 should be revised to include Gillette buildings to

scale and at the correct locations, all major Gillette buildings and streets, the :MBTA
redline tunnel, and the exact CAff tunnel location to scale and tieback easements.
35-4, A.M. Termine, The Gillette Company
These figures have been revised based on this comment using information provided by the
Gillette Company and the Central Artery Project (Chapter 10, Section 4).
B-15. The FEIR should correct inconsistencies in the tunnel length for the A Street route .
35-5, A.M. Termine, The Gillette Company
Inconsistencies have been addressed. The tunnel length presented in the FEIR is 1,500
feet (Chapter 10, Section 4).
B-16. The FEIR should contain a plan showing the alignment of the gravity and force main

pipes connecting to the Fort Point Channel Storage Conduit.
35-6, A.M. Termine, The Gillette Company
The gravity pipes which will connect to the tunnel were shown on Figures 28.15-6 and
28.15-7 in the DEIR. These figures have been updated (and re-numbered) in the FEIR,
and now show the location of the pump station and dewatering force main (Chapter 10,
Section 4)
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B-17. It is the experience of Gillette that the work duration at each intermediate receiving
shaft would-likely be longer than one week (p. 13-67), resulting in additional traffic impacts
to A Street~ 35-7, A.M. Termine, The Gillette Company
The estimate of one week work duration at each intermediate receiving shaft has been
revised in the FEIR to three to four weeks. The time required for shaft construction can
vary depending on such factors as soil conditions and utility locations.
B-18. The FEIR should indicate whether all four identified staging areas will be required
for the selected option or whether certain staging areas are only required for one or the
other alternative.
35-8, A.M. Termine, The Gillette Company
The DEIR identified and evaluated all the potential sites available for staging areas in, and
immediately adjacent to, the study area. It is likely that only one or two of the identified
staging areas will be utilized for the project. However, it is often left to the contractor to
secure staging areas for use during construction, so it is possible that staging would be
conducted from one of the sites identified in the DEIR, from smaller sites near the study
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area that were not evaluated in the DEIR, or from a site located some distance from the
study area.

B-19. The FEIR should indicate that Parking Lot No.7 will be needed as a staging area.
35-9, A.M. Termine, The Gillette Company
Because the dewatering pump station and odor control facility will be constructed at
Parking Lot No. 7, the entire parking lot is likely to be unavailable for parking during
construction.

B-20. The FEIR should contain an estimate of the number of parking spaces that Gillette
will lose both temporarily during construction and permanently after construction.
35-10, A.M. Termine, The Gillette Company
Based on the current layout of Parking Lot No. 7 and the proposed pump station and odor
control facility layout, it is estimated that Gillette will permanently lose 10 parking spaces.
Assuming that the entire parking lot is unavailable during construction, 26 parking spaces
would be lost during the construction period.

B-21. The FEIR should contain a discussion on the removal of timber piles (expected below
abandoned foundations and seawalls) or tiebacks from the CAlf casting basin excavation
during tunneling.
35-11, A.M. Termine, The Gillette Company
Drawings obtained from the Central Artery Project indicate that the proposed conduit
alignment will not encounter tiebacks from the CAff casting basin excavation. During
design, additional historical research and subsurface exploration will be conducted to
identify abandoned foundations and seawalls that could impact construction. Methods to
handle these obstructions will depend on the excavation technique used (i.e., TBM, hand
mining) and will be included in the contract documents.

B-22. The FEIR should indicate that the Gillette Route would be restricted by the limited
space between the resin silos, the Gillette CWS pipes, and the CAlf tiebacks.
35-13, A.M. Termine, The Gillette Company
These additional restrictions on the Gillette route were added in the FEIR (Chapter 10,
_Section 5).

B-23. The FEIR should contain an evaluation of potential groundwater draw down from
tunnel construction and from dewatering of the tunnel shafts during construction and
should include an estimate of groundwater draw down, an evaluation of the effects on
Gillette's buildings and measures to minimize impacts to Gillette's facilities.
35-14, A.M. Termine, The Gillette Company
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Groundwater inflow at the conduit excavation face will be controlled by the TBM.
Pressure applied by the machine balances groundwater pressure to prevent inflow. At
shaft locations, dewatering will be required. Groundwater cutoff shaft construction
techniques will be used (i.e., slurry walls). Construction plans will also include
requirements for monitoring settlement, vibration, and groundwater impacts of work.

B-24. MWRA should demonstrate that overflows to the Fort Point Channel Conduit will
not occur when the Reserved Channel Pumping Facility is dewatering to the SBI - North
Branch.
36-2, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston, Water and Sewer Commission
Based on a re-evaluation of dewatering alternatives for the Reserved Channel and North
Dorchester Bay conduits, the FEIR recommends that these conduits be dewatered to the
SBI - South Branch. The dewatering of the Reserved Channel and North Dorchester Bay
conduits will therefore not cause overflows to the Fort Point Channel Conduit
(Chapter 13, Section 4).

B-25. BWSC does not believe an underflow baffle is necessary at RE072-3 because its
expected activation frequency is once every two to five years (Fort Point Channel Storage
Conduit).
36-3, John P . .Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
In reviewing the modeling data associated with this project, it was determined that
regulator RE072-3 would activate twice in the typical year under the recommended plan.
Based on this activation frequency, a structural floatables control technology, such as an
underflow baffle, would be required (Chapter 10, Section 4).
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SUBAPPENDIX C
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
NORTH DORCHESTER BAY CONSOLIDATION CONDUIT

DEIR Chapter: 14
FEIR Chapter: 11

The responses to comments received on this project are presented in this section. Each comment
is numbered consecutively, and is immediately followed by an identification of the person( s)
who authored the comment. The numbers used to identify the comment author(s) are unique and
key to the master comment spreadsheet, which lists all comments received on the DEIR through
the MEPA process. For more information on the organization of comments and responses, refer
to the introduction to this Appendix.

C-1. MWRA should establish additional costs of handling stormwater flows along North
Dorchester Bay, so that the costs can be paid by MDC (which has responsibility for
stormwater control).

()

23-11, Betsy Johnson, Technical Advisory Committee
27-2, Nancy Farrell on behalf of Lydia Goodhue, Regina Villa Associates
29-8, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRA/DEIC
48-16, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
Comment noted. This issue will be considered further and resolved by the Authority
following completion of the FEIR.

C-2. The FEIR should include written justification and analysis, consideration of flows and
loads at Reserved Channel, and analysis of cost and operation and maintenance for
inclusion of stormwater in the North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit.
27-1, Nancy Farrell on behalf of Lydia Goodhue, Regina Villa Associates
The information requested by this comment was presented in the DEIR with the exception
of pollutant loads. The text in the FEIR has been updated and expanded to address
.pollutant loads (Chapter 11, Section 3).

C-3. The proposed work for the North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit should be
timed to occur during periods of least use of park and beach areas.
29-5, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRA/DEIC
49-17, Bryan Glascock, Boston Environment Department

I
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As the North Dorchester Bay project will extend over three years, and the preferred route
is located adjacent to Marine Park and both Carson and L Street Beaches, it may not be
possible to completely avoid impacts on beach and park users during the peak use season.
However, as the impacts associated with tunneling along the beaches will be limited to one
shaft location at a time, beach users would be able to use other portions of either L Street
or Carson Beaches to avoid the noise and other impacts associated with the shaft under
construction. If certain shaft locations are identified as particularly sensitive, it would be
possible to consider placing seasonal restrictions on construction at those locations
(Chapter 11, Section 6).

\
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C-4. The proposed work for the North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit should be
coordinated with MDC' s proposed beach restoration project in order to minimize
disruption and impacts to the neighboring residential community, and park/beach users.
29-6, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRA/DEIC
47-6, Joan LeBlanc, Boston Harbor Association
49-3, Bryan Glascock, Boston Environment Department
56-1, W. Leigh Bridges, Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries
57-1, Directory, Office of Coastal Zone Management
The MDC' s beach restoration project in South Boston is scheduled to begin in the spring
of 1997 and be completed by fall of 1998. Construction of the North Dorchester Bay
Consolidation Conduit is not scheduled to commence until September 1, 2000. MDC had
originally considered delaying their beach improvements and coordinating construction
with the NDB project. However, when MDC learned from MWRA that tunneling would
be used for construction of the North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit, they
decided to proceed with their work prior to CSO construction as they felt that impacts
could be handled with interagency coordination (Chapter 11, Section 6).

C-5. Recommends relocating the odor control facility for the North Dorchester Bay
Consolidation Conduit to the other side of the access roadway, in the open space adjacent
to the MDC police station.
29-7, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRA/DEIC
49-4, Bryan Glascock, Boston Environment Department
The odor control facility for the North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit has been
relocated to a site in the parking lot of the state police barracks (Chapter 11, Section 4).

C-6. MWRA is to be commended for its decision to capture all stormwater discharges to
North Dorchester Bay and increase the storage volume in the North Dorchester Bay and
Reserved Channel Consolidation Conduits.
33-8, Ken Moraff, U.S. EPA Region I
49-5, Bryan Glascock, City of Boston Environment Dept.
Comment noted.
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C-7. MWRA should evaluate conveying flows stored in the consolidation conduit directly to
the Columbus Park Headworks or to the Boston Main Drainage Tunnel, instead of
BWSC's SBI - North Branch.
36-7, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
Various options were evaluated for dewatering the North Dorchester Bay and Reserved
Channel Consolidation Conduits, including the options referred to by this comment. The
option of dewatering directly to the Columbus Park Headworks was determined to be
more costly and did not provide additional benefit compared to the recommended
dewatering option. Dewatering to the Boston Main Drainage Tunnel would involve
difficult and costly construction to bore into an existing deep rock tunnel. In addition, the
risks associated with this option were considered excessive. If the main drainage tunnel
were damaged, the conveyance of flow from Ward Street and Columbus Park Headworks
would be impacted. The FEIR recommends dewatering to the SBI - South Branch in the
vicinity of CSO outfall BOS082 (Chapter 11, Section 4 ).

C-8. MWRA should evaluate whether opportunities exist to reduce the amount of inflow
conveyed in the conduit and treated at Deer Island without discharging it to North
Dorchester Bay (e.g. evaluate removing inflow tributary to BOS087 and discharge to South
Dorchester Bay).
36-8, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
The alternative of removing separate drainage tributary to outfall BOS087 from the North
Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit was evaluated. It was determined that the high
cost of relocating this drainage would not be offset by savings in terms of the conduit or
CSOfacility, and this alternative was not pursued further (Chapter 11, Section 2).

C-9. MWRA should evaluate improvements that could be made in the piping systems to
minimize the presence of infiltration and inflow in the North Dorchester Bay Consolidation
Conduit.
36-9, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
As part of the design of this project, the MWRA plans to conduct inspections of all
connections to the consolidation conduit. If excessive infiltration/inflow is identified at
that time, measures to control it could be evaluated.

C-10. MWRA does not clearly define where floatables control devices will be located along
the North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit, and who will maintain them.
36-10, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
Underflow baffles, installed in the existing CSO regulators, are the floatables control
technology that may be implemented along the North Dorchester Bay Consolidation
Conduit. These devices would be maintained by the BWSC. If required by EPA, fine
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screening may be required downstream of the effluent pumps. The fine screens would
control floatables up to a flow rate equal to the peak flow in the largest storm in a typical
rainfall year. If fine screens are required, the need for underflow baffles may be reassessed
(Chapter 13, Section 4).
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C-11. The plan should clarify the percentage of stormwater now proposed to be captured in
the North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit.
41-12, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
The North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit will capture all of the stormwater
discharging through separate storm drains or CSO outfalls within the area bounded by
CSO outfall BOS087 and the eastern end of Pleasure Bay. The conduit will not capture
stormwater that presently discharges as overland flow or from local storm drains in the
vicinity of Castle Island (Chapter 11, Section 4).
C-12. The FEIR should discuss how throttling procedures will be implemented to prioritize
capacity for the North Dorchester Bay flows (pg. 16-6) (MWRA should provide
information especially during design phase).
41-29, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
Flows from the Reserved Channel Consolidation Conduit will be throttled by a
modulating gate located at the junction between the Reserved Channel and North
Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduits. The modulating gate will likely be controlled
through instrumentation related to the Reserved Channel Pumping Facility effluent pump
controls. For example, once four effluent pumps are operating, the gate would be
signaled to start closing on continued rising of the water surface at the pump station. The
details of the instrumentation and controls associated with the modulating gate will be
worked out during design.
C-13. The FEIR should discuss how flooding of streets/basements will be avoided since no
outfalls will remain inN. Dorchester Bay (pg.16-6).
41-30, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
The North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit and the Reserved Channel Pumping
Facility have been sized to convey the highest peak flow deliverable from the upstream
collection system as a means of assuring proper system performance (i.e., no flooding
_caused by the conduit/pumping facility) once the CSO outfalls are closed (Chapter 11,
Section4).
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C-14. The FEIR should clarify why the 3-month storm volume for future planned
conditions is double that reported in the final conceptual plan; and why the BOS0871-year
volume is less than the 3-month volume (as presented in Table 14.2-3).
41-27, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
The 3-month storm volume for outfall BOS087 presented in Table 14.2-3 of the DEIR
was incorrect. The correct volume is 0.00 million gallons (the outfall does not activate in
the 3-month storm). The 1-year storm volume presented was correct. The incorrect 3month storm volume is one reason why the 3-month storm volume presented in the DEIR
for this project is double that presented in the Conceptual Plan. The other reason is that
the 3-month storm volume presented in the Conceptual Plan for this project was for
outfalls BOS081-BOS087, while the volume presented in the DEIR was for outfalls
BOS080-BOS087. If the volume associated with outfall BOS080 is subtracted from the
total presented in the DEIR, the volume associated with outfalls BOS081-BOS087 is
within 0.01 million gallons of the volume presented in the Conceptual Plan. The CSO
volume from outfall BOS080 was included in the total for this project in the DEIR
because overflows from BOS080 will be tributary to the North Dorchester Bay
Consolidation Conduit (and not the Reserved Channel Consolidation Conduit) due to the
location of the CSO facility at Site J (Chapter 11, Section 3).
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SUBAPPENDIX D
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
RESERVED CHANNEL CONSOLIDATION CONDUIT

DEIR Chapter: 15
FEIR Chapter: 12

The responses to comments received on this project are presented in this section. Each comment
is numbered consecutively, and is immediately followed by an identification of the person(s)
who authored the comment. The numbers used to identify the comment author(s) are unique and
key to the master comment spreadsheet, which lists all comments received on the DEIR through
the MEPA process. For more information on the organization of comments and responses, refer
to the introduction to this Appendix.

D-1. Oppose location of the Reserved Channel Consolidation Conduit and odor control
facility on Casey & Hayes property as it would greatly decrease the future development
potential of the property.
21-1, Tobin & Sullivan, Attorneys for the Casey Family, Casey & Hayes Trucking
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The FEIR presents a revised route for the consolidation conduit, which is now proposed
to run beneath city streets and not across the Casey & Hayes property. In addition, the
odor control facility has been relocated from Site P on Casey & Hayes property to
Boston Edison property at East 1st Street and I Street (Chapter 12, Section 4).

D-2. The connecting tunnel collecting flows from BOS076 should be located closer to the
regulators so that separate stormwater can be directed to the Reserved Channel and not
into the Reserved Channel Consolidation Conduit.
36-12, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
An investigation was conducted of the cost effectiveness of extending the connecting
conduits to the individual regulators versus capturing the overflow at a single, downstream
location along outfall BOS076. Capturing the flow at the outfall had a lower capital cost,
-but increased O&M costs due to the capture of stormwater that entered the outfall
downstream of the regulators. This alternative also had a lower net present value, as the
additional O&M costs did not compensate for the higher capital cost of the alternative to
capture the overflows at the regulators. This analysis is presented in more detail in
Chapter 12 (Chapter 12, Section 14).
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D~3.

MWRA should compare sewer separation costs for the tributary areas to the costs for
the proposed Reserved Channel Consolidation and Fort Point Channel Storage Conduits
(sewer separation is likely to be more cost effective for the Reserved Channel) •
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36-13, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
29-9, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRAIEDIC
This matter was investigated and the results presented to the Authority by letter dated
Apri125, 1997. Analyses were conducted to evaluate sewer separation in the areas
tributary to outfalls BOS076, BOS078, and BOS079 as an alternative to construction of
the Reserved Channel and Fort Point Channel Consolidation Conduits. These
investigations showed that sewer separation was not a cost-effective alternative, and
supported the consolidation conduit projects (Chapter 12, Section 2).

D-4. The FEIR should evaluate the cost-benefit and practicality of utilizing a 10 foot tunnel
diameter for the Reserved Channel Consolidation Conduit.
41-13, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
A 10 foot diameter tunnel would provide an additional storage volume of 0.7 million
gallons, but would not provide additional conveyance capacity compared to the 8 foot
diameter tunnel proposed. This is because the 8 foot diameter tunnel has capacity to
convey the peak flow corresponding to the 2-year storm, and at higher peak flows, it is
necessary to throttle flow in the Reserved Channel Consolidation Conduit to avoid
exceeding the capacity of the downstream CSO facility. The 8 foot diameter tunnel
provides sufficient storage/conveyance capacity to prevent CSO discharges via outfalls
BOS076, BOS078, and BOS079 in the typical year. Based on these considerations, there
does not appear to be justification to increase the tunnel diameter to 10 feet (Chapter 12,
Section 3).

D-5. Tables 15.2-4 and 15.2-5 are somewhat inconsistent since no activation of the Reserved
Channel Pumping Station occurs for the 1-year event, and the 15.2 mg is indicated to be
the annual volume.
41-28, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
The CSO volume corresponding to the 1-year storm event is 8.9 million gallons. The
annual volume of 15.2 million gallons has been updated to reflect increased stormwater
capture and transport in the North Dorchester Bay tunnel. The referenced tables have
-been revised accordingly (Chapter 12, Section 3).
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
RESERVED CHANNEL CSO FACILITY

DEIR Chapter: 16
FEIR Chapter: 13

The responses to comments received on this project are presented in this section. Each comment
is numbered consecutively, and is immediately followed by an identification of the person(s)
who authored the comment. The numbers used to identify the comment author(s) are unique and
key to the master comment spreadsheet, which lists all comments received on the DEIR through
the MEP A process. For more information on the organization of comments and responses, refer
to the introduction to this Appendix.

E-1. Will the old :MBTA S. Boston power plant be demolished?
14-1, South Boston Resident, South Boston Public Meeting
MWRA is not proposing demolition of the power plant. The power plant is proposed to
be demolished by other agencies; however, demolition has not been scheduled at this time
(Chapter 13, Section 4).

E-2. Will there be odor from the discharge from the Reserved Channel CSO Facility that
occurs twice per year?
14-8, South Boston Resident, South Boston Public Meeting
In the DEIR, it was expected that the facility would discharge twice per year. It is now
expected that it will discharge three times per year. There is a potential for odors at the
outfall during the 3 discharges per year. Overall, odors in the Reserved Channel should be
reduced over current conditions, as the frequency of CSO discharge will be reduced from
43 to 3 events per year, the total volume will be reduced by over 60 percent, and the
discharge will be disinfected.

E-3. Will there be a reduction in groundwater level at Site J?
14-10, South Boston Resident, South Boston Public Meeting
The type of excavation support system currently envisioned for use at Site J is a
groundwater cut off system, which would not require dewatering during construction.
The construction plans will still include requirements for monitoring settlement, vibration,
and groundwater impacts, which is standard practice for this type of work.
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E-4. If borings at Site J-North have been advanced since the DEIR, this information should
be included in the FEIR. If this information is still lacking, the FEIR should address
whether Site J-North is the preferred site regardless of soil structure.
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27-3, Nancy Farrell on behalf of Lydia Goodhue, Regina Villa Associates
As part of the subsurface exploration program conducted prior to the DEIR, a boring was
advanced in the immediate vicinity of Site J-North. This boring indicates the presence of
sands and gravels in the area of the proposed foundation. These soils are suited to facility
construction at this site.

E-5. MWRA should investigate relocating the discharge outfall for the Reserved Channel
CSO Facility as far as possible from Lobsterman's Pier to avoid potential adverse impacts
to live lobsters in holding pens at the pier (Site J North).
29-10, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRA/EDIC
49-7. Bryan Glascock, City of Boston Environment Dept.
The issue of the proximity of the CSO facility discharge to the Lobsterman' s Pier was
discussed with a representative of the Lobsterman's Association during preparation of the
DEIR. Based on those discussions, the location does not appear to be an issue.
Discussions with the lobstermen will continue through the design phase to mitigate
impacts of the CSO facility and outfall on the operations of the Lobster Pier. As indicated
in the response to Comments E-6 and E-7, discussions are ongoing with MDC.

E-6. The MWRA should coordinate its plans with the MDC to ensure that the future park
at Site J North be as little impacted as possible.
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45-6, Aldo Ghirin, Senior Planner, Boston Parks and Recreation Dept.
49-7. Bryan Glascock, City of Boston Environment Dept.
At present, the MDC has no definitive plans for a park at this site. The MWRA plans to
locate the facility on MBTA-owned land , which is inland of the MDC property. In
addition, the facility will be aesthetically designed and equipped with odor control. These
design features should mitigate potential impacts on a future park (Chapter 13, Section 5).

E-7. As mitigation for the construction of the Reserved Channel CSO Facility, MWRA
should design the facility in conjunction with the future park proposed for Site J North,
and provide additional amenities for the park that otherwise might not be feasible.
29-ll,.Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRA/EDIC
MDC is not yet prepared to discuss the park layout on Site J as they are waiting to see
plans which reflect the ownership boundaries between MBTA and MDC. Discussion with
MDC regarding future park design will continued through the design phase of the project.
A rendering of the proposed CSO station was developed during facilities planning and this
will be used and modified as necessary to facilitate design discussions. The MWRA plans
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to construct the CSO facility in a manner that will mitigate impacts on a future park. It is
not possible to provide amenities that might otherwise not be feasible for the park because
no park plans yet exist (Chapter 13, Section 5).

E-8. Massport supports MWRA's recommendation that the Reserved Channel CSO
Facility be constructed at the abandoned :MBTA power station site along East 1st Street
rather that at Conley Terminal.
30-4, Gordon B. King, Massport
Comment noted.

E-9. EPA is concerned that the two remaining discharges in the Reserved Channel will
have a large volume (15 mgd total) that is not disinfected and may impact critical parts of
the harbor. Further analysis of the situation is needed, and disinfection alternatives should
be pursued until a decision is reached.
33-9, Ken Moraff, U.S. EPA Region I

(_)

The recommended plan for the Reserved Channel CSO Facility has been revised to include
disinfection and dechlorination of the flow discharged from the facility to the Reserved
Channel. Receiving water modeling conducted as part of this project, and studies
conducted by E. Eric Adams of MIT have shown that discharges into the Reserved
Channel tend to drift to the east and disperse over time. These analyses suggest that the
disinfected discharges will not impact critical parts of the harbor (Chapter 13, Section 4).

E-10. The particle tracking analysis for the Reserved Channel CSO Facility discharge
events does not factor in wind effects.
33-10, Ken Moraff, U.S. EPA Region I
Wind effects were simulated utilizing the particle tracking capabilities of the receiving
water model for Boston Harbor. Four wind directions were simulated for comparison
purposes: northwest, southwest, northeast, and southeast. Two wind speeds, assumed to
be constant for the four day duration of the simulation, were used: 10 mph and 20 mph.
None of the simulations conducted with wind effects included predicted that particles
would be transported beyond the end of the Reserved Channel after four days.

E-11. Does the statement concerning the rapid tidal flushing of the Reserved Channel (p.
28-262) contradict the results of the particle study?
33-11, Ken Moraff, U.S. EPA Region I
The statement of p. 28-262 of the DEIR has been removed in the FEIR.

E-12. In Table 4.3-1, the Reserved Channel overflow volume of 15.9 million gallons per year
is incorrectly included in the "Treated Discharge" column.

cJ
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33-23, Ken Moraff, U.S. EPA Region I
This has been revised in the FEIR (Chapter 5, Section 3).

E-13. BWSC does not understand why MWRA proposes floatables control upstream of the
Reserved Channel CSO Facility.
36-11, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
Floatables control upstream of the Reserved Channel CSO Facility involving the use of
underflow baffles will reduce the quantity of debris carried into the North Dorchester Bay
and Reserved Channel Consolidation Conduits, which in tum will reduce conduit cleaning
and maintenance costs. In addition, the current plan is to not construct fine screens at the
CSO facility for floatables control. The upstream floatables control is therefore the only
structural floatables control provided for the facility discharge (Chapter 13, Section 4).

E-14. Requests the MWRA reconsider providing screening and disinfection treatment for
overflows from the North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit prior to discharge into
the Reserved Channel.
36-14, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
The recommended plan for the Reserved Channel CSO Facility has been revised to include
disinfection of the flows discharged from the facility to the Reserved Channel. Screening
alternatives are included in the FEIR, but are not recommended for implementation at this
time. In addition, the MWRA has included the design of CSO treatment (screening and
disinfection) as part of the Reserved Channel facility in the recently procured design
contract for this project. While the Authority expects that screening will not be required,
these steps assure that a viable plan will exist to provide screening if and when required
(Chapter 13, Section 4).

(_)

E-15. MWRA should consider a disinfection technology that allows for the attainment of
the water quality standard for the Reserved Channel.
36-15, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
The FEIR includes the evaluation and comparison of sodium hypochlorite/sodium bisulfite
to UV disinfection. While UV may not meet the 2001100 m1 fecal coliform limit being
discussed by EPA, the sodium hypochlorite/sodium bisulfite disinfection alternative will
-(Chapter 13, Section 4).
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E-16. The FEIR should demonstrate that the two remaining average annual untreated
events in Reserved Channel will not impact any sensitive uses in North Dorchester Bay.
41-10, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
The recommended plan for the Reserved Channel CSO Facility has been revised to include
disinfection of the flows discharged from the facility to the Reserved Channel. Receiving
water modeling conducted as part of this project, and studies conducted by E. Eric Adams
of MIT have shown that discharges into the Reserved Channel tend to drift to the east and
disperse over time. These analyses suggest that the disinfected discharges will not impact
critical parts of the harbor (Chapter 13, Section 4).

E-17. The final plan for the Reserved Channel CSO Facility should retain provisions for
adding screening and disinfection facilities to the pumping station at a later date if deemed
necessary.
41-11, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP

()

As stated in response to Comment E-14, recommended plan for the Reserved Channel
CSO Facility has been revised to include disinfection. In addition, the MWRA has
included the design of screening as part of the Reserved Channel facility in the recently
procured design contract for this project. While the Authority expects that screening will
not be required, these steps assure that a viable plan will exist to provide screening if and
when required (Chapter 13, Section 4).

E-18. Requests to be named to the committee to discuss potential construction impacts on
residents as a result of construction of the Reserved Channel CSO Facility.
52-1, Rita O'Brien, South Boston Resident
Comment noted.
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SUBAPPENDIX F
RESPONSE TO GENERAL COMMENTS PERTAINING TO
NORTH DORCHESTER BAY AND RESERVED CHANNEL CONSOLIDATION
CONDUITS AND RESERVED CHANNEL CSO FACILITY

DEIR Chapters: 14, 15, and 16
FEIR Chapter: 11, 12, and 13

The responses to general comments received that are applicable to all three of these related
projects are presented in this section. Comments that are specific to each project are responded
to in separate sections of this appendix, dedicated to the individual projects.
Each comment in this section is numbered consecutively, and is immediately followed by an
identification of the person(s) who authored the comment. The numbers used to identify the
comment author(s) are unique and key to the master comment spreadsheet, which lists all
comments received on the DEIR through the MEPA process. For more information on the
organization of comments and responses, refer to the introduction to this Appendix.

F-1. Residents would like the MWRA to design a truck route that would take trucks away
from residential areas.
14-2, South Boston Resident, South Boston Public Meeting
Trucks for the North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit construction sites will use the
existing truck route on Summer and East 1st Street to access the mining shaft location at
Site J. However, some truck traffic will need to use Day Boulevard to access tunnel shaft
locations along the southern portions of the route along North Dorchester Bay. Trucks on
Day Boulevard would require permission from MDC and would likely be limited to
accessing Day Boulevard from Columbia Circle or Farragut Road from East 1st Street.
Trucks for the Reserved Channel Consolidation Conduit and Reserved Channel CSO
Facility construction sites will use the existing truck route on Summer and East 1st Street.
The use of other streets for these projects is not anticipated.

F-2. Was a traffic analysis done?
14-4, South Boston Resident, South Boston Public Meeting
A traffic analysis in accordance with MEPA requirements was completed for all three
projects in South Boston and the results can be found in the project chapters in the DEIR
(Chapters 14, 15 and 16) or the Combined Sewer Oveiflow Control Projects Traffic and
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Transportation Impact Report (Howard/Stein-Hudson, 1997). The analysis presented
existing traffic conditions and assessed potential short-term and long-term impacts on
traffic conditions as a result of construction and long-term operation and maintenance,
respectively, of the project. Any revisions to the traffic analysis required as a result of
project changes since the DEIR can be found in this document.

F-3. Can the tunnel start at the EDIC facility and run under the channel?
14-3, South Boston Resident, South Boston Public Meeting
Locating the pumping station on EDIC property, which is located on the north side of the
Reserved Channel, would add approximately $36 million to the capital cost of the
currently recommended project. The increase in cost in moving the site from Site J North
to the EDIC site is due mainly to the following:
•

An addition 2,400 linear feet of tunneling for the facility influent conduit

•

Extension of the tunnel dewatering force main by 2,400 linear feet

•

Approximately 18,000 additional tons of soil to be disposed of as a result
of tunneling for the influent conduit extension

•

Construction of a 125-foot-diameter surge chamber on the EDIC site .
(Because the facility influent conduit must pass under the bottom of the
Reserved Channel, a riser shaft is required to convey flow up to the facility
on the EDIC site. The rise velocity of flow in the riser shaft would be too
high without the surge chamber.)

•

Approximately 38,000 additional tons of soil to be disposed as a result of
excavation for the surge chamber.

•

Additional site acquisition cost associated with surge chamber

In addition to the increase in capital cost tunnel maintenance costs would increase. Also,
construction on the EDIC site would require the adoption of additional risks, including
risk due to unknown depths of piles supporting sea walls on both sides of the channel.
_For these reasons, locating the facility on property currently owned by the EDIC is not
recommended.
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F -4. Where will construction crews park?
14-5, South Boston Resident, South Boston Public Meeting
Parking for construction crews associated with tunnel mining and CSO facility
construction will be located either at Site J or at a nearby site secured for parking.
Construction crews associated with activities at the access and drop shaft sites may also
park at Site J or a nearby site. In this case, the crews would be transported to the access
or drop shaft location(s) under construction. Alternatively, parking areas for the access
and drop shaft construction crews may be designated in the vicinity of the access and drop
shaft sites. This issue will be resolved during design.

F-5. How will Reserved Channel be flushed out to remove bacteria after a CSO activation?
14-6, South Boston Resident, South Boston Public Meeting
54-4, Alphonse Roche, S. Boston Resident
Bacteria die off naturally within a few days. The total annual load of bacteria to Reserved
Channel will be reduced by almost 99.8 percent by the project. Given these factors,
natural tidal flushing in the Reserved Channel will be adequate to meet water quality
standards (Chapter 12, Section 3).

F -6. Suggested that MWRA use excavated materials from the Reserved Channel and North
Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduits to fill in the upstream end of the Reserved Channel
14-7, South Boston Resident, South Boston Public Meeting
54-5, Alphonse Roche, S. Boston Resident
Any land under water, such as Reserved Channel, is protected by the Wetlands Protection
Act and the Clean Water Act. Given the current environmental regulations, it is unlikely
that MWRA would be allowed to fill in a portion of the Reserved Channel (Chapter 11,
Section 3). Both the Commonwealth and federal regulations indicate that fill projects will
not be permitted if other practicable alternatives are feasible.

F-7. Why will construction take 5 years? Could it be completed faster if the Reserved
Channel and North Dorchester Bay projects were constructed at the same time? Is this
possible?
14-9, South Boston Resident, South Boston Public Meeting
lt would be possible to combine the construction contracts for the Reserved Channel and
North Dorchester Bay Tunnels. Combining these contracts may reduce overall
construction time, but could also increase the intensity of impacts during the reduced time
period. There are several factors to consider in terms of combining these contracts, as
discussed in the FEIR (Chapter 11, Section 2). Based on information available at this
time, the MWRA plans to proceed with separate construction contracts. This issue will be
evaluated in more detail during preliminary design.

l)
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F-8. Will MWRA notify abutters and the MBTA when the project will affect their area?
14-11, South Boston Resident, South Boston Public Meeting
The MWRA plans an extensive public outreach program during design and construction to
assure that abutters will be notified prior to initiation of construction in an area.

F-9. Will other areas still have active CSOs once all the projects are complete?
14-12, South Boston Resident, South Boston Public Meeting
Other areas of the city, including Back Bay, East Boston, the downtown waterfront, Fort
Point Channel, Reserved Channel, and Charlestown, will continue to have active CSOs
once the project is complete. In all areas, the frequency of CSO activation will be greatly
decreased.

F-10. Objects to continued CSO discharge to the Reserved Channel
17-1, Tom Cooney, South Boston Resident
Comment noted. The MWRA feels that the recommended plan provides the appropriate
level of CSO control for the Reserved Channel based on existing and designated receiving
water uses and applicable regulations. The annual CSO discharge volume to the
Reserved Channel will be reduced by 60 percent. In addition, disinfection has been added
to the recommended plan for the Reserved Channel CSO Facility. This will result in an
over 99 percent reduction in fecal coliform bacteria load discharged to the Reserved
Channel (Chapter 12, Section 3).

F-11. Recommends that the Reserved Channel, while not being a Critical Use Area, be
given special consideration due to the high increase in public visibility, new travel facility,
proposed waterfront park etc.
17-2, Tom Cooney, South Boston Resident
MWRA recognizes the sensitivity of future development along the Reserved Channel and
is considering adding a treatment function to the pump station facility. In addition, the
facility will be designed to be compatible with existing and future uses. Coordination with
the public and agencies having jurisdiction over land along the channel will continue
throughout the design period (Chapter 13, Section 6).

F -12. The FEIR should describe measures that will be taken to minimize the likelihood and
extent of ground settlement and provide plans for monitoring of and response to settling
impacts.
30-5, Gordon B. King, Massport
54-3, Alphonse Roche, S. Boston Resident
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The project will be designed to minimize settlement through measures such as prompt
filling of the space left between the conduit installed behind the tunnel boring machine and
the tunnel excavated by the machine, and by limiting dewatering through the use of
groundwater cut off excavation support systems. Construction plans will include
requirements for monitoring settlement, vibration, and changes in groundwater levels
throughout the project. This is standard practice for this type of work. If unacceptable
settlement occurs as a result of the project, damage caused will be addressed.
F -13. The FEIR should identify the actual locations of tunneling shafts, especially those
along truck routes, and discuss the extent and time period of anticipated temporary lane
closures.
30-6, Gordon B. King, Massport
The precise locations of shafts, staging areas and other construction areas will not be
known until the design stage. The general locations of tunneling shafts as dictated by
construction constraints were included in the DEIR, and any changes due to modifications
to conduit alignment and associated facilities are addressed in the FEIR (Chapter 11,
Section 4). Shaft locations presented in the FEIR are as precise as possible based on
available information. The actual locations of tunneling shafts will be detennined during
design, when additional information is available. Mitigation of impacts, particularly on
traffic, will be an important consideration in selection of the final shaft location.

F-14. The FEIR should discuss contingency plans (e.g. for removal of a trapped tunneling
machine).

30-7, Gordon B. King, Massport
If the tunnel boring machine becomes stuck, it will be necessary to excavate from the
surface to retrieve it. This is one reason why tunnel routes were laid out to avoid passing
beneath structures. Where possible, tunnels will be laid out in median strips to mitigate
the risk of the tunnel boring machine becoming stuck. During design, every effort will be
made to assess subsurface conditions and select a proper tunnel boring machine, which
also helps to mitigate risk. A detailed contingency plan for a stuck tunnel boring machine
cannot be detennined until the location where it becomes stuck is known.
F-15. The North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit, Reserved Channel Consolidation
Conduit, and Reserved Channel CSO Facility should be grouped together and evaluated as
one integrated project.
36-5, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
While these three projects will function as an integrated system upon completion, they are
currently planned to be constructed as separate contracts. To facilitate review, the three
projects are presented in consecutive chapters in the DEIR and FEIR (Chapters 11, 12,
and 13).
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F-16. MWRA should prepare a figure which illustrates the alignment of the North
Dorchester Bay and Reserved Channel Consolidation Conduits, the Reserved Channel
CSO Facility, all tributary regulators, BWSC's South Boston Interceptor, MWRA's
Columbus Park Headworks and Boston Main Drainage Tunnel.
36-6, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
Figures 14.3-4 and 15.3-3 in the DEIR show all features referred to by this comment, but
the South Boston Interceptor is not labeled. This interceptor is labeled on these figures in
the FEIR. These figures show all of the alternative routes and facility sites considered for
the three projects. Since the projects are separate, they are shown on separate figures in
the Recommended Plan chapter of the FEIR (Chapter 11, Section 4; and Chapter 12,
Section 4).

F -17. The FEIR should clearly indicate whether the total number of truck trips per day
refers only to soil-hauling trucks, or also other truck types (i.e. cement trucks, equipment
trucks, etc.).
54-1, Alphonse Roche, S. Boston Resident
Peak truck trips per day were based on soil-handling trucks and trucks delivering tunnel
lining material. Concrete and equipment delivery will not occur until facility excavation is
complete (Chapter 11, Section 4).

F-18. The MWRA should reevaluate the siting of the mining shaft at Site J North and make
every effort to locate the shaft as far from residences as possible due to concerns of
construction noise.

C_)

49-6, Bryan Glascock, City of Boston Environment Dept.
54-6, Alphonsus Roche, South Boston Resident
During construction of the North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit, it is likely that a
second mining shaft located near the Reserved Channel Pumping Facility could be utilized
for excavate removal and ventilation, thereby locating these activities further from
residences on East 1st Street. Conduit construction activities would still be coordinated
from a mining shaft located on Site J near East 1st Street. Noise barriers would be used
along East 1st Street to mitigate noise and visual impacts on neighboring residences and
businesses and to provide a visual buffer from construction activity. These noise barriers
. are constructed of 8-foot high pressure treated lumber with an angle overhang directed
toward the construction site. Noise from construction equipment will also be controlled
through the use of mufflers (Chapter 13, Section 5).
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F-19. The FEIR should clarify whether all construction activity at Site J-North would end
from 12 a.m. until 7 a.m., or just boring activities.
54-7, Alphonse Roche, S. Boston Resident
All off-site trucking activity would be suspended during evening hours to mitigate for
noise impacts on nearby residents. Maintenance of the tunnel boring machine would
normally be performed on the 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. shift for tunneling projects. When tunnel
boring machine maintenance is the only construction activity during the 11 p.m. to 7 a.m.
shift, activity at Site J North would be limited to the use of lighting, blowers, and pumps
to support the tunnel operation. No construction at the CSO facility would be anticipated
during evening hours.
There may be times when it is necessary to operate the tunnel boring machine during
evening hours. In these instances, additional activities at Site J North could include the
dumping of excavate from the underground rail cars and the operation of a conveyor to
stockpile the excavate. The on-site use of dump trucks and front end loaders may also be
required to stockpile material excavated from the tunnel. The location of these activities
to the rear of the site and the erection of a visual/noise barrier along East 1st Street would
mitigate these activities at times when they are required.

(-)

F -20. The FEIR should address comments expressing concerns about the potential for
increased overflows into Reserved Channel and the resulting water quality impacts.
59-1, Trudy Coxe, Secretary, Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
Comments expressing concerns about the potential for increased overflows into the
Reserved Channel and resulting water quality impacts have been addressed in the FEIR.
Each comment has been specifically responded to, and revisions made to the text of the
FEIR as appropriate (Chapter 12, Section 3).
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
STONY BROOK SEWER SEPARATION FACILITY

DEIR Chapter: 17
FEIR Chapter: 14

The responses to comments received on this project are presented in this section. Each comment
is numbered consecutively, and is immediately followed by an identification of the person( s)
who authored the comment. The numbers used to identify the comment author(s) are unique and
key to the master comment spreadsheet, which lists all comments received on the DEIR through
the MEPA process. For more information on the organization of comments and responses, refer
to the introduction to this Appendix.

G-1. Board voted unanimously to oppose construction of the Stony Brook Screening and
Disinfection Facility on Site L2.
1-1, Rob Macintosh, Chair, MA College of Art Board of Trustees
28-1, Katherine Sloan, President, Massachusetts College of Art
Site L2 has been dropped from consideration in siting the Stony Brook screening and
disinfection facility due to potential difficulties in obtaining the site (Chapter 14,
Section 4).

G-2. The FEIR should reevaluate the selection of Site L2 for its CSO facility as the site is
crucial to MCA for parking and future development.
1-2, Rob Macintosh, Chair, MA College of Art Board of Trustees
4-1, Stanley Z. Koplik, Chancellor, MA Board of Higher Education
10-1, Paul MaCaffrey, Vice President, Mass. College of Art, Mission Hill Public Meeting
13-19, Katherine Sloan, President, Massachusetts College of Art
22-1, Mahoney, Hawkes & Golding, Attorneys forMA College of Art
28-2, Katherine Sloan, President, Massachusetts College of Art
32-1, Robert E. Stewart, Exec. Director, MA State College Building Authority
Site L2 has been dropped from consideration for the Stony Brook Screening and
Disinfection Facility because of potential difficulties in obtaining the site. The MWRA
has been in consultation with Wentworth Institute on possible use of the site of its
maintenance building, as an alternative (Chapter 14, Section 4).
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G-3. What is current status of the BWSC study to separate sewers in the Mission Hill
area?
8-1, Mission Hill Resident, Mission Hill Public Meeting
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The BWSC has completed a draft report on sewer separation in the Stony Brook tributary
area, which has been reviewed by the MWRA. The BWSC and MWRA have worked
together to evaluate this alternative and compare it to the alternative of screening and
disinfection. Based on this evaluation and comparison process, sewer separation is the
recommended CSO control plan, contingent upon reaching agreement on implementation
details with BWSC (Chapter 14, Section 4).
G-4. Where will dechlorination occur once the new facility is constructed?
8-2, Mission Hill Resident, Mission Hill Public Meeting
The dechlorination facility would be located in a portion of the Forsyth Dental School
parking lot. This represents a changed location from what was presented in the DEIR.
The dechlorination facility was originally proposed to be located in Forsyth Park
(Chapter 14, Section 4).
G-5. Opposes use of Site L2 as this is only open parcel of land owned by MCA for future
development.
8-3, Paul MaCaffrey, Vice President, Mass. College of Art, Mission Hill Public Meeting
13-17, Katherine Sloan, President, Massachusetts College of Art
As indicated above in response to Comment G-1, Site L2 has been dropped from
consideration in siting the screening and disinfection facility (Chapter 14, Section 4).
G-6. If MWRA had used the same criteria regarding institutional impacts on Site L2 as to
other sites, Site L2 would have been eliminated from consideration.
8-4, Mission Hill Resident, Mission Hill Public Meeting
No sites were eliminated from consideration due to institutional concerns. The possible
effects on institutional operations were evaluated for each site in the context of the
overall evaluation in engineering, environmental and community issues (Chapter 14,
Section 4).
G-7. What is the status of Site Q?
8-5, Oscar Brookins, Mission Hill Resident, Mission Hill Public Meeting
Site Q was evaluated as a potential location for the screening and disinfection facility,
however, the presence of a large underground structure on the Stony Brook Conduit and
the configuration of the site made the site technically infeasible (Chapter 14, Section 4).
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G-8. Why was the vacant area at the corner of Allegheny and Terrace Streets not
evaluated?
8-6, Oscar Brookins, Mission Hill Resident, Mission Hill Public Meeting
This site was considered subsequent to the submission of the DEIR. It was not formally
evaluated based on the initial screening evaluation conducted. The site is beyond the
study area boundary defined during the initial siting process, and the cost associated with
piping flow from the Stony Brook Conduit to the site would be higher than for other
alternative sites. In addition, the site is higher in elevation than other sites considered,
with relatively steeply sloping topography. The topography of the area would result in
very deep excavations for the facility influent and effluent piping, and for the facility
foundation. The depth of excavation required would increase cost and construction
difficulty. Finally, the orientation of the facility on the site, combined with the
surrounding topography, would result in the discharge of exhaust air from the odor
control system in close proximity to area residences. For these reasons, the site was not
evaluated in detail.
G-9. Will flooding that occurs at Site L2 affect the facility if it was located there?
8-7, Oscar Brookins, Mission Hill Resident, Mission Hill Public Meeting
If the facility were to be located at Site L2, it would be protected against 100-year storm
event. It would not increase or decrease the degree of flooding in the area. As stated in
response to other comments in this section, Site L2 is no longer under consideration
(Chapter 14, Section 4).
G-10. Asked that the MWRA reevaluate Site H.
8-8, Diane Brown, Mission Hill Resident, Mission Hill Public Meeting
A reevaluation of Site His not warranted as Site A1 is the preferred site for a screening
and disinfection facility, and Site L3 has been offered by Wentworth Institute as an
alternative if Site A1 is to be developed as part of the Mission Main Housing project.
Furthermore, the selection of the sewer separation alternative, contingent on reaching
agreement on implementation details with the BWSC, eliminates the need for a facility
site (Chapter 14, Section 4).
G-11. MCA feels that the college was bypassed in the notification process.
10-2, Paul MaCaffrey, Vice President, Mass. College of Art, Mission Hill Public Meeting
13-18, ·Katherine Sloan, President, Massachusetts College of Art
22-2, Mahoney, Hawkes & Golding, Attorneys forMA College of Art
This comment is noted. As stated in response to other comments in this section, Site L2
is no longer under consideration (Chapter 14, Section 4).

u
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G-12. Objects to selection of Site L2 as it does not adhere to the site screening process
utilized for other sites in the DEIR and is the most expensive option.
13-20, Katherine Sloan, President, Massachusetts College of Art
22-3, Mahoney, Hawkes & Golding, Attorneys forMA College of Art
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Site L2 has been dropped from consideration for the Stony Brook Screening and
Disinfection Facility as a result of potential difficulties in obtaining the site. Site L2 was
included in the DEIR evaluations due to its immediate proximity to the Ward Street
Headworks. The community recommended that sites in proximity to the existing
head works undergo detailed evaluation. Analyses conducted during preparation of the
DEIR indicated that Site L1, also in the vicinity of the head works, would be infeasible to
construction due to substantial subsurface utilities. Site L3, which currently supports a
functional Wentworth facility, was not identified as a potential site during preparation of
the DEIR. As a result Site L2 was selected for more detailed analysis (Chapter 14,
Section 4).

G-13. Requests extension of MWRA CSO DEIR MEPA comment period until January 22,
1997.
16-1, Mahoney, Hawkes & Golding, Attorneys forMA College of Art
Comment noted.

G-14. The FEIR should more clearly address the potential for odor impacts on adjacent
residents when the Stony Brook facility is being serviced or repaired.
22-4, Mahoney, Hawkes & Golding, Attorneys for MA College of Art
The Stony Brook CSO facility would only operate during wet weather periods, so it
would normally be possible to conduct maintenance activities during dry weather, when
the facility is not in service. In addition, the facility would include redundant systems, so
that the unavailability of a portion of the odor control system during operation would not
result in adverse odor impacts. This system redundancy helps to mitigate the potential
for odor impacts on nearby residents (Chapter 14, Section 6).

G-15. The FEIR should more clearly address the potential construction risks posed by
underground utilities and impacts of staging activities on neighboring residents of the
Stony Brook facility
22-5, Mahoney, Hawkes & Golding, Attorneys forMA College of Art
The FEIR addresses construction risks associated with underground utilities both in terms
of cost and in a non-monetary sense. Where construction difficulties could be estimated
and quantified, a cost was assigned to account for the known conditions. Where
construction difficulties could not be quantified, these difficulties were accounted for as
"construction risk" in a non-monetary, yet comparative manner among the alternatives.
It is not feasible to discuss the impacts of staging areas and staging activities in a more
B-G-4
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specific manner because the location(s) of staging areas are normally left to the
construction contractor. These locations are therefore not known until construction
starts. During design, appropriate restrictions will be incorporated into the construction
documents to control construction staging practices (Chapter 14, Section 4).

G-16. The FEIR should more clearly evaluate whether lead hazards from fugitive dust at
Site L2 would be greater than at other sites.
22-6, Mahoney, Hawkes & Golding, Attorneys for MA College of Art
Site L2 is no longer under consideration as a facility site due to potential difficulties in
obtaining the site (Chapter 14, Section 4).

G-17. The FEIR should include more recent data on background noise levels in the Stony
Brook area.
22-7, Mahoney, Hawkes & Golding, Attorneys forMA College of Art
The most recent available background noise data were presented in the DEIR. The
project will not generate any substantial noise during operation. The potential for noise
impacts will occur during construction. Construction will occur during the day time
hours when ambient noise levels are higher due to vehicular traffic (Chapter 14,
Section 6).

C)

G-18. The FEIR should more clearly address mitigation for lost parking to the college if
the Stony Brook facility was constructed on Site L2.
22-8, Mahoney, Hawkes & Golding, Attorneys forMA College of Art
Site L2 has been dropped from further consideration as a potential facility site
(Chapter 14, Section 4).

G-19. The FEIR should include a more detailed analysis of potential traffic impacts in the
Site L2 area as a result of construction of the Stony Brook facility.
22-9, Mahoney, Hawkes & Golding, Attorneys forMA College of Art
Site L2 has been dropped from further consideration as a potential facility site (Chapter
14, Section 4).

G-20. The FEIR should include a more detailed evaluation of future development plans for
the potential Stony Brook facility sites.
22-10, Mahoney, Hawkes & Golding, Attorneys forMA College of Art
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Additional communication with agencies having jurisdiction over the sites still being
considered for the facility have occurred since publication of the DEIR. Any new
information regarding future development of the sites is included in the FEIR (Chapter
14, Section 4).
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G-21. The FEIR should include a more comprehensive mitigation plan for Site L2.
22-11, Mahoney, Hawkes & Golding, Attorneys for MA College of Art

/
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Site L2 has been dropped from further consideration due to potential difficulties in
obtaining the site (Chapter 14, Section 4).
G-22. The BOS046 CSO in the Fens should be closed, or justification provided as to why it
is not feasible to do so.
25-16, Robert Zimmerman, Jr., Charles River Watershed Association
Hydraulic analyses performed using the SWMM model indicate that if outfall BOS046
were closed, there would be increased flooding on the Stony Brook Conduit during larger
storm events. Reference is also made to the flooding which occurred during the October,
1996 storm event. To exacerbate that flooding by closing outfall BOS046 would be
unacceptable.
G-23. Supports the CSO Draft FP/EIR for Stony Brook.
26-1, Thomas J. Keady, Director, Northeastern University Office of Gov't Relations
Comment noted.
G-24. The FEIR should explore and report on results of the BWSC sewer separation study,
which may eliminate the need for the Stony Brook Screening and Disinfection Facility if
other improvements are implemented.
26-2, Thomas J. Keady, Director, Northeastern University Office of Gov't Relations
29-13, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRA/EDIC
33-5, Ken Moraff, U.S. EPA Region I
41-18, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
49-9, Bryan Glascock, City of Boston Environment Dept.
59-14, Trudy Coxe, Secretary, Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
The FEIR presents the findings of the BWSC sewer separation study, and the MWRA' s
assessment of the study findings. Based on the discussion of this alternative presented in
the FEIR, and contingent upon reaching an agreement on implementation details with
BWSC, sewer separation is the recommended CSO control alternative for the Stony
Brook area (Chapter 14, Section 4).
G-25. MWRA should expand the study area boundaries for the Stony Brook Screening
and Disinfection Facility to locate potentially more feasible sites.
29-12, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRA/EDIC
45-9, Aldo Ghirin, Senior Planner, Boston Parks and Recreation Dept.
49-8, Bryan Glascock, City of Boston Environment Dept.
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The MWRA did examine expanding the study area boundaries for the facility, and based
on preliminary reconnaissance conducted, determined that the boundaries should not be
expanded. This determination was based on the relative unavailability of alternative sites
and the cost and environmental impact of conveying flow to and from the Stony Brook
Conduit to a more remote facility location.

G-26. Suggests the MWRA develop an overall figure of the Stony Brook Screening and
Disinfection Facility project that includes: the Stony Brook Conduit alignment, all active
regulators, treatment facility, piping and diversion structure, dechlorination facility and
outfalls BOS046 and MWR023 (Fig.17.1-2).
36-16, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
A figure has been developed to address this comment, and is presented in the FEIR
(Chapter 14, Section 1).

G-27. MWRA should explain why they believe that bar screens with 1h inch spacing
provide adequate floatables control treatment for the Stony Brook Screening and
Disinfection Facility.
36-17, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission

C)

There are no Massachusetts or federal standards for the size of the clear spacing required
to provide adequate floatables control for CSO discharges. The State of New Jersey has
a halfinch standard for floatables control. The existing MWRA CSO treatment facilities
use mechanically cleaned bar screens with half inch clear spacing, which is essentially
the closest clear spacing feasible with this type of screen. Higher cost, performance
reliability concerns, and limited benefit were factors in determining that mechanically
cleaned bar screens with half inch clear spacing were the preferred floatables control
technology for the Stony Brook facility (Chapter 14, Section 4).

G-28. Recommends that MWRA re-evaluate the use of horizontal discharge screens for
floatables control at the Stony Brook Screening and Disinfection Facility.
36-18, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
Refer to the response to Comment G-27. The use of horizontal discharge screens for the
Stony Brook facility was considered. Horizontal discharge screens are designed for use
in applications such as detention basins or where a continuous flow carries the captured
materials away from the screen. They are not designed for the type of configuration
available in a screening and disinfection facility and were not selected based on cost and
performance reliability concerns (Chapter 14, Section 4).

G-29. There is insufficient information on the operation and location of dechlorination
components of the Stony Brook Screening and Disinfection Facility.
36-19, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
B-G-7

The FEIR provides additional detail on the operation and location of the dechlorination
facilities that would be required in connection with this the screening and disinfection
facility alternative. A small, remote facility would be sited in a portion of the parking lot
for the Forsyth Dental School (Chapter 14, Section 4).
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G-30. MWRA fails to provide any information on the area requirements for chemical
storage, pumps, truck deliveries, and other related size information for the Stony Brook
Screening and Disinfection Facility.
36-20, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
Size information for the Stony Brook facility alternatives were provided in the DEIR
both on scale drawings and in the text. Paved areas necessary to support truck deliveries
were also shown on scale drawings of the alternatives. Area requirements for alternative
disinfection and floatables control alternatives were presented in tabular form. The
information referred to by this comment is included in the FEIR as appropriate
(Chapter 14, Section 4).

G-31. Given MWRA's site for the proposed dechlorination facility, BWSC questions how
MWRA would achieve adequate dechlorination, 30 second contact time, for flows that will
discharge at outfall BOS046 from the Stony Brook Screening and Disinfection Facility.
36-21, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
The available detention time from the site of the proposed dechlorination facility to the
discharge at outfall BOS046 has been accounted for in siting the dechlorination facility,
and the 30 second contact time criterion will be met at facility peak flow (Chapter 14,
Section 4).

G-32. Suggests that MWRA evaluate sites upstream of regulator RE046-192 since flows
downstream of this regulator do not need to be treated.
36-22, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
Refer to the response to Comment G-25. The MWRA did examine expanding the study
area boundaries for the facility, and based on preliminary reconnaissance conducted,
determined that the boundaries should not be expanded. This determination was based in
part on the relative unavailability of suitable alternative sites upstream of RE046-192.

G-33. Believes that the fair market value of Site L2 is likely to be significantly higher than
the 1994 assessed value.
36-23, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
Site L2 has been dropped from further consideration due to potential difficulty in
obtaining the site (Chapter 14, Section 4).
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G-34. Text on Page 17-9 indicating that the largest storm in a typical year (206 mgd) was
selected as basis of design for the Stony Brook facility is inconsistent with Table 17.2-1.
41-31, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
This inconsistency has been addressed in the FEIR. The peak flow used as the basis of
sizing the facility is 500 cfs (323 mgd) (Chapter 14, Section 3).

G-35. Why are annual loads less than 1-year storm loads for the Back Bay/Fens (Table
17.2-2)?
41-32, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
Both the 1-year storm and annual CSO flows and loads for the Back Bay Fens are
presented in Table 14.3-5 of the FEIR. The 1-year storm volume (1.5 MG) is greater
than the annual volume predicted by the EXTRAN model (1.3 MG). Both CSO volumes
are the result of the 1-year storm. When run in the typical year, the timing of each storm
in the rainfall series depends on the impact of the preceeding storm on the sewer system.
The difference in predicted volumes for the same storm is therefore due to the timing of
the 1-year storm in the typical year simulation with respect to peak diurnal flow and tide
stage. While not in a tidally impacted receiving water, outfall BOS046 overflows are
impacted by other tidally impacted outfalls.

C)

G-36. The alternative site evaluations do not appear to justify the choice of Site L2 since
Site A1 is generally rated better (pg. 17-146)
41-33, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
Site L2 is no longer under consideration as a facility site (Chapter 14, Section 4).

G-37. If institutional considerations will be key to site selection, would other previously
eliminated sites be worth reconsidering? (pg. 17-146)?
41-34, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
While institutional issues are certainly critical in the selection of a site for the Stony
Brook Screening and Disinfection Facility, other environmental and community factors
must still be considered. At this time, there is no need to reevaluate previously
eliminated sites. If sewer separation is selected as the preferred alternative there would
be no further consideration of any facility sites (Chapter 14, Section 4).

G-38. Remain convinced that large expenditures to build the Stony Brook Screening and
Disinfection Facility would be better spent on source reduction.
43-1, Isabella M. Callanan, President, Friends of the Muddy River

~~--)

This comment is noted. The FEIR recommends implementation of sewer separation,
contingent upon reaching an agreement on implementation details with BWSC (Chapter
14, Section 4).
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G-39. The FEIR should evaluate the Muddy River watershed separately from the
watershed of the lower Charles River.
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43-3, Isabella M. Callanan, President, Friends of the Muddy River
There are no CSOs tributary to the Muddy River, which is not addressed in the MWRA's
FEIR. There is one CSO tributary to the Back Bay Fens (BOS046) which is directly
related to the CSO control alternative chosen for outfall MWR023. Outfall MWR023 is
tributary to the Lower Charles River. This is the reason why CSO control for outfall
BOS046 has been evaluated in conjunction with CSO control for outfall MWR023 and
the Lower Charles River.

G-40. The FEIR should contain a written commitment that in the next generation of CSO
control, all the CSO discharges to the Back Bay Fens will be eliminated, and all the
sediments resulting from past CSO discharges will be removed and disposed.
45-3, Aldo Ghirin, Senior Planner, Boston Parks and Recreation Dept.
There is no regulatory basis or water-based use that exists at this time to justify the
elimination of CSO discharges to the Back Bay Fens, nor is it appropriate for the MWRA
to commit to the removal and disposal of sediments from past discharges from outfall
BOS046.

G-41. The FEIR should contain a defined location for the proposed second chlorine
residual analyzer for the Stony Brook facility.
45-7, Aldo Ghirin, Senior Planner, Boston Parks and Recreation Dept.
Refer to the response to Comment G-4. The dechlorination facility would be located in a
portion of the Forsyth Dental School parking lot (Chapter 14, Section 4).

G-42. The FEIR should discuss all alternative locations for the second chlorine residual
analyzer for the Stony Brook facility. Non-park alternatives would be more desirable
locations than parkland, even if the feature is a below-ground chamber.
45-8, Aldo Ghirin, Senior Planner, Boston Parks and Recreation Dept.
The proposed location of the dechlorination facility has been modified. The revised
location would be the Forsyth Dental School Parking lot (Chapter 14, Section 4).

G-43. The FEIR should include details for the recommended alternative at outfall BOS046.
45-10, Aldo Ghirin, Senior Planner, Boston Parks and Recreation Dept.Refer to the response to Comment G-31. Based on the recommendation for sewer
separation, contingent upon reaching agreement on implementation details with the
BWSC, physical controls will not be required at outfall BOS046. Outfall BOS046
activates infrequently, and serves as a relief outfall for outfall MWR023. Sewer
separation will reduce the CSO activation frequency into the Stony Brook Conduit to one
B-G-10
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to two events per year. It will also increase the annual volume of separate stormwater
discharged to outfall BOS046, which may have a beneficial flushing effect on the Fens.
Because the one to two CSO activations per year will coincide with larger storms, it is
likely that outfall BOS046 will be active when CSO activations occur. The relationship
between outfall MWR023 and outfall BOS046 is further described in the FEIR (Chapter
14, Section 4).
G-44. If operation of the bar screens at outfall BOS046 will require maintenance (cleaning,
repair, etc.), such activities will likely impact parkland surrounding the outfall, and these
impacts need to be discussed in detail in the FEIR.
45-11, Aldo Ghirin, Senior Planner, Boston Parks and Recreation Dept.
There are no plans to install bar screens at outfall BOS046. Under the sewer separation
alternative, floatables control will be provided upstream of outfalls BOS046 and
MWR023 by installing underflow baffles in the five existing CSO regulators which will
remain following sewer separation (Chapter 14, Section 4).
G-45. The FEIR should include the latest data from the outfall discharge frequency meter
installed at BOS046 by BWSC in the summer of 1995.
45-12, Aldo Ghirin, Senior Planner, Boston Parks and Recreation Dept.

()

Through ongoing coordination meetings with the BWSC, the MWRA has determined
that the flow monitoring conducted by the BWSC was consistent with the SWMM model
results developed by the MWRA.
G-46. Voted and passed resolution opposing any further consideration of the MCA
property by the MWRA for use as the Stony Brook Screening and Disinfection Facility.
58-1, Stanley Z. Koplik, Chancellor, MA Board of Higher Education
This comment is noted. As indicated in response to other comments in this section, the
MCA property is no longer under consideration for use as a site for the Stony Brook
Screening and Disinfection Facility (Chapter 14, Section 4).
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
CAMBRIDGE CAMOOS HYDRAULIC RELIEF

DEIR Chapter: 18
FEIR Chapter: 15

The responses to comments received on this project are presented in this section. Each comment
is numbered consecutively, and is immediately followed by an identification of the person(s)
who authored the comment. The numbers used to identify the comment author(s) are unique and
key to the master comment spreadsheet, which lists all comments received on the DEIR through
the MEPA process. For more information on the organization of comments and responses, refer
to the introduction to this Appendix.

H-1. Where in the roadway would the construction occur?
9-1, Cambridge Resident, Cambridge Public Meeting

()

Construction would take place along the southern travel lanes in Mt. Auburn Street, from
approximately in front of the Mt. Auburn Hospital receiving dock exit, east to Junction
Structure No. 1, which is located in front of the Doctor's entrance/visitor's exit ramps.
The work will be done as close to the side of the road as possible. Work may not be
required in the sidewalk, but it will likely be conducted in the parking lane. However,
for safety reasons, the sidewalk in the vicinity of the construction area will be blocked
off (Chapter 15, Section 7).

H-2. Will there be any construction impacts beyond the boundaries indicated?
9-2, Cambridge Resident, Cambridge Public Meeting
Physical construction and storage of construction equipment and materials is expected to
occur in the immediate vicinity of the area described in response to Comment H-1,
above. The only expected construction impacts beyond that area relate to vehicle trips
(workers, equipment, and materials) to support construction (Chapter 15, Section 7).

H-3. How long will the project take?
9-3, Cambridge Resident, Cambridge Public Meeting
At the Cambridge public meeting, it was estimated that construction would take
approximately two to three months. Construction is now estimated to take about three to
six months to complete.
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H-4. Why does the screening and disinfection facility result in fewer activations but
greater flow volume than the hydraulic relief?
9-4, Alex Strysky, Cambridge Conservation Commission
9-5, Kathy Baskin, Charles River Watershed Association

()

The screening and disinfection facility requires a 1,400 foot long influent pipe, which
provides a storage volume of 206,000 gallons. This volume stores 100 percent of the
CSO volume from all but 3 storm events in a typical year. Once the volume of the
influent pipe fills, all of the excess CSO volume is discharged. The hydraulic relief
alternative directs considerably more flow to the MWRA interceptor network compared
to the existing interceptor connection. The capacity of this connection is exceeded 4
times in a typical year, which results in 1 more activation than the screening and
disinfection alternative. The CSO volume is less because the hydraulic relief alternative
directs a percentage of the wet weather flow to the MWRA interceptor even when its
capacity is exceeded, and only the excess is overflowed (Chapter 15, Section 4).

H-5. Where will dewatering water from the trenches be disposed of?
9-6, Cambridge Resident, Cambridge Public Meeting
The dewatering water will most likely be discharged into a local storm drain. If the
groundwater is not contaminated, sediment will be removed prior to discharge. If the
groundwater is contaminated, treatment in addition to sediment removal will be required
prior to discharge.

(-)

H-6. What provisions are made for using this system while the pipe is under construction
and not in service?
9-7, Cambridge Resident, Cambridge Public Meeting
Service will not be compromised during construction. During the public meeting it was
indicated that flow will be pumped around the construction area through a below-grade
pipe in Mt. Auburn Street. It is now clarified that the pipe will not likely be buried, but
will more likely be at grade with adequate protection. This is a standard construction
practice when working on a live sewer.

H-7. Suggested the use of an auger rather than hammer for pile driving as a mitigation for
construction noise impacts
9-8, Cambridge Resident, Cambridge Public Meeting
Comment noted. This comment will be considered during design if pile driving is
determined to be necessary.

H-8. A more detailed traffic plan should be included in the FEIR to assuage concern for
traffic impacts at Lowell and Mt. Auburn Streets.
9-9, Cambridge Resident, Cambridge Public Meeting
B-H-2
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More detail on potential traffic impacts and projected mitigation is included in the FEIR.
This information is more detailed than that in the DEIR as more aspects of the project
have been finalized. However, much of the fine tuning of mitigation details and a final
traffic plan will not be worked out until the design phase of the project, which begins in
July 1997. MWRA will work closely with the city on details ofthe traffic management
plan (Chapter 15, Section 7).

H-9. Suggested that a neighborhood review group be created for an additional source of
feedback.
9-10, Cambridge Resident, Cambridge Public Meeting
MWRA has aided in establishing and working with neighborhood review groups for other
projects, and the idea will be investigated for this project prior to initiation of
construction.

H-10. Must this plan be submitted after the EPA hearings, and what happens if EPA does
not approve the project alternatives?
9-11, Cambridge Resident, Cambridge Public Meeting

()

As MWRA's court ordered milestones for the Cambridge project are in July 1997 for
design and January 1998 for construction, MWRA is conferring with EPA to get as much
feedback as possible prior to the EPA hearings on the Charles River in December 1997 .
The plan submitted in the FEIR is the MWRA's current recommendation to control CSOs
at outfall CAM005. If this plan is not approved by EPA or another agency having
jurisdiction, then the MWRA and the non-approving agency would work to resolve issues
with the plan, which would then be modified and approved.

H-11. When will the public know about EPA's decision to accept or reject the project
changes?
9-12, Cambridge Resident, Cambridge Public Meeting
MWRA would likely give public notification of EPA's decision as soon as it is received,
and notification could be done through a mass mailing, with an issue of the CSO bulletin,
and/or dissemination through the city.

H-12. When will expansion ofMt. Auburn Hospital begin and will it coincide with
CAM005 construction?
9-13, Cambridge Resident, Cambridge Public Meeting
A hospital expansion project is ongoing. The major expansio11, consisting of a two story
addition onto the roof of the existing operation room, is scheduled to begin in July, 1997.
Most of the major exterior work associated with the expansion project will be completed
by December, 1998, and only interior work will be conducted after that date. As
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construction of the CAM005 Hydraulic Relief project is not scheduled to commence until
April, 1999, the two projects are not expected to coincide.

H-13. Does EPA approve or make decisions all at once or for each project individually?
9-14, Cambridge Resident, Cambridge Public Meeting
The EPA and other reviewing agencies will receive the final facilities plan and
environmental impact report, describing all projects, for approval at the same time. The
EPA and other agencies may approve the entire document or portions thereof.

H-14. Where will the underflow baffle be located and what impacts will it have?
9-15, Cambridge Resident, Cambridge Public Meeting
The underflow baffle will be located inside of the existing, below grade CSO regulator in
Mt. Auburn Street. The only anticipated impact of the baffle, once installed, would be a .
reduction in the discharge offloatables from CSO outfall CAM005 (Chapter 15,
Section 4).

H-15. How can contaminated soils be kept from washing into the river or becoming
airborne?
9-17, Cambridge Resident, Cambridge Public Meeting
As part of detailed design, following facilities plan approval, the soil will be tested to
assess contamination. If contamination is present, various controls may be required to
minimize potential risks. Regardless of contamination levels, soils will not be allowed to
wash into the river, and dust will be controlled by standard construction practices.

H-16. Proposes relocating RE051 to the manhole on the 54" pipeline, removing the brick
weir in existing RE051, postponing the installation of the 30'' pipeline from Junction
Structure 1 to the Interceptor Diversion Structure, and determining through metering if
the new interceptor is necessary. These actions are intended to minimize impacts on the
Mt. Auburn Hospital entrance
31-3, Robert W. Healy, City of Cambridge, Mayor's Office
31-7, Ann Daughaday, Cambridge Department of Public Works
31-8, Ann Daughaday, Cambridge Department of Public Works
Hydraulic analyses conducted in support of the Final Facilities Plan and Environmental
Impact Report indicate that the 30-inch pipeline from Junction Structure 1 to the
Interceptor Diversion Structure is not required. The alternative to relocate RE051 was
evaluated in detail, and is discussed in the final FP/EIR. It is recommended that the exact
piping configuration be determined during design (Chapter 15, Section 4).
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H-17. Continued discussion with EPA is required over whether replacement of the
CAM005 Screening and Disinfection Facility with a hydraulic relief project is acceptable
33-3, Ken Moraff, U.S. EPA Region I
Comment noted. An expanded cost/performance analysis, which supports the
recommended plan for CSO control at outfall CAM005, is presented in the FEIR
(Chapter 15, Section 6).

H-18. Fully support the CAM005 Hydraulic Relief project as now proposed
42-1, Richard I. Melvoin, Belmont Hill School
Comment noted.
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
CHARLESTOWN BOS019 STORAGE CONDUIT

DEIR Chapter: 19
FEIR Chapter: 16

The responses to comments received on this project are presented in this section. Each comment
is numbered consecutively, and is immediately followed by an identification ofthe person(s)
who authored the comment. The numbers used to identify the comment author(s) are unique and
key to the master comment spreadsheet, which lists all comments received on the DEIR through
the MEPA process. For more information on the organization of comments and responses, refer
to the introduction to this Appendix.

I-1. How is the appropriate conduit capacity determined?
5-1, Charlestown Resident, Charlestown Public Meeting

()

Conduit capacity is determined by using a computer model of the combined sewer
system to determine the CSO volume corresponding to a series of the largest storms that
would occur in a typical year. The conduit size and cost required to store the CSO
volume from these storms is determined, and a relationship between cost and the volume
of CSO controlled is developed. This relationship identifies the most cost-effective
conduit volume. Water quality benefits are then assessed to determine if a larger storage
volume than determined through cost-effectiveness analysis might be warranted (Chapter
16, Section 6).
I-2. What are the differences in community impact between the screening and disinfection
facility and the storage conduit?
5-2, Charlestown Resident, Charlestown Public Meeting
The storage conduit results in less community impact than a screening and disinfection
_facility as it requires less above ground space, does not require chemical deliveries, will
be fully automated, results in a significant reduction in CSO discharge volume, and uses
simpler equipment, which will require less maintenance (about 15 times per yearroutine inspections monthly and after each activation). Long-term impacts on land use
and future development plans are thus substantially reduced (Chapter 16, Section 5).

u

I-3. Expressed concern about odor control.
5-3, Judith Brennan, Charlestown Neighborhood Council, Charlestown Public Meeting
B-I-1

Odor control using activated carbon will be provided as part of the project. This is a
standard practice for odor control at these types of facilities. At the community meeting
it was noted that the MWRA currently operates similar facilities in residential
neighborhoods and does not receive odor complaints (Chapter 16, Section 7)
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1-4. MWRA should investigate the feasibility and cost/benefit of increasing the size of the
Charlestown BOS019 Storage Conduit to store all of the excess flows that normally would
be anticipated, to eliminate any activation of the BOS019 outfall.
29-14, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRAIEDIC
Elimination of the outfall through storage would be technically infeasible. This is
because without an overflow there is a risk of flooding homes and businesses connected
to the combined sewer system if the storage volume was exceeded. The cost/benefit of
increasing the storage conduit was examined, and the results presented in the FEIR. This
analysis resulted in selection of a cost-effective storage volume consistent with water
quality improvement (Chapter 16, Section 6)

1-5. Boring MW18-2 should be located in Site B2 and boring MW18-9 is in Site Bl: they
are reversed on page 19-95.
29-28, Richard B. Mertens, Boston Redevelopment Authority
Borings MW18-2 and MW18-9 are both located in Site B2.

I -6. Because diversion of trucks along Medford Street will likely result in additional
community impacts, MWRA should maintain at least one, if not two, lanes of traffic along
Chelsea Street at all times.
30-8, Gordon B. King, Massport
Construction of the Charlestown BOS019 Storage Conduit is not expected to result in
lane reductions on either Chelsea or Medford Street as construction would occur on land
adjacent to Chelsea Street under the Tobin Bridge. Construction of the diversion
structure, tidegates and connections to the conduit will result in lane reductions on
Chelsea Street and may affect truck turning movement from Medford Street, but will not
result in road closures. At least one lane, and likely two lanes, of traffic will be open on
Chelsea Street during construction (Chapter 16, Section 7)

1-7. M:WRA should provide specific information regarding their proposed soil
management plans, since portions of the construction area may contain contaminated
soils..
30-9, Gordon B. King, Massport
Specific information on soil management will be developed in accordance with
applicable regulations as part of the design of this project. Facilities planning cost
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estimates and impact assessments were prepared in accordance with the MCP and
applicable federal regulations.

1-8. Any above-ground structures must be able to withstand heavy dumps of falling snow
from the adjacent bridge and roadways.
30-10, Gordon B. King, Massport
Comment noted. This issue will be addressed during design.

1-9. A 4-inch sewer main serving the U.S. Gypsum property is located below grade within
the proposed construction area of the Charlestown BOS019 Storage Conduit, and will
likely need to be protected or relocated.
30-11, Gordon B. King, Massport
The 4-inch force main has been added to the site plan for this project. The extent of
force main to be protected or relocated during construction will be determined during the
design phase.

1-10. EPA has not yet concluded whether the proposal to eliminate the screening and
disinfection facilities at BOS017 and BOS019 in Charlestown are acceptable.
33-13, Ken Moraff, U.S. EPA Region I

(~)

This comment is noted. The FEIR includes additional information, including an
optimization analysis, that compares the recommended plan to the previously proposed
screening and disinfection facility. It is also noted that, as a result of the optimization
analysis, the conduit length and volume was increased to capture additional CSO
(Chapter 16, Section 6).

I -11. Evaluate the feasibility and cost-effectiveness of an alternative to provide a new sewer
in Medford Street to convey excess wet weather flow from BOS019 to the BOS017
tributary area.
36-24, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
This comment was fully evaluated and was determined that the alternative proposed by
this comment would cost over 2.5 times more than the alternative proposed in the DEIR
and would result in greater construction period environmental impacts. The marginal
. improvement in CSO control was determined not to be justified by the higher cost and
impacts -associated with the alternative proposed in this comment.

1-12. The final plan for the BOS019 Storage Conduit should include storage for the 6month storm as indicated in the Tech Memo.
41-19, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP

l)
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The cost/benefit of increasing the storage conduit was examined, and the results presented
in the FEIR. This analysis resulted in selection of a cost-effective storage volume
predicted to result in two overflows in the typical year. This sizing is consistent with the
November, 1996 Technical Memorandum on Cost and Performance of CSO Project
Changes referred to in this comment (Chapter 16, Section 6)

(--)

()
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
CHARLESTOWN BOS017 HYDRAULIC RELIEF

DEIR Chapter: 20
FEIR Chapter: 17

The responses to comments received on this project are presented in this section. Each comment
is numbered consecutively, and is immediately followed by an identification of the person(s)
who authored the comment. The numbers used to identify the comment author(s) are unique and
key to the master comment spreadsheet, which lists all comments received on the DEIR through
the MEP A process. For more information on the organization of comments and responses, refer
to the introduction to this Appendix.

J-1. BOS017 CSO improvements should be designed and coordinated with the City of
Boston, so as not to conflict with proposed roadway or rotary beautification
improvements, and in a way that will reduce disruption and minimize impacts.

()

5-4, Charlestown Resident, Charlestown Public Meeting
29-15, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRA/EDIC
49-10, Bryan Glascock, City of Boston Environment Dept.
Drawings of the proposed beautification improvements to the rotary have been obtained
from the Boston Parks and Recreation Department, and indicate that landscaping and
shrubs will be installed prior to construction of the CSO improvements. It may be
necessary to disturb some of the landscaping during excavation required for this project.
Any landscaping disturbed will be replaced in kind. This matter has been discussed and
coordinated with representatives of the Boston Parks Department, the proponent for the
rotary beautification project.

J-2. EPA has not yet concluded whether the proposal to eliminate the screening and
disinfection facilities at BOS017 and BOS019 in Charlestown are acceptable.
33-13, Ken Moraff, U.S. EPA Region I
This comment is noted. The FEIR includes additional information, including an
optimization analysis, that compares the recommended plan to the previously proposed
screening and disinfection facility (Chapter 17, Section 6).

J-3. In Table 20.2-2 there is an apparent inconsistency in the numbers presented for annual
volume and 1-year storm volume for the preferred alternative.
B-J-1

41-35, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
The 1-year storm volume is 0.51 million gallons. Three storms in the typical year produce
CSO volumes greater than 0.40 million gallons, and five additional storms produce more
than 0.10 million gallons. The predicted annual volume of2.47 million gallons has been
verified and appears reasonable in light of the CSO volumes produced by the eight largest
storms in the typical year. The table has been revised accordingly (Chapter 17, Section 3)

(_)
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SUBAPPENDIX K
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
UNION PARK DETENTIONffREATMENT FACILITY

DEIR Chapter: 21
FEIR Chapter: 18

The responses to comments received on this project are presented in this section. Each comment
is numbered consecutively, and is immediately followed by an identification of the person( s)
who authored the comment. The numbers used to identify the comment author(s) are unique and
key to the master comment spreadsheet, which lists all comments received on the DEIR through
the MEPA process. For more information on the organization of comments and responses, refer
to the introduction to this Appendix.

K-1. Neighborhood residents will oppose any use of the site adjacent to UPPS for the CSO
facility.
2-1, Gladys DeCosta, Union Park Neighborhood Association., Union Park Public Meeting
2-3, Michael Papadopoulos, Union Park Resident, Union Park Public Meeting
7-1, Gladys DeCosta, President, Union Park Neighborhood Association
13-1, Michael Papadopoulos, Union Park Resident
13-31, Gladys DeCosta, President, Union Park Neighborhood Association, Public Hearing
13-32, Torrence Boone, Union Park Street Resident, Public Hearing

This comment is noted. The MWRA has conducted facilities planning and
environmental review in accordance with applicable regulations, and finds that the site
adjacent to UPPS is the recommended site for the detention/treatment facility. The
Authority is prepared to work with the neighborhood to implement this project in a
manner that is acceptable to the neighborhood to the extent possible (Chapter 18,
Section 4).
K-2. Situation with BWSC maintenance of existing UPPS has worsened and the
community is tired of the noise and odors; no new facility should be built on the site.
2-2, Un,ion Park Resident, Union Park Public Meeting
2-5, Michael Papadopoulos and Mr. Triantafillidis, Union Park Residents, Union Park Public
Meeting

The MWRA will be responsible for the operation of the detention/treatment facility, and
has a reputation for proper operation and maintenance of existing CSO facilities, which
are similar to the facility proposed at this site. The MWRA offered tours of existing
facilities to attendees at the public meeting and others who may be interested. Before
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construction begins, MWRA and BWSC will develop an ownership/O&M plan for the
facility, and a possible outcome of this plan could be single party ownership of both the
detention/treatment facility and pump station components. In addition, a new odor
control system will be installed in the facility (Chapter 18, Section 6).

K-3. Suggested MWRA join the community in proposing another site.
2-4, Gregory Sullivan, Union Park Resident, Union Park Public Meeting
As part of facilities planning, the MWRA examined a total of seven alternative sites for
the detention/treatment facility. The MWRA is willing to consider alternatives proposed
by the community or others provided that the sites meet the siting criteria set forth in the
MWRA's June, 1995 Technical Memorandum on Potential Site Options (Chapter 18,
Section 4).

K-4. An attractively designed pump station shouldn't be a problem for the neighborhood.
2-6, James Kelly, Boston City Councillor, Union Park Public Meeting
The MWRA will work with the neighborhood and agencies having jurisdiction regarding
the architectural character of the proposed facilities. These facilities will be designed to
blend with the historic character of the neighborhood and the planned park.

K-5. Open space is very valuable to the neighborhood, and compensatory green space
should be found for any loss due to the facility.
2-7, Gregory Sullivan, Union Park Resident, Union Park Public Meeting
The MWRA is aware of plans to develop a park on a portion of the site prior to
construction of the detention/treatment facility. Under the terms of the lease between the
BWSC and the Boston Parks Department, the park will be fully restored, both in terms of
area and features, following facility construction.

K-6. Current UPPS lot is aesthetically unpleasing - would future facility be any different?
2-8, Gregory Sullivan, Union Park Resident, Union Park Public Meeting
55-7, Stephen Greene, South End Resident
The MWRA anticipates that a park will be developed prior to construction of the
detention/treatment facility, which will favorably alter the current aesthetics of the lot.
The presence of the pork will preclude continued use of the site for uses that have been a
burden to the neighborhood. As indicated in response to Comment K-5, the park will be
fully restored following facility construction. New facilities to be constructed by
MWRA will be properly maintained. The proposed addition to the facility will be
designed to blend with the architecture of the community and add to the atmosphere of
the neighboring park. The area should be much more aesthetically pleasing in the future,
following facility construction.
B-K-2
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K-7. Suggested that another meeting with Senator Lynch and the Mayor's office was
needed to do what's best for the quality of life in the neighborhood.
2-9, James Kelly, Boston City councillor, Union Park Public Meeting
MWRA, Boston Parks and Recreation Department, and BWSC met with councillor Kelly
and a neighborhood representative to facilitate progress on the park. MWRA has agreed
to sign onto the lease for the proposed park on Site D.

K-8. How would MWRA staff a CSO facility and what kind of expertise would workers
have to solve the problems?
2-10, Joe O'Keefe, Representative for Sen. Lynch, Union Park Public Meeting
During dry weather conditions when the facility is not operating, staffing would most
likely consist of a skeleton crew. During wet weather, when the facility is in operation,
staffing would likely consist of three to four persons summoned to the facility by a
remote alarm at an existing MWRA CSO facility. Staff, including Grade IV wastewater
treatment plant operators, would also be on-site immediately following each activation to
dewater and clean the facility.

K-9. How could the residents be sure MWRA would replace the park?
2-11, Gregory Sullivan, Union Park Resident, Union Park Public Meeting

(~)

It is MWRA policy is to restore an area to its condition prior to construction. If a park
has been constructed on the site prior to construction of the detention/treatment facility,
the MWRA will completely restore the park. This stipulation is also included in the lease
agreement between the BWSC and the Boston Parks Department for the portion of the
site to be developed as a park.

K-10. Suggested that another meeting was needed with residents, and that a Greek
translator should be available.
2-12, Gregory Sullivan, Union Park Resident, Union Park Public Meeting
MWRA, Boston Parks and Recreation Department, and BWSC met with councillor Kelly
and a neighborhood representative to facilitate progress on the park. MWRA has agreed
to sign onto the lease for the proposed park on Site D.

K-11. Express~d concern about odor and noise during debris removal from tanks.
2-13, Michael Triantafillidis, Union Park Residents, Union Park Public Meeting
Debris/screenings removal is envisioned to occur inside the facility via a garage bay that
will be accessed from Malden Street. A vacuum truck is planned to be used to move the
screenings from an open bin into the fully enclosed tank mounted on the vacuum truck.
Consequently, exposure of debris to ambient air would be minimized. Thus, any odors
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generated during debris removal would result in only minor, temporary impacts.
Although debris removal could generate some noise, this noise would be limited to
approximately 26 times per year when removal occurs, and will occur for only a short
time period (Chapter 18, Section 4).

(

-J

K-12. Union Park residents would write to the Secretary of Environmental Affairs
vehemently opposing construction of the facility on Union Park Street (Site D).
2-14, Gladys DeCosta, President, Union Park Neighborhood Association, Union Park Public
Meeting
Comment noted. Refer to response to Comment K-1. The MWRA will work with the
neighborhood to implement the project in a manner that is acceptable to the
neighborhood to the extent possible.

If-

K-13. Support use of SiteD for the Union Park Detentionffreatment Facility, but urge
MWRA to continue dialogue with the community and identify appropriate measures to
mitigate negative impacts.
29-16, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRAIEDIC
49-11, Bryan Glascock, City of Boston Environment Dept.
51-1, Edward J. Lonergan, Attorney, 560 Harrison Ave. Owner
This comment is noted. As indicated in response to other comments on this project the
MWRA is willing to work with the neighborhood to implement this project in a manner
that is acceptable to the neighborhood to the extent possible.

()

K-14. If an interim park has been developed at SiteD for the Union Park
Detentionffreatment Facility prior to construction, MWRA would be responsible for
replacing it with a permanent park facility.
29-17, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRAIEDIC
It is MWRA policy is to restore an area to its condition prior to construction. If a park
had been constructed on the site prior to construction of the detention/treatment facility,
then MWRA would completely restore the park.

K-15. MWRA should consider providing additional enhancement to the park design at the
Union Park Detention/Treatment Facility site, including additional landscaping to screen
the facility.
29-18, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRAIEDIC
The MWRA will design the proposed facilities to be compatible with the adjacent park.
This would include landscaping to serve as an appropriate buffer between the facility and
the park.

I
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K-16. The proposed Union Park Detention/Treatment Facility would be located opposite a
row of historic Victorian South End rowhouses, so design of the facility must be sensitive
to the architectural qualities of these residences and to the historical significance of the
south end.
29-19, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRAIEDIC
40-2, Steven Greene, President, South End Historical Society
The MWRA will work with the neighborhood and agencies having jurisdiction regarding
the architectural character of the proposed facilities. These facilities will be designed to
blend with the historic architecture of the neighborhood.

K-17. It is stated that horizontal discharge screens have lower overall O&M costs than
mechanically-cleaned bar screens (pg. 21-19), however, Tables 21.3-1 and 21.3-2 state the
opposite is true. The FEIR should clarify this discrepancy.
29-30, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRAJEDIC
The tables are correct, and the text has been edited to delete the statement that horizontal
discharge screens have a lower O&M cost than mechanically cleaned bar screens. The
correction of this discrepancy does not change the recommendation to use horizontal
discharge screens (Chapter 18, Section 4).

()

K-18. Recommend that MWRA assume ownership and operation of the UPPS prior to
construction of the Union Park Detention/Treatment Facility.
36-25, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
Referto the response to comment K-2. Before construction begins, it is expected that
MWRA and BWSC will devleop an ownership/O&M plan for the facility, and a possible
outcome of this plan could be single party ownership of both the detention/treatment
facility and pump station components.

K-19. Would oppose the destruction of the former West End Street Railroad Power House
building if Site C were selected and would recommend that the building be restored and
adaptively reused as part of the project.
40-1, Stephen Greene, President, South End Historical Society
This comment is noted. The recommended plan is to construct the facility on Site D,
.adjacent to the exiting Union Park Pump Station. There are no plans to use the building
on Site C (Chapter 18, Section 4).

K-20. The FEIR should address the problems of soil dewatering and subsidence associated
with major excavations as previous sewer projects several blocks away have caused major
damage to South End row houses.
B-K-5

40-3, Steven Greene, President, South End Historical Society
55-8, Stephen Greene, South End Resident

(

)

The need for groundwater monitoring wells and other types of monitoring during
construction to avoid problems associated with dewatering and other construction
activities will be determined during design as additional geotechnical information is
obtained. Based on geotechnical information available at this time, the soil conditions
consist mainly of silts and clay. Use of a pervious earth retention system, such as a
sheetpile wall, would appear to be acceptable. Dewatering would involve sumps and
ditches installed around the perimeter of the excavation, and would not be expected to
significantly lower groundwater in the project area.

K-21. Statement on Page 21-92 that wet scrubbers would reduce non-methane
hydrocarbons by approx. 85% is misleading from an air toxics standpoint, since wet
scrubbers are not generally effective in reducing the chlorinated VOC's of concern.
41-36, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
The statement on page 21-92 that wet scrubbers would reduce non-methane
hydrocarbons by approximately 85% specifically referred to total non-methane
hydrocarbons, not individual volatile organic compounds (VOCs). This 85% removal
rate was used to assess the total tons per year of NMHCs that would be expected to be
emitted by the Union Park facility.
A discussion regarding the emissions of individual volatile organic compounds which
could be a concern from an air toxics standpoint is located immediately following the
paragraph on page 21-92 which discusses removal of total NMHCs. To identify
individual VOCs which could reasonably be expected to be emitted by the Union Park
Pump Station, data from MWRA headworks was reviewed to identify individual VOCs
which were present above detection limits in head works emissions. To estimate the
approximate concentrations of these individual VOCs at ground level, zero removal from
the exiting air stream was assumed. The estimated concentrations of individual VOCs at
the emission stack was compared to the Threshold Effect Exposure Limit (TEL). As
discussed on pages 21-93 and 17-107 of the DEIR, a simple screening level dispersion
model was used to determine the worst case dispersion for each VOC which was
predicted to be above the TEL at the emission stack. The model developed for the Union
Park facility predicted that ambient air concentrations of all VOCs would be far below
the exposure limits at ground level (Chapter 18, Section 6).

( )

K-22. The FEIR should include additional information to justify statement (pg. 21-92) that
wet scrubbers will reduce H 2S levels by 99%.
41-37, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
A reference to the BACT analysis performed for the Deer Island primary treatment
head works (ENSR, 1991) indicates that either regenerable or non-regenerable scrubbing
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can achieve a total reduced sulfur (TRS) control efficiency of 99 percent. Results from
monitoring of emissions from the Deer Island wastewater have shown that H2S comprises
greater than 99 percent ofTRS.

K-23. The MWRA must accommodate the park as currently designed in its plans for the
Union Park CSO facility on Site D.
45-13, Aldo Ghirin, Senior Planner, Boston Parks and Recreation Dept.
As stated in response to previous comments on this project, it is MWRA policy is to
restore an area to its condition prior to construction. If a park has been constructed on
the site prior to construction of the detention/treatment facility, then MWRA will
completely restore the park. There does not appear to be a conflict between the proposed
facility and restoration of the park based on drawings of the park dated April, 1997.

K-24. Placement of the Union Park CSO facility at Site J on Rotch Playground is not an
acceptable alternative.
45-14, Aldo Ghirin, Senior Planner, Boston Parks and Recreation Dept.
This comment is noted. The recommended plan is to construct the facility on Site D,
adjacent to the existing Union Park Pump Station (Chapter 18, Section 4).

(

)

K-25. If Site D cannot be utilized for any reason, then the site located at 460 Harrison
Avenue should be reevaluated.
51-2, Edward J. Lonergan, Attorney, 560 Harrison Ave. Owner
This comment is noted. The recommended plan is to construct the facility on SiteD,
adjacent to the existing Union Park Pump Station. If SiteD cannot be used, the site at
460 Harrison Avenue could be reconsidered (Chapter 18, Section 4).

K-26. The Union Park Detention/Treatment Facility should improve conditions at the
existing pump station. Odor and noise problems should be mitigated by proposed odor
control and improved equipment and exhaust sound proofing, and the proposed park
should be part of the plan.
55-7, Stephen Greene, South End Resident
Comment noted. See response to Comments K-4, K-5, K-6, K-11, and K-14.
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SUBAPPENDIX L
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
EAST BOSTON BRANCH SEWER RELIEF

DEIR Chapter: 22
FEIR Chapter: 19

The responses to comments received on this project are presented in this section. Each comment
is numbered consecutively, and is immediately followed by an identification of the person(s)
who authored the comment. The numbers used to identify the comment author(s) are unique and
key to the master comment spreadsheet, which lists all comments received on the DEIR through
the MEPA process. For more information on the organization of comments and responses, refer
to the introduction to this Appendix.

L-1. How will streets be repaired?
6-1, East Boston Resident, East Boston Public Meeting

(_)

It is MWRA policy to repair the street surface disrupted by construction by
reconstructing the damaged area and providing a curb-to-curb overlay.

L-2. How would construction affect traffic flow on Border Street?
6-2, East Boston Resident, East Boston Public Meeting
Maintaining traffic flow in the project area will be one of the more important aspects
during project implementation. The FEIR discusses likely impacts and suggests
mitigation. In some locations, traffic will be reduced to one lane and police details will
be required (Chapter 19, Section 5).

L-3. Why did MWRA choose not to use more of the Conrail Right-of-Way (ROW)?
6-3, East Boston Resident, East Boston Public Meeting
Instead of constructing new pipe within the Conrail ROW, pipe bursting can be used in
.certain locations in the southern portion of the study area. Pipe bursting will be less
costly, require less time and will result in less surface disturbance compared to
construction of new pipe in the ROW (Chapter 19, Section 4).

L-4. Expressed concern that construction in the Conrail corridor might conflict with plans
for the first section of the Greenway.
6-4, East Boston Resident, East Boston Public Meeting
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At the public meeting, it was noted that MWRA was trying to coordinate its plans with
the Greenway project. It now appears that the first section of the Greenway may be
completed before the relief sewer is installed. If the pipeline is installed by
microtunneling, areas disturbed will be localized. If the relief sewer is installed by open
cut excavation, impacts will be substantially greater. Regardless of which excavation
technology is selected, the park will be fully restored upon completion (Chapter 19,
Section 4).

L-5. Expressed concern that it was difficult for people to determine which is the right route
and that the route appears to have been chosen based on construction concerns not
community impacts.
6-5, Mary Catina, East Boston Resident, East Boston Public Meeting
The MWRA concurs that the number of interchangeable route options for the nine route
sections which comprise this project make it difficult to evaluate, compare, and select the
right route. The DEIR and FEIR lay out the route options section-by-section, and
attempt to make logical combinations of route options by section. The evaluation
process used to select preferred routes was based on first identifying the least costly
option, and then assessing other factors, such as construction issues, community impacts,
and other environmental impacts. The DEIR shows the potential severity of effects on
these resources, and the MWRA has tried to take this important information into account
when making recommendations for construction methods (Chapter 19, Section 4).
L-6. Suggested that a site on Nay St. be used as a staging area then restored as public or

open space as mitigation, and that the mitigation commitment be made in the FEIR.
6-6, Martin Coughlin, East Boston Resident, East Boston Public Meeting
49-15, Bryan Glascock, City of Boston Environment Dept.
MWRA has negotiated for the use of the Nay Street site and will be seeking Board
approval within the next couple of months to lease the site (Chapter 19, Section 5).
L-7. Expressed concern that there would be unpleasant odors during construction of

EBBS.
6-7, East Boston Resident, East Boston Public Meeting
Odors anticipated during construction of the project could emanate from construction
equipment (e.g., diesel or oily odors) or could come from the ground (e.g., earthy odors).
Sewage odors would not be expected except when the existing sewers are cleaned or
when connections are made between the existing pipe network and the new. While it is
possible that a particularly odorous contaminant in the soil or groundwater could be
encountered during excavation, there is no evidence of this at this time. Additional soil
borings to be conducted during design will enable further assessment of the risk of odors
during construction.
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L-8. Will the project eliminate CSOs and their odor?
6-8, Mary Catina, East Boston Resident, East Boston Public Meeting
The East Boston Branch Sewer Relief project will achieve a high degree of CSO control
by conveying wet weather flow to the East Boston (Caruso) pump station. It is not
possible to eliminate the CSOs because wet weather flow from very large storms could
then back up into homes and businesses. CSO discharges will be reduced to about three
events per year (Chapter 19, Section 3).

L-9. Is MWRA working with BWSC on the issue of new sewer connections?
6-9, East Boston Resident, East Boston Public Meeting
The work required on this project will generally not involve new sewer connections. If
any connections are damaged as a result of construction these will be repaired. The
MWRA has been closely coordinating with the BWSC throughout this project.

L-10. Could shaft construction cause any problems with the integrity of foundations along
the routes?
6-10, East Boston Resident, East Boston Public Meeting

(~)

It is unlikely that shaft construction would cause problems with the integrity of existing
foundations. The methods under consideration for this work are designed to minimize
such damage.

L-11. Have any archaeological surveys been done on the proposed construction areas?
6-11, East Boston Resident, East Boston Public Meeting
A baseline historic and archaeological survey was conducted prior to issuance of the
DEIR, and the results related to the East Boston project area are included in Sections
22.4.2 and 22.5.2 of that document. As some areas to be affected by construction have a
high sensitivity for archaeological resources, including areas under existing roadways, it
is likely that Massachusetts Historical Commission will require further surveys during
design. The Massachusetts Historical Commission has control over projects such as this,
and would assess the significance of any historical finds (Chapter 19, Section 5).

L-12. Would rodent control be incorporated in the construction?
6-12, East Boston Resident, East Boston Public Meeting
A comprehensive rodent control program will be implemented prior to and during
construction. An outline of the components of the program was included in Section
10.1.16 of the DEIR. The Authority recognizes that rodent control is a critical
component of the CSO field investigation and construction program.
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L-13. Will contract documents include ways to handle odors that might arise?
6-13, East Boston Resident, East Boston Public Meeting
Provisions to handle odors could be included in the contract documents, but this is not
usually done because odors resulting from construction are not typically a problem.
Refer to the response to Comment L-7.

L-14. What is the extent of construction in East Boston?
6-14, East Boston Resident, East Boston Public Meeting
In addition to the East Boston Branch Sewer relief project, a sewer separation project
near Constitution Beach will occur in order to control East Boston CSOs (Chapter 19,
Section 2).

L-15. Indicated that there are very high bacteria levels in the Beachmont area after storms
and that illegal connections in the area need to be dealt with.
6-15, East Boston Resident, East Boston Public Meeting
The Boston Water and Sewer Commission has been targeting this problem, and may
know more about this area. High bacteria levels discharged from separate sewer areas
are the responsibility of the BWSC.

L-16. What happens to Logan Airport flow?
6-16, East Boston Resident, East Boston Public Meeting

(_)

Flow from Logan Airport is tributary to the MWRA interceptor network in East Boston
and is transported to Deer Island for treatment.

L-17. Request that more specific and accurate plans of the proposed East Boston Branch
Sewer routes in Section H be supplied so that impacts of the project on Bellesteel
Industries can be more accurately assessed.
19-1, Hale and Dorr, Attorney for Bellesteel Industries
A review of the currently proposed route for the project indicates that Bellesteel Industry
property will not be impacted. More detailed plans will be prepared from March, 2000
to October, 2002 based on the current project schedule.

L-18. To minimize street disruption in the Jeffries Point area, the new pipe construction
should take place entirely within the railroad corridor rather than partially in Orleans
Street (by means of pipe bursting).
29-20, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRA/EDIC
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Refer to the response to Comment L-3. The recommended pipe bursting alternative will
be less costly and require less time compared to construction of new pipe in the railroad
corridor (Chapter 19, Section 4).

L-19. Pipe construction for the East Boston Branch Sewer Relief should be coordinated
with the proposed East Boston Greenway Park development so as not to disrupt the
proposed bicycle and pedestrian pathway (may require change in construction schedule)
29-21, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRAIEDIC
Refer to the response to Comment L-4. It appears that the first section of the Greenway
may be completed before the relief sewer is installed. It is not possible to accelerate the
relief sewer project in order to complete construction before the start of the Greenway
project. Because the plan is to install the sewer by microtunneling, areas disturbed will
be localized and will be fully restored upon completion (Chapter 19, Section 4).

L-20. The interceptor relief route along Border Street (Section A) for the East Boston
Branch Sewer Relief needs to be coordinated with local construction proposed for the
adjacent Liberty Plaza renovation project
29-22, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRA/EDIC

()

The Liberty Plaza renovation project is scheduled to be complete by December, 1997,
and is currently more than 50 percent complete. There are no road or traffic changes as a
result of the project, only new curb cuts to parking areas. The relief sewer project will be
coordinated with the Liberty Plaza renovation project.

L-21. The construction of a new police station in East Boston may have some impacts on
the East Boston Branch Sewer Relief plan and route alternatives (Section 1).
29-23, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRAIEDIC
The City of Boston is currently negotiating with the property owner (MBT A) on the cost
of acquisition and cleanup of the site of the proposed police station at Condor Street and
East Eagle Street. Under the current schedule, construction should begin in the fall of
1998 and be completed by summer of 1999. As the East Boston Branch Sewer Relief
project is not scheduled for construction until 2003, there will not be any cumulative
construction impacts on the area. The relief sewer project will be coordinated with the
Boston Police concerning potential impacts on access.

L-22. The FEIR should show the recommended Condor Street alignment for the East
Boston Branch Sewer Relief (Section I) on Figures in the overall CSO control plan,
however, Figure 4.3-1 and others show a different route near Visconti Road.
29-24, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRAIEDIC
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Figure 4.3-1 and others that show a portion of the East Boston Branch Sewer Relief
project on the vicinity of Visconti Road will be revised to reflect the recommended
Condor Street alignment (Chapter 19, Section 4).

L-23. Plans for the East Boston Greenway Project are incorrectly described on page
22-106; there are no proposed plans for a canal along the road bed and some funding for
construction is available.
29-25, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRAIEDIC
Comment noted. The Boston Parks and Recreation Department has been contacted
concerning updated Greenway plans. They plan to have 75% design plans by the fall of
1997 with construction proposed for spring of 1998. Updated plans will be obtained
during the design stage of the project.
[_

L-24. Because Marginal Street is the only route for truck access to the Boston Marine
Works, at least one lane along Marginal Street should be kept open at all times (East
Boston Branch Sewer Relief).
30-12, Gordon B. King, Massport
As stated in the DEIR, open cut construction of the East Boston Branch Sewer along
Marginal Street between Cottage Street and the Boston Marine Works will result in
reduction of Marginal Street to one bi-directionallane. Marginal Street will not be
closed due to construction, and at least one lane will be available for trucks to reach
Boston Marine Works. Pipe bursting of the EBBS in Marginal Street between Cottage
Street and Orleans Street would only result in the loss of parking and two lanes would
remain open to traffic (Chapter 19, Section 4).

L-25. MWRA should incorporate all reasonable measures to prevent any short- or
long-term negative impacts in or adjacent to Piers Park (East Boston Branch Sewer
Relief).
30-13, Gordon B. King, Massport
None of the work on Meridian Street is proposed to take place within Piers Park. Open
cut pipe construction will take place west of Piers Park on Marginal Street. During
design, every effort will be made to locate pipe bursting shafts away from park entrances.
Access to the park will be maintained at all times during construction. While elevated
_noise levels and increased dust from construction activity will intermittently affect users
of the park, these effects would be minimized by the use of equipment mufflers, noise
barriers, and dust suppressants (Chapter 19, Section 4).

L-26. MWRA should provide specific information regarding proposed soil management
plans to ensure that potential soil contaminants do not migrate to the adjacent park or
properties (East Boston Branch Sewer Relief).
30-14, Gordon B. King, Massport
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Soil management plans will be developed as part of the detailed design for this project.
During that phase of project development, additional soil borings will be taken to
characterize the soil and groundwater for proper handling during construction. In
addition, certain of the selected construction techniques for this project (e.g., pipe
bursting, microtunneling) minimize excavation and dewatering quantities, and help to
minimize problems associated with contamination (Chapter 19, Section 5).

L-27. The FEIR should address the potential impact of pipe bursting on adjacent utilities
and road surfaces (East Boston Branch Sewer Relief).
30-15, Gordon B. King, Massport
While rio field study of the effects of pipe bursting has been documented to our
knowledge, mathematical methods have been developed to predict soil response to pipe
bursting. Pipe bursting was performed as part of the St. James Avenue Interceptor Sewer
project in Boston. No significant surface heave was noted, and no utility problems are
known to have occurred.

L-28. MWRA could reduce project costs considerably if it installed the same size pipe
when microtunneling because it would not be required to purchase three different sized
microtunnel machines (East Boston Branch Sewer Relief).
36-26, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission

'
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This comment is noted. All of the pipe to be microtunneled on this project is currently
sized at 36 inches. Pipe to be microtunneled on other projects, which will comprise
separate construction contracts, ranges in size from 24 to 66 inches. Since other projects
planned to use microtunneling will proceed under different schedules and construction
contracts, there appear to be limited opportunities to standardize pipe sizes (Chapter 19,
Section 4).

L-29. MWRA should develop alternate bids for the East Boston Branch Sewer Relief
project where different construction limits/methods are presented, so that the most
economical combination of construction techniques can be determined.
36-27, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
There does not appear to be a benefit to developing an alternate for pipe bursting in the
reaches where this technology can be used. It is lower in cost and environmental impact
_than other alternatives that would increase pipe size. The MWRA also feels that the
FEIR presents an adequate basis for the pipe construction technologies recommended,
and does not envision preparing alternate bids at this time. If additional information
becomes available during design, this position will be re-evaluated (Chapter 19,
Section 4.

('-_)
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L-30. MWRA should consider sizing the East Boston Branch Sewer Relief so that only the
most extreme rainfall event would generate an overflow, thereby potentially eliminating
the need for floatables control in various locations.
36-28, John P. Sullivan, City of Boston Water and Sewer Commission
While the final sizing for the project will be done during design, it would not appear to
be feasible to increase the capacity of the relief sewer to achieve a significant reduction
in annual CSO discharges. This is because conveyance capacity would be limited by the
downstream capacity of the Caruso pump station, North Metropolitan Trunk Sewer, and
the Deer Island treatment plant (Chapter 19, Section 5).

L-31. What is the level of experience with pipe-bursting as a technology for CSO and other
pipe applications? (Chapter 22)
41-38, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
Pipe bursting has been used throughout the United States to increase pipe size for about
ten years, and has been used for a variety of pipeline rehabilitation projects. About 4,400
feet of pipe was successfully installed by pipe bursting on the St. James Avenue project
in Boston, and over 400,000 feet was installed in Houston.

L-32. Any construction of the East Boston Branch Sewer Relief in the Railroad Corridor
must be coordinated with design and construction of the Conrail Corridor ISTEA project.
45-15, Aldo Ghirin, Senior Planner, Boston Parks and Recreation Dept.
Refer to responses to Comment L-4 and L-19. Based on current project schedules, it
appears that the Greenway project will be complete before the start of the branch sewer
relief project. Because the branch sewer will be microtunneled through the railroad
corridor, disturbance of the Greenway project will be limited to shaft locations, which
will be fully restored upon project completion (Chapter 19, Section 4).

L-33. Believe that the only wetlands issue in the Conrail corridor is that it is an area
subject to flooding. If any changes in elevation area considered, the MWRA should
contact the BCC.
49-12, Bryan Glascock, City of Boston Environment Dept.
Comment noted.

L-34. Suggest that the Conrail corridor be utilized to the maximum extent possible to
minimize disruption on East Boston streets.
49-13, Bryan Glascock, City of Boston Environment Dept.
As described in response to Comment L-3, pipe bursting is a more cost-effective and
lower impact alternative compared to construction in the Conrail corridor in the southern
part of the project area. In the northern portion of the project area, the Condor Street
B-L-8
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alternative is preferred over construction in the Conrail corridor based on overall project
cost and because the Condor Street alternative avoids the need for construction in the
area of Visconti Road, which would have resulted in negative impacts, particularly on
traffic (Chapter 19, Section 4).

L-35. The MWRA should consult closely with the East Boston community, Boston Natural
Areas Fund, and Trust for Public Lands so that the East Boston Branch Sewer relief
construction in the Conrail corridor can be coordinated with construction of the East
Boston Greenway project. The FEIR should include a full discussion of this consultation.
49-14, Bryan Glascock, City of Boston Environment Dept.
Refer to the responses to Comments L-4, L-19 and L-32. Based on current project
schedules, it appears that the Greenway project will be complete before the start of the
branch sewer relief project. Because the branch sewer will be micro tunneled through the
railroad corridor, disturbance of the Greenway project will be limited to shaft locations,
which will be fully restored upon project completion (Chapter 19, Section 4).

L-36. Suggests that the FEIR evaluate eliminating the CSO discharges in East Boston by
routing flow directly to Deer Island or through sewer separation.
53-1, Keith K. Davidson, Boston Resident

C)

Sewer separation was evaluated and found to have an estimated capital cost of
$129 .million, which is $99 million more than the $30 million capital cost of the
interceptor relief alternative. Based on cost-performance and water quality benefit
analysis, sewer separation would be less cost-effective and would not provide
incremental water quality benefits in terms of beneficial uses compared to relief of the
East Boston Branch Sewer. Interceptor relief was therefore selected as the recommended
alternative for CSO control in this area of East Boston (Chapter 19, Section 2).
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
CHELSEA TRUNK SEWER RELIEF

DEIR Chapter: 23
FEIR Chapter: 20

The responses to comments received on this project are presented in this section. Each comment
is numbered consecutively, and is immediately followed by an identification of the person(s)
who authored the comment. The numbers used to identify the comment author(s) are unique and
key to the master comment spreadsheet, which lists all comments received on the DEIR through
the MEPA process. For more information on the organization of comments and responses, refer
to the introduction to this Appendix.

M-1. How does MWRA handle placement of shafts on private property?
3-7, Chelsea Planning Board, Chelsea Public Meeting

()

The Authority can take an easement if there is a permanent need for a site. A temporary
access is accompanied by a minimum payment.

M-2. Outfalls CHE002 and CHE003 may be partially/entirely blocked and may need
replacement.
3-8, Andy DeSantis, Chelsea DPW, Chelsea Public Meeting
This comment is noted. While the MWRA has the responsibility for the development
and implementation of CSO controls for these and other CSO outfalls, the maintenance
of city-owned outfalls remains the responsibility of the CSO communities and is not
considered part of the facilities planning/EIR process. The MWRA will coordinate
further with Chelsea on this issue outside of the facilities planning process (Chapter 20,
Section 1).

M-3. What is the potential for impacts on older homes along the construction route due to
vibration?
3-9, Richard Smigielski, Chelsea Resident, Chelsea Public Meeting

(

)
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The construction contractor will be required to conduct preconstruction surveys and
vibration monitoring in areas where vibration could have an impact on existing
structures. The construction contract documents will also set limits on acceptable levels
of vibration based on the age and types of existing structures in the project area. These
B-M-1

activities and requirements are intended to avoid impacts to older homes and other
existing structures along the construction route.
M-4. Marginal Street is a major truck route to Logan Airport so traffic plans should
include means to minimize impacts to truck traffic (incl. avoid lane closures and
appropriate detours to minimize residential impacts) (Chelsea Trunk Sewer Relief).
30-16, Gordon B. King, Massport
The traffic impact analysis conducted for the DEIR indicated that while major traffic
impacts would result on Marginal Street as a result of construction of the Chelsea Trunk
Sewer, two way traffic could be maintained. Possible relocation of the shaft at Marginal
and Pearl Streets to a vacant lot outside of the roadway would likely mitigate potential
traffic impacts. However, the feasibility of this option will not be known until the design
stage of the project (Chapter 20, Section 5).
M-5. The FEIR should evaluate the current operating status of outfalls CHE002 and
CHE003.
39-5, Andrew DeSantis, City of Chelsea Dept. of Public Works
Refer to the response to Comment M-2. While the MWRA has the responsibility for the
development and implementation of CSO controls for these and other CSO outfalls, the
maintenance of city-owned outfalls remains the responsibility of the CSO communities
and is not considered part of the facilities planning/EIR process. The MWRA will
coordinate further with Chelsea on this issue outside of the facilities planning process
(Chapter 20, Section 2).
M-6. The FEIR should reevaluate the option of sewer separation for the Chelsea Trunk
Sewer area.
39-4, Andrew DeSantis, City of Chelsea Dept. of Public Works
The MWRA has evaluated the option of sewer system separation as an alternative to the
Chelsea Trunk Sewer Relief project. It was determined that a high level of separation
would be required for separation to be effective. Based on ongoing discussions with
Chelsea, it does not appear that the level of separation required can be achieved. In
addition, the cost of sewer separation would be greater than the cost of the recommended
trunk sewer relief project (Chapter 20, Section 2).
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
CHELSEA BRANCH SEWER RELIEF

DEIR Chapter: 24
FEIR Chapter: 21

The responses to comments received on this project are presented in this section. Each comment
is numbered consecutively, and is immediately followed by an identification of the person(s)
who authored the comment. The numbers used to identify the comment author(s) are unique and
key to the master comment spreadsheet, which lists all comments received on the DEIR through
the MEP A process. For more information on the organization of comments and responses, refer
to the introduction to this Appendix.

N-1. Is concerned about surcharging of the CBS, during even small storms, in the field
near the housing project.
3-1, Andy DeSantis, Chelsea DPW, Chelsea Public Meeting

()

The sewer system model used for this project shows that the proposed pipe configuration
can carry a one-year storm without surcharging, but that surcharging and possibly
flooding would occur in larger storms. The modeling shows that in larger storms the
flow cannot be handled by the downstream sewer system, so it backs up (Chapter 21,
Section 3).
N-2. Is an alternative to find a way to remove extraneous flow?
3-2, Andy DeSantis, Chelsea DPW, Chelsea Public Meeting
At the public meeting it was stated that data from a recent storm would be looked at.
While it does not appear that control of extraneous flow could eliminate the need for this
project, the MWRA plans to address extraneous flow (Ill) during the design phase for
this project.
N-3. Expressed the concern about the need for short-term relief from surcharging pending
completion of the project.
3-3, Bob Nason, Chelsea Housing Authority, Chelsea Public Meeting
At the public meeting it was noted that continuing improvements on Deer Island in terms
of available pumping capacity would help to alleviate surcharging. The MWRA also
agreed to follow up the question with MWRA's Transport Department, but noted that the

L)
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large storm which preceded the public meeting was on the order of a 100-year storm
event and that the MWRA system could not handle flow from such a storm.
N -4. Would like to know how often there would be overflow potentials in the housing
complex area after completion of the project.
3-4, Andy DeSantis, Chelsea DPW, Chelsea Public Meeting
The Chelsea Branch Sewer Relief project will control surcharging in the Chelsea Branch
Sewer in the 1-year, 6-hour storm, consistent with the MWRA's performance criteria for
interceptors. Additional simulations were conducted using larger storms to assess when
flooding could potentially occur. No flooding was predicted along the Chelsea Branch
Sewer in storms up to and including the 2-year, 24-hour storm. Flooding in the vicinity
of the housing complex was predicted to occur in the 5-year, 24-hour storm. As
described in the FEIR, it does not appear that providing a higher level of relief would be
feasible, due to the capacity of the downstream facility (Chelsea Screen House, Caruso
Pumping Station) (Chapter 21, Section 3).
N-5. Severe flooding at Crescent and Eleanor Streets left the police station inaccessible.
This area needs a 25-year standard· how would this connection be handled?
3-5, Andy DeSantis, Chelsea DPW, Chelsea Public Meeting
The police station is currently served by the Chelsea Branch Sewer, which will be taken
out of service in this area. The police station sewer connection will be re-directed to the
Revere Extension Sewer, which is quite deep in this area. This should increase capacity
over present conditions. Under high flow conditions, the CHE008 CSO outfall would
also provide relief. In addition, it may be appropriate to provide cross-connections
between the Revere Extension Sewer and the new relief sewer. This will be further
determined during design.
N-6. Would like to see separate stormwater tributary to the CHEOOS outfall removed.
3-6, Andy DeSantis, Chelsea DPW, Chelsea Public Meeting
At the public meeting it was discussed that this alternative has been considered. It would
be difficult to install a pipe with adequate capacity under railroad tracks in this area.
While it was stated at the meeting that this issue would be looked at again, it was
subsequently determined that this local drainage issue is outside of the scope of CSO
control and the facilities planning/EIR process. The MWRA will coordinate further with
·Chelsea on this issue outside of the facilities planning process (Chapter 23, Section 2).
N•7. Suggests that the FEIR look at the upgrade of existing sewer lines in Chelsea and
Revere by earmarking funds for cleaning and relining, as an alternative to the Chelsea
Branch Sewer and Revere Extension Sewer Relief Projects.
34-1, John W. Squibb, City of Revere Water & Sewer Division
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Various levels of infiltration and inflow (III) control were considered during the system
master planning phase of the MWRA CSO control program, which immediately
preceded the current facilities planning phase. It was determined that high levels of III
control would be very costly and could not achieve the necessary level of interceptor
service or CSO control which is provided by the recommended project (Chapter 21,
Section 2).

N-8. Suggests that in looking into the City of Revere's proposed alternative in lieu of the
Chelsea Branch Sewer and Revere Extension Sewer Relief Projects, remaining funds
should be utilized by both communities to formulate aggressive III projects.
34-2, John W. Squibb, City of Revere Water & Sewer Division
Refer to the response to Comment N -7. It was determined that high levels of III control
would be very costly and could not achieve the necessary level of interceptor service or
CSO control which is provided by the recommended project (Chapter 21, Section 2).

N-9. The DEIR does not contain sufficient information as to system performance especially
of the Chelsea Branch Sewer-Revere Extension Sewer for storms of other magnitudes than
the one-year 6-hour storm.
39-1, Andrew DeSantis, City of Chelsea Dept. of Public Works
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The Chelsea Branch Sewer and Revere Extension Sewer are MWRA owned and operated
interceptors. Their operation and design is assessed in accordance with MWRA
standards. These standards call for the interceptor to be able to convey the peak flow
corresponding_ to a 1-year, 6-hour storm coinciding with peak sanitary and infiltration
flows:. Accordingly, the 1-year, 6-hour storm was used as the basis for sizing and
assessing system performance in the DEIR (Chapter 21, Section 3).

N-10. The FEIR should address the economic impacts in terms of increased wholesale
sewer use charges on ratepayers within a community impacted by the transportation and
treatment of wastewater previously discharged by CSOs.
39-2, Andrew DeSantis, City of Chelsea Dept. of Public Works
Certain projects which make up the recommended plan will increase wet weather flows
to Deer Island (e.g., the North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit) while other
projects will decrease flows to Deer Island (e.g., sewer separation projects). The
assumption should be that increases in flow due to hydraulic relief will be measured for
rate purposes, and that flow pumped back into the system from storage facilities would
also be measured for rate purposes. Decreases in flow would also be accounted for by
measuring flow for treatment.

It is important, however, to put into perspective the potential net change in sewer use
charges due to CSO Control projects. Under future planned conditions, a total of 91,920
million gallons of flow per year is predicted to be delivered to Deer Island, while only
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1,039 million gallons per year is predicted to be discharged as CSO. Even if 100 percent
of the CSO were captured and conveyed to Deer Island, this would represent an increase
of only 1.1 percent on an annual basis. Since less than 100 percent of the CSOs will be
captured, the actual increase will be less than 1.1 percent, and would only impact those
components of the rate methodology which are flow-based.
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N-11. Concerned about the active pursuit of sewer system expansion by the MWRA
without having detailed fixes for the choking of the North System at the Chelsea Creek
Head works.
39-3, Andrew DeSantis, City of Chelsea Dept. of Public Works
Alternatives developed and presented in the DEIR were based on future planned
conditions, which include the availability of full headworks capacity at the Chelsea Creek
Headworks. This capacity is expected to be available by the end of 1997, when full
pumping capacity is on-line at the North Main Pump Station on Deer Island. The "sewer
system expansion" associated with this project is intended to provide adequate service in
accordance with MWRA standards (see response to Comment N-9) and will not be
implemented until the headworks can operate at full capacity (Chapter 21, Section 3).
N -12. The FEIR should consider as a factor in analyzing the reduction of pollutant
loadings to Boston Harbor discharges reaching Boston Harbor through overflows via
Snake River to Mill Creek to Chelsea Creek or via overflows from the City of Revere's
sanitary collection system reaching Broadsound.
39-6, Andrew DeSantis, City of Chelsea Dept. of Public Works
The Chelsea Branch Sewer/Revere Extension Sewer Relief project should reduce
overflows associated with surcharging and flooding in the upstream reaches of the CBS
and RES. Quantification of the pollutant load reduction from this source using the
SWMM model was not feasible, as the flows discharged during the flooding events could
not be calibrated.
N-13. The FEIR should include an analysis of how effective reducing overflows due to
surcharging would be if aggressive removal of III at the same project expenditure
occurred.
39-7, Andrew DeSantis, City of Chelsea Dept. of Public Works
Refer to the response to Comment N -7. Various levels of infiltration and inflow (III)
control were considered during the system master planning phase of the MWRA CSO
control program, which immediately preceded the current facilities planning phase. It
was determined that high levels of III control would be very costly and could not achieve
the necessary level of interceptor service or CSO control which is provided by the
recommended project (Chapter 21, Section 2).
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N-14. Tidal inflow has been observed to occur in sections of Revere's collection system
along Revere Beach and contributes to the surcharging of CBS-RES. The FEIR should
include an evaluation of the effect of this tidal inflow.
39-8, Andrew DeSantis, City of Chelsea Dept. of Public Works
Refer to the response to Comment N-2. While it does not appear that control of
extraneous flow could eliminate the need for this project, the MWRA plans to address
extraneous flow (including tidal inflow) during the design phase for this project.
N-15. Will the future capacities at the Chelsea Creek Headworks and the Caruso Pump
Station provide sufficient capacity to handle the additional flow that will be directed to
these facilities under the recommended plan relief projects? (Chapters 23,24)
41-39, Steven G. Lipman, Boston harbor Coordinator, MADEP
Refer to the response to Comment N -11. The recommended relief projects developed
and presented in the DEIR were based on future planned conditions, which include the
availability of full headworks capacity at the Chelsea Creek Headworks (Chapter 21,
Section 3).
N-16. The FEIR should clearly state what effect the Chelsea Branch Sewer Relief project
will have on future development potential of Kelly Realty Trust property.
46-1, Phillip W. Sweeney, Kelly Realty Trust

( ~)

The Chelsea Branch Sewer Relief project will likely have minimal effect on the future
development potential of Kelly Realty Trust property. There is an existing MWRA
easement across the property, and therefore, the potential for development over the
easement is already limited. It is likely that the relief sewer can be constructed within the
confines of this easement adjacent to the existing branch sewer, although this will not be
known definitively until the design stage. If there is insufficient room in the existing
easement for both the existing branch sewer and the relief sewer, then it is likely that a
second permanent easement for the relief sewer would be located directly adjacent to the
existing easement. While structural development over the easement would be restricted,
some alternative uses, such as parking, could be maintained. Placing a new easement, if
required, immediately adjacent to the existing easement would minimize the area
restricted from future development.
N-17. The FEIR should include more details on.the easement size needed for the Chelsea
Branch Sewer,including the existing 20 foot MDC easement.
46-2, Phillip W. Sweeney, Kelly Realty Trust
Refer to the response to Comment N-16. It is likely that the relief sewer can be
constructed within the confines of this easement adjacent to the existing branch sewer,
although this will not be known definitively until the design stage. If there is insufficient
room in the existing easement for both the existing branch sewer and the relief sewer,
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then it is likely that a second permanent easement for the relief sewer would be located
directly adjacent to the existing easement.
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N-18. The FEIR should clearly state who would be responsible if hazardous materials were
encountered during construction of the Chelsea Branch Sewer across Kelly Realty Trust
property.
46-3, Phillip W. Sweeney, Kelly Realty Trust
If hazardous or contaminated materials are encountered during construction, the proper
removal and disposal of these materials would most likely be handled as a utility-related
abatement measure (URAM). The cost and responsibility for completing the URAM
would be borne by the MWRA.

N-19. Expressed concern about construction interference with tenants in Parkway Plaza.
The FEIR should include a more detailed plan for location of shafts and minimization of
traffic and other impacts on Parkway Plaza patrons.
46-4, Phillip W. Sweeney, Kelly Realty Trust
The final shaft locations will not be known until the design stage of the project. The
general locations of tunneling shafts based on construction constraints were included in
the DEIR. Once specific site locations are selected, a detailed traffic management plan
will be prepared. This plan will outline mitigation measures necessary to insure traffic
circulation is maintained, parking loss is limited, and safe pedestrian access is insured
(Chapter 21, Section 5).
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SUBAPPENDIX 0
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
DORCHESTER BROOK IN-SYSTEM STORAGE, CHELSEA CHEOOS OUTFALL
IMPROVEMENT, AND COTTAGE FARM OUTFALL IMPROVEMENT

DEIR Chapter: 25, 26 and 27
FEIR Chapter: 22, 23 and 24

The responses to comments received on this project are presented in this section. Each comment
is numbered consecutively, and is immediately followed by an identification of the person( s)
who authored the comment. The numbers used to identify the comment author(s) are unique and
key to the master comment spreadsheet, which lists all comments received on the DEIR through
the MEPA process. For more information on the organization of comments and responses, refer
to the introduction to this Appendix.

DORCHESTER BROOK IN-SYSTEM STORAGE

()

0-1. Page 4-11 states that discharges from Dorchester Brook Conduit will be four times or
less per year, which is inconsistent with information presented elsewhere in the plan.
41-22, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
Following additional modeling refinements, the most active CSO regulator tributary to
the Dorchester Brook Conduit is predicted to activate four times in the typical year. The
predicted annual CSO discharge from this and the other eight CSO regulators tributary to
the Dorchester Brook Conduit will result in minor CSO impacts that are consistent with
attainment of the SBcso water quality standard (Chapter 22, Section 4).

0-2. The cost and benefit of using only the "clean" (sediment free) barrel of the DBC for
storage should be considered in the FEIR.
33-12, Ken Moraff, U.S. EPA Region I
Consideration was given to using only one of the two barrels of the DBC for storage. In
.comparing the elements of the project that would be required to use only one barrel for
storage, however, it became apparent that the potential cost savings would be minimal.
While the extent of encapsulating sediment in the DBC would be reduced and a separate
storm drain to re-route stormwater to the Roxbury Canal Conduit would not be required,
the total capital cost for a single-barrel storage alternative would be approximately
$10 million, a savings of only $1 million compared to the $11 million cost of the
two-barrel storage alternative. Since the cost savings was to significant in comparison to
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the cost of the two-barrel storage alternative, the one-barrel storage alternative was not
recommended for the same reasons as the two-barrel alternative (Chapter 22, Section 4).

CHELSEA CHEOOS OUTFALL IMPROVEMENT
0-3. More definitive plans that further consider both the transport of additional drainage
and the structural condition of the CHEOOS outfall pipe should be included in the FEIR.
39-10, Andrew DeSantis, City of Chelsea Dept. of Public Works
Refer to the response to Comment N-6 on the Chelsea Branch Sewer Relief project. At
the Chelsea public meeting it was discussed that this alternative was considered. It
would be difficult to install a pipe with adequate capacity under the railroad tracks in this
area. While it was stated at the meeting that this issue would be looked at again, it was
subsequently determined that this local drainage issue is outside of the scope of CSO
control and the facilities planning/EIR process.
Issues related to the structural condition of this outfall were addressed in the DEIR.
There is no new information to change the DEIR recommendation, which was to replace
the deteriorated pipe and headwall at the downstream end of the outfall and to line the
upstream reach of the outfall pipe if deemed necessary following a thorough cleaning and
physical inspection. This recommendation is presented in the FEIR (Chapter 23,
Section 2).

COTTAGE FARM OUTFALL IMPROVEMENT
0-4. What work is being planned for Cottage Farm Outfall?
9-16, Alex Strysky, Cambridge Conservation Commission
At present, no physical modifications are planned for the Cottage Farm outfall.
Extensive modeling of the discharge does not predict the reported boil effect. A wet
weather observation program has been ongoing since late winter, 1997, and has not yet
revealed a significant boil, although there have been only two opportunities to make
observations. Observations will continue and, if an objectionable boil is identified, the
cause of the boil will require further investigation. Alternatives to remediate an
objectionable boil could only be developed once the cause of the boil was identified and
understood.

0-5. If upwelling is observed (and will be a problem) in the vicinity of the proposed
Cottage Farm Outfall Improvement project, then the originally-proposed improvement
(dredging of the river bottom in the vicinity of the diffusers) should be reconsidered.
29-26, Richard B. Mertens, City of Boston BRA/EDIC
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The MWRA is continuing to investigate the upwelling, or boil reported at the Cottage
Farm CSO facility outfall. A program designed to obtain visual observations of the
discharge when the facility is active is ongoing. To date, only one observation was
possible, which revealed no boil at a low discharge flow rate. Additional observations
will be made as conditions allow.
A mathematical model has also been applied to evaluate the discharge using available
information on the existing outfall and bottom configurations. The model does not
predict a boil under a range of flow conditions. It may be that the river bathymetry has
changed since the outfall was designed and that the changes in bottom configuration are
causing a boil. The MWRA will continue to investigate this matter by making additional
visual observations and possibly collecting bathymetric data in the vicinity of the outfall
(Chapter 24, Section 3).

0-6. The FEIR should further evaluate whether discharges from the ports of the Cottage
Farm outfall cause the observed upwelling.
31-4, Robert W. Healy, City of Cambridge, Mayor's Office
Refer to the response to Comment 0-5 which describes ongoing efforts to evaluate the
observed upwelling from the Cottage Farm outfall. The status of these evaluations is
presented in the FEIR (Chapter 24, Section 3).
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0-7. A more rigorous analysis, including observations of the discharge during wet weather
events, must be undertaken before a decision is made to abandon the proposed outfall
modification project at the Cottage Farm facility.
25-19, Robert Zimmerman, Jr., Charles River Watershed Association
33-4, Ken Moraff, U.S. EPA Region I
Refer to the response to Comment 0-5 which describes ongoing efforts to evaluate the
observed upwelling from the Cottage Farm outfall. A program designed to obtain visual
observations of the discharge when the facility is active is ongoing. To date, only one
observation was possible, which revealed no boil at a low discharge flow rate.
Additional observations will be made as conditions allow (Chapter 24, Section 3).

0-8. The modeling appears to be not well-substantiated with observations because while
CORMIX predicts no boiling of discharge at the Cottage Farm outfall (pg. 27-14), other
areas in the report have clearly indicated that boiling is evident in larger events.
41-40, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
Refer to the response to Comment 0-5. A second, more detailed mathematical model
has also been applied to evaluate the discharge using available information on the
existing outfall and bottom configurations. This model, known as FLUENT, does not
predict a boil under a range of flow conditions. It may be that the river bathymetry has
changed since the outfall was designed and that the changes in bottom configuration are
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causing a boil. The MWRA will continue to investigate this matter by making additional
visual observations and possibly collecting bathymetric data in the vicinity of the outfall
(Chapter 24, Section 3).

( ')

0-9. What is the distribution of flow through the three outfalls at Cottage Farm?
41-41, Steven G. Lipman, Boston Harbor Coordinator, MADEP
There is one outfall from the Cottage Farm facility with three risers. The first riser has
two ports, the second has three ports, and the third has four ports. Under peak facility
flow conditions the distribution of flow from the three risers is as follows: 45 percent
from riser no. 1, 30 percent from riser no. 2, and 25 percent from riser no. 3 (Chapter 24,
Section 3).

0-10. The issues outlined by the Charles River Watershed Association in their MEPA
comment letter should be addressed in the FEIR.
48-17, Jodi Sugerman, Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
This comment is noted. Responses to the issues outlined by the Charles River Watershed
Association are all responded to, and are incorporated into the FEIR as appropriate.
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DESCRIPTION OF RELATED PLANNING DOCUMENTS

DESCRIPTIONS OF RELATED CONCEPTUAL PLANNING DOCUMENTS
Title
Interim CSO Report

()

lJ

I

Date
February 1993

I

Contents
Summary of past planning efforts.
Condition and operation of the MWRA and CSO
community collection systems.
CSO flow and quality data.
Revised CSO flow and load projections.
Impacts on the 1990 recommended plan.
MWRA compliance with federal and state CSO policies.

CSO Flow Model
Calibration and
Verification

April1993

Description of the hydrodynamic model and its uses.
Design storm CSO flows.

System Optimization
Plans for CSO
Control

June 1993

Detailed descriptions of CSO community collection
systems.
Recommended system modifications to optimize storage
and/or transport of flows.
Resulting CSO volume reductions.

Baseline CSO Flows

December 1993

Description of baseline conditions.
Annual and design storm CSO discharges by outfall and
receiving water segment.

Baseline Water
Quality Assessment
Summary

March 1994

Description of 14 receiving water segments and
comparison to water quality standards.
CSO, stormwater, and receiving water monitoring results.
CSO and stormwater pollutant concentrations.
Annual and design storm CSO flows and loads.
Identification of major sources of pollution by receiving
water segment.

System Master Plan
Baseline Assessment

June 1994

Description of existing and future planned conditions.
CSO and interceptor system performance.
Relative contribution of CSO and stormwater flows and
pollutant loads.

Alternatives for CSO
Control

June 1994

Regulatory framework for CSO control.
Watershed based approach for CSO control plan.
Development and screening of CSO control alternatives
by receiving water segment.
Description of system-wide CSO strategies

Baseline Water ·
Quality Assessment

August 1994

Summary of water quality inveStigations.
Methodologies for development of CSO, stormwater, and
upstream river flows and loads.
Water quality modeling results.
Characterization of the 14 receiving water segments.
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I

Title

I

Date

I

Contents

DraftCSO
Conceptual Plan and
System Master Plan

September 1994

Evaluation of CSO control alternatives by receiving water
segment.
Evaluation of the impact of Ill and interceptor strategies
on CSO control.
Evaluation of secondary treatment capacity requirements.
Recommended plan for CSO control, Ill reduction,
interceptor relief, and secondary treatment.

Report on CSO
Community System
Inspections

November 1994

Summary of inspection program.
Regulator-specific inspection results and conclusions.
Inspection logs and photographs for inspected locations.

Technical
Memorandum on
Intermediate Projects

November 1994

Identification, development, and evaluation of
intermediate projects.
Summary of recommended intermediate projects.

Supplemental Report
on System
Optimization Plans
for CSO Control

November 1994

Updated information for the Columbus Park/East Side,
Prison Point, Dorchester, and Alewife subsystems from
the June, 1993 SOP report.
Information for the Stony Brook subsystem similar to that
presented in the June, 1993 SOP report.
Final recommendations for conditionally recommended
SOPs.

Receiving Water
Boundary Conditions

November 1994

Description of the development of boundary conditions
for flows over the Watertown, Amelia Earhart, and Lower
Mills dams.

Final Technical
Memorandum Estimation of
Stormwater Flows
and Loads

November 1994

Identifies stormwater drainage areas, flows and pollutant
concentrations.
Presents stormwater flows and loads for historical storms,
design storms, and annual conditions.

1993 Flow and
Quality Monitoring
Program and Results

November 1994

Describes the 1993 monitoring program and presents
rainfall, flow, and quality monitoring results.
Presents field screening program results.
Presents statistical analysis of CSO quality data used to
derive representative pollutant concentrations.

I

()
\

/
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DESCRIPTIONS OF RELATED FACILITIES PLANNING AND
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT DOCUMENTS
Title

()

CJ

Date

Contents

Technical Memorandum on
Study Area Boundaries

May 1995

Description of criteria and
process used to define area
within which the CSO projects
could be feasibly developed.

Technical Memorandum on
Potential Site Options

June 1995

Engineering, community, and
environmental criteria used to
identify and evaluate potential
facility sites and conduit routes.
List of property owners.

Interim Best Management
Practices Report

June 1995

Results of CSO community
meetings on stormwater
management practices.
Complete listing of potential
BMPs.
Criteria for evaluating BMPs.

Draft Technical Memorandum
on Institutional Issues Related to
Acquisition and Development of
Potential Sites

August 1995

Evaluation of competing public
agency goals and private
development plans for potential
sites.
Potential impacts on business
and communities.

Interim Assessment of Facility
Siting

October 1995

Description of criteria and
process used to evaluate and
rank potential sites and routes.
Identification of short-listed
sites and routes for further
evaluation.

Level I and II Hazardous
Materials Assessment Report

November 1995

Results of site reconnaissance
and DEP files review.
Assessment of potential for oil
or hazardous materials.

Draft Technical Memorandum
on Pre-Design Planning for CSO
Outfall Consolidation

November 1995

Evalu~tion
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of the feasibility of
combining or eliminating CSO
outfalls.
Hydraulic modeling results.

Title

Date

Contents

Subsurface Exploration Program
Workplan

December 1995

Specifications for geotechnical
and geophysical exploration and
for hazardous materials
investigation.
Protocols for field collection
and laboratory testing of soil
and groundwater samples.

Technical Memorandum on
Geotechnical/Hazardous
Materials Program

January 1996

Recommendations for
subsurface geotechnical and
geophysical exploration
program and hazardous
materials investigations
program. Identification of
locations for soil borings.

Draft Technical Memorandum
on Pre-Design Planning for
Floatables Control (at outfalls
not associated with other CSO
controls)

January 1996

Results of investigations on
options for floatables control at
outfalls that will not have
upstream CSO treatment.
Costs and performance
evaluations. Design criteria and
layout requirements.

Draft Best Management
Practices Report

February 1996

Recommendations for BMPs for
each CSO Community.
Explanation of regulatory
requirements.
Implementation schedule.

Baseline Conditions Report

March 1996

Existing conditions of natural
resources, land use, traffic,
historic resources, and
institutional considerations.
Zoning, sensitive receptors, and
development plans.

Technical Memorandum on PreDesign Planning for CSO
Facility Upgrade Projects

June 1996

Alternatives evaluations and
recommendations for improving
CSO treatment facilities at Fort
Point, Commercial Point,
Cottage Farm, and Somerville
Marginal
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I

Title

I

Date

I

Contents

Draft Technical Memorandum
on Planning and Design Criteria,
CSO Technologies, and Field
Investigations

October 1996

Results of technical evaluations,
documentation of unit
process/sizing criteria, and
results of specific field
investigations conducted.

Draft CSO Geotechnical Report

November 1996

Results of subsurface
exploration and laboratory
testing for proposed CSO
facilities, conduits and
pipelines.
Summary of geologic and
geotechnical data.
Comparison of site options and
route alignments.

Draft Hazardous Materials
Assessment Report

November 1996

Results of subsurface
exploration and hazardous
materials testing for all
proposed projects.
Identification of potential for
contaminated soil or rock.
Recommendations for further
analyses.

Technical Memorandum on PreDesign Planning for Sewer
Separation Projects

November 1996

Evaluation of six sewer
separation projects.
Results of reviews to delineate
project boundaries.
Sewer system modeling and
hydraulic performance data.

Technical Memorandum on Cost
and Performance of CSO Project
Changes

November 1996

Additional cost and performance
information for BOS017,
BOS019, CAM005, and
Reserved Channel CSO Facility.

(~-)
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APPENDIXD
BOSTON HARBOR CASE- SCHEDULE SIX

oct. 1995

nov.

MWRA to report on progress
toward ~ompletlon of
Memoranda of Understanding
or other formal agreements
with Boston Water & Sewer
Commieelon (BWSC),
cambridge, Chelsea, and
Somerville to define
roles, responsibilities
and schedules for
implementing the cso
ro ects.

10/151 MWRA to report to
Court and parties on actions
taken pursuant to backup
residuals disposal plan
during preceding six months.
MWRA and Commonwealth to
report jointly on implementation of the Memorandum
of Understanding regarding
the beneficial use of
biosolids.

1995

Dec. 1995

MWRA to complete a Siting
Report evaluating potential cso facility sites,
designating preferred site
alternatives, and identifying any site specific
acquisition issues.

MWRA to commence construction of
second secondary battery
(battery B).
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Jan.

1996

Feb. 1996

Hnrch 1996

April 1996

26

HWRA, in cooperation with
BWSC, to aooure
commencement of
conotruction of Neponnet
River newer separation . 26
HWRA, in cooperation with
Somerville, to assure
commencement of
construction of baffle
manhole separation at SOH
001 and SOH 006-007. lfi

4/15: HWRA to report to
Court and parties on actions
taken pursuant to backup
reoiduals disposal plan
during preceding six montho.
HWRA and Commonwealth to
report jointly on implementation of the Memorandum of
Understanding regarding the
beneficial use of bioaolids.

This work will be financed by the HWRA, but the parties contemplate that designated projects located in Boston,
cambridge, and Somerville will be actually performed by BWSC, the City of Cambridge, and the City of Somerville,
reopectively.
Projects located in Chelsea will be performed by the HWRA, with support from the City of Chelsea. The
February 27, 1987 Stipulation of the United States and the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority on Responsibility and
Legal Liability for Combined Sewer Oyerflowd remains ln full force and effect.

c
Hay 1996

HWRA to submit a report to
EPA identifying preferred
sites, including critical
sites, and also including
a process and schedule for
acquisition of critical
sites. Any party may move
to incorporate into this
Order a schedule for the
acquisition of critical
sites.
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HWRA to commence design of
Fox Point, Commercial
Point, cottage Farm,
Prison Point and
Somerville Marginal
facility upgrades. 27

June 1996

MWRA to execute Memoranda
of Understanding or other
formal agreements with
BWSC, Cambridge, Chelsea
and Somerville (the "CSO
Communities") to define
roles, responsibilities
and schedules for
implementing the cso
projects.
HWRJ\, in cooperation with
BWSC, to assure
commencement of design of
South Dorchester Bay sewer
se aration. 26
July 1996

J\ug. 1996

27

The parties recognize that there may be a need to coordinate the design and construction of certain projects, for example
the somerville Marginal upgrade, with the Central Artery and I-93 projects. The MWRA reserves the right to seek adjustment
of this schedule if necessary to achieve ouch coordination.

--------

c

.~.
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~-

L

Sept. 1996

HWRA, in cooperation with
the cso communitieo, to
aooure commencement of
deoign for region-wide
floatables controls 21 and
outfall closing projects. 26

Oct. 1996

10/151 HWRA to submit
draft Facilities Plan/EIR
for those projects for
which an EIR was required
by EOEA's July 14, 1995
Record of Decision.

10/15: MWRA to report to
Court and partieo on actiono
taken purouant to backup
reoidualo dioposal plan
during preceding nix montho.
MWRA and Commonwealth to
report jointly on impl~
mentation of the Memorandum
of Understanding regarding
the benefici~t use of
biosolids.

MWRA to complete construction and
commence operation 2 ' of first
secondary battery (battery A),
and related facilities at Deer
Inland necessary for the
operation of the'first secondary
battery, including facilities for
processing of residuals.

Nov. 1996

28
Floatableo control projects may include measures other than those recommended in the December 1994 Final cso conceptual
Plan. Measures appropriate for individual outfalls will be oelected followin? completion of the design phase for each
outfall.

19

"Complete construction and commence operation" means subotantial completion of the secondary treatment facility; with
the facility accepting flow. Substantial completion is expected to be followed by a period of start-up which will culminate
in the consistent achievement of secondary treatment within six montho of the above date.
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Parties to complete review
and provide any comments
to HWRA on draft
Facilities Plan.

Dec. 1996

HWRA, in cooperation with
Somerville, to assure
completion of construction
of baffle manhole
separation at SOH 001 and
SOH 006-007."

/

L

c
Jan.

1997

1/1t HWRA to implement
"nine minimum controls"
requlred·by EPA's April
1994 cso Polley for MWRA
owned or operated system,
and to continue such
implementation
thereafter. 30
MWRA, ln cooperation with
the cso communities, to
assure completion of SOP
projects recommended in
HWRA'e June 1993 report
titled "System Optimization Plane for CSO
control" and its November
1994 report titled
"Supplemental Report on
System Optimization Plans
for cso Control. " 26
MWRA, in cooperation with
BWSC, to assure commencement of design of Constitution Beach sewer
separation. 26

10

The "nine minimum controls" are:
(1) proper operation and regular maintenance programs for the sewer system and the
csos, (2) maximum use of the collection system for storage, (3) review and modification of pretreatment requirements to
~soure cso impacto are minimized, (4) maximization of flow to the POTW for treatment, (5) prohibition of csos during dry
weather, (6) control of solid and floatable materialo ln csoo, (7) pollution prevention, (8) public notification to ensure
that the public receives adequate notification of cso occurrences and CSO impacts, and (9) monitoring to effectively
characterize cso impacts and the efficacy of cso controls.
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Jan. 1997
(continued)

MWRA, in cooperation with
Cambridge, to assure
commencement of design for
sewer separation at CAM
002 and 004. 11

Feb. 1997

MWRA to submit annual
report which describes
progress in planning,
design, and construction
of each cso project, and
identifies any issues
which may interfere with
timely completion of any
ro ect • 11
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Harch 1997

llpril 1997

4/15: HWRA to report to
Court and parties on ~ctions
taken pursuant to backup
residuals disposal plan
during preceding six months.
HWRA and Commonwealth to
'
report jointly on implementation of the Memorandum
of Understanding regarding
the beneficial use of
biosolids.

For purposes of this schedule, all references to cso projects are to the projects described in the MWRA's December 1994
Final cso Conceptual Plan unless otherwise noted.

Jl
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c
Hay 1997

June 1997

July 1997

HWRA to submit Final
Facilities Plan/EIR for
those projects for which
an EIR was required by
EOEA's July 14, 1995
Record of Decision.
HWRA to commence design of
chelsea Branch Relief
Sewer; CSO relocation to
Reserved Channel and
associated treatment
facility; hydraulic relief
for CAM 005; and, in
cooperation with Chelsea,
to commence design of
trunk sewer relief for CIIE
002-004. 25·

Aug.

1997

HWRA to complete construction and commence operation
of facility modifications at
Fore River Staging Area
necessary for processing
sludge produced by secondary
treatment.

1
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Sept. 1991

oct. 1997

HWRA to obtain HEPA
certification for Final
EIR for those projects for
which an EIR was required
by EOEA's July 14, 1995
Record of Decision, and
obtain DEP action on Final
Facilities Plan.
HWRA to commence
construction of Fox Point
and Commercial Point
facility upgrades.

Nov. 1997

10/15: HWRA to report to
Court and parties on actions
taken pursuant to backup
residuals disposal plan
during preceding six months.
HWRI\ and Commonwealth to
report jointly on implementation of the Memorandum
of Understanding regarding
the beneficial use of .
bioeolids.

Parties to review the need
for interceptor connection
relief for BOS 032 based
upon post-sewer-separation
metering results.
If the
parties are unable to
reach agreement on the
need for 'interceptor
connection relief, any
party may thereafter move
the court for rellef. 21

-~
\.___)

.~,

(\._.)

Dec. 1997

,.

Based upon the results and
Certificate by MEPA of the
Final EIR/Facilitles Plan,
DEP to make formal
administrative
determinations for all
CSO-impacted water bodies
(or segments thereof)
regarding the appropriate
regulatory designations,
and for any partial use
determinations DEP will
initiate the process of
revising its Water Quality
Standards to formally
incorporate that
determination into the
Commonwealth's Water
Quality Standarde. These
formal determinatione will
be filed with EPA 32 and
MWRA.
If the regulatory
determinations affecting
water quality standards in
CSO-impacted receiving
waters anticipated by the
HWRA's December 1994 Final
cso Conceptual Plan

HWRA to complete construction and
commence operation29 of eecond
secondary battery (battery B) and
related facilitiee at Deer Island
necessary for the operation of
the second secondary batery,
including facilities neceseary
for the processing of residuals.

Thie milestone is not intended to prejudge the question of what modifications to water quality standards or appropriate
administrative determinations may be appropriate based on the MWRA CSO plan.
It is anticipated that EPA will act on any
modifications or determinations proposed by'DEP within the time provided by 40 C.F.R. S 131.21.
11
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Dec. 1997
(continued)

(including requisite EPA
approvals). are not made
pursuant to this
milestone, any party may
move the Court for
appropriate relief.
Parties to review the need
for additional cso facilities andfor studies for
the Charles River. If the
parties are unable to
reach agreement on the
need for additional
facilities and studies,
the nature of such facilities and studies, or a
schedule for implementation of.such facilities
and studies, any party may
thereafter move the Court
for relief."

.

\

1 C th(! pnrtlen ngroo or tho court ordorn that add! tlonal CSO facilities shall be construed for the charles River, the
parties shall review whether the CSO facilities for the Charles River otherwise required by this Order continue to be
~ppropriato, either au part of the ultimate cso control plan or as interim steps until the additional facilities are
conetructed. Following this review, any part'y may move the Court for appropriate relief.
11

r

·~

Jan.

Feb. U98

March

.MKRA to sub~o._ .
the parties on the results
of its field testing
program for floatables
control. Jt

U98

1~98

•

,.

I

MWRA to submit annual
report which describes
progress in planning,
design, and construction
of each cso project, and
identifies any issues
which may interfere with
timely completion of any
ro ect. 31
MWRA to commence
construction of Cottage

Farm facility upgrade.
·April 1998

4/15: MWRA to report to
Court and parties on actions
taken pursuant to backup
residuals disposal plan
during preceding six m~nths.
MWRA and commonwealth to
report jointly on implementation of the Memorandum
o£ Understanding regarding
the beneficial use of
biosollds.

31
~he field testing program shall be conducted as described in MWRA's ~Proposed Monltorinq Plan, Field Testing Program for
Underflow Baffles,• dated March 7, ~99~ and EPA's letter dated March 19, 1997.
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Hay 1998

HWRA to complete
construction of Fox Point
and Commercial Point
facility upgrades.

June 1998

c

0

July 1998

MWRA to evaluate and
report to EPA and DEP on
whether the CSO facilities
required by this order
will result in compliance
with then-existing water
quality standards. If
these facilities will not
result in compliance with
such standards, any party
may move for appropriate
relief.
HWRA to commence
construction of Prison
Point facility upgrade.
HWRA, in cooperation with
cambridge, to assure
commencement of
construction of sewer
separation at CAM 002 and
004. 2 '
HWRA to ~ommence design of
Stony Brook screening and
disinfection facility;
cottage Farm outfall
upgrade; and screening for
CAM 005.

Aug.

1998
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Sept. 1998

Oct. 1998

MWRA, in cooperation with
cso communities, to assure
commencement of
construction of regionwide floatables controls
and outfall closing
projects, 26 and MWRA to
commence construction of
Somerville Marginal
facility upgrade.

Nov. 1998

Dec. 1998

MWRA, in cooperation with
Chelsea, to commence
design of outfall repairs
and floatables control at
CHE 008. 26

10/15: MWRA to report to
court and parties on actions
taken pursuant to backup
residuals disposal plan
during preceding six months.
HWRA and commonwealth to
report jointly on implementation of the Memorandum
of Understanding ~egarding
the beneficial use of
biosolids.

c
Jan. 1999

P'eb. 1999

MWRA to submit annual
report which describeo
progreos in planning,
deoign, and conotructlon
of each cso project, and
identifies any issueo
which may interfere with
timely completion of any
ro ect. 31

March 1999

HWRA to complete
construction of Cottage
Farm facility upgrade.
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April 1999

HWRA, in cooperation with
BWSC, t~ assure
commencement of
construction of South
Dorchester Bay sewer
eeparation. At leaot ten
percent of this
construction ehall take
place each year, in order
to eneure that the project
ie completed by November,
2008. 25
HWRA, in cooperation with
BWSC, to aseure
commencement of
conetruction of
Constitution Beach sewer
ee aration. 21

Hny 1999

June 1999

July 1999

HWRA to complete
construction of Prieon
Point facility upgrade.

4/15: HWRA to report to
Court and partiee on actions
taken purouant to backup
reeiduale diepoeal plan
during preceding eix months.
HWRA and Commonwealth to
report jointly on implementation of the Memorandum
of Underetanding regarding
the beneficial use of
bioeolide.

0

.1\ug. 1999

HWRA to commence
construction of hydraulic
relief for CAM 005.

Sept. 1999

HWRA to complete
construction of Somerville
Marginal facility upgrade.
HWRA, in cooperation with
Chelsea, to commence
construction of trunk
sewer relief for CIIE 002004.26

Oct. 1999

10/15: HWRA to report to
Court and parties on actions
taken pursuant to backup
residuals disposal plan
during preceding six months.
HWRA and Commonwealth to
report jointly on implementation of the Memorandum
of Understanding regarding
the beneficial use of
'
biosolids.

Nov. 1999
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Dec. 1999

MWRA to commence design of
detention/treatment
facility·at Union Park
Pump Station, and of
consolidation facilities
for BOS 076-080.
HWRA to commence
construction of Chelsea
Branch Relief Sewer.

Js

3~

HWRA to complete construction
and commence operation 29 of
final secondary battery
(battery C) and related
facilities at Deer Island
necessary for the operation of
the third secondary battery, JS
including facilities for the
processing of residuals. 36 The
HWRA shall preserve sufficient
npace for a fourth secondary
battery until fu~ther order of
the Court.

Related facilities will include a polymer addition facility to be connected to all secondary batteries.

HWRA is to achieve full operation of the secondary wastewater treatment facilities in compliance with effluent
limitations and other requirements of the Act and all applicable regulations and permits within six months of the above
date.

c
Jan. 2000

MWRA, in cooperation with
Cambridge, to assure
completion of construction
of sewer separation at CAM
002 and 004. 26

Feb. 2000

HWRA to submit annual
report which describes
progreso in planning,
design, and construction
of each cso project, and
identifies any issues
which may interfere with
timely completion of any
ro ect. 31

Harch 2000

MWRA to commence design of
interceptor relief for BOS
003-014.
MWRA to commence
construction of Cottage
Farm outfall upgrade.

J\p r i.l 2000

Ha

4/15: HWRA to report to
Court and parties on actions
taken pursuant to backup
residuals disposal plan
during preceding six months.
MWRA and Commonwealth to
report jointly on implementation of the Memorandum
of Understanding regarding
the beneficial use of
biosolids.

2000
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June 2000

MWRA, in cooperation with
BWSC, to.assure completion
of construction of
Neponset River sewer
oe aration. 25

July 2000

MWRA, in cooperation with
BWSC, to assure
commencement of design of
in-line storage for
Dorchester Brook conduit. 26
MWRA, in cooperation with
Chelsea, to commence
construction of outfall
repairs and floatables
control at CUE 008. 26

1\ug.

MWRA, in cooperation with
Chelsea, to complete
construction of trunk
sewer relief for CHE 002004. 26

2000

MWRA to complete
construction of hydraulic
relief for CAM 005.
HWRA to commence
construction of cso
relocation to Reserved
channel and associated
treatment facility.

Sept. 2000

/

!

/~.
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i
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c
oct. 2000

MWRA, in cooperation with
BWSC, to. assure completion
of construction of
Constitution Beach sewer
separation. 25
MWRA to commence
construction of screening
for CAM 005.

10/15: MWRA to report to
Court and parties on actions
taken pursuant to backup
residuals disposal plan
during preceding six months.
MWRA and Commonwealth to
report jointly on implementation of the Memorandum
of Understanding regarding
the beneficial use of
biosolids.

Nov. 2000

Dec. 2000

Jan. 2001
Feb. 2001

HWRA to submit annual
report which describes
progreso in planning,
design, and construction
of each CSO project, and
identifies any issues
which may interfere with
timely completion of any
ro ect. li

March 2001

HWRA to complete
construction of Cottage
Farm outfall upgrade.
MWRA to commence
construction of Stony
Brook screening and
disinfection facility.
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4/15s HWRA to report to
Court and parties on actions
taken pursuant to backup
residuals disposal plan
during preceding six months.
HWRA and Commonwealth to
report jointly on implementation of the Memorandum
of Understanding regarding
the beneficial use of
biooollds.

April 2001

Hny 2001

HWRJ\, in cooperation with
CSO communities, to assure
completion of construction
of region-wide floatablee
controls and outfall
closing projects. 26

June 2001

HWRA to complete

construction of Chelsea
Branch Relief Sewer and,
in cooperation with
chelsea, outfall repairs
and floatables control at
CUE OOB. 2 ~
Jul

2001

Au . 2001
Se t. 2001

./

L
·~~------------------------------------------

10/151 HWRA to report to
Court and parties on actions
taken pursuant to backup
residuals disposal plan
during preceding six months.
HWRA and Commonwealth to
report jointly on implementation of the Memorandum
of Understanding regarding
the beneficial use of
biosolids,

oct. 2001

Nov. 2001

Dec. 2001
Jan.

2002

Feb. 2002

HWRA to submit annual
report which describes
progress in planning,
design, and construction
of each cso project, and
identifies any issues
which may interfere with
timely completion of any
ro ect .·31

Harch 2002

HWRA to complete
construction of screening
for CAM 005.
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4/15: HWRA to report to
Court and parties on actions
taken pursuant to backup
residuals disposal plan
during preceding six months.
MWRA and Commonwealth to
report jointly on implementation of the Memorandum
of Understanding regarding
the beneficial use of
biosolids.

April 2002

Ha

2002

June 2002
July 2002

1\u

•

HWRA to commence design of
storage/consolidation
conduit for nos 072-073.

2002

se >t. 2002
Oct.

2002

ltov. 2002
Dec. 2002

10/15: HWRA to report to
Court and parties on actions
taken pursuant to backup
residuals disposal plan
during preceding six months.
MWRA and Commonwealth to
report jointly on implementation of the Memorandum
of Understanding regarding
the beneficial use of
biosolido.

c
Jan. 2003

P'eb.

2003

March 2003

HWRA to commence design of
screening and disinfection
facilities for BOS 017 and
019.
HWRA to submit annual
report which describes
progress in planning,
design, and construction
of each cso project, and
identifies any issues
which may interfere with
timely completion of any
ro ect.ll
HWRA to complete
conotruction of cso
relocation to Reserved
channel and aoeoclated
treatmen~ facility.
HWRA to conunence
conotruction of
detention/treatment
facility at Union Park
Pump Station;
conoolidation facilities
for BOS 076-080; and
interceptor relief for nos
003-014.
HWRA to complete
construction of Stony
Brook ecreening and
dlolnfectlon facility.
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April 2003

Hn

HWRA, in cooperation with
BWSC, to aooure
commencement of
construction of in-line
storage at Dorchester
Brook Condult. 26

4/151 HWRA to report to
Court and parties on actions
taken pursuant to backup
residuals disposal plan
during preceding six months.
MWRA and Commonwealth to
report jointly on implementation of the Memorandum
of Understanding regarding
the beneficial use of
biooolido.

2003

,Jun~

200.::3_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Jul

2003

1\u

•

2003

sert. 2003
Oct.

2003

Nov. 2003

Dec. 2003
,Jnn.

2004

10/15: HWRA to report to
Court and parties on actions
taken pursuant to backup
residuals disposal plan
during preceding six months.
MWRA and Commonwealth to
report jointly on implementation of the Memorandum
of Understanding regarding
the beneficial use of
bio!lollds.

Feb. 2004

MWRA to submit annual
report which describes
progress in planning,
design, and construction
of each CSO project, and
identifies any issues
which may interfere with
timely completion of any
ro ect.ll

Hnrclt 2004
1\pril 2004

__.!:!~Y

4/15: HWRA to report to
Court and parties on actions
taken pursuant to backup
reoiduals disposal plan
during preceding six months.
HWM and Commonwealth to
report jointly on implementation of the Memorandum
of Understanding regarding
the beneficial use of
biosolids.

2004

June 2004

Jul

2004

1\u

2004

Sept. 2004

MWRA, in cooperation with
ewsc, to assure completion
of construction of in-line
storage at Dorchcoter
Brook Conduit.zc
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10/15: MWRA to report to
court and parties on actions
taken pursuant to backup
residuals disposal plan
during preceding six months.
MWRA and Commonwealth to
report jointly on implementation of the Memorandum
of Understanding regarding
the beneficial use of
biosolido.

oct. 2004

Nov. 2004
Dec. 2004
·I

Jan. 2005
P"eh.

2005

HWRA to submit annual
report which describes
progress in planning,
design, and construction
of each CSO project, and
identifies any issues
which may interfere with
timely completion of any
1
ro ect. '·

c
March 2005

MWRA to complete
construction of detention
and treatment facility at
Union Park Pump Station
and consolidation
facilities for BOS 076080.
HWRA to conunence
construction of storage
and consolidation conduit
for BOS 072-073 and
screening and disinfection
facilities for BOS 017 and
BOS 019.

April 2005

Hn

4/15: HWRA to. report to
Court and parties on actions
taken pursuant to backup
residuals disposal plan
during preceding six ·months.
HWRA and Commonwealth to
report jo~ntly on implementation of the Memorandum
of Understanding regarding'
the beneficial use of
biosolids.

2005

June 2005
Jul

2005

Au . 2005
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Sept. 2005

HWRA to complete
construction of
interceptor relief for BOS
003-014.
10/151 HWRA to report to
Court and parties on actions
taken pursuant to backup
residuals disposal plan
during preceding six months.
HWRA and Commonwealth to
report jointly on implementation of the Memorandum
of Understanding regarding
the beneficial use of
biosolida.

oct. 2005

Nov. 2005

Dec. 2005
Jan. 2006
Feb. 2006

HWRA to submit annual
report which describes
progreoe in planning,
design, and construction
of each cso project, and
identifies any issues
which may interfere with
timely completion of any
ro ect. 31

Harch 2006

c
4/15: HWRA to report to
Court and parties on actions
taken pursuant to backup
residuals disposal plan
during preceding six months.
HWRA and Commonwealth to
report jointly on implementation of the Memorandum
of Understanding regarding
the beneficial use of
blosolids.

April 2006

Ha

2006

June 2006
Jul

2006

Au . 2006
Sept. 2006

oct. 2006

HWRA to complete
construction of screening
and disinfection
facilities for BOS 017 and
019.
10/15: HWRA to report to
Court and parties on actions
taken pursuant to backup
residuals disposal plan
during preceding six months.
HWRA and Commonwealth to
report jointly on implementation of the Memorandum
of Understanding regarding
the beneficial use of
blosolids.
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Nov. 2006
Dec. 2006
Jan. 2007
Feb. 2007

MWRA to submit annual
report which describes
progress in planning,
design, and construction
of each CSO proje_ct, and
identifies any issues
which may interfere with
timely completion of any
ro ect. 31

Harch 2007

HWRA to complete
conotruction of storage
and consolidation conduit
for BOS 072-073.

April 2007

Ma

2007

June 2007

Jul

2007

4/15: HWRA to report·to
Court and parties on actions
taken pursuant to backup
residualo dispooal plan
during preceding six montho.
HWRA and Commonwealth to
report jointly on implementation of the Memorandum
of Underotanding regarding
the beneficial use of
biooolido.

Au • 2007

Se t. 2007
10/15: HWRA to report to
Court and parties on actions
taken pursuant to backup
residuals disposal plan
during preceding six months.
HWRA and Commonwealth to
report jointly on implementation of the Memorandum
of Understanding regarding
the beneficial use of
biosolids.

oct. 2007

nov. 2007
Dec. 2007
Jan. 2008

Feb. 2008

HWRA to submit annual
report which describes
progreso in planning,
design, and construction
of each CSO project, and
identifies any issues
which may interfere with
timely completion of any
ro ect. 31

March 2008
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4/15: MWRA to report to
Court and parties on actions
taken pursuant to backup
residuals disposal plan
during preceding six months.
MWRA and Commonwealth to
report jointly on implementation of the Memorandum
of Understanding regarding
the beneficial use of
biosolids.

April 2008

Ha

2008

June 2008
Jul

2000

1\u

2000

se t. 2008

10/15: MWRA to report to
Court and,parties on actions
taken pursuant to backup
residuals disposal plan
during preceding six months.
MWRA and Commonwealth to
report jointly on implementation of the Memorandum
of Understanding regarding
the beneficial use of
biosolids.

Oct. 2008

\

"'-'•

Nov. 2008

HWRA, in cooperation with
BWSC, to assure completion
of construction of south
Dorchester Bay sewer
se aration.H

Dec. 2008

UB_1 B /0069968.03
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MEMORANDUM:
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TO:

Interested Parties

FROM:

Glenn S. Haas, Director
Watershed Management

DATE:

March 10, 1997

SUBJECT:

Draft Updated/Expanded CSO Policy:
Abatement of Pollution from Combined Sewer Overflows

The Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (DEP)
is requesting public review and comment on its Updated Draft
Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) Policy a copy of which is appended.
As part of this review, DEP will be holding a series of four public
information sessions in late March and early April throughout the
State, and has noticed the availability of the Draft Policy in the
March lOth MEPA Environmental Monitor.
A flyer describing the
dates and locations 6f the sessions is also enclosed.
DEP will accept writt:.en or oral comments at the outreach
sessions and written comments until May 5th. All comments should
be sent to the attention of:
Steven G. Lipman, P.E. DEP, One
Winter Street, Boston, MA 02108.
SGL/wp
10:6cso

(\

----

)
...

\ ; Pnnted on Recycled Paper

..

~

3/10/97
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CSO POLICY: Abatement of Pollution from Combined Sewer Overflows
Introduction

Municipal combined sewer systems found in many older cities
carry both sewage and stormwater run·off. Combined Sewer
Overflows (CSOs) are intermittent discharges from a combined
sewer system which result from wet weather flows in excess of the
carrying capacity of the interceptor systern. 1 CSO discharges
can cause violations of water quality standards and short term
impairment of uses, but not all CSO discharges are equally
harmful. Some systems overflow infrequently and some discharges
are more harmful than others (e.g., a discharge adjacent to a
public beach or cold water fishery has greater impacts than a
discharge into a heavily industrialized stream reach) . Complete
elimination of CSOs may be desirable environmentally but not
feasible or appropriate due to either the extremely high cost of
replacing a sewer system or the marginal environmental benefits
obtained by complete separation compared to other control
options. The Department of Environmental Protection's CSO Policy
describes the regulatory approach toward CSO discharges to waters
of the Commonwealth.

()

Regulatory Framework

CSO discharges are regulated by the Commonwealth in several
ways. Like any discharge of pollutants, CSOs must have an
NPDES/MA Surface Water Discharge Permit under federal regulations
and 314 CMR 3.00. Permit procedures are described in 314 CMR
2.00. Municipalities and districts seeking funding for
wastewater treatment, including CSO abatement, must ·comply with
the facilities planning process at 310 CMR 41.00. Entities
obtaining funding or exceeding specific thresholds must also
comply with the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act
regulations at 301 CMR 11.00. Each of these regulations contains
substantive ·and procedural requirements. Because both MEPA and
facilities planning require the evaluation of alternatives, these
processes are routinely coordinated.
Any _permit for a CSO discharge must require compliance with
Massachusetts Surface Water Quality Standards at 314 CMR 4.00.
States are responsible for promulgating water quality standards
under the federal Clean Water Act and parallel state laws. Water
quality standards contain classifications of water bodies,
•Municipalities may also have separate ~ewer systems, which do not combine
wastewater and stormwater. However, discharges of stormwater from separate sewer
systems can also cause water ~~a:~ty problems.

1

_)

2

()
/

designation of uses, criteria to protect the uses, and
antidegradation provisions. 2 The water quality standards
establish goals for waters of the Commonwealth, and provide the
basis for water quality- based effluent limitations in NPDES
permits. Any discharge, including CSO discharges, is allowed
only if it meets the criteria and the antidegradation standard
for the receiving segment.
Regulatory Options for CSOs

The CSO Policy describes a hierarchical "menu" of options
within the Surface Water Quality Standards to accommodate the
range of situations in which CSOs are found. The appropriate
regulatory option for each CSO will be chosen based on the
frequency and impact of each overflow, with public·participation
as an integral part of permit issuance. The Policy encourages
cost-effective options that promote progress toward water quality
goals while avoiding, where possible, the downgrading of water
bodies on a permanent basis. Regulatory options for CSOs include:
•
•
•

()

•
•

Class B or SB - CSOs are eliminated.
Class B(CSO) - CSOs remain but must be compatible with
water quality goals.
Variance - CSOs remain when allowed under a short term
modification of water quality standards through an
NPDES/MA permit.
Partial Use Designation - CSOs remain with moderate
impacts resulting in intermittent impairment of water
quality goals.
Class C - CSOs remain, causing permanent and sustained
impairment so that Class B water quality goals cannot
be met.

Revisions to DEP'S Surface Water Quality Standards were made
in 1995 to establish this system for efficient and effective
regulation of CSOs. The "menu" enhances flexibility for
permittees, minimizes demands on the Department's administrative
resources, provides equivalent environmental protection with less
process, and ensures the highest level of public health and
environmental protection consistent with the realities of CSO
abatement.
·
The Department will base its decision to identify a segment
as B(CSO), to issue a variance, to issue a partial use
designation, or to change the classification to Class C, on one

(__)

2
Water bodies are classified· as A, B, or C (SA, SB, or SC for marine waters}.
All waters in Massachusetts are currently classified either Class A (sources of
public water supply) or Class 3 ("fishable/swimmable").
Numeric or narrative
criteria are established for each water body. Antidegradation provisions protect·
the desig~ated and existing uses of waters. Uses of water bodies include habitat,
recreation, fishing, or water s~pply.

3
/~

or more of the reasons stated at 314 CMR 4.03(4) . 3 Generally, a
decision to allow CSO discharges to continue will only be made if
the Department finds that more stringent controls would lead to
substantial and widespread economic and social impact as
determined by a cost/benefit analysis. The Department may, but
is not required to, allow CSO discharges when a facility can
demonstrate its eligibility based on one or more of the reasons
stated in the regulations.

\

)

The public notice and hearing requirements that apply to all
Department regulatory changes will be observed prior to the
promulgation of any additional revisions to the Surface Water
Quality Standards for implementation of the Policy. Revisions to
the Water Quality Standards will be required to establish a
partial use designation or a downgrade to Class C.
Relationship to EPA CSO Control Strategy and the NPDES
Regulations

EPA's 1994 CSO Control Policy revised some features of its
1989 version to provide greater flexibility by allowing a minimal
number of overflows which are compatible with the water quality
goals of .the Clean Water Act. DEP' s 1995 regulatory revisions
correspondingly decreased reliance on partial use designation as
the sole regulatory vehicle to support CSO abatement plans. 4
3
.
314 CMR 4.03(4) allows the removal of a use that is not an existing use, a
partial use designation, or a variance if the applicant demonstrates that:
"(a)
Naturally occurring pollutant concentrations prevent the attainment of the
use; or
(b) Natural, ephemeral i~termitten~ or low flow conditions or
water levels prevent the attainment of the use, unless these conditions may be
compensated for by the discharge of sufficient volume of effluent discharges without
violating state water conservation requirement to enable uses to be met; or
(c) Human caused conditions or sources of pollution prevent the attainment of the
use and cannot be remedied or wo~ld ca~se more environmental damage to correct than
to leave in place, or
(d)
Dams, diversions or other types of hydrologic modifications preclude the
attainment of the use, and it is not feasible to restore the .water body to its
original condition or to operate such modification in a way that would result in the
attainment of the use; or
(e) Physical conditions related to the natural features of the water body, such as
the lack of a proper substrate, cover, flow, depth, pools, riffles, and the like,
unrelated to water quality, preclude attainment of aquatic life protection uses; or
(f)· Controls more stringent than those required by sections 310 (b) and 306 of the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 USC § 1251 et seq.) would result in
substantial and widespread economic and social impact."

4

DEP' s 1990 CSO Policy was based on EPA's 1989 CSO Control Policy and
established the goal of eliminating adverse impacts from CSOs, using partial use
designation where removal or relocation was not feasible.
The three month design
storm was identified as the minimum technology-based effluent limitation, which
would result in untreated overflows an average of four times a year.
Abatement
measures to meet this minimum standard were necessary for a CSO discharge to be
eligible for partial use.
Pres~~ably, all CSOs exceeding this standard required

C)

4

()

In all cases, NPDES/MA permits will require the nine minimum
controls necessary to meet technology-based limitations as
specified in the 1994 EPA Policy. The nine controls may be
summarized as; operate and maintain properly, maximize storage,
minimize overflows, maximize flows to Publicly Owned Treatment
Works (POTW), prohibit dry weather CSO's, control solids and
floatables, institute pollution prevention· programs, notify the
public of impacts, and observe monitoring and reporting
requirements. The nine minimum controls may be supplemented with
additional treatment requirements, such as screening and
disinfection, on a case-by-case basis.
EPA allows the issuance of a variance or the removal of a
use in certain circumstances, which were incorporated into the
Department's regulations in 1995 (see footnote 2). EPA
regulations also generally govern the content of, and establish
an approval process for, state water quality standards.
• Class B or SB

()

The Department's goal is to eliminate CSO impacts.
Separation or relocation of CSOs will be required wherever it can
be achieved based on an economic and technical evaluation. The
facilities planning process is designed to ·provide the requisite
technical and economic analysis to determine whether elimination
of CSOs can be achieved and is appropriate.
e Class B (CSO) or SB (CSO)

Where elimination of CSOs is not economically feasible and
the impacts from remaining CSO discharges will be minor, the
segment will be identified as B(CSO). Overflow events may be
allowed without a variance or partial use designation, provided
that certain conditions are met. The 1995 revisions to the
regulations created the B(CSO) water quality category by
establishing regulatory significance for the notation "CSO" shown
in the "Other Restriction" column at 314 CMR 4.06 for impacted
segments. When the conditions have been met, the B(CSO)
identification is given regulatory force. 5
downgrading to Class C or SC stacus. No partial use designations or downgrades to
Class c were· actually made, but the process was perceived as administratively
cumbersome.

CJ

5
314 CMR 4.06(1) (d) (10) notes that waters have been individually identified as
impacted by CSOs in the water quality standards. Overflow events may be permitted
without a variance or partial use designation provided that four conditions are met:
"a. an approved facilities plan under 310 CMR 41.25 provides justification for the
overflows;
b. the Department finds through a use attainability analysis, and EPA concurs, that
achieving a greater level of CSO co~trol is not feasible for one of the reasons
specified at 314 CMR 4.06(3);

5

An identification of B(CSO) will be made only after the
Department has approved a facilities plan showing that minor CSO
discharges are the most environmentally protective and costeffective option available. Generally, eligibility for Class B
(CSO) status is limited to discharges which can meet water
quality standards more than 95 percent of the time, but the
highest level of control must always be achieved for each case as
determined in the facilities plan through a cost/benefit
analysis. The Department will prepare a Use Attainability
Analysis, 6 based on the facilities plan, to document that
achieving a higher level of CSO control is not feasible or
appropriate. Priority will be given to relocating or
eliminating CSOs in sensitive areas such as Outstanding Resource
Waters, bathing areas, water supply intakes, endangered.species
habitat and shellfish beds. CSOs in these areas are not eligible
for B(CSO) status.
Public notice of the identification of B (CSO) segments will
be provided through the public participation process that is
already an important component of permit issuance. In addition,
whenever a facilities plan is prepared for CSO facilities, the
public participation procedures of 310 CMR 41.00 will be
followed. Each includes notice of the project and opportunity
for a public hearing. In addition, a notice will be provided in
the Environmental Monitor. The Department may provide other
means of affording public comment at its discretion, either upon
its own initiative or upon request from interested parties.
• Variances

· Variances are short term modifications in water quality
standards. Unlike partial use designations, variances are both
discharger and pollutant specific, are time-limited, and do not
forego the currently designated use. A variance allows the NPDES
permit to be written to the "modified" waterquality standard as
analyses are conducted and as progress is made to improve water
quality. A variance will be used where long-term attainability
of the standard is uncertain, the CSO abatement plan includes
phased implementation and/or the Department believes the standard
may ultimately be attained. With a variance, NPDES/MA permits
c. existing uses and the level of water quality necessary to protect the existing
uses shall be maintained and protected; and
d. public notice is provided through procedures for permit issuance or facility
planning under M.G.L. c. 21 §§ 26 through 53 and regulations promulgated thereunder
pursuant to M.G.L. c. 30A. In addition, the Department will publish a notice in the
Environmental Monitor."
6

A Use Attainability Analysis (UAA) scientifically assesses physical, chemical,
biological, and economic factors affecting a use.
The analysis also evaluates
whether a designated use could be attained if CSO controls were implemented (e.g.
reduction of sediment loading from CSOs to prevent burial of spawning areas) .

( )
\ __

6

may be written such that reasonable progress is made toward
attaining the standards without violating section 402(a) (1) of
the federal Clean Water Act, which requires that NPDES permits
meet the applicable water quality standards.
Variance procedures involve the same substantive
requirements as apply to the removal of a designated use, but
unlike partial use, variances maintain the currently designated
use. Therefore, a variance does not require a formal Use
Attainability Analysis under EPA's water quality program.
Additionally, the standard for the segment will be modified only
for the permittee receiving the variance, while clearly
maintaining the higher standard for other qischarges. By
maintaining the standard rather than changing it, the state will
assure that further progress is made in improving water quality
and attaining the standard, particularly when there is
uncertainty about the success of a proposed control strategy.

(_)

The Department will use the permit as the vehicle to grant
the variance. Notice of the permit will clearly state that the
variance temporarily modifies the state's water quality
standards. Variances are normally reviewed every three years,
and may be codified in the water quality standards at the next
triennial review.
In comparison, the partial use designation is
also reviewable during each triennial review, but reflects the
state's determination based on a higher degree of certainty that
uses cannot consistently be achieved. The regulations allow a
variance under the same circumstances as a Class B (CSO)
identification or a partial use designation, as identified at 314
CMR 4.03(4) (see footnote 2).
• Partial Use Designation
Where the Department is certain that uses or standards
cannot, and will not, be met on a permanent but intermittent
basis, a partial use designation may be granted for specific
segments through a regulatory revision. Partial use is the term
used to describe waters occasionally subject to short-term
impairment of uses, but which generally support those uses.
Generally, short-term impairment means that the standards are met
at least 75 percent of the time, but the permissible level will
be de-termined through the facilities planning process on a caseby-case basis. Partial use can be defined by seasons or a
particular storm event when a use such as swimming will be
unattainable in CSO impacted waters. The use must be fully
protected downstream, in other seasons, or smaller storm events.

CJ

The Department may find that an applicant has demonstrated
that a use is not attainable under circumstances identified in
the regulations at 314 CMR 4.03(4) (see footnote 2). Information
to support a designation will be developed largely in the
Environmental Impact.Report or the Facilities Plan. The

7

information contained. in the facilities plan and available
watershed plans will include most information necessary for the
Use Attainability Analysis (see footnote 4) which must be
submitted to EPA prior to the designation.

()

• Class C

.
Some CSOs may discharge to segments where designated uses
cannot and will not be achieved on a permanent basis in the
foreseeable future. These segments are candidates for a change
in classification from Class B or SB to Class C or Class SC. A
Use Attainability Analysis would be required· for the change in
classification. Downgrade to Class C is the undesirable option
of last resort.

()

u
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DRAFT

MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
GUIDANCE FOR ABATEMENT OF POLLUTION
FROM CSO DISCHARGES
March 20, 1997

Summary:
1.

This guidance is provided to assist permittees in assessing CSO impacts and
developing CSO control alternatives which comply with the Clean Water Act and
the Massachusetts Water Quality Standards.

2.

As an initial and continuous control measure, Permittees are required to
implement CSO controls known as the Nine Minimum Controls (NMC) as a mJ.nJ.mum
technology-based limitation. These controls provide for minimizing CSO impacts
through optimizing use of existing CSO and wastewater facilities, as well as
through implementation of pollution prevention, public notification, and
monitoring programs.

3.

All permittees are responsible for developing and implementing Long-Term CSO
Control Plans that will ultimately result in compliance with the Clean Water Act
(CWA) .
The plan must evaluate the cost and performance of a range of CSO
control alternatives including elimination, relocation, storage, and treatment,
and also must include a public participation plan. Abatement plans may involve
phased work plans with the most cost effective control given the highest
priority.

4.

It is the goal of the Department to eliminate the adverse impacts of CSOs.
Where elimination is not feasible or would cause substantial widespread economic
and social impact, the impacts of CSO discharges shall be minimized to achieve
the highest water· quality attainable.
Highest priority will be given to
eliminating or otherwise controlling CSO discharges to sensitive use areas.

5.

Where elimination is not feasible or appropriate, an engineering target is
established for the use of CSO controls which will result in achieving
compliance with national goal use standards at least 95% of the time.
Such
level of protection is consistent with the water quality goals of the CWA and is
deemed to meet national goal use standards.
Affected receiving water quality
segments in this case will be identified as Bcso or SBcso in the Water Quality
Standards to note that these segments are subject to a subcategory use
restriction and will be subject to minor CSO discharges.
Lesser CSO controls
will only be allowed where there are no sensitive uses and where CSO controls
meeting the engineering target have been shown to be infeasible or to cause
·substantial widespread economic and social impact.

6.

If insufficient information exists to determine the attainability of national
goal use standards, permittees will be required to implement the NMC and any
further controls shown to be cost-effective; a variance may then be issued for a
specified period of time to allow for the development of additional water
quality information.

()

u
1
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I. Introduction

Combined sewers are collection systems that convey both sanitary sewage and stormwater
runoff.
These collection systems are designed to convey dry weather flows and those
portions of wet weather flows which do not exceed the capacity of the downstream
interceptors or wastewater treatment facilities.
Regulator structures allow excess
flows to discharge to an adjacent waterbody; these discharges are considered combined
sewer overflows (CSOs) .
Research has failed to define a best practicable technology
(BPT) for these sources of pollution.
Therefore best professional judgement must be
used to determine abatement measures.
Solutions must be site-specific in order to
address a wide variety of technical and economic constraints.
This guidance is
adopted
to define the Department's general goals; interpret water quality standards
and criteria in relation to CSO abatement projects; and specify uniform evaluation
procedures for facilities planning.
The Department regulates CSO discharges in
accordance with the Massachusetts Water Quality Standards (WQS), 314 CMR 4.00, under
the statutory authority provided by MGL c.22 s.21.
Section V of this guidance is excerpted from the DEP CSO Policy and establishes the
regulatory framework associated with different CSO control alternatives.
This policy
applies to segments impacted by the discharge of CSOs. A list of these waterbodies is
included in the WQS.
The list will be updated every three years as part of the
scheduled readoption of the WQS and Classification of Waterbodies pursuant to the
Federal Clean Water Act.

II. Goals

The Department has the following goals with regard to CSO abatement measures.
1.

Elimination of receiving water impacts is the primary goal.

2.

Where elimination of CSOs is not feasible, the goal is minimization of impacts
to the maximum extent feasible and attaining the highest water quality
achievable.
In these areas the identification and protection of critical uses
is essential.

III. Nine Minimum Controls CHMC>

In accordance with the 1994 EPA national CSO policy, permittees must as soon as
practical implement and evaluate the effectiveness of the Nine Minimum Controls as
the minimum technology-based requirement of the Clean Water Act.
The Nine Minimum
Controls are
1. Proper operation and regular maintenance programs for the sewer
system and the CSOs;
2. Maximum use of the collection system for storage;
3. Review and modification of the pretreatment program;
4. Maximization of flow to the Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTW) for
treatment;
5. Prohibition of CSOs during dry weather;
6. Control of solids and floatable materials from CSOs;
7. Pollution prevention programs;
8. Public notification to ensure that the public receives adequate
notification of CSO discharges and their impacts, and;
9. Monitoring to effectively characterize CSO impacts and the efficacy of CSO
controls.

2

Permittees will be required to submit information detailing the implementation of
actual control measures and subsequently additional information on the degree to
which the NMC achieve compliance with water quality standards.

IV. Long-term

cso

Control Plan

A. General
Permittees are responsible for the development of a Long-Term CSO Control Plan (310
CMR 41.25) which must ultimately result in compliance with the Clean Water Act and
applicable Water Quality Standards (WQS) .
This CSO Plan is the critical vehicle for
determining appropriate CSO controls and will also form the basis for any necessary
administrative reclassifications of receiving waters.
The planning effort should
include considerable stakeholder input and the permittee should work closely with
regulatory agencies so that the plan will be consistent with basin-wide watershed
management efforts.
The Department does not attempt to specify uniform treatment
levels for CSO discharges.
Instead, in accordance with the 1994 EPA National CSO
Policy, the Department requires an evaluation of potential CSO controls and their
impacts in the long-term plan.
The long-term plan must include the following elements:

C)

(_)

1.

Characterization, monitoring and modeling of the CSO system and the receiving
waters as the basis of selection and design of effective CSO controls.
The
characterization should be watershed-based to the extent possible, so that it
presents a site-specific determination of the relative impacts of CSO and nonCSO discharges on water quality.

2.

A public participation process which includes at a minimum one public meeting to
discuss CSO control alternatives and one public hearing on the recommended plan.
The permittee must also satisfy the requirements of the Massachusetts
Environmental Policy Act (MEPA) at 301 CMR 11.00 regarding public review of the
project.
Additional public participation is often warranted in major and
complicated projects.

3.

Consideration of sensitive use areas as the highest priority for eliminating or
otherwise controlling CSOs.

4.

A detailed evaluation of CSO control alternatives which will enable the
permittee in consultation with regulatory agencies and the public to select CSO
controls which will meet CWA requirements.

5.

Cost/Performance considerations to compare and evaluate the cost-benefit of a
range of CSO control alternatives.
Performance of CSO control alternatives
should be based on water quality benefits to be achieved.

6.

An

7.

Maximization of treatment at the existing POTW for wet weather flows.

8.

An implementation schedule,

9.

A post-construction compliance monitoring program adequate to verify compliance
with water-quality based requirements of the Clean Water Act and ascertain the
effectiveness of CSO controls.

Operation and Maintenance Plan to minimize CSO
control facilities where CSOs will not be eliminated.

impacts

from

recommended

which reflects the adverse impacts from CSOs upon
WQS and designated uses, and the cost-benefit of recommended CSO controls.
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As noted in section III of this CSO guidance, each permittee
initially to minimize discharges from CSOs and their resultant
quality by implementation of the. Nine Minimum Controls.

will be required
impacts on water

B. Evaluation qf Alternatives
As the ultimate goal of the plan is to achieve compliance with the CWA, the permittee
should work with regulatory agencies and the public during the planning process to
establish receiving water quality goals and associated CSO control goals based on the
use designations and regulatory options contained in the water quality standards. The
planning effort should be consistent with the Department's watershed-based approach to
assessing and managing water resources, and the cost/benefit analysis of a range of
CSO control alternatives should be evaluated considering their relative impacts on
water quality and impairment of uses.
The range of CSO control alternatives
considered should include the following alternatives.
a) Nine Minimum Controls
The NMC, which include collection system and source controls, are required for
all CSO permittees and therefore constitute the baseline level of CSO control.
In some areas, the NMC may be significant in eliminating or controlling CSOs to
the extent that water quality goals and uses can be attained. While this is not
normally the case, the long-term plan should evaluate the degree to which the
NMC achieve compliance with standards to establish a baseline from which to
compare the costs and benefits of higher level CSO controls.
b) Elimination/Relocation
Since there is no finite limit to the magnitude and duration of a precipitation
event, CSO controls can only lower the probability of untreated overflows, not
eliminate them entirely.
CSO discharges therefore can only be eliminated by
complete sewer separation. Sewer separation ~ be considered initially in all
CSO-impacted areas and evaluated to determine if it is feasible.
In order to
demonstrate that the sewer separation is not feasible, the permitt.ee must show
that the cost of separation will cause substantial and widespread economic and
social impact [314 CMR 4.03(4)] by documenting that the costs are excessive when
compared to the benefits to be achieved.
When determining the benefits to be
achieved, potential interactive and overlapping pollution sources such as discharges from the storm drain system after separation may be taken into account.
Once it has been demonstrated to the Department that elimination of CSO
discharges is not feasible, the relocation of CSOs should be evaluated.
Relocating alternatives must be examined on a system-wide basis so that the
maximum recovery of water uses is achieved, including the protection of critical
uses.
c) Storage Technologies
.storage technologies include in-line storage (in the existing collection
system)_, off-line near surface storage with construction of tanks or other
facilities, and deep tunnel storage.
In each instance, flows are stored until
the storm event is over and the stored flows are then pumped to the treatment
facility when capacity is available to treat these flows.
A range of storage
volumes should be considered based on flows from a number of different storm
events (3-month, 6-month, 1-year, etc.) and the hydraulic capacity of the
combined sewer system. Physical constraints at storage sites should also be
considered.
The level of CSO control necessary to meet receiving water goals
and uses and the overall cost/benefit of alternatives are critical factors in
determining appropriate storage alternatives.
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d) Treatment Technologies

()

Treatment technologies for CSO discharges are intended to reduce pollutant
loadings to receiving waters from remaining CSO discharges and include
screening, solids removal, disinfection, and other associated unit operations.
Treatment alternatives, like storage, need to be sized in relation to the flows
from different storm events and hydraulic conditions, and as noted above, a
range of storms and flows should be considered in evaluating the design and
performance, as shoulc;l any siting constraints as well.
Again, the critical
factor in assessing these alternatives is evaluating the cost and the extent to
which the treatment alternatives serve to achieve water quality goals and uses.
e) Collection System Controls
Collection system controls include interceptor relief, partial sewer separation,
or other system modifications which reduce CSO volume and frequency by removing
or diverting runoff, maximizing the volume of flow stored in the collection
system, or maximizing the capacity of the collection system to convey flow to a
treatment facility. These controls can significantly reduce CSO impacts and are
often used in combination with other CSO controls to optimize the long-term
control plan.

The evaluation should include a comparison of the costs, performance, and technical
considerations of all alternatives or combination of alternatives.
In complex situations, the abatement plan should identify the most critical resources and the
cost/benefit of the controls in establishing an implementation plan which affords the
greatest improvement in water quality.
This often involves a phased implementation
plan.
While this guidance includes a description of the general procedures to be used in
evaluating CSO controls, it is not intended to replace best professional judgement
when considering site-specific factors in the determination of reasonable, feasible,
and appropriate CSO controls.
The most important site-specific factors governing
these judgements are the actual and projected receiving water uses in a segment.
The
Department expects that each permittee will afford the highest priority in its longterm CSO control plan for eliminating or otherwise controlling CSOs in any receiving
waters where critical uses nave been identified. These include water uses that relate
to public health or welfare, such as public water supply sources, shellfish harvesting
areas, public bathing areas, recreation areas, wildlife refuges and other areas of
ecologic or economic concern which are identified as critical uses through the facilities planning and public participation process.
In each case the goal shall be to
eliminate the CSO' s in these areas and where this is infeasible, to minimize their
impacts.
Where a determination has been made that elimination of CSOs is infeasible or
inappropriate as noted above, the Department has determined that a reasonable target
is to.require CSO controls which protect national.goal uses a minimum of 95% of the
1
time.
Permittees through the Long-Term CSO Control Plan mus.t consider all relevant
CSO control alternatives to meet the target, including storage, interceptor relief, or
treatment. In many cases, further protection may be deemed necessary and required by
the Department.
In those receiving water segments where CSOs will remain active, but
where the engineering target will be met, the Department's regulations allow for the
designation of a Bcso or SBcso subcategory to indicate that the segment will be subject
1

L)

The 95% engineering target is consistent with the level of control provided under the
"presumptive approach" of the 1994 EPA National esc Policy if the duration of the four allowable
untreated overflow events is estimated to be four days/event (16 days of violation/365 days).
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to minor CSO discharges.
Permittees may propose lesser controls than the 95% engineering target and qualify for the Bcso designation, only if the plan clearly
demonstrates that such a level of control, while not meeting the target, will still
allow attainment of national goal uses.
The Department shall use information developed in the Long Term CSO Control Plan and
other information that may be available to determine whether the target provides
~dequate protection of uses.
Site-specific factors such as the presence or absence of
critical uses and the duration and area of impact may influence this decision.
Where
the cost-benefit analysis and availability of technology so indicate, the Department
will require more stringent protection than the state-wide target.
If these same
factors, as well as other economic and environmental factors, result in the permittee
requesting less stringent control than the 95 percent compliance target and where
national goal uses will not otherwise be met, the permittee will be responsible for
documenting that meeting the target is infeasible base.d on a cost-benefit analysis.
V. Regulatory Framework

CSO discharges are regulated by the Commonwealth in several ways.
Like any
discharge of pollutants, CSOs must have an NPDES/MA Surface Water Discharge Permit
under federal regulations and 314 CMR 3.00.
All permits· for CSO discharges must
require compliance with Massachusetts Surface Water Quality Standards (314 CMR
4.00).
DEP has promulgated water quality standards under the federal Clean Water
Act and parallel state laws.
Water quality standards contain classifications of
water bodies, designation of uses, criteria to protect the uses, and antidegradation
2
provisions.
The water quality standards establish goals for waters of the
Commonwealth, as well as providing the basis for water quality-based effluent
limitations in NPDES permits.
Any discharge, including CSO discharges, is allowed
only if it meets the criteria and the antidegradation standard for the receiving
segment.
Regulatory Options for CSOs
The DEP CSO Policy describes a hierarchical "menu" of options within the Surface
Water Quality Standards to accommodate the range of· situations in which CSOs are
found.
The appropriate regulatory option for each CSO will be chosen based on the
frequency and impact of each overflow, with public participation as an integral part
of permit issuance.
Tne Policy encourages cost-effective options that promote
progress toward water quality goals while avoiding, where possible, the downgrading
of water bodies on a permanent basis. Regulatory options for CSOs include:
•
•
•
·•
•

Class B or SB - CSOs are eliminated.
Class B or SB(CSO) - CSOs remain but must be compatible with water quality
goals.
Variance - CSOs remain when allowed under a short-term modification
of water quality standards through an NPDES/MA permit.
Partial Use Designation - CSOs remain with moderate impacts resulting
in intermittent impairment of water quality goals.
Clas.s C or SC - CSOs remain, causing permanent and sustained impairment so
that Class B or SB water quality goals cannot be met.

2
Water bodies are classified as A, B, or C (SA, SB, or sc for marine waters). All waters in
Massachusetts are currently classified either Class A (sources of public water supply) or Class B
("fishable/swimmable").
Numeric or narrative criteria are established for each water body.
Antidegradation provisions protect the designated and existing uses of waters. Uses of water bodies
include habitat, recreation, fishing, or water supply.
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Revisions to DEP 1 S Surface Water Quality Standards were made in 1995 to establish
this system for efficient and effective regulation of CSOs. The "menu" enhances
flexibility for permittees, minimizes demands on the Department 1 s administrative
resources, provides equivalent environmental protection with less process, and
ensures the highest level of public health and environmental protection consistent
with the realities of CSO abatement.
Prior to an identification of a segment as B (CSO),. a variance, a partial use
designation, or a change in classification to Class C, the Department will base its
decision-making on one or more of the reasons stated at 314 CMR 4.03(4) . 3 Generally,
a finding that more stringent controls would lead to substantial and widespread
economic and social impact as determined by a cost/benefit analysis will provide the
basis for allowing any CSO discharges to remain.
The Department may, but is not
required to, allow CSO discharges when a facility can demonstrate its eligibility
based on one or more of the reasons stated in the regulations.
The public notice and hearing requirements that apply to all Department regulatory
changes will be observed prior to the promulgation of any additional revisions to
the Surface Water Quality Standards for implementation of the Policy.
Regulatory
revisions will be required to establish a partial use designation or a downgrade to
Class c.
• Class B or SB

(-)

The Department Is goal is the elimination of cso impacts.
Sewer separation or
relocation of CSOs will be required wherever it can be achieved based on an economic
and technical evaluation. The Long-Term CSO Control Plan is intended to provide the
requisite technical and economic analysis to determine whether elimination of CSOs
can be achieved and is appropriate.
Priority will be given to relocating or
eliminating CSOs in sensitive areas such as Outstanding Resource Waters, bathing
areas, water supply intakes, endangered species habitat and shellfish beds.
• Class B {CSO) or SB {CSO)
Where elimination of CSOs is not economically feasible and the impacts from
remaining CSO discharges will be minor, the segment will be identified as B{CSO).
Overflow events may be allowed without a variance or partial use designation
provided that certain conditions are met.
The 1995 revisions to the regulations
created the B(CSO) water quality category by establishing regulatory significance to

3

314 CMR 4. 03 (4) allows the removal of a use that is not an existing use, a partial use
designation, or a variance if the applicant demonstrates that:
"(a) Naturally occurring pollutant concentrations prevent the attainment of the use; or
(b) Natural, ephemeral intermittent or low flow conditions or
water levels prevent the attainment of the use, unless these conditions may be compensated for by
the discharge of sufficient volume of effluent discharges without violating state water conservation
requirement to enable uses to be met; or
(c) Human caused conditions or sources of pollution prevent the attainment of the use and cannot be
remedied or would cause more environmental damage to correct than to leave in place, or
(d) Dams, diversions or other types of hydrologic modifications preclude the attainment of the use,
and it is not feasible to restore the water body to its original condition or to operate such
modification in a way that would result in the attainment of the use; or
(e)
Physical conditions related to the natural features of the water body, such as the lack of a
proper substrate, cover, flow, depth, pools, riffles, and the like, unrelated to water quality,
preclude attainment of aquatic life protection uses; or
(f)
Controls more stringent than those required by sections 310 (b) and 306 of the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act (33 USC § 1251 et seq.) would result in substantial and widespread economic
and social impact."
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the notation "CSO" shown in the "Other Restriction" column at 314 CMR 4. 06 for
impacted segments.
When the conditions have been met, the B(CSO) identification is
given regulatory force. 4
An identification of B(CSO) will be made only after the Department has approved a
CSO Control Plan showing that minor CSO discharges are the most environmentally
protective and cost-effective option available.
Generally, eligibility for Class B
(CSO) status is limited to discharges which can meet water quality standards more
than 95 percent of the time, but the highest level of control must always be
achieved for each case as determined in the CSO plan through a cost/benefit
analysis.
The Department will prepare a Use Attainability Analysis, 5 based on the
Long-Term Control Plan, to document that achieving a higher level of CSO control is
not feasible or appropriate.
Public notice of the identification of B (CSO) segments will be provided through the
public participation process that is already an important component of permit
issuance.
In addition, whenever a Long-Term CSO Control Plan is prepared for a
permittee, the public participation procedures of 310 CMR 41.00 will be followed.
Each includes notice of the project and opportunity for a public hearing.
In
addition, a notice will be provided in the Environmental Monitor.
The Department
may provide other means of affording public comment at its discretion, either upon
its own initiative or upon request from interested parties.
• Variances
Unlike partial
Variances are short-term modifications in water quality standards.
use designations, variances are both discharger and pollutant specific, are timelimited, and do not forego the currently designated use. A variance allows the NPDES
permit to be written to the "modified" water quality standard as analyses are
conducted and as progress is made to improve water quality. A variance will be used
where long-term attainability of the standard is uncertain, the CSO abatement plan
includes phased implementation and/or the Department believes the standard may
ultimately be attained. With a variance, NPDES/MA permits may be written such that
reasonable progress is made toward attaining the standards without violating section
402 (a) (1) of the federal Clean Water Act, which requires that NPDES permits meet
the applicable water quality standards,

Variance procedures involve the same substantive requirements as removing a
designated use, but unlike partial use, variances maintain the currently designated
use.
Therefore, a variance does not require a formal Use Attainability Analysis
4
314 CMR 4.06(1) (d) (10) notes that waters have· been individually identified as impacted by CSOs
in the water quality standards. Overflow events may be permitted without a variance or partial use
designation provided that four conditions are met:
"a. an approved facilities plan under 310 CMR 41.25 provides justification for the overflows;
b. the Department finds· through a use attainability analysis, and EPA concurs, that achieving a
greater level of CSO control is not feasible for one of the reasons specified at 314 CMR 4.06(3);
c. existing uses- and the level of water quality necessary to protect the existing uses shall be
maintained and protected; and
d. public notice is provided through procedures for permit issuance or facility planning under
M.G.L. c. 21 §§ 26 through 53 and regulations promulgated thereunder pursuant to M.G.L. c. 30A. In
addition, the Department will publish a notice in the Environmental Monitor."

5
A Use Attainability Analysis (UAA) scientifically assesses physical, chemical, biological, and
economic factors affecting a use.
The analysis also evaluates whether a designated use could be
·attained if CSO controls were implemented (e.g. reduction of sediment loading from CSOs to prevent
burial of spawning areas) .
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under EPA's water quality program. Additionally, the standard for the segment will
be modified only for the permittee receiving the variance, while clearly maintaining
the higher standard for other discharges.
By maintaining the standard rather than
changing it, the state will assure that further progress is made in improving water
quality and attaining the standard, particularly when there is uncertainty
about
the success of a proposed control strategy.

n

The Department will use the permit as the vehicle to grant the variance. Notice of
the permit will clearly state that the variance temporarily modifies the state's water
quality standards.
Variances are normally reviewed every three years, and may be
codified in the water quality standards at the next triennial review.
In comparison,
the partial use designation is also reviewable during each triennial review, but
reflects the state's determination based on a higher degree of certainty that uses
cannot consistently be achieved.
The regulations allow a variance under the same
circumstances as a Class B (CSO) identification or a partial use designation, as·
identified at 314 CMR 4.03(4) (see footnote 2).
• Partial Use Designation

C)

Where the Department is certain that uses or standards cannot, and will not, be met
on a permanent but intermittent basis, a partial use designation may be granted for
specific segments through a regulatory revision.
Partial use is the term used to
describe waters occasionally subject to short-term impairment of uses,
but which
generally support those uses.
Generally, short-term impairment means that the
standards are met at least 75 percent of the time, but the permissible level will be
determined through the facilities planning process on a case-by-case basis.
Partial
use can be defined by seasons or a particular storm event when a use such as
swimming will be unattainable in CSO impacted waters.
The use must be fully
protected downstream, in other seasons, or smaller storm events.
·The Department may find that an applicant has demonstrated that a use is not
attainable under circumstances identified in the regulations at 314 CMR 4.03(4) (see
footnote 2) .
Information to support a designation will be developed largely in the
Long-Term CSO Control Plan.
The information contained in the plan and available
watershed management plans will include most information necessary for the Use
Attainability Analysis (see footnote 4) which must be submitted to EPA prior to the
designation.
• Class

c

Some CSOs may discharge to segments where designated uses cannot and will not be
achieved on a permanent basis in the foreseeable future.
These segments are
candidates for a change in classification from Class B or SB to Class C or Class SC.
A Use Attainability Analysis would be required for the change in classification.
Downgrade to Class C is the undesirable option of last resort.

YI. Coordination with Water Quality Standards

A.

l_)

NPDES Permitting

As CSO discharges are defined as a point source under the Clean Water Act and the
Massachusetts Water Quality Standards, an NPDES Permit must be issued jointly by EPA
and DEP for these discharges.
The NPDES Permit will set forth the requirements for
implementation and assessment of the Nine Minimum Controls (NMC) ·and the requirement
for developing a Long-Term CSO Control Plan.
These permitting requirements will
normally be carried out in two phases. The Phase I Permit will require the permittee
to implement and document the NMC and develop a Long-Term CSO Control Plan. The Phase
II Permit will require continued implementation of the NMC and also implementation of

9

the Long-Term Control Plan.
Where necessary and appropriate, permits will include
water-quality based effluent limits to comply with receiving water classifications.
NPDES permits for CSO discharges will continue to be required in all areas where CSOs
are not elimintated, regardless of receiving water classification.
The public
participation requirements set forth in 314 CMR 2. 00 are a necessary and important
part of the permitting process.

()

B. Receiving Water Classifications
As indicated in the regulatory framework,
there are a
range of potential
classifications for waters impacted by cso discharges.
The Long-Term CSO Control
Plan, which includes a public participation process, is the critical step in
determining water quality-based control measures that are technically feasible,
affordable, and which comply with state water quality standards. The selection of the
appropriate regulatory option will be based on information compiled in the long-term
plan and other watershed information, which must demonstrate that the plan will
achieve compliance with specific classifications.
If a change in classification is
necessary for implementation of the recommended plan, the permittee must request such
action from the Department, and the requisite level of CSO control must be documented
in the plan. The department will work with the stakeholders and permittee throughout
the process to provide guidance.
Figure
1
summarizes
the
administrative
procedures
necessary
for
regulatory
classification of esc-impacted receiving waters. In all cases where csos will remain
active, a NPDES permit will be required.
In addition, a Use Attainability Analysis
(UAA} is also required where CSO discharges will remain and where a variance for CSO
discharges will not be issued.
The substance of the UAA, which presents a scientific
and socio-economic assessment of factors affecting a use,
must be developed in the
Long-Term CSO Control Plan.
The UAA is prepared by the Department, submitted to EPA
and must be approved prior to any further action to reclassify a segment.
Where the permittee requests that a receiving water be downgraded to a Bpartial or C
classification,
the permittee must additionally demonstrate
that meeting the
engineering target (95% compliance) is unfeasible based on an evaluation of the costs
to meet the target, benefits to be achieved, and in consideration of existing and
projected uses of the receiving water. The Department in this case shall provide
public notice and the opporfunity for a public hearing in accordance with MGL c. 30A.
As noted above, the final implementation of the CSO control plan will also be subject
to a NPDES and state discharge permit, where the requirements of specific receiving
water classifications will be incorporated into permit limits.
This process as well
provides the opportunity for public participation (314 CMR 2.00 and 3.00) in
establishing permit limits and monitoring requirements.
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VII Contacts

Permittees and stakeholders may contact the following
information and guidance on CSO regulatory issues:

MA Department of Environmental Protection
Bureau of Resource Protection
NPDES Permitting Program
One Winter Street
Boston, MA 02108
(617) 556-1172

Environmental Protection Agency - Region 1
Office of Ecosystem Protection
One Congress Street
Boston, MA 02202
(617) 565-3478

C)

C)
11

agencies

for

additional

Figure 1
CSO Controls - WQS Coordination
Approved Long-Term CSO
Control Plan

Attainability of
national goal use standards
impossible to determine without i additional WQ information
Variance issued for CSO
discharges to segment until
further WQ information is
developed

-

I

I

I

I

Recommended CSO Controls
meet national goal use standards
at all times (CSO elimination)

Recommended CSO Controls
meet national goal use standards
>95% of time

Recommended CSO controls
meet national goal use standards
>75%, but <95% of time

Recommended CSO controls
meet national goal use standards
<75% of time

Segment (re)classified as
A,8 or SA,S8
as appropriate

Use Attainability Analysis (UAA)
submitted to and approved by
EPA

Use Attainability Analysis (UAA)
submitted to and approved by
EPA

Use Attainability Analysis (UAA)
submitted to and approved by
EPA

Public Notice and Public
Hearing pursuant to MGL
c. 30 regarding pending
downgrade to 8/partial

Public Notice and Public
Hearing pursuant to MGL
c. 30 regarding pending
downgrade to C

Reclassify segment as
8/partial or S8/partial

Reclassify segment as

I
I

Public notice in Environmental
Monitor noticing pending
designation as 8/CSO

I
Segment noted as 8/CSO
or S8/CSO in WQS

I

/

i

..

NPDES Permit issued for
CSO discharges

I

I

c

I

I
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CALCULATIONS FOR PERCENT COMPLIANCE WITH
WATER QUALITY STANDARDS

/"\

\_)
Basis for Water Quality Compliance
Upper Charles River
Recommended Plan 1997
Typical Year Storm Volume (MG)

Outfall
5/3

10/24

Total Volume

0.07

0.71

0.78

CAM007

0.03

0.03

CAM009

0.08

0.08

0.82

0.89

CAM005

Total

Outfall

Design Storm Volume
(MG)

3 mo.
CAM005

0.07

Fecal Coliform
Standard

1 yr.
0.002

CAM007

Hours of Violation - Recommended Plan
3mo.
1 yr.

cso

cso

All
Sources<t>

only<2>

All
Sources<1>

only<2>

>200

96

96

96

0

>1000

86

0

84

0

CAM009
Total

0

0.002

CSO only: 1 storm @ 0 hours = 0 hours ¢ 100%
All sources: 1 storm@ 96 hours= 96 hours¢ 98.9%
O> Includes boundary, stormwater, dry weather, and CSO sources.
<Z>

Boundary, stormwater, and dry weather sources excluded.

Basis for Water Quality Compliance
Lower Charles River
Recommended Plan 1997
T:n~ical

Outfall

Year Storm Volume (MG}
9/24

10/24

Total Volume

CAM017

0.09

1.14

1.23

MWR018

0.19

0.26

0.45

MWR019

0.03

0.09

0.12

0.05

0.05

MWR020

Outfall

MWR023

0.01

0.12

0.13

Total

0.32

1.66

1.98

Design Storm Volume
(MG)
3mo.

Fecal Coliform
Standard

1 yr.

Hours of Violation - Recommended Plan
3mo.
1 yr.

cso

cso

All
Sources<l)

only<2>

All
Sources<•>

only<2>

CAM017

0.08

>200

86

0

88

42

MWR018

0.58

>1000

40

0

56

12

MWR019

0.12

MWR020

0.03

CSO only: 2 storms@ 42 hours= 84 hours¢ 99.0%

0.81

All sources: 2 storms @ 88 = 176 hours ¢ 98.0%

Total

0

O>
2

<>

Includes boundary, stormwater, dry weather, and CSO sources.
Boundary, stormwater, and dry weather sources excluded.
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Basis for Water Quality Compliance
Alewife Brook
Recommended Plan 1997
Outfall

8118

9/24

CAM001

0.15

CAM003

10/24

Total Volume

0.31

0.18

0.64

0.19

0.26

0.17

0.62

CAM004

0.08

0.23

0.11

0.42

CAM400

0.04

0.09

0.06

0.19

0.53

1.16

0.23·

1.08

1.98

4.11

5/3

CAM401

0.12

0.43

Outfall

0.12

Design Storm Volume
(MG)
3mo.

0.08

0.15

SOM001A
Total

9/27

1.47

0.46

0.08

Fecal Coliform
Standard

1 yr.

Hours of Violation - Recommended Plan
1 yr.
3mo.

cso

cso

All
Sources<•>

only<2>

All
Sources<•>

only<2>

CAM001

0.37

>200

96

0

96

8

CAM003

0.38

>1000

88

0

90

8

CAM004

0.37
0.11
0.46
0.19

CSO only: 4 storms@ 8 hours= 32 hours¢ 99.6%
All sources: 4 storms @ 96 hours = 384 hours ¢ 95.6%

CAM400
CAM401
SOM001A

0.003

SOM004
Total

0

1.88

(I)

Includes boundary, stormwater, dry weather, and CSO
sources.

(2)

Boundary, stormwater, and dry weather sources excluded.

Basis for Water Quality Compliance
Upper Inner Harbor
Recommended Plan 1997
Outfall
BOS009

5/3

6/1

9/24

927

10/24

Total Volume

0.06

0.01

0.23

0.02

0.29
0.01

0.61
0.01

0.26

0.32

BOS012
BOS019

0.58

BOS057
Total

Outfall

0.06

Design Storm Volume
(MG)

3 mo.
BOS009
BOS012
BOS019
BOS057
Total

c

0.27

0.55

0.02

Fecal Coliform
Standard

1 yr.
0.24

>200
>1000

0.43

0.43

0.73

1.63

Hours of Violation - Recommended Plan
3 mo.
1 yr.

cso

cso

All
Sources<1>

only<2>

All
Sources<1>

only<2>

0
0

0
0

17
0

8
0

0.29
CSO only: 5 storms
0

0.53

All sources: 5 storms

@
@

8 hours = 40 hours

¢

17 hours= 85 hours

99.5%
¢

99.0%

O>

Includes boundary, stormwater, dry weather, and CSO sources.

<z>

Stormwater component excluded.

c
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Basis for Water Quality Compliance
Lower Inner Harbor
Recommended Plan 1997

Ty~ical

Outfall

Year Storm Volume (MG)

5/3

9/24

9/27

10/24

Total Volume

BOS003

0.07

0.35

0.01

1.05

1.48

BOS004

0.04

0.21

0.24

0.49

0.09

0.09

0.07

0.34

1.45

2.40

BOS006
BOS007
Total

Outfall

0.24

0.14

0.80

Design Storm Volume
(MG)
3mo.

BOS003
BOS004
BOS006
BOS007
Total

0.03

Fecal Coliform
Standard

1 yr.

0.51
0.22
0.005
0.27
0

0.01

1.00

>200
>1000

Hours of Violation - Recommended Plan
3 mo.
1 yr.

cso

cso

All
Sources<•>

only<2>

All
Sources<•>

only<2>

0
0

0
0

8
0

0
0

CSO only: 4 storms @ 0 hours = 0 hours ¢ 100%
All sources: 4 storms@ 8 hours= 32 hours¢ 99.6%
<I>

Includes boundary, stormwater, dry weather, and CSO sources.

(Z)

Stormwater component excluded.

Basis for Water Quality Compliance
Mystic/Chelsea Confluence
Recommended Plan 1997
Outfall
4/25
BOS014

5/3

8/18

0.08

BOS017
0.02

CHE002
CHE003

0.01

CHE004
Total
Outfall

0.01

Design Storm Volume
(MG)
3mo.

0.06

0.01

0.06

0.11

0.12

9/24

9/27

10/24

Total Volume

0.29

0.03

0.58

0.98

0.03

0.20

0.23

0.04

0.10

0.22

0.01

0.02

0.04

0.25

0.32

1.15

1.79

0.37

0.03

Fecal Coliform
Standard

1 yr.

Hours of Violation - Recommended Plan
3mo.
1 yr.
All
Sources(!)

cso

cso

only(

All
Sources(I)

only(2>

2)

BOS014

0.32

>200

45

0

49

0

BOS017

0.02

>1000

0

0

15

0

CHE002

0.05

CHE003

CSO only: 4 storms @ 0 hours = 0 hours ¢ 100%

CHE004

All sources: 4 storms@ 49 hours= 196 hours¢ 97.8%

CHE008
Total

0

0.39

(I)

Includes boundary, stormwater, dry weather, and CSO sources.

(2)

Stormwater component excluded.

I
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Basis for Water Wality Compliance
Fort Point Channel
Recommended Plan 1997
Outfall

Typical Year Storm Volume (MG)
5/3

9/24

10/24

Total Volume

BOS062

0.01

0.01

BOS065
BOS070 (DBC)

0.06
0.28

1.70

0.06
2.88

BOS070 (RCC)

0.20

0.06

BOS072/073
BOS072

BOS062
BOS065
BOS070 (DBC)

0.008

Total

0.26

2.45

Fecal
Coliform
Standard

1 yr.
0.003
2.11

>200
>1000

0.03

0.48

1.17

0.22

0.23

1.64

4.61

Hours of Violation - Recommended Plan
3mo.
1 yr.
All SourcesU>

CSO only<2>

All Sources<t>

CSO only<2>

28
0

0
0

33
18

25
13

0.15
1.23
0.02

CSO only: 4 storms@ 25 hours= 75 hours¢ 98.9%
All sources: 4 storms @ 33 hours = 99 hours ¢ 98.5%

0.31

1.06

<I> Includes boundary, stormwater, dry weather, and CSO sources.

0.32

4.57

<Z>

BOS070 (RCC)
BOS072/073
BOS072
BOS073

0.87

0.69
0.49

Design Storm Volume
(MG)
3mo.

0.03

0.01

Total

Outfall

9/27

Stormwater component excluded
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APPENDIXH
MINUTES OF TAC MEETINGS

MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY
Charlestown Navy Yard
100 First Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02129
Telephone: (617) 242-6000
Facsimile: (617) 241-6070

Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan
TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
September 16, 1996
MINUTES

Chairman Lydia Goodhue opened the meeting and asked for the scheduled
announcements.
Announcements and Minutes Approval

()

Members and staff reported briefly on community update meetings they had
attended. Charlotte Fleetwood said the Reserved Channel/South Boston meeting was
well attended and included local elected officials. There was concern about truck
routes proposed for the project, with suggestions from local people that barging be
used instead of trucking (on First Street). Dave Kubiak added that the meeting
provided an opportunity for some education about CSOs and locally generated sewage.

L. Goodhue attended the Fort Pt. Channel meeting. She felt the issues were
well explained and affected residents were present. She suggested that the DEIR
contain its site recommendations right up front in each chapter to make it easier for
residents to digest the material. Cheryl Breen, who was at both meetings, added that
most people focus on the above-ground facilities and .traffic impacts.
Lise Marx distributed copies of DEP's revised water quality standards (314 CMR
4.03) to members. She and Nancy Farrell noted that the department has not yet issued
its guidelines for applying the new standards.

U

Several members posed questions about the classifications and the process for
determining the status of water bodies affected by the CSO Control Plan. Alex Strysky
asked what the process will be for changing any water quality classification: will MWRA
file a request for a determination with DEP? L. Marx believes that the DEIR will serve
as the vehicle for making the requests. Jodie Sugerman argued that the classification
of Bcso appears to be a downgrade in water quality, absent any other information. She
feels that Alewife Brook, for one, should not fit in that category. Cheryl Breen
1
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suggested that the plan is itself a commitment to meet Bcso water quality and the
d8sign phase of work for the plan will contain documentation on these water quality
issues. Some bodies of water should be able to reach the full B standard of fishable
and swimmable. Joan LeBlanc suggested that the DEIR contain a description of the
status of each receiving water.

(

J

The minutes of the July 15 meeting were accepted as submitted.

Comments on the Working DEIR
Nancy Farrell reported that some TAC members met the previous Thursday for a
preliminary discussion of the working draft of the DEIR and to begin to outline a list of
issues to be presented to MWRA's Board of Directors for consideration at their 9/25
meeting. She distributed copies of materials from the CSO staff presentation to the
Board at the 9/11 meeting that summarize and outline the recommendations in the
DEIR. She also distributed a rough list of issues for members' consideration.
N. Farrell reviewed the draft list of issues for the members. (See the attached
list, marked "Draft." The final version of the letter is also included.) She summarized
each item for members and briefly described the discussions that had taken place at
the lunch meeting the previous week. Then the members discussed their reactions to
the proposals.

( )

Vivien Li proposed (for item 8) that the DEIR use standards for mitigation that are
similar to those used for other kinds of development to permit improvements linked to
the receiving waters. She suggested, for example, that linkage for Fort Pt. Channel
projects could include contributing to the HarborWalk. She proposed mitigation that
would be cost effective and appropriate, include improvements to the waterfront, seek
shared financial responsibility for components of mitigation where possible, and be
consistent in applying these principles. Mr. Strysky commented that he would prefer to
support specific mitigation proposals or to say nothing. at all. Betsy Johnson added that
the time frame for mitigation in the Fort Pt. Channel area needs to be clearer before
specific commitments can be made given all the construction happening there. She
asked if there is any way to piggyback on other project owners' efforts.
· V. Li asked if MWRA coordinates CSO project planning with other major projects
in the region, Including the Central Artery, transitway, harbor dredging and beaches
projects. L. Marx said MWRA staff has been meeting with CA staff since the project
started. She observed that piggybacking does not seem to work.
Gulshan Saini asked if oil and grease are removed from overflows through the
present screening process. He is particularly concerned about the Muddy River. L.
Marx said she will have to check. There are different kinds of floatables controls, some
2
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of which remove material from the top of the flow.
There was a discussion about Fort Pt. Channel and the filling proposed by the
Central Artery project and potential changes in water velocity. Keith Davison and Jodi
Sugerman asked for more details on this project. Cornelia Potter asked why costs are
included for the Brighton interceptor connection project, which has been dropped. L.
Marx explained that Court approval is actually required to drop a project, and that has
not occurred yet.
Jodi Sugerman suggested that the DEIR text needs to make clear where
changes have occurred in projects already presented to the public. Paul Keohan
suggested that the text indicate how each project will meet the water quality objectives.
Joan LeBlanc added that a kind of "scorecard" for water quality would be helpful for
each project, including what the current water quality classification is now, what it will
be, what the project accomplishes, what are the costs and timeline.

()

The members discussed the possibility of including stormwater handling in the
South Boston project. Joan LeBlanc felt that stormwater should be removed from
swimming beaches such as East Boston and South Boston even if the Authority is
acting in a coordinating role, encouraging this removal, not paying for it. Cornelia
Potter reminded the members that the Board's policy is that MWRA is not responsible
for stormwater. Changing that policy could have massive public policy implications.

L Marx suggested that members will be interested in the Final Best
Management Practices (BMPs) Report, which takes a look at other alternatives for
dealing with stormwater. The report suggests work that can take place at the
community level to control these flows. Martin Pillsbury said the onus of this planning
should be on the local level.
Keith Davison commented on the community relations effort needed to
communicate the level of detail contained in the report. Each project is its own story ,
including siting, planning and construction. MWRA will have to be prepared to meet
increased expectations for information in the communities.
Charlotte Fleetwood, commenting on the Reserved Channel project, suggested
that the coastal fuel site should be explored as an alternative to taking land that is
currently slated for a park. L. Marx explained that there are many difficulties with that
site, including the fact that it is under an enforement order and has sent about 1.5
inches of floating product into the street on occasion. MWRA's Board is reluctant to
become involved with sites where potential cost investments can be limitless.

3
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Draft Comment Letter
After discussion, the members agreed that N. Farrell would draft a letter to be
submitted to the Board of Directors before the September 25 meeting that would
include comments on:
- the general· direction of the report and its recommendations
- the proposed alternative to remove stormwater from South Boston beaches,
with the caveat that cost sharing should be investigated
- mitigation that is site specific and project-related and includes replacing or
restoring lost greenspace and recreational space
-suggestions on how to organize the DEIR/FP to facilitate public review of the
document
She will circulate the letter to members by fax for comments. Other, specific
comments on various projects and for various audiences will be prepared during the
comment period for the DEIR.
Members said they would like to see comments from others received during the
comment period. They also discussed the possibility of inviting Andrew Gottlieb and
Steve Lipman to a future meeting to ask them (1) how they will evaluate the water
quality classification for each receiving water and (2) for a preview of their comments on
the document.
L. Goodhue asked L. Marx how long the committee might usefully operate and
what its role would be. She responded that at minimum, the committee would probably
be consulted until the Secretary's Certificate is issued in July 1997, with an extension
likely through September 1997, when DEP makes its water quality determinations.
Next meeting
The members agreed that the October meeting would be on October 28 - in
hopes of having the DEIR in hand before the meeting. The November meeting would
be on November 18.

4
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Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan
TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
September 16, 1996

ATTENDANCE
CAC members
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Lydia Goodhue
Stephen Greene
Jodi Sugerman
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Joan LeBlanc
Thorn Donahue
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Alex Strysky
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Andy DeSantis
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·wAC, Polaroid
Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
Cambridge resident
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Somerville
MWRA Advisory Board
Cambridge
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Cambridge Public Works
Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
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Others
Keith Davison
Susan Redlich

W. Roxbury (KEITHD@BOSTON.RIGHT.COM)
WAC

Lise Marx
Cheryl Breen
Nancy Farrell
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MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY
Charlestown Navy Yard
100 First Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02129
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Telephone: (617) 242-6000
Facsimile: (617) 241-6070

Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan
TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING

October 28, 1996
MINUTES

Announcements

( )

The meeting was opened by Chairman Lydia Goodhue, who asked about the
status of distribution of the 7-volume Draft Environmental Impact Report. Nancy Farrell
said the reports are being shipped directly from the printer to recipients. The court
parties, regulators and other legally required submittals have already been distributed,
and the library repositories and TAC are next. The reader's guide describes the
material in each volume, which N. Farrell reviewed in brief. The guide has been mailed
along with the meeting notice to about 2,500 people on the CSO mailing list in hopes of
simplifying public review of the material.
L. Goodhue was pleased to note that the report includes an Executive Summary
and breaks up the projects into volumes. She asked if the recommended plan is
included at the beginning of each project description. Lise Marx, MWRA Project
Manager, replied that was not done since MWRA felt that would make the sections
repetitious. There were competing comments from different parties on the wisdom of
that approach. The Executive Summary does include a subsection on each
recommended alternative. The community meetings will describe how the project has
changed or been developed and will include maps and presentations on each discrete
project. All of the neighborhood meetings have been scheduled prior to the Public
Hearing on December 9, so abutters and other affected parties will have a chance to
review the projects before the hearing.
The only meetings not confirmed to date are for East Boston, which will be at an
East Boston Land Use Council Meeting (in all likelihood); and for Charlestown, where
the final date has not been decided. (Subsequently set for 11/13 at 7 PM.)

()
""-

The minutes of the September meeting were distributed to members at the start
of the meeting, so the Chairman suggested that they be discussed and/or approved at
the next TAC meeting. The members agreed.

1
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Moving to other announcements, N. Farrell highlighted the EPA's response to
the monthly court report. EPA is "concerned about the MWRA's proposal to eliminate
several of the planned disinfection facilities and to allow remaining CSO flows to be
discharged without treatment." He suggests that these changes will require careful
scrutiny. L. Marx suggested that EPA is keeping an open mind on these issues. Dan
Donahue of M&E added that he is preparing a brief technical memoranda that will
explain to EPA why the proposed changes are being made and will compare the water
quality impacts. Both believe that EPA is simply looking for assurance that the
decisions were logical and well founded.

( \
)

Cornelia Potter, MWRA Advisory Board, expressed concern about EPA's
reaction. She is aware that MWRA has kept the local regional staff involved in the
process. Does the Authority feel that there is some strategy involved here with respect
to the national EPA staff? L. Marx said the questions posed to date have been sound,
and she noted that the motion was written before a briefing that was conducted last
week for all of the court parties. Region I may be anticipating some questions from
EPA headquarters, but the material is difficult to process quickly, and that may be all
that is involved. EPA is aware that some of these projects need to move to design
quickly if MWRA and the communities are to make the schedule set out in the court
order.
Vivien Li agreed that the review process is difficult and time consuming. She
and Jodi Sugerman asked about the committee's schedule for reviewing and
commenting on the document. N. Farrell said she would prepare a list of issues of
concern from each of the community meetings for members. There is a TAC meeting
tentatively scheduled for November 18, and another meeting can be scheduled within
the comment period, which ends December 23. V. Li said she wants to ensure full and
thorough discussion of the issues.

( )

J. Sugerman added that she would be interested in a briefing from Department
of Environmental Protection (DEP) staff on the anticipated guidance document on
stormwater performance standards and how the water quality designations will be
reviewed. Other members agreed with her suggestion. N. Farrell noted that request for
a forthcoming meeting.

Sewerage Division- Pu.blic·Affairs Plans
L. Goodhue introduced David Gilmartin from MWRA Public Affairs for a brief
report on last week's storm impacts and highlights of the department's plans for other
outreach efforts.
D. Gilmartin said MWRA is calling the recent nor'easter a 100-year storm. It
prompted MWRA to activate its emergency operations center, which is based on the

2
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National Incident Command System. Monitoring at Deer Island showed that about 780
mgd passed through Deer Island, with Nut Island peaking at 270 (with another 150 mgd
released from two Nut Island overflow outfalls). MWRA sent crews out to areas
particularly hard hit by the storm to assist local DPW crews. The Authority resisted calls
to pump out basements, choosing instead to lower water levels in streets (flooding
which was causing the basements to fill up) except where there were any emergency
situations.
On Archdale St. in Roslindale, scene of some of the worst flooding, MWRA
assisted Boston Water and Sewer crews with a surcharging BWSC 9 x 10 foot pipe.
CSOs functioned as intended. There was a brief power interruption to Deer
Island that caused surcharging at the Chelsea Creek Headworks. There was no longterm damage and Deer Island staff are investigating why power went off for 30 seconds
and was not backed up.

C)

Jodi Sugerman asked if there was any impact to the harbor. D. Gilmartin said he
didn't know if there was any monitoring ongoing. There appeared to be impacts in the
Charles River, for example, from branches and other floating debris. The MDC was
also pumping 400 mgd from the river to Boston Harbor. The members discussed their
own observations and asked Dan Donahue if the model would be calibrated based on
this storm. Mr. Donahue said the storm is much larger than any used in CSO planning.
Mr. DeSantis observed that modeling the effects of the first few hours of rainfall could
provide some insights.
D. Gilmartin also distributed some draft pieces concerning other MWRA projects
that attempt to link people's thinking about MWRA to the sewer system in general, not
just the Boston Harbor Project, which has a high profile. L. Goodhue asked if his
department has come up with a phrase to describe these other efforts. He said no, but
there is an attempt to share information about these projects in a variety of forums, not
just the major daily newspapers. He pointed out his own experience writing a letter to
the editor of the Cape Cod Times in response to criticism of MWRA's outfall tunnel.
John Hegarty asked if the Authority was able to use the last storm to effect any
public education on sewer issues. D. Gilmartin said he did several interviews with the
media,- but most of the major storm-related problems were not directly related to MWRA
operations.
-
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Members asked if the storm would affect the CSO control plan in any way. L.
Marx described it as too big and unusual to have any bearing on the normal operations
of the system. D. Donahue added that it is not practical to treat CSOs on a 25-year or
100-year storm basis, so rerunning the model with the storm would not be useful.

3
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Brief Overview of Project Changes

~)

L. Marx briefly summarized some changes in the plan from the conceptual plan.
The recommended plan carries a capital cost of $423 million, with an estimated annual
O&M cost of $2.2 million. Treatment facilities initially recommended for CAM005 and
B08017 and B08019 have been replaced by other construction projects that will
reduce flows from those outlets to an average of four times a year or fewer. At
Reserved Channel, a pump station is proposed rather than a treatment facility since
only two discharges are anticipated in a typical year. The plan did not change greatly in
magnitude from the 1994 System Master Plan. The plan includes $15 million for land
acquisition.
Discussion of Draft EIR and Water Quality Standards
The members discussed in brief their request for a table on water quality issues.
After some discussion, it seems that members want a table describing the current and
proposed water quality standards for each receiving water.
Dan Donahue of Metcalf & Eddy began his presentation by reviewing the
objectives of the plan: to comply with state water quality standards and EPA's national
policy on CSO control. He reviewed the first two graphics in his handout:
"Recommended Plan and Cost" and "Project Cost and Changes." The main changes
from the 1994 plan are the dropped treatment facilities (CAM005, Reserved Channel,
and B08017 and 019). He reviewed the changes in costs, which did not change
greatly in total magnitude, now including some funds for land acquisition and handling
hazardous materials.

( )

As part of the C80 policy, EPA asked states to look at what happens in wet
weather. The state has several options for permitting CSOs. The state's objective
remains total elimination of CSOs. Where that is not practical, the state would have a
number of options, including a Bcso (C80 control to the most cost-effective level where
remaining CSO flows will have a minimal impact on water quality standards and a B
level will be achievable about 95% of the time)); a Variance (allows a temporary
modification because there are other significant sources of pollution remaining and a
phased approach with data gathering and other future measures may allow attainment
of the· B standard); partial use (a formal reclassification that downgrades the use of a
receiving water during wet weather and subsequent events); and a C or 8C
(reclassification to a lower category).
·
MWRA's objective was to provide justification for the B or Bcso classification in
every receiving water where remaining CSO discharges would occur, except in the
Charles River. Four segments where C80s will be eliminated (North Dorchester Bay,
South Dorchester Bay, Neponset River, Constitution Beach) will remain 8B. It was felt
4
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prudent at this time to request a variance for the Charles River, given the numerous
st.~dies underway on the river in regard to other sources of pollution. The court
schedule calls for revisiting the Charles River classification after the studies are
completed.
D.Donahue said there may be some confusion about what problem the plan
addresses. The document deals with projects still necessary after "future planned
conditions" are in place (after full pumping is available at Deer Island). It's important to
understand that the plan is dealing with the tail end of the problem. In 1988, CSOs
were a 3.5 billion gallon a year problem; system improvements have lowered the
volume to 1.5 million gallons a year. By 1997, the problem will be a billion gallons a
year. The recommended plan reduces the annual volume to approximately 560 million
gallons, of which 96 percent will be treated.

c--._ J

EPA Washington requested that MWRA show the agency how the system
functions in wet weather. The national policy presumptive approach says that if the
system owner can take 85 percent of the volume of flow that enters the combined
system and convey it to the treatment plant, EPA will presume it is complying with the
national policy. In 1992, MWRA was getting 84 percent of the flow that entered the
system to Deer Island for treatment. (In 1988, that number was 68 percent.)
Ultimately, in 1997, 94 percent of the flow that enters the Authority's system will reach

~==nl~!a~~da~~r~~cn~i~ea~~~~n~~~ ~~~~~~n~t~;~:~~e;;~:~a~~::rd. ·:~~~tern Mass
D. Donahue showed another chart confirming dramatic reductions in CSO loads.
The "knee of the curve" - the guideline for providing cost-effective treatment - is in the
1997 area, showing again that the plan is dealing with the tail end of the problem. He
showed another graph- "Reduction in Annual Volume to Receiving Waters, Total vs.
CSO Only"- depicting dramatic CSO reductions: 55 percent in 1992, 73 percent in
1997 and 83 percent in 2008. In terms of total flow reduction, that is only 1 or 2
percent.
Kate Bowditch asked what the bounday conditions are for the lower basin. D.
Donahue said the chart he was referring to includes the Charles, Neponset and the
Mystic/Chelsea confluence. It does not include tidal waters.
Summarizing, D. Donahue suggested that reviewers have· to recognize that the
CSO problem has to be examined in terms of its relation to the total problems from all
pollutant sources in various receiving waters.

(j

Moving to the summary of the recommended plan, D. Donahue pointed out that
it addresses the priority use areas (beaches and shellfish beds) and it goes from a large
number of untreated CSO discharges to four or fewer, with treatment of more frequent
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discharges. It also includes total elimination of CSO discharges to sensitive areas.
D!scharges will be treated by screening and disinfection ot screening, disinfection and
detention facilities. The last column in the chart ("Recommended CSO Plan") is an
estimate of percent annual compliance to a swimming standard for fecal coliform from
CSO contributions only. In all cases, the plan brings compliance in the range of 97
to 99 percent of the time - above the state-required 95 percent necessary for a
Bcso designation, even in the Charles River, where MWRA plans to request a
variance.
Jodi Sugerman asked what the numbers mean in the treated and untreated
categories. D. Donahue said they refer to the number of times a CSO- probably the
most active - will discharge a year. It could just be one.
Turning to a series of maps of the harbor receiving waters model results, D.
Donahue showed (under future planned conditions in 1997 when Deer Island has full
pumping capacity) where there would be violations of boating and/or swimming
standards under certain conditions for a three-month design storm. (The maps are
Future Planned Conditions, Fecal Califon~ Bacteria Densities, End of Day 1, threemonth design storm, All Sources; Future Planned Conditions, Fecal Coliform Bacteria
Densities, End of Day 1, Three-month Design Storm, Non-Cso Sources Only). Taking
CSO sources out, there is an isolated instance of a boating violation and swimming
violations are reduced significantly. The next map shows ("R~commended CSO Plan,
Fecal Coliform Bacteria Densities, End of Day 1, Three-Month Design Storm, All
Sources") shows the plan implemented in the year 2008, including all sources of
pollution. These graphics illustrate that the recommended plan is very similar to the
future planned condition simulation without CSOs, expressing the magnitude of the
impact of non-CSO sources. The end result is very limited impact from CSOs. (The
remaining violation in North Dorchester Bay does not reflect the recent decision to
collect the remaining stormwater with the CSO flows. That will remove the violation in
that area.)

L. Goodhue pointed out the confusion the arises in the public from the use of the
term "future planned conditions." She suggested that it appears that MWRA is planning
these violations. She encouraged D. Donahue to explain the term carefully in public
meetings.
What all this means is that there are a lot of other impacts in addition to CSO. In
the Upper Inner Harbor, CSO is a high coliform generator, but other than that, in terms
of BOD and other pollutants, CSO has a small impact. While violations of the shellfish
standard will remain, there are no shellfish beds here that the state would want to
reopen and there are no violations of boating or swimming standards.
D. Donahue briefly reviewed how the analysis was conducted. During six typical
6
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year storm events, four CSO outfalls in the Upper Inner Harbor discharged varying
volumes of CSO. (See the table, "Basis for Water Quality Compliance - Upper Inner
Harbor.") M&E also looked at a three-month storm and a one-year storm. Looking at it
with all sources of pollution, there are 23 hours of violation of the swimming standard.
Running the model for CSO sources only, there are only 12 hours of violation of the
swimming standard. There are no violations of the boating standard in either storm. To
figure percent compliance with the swimming standard, M&E assumed - conservatively
-that all six storms functioned as the one-year storm did. The result, 72 hours of
violation out of the year based on CSO only, brings 99.2 percent compliance. Then,
dropping out the two small discharges, there are 4 storms at 23 hours of violation based
on all sources. The result is 92 hours, or 99 percent compliance.
Turning to BOS019, D. Donahue pointed out that on an annual basis, coliform
discharge will be halved by the new preferred plan (storage versus screening and
disinfection and release). Looking at solids and BOD, the trend is the same. The
change in the recommended plan results in significant improvements to the receiving
water. This is the kind of information M&E is preparing for EPA.
TAC Schedule

()

The members agreed to the following meeting schedule:
November
December

TAC meeting on 11/18
Members send comments on DEIR toN. Farrell by 12/2
N. Farrell to distribute a draft summary of members
comments received by 12/2, along with a summary of
issues raised at the community meetings
TAC meeting to finalize comments, 12/16

lJ
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Combine Sewer Overflow Control Plan
TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
October 28, 1996
ATTENDANCE
Members

Lydia Goodhue
PauiKeohan
Thorn Donahue
Charlotte Fleetwood
John Hegarty
Jodi Sugerman
Martin Pillsbury
Vivien Li
Betsy Johnson
Cornelia Potter
Andrew DeSantis
Kate Bawd itch

TBHA
BWSC
Somerville DPW
Cambridge resident
Dorchester resident
SH/SB
MAPC
TBHA
SH/SB
Advisory Board
Chelsea
CRWA

Susan Redlich
Joan LeBlanc

WAC
TBHA

Dave Gilmartin
Lise Marx

MWRA

Cheryl Breen
Dan Donahue

M&E

Nancy Farrell

RVA
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Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan

Telephone: (617) 242-6000
Facsimile: (617) 241-6070

TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
November 18, 1996
MINUTES

Announcements and Discussion
Chairman Lydia Goodhue opened the meeting and asked Paul Keohan from
Boston Water & Sewer Commission (BWSC) for an update on its work in the Stony
Brook area, which might be relevant to the project proposed by MWRA there.

C-)

P. Keehan said BWSC had just presented preliminary results of its study to Mike
Hornbrook and other MWRA staff. He said that Stony Brook includes the areas
tributary to the current and old Stony Brook conduit. The discharges are to the Charles
River and through the Prison Point treatment facility. BWSC's study began with field
work, including a survey of the combined areas downstream (close to the Fens
Gatehouse). West Roxbury, Hyde Park and Roslindale are separated communities.
BWSC installed 33 flow meters for three weeks and is completing its analysis of the
data. The options under consideration include sewer separation, either complete or
partial (i.e., sufficient to control overflows to four or fewer per year); rerouting the flows;
enlarging connections from the regulator to the interceptor; and some kind of storage.
The preliminary analysis shows that sewer separation might be attractive when
compared with the cost of building and operating a treatment facility.
Although BWSC is not prepared to release a final report at this time, a
recommended plan will be ready before the court schedule calls for the design contract
to be awarded for the proposed Stony Brook facility. MWRA plans to submit this
information to the court in its December report and BWSC will be briefing EPA in
December.

L. Goodhue asked TAC members for comments. Charlotte Fleetwood said she
would favor sewer separation. Cornelia Potter said the issue of O&M costs for a
treatment facility should be included in any comparison. Jodi Sugerman asked if
separation would have any impact on the Muddy River? P. Keehan felt it would have
little effect. Other sources impact the river.

()
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.The members next approved the minutes of the September and October
meetings as submitted.
N. Farrell pointed out the delivery of a new CSO Fact Sheet, which will replace
the existing one. She said all of the Boston Harbor Project Fact Sheets have been
updated. L. Goodhue asked her to bring all of them to the next meeting.

Questions on the DEIR
L. Goodhue suggested that members pose any questions they had after reading
the DEIR. In regard to the proposal to collect stormwater with CSO flow in South
Boston, L. Goodhue suggested that the complete cost implications of the proposal have
to be set out for review. Do the costs suggested include handling greater flows and
loads? What is the rationale for the alternative? Is there sufficient added cost to bring
another party into the project to pay for the incremental difference? P. Keohan pointed
out the rationale for the change: to remove stormwater flows from beaches. He and C.
Potter added that there has been a significant change from the conceptual plan for this
set of projects, including moving from a treatment facility to no treatment and putting the
flow back into the system (except for an estimated two overflows per year into
Reserved Channel). C. Potter suggested it might be appropriate to have an agreement
with an appropriate party to cover incremental flow and operating costs.
Andy DeSantis, who chairs the Advisory Board's Operations Committee, pointed
out that the cost and amount of flow is insignificant compared to total wet weather flow.
A consistent rationale is necessary, however, to support making this change.
Jodi Sugerman suggested that in the long run, the proposal will provide a large
cost saving since it will deal with stormwater in a cost effective way and the issue will
not have to be revisited sometime in the future when stormwater becomes a subject of
regulation. Joan LeBlanc agreed and suggested that members need more information
on the identity of the responsible entity and how payrnent would be arranged.

L. Goodhue, turning to the Fort Point Channel area, said the DEIR says that the
boating standard will be violated in one area. She would like to know why the violation
cannot be addressed if in fact the problem has already been identified.
J. Sugerman noted that there are proposals associated with the Central Artery
project that will change the velocity of the flow in the channel. Have the implications of
this - and any other proposed changes - been taken into account?
Alex Strysky highlighted Table 4-3.1 in Volume·1. He said it appears to show
that more volume will be discharged into Alewife Brook under DEIR projects than under
the Conceptual Plan. Is that accurate? If so, why?
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J. LeBlanc quoted from a section on sewer separation indicating that it is likely
that new storm drains will be installed when this work is done. She asked when the
guidelines for these projects would be available and if interested TAC members could
review them. In particular, she referenced a Technical Memorandum on Sewer
Separation scheduled for completion in November 1996 - is it available?
Stephen Greene said there is conflicting information in the South End about
flows to Fort Point Channel. Do the separated flows come back together with the
combined flows for discharge? P. Keohan commented that the sewer separation work
did not include roof drainage that ties into the sewer line. S. Green asked if the "first
flush" manages to reach Deer Island?
J. Sugerman asked what the qualitative difference is between treated and
untreated flows. She asked to see the final version of information/memoranda on
disinfection technologies.
Thorn Donahue commented that the existing facilities are being upgraded to
include dechlorination. Most of the other technologies under examination are ways to
improve the bacteria kill rate. N. Farrell said she summarized the scope of work for the
existing facilities for members a few months ago. She can make that memo available.

()

A. Strysky suggested that since CSOs and water quality are so intertwined,
perhaps the waive red projects should come back into the review process if DEP fails to
conduct an independent public review. He feels it is appropriate for DEP to have its
own comment period.
Susan Redlich said she had attended a briefing on disinfection technologies and
found it difficult to tell what environmental priority is driving the design for the treatment
facilities, preventing excess chlorination or increasing the bacterial kill rate. She feels
that EPA needs to give MWRA and other agencies some clarification on the
environmental goals of disinfection since there are problems with all of the
technologies.

A. DeSantis returned to the issue of removing stormwater for the South Boston
beaches.. He suggested that such a precedent needs to depend on a well-articulated
policy·. Turning to the issue of chlorination/dechlorination/bacteria, he suggested that
there is no neat answer currently available. MWRA has been ve·ry aggressive about
pursuing answers to these questions, but they are not available yet.

C.J

Charlotte Fleetwood addressed odor control, which is recommended for the
treatment facilities. She noted that traditional technologies are mentioned in the DEIR,
such as activated carbon, but she would like to see some investigation of biofilters,
which are reported on in a recent issue of Water Environment & Technology. (A copy
3

of the article has been forwarded to the CSO team.)
Keith Davison suggested that DEIR reviewers keep in mind that proposed
changes are one step in a long-range program to improve receiving waters. It's
important to focus on the goal, avoiding any concessions that endanger progress
toward improving water quality. He asked what the schedule is for reviewing water
quality standards.
Joan LeBlanc noted that the standards are supposed to be revisited every three
years, but the work ends up begin done every five years. She believes that the DEIR is
not the right forum for resolving these issues since MWRA is not responsible for all of
the elements in these receiving waters. DEP should set up an aggressive schedule for
this work.
The members discussed the differences between water quality designations
proposed for the CSO project receiving waters. Some confusion persists about the
difference between a Bcso designation and a variance.
Report on Community Meetings

N. Farrell reported on the following community meetings:
- MWRA and consultants met with residents of Union Park St. who live
immediately across from the Union Park Pump Station. They expressed opposition to
the use of the site for a CSO treatment facility given their long and unhappy experience
with the BWSC flood control station located there. All of the other options were
reviewed in detail. Councillor Kelly attended the meeting, as did a representative of
Senator Lynch. There were about 15 residents of the street at the meeting.
- A meeting at Chelsea City Hall reviewed the construction plans for projects
proposed for the Chelsea Branch Sewer and the Chel~ea Trunk Sewer. Major
concerns centered on the location of jacking pits associated with construction. Some
residents would like to see the projects speeded up to help alleviate local flooding
conditions.
--In Charlestown, MWRA told residents that two treatment facilities would be
replaced with -pipeline improvement or storage projects. Residents discussed potential
construction impacts and were pleased with the change.
-In East Boston, traffic control and potential damage to old structures close to
- construction were the chief issues after a presentation to the East Boston Land Use
Council. The Council suggested that mitigation for disruption to the community could
be restoring as a community park a site to be used as a staging area.
4
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L~tters

and Statements

J. Sugerman noted that the Secretary's Certificate on the ENF called for DEP to
submit its proposed procedures and strategy on water quality standards within 60 days.
She suggested that TAC write to the Secretary asking for the report. The letter should
also ask if the DEIR comment period is the only comment period for the water quality
standards proposal. Will the Commonwealth provide a separate comment period on all
of the water quality standards? She also expressed concern about the amount of
information available on the Phase 1 waiver projects, particularly as they apply to
Alewife Brook and the Upper Mystic. She feels that the work being done is only a first
step in improving these receiving waters and more information should be available on
them. They should be reviewed in detail when their water quality status is re-examined.

L. Goodhue asked members for issues they would like to see addressed in her
remarks at the Public Hearing. She listed BMPs; the need to respond to issues raised
in community meetings; the need to ask the Secretary to address water quality
standards issues; and a listing of costs. She added that the public can be invited to the
12/16 TAC meeting. She hopes that MWRA will place these projects in the context of
the Boston Harbor Project and systemwide sewerage improvements. This work is part
of a continuum.
Schedule of Activities
After discussion, members agreed to the following schedule for drafting,
reviewing and completing their DEIR comments:
Comments on the DEIR to be submitted to N. Farrell
Summary to be mailed to TAC members for review
TAC meeting to finalize review

12/9
12/12
12/16

L. Goodhue pointed out that there could be a minority report if members feel
strongly about certain issues.
The meeting was adjourned at 1:05 PM.
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Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan
TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
November 18, 1996

ATTENDANCE
Members
Lydia Goodhue
Alex Strysky
Charlotte Fleetwood
Joan LeBlanc
Thorn Donahue
PauiKeohan
Ann Daughaday
Cornelia Potter
Stephen Green
Martin Pillsbury
Andrew DeSantis

TBHA
Cambridge Conservation Commission
Cambridge resident
TBHA
DPW Engineering Division, Somerville
BWSC
Cambridge DPW
MWRA Advisory Board
WAC/Polaroid
MAPC
Chelsea DPW

Susan Redlich
Keith Davison

WAC
Boston resident

Nancy Farrell

Regina Villa Associates
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Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan

Telephone: (617) 242-6000
Facsimile: (617) 241-6070

TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
January 27, 1997
Minutes
The meeting was opened by Betsy John~on, Acting Chairwoman. She
welcomed those in attendance and asked Nancy Farrell, Regina Villa Associates, to
make the announcements.

Announcements
N. Farrell said there were no minutes from the December meeting since it was
dedica~ed to drafting the committee's comment letter on the DEIR. In effect, the
comment letter summarized the discussion. She said members had received copies of
the Secretary's Certificate and of three comment letters on the DEIR (EPA, DEP and
Charles River Watershed Association), and sets of all the letters went to 5 members.
(She distributed three additional sets at the meeting.) She also highlighted a portion of
the monthly Court Report -in which MWRA describes its proposal to delay submission of
the FEIR to be able to provide the information EPA has requested and to answer all of
the comments submitted on the draft.
N. Farrell noted that MWRA submitted its report on Nine Minimum Controls on
January 2, 1997. Many of the members already have received copies, and she will
provide copies on request to anyone else who wants to review the final document.
Susan Redlich suggested that it would be appropriate for TAC to discuss the
public notification provision of the Nine Minimum Controls report. Members might have
suggestions on how best to reach the public with notice of wet weather overflows. The
memb~rs agreed to make the provision an agenda item.

Discussion of DEIR Comment Letters
Betsy Johnson welcomed Executive Director Bob Zimmerman and Kate
Bowditch (TAC member) of Charles River Watershed Association (CRWA) for a
presentation on CRWA's comment letter on the DEIR, which took an unexpected
approach to the DEIR. TAC invited CRWA to make a presentation on its comment
letter and preliminary results from the 1M3 study.
1
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Bob Zimmerman began by reading an excerpt from the Secretary's Certificate on
the DEIR:
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In other locations, such as the Lower Charles River Basin, it may be determined
that sources of pollution other than CSO make it unlikely that the applicable
water quality standards can be achieved in the near future, and that a more
effective strategy is to seek a variance for CSOs for the time being, and to focus
remedial efforts on those other sources.
B. Zimmerman said the preponderance of evidence. CRWA is reviewing on the other
sources of Charles River pollution makes the organization doubt that CSOs are not a
major source of pollution in the Lower Basin. He does not believe that sources above
Watertown Dam are of such significance that they render CSO flow in the Lower Basin
inconsequential.
B. Zimmerman and K. Bowditch summarized some of the preliminary results of
the 1M3 field program relating to bacteria (fecal coliform measurements). Since last
summer, this program has included collecting samples from 36 sites in the middle of the
river. from bridges on a monthly basis. The samples go to MWRA's laboratory for
analysis. (About 80 or 90 samples have been collected in tributary water bodies over
the last 6 months.) The study also includes Echo Lake, the baseline, which has been a
drinking water source since 1821. Data on Echo Lake come from EPA, which has
conducted studies on sediment quality and toxicity there. (CRWA does not have direct
access to Echo Lake.)
Reviewing a series of boards depicting the field program results for wet and dry
weather Charles River conditions, B. Zimmerman said the Lower Basin currently meets
swimming standards in dry weather about half the time; before this summer, it didn't
meet that standard at all. The highest concentrations in the river occurred in Milford,
wher~ the samples exceeded 200,000 colonies of fecal coliform (cfu). Just a half-mile
downstream, the river returns to swimmable conditions. Many of the problems in the
Lower Basin can be tied directly to point sources, which can cause serious violations.
There are sections right at Watertown Dam where the river does come down to
the 200-300 level. The Authority's original model had this area at about 1,300 cfu, but
it's been readjusted to the 200-300 cfu level.
In wet weather (moderate storm conditions with up to I inch of rain in a day), the
picture changes substantially, and the river does not meet swimming conditions at all,
except in Echo Lake.
Last summer, CRWA discovered some major "hot spots," point sources of
pollution in the river. These included: at the Larz Anderson Bridge, where an
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obstruction in a pipe beneath the bridge caused an overflow (the in-pipe measurement
was 2.5 miUion cfu; it was 100,000 cfu in mid-river); at River St., where a crushed sewer
pipe resulted in measurements of 1 million cfu; and at Maple St. in Newton, which
received a great deal of press attention, where the fecal coliform measurement in the
stormwater pipe reached 300,000 cfu.
These violations were resolved fairly quickly and point out the need for effective
maintenance. They were addressed very quickly by cooperation between the
responsible entities.
At these outfall locations, the high coliform numbers were very dangerous to
public health. Downstream, things changed very quickly once the plume dissipated.
CRWA believes that the impact of discharges in the immediate area of the outfall can
be very grave. Mixing downstream lowers the level of concern. Even with raw sewage
going directly into the river, just downstream of the plume there are dramatic changes.
One of the issues CRWA had with the DEIR is that it uses average numbers and
it is not possible to see what happens at the outfalls. Although the discharges get
assimilated very quickly, CRWA wants to look at the public health risk at the outfalls.
This is of particular concern in wet weather. To get very high numbers of fecal coliform
in the middle of the river, there must be very high sources of coliforms in the river.
CRWA also sees little correlation with the notion of a cumulative impact from the
flow coming over Watertown Dam. None of CRWA's bacterial monitoring indicates that
is happening; for example, over a four-day period of monitoring (9/17-9/20/96) spikes
north of the Watertown Dam look more like point source pollution. It does not appear
from this data that out of boundary conditions are driving pollution in the Lower Basin.
What CRWA has measured at Watertown Dam is more likely to be point source
pollution that can be remediated.
Addressing the issue of very high numbers in the Lower Basin, B. Zimmerman
said that stormwater pollution upstream of Watertown Dam will be very high on the first
day of a storm, but it drops off rapidly thereafter. The river seems to recover on each
successive day. This does not appear to be true in the Lower Basin. The numbers are
very high on the first day, drop off afterwards, but tend to remain higher longer. ·
Whate-ver source is causing the pollution, it tends to remairi for a longer period of time.
This spring and summer, CRWA intends to look at combined sewer outfalls as
opposed to storm drains in an attempt to find out what their relative contribution is.
Susan Redlich asked if one hypothesis could be that the longer lasting
exceedences after the first day of a storm are from continued flow out of CSOs? B.
Zimmerman said that is his suspicion, but he does not know for sure. He pointed out
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that high violations of the standards present a serious health risk to those who continue
to·use the river, such as boat crews (particularly between March 1 and December 1).
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B. Zimmerman said CRWA does not believe the current plan is adequate to the
task; however, they are not making any suppositions about alternatives. There are
more questions to be answered and work to be done to resolve these issues for CRWA.
Jodi Sugerman said that some of this information makes her wonder about the
need to retook at other areas besides the Charles River. Lise Marx, MWRA CSO
Project Manager, said MWRA is not ready at this point to say that anything has
changed. The Authority is still reviewing CRWA's comments. It appears that the
impact of typical urban stormwater still dwarfs the impact of CSOs in the Lower Basin. ,
Based on what we know, Cottage Farm is being adequately chlorinated and other
CSOs probably do not activate in most storms. MWRA plans to take a closer look
overall, but at this time, is not proposing any additional widespread analysis or
monitoring. EPA has asked the Authority to better organize and discuss the Phase I
water quality information in the FEIR, so members will see that and perhaps any new
information that can be brought to the discussion. MWRA plans to look at what, if
anything, this information means relevant to the Charles River, before looking at other
receiving waters.
MWRA and CRWA have a meeting scheduled to review these issues.
Betsy Johnson observed that the DEIR's recommendations for the other
tributaries do not follow the same logic as what was happening on the Charles. There
was a brief discussion about the Mystic River and upstream sources of pollution.
Alex Strysky suggested that it would be useful to pin down a few things in the
CRWA study that would be helpful to MWRA; for example, how long bacteria can
influence the Lower Basin; how long CSOs discharge; what the effects of stormwater
runoff are.
Cottage Farm is currently metered and the other CSOs were metered in 1992.
Cambridge's CSOs are not metered now. Meters could be put in place on a temporary
basis.
CRWA's HSPF Surface Water Model will be available in late Spring.
Joan LeBlanc asked if CRWA has outlined what it would like to see in the FEIR.
B. Zimmerman said the letter summarizes their goals. He said CRWA didn't
successfully outline the right questions prior to writing its comment letter. Going
through the plan helped crystalize the Board and staffs questions concerning the river
and CSOs. K. Bowditch said she spoke briefly with Nancy Farrell before the 12/16
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CRWA Board meeting, but she didn't really know at that time what the final letter would
include. She did not have a good opportunity to bring up these issues with TAC.
Cornelia Potter (who could not attend this meeting) asked that the record include a note
to the effect that CRWA's delay in organizing its comments put TAC at a disadvantage.
TAG's comment letter was not informed by advance notice of CRWA's specific intention
to criticize the DEIR's recommendation for the Charles.
K. Bowditch said that was a very good point and in the future she will try to have
a better sense of their plans at an earlier point so she can share them with TAC
members. She didn't realize until near the end of the comment period that there was
information missing from the DEIR that CRWA needs to assess the recommendations.
In addition, experience with the press and the summer testing influenced CRWA's
increased level of concern about bacterial contamination.
Keith Davison asked how people can understand the public health risks of higher
levels of exceedances of fecal coliforms. Are there greater proportional chances of
catching a more severe disease when the levels are higher? B. Zimmerman said it is
difficult to pin down public health officials on this topic. The EPA's level of 1,000 cfu is
somewhat below the point at which transmission of disease could be expected as a
result of primary contact. Above this level, the risks of contracting a disease do rise,
including the possibility of contracting diarrahea, Giardia and other enteric diseases,
and Hepatitis A.
K. Bowditch added that rowers report that they experience some levels of disease over
the summer (upset stomach, rashes), but they are loathe to report these problems out
of fear that the river will be closed to them.
S. Redlich agreed that it is important to try to address some of the open
questions now, before the FEIR is completed, instead of waiting until December, when
the CharlesRiver is slated for a "revisit." But she suggested that it is important to be
very specific about the type of information that is needed. Will CRWA, EPA and MWRA
agree on what the research questions are going to be? L. Marx and B. Zimmerman
indicated that the parties have a meeting scheduled for February 4, when they hope to
review and discuss the outstanding issues.

L. Marx said she wanted to update members on some recent discussions with
EPA. The agency's letter also raised some questions with regard to the Charles River
and CAM005 and two other project changes, which will require responses. This work
will add an additional three months to preparation of the FEIR, which will probably be
suggested as a potential change in the court schedule. Two other changes have a
major impact on the Charles River. EPA is still reviewing CAM005, so MWRA will
propose putting off that design for a year. The reevaluation -which MWRA thinks will
be done by 12/97, not just begun- will factor in new information based on any new
thinking on CAM005.
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The other projects MWRA is proposing to delay are (1) relooking at the Cottage
Farm outfall based on EPA's request to include a period of observation and engineering
evaluations; and (2) doing additional work on the Stony Brook facility for a year to
assess additional sites in the area and to incorporate information from Boston Water
and Sewer's report on separating sewers in the watershed.
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Charlotte Fleetwood asked if MWRA is planning to use chemical coagulants to
improve its sedimentation rate in the Union Park CSO treatment facility. L. Marx said
the new facility will operate like Cottage Farm and Prison Point, without chemical
coagulants. C. Fleetwood suggested that MWRA might benefit from looking at some of
the new coagulants available on the market.
Joan LeBlanc asked if other TAC members thought it was appropriate to draft a
comment letter to MWRA based on this discussion and the potential for changes in the
Charles River DEIR recommendations.

L. Marx suggested that the committee might want to wait to see what additional
information the Authority will be preparing in response to EPA's concerns and to take
into account the incremental costs and benefits associated with proposed
improvements before proceeding to any new conclusions. MWRA will be working with
EPA to define more specifically what EPA is looking for by the end of March. B.
Zimmerman added that CRWA's Phase II Interim Report will soon be available in draft
form, and he will send it toN. Farrell for distribution to the committee.
Betsy Johnson asked if finding "hot spots" on the river changes how normal
enforcement is undertaken. B. Zimmerman said the EPA has Consent Orders with 10
Lower Basin communities to end illegal connections and cross connections. That is a
constant process of checking and double checking. The public health issues make
these problems more serious. It is also possible that CSOs and stormwater pipes
continue to discharge after wet weather. The issues are complex.
B. Johnson observed that CRWA's finding appear to be consistent with MWRA's
averages in the river.
_Jodi Sugerman asked if CRWA has any Muddy River sampling in place. K.
Bowditch said-there is one sampling site at Charles Gate but one further upstream.
CRWA is currently writing a proposal to fund a stormwater demonstration project there.
There is not much data available on that area.
The members agreed that they will wait to hear what additional questions EPA
has on the Charles River, look at CRWA's report and MWRA's proposed additional
work items for the FEIR before making any comments.
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Schedule of Meetings and Agenda Items

The following schedule and list of agenda items was agreed to:
February 24

- Presentation on disinfection technologies, M&E staff
(EPA staff will also be invited to comment on this issue)
March 24

-Invite DEP to make a presentation on the revised CSO policy
- Discussion: Requirement for Public Notice Component in Nine Minimum
Controls Plan

()

In regard to the remainder of TAG's work, L. Marx noted that the expected later
submission of the FEIR, comment period and other issues will likely extend the TAC's
work into the late Fall or early winter. DEP's water quality designation review period will
take place from September to December, and the current schedule calls for revisiting
Charles River issues in December. More details will be available after EPA and MWRA
have resolved the new schedule for the FEIR and other work.
The meeting adjourned at 1 PM.
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Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan
TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
January 27, 1997
Minutes

Kate Bowditch
Bob Zimmerman
Betsy Johnson
Alex Strysky
Susan Redlich
Charlotte Fleetwood
Joan LeBlanc
PauiKeohan
Gulshan Saini
Anne Livingston
Martin Pillsbury
Keith Davison
Lise Marx
. Nancy Farrell

CRWA
CRWA
SHSB
Cambridge Conservation Commission
WAC
Cambridge resident
TBHA
BWSC
Brookline resident
Riverways
MAPC
W. Roxbury resident
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Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan
TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
February 24, 1997

Minutes
Nancy Farrell opened the meeting for Martin Pillsbury, who was acting as Chairman in
place of Betsy Johnson, who is out of town.
Announcements

(~)

N. Farrell said that excerpts from MWRA's January Compliance Report to the Federal
Court were available as handouts. She pointed out items of interest to the committee: a
report on the submittal of the Nine Minimum Controls Report; information on sewer
separation projects at Constitution Beach and CAM002 and CAM004; and a description of
progress on the System Optimization Plan projects, with a status report on each. MWRA
anticipates completing all of the SOP projects by June of this year.
In conjunction with its court schedule, MWRA has advertised for bids on the first two
CSO project design contracts for the three Chelsea projects and for the North Dorchester Bay
and Reserved Channel conduits and pump station. (Design contracts for South Dorchester
Bay Sewer Separation and the CSO Upgrades are already well underway.)
N. Farrell advised members that Channel 4's Investigative Team had been preparing
a report on MWRA's Deer Island facilities that was scheduled for broadcast on February 24
and 25. Advertising promotional pieces for the report were not encouraging, implying that
MWRA was wasting ratepayer dollars on the Boston_ Harbor Project. She distributed a letter
and flyer MWRA staff prepared to rebut the sensational allegations expected to appear in the
piece and encouraged members to consider their own form of response.
M. Pillsbury asked for comments on the minutes of the January 24 meeting., Kate
Bowditch had some suggested changes,. but was not able to submit them on time. The
members agreed to consider the minutes at the March meeting.
Presentation on Disinfection Technologies

CJ

Because there were guests in attendance to participate in the disinfection
technologies discussion, M. Pillsbury asked everyone to introduce themselves. (See the full
attendance sheet.) Steve Lipman and Russ Issac represented DEP, and Brian Pitt and Ken
Moraff were present from EPA. Mike Connor, ENQUAD, and Virginia Renick, Law Division,
1
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complemented the CSO Program staff.

L. Marx said the presentation on disinfection technologies was intended to reintroduce
some of the available technologies considered and thought processes employed in making
the recommendations in the DEIR. Dave Kubiak and Greg Heath from M&E would make the
presentation, with assistance from other staff as necessary.
D. Kubiak, CSO Program Manager, said that while the issue of disinfection seems
simple, it is actually very complex. The goal is to kill bacteria in the flow, then eliminate
chlorine in the discharge. MWRA and the regulating agencies have many concerns, including
the reliability of the system chosen and tradeoffs that have to be made to meet permit limits
in an intermittently operating CSO facility. MWRA chose sodium hypochlorite for disinfection
and sodium bisulfite for dechlorination, but many other options were considered in the review
process. He introduced Greg Heath from Metcalf & Eddy to review the technologies and the
selection process.
G. Heath said the first step in the process was to conduct a literature search to look at
technologies for CSO treatment, which differ in some ways from technologies in use for
wastewater treatment plants. The team gathered seven potential technologies for disinfection
and three for dechlorination.
The next step was to assemble evaluation criteria to screen the alternatives. The
criteria included cost; effectiveness; public safety; potential for environmental toxicity; record
of application of the technology; O&M complexity (suitability for an intermittent operation,
such as a CSO treatment facility). M&E conducted a workshop on the screening process,
inviting MWRA staff, DEP and EPA, WAC and TAC representatives and others, and
presented detailed matrices of the technology evaluations.
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Mr. Heath reviewed the disinfection technologies under consideration: gaseous
chlorine, sodium hypochlorite, ultraviolet radiation, ozone, chlorine dioxide, bromine chloride
and sodium bromide. (See the attached handout for a list of the alternatives.) He highlighted
key characteristics of each option. Gaseous chlorine is typically used for wastewater
treatment where there is a constant flow to be treated. It is extremely toxic and has only
been used in one CSO facility (Newport, Rl), where it is no longer employed. Sodium
hypochlorite is purchased as a liquid, similar to bleach. Its strength does break down over
time, so dosage has to be managed. It achieves a high level of bacteria kill 90 percent of the
time and is the predominant method used for CSO facilities throughout the country.
Ultraviolet radiation, or UV, involves using ultraviolet light to kill the microorganisms in
wastewater. While this option was carried through the screening process as an alternative,
Mr. Heath said it could not meet the permit limits being proposed and could barely meet the
old limits. UV is not in widespread use for CSO treatment and it is also expensive.
Ozone is a powerful disinfectant used primarily in water treatment. It is not
particularly well-suited to intermittent operations and has a high capital cost. Chlorine dioxide
would be created on-site in a two-step process. It is an unstable and explosive substance
not used in this kind of treatment. Bromine chloride is used in wastewater treatment, with no
references found as to use in CSO facilities. It is a hazardous and corrosive chemical and
would require special handling and equipment. Sodium bromide disinfection involves the use
2
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of a mixture of sodium bromide and sodium hypochlorite that would be mixed on site. It
achieves a high level of bacterial kill and breaks down well, but there is no known data on
marine life toxicity effects.
Sodium hypochlorite was selected for disinfection based on its advantages: low O&M
cost; effective on bacteria reduction; commonly used in CSO treatment. Its primary
disadvantage is the need to reduce chlorine residual in the effluent.
Mr. Heath turned to three dechlorination technologies considered in the screening
process. Sodium bisulfite and metabisulfite, which were selected for use, are widely used in
wastewater treatment. There is some complexity involved in the process control equipment
that will monitor and dose the effluent flow to neutralize the chlorine residual; however,
sodium bisulfite is less hazardous than sulphur dioxide, another option. Both sulphur dioxide
and sodium bisulfite present problems if not dosed correctly, since they consume dissolved
oxygen. Activated carbon, the third option, can react with agents in the effluent to form
chlorides. It is not typically used for intermittent operations and is very expensive.
Mr. Heath summarized the conclusions of the workshop and DEIR: to use sodium
hypochlorite for disinfection and sodium bisulfite for dechlorination.

()

Susan Redlich asked what the first opportunity will be for observing the performance
of these technologies with actual flow. Mr. Kubiak said the CSO treatment facilities being
upgraded will be the first opportunity to collect flow data; construction on these projects starts
at the end of this year and will be completed by the spring of 1999. Stony Brook, if
constructed, would be the first new facility to include these technologies. Union Park would
be second.
Redlich asked if these facilities could be adapted to include any future,
improved technologies. G. Heath said they are being designed with two liquid chemical feed
systems so the facilities could be retrofitted to sodium bromide disinfection in the future.

s:

Cornelia Potter asked how mainten;ance and training needs affect these choices. Mr.
Heath said that these choices are compatible with existing systems and training. O&M was
not a driving factor. The dropped alternatives call for sophisticated equipment that
traditionally runs all the time (in water or wastewater plants) and/or equipment that can not
work safely or efficiently if unattended. Some of the CSO facilities will be largely automated,
although sewerage staff do check the equipment and collect samples when they are
operating. Since the facilities run only about 1 percent of the time it would be difficult, for
example, to predict when to generate sufficient chlorine dioxide to handle the level of
treatment required.
Facilities at Cottage Farm and Prison Point, which are larger and include storage
tanks, are staffed up at the beginning of a storm. A larger portion of the operation of these
facilities is handled manually.
Steve Greene asked if sodium hypochlorite has other uses. G. Heath listed odor
control and clean-up operations, such as washing down tank walls.
Keith Davison observed that there are benefits to the multi-step approach to treatment
that includes dechlorinating the flow, waiting, testing and dechlorinating again to remove any
3

residual chlorine. Mr. Heath said the preliminary design calls for dosing with sodium
hypochlorite based on the flow rate, then measuring the residual chlorine downstream to
properly meter the dosage of sodium bisulfite. To work effectively, the stream characteristics
have to be fairly stable, which can be difficult with CSO transient flows. The sensitivity and
accuracy of the electronic chlorine analyzers is critical for proper disinfection and
dechlorination.
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Kate Bowditch suggested that UV was effective on other pathogens and should be
reconsidered in that light. G. Heath said that all disinfectants are effective on a range of
pathogens, but fecal coliform are the indicator organisms used for measuring disinfection in
combined sewage. D. Kubiak said that some other states use different indicator organisms,
but Massachusetts continues to use fecal coliform. Mr. Heath added that a higher than
normal concentration of iron in local combined sewerage may be absorbing light (in the
recent lab studies) and making ultraviolet treatment potentially less effective in the Boston
area. It appears that proposed NPDES limits for fecal coliform can not be met with UV.
Jodi Sugerman asked if it might be more important to focus on killing viruses, and
which technologies would be more effective. Mr. Heath said that chlorine dioxide is more
effective, but it would be very difficult to use for CSO treatment. Ozone has been shown to
kill viruses, but it would also be impractical for CSO facilities.
Michael Connor, Director of MWRA's Environmental Quality Department, observed
that at this point in time, there is not much information available on viruses in CSOs and
associated rates of infection. MWRA is not finding viruses in receiving waters where there
are treated CSO flows being discharged. Fecal coliform was chosen originally as an indicator
since it showed the potential presence of cholera and typhoid. These indicators may change
in the future, but at the current time, no research or data really justify making a change.
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Addressing the issue of UV, Dr. Connor added that humic substances from leaves
may be absorbing the light in the flow and affecting UV kill rates.
D. Kubiak turned to the issue of design criteria for chlorination/dechlorination systems
(see the handout for a detailed list of the criteria). He said the criteria include peak 1-year
storm flow and highest volume associated with a 1-year storm. At present, national
standards are being used to size tanks and equipment, including 15 minutes of contact time
(although historical data suggests that less time is necessary for fecal coliform kill) and
capability to dose the hypochlorite at 25 mg/1. The design contact time is somewhat limited
by the length of the discharge outfall (which is fixed), but at least 10 minutes will be provided
at peak flow rate, more time at lower flow rates.
Other issues under consideration are the shelf life of the stored sodium hypochlorite;
the demand for chlorine (how much is consumed in the disinfection process); and the effect
of excess sodium bisulfite on DO demand. Data show that chlorine demand changes with
flow. The Authority wants to provide enough dosage to disinfect, but not too much. There is
little information on the effects of sodium bisulfite on dissolved oxygen. Mr. Kubiak said
some testing is planned on this issue in a pilot study this spring.
Paul Demit suggested that the proposed limit for chlorine residual in the NPDES
4
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permit seems very tough given the difficulties likely to be encountered in treating these
intermittent flows. Brian Pitt, EPA, said the aquatic life criteria for chlorine residual is lower
than the level for humans. Residual chlorine is becoming more of an issue as its effects
become more apparent.
Dr. Connor added that the levels for chlorine residuals are based on acute toxicity
tests in which organisms are exposed over a 96-hour period. The durations of CSO flows
are usually much shorter, 6 to 24 hours. MWRA is planning to conduct testing of stormwater
and treated CSO flows with exposures for 24 hours. There have been some fish kills in the
Charles River, but whether they are due to chlorine residual or dissolved oxygen is unclear.
There could be other sources of chlorine in the basin, for example, from a Cambridge power
plant that discharges chlorinated water.
Mr. Demit asked if lower bacteria levels are due to chlorination. Dr. Connor said the
Authority has been doing a better job with disinfection, and receiving waters look better
around CSO outlets.
Keith Davison asked if the cooling water from the power plant is the only other source
of chlorine to the Charles. River Boston Edison may also have a discharge. B. Pitt said he
made a note to check into this issue.
Charlotte Fleetwood asked if MWRA has considered using Chemically Enhanced
Primary Treatment (CEPT) at CSO facilities to remove more solids from the flow. Dr. Connor
said that solids compose less than 5 percent of the volume of CSO flow. Mr. Heath added
that CEPT would not be applicable at the flow-through facilities, since there is no detention
tank. Since disinfectant is applied at the influent end of detention facilities, a second tank
would be required to allow for dosing chlorine following CEPT and to achieve contact time.
CEPT also tends to produce a stiffer sludge that would be difficult to clean up, requiring
mechanical sludge collection equipment and increased cost and O&M problems. If solids
from CSOs were a problem, CEPT might be a solution, but that is not the case.
Mr. Kubiak said the MWRA is also looking at how to best build the delivery system for
disinfection application. There are four options under examination which are described in
detail in the handout. They include a flow based system, a flow/chlorine residual based
option, a chlorine residual based system and a remote downstream sodium bisulfite facility (a
building about 20 x 40 feet, aboveground, for tanks and instrumentation). These decisions
will be made by the end of February (since they apply to the existing facilities as well).
Cornelia Potter asked why MWRA would prefer a facility if there is any other option.
Mr. Kubiak said that treatment facilities are proposed only (1) where the receiving water is
considered a sensitive area, such as at South Dorchester Bay and Constitution Beach
{although treatment at these locations is an interim measure only, until sewer separation is
completed), and (2) where it is not feasible to minimize CSO discharges. The preference in
CSO planning has been to minimize CSO discharges, where possible, in lieu of providing
treatment. Minimizing overflows at Stony Brook and Union Park, for instance, is not feasible.
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Summary and Next Meeting
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Since there was no time for additional discussion, M. Pillsbury asked members to
confirm that the agenda for the next meeting, on March 24, would be DEP's presentation on
the revised CSO policy. The members agreed and the meeting was adjourned.
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Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan
TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING

Monday, March 24, 1997

Minutes
Alex Strysky acted as Chairman and opened the meeting for Betsy Johnson, who is out
of town.
Minutes Approval
The January 27 meeting minutes were approved with Kate Bowditch's changes, as follows:

()

•

page 2, third paragraph: change the first sentence by deleting "before this summer, it didn't
meet that standard at all." In the second sentence following, change "Just a half mile" to
read "Just a few miles"

•

page 6, seventh paragraph: change the sentence "K. Bowditch said there is one sampling
site at Charles Gate but et=te none further upstream."

The February 24 meeting minutes were approved with the following change from Charlotte
Fleetwood:
•

page 5, final paragraph: the second part of her question was omitted. "Ms. Fleetwood asked
if the use of CEPT would reduce solids and enable the MWRA to have more control over
disinfection. Mike Connor answered yes."

Announcements
Lise Marx said that the MWRA Procurement Department has a heavy schedule. She
announced the status of a number of MWRA proposals:

@
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•

the consultant packages for design contracts for Chelsea projects (Chelsea Branch Sewer,
Chelsea Trunk Sewer Relief, CHE008 outfall repairs) have been received and are under
review by the selection committee
• · the proposals for North Dorchester Bay and Reserved Channel Consolidation Conduits and
Reserved Channel Pump Facility are due at the MWRA Friday, March 28
• MWRA expects to be issuing the RFQ/P's shortly for design of CAM005, BOS017 and some
hydraulic improvements as part of the BOS019 project (but not the project itself)
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Ms. Marx also noted that MWRA will participate in Charles River Watershed Association's event
on April 5 regarding Charles River issues, entitled "How Clean is Clean?", along with other
agencies and watershed associations.

Introductions and Presentation of DEP CSO Policy
The members and guests then briefly introduced themselves. (See the attached attendance
list.) Mr. Strysky introduced Steve Lipman, DEP's Boston Harbor Project Coordinator, for the
presentation. Mr. Lipman distributed two handouts: a copy of the new CSO Policy (included in
last month's packet), and a copy of the slides used in today's presentation.
Andrew Gottlieb, DEP, narrated the slide presentation, which he will be presenting at
several meetings around the state.
The water quality standards were revised about one year ago. Included in those revisions
were expansions to the regulatory framework for permitting. The presentation covers what the
regulatory changes were and what they allow and how they affect overall CSO policy. (See the
handout.)
The revisions have three goals:

•

to allow consistency with EPA National CSO Policy
to permit effective regulation of CSOs
to assist permittees in the evaluation of alternatives to meet water quality standards

Until the policy was revised, the options for dealing with CSO-affected water bodies were to
eliminate the CSO outfall altogether; move the CSO outfalt to another, less sensitive location;
apply for a partial-use designation; or downgrade the designation of the water body. The policy
revisions include two new options: a Class 8 (CSO) designation; and a variance.
The range of water quality standard regulatory options are:

DESIGNATION
1. Class 8 or S8
2. Class 8 (CSO) or S8 (CSO)
3. Class B (Partial) or S8 (Partial)
2

SIGNIFICANCE
sensitive receptor: separation or
relocation
CSO discharge present (5% of year)
intermittent CSO discharge (25% of year)

( )
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4. Class Cor SC
5. Variance

Class 8 standard not attainable
short-term modification to designation

The new Class 8 (CSO) designation recognizes that the CSO Control Plan will not eliminate
CSO discharges to the receiving water. The Class 8 swimming standard will be met 95% of the
time in an average year. The agency responsible for the CSO must demonstrate that total
elimination of the discharge and/or treatment of the discharge is unfeasible. This is a shift in
focus from permitting by number of overflow events per year to number of impacted days.
Practically speaking, this change recognizes that impacts from storm events vary widely
according to volume, duration, and water body characteristics.
Susan Redlich asked how compliance with the 95% target will be judged. Mr. Gottlieb said
that long-term monitoring will be part of the permit, continuously evaluating if the technology in
use is working. At the end of the permitted period, DEP will be able to assess whether the
permittee has met the goals.
Libby Blank, 8WSC, asked how a permittee will establish that it can meet the goals. Mr.
Gottlieb said that modeling will probably have to be part of the plan. The duration, size, type of
discharge and receiving water characteristics will be included in such a model. A minor
discharge may not degrade water quality below the standard.
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The next new category, a variance allows the permittee to remain in compliance with a
short-term modification of the water quality standard where it is unclear what the ultimate level
of CSO control ought to be, but it is clear that there ought to be some control. A variance is a
permit condition as opposed to a change in water quality standards. It can be renewed or
modified as appropriate. The variance has a three-year life and is renewable. It will be used in
instances where it is difficult to estimate the value of additional levels of CSO control because
the long-term quality of the receiving water is uncertain due to other pollution. A variance would
be granted only with the acknowledgment that at some future point the impact of CSOs in the
water body will be understood and an appropriate WQS class designation will be made. A
variance would not be a permanent solution. The variance is permittee specific so it preserves
the use designation for the receiving water and other pollution sources must meet water quality
standards. It maintains all of the beneficial uses while allowing the permittee to move forward
with controls that are appropriate for the time. At a minimum, the permittee will be required to
meet the nine minimum controls and to show that the proposed controls are cost effective. At
some point, the permittee will be expected to understand tHe water quality impacts and will
have to comply with standards for the ultimate classification.
Mr. Strysky asked how the variance contrasts with a 8(CSO) status. Mr. Gottlieb said that
8 (CSO) is employed when there is a target level of control. All other permit holders would be
held to the Class 8 standard.
Mr. Strysky asked how proposals for any new CSO discharges would be regulated. Mr.
Gottlieb answered that new CSO discharges do not fit well with state and federal long-term
water quality goals to eliminate outfalls and would not be looked on favorably.

C__)
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Lee Breckenridge said she found it difficult to discern between the variance procedure and
the normal procedure DEP would follow for allocating maximum daily loads coming out of
different sources. Wouldn't you normally take a best guess, put limits on the discharges and
see if that works? Mr. Gottlieb said that non-point source stormwater interferes with that
"guess." A variance is the best choice if there are stormwater and other non point sources that
need to be addressed but the permittee may not be responsible for or able to control these
sources. Part of the issue is whether it is worth spending additional money on CSOs if gaining
any additional uses is questionable. If the answer is that DEP needs to reduce the inflow of
other pollutants before spending any more money on CSO control, it becomes clear that the
variance makes sense until there is a potential to gain other uses that are currently not
possible.
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Turning to CLASS B (P), Mr. Gottlieb said this category reflects the fact that CSOs will
remain in a water body. This is less desirable than the Class B (CSO), because the designated
use will be available for only 75% of an average year. It is effectively giving away the B uses
for 25% of the time. Once again, the permittee needs to have produced a control plan that
justifies this designation and shown that more stringent controls are not cost effective. This is
clearly a less effective outcome. It also affects other permittees in the area. DEP wants to see
few situations where partial use is designated. This is one of the main reasons for the B(CSO)
category, where the permittee must achieve control to meet the designated uses most of the
time.
Ms. Blank asked if permittees would be required to attempt to meet Class B (Partial) before
requesting a variance. Mr. Gottlieb said DEP wants permittees to go through a full analysis to
find a cost-effective solution that fits the uses of the receiving water. If the result of that
analysis indicates Class B, then that is what should be designated and the controls must be
implemented. The partial use designation is an ending point after other options have been
exhausted; it is not a starting point. He added, hypothetically, that a Class B (Partial) would not
be allowed in sensitive areas without telling people that the use was no longer protected most
of the time. DEP's policy is to eliminate CSO discharge in sensitive areas. The permittee
would have to have an overwhelming economic argument to make a case for taking away a
use. DEP's policy goals are to (1) eliminate CSO discharge; then to (2) limit the number of
days receiving water is affected, in that order.
Mr. Gottlieb said that Class C or SC remains a regulatory option, but DEP does not consider
it tenable. It is a step below partial use, eliminating all of the uses for the water body. There
are no Class C water bodies currently in Massachusetts, and the agency is not interesting in
downgrading the standard for any waters.
Mr. Gottlieb then reviewed the CSO planning options shown in Figure 1 of the handout. It
shows that in all cases, all permittees begin by preparing a long-term CSO control plan. Of the
the options, only the reclassification to upgrade to Class A or SA would not include significant
public review and involvement. All other options have use attainability analyses (UAA)
associated with them, which would be submitted to EPA as part of a CSO plan approval. (Fall
River is going through a UAA now and this experience will provide a model for this process.)
Public review would include public notice in the Environmental Monitor and meetings, a public
hearing and comment period, if a change of water quality standard were proposed. One of the
4
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benefits of the B (CSO) classification is that it would not require a reclassification of WQS, in
essence, a regulatory change. Those waters currently Class B and impacted by CSOs no more
than 5% of the time would be noted as B (CSO) if it were not feasible to eliminate the discharge
a:iogether.
Jodie Sugerman asked when the public could weigh in -when the notice is in the
Environmental Monitor? Steve Lipman said DEP is accepting comments on the new CSO
policy until May 5, 1997. The public process for water bodies in MWRA's plan that will retain
CSO discharges will be a notice in the Monitor since there is no change in the water quality
standards when a receiving water is designated B(CSO). (Mr. Gottlieb pointed out that the
process for changing the standards is an onerous one; the new regulations simplify this
procedure.)
Ms. Breckenridge expressed concern that reducing the Class B standard of 100%
attainability to Class B (CSO)( 95% attainability), does amount to a regulatory downgrade. Mr.
Gottlieb said currently the regulations classify such waters as B and say that they are CSO
impacted. Mr. Lipman replied that the 95% is the minimum for CSO designation. The actual
standard may be met somewhere between 95 and 99% of the time. It is consistent with flow
conditions. Mr. Gottlieb said Fall River went through a UAA and found that the right number of
overflows is one (as opposed to the former goal of four per year). Ms. Marx said that MWRA is
currently at 98% in most cases.
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Ms. Blank asked who does the use attainability analysis? Mr. Lipman said the state works
with EPA to finalize the analysis based on the information in the permittee's Facilities Plan and
any other planning and/or modeling data. Mr. Lipman said that a draft has not yet been issued
for Fall River, which should help provide a framework for future UAAs.
·
Jodi Sugerman asked how the use attainability analysis is working for MWRA. Is there a
public process associated with it? Mr. Lipman said it takes place subsequent to the Facilities
Planning process. In this case, DEP is meeting with the parties and is also setting up another
public hearing during the FEIR review stage.
Ms. Marx said the FEIR will present the water quality modeling information that makes the
Authority's case for its proposed designations. DEP will use this information to complete its
UAA. This information will be available for public review during the FEIR review process. Ms.
Sugerman suggested that the public needs to be made more aware of this effort. Mr. Lipman
said this information is being shared with the public. DEP may not do FEIR joint meetings with
other permittees as it is doing with MWRA, but otherwise the process would be the same.
Mr. Strysky said that a number of MWRA's CSO Control Plan projects that were exempted
from the MEPA review process are now being brought back in for receiving water review. Ms.
Marx clarified that those projects were waivered from review not for overall water quality
impacts but for short-term construction impacts such as traffic issues. Mr. Gottlieb said that
those were, for the most part, CSO elimination projects and sewer separation projects
performed by the Cambridge, Somerville and Boston DPWs.

Charlotte Fleetwood asked if DEP envisioned some process for notifying the public when
the B (CSO) designation is not being met and who would be responsible for it. Mr. Lipman said
that DEP will not perform daily water testing. The MDC has a system in place for testing water
bodies under its jurisdiction; perhaps it can be used as a model. Mr. Gottlieb suggested a "rain
relationship" for estimating periods when the receiving water would be out of compliance. Ms.
Marx said that would be difficult, since during some low rainfall storm events the CSO may not
activate while the non-point sources flowing into the water body could exceed the WQS. Kevin
Brander, DEP, added that one of the nine minimum controls requires public notification of the
impacts of CSO events by permittees.
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Jodie Sugerman asked if there are monitoring requirement for Class B (CSO)? How will
observers know if the target use percentage will be met? Steve Lipman said that each B(CSO)
permit will have requirements the permittee has to meet.
Paul Keehan asked what benefits a variance could provide a permittee and what it would
lead to. Mr. Gottlieb said that a variance would be useful in cases where a permittee's
modeling shows that based on available information, other pollution sources contribute so
greatly to water quality impacts that spending the money now for CSO control would not result
in an improvement to water quality. The permittee is asking to be able to operate legally while
undertaking a level of effort to investigate other options.
Mr. Keehan asked how the permittee then assesses what is the appropriate additional level
of control. It depends on what the long-term CSO plan says is attainable and whether anything
greater than the nine minimum controls will bring justifiable additional benefits. These decisions
will be made on a case-by-case basis. Mr. Lipman gave the Charles River as an example: the
dam, stormwater, and other non-point sources affect this water body. A variance allows other
impacts to be looked at rather than spend money on CSO treatment that does nothing to
eliminate those other sources.
Keith Davison asked what the time frame is for revisiting water quality standards. Mr.
Gottlieb said that WQS permits are reviewed and revised every three years on a statewide
basis. That may change to every five years with reauthorization of the Federal Clean Water
Act. The reality is that DEP tends to concentrate on certain areas, but all of the standards are
open to public comment at that time. Mr. Lipman added that as basin planning is completed
over the next two to three years, some water bodies may be the subject of greater focus. Mr.
Davison observed that a group wanting to affect the designation of a particular body would have
to gear up in advance to have an impact on the process.
Libby Blank asked what "sensitive areas" includes. Mr. Lipman listed swimming, water
supply, shell fishing and endangered habitat.
Ms. Redlich commented that the DEP's variance seemed a worthwhile method of getting
leverage to work on non-CSO aspects of water pollution. She wondered how DEP is looking at
the possibility of a variance for the Charles River (since EPA has set the pace on the Charles
River with the goal of fishable/swimmable) and who would be responsible for the other sources
of pollution.
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Mr. Lipman said that DEP is working with EPA on the entire UAA process. All elements will
be taken into account. Mr. Gottlieb said the data collection and modeling work will be the
primary information for making a determination. Ms. Redlich asked what reassurance there
would be that non-CSO pollution would be addressed in the three years between WQS reviews.
Ms. Redlich hopes that this kind of coordination continues on an ongoing basis. Mr. Gottlieb
said that all of the parties involved meet and talk on a regular basis.
Ms. Marx said MWRA's current Charles River CSO plan is to attain WQS 98% of the time
based on CSO discharge inputs only. The Authority believes that a variance makes sense
since other monitoring efforts are still underway. Additional work over the next three years may
permit MWRA and the agencies to benefit from this additional information.
Mr. Brander said that DEP's hope is to help communities identify hot spots, then fix them.
DEP's budget for FY1997 was the first to include money for controlling non-point sources. Mr.
Lipman added that this does not mean that all problems will go away just because DEP or EPA
said "control" is needed. He recounted difficulties in making successful improvements in
Quincy Bay, for example, where after a significant financial investment, many problems remain.
Mr. Strysky asked if there would be an opportunity three or four cycles later to change back
to Class B from B(CSO). Mr. Gottlieb answered that it could happen if CSOs were ultimately
eliminated.
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Ms. Breckenridge asked for a review of the proposed process for reviewing the Charles
River variance designation: will it be decided in the ongoing FEIR process or a separate
process? Mr. Lipman said the FEIR and control plan will be used as the basis for making
these determinations with MEPA. The FEIR process will supply information that will permit the
agencies to make a tentative designation, then move to the formal public review process. The
variance procedure is not a regulatory change in the standards. The milestone in the court
schedule for the Charles River calls for a determination at the end of 1997, but that deadline
may need to be extended.
Mr. Brander said that the guidance document describes in detail the expectations DEP has
of permittees, including the nine minimum control plan expectations. There are basically two
requirements for CSO permittees:
1. To implement and assess the nine minimum controls
2. To prepare a long-term plan
The nine minimum controls basically are low-cost, easy to implement CSO controls which result
in lessening the impacts of CSO. They include operation and maintenance, maximizing storage
in the system, maximizing flows to the treatment plant, notifying the public of the risks.
Communities must characterize their system to make sure they are optimizing its operation.
Mr. Brander said that New Bedford has been able to reopen shellfish beds in Clark's Cove for
200 days a year just after the implementation of nine minimum controls. Communities can make
significant improvements just based on these controls.

( J.
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Mr. Brander listed the elements of a long-term CSO control plan (see the handout). He
discussed the value of a couple of the points in particular. The first, characterizing the system
through monitoring and modeling, allows planners to assess what is actually CSO flow and how
it can be controlled. MWRA's experience provides an excellent example of how important this
element can be. The 1990 plan predicted five to six times more flow than was later found in
detailed modeling. There is no substitute for fully understanding the system.
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Mr. Brander used a chart (Future Planned Flows and Loads for Three Month and One Year
Storm Events) to show how MWRA identified relative contributions of different sources of
pollution (CSO versus stormwater). This kind of analysis is very important in determining
receiving water impacts. Figure 3-5, taken from a Gloucester project, shows a cost-benefit
analysis based on the number of days shellfishing will be restricted and beaches closed in
relation to the size of a proposed storage facility. This is another way of evaluating what the
incremental impacts of additional expenditures will be in a planning document.
The guidance documents lists in brief the range of CSO control alternatives that DEP wants
permittees to evaluate. Complete sewer separation is the only method DEP recognizes for
complete elimination of CSO. There can always be a storm larger than the design capability of
a storage facility. Storage tanks are beneficial as an alternative to be evaluated, since all flow
through them gets treated. Treatment alternatives should be considered, and other collection
system controls can reduce the volume of CSO into the receiving waters.
The proposed controls to be included in a recommended plan should include (1) protection
for sensitive uses, (2) a description of relative benefits, such as a cost-benefit analysis (to avoid
spending a lot of money to achieve only a small improvement), and (3) plans consistent with
watershed-based goals in the receiving waters.
Turning to Figure 8-2 in the packet, Mr. Brander showed how MWRA presented information
in its plan. The greatest level of control for North Dorchester Bay - greater than sewer
separation - is provided by the recommended plan. Protection of North Dorchester Bay is
maximized by the plan. The next figure, 8-45, shows relative contributions of different pollution
sources in the Upper Inner Harbor. There is a significant amount of impact from future CSO,
and the graph shows how they impact the swimming standard.
Any CSO control plan must include public participation. The Facilities Plan offers many
chances for public comment and review and is the basis of the use attainability analysis. DEP
regulations also require one public meeting to discuss CSO control alternatives and one public
hearing on the recommended plan; however, DEP strongly encourages permittees to meet with
citizen groups on a regular basis and to support many opportunities for input. The MEPA
process provides formal avenues for review, and DEP regulations also require the holding of a
public hearing if there is a proposed downgrade of any receiving waters. Finally, the NPDES
program requires a public review period to allow comment on draft NPDES permits.
Cornelia Potter asked how water conservation is covered in the nine minimum controls?
Mr. Brander said that some permittees have addressed it in their permits.

8
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Mr. Lipman said that DEP is holding a meeting at the State Transportation Building on
Tuesday, on March 25 at 7 PM. There will also be meetings in other DEP regions (a flier is
available).
Mr. Strysky suggested that the TAC members may wish to submit comments on the
proposed CSO Policy by May 5, 1997. The group agreed that this would be beneficial, and that
individuals could submit memos to Nancy Farrell for compilation and review at the next
meeting.

New Business
The next TAC meeting was set for Monday, April28, 1997.
Topics on the agenda should include a discussion of the nine minimum controls submittal
and a draft comment letter to Mr. Lipman
The meeting was adjourned at 1:01 PM.
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Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan
Technical Advisory Committee
Monday, March 24, 1997
Attendance
Andrew B. DeSantis
Cindy DeiPapa
Charlotte Fleetwood
Lee Breckenridge
Libby Blank
Thorn Donahue
PauiKeohan
Alex Strysky
Cornelia Potter
Jodi Sugerman
Gulshan Saini
Keith Davison
Rhett Grant
Martin Pillsbury.
Lise Marx
Kevin Brander
Susan Redlich
Regina Villa
Elle Thomas-Smith
Steve Lipman
Andy Gottlieb
Jay Brolin
Brian Pitt
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Cambridge resident
Northeastern University
BWSC
Somerville
BWSC
Cambridge
MWRA Advisory Board
SHSB
Brookline
citizen
CAJT Project
MAPC
MWRA
DEP/NERO
Wastewater Advisory Committee
RVA, Inc.
RVA, Inc.
DEP
DEP
EPA
EPA
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MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY
Charlestown Navy Yard
100 First Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02129
Telephone: (617) 242-6000
Facsimile: (617) 241-6070

Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan
TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
Monday, April 28, 1997
Minutes
Martin Pillsbury opened the meeting at 11:35 AM. He asked those in attendance
to introduce themselves. (See the attendance list.)
Announcements
There were three sets of announcements:

(-)

- Nancy Farrell distributed copies of MWRA's Motion to Federal Court to amend
the CSO milestones, along with copies of motions submitted by MWRA and EPA in
support of their joint motion. The revised schedule is appended to the minutes. As
previously suggested to TAC, the date for submittal of the Final Facilities Plan/EIR has
been changed to July 1997; the MEPA Certificate is expected in October 1997; and
DEP will make its administrative determination on the Water Quality Standards for
CSO-impacted waterbodies in December 1997. Lise Marx suggested that the focus of
attention in the FEIR review is likely to shift to water quality issues since siting has been
resolved or, in some cases, delayed, pending additional work. She expects that TAC
will take a lead role in reviewing the document.
Ms. Marx anticipates a 60-day comment period on the FEIR, which would place
the review from about mid-August to mid-October. She agreed with members who felt it
would be better for MWRA and DEP to hold their joint hearing after Labor Day.
- Ms. Marx distributed an Update on MWRA CSO Control Plan Phase I Waiver
Projects. She noted that much of the material comes from the 1996 CSO Progress
Report distributed to TAC earlier this year. She highlighted some information in brief:
Somerville has completed its elimination of baffle manholes at three overflows; Boston
is moving ahead on all aspects of its work; Cambridge is proceeding with sewer
separation for CAM002 and CAM004. M&E has submitted ~ plan for a field study of
underflow baffles, which will include pre- and post-installation collection data. MWRA
will share the results with TAC in the future.

~-)
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Ms. Marx also reported that the CSO team has been having internal discussions
about aspects of the upgrades of existing CSO treatment facilities (Cottage Farm,
Prison Point, Somerville Marginal, Commercial Point and Fox Point). Installation of the
dechlorination system using sodium bisulfite is posing some difficulties. The sodium
bisulfite has special handling requirements due to its propensity to freeze in cold
weather and downstream equipment is required for sampling and in some cases for
process control. Because of the facility locations (Fox Point and Commercial Point in
particular), the piping and sampling structures are close to or potentially crossing the
Red Line, Mass Highway property, MDC parklands and other abutters. Working out
these design issues may delay the October 1997 construction start dates. There are
also ongoing discussions about whether there is a need to submit a notice of project
change to MEPA. Susan Redlich asked if there were cost implications associated with
these issues. Ms. Marx said there may be additional permitting and some added
construction costs, but at this time, costs are still well within the original cost estimates.
- Nancy Farrell reported that MWRA plans to hold briefings with some of the
neighborhood groups in May and June to update them on changes expected in the
FEIR. Ms. Marx said that meetings will probably not be held in every area, particularly
where there is no new information (such as Charlestown). A meeting on the Union Park
Pump Station will probably be combined with a tour of MWRA facilities. Members will
be notified when the meetings are scheduled. There will be wide distribution of the
FEIR.

Review of Draft Letter to DEP on CSO Policy
Mr. Pillsbury asked members to turn their attention to the draft comment letter to
the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) on its proposed CSO Policy. Ms.
Farrell outlined the substance of the letter and distributed copies of the comments
submitted by Kate Bowditch, Charles River Watershed Association; Jodi Sugerman,
Save the Harbor/Save the Bay; Joan LeBlanc, The Boston Harbor Association; and
Susan Redlich, Wastewater Advisory Committee.
The members made the following suggestions about additions or changes to the
draft letter:
:.. Ms. Sugerman suggested that the language on the Bcso designation should
specify that if the relative impact of CSO discharge increases bec.ause of other
improvements in awaterbody, DEP should re-examine the cost/benefit analysis to see
if additional CSO remediation is appropriate.
- Alex Strysky proposed that (1) DEP indicate that it is possible to upgrade a
receiving water from Bcso to B, and (2) when the Bcso designation is given, DEP provide
a remediation plan for other permittees in the waterbody who are in noncompliance.
2
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- The members wondered how DEP will coordinate the three-year review
process with the five-year NPDES permit process. Paul Demit explained the frustration
of permittees who submit applications (in this case, for a stormwater discharge permit),
then operate in draft permit status for several years. He urged members not to propose
onerous permit requirements. Cornelia Potter suggested adding that DEP needs to
have a sufficient budget to provide staff to implement the regulations and new
legislation and to effectively monitor watershed projects.
- In the variance category, members agreed that the designation should not be
viewed as permanent or subject to endless renewals. There should be an expectation
of progress toward meeting milestones set by DEP when the variance is granted or as
part of a watershed management plan. Renewal of the variance should include some
kind of milestones or performance standard for the permittee to meet.

()

-Paul Demit asked what members would expect in terms of public notification of
the presence of CSOs. Jodi Sugerman said the goal should be for permittees to have a.
mechanism for notifying users when there are discharges. The members discussed
proposed legislation to mark locations of CSOs in the Charles; notice to boathouses,
yacht clubs and crew teams. Joan LeBlanc noted that the Harbor Quality Task Force
has been discussing a posting plan with MDC in which beaches would be posted for no
swimming when there is .5 or one-half inch of rain instead of waiting a day until the
results of water testing are available. This figure was chosen as the result of MWRA
research into wet weather water quality at Boston beaches. Ms. Sugerman said she
believes similar figures exist for the Charles.
Ms. Farrell said she would incorporate members comments into another draft
and submit it, via fax, to everyone for review by Wednesday. She asked for comments
by the end of the day on Thursday.
Presentation on Nine Minimum Controls

Janet Rompala of MWRA's CSO staff introduced a presentation on MWRA's
Implementation of Nine Minimum Controls for Combined Sewer Overflows. (Members
received a copy of the report early this year.) Ms. Rompala reminded TAC that these
are minimum technology-based control actions that reduce CSOs and their effects on
receiving waters.
The NMCs include:
- proper operation and regular maintenance programs
· - maximization of storage in the system
- review and modification of pretreatment requirements
- maximization of flow to the POTW for treatment
3

- elimination of dry weather CSOs
-control of solid and floatable materials In CSOs
- pollution prevention programs
- public notification
- monitoring to characterize CSO impacts and effectiveness of controls
The report describes actions MWRA has taken to implement these measures to control
CSOs.
Ms. Rompala focused on Chapter 8, Public Notification, which is of interest to
TAG. She listed the programs undertaken to notify the public of the location of CSO
outfalls, occurrence of CSO discharges and possible health and environmental effects,
including working with the Harbor Quality Task Force and the proposed program of
notifying boaters of activations of the Cottage Farm CSO facility. Watershed
associations, fish and game commissions and others will also receive informational
packets on CSOs. Ms. Rompala described the procedures for issuing notices of CSO
activations through NPDES discharge monitoring reports and to Massachusetts Division
of Marine Fisheries. She listed public educational materials including annual "State of
the Harbor" reports, CSO Bulletin, the "Back to the Beaches" brochure, and NPDES
Compliance Summary Reports regularly produced by MWRA's Environmental Quality
Department. MWRA also ha~ a website (www.mwra.state.ma.us).
MWRA currently has signs marking its 11 CSO outfalls. (BWSC, Cambridge,
Somerville and Chelsea also post a sign near their outfalls.) Thorn Donahue observed
that the impact of the CSO discharge is very often local, not reaching much past 500
feet. Jodi Sugerman asked what level of monitoring of CSOs occurs. Ms. Marx said
monitoring is conducted to provide information for NPDES permitsat outfall locations
and the Harbor Studies program also collects data on monitoring conducted in the
receiving waters.

()

Ms. Rompala said each community has to submit its own NMC report, although
MWRA's work on maximization of in-system storage, maximization of flow to the POTW
and elimination of dry weather CSOs alleviated the need for communities to address
those issues. MWRA met with each community prior to submitting the NMC report and
identified which portion of the MWRA's report would satisfy the communities'
documentation requirements.
Joan LeBlanc asked what the time frame is for submitting comments on the NMC
report. Ms. Marx said EPA is still reviewing the document to see if it fulfills
requirements. Mr. Donahue suggested that EPA is interested in making sure that the
communities are working on these issues; there are hundreds of plans to be reviewed
in Region 1. Mr. Demit said Boston works on O&M issues and keeps the sewers clear,
making sure there are no obstructions or blockages as part of its NMC plan.

()
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New Business
The members agreed to schedule the next TAC meeting for Monday, June

23, 1997, at 11 :30 AM at MAPC. Ms. Marx said if there is a Notice of Project Change
for the CSO treatment facility upgrades she can mail it to members, or another meeting
can be scheduled, if necessary.
The meeting was adjourned at 1:05 PM.
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TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
Monday, April 28, 1997
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Cambridge Conservation Commission
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Lise Marx
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MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY
Charlestown Navy Yard
100 First Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02129
Telephone: (617) 242-6000
Facsimile: (617) 241-6070

Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan
TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING

Monday, June 23, 1997
Minutes
The meeting was opened by Jodi Sugerman, who chaired in the absence of
Betsy Johnson, Acting Chair of the committee. Ms. Sugerman asked those at the
meeting to introduce themselves.
The members accepted the minutes of the April28, 1997, meeting as submitted.

Announcements and Updates

()

u

Lise Marx, CSO Project Manager, described ongoing work to upgrade the
existing CSO treatment facilities with dechlorination. The staff is currently reviewing a
preliminary draft of a Notice of Project Change (NPC) for work at Somerville Marginal,
Fox Point and Commercial Point, and Prison Point. Initially, MWRA thought that
dechlorination could take place within the existing buildings or in the site footprint. It
now seems that although dosing of sodium bisulfite can take place within the Cottage
Farm facility (at the downstream end of the existing detention tanks), at the other four
facilities the chemical must be applied at a downstream location up to a half-mile from
the facilities along the existing discharge pipes. At Somerville Marginal, the Authority
will construct a force main to carry the sodium bisulfite downstream and will build a
small building (about 8 x 8 feet) for residual analysis and other equipment downstream.
At other facilities, in lieu of a force main, a larger building will be required, in the range
of 25 x 32 feet, to house this equipment and the storage tanks for sodium bisulfite. M~.
Marx said the standard chlorine contact time to kill pathogens is 15 minutes, then
dechlorination (using sodium bisulfite) is accomplished with about 30 seconds of
contact just upstream of the discharge point.
The layout and location of these four facilities dictate that the dechlorination be
completed just before the discharge point. She gave an example for Fox Point: the
dechlorination building will likely have to be sited near the Savin Hill Yacht Club, where
Fox Point flow is discharged into South Dorchester Bay. At Cottage Farm,
dechlorination and other equipment can be added within the site's footprint, so this
facility will not be discussed.
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David Kubiak, Program Manager, said there will be some cost implications to
these changes. Making the scheduled milestone dates will not be possible for Fox
Point and Commercial Point. Fo"r Somerville Marginal and Prison Point, construction
start dates may not be met. Construction is anticipated to begin in the Fall of 1998.
Cottage Farm improvements will not be held up.
Ms. Marx reported that the CSO staff presented a Mitigation Program to the
Board of Directors for the CSO Phase I waiver projects in preparation for submitting the
program to the MEPA unit. (She reminded TAC that the Final Record of Decision on
the Environmental Notification Form required MWRA to provide an assessment of
Phase I project impacts and mitigation for these community level projects, the most
extensive of which involve sewer separation.) The Board asked staff to investigate
compliance with Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements that might be
associated with the projects. Board members want MWRA to avoid incurring costs
more appropriately incurred by the communities.
MWRA will bring the issue to the Operations Committee of the Advisory Board
for discussion. Andy DeSantis, City of Chelsea and Chairman of the committee, said
ADA compliance is a standard part of public works projects and his committee will take
the issue up later this summer. Paul Demit, BWSC, suggested that the committee
consider crafting a general policy that gives the communities flexibility. He pointed out
that pipeline construction that involves digging up a curb could force BWSC, for
example, to make additional, expensive improvements to make sidewalks \handicapped
accessible. Mr. DeSantis said the issue becomes even more complex when projects
incorporating multiple elements (i.e., water and sewer) are underway in the same area.

Jodi Sugerman asked Ms. Marx if TAG members could see a copy of the
proposed Mitigation Program. Ms. Marx said she could provide it for review. The
program focuses primarily on direct impacts - such as traffic, noise and dust- and
suggests ways for communities to handle these issues.
Ms. Marx said MWRA has selected a team, led by Bryant Associates, to begin
work on design of relief for the· Chelsea Branch Sewer, the Chelsea Trunk Sewer and
work at CHE008. Staff anticipates seeking Board approval in July for a design
consultant for the South Boston projects, including the North Dorchester Bay
Consolidation ·conduit, Reserved Channel Consolidation Conduit, and the Reserved
Channel CSO Pump Station. A designer will soon be selected for work on CAM005
and BOS017, along with investigations of potential hydraulic restrictions that will affect
BOS019.
Nancy Farrell noted there will be a meeting on Tuesday (June 24) at Mission
Church on Tremont St. to brief the Mission Hill community on the status of the Stony
2
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Brook project. MWRA Public Affairs is working on scheduling a South Boston meeting.
A hearing jointly sponsored by MWRA and DEP is planned for the comment period,
which should run from about mid-August to mid-October.
Ms. Farrell noted that she has called Steve Lipman at DEP to ask when the Final
CSO Policy and Guidance Document will be available. Mr. Lipman was anticipating
releasing the final early in August, but that date may slip. Cheryl Breen, M&E, noted
that DEP and EPA are discussing EPA's comments, specifically the issue of cost
benefit analysis.
Ms. Sugerman asked if DEP will notice the application of the new Bcso
designation in the Environmental Monitor even though it is not viewed as a change in
water quality designation. Ms. Breen said the existing Bcso and SBcso categories will
have "regulatory significance" according to the documents. DEP has made a
commitment to hold a joint public meeting/hearing with MWRA to receive comments on
MWRA's CSO control plan and on the draft policy. DEP also has committed to
providing notice in the Environmental Monitor of its proposed water quality designations
prior to taking final action. This is one of the issues TAC raised in its comment letter on
the draft document. Ms. Farrell said she would confirm the notification process with Mr.
Lipman when she speaks to him.
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Kathy Baskin, CRWA, asked how MWRA would be required to confirm that it
was meeting water quality standards 95% of the time. Mr. Kubiak said that CSO flow
would be monitored to confirm that MWRA is meeting its goals (i.e., number of CSO
discharges per year). The NPDES permit will likely contain specific performance
measures as well. Water quality presents a different challenge. The plan says that
CSO discharges will not preclude attainment of water quality standards 95 percent of
the time based on modeling results, but other sources of pollution may affect ability to
meet this target.
· Alex Strysky asked at what point MWRA will c~ase to have responsibility for
community CSOs. Mr. Kubiak said the stipulation giving MWRA responsibility for the
discharges is vague, but it seems that MWRA will be involved with controlling the CSOs
until they are eliminated. The communities are responsible for implementing Nine
Minimum Controls and have their own NPDES permits.
Nancy Farrell noted that the spring issue of CSO Bulletin has been published
and is available for members. Dave Kubiak noted that the information on facility
upgrades is somewhat out of date. She also distributed the most recent Court report.
Jodi Sugerman asked Kathy Baskin for an update on CRWA's summer
monitoring plans. Ms. Baskin reported that volunteers will be continuing the monthly
water quality monitoring this summer. CRWA is also talking with EPA and DEP on
3

ways to fund more wet weather sampling in the Charles River. Ms. Baskin said they
would like to conduct grid sampling in the Lower Charles basin in wet weather to
determine whether localized hot spots exist. In the meantime, CRWA is continuing its
tributary monitoring.
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CRWA would like to implement a stormwater management demonstration
project. Discussions are currently underway with an entity in Boston which might be
interested in participating in such an effort in lieu of a fine as part of an EPA
enforcement action. The Association is also continuing to work on the low flow issue in
the upper watershed and is closely coordinating with EOEA's basin team in hopes of
working on joint or complementary reports on the Lower Basin.
In the next year, CRWA hopes to be able to start a demonstration project on
stormwater control in a rural setting; switch the focus of monitoring from river water to
specific discharge pipes; and work on the next phases of the 1M3 study.
Ms. Baskin reported that CRWA is working with Senator Warren Tolman on a
flagging/notice system for boaters on the Charles. She is pursuing funding for water
quality sampling in the river near boathouses in hopes of being able to determine if
there is a relationship between rainfall and water quality that could be used to predict
water quality outcomes for a reliable posting system. There are many issues to be
resolved at this point and debates on how to handle warnings; however, Ms. Baskin
said the boating community is very interested in some kind of notice system.
Presentation on the FEIR

Cheryl Breen outlined the format and contents of the FEIR. It will be a fivevolume document organized much like the DEIR. A new Chapter 1 outlines chang.es
between the draft and final documents, describes the reasons for and benefits of the
projects, provides any new information and explains the new analyses conducted for
the document. The FEIR also contains more detail O(l the conceptual plan that was the
initial basis for the projects. The chapters on CSO policies and water quality issues
have been updated to reflect DEP's draft policies.
Chapters on individual projects remain in the same order. The descriptions have
been expanded to include more detairs from the conceptual plan. The narrative
describes any changes from the draft and justifies those changes.
For four projects- Charlestown, BOS017 and BOS019, Union Park
Detention/Treatment Facility and the Ft. Point Channel storage conduit- the FEIR
contains information justifying that the plan provides the optimum level of control.
There is a new chapter on the Phase I waiver projects explaining the decision made
about these projects and their relationship to the conceptual plan.
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Ms. Breen discussed project changes and evaluations conducted subsequent to
the DEIR. For North Dorchester Bay, an additional stormwater collection line will be
required to pick up stormwater currently discharging to Pleasure Bay. For Stony Brook,
M&E is now investigating options for locating dechlorination facilities. For CAM005,
M&E is no longer recommending the 240 feet of microtunneling. For BOS019, the
conduit length has been increased to optimize the available storage. Details of these
changes will be included in the FEIR.
Mr. Kubiak noted that M&E is making some observations of the Cottage Farm
outfall diffuser which has been reported to cause a bubbling effect in the river. He
asked Ms. Baskin if CRWA has any thoughts about frequency or impact associated with
this phenomenon. Ms. Baskin said rowers have described being shifted over by the
flow. She felt that as long as there was no risk of being pushed overboard, rowers and
boaters could accept an occasional impact, such as every year or every five years.
Ms. Breen said the FEIR includes a detailed response to comments submitted on
the DEIR, which is contained in an appendix. The responses are organized by
comment letter, providing a brief answer with references to the body of the document
for additional information.

()

Paul Demit and Mr. Kubiak reported that BWSC and MWRA have had some
discussions about the former's study of sewer separation for the Stony Brook area as
opposed to (or in conjunction with) a CSO treatment facility. Mr. Kubiak said MWRA is
considering (1) the cost implications of sewer separation; (2) performance of the option
(what level of control will sewer separation provide); and (3) a comparison of sewer
separation to the other alternative siting options being examined for this project. If the
low cost site (known as A 1) becomes available, sewer separation will be harder to
envision since it will be more expensive. If the Wentworth site (L3) is used, the cost
differential between sewer separation and a facility is lessened. Performance issues
may then shape the final recommendation.
Ms. Marx noted that at this time, the FEIR is expected to recommend a
screening and disinfection facility with additional siting information as necessary to
achieve dechlorination. It is possible that this recommendation could change before the
document is finalized. If a change is made after the FEIR and final certificate, MWRA
could submit a Notice of Project Change via letter if there is no need to provide
additional information. A sewer separation project for Stony Brook would be very
similar to the other Phase I waivered sewer separation projects. The FEIR will
recommend site L3, a Wentworth parcel.
Meeting Schedule
Ms. Marx noted that the FEIR will be submitted to MEPA on July 31, 1997, with
5

copies made available to TAC and the public by August 15. The document will be
110ticed in the Environmental Monitor about August 10, 1997.
After some discussion, members agreed to the following summer meeting
schedule:

July 21, 1997 - Presentation on the draft NPC for CSO treatment facilities
August - No meeting
September 15, 1997 - Begin discussion of FEIR

(~)
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Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan
TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
Monday, June 23, 1997
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Telephone: (617) 242-6000
Facsimile: (617) 241-6070

Briefing on the Draft Environmental Impact Report and
Facilities Plan
for the
Union Park Neighborhood
October 30, 1996
120 Union Park Street
MINUTES
Gladys DeCosta of 114 Union Park St. opened the meeting and asked
representatives of the agencies present to introduce themselves. (See the attached
attendance list.) She began the meeting by asking the Boston Water and Sewer
Commission's Counsel, Henry Luthin, to be prepared to respond to neighborhood noise
problems caused by back-up beepers being used by vehicles at the Union Park Pump
Station. Mr. Luthin said he would respond after MWRA's presentation.
Lise Marx, CSO Project Manager, introduced the Combined Sewer Overflow
Control Plan to those who were not familiar with it. She briefly described how combined
sewers overflow in wet weather into local receiving waters throughout the region. She
said that flows from the Union Park Pump Station on Union Park Street travel from that
location to Fort Point Channel. This South End flood control pump station is one of the
largest overflow points in the system, currently overflowing about 75 times a year and
contributing 160 million gallons of untreated flow (stormwater and sanitary sewage) to
Fort Point Channel.
MWRA is currently nearing the end of the state's environmental review process
and a document summarizing the control plan is now available for public review: Draft
CSO Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report (DEIR/FP}. The report explains
the alternatives MWRA looked at for 26 projects, including the South End's; what sites
were examined; what potential impacts might result, both short-t~rm and long-term; and
how impacts can be mitigated.
Ms. Marx said the Authority is aware of the neighborhood's concerns from
previous meetings. The staff wants to hear from neighbors since their concerns will
help improve the project.

lJ

Ms. Marx introduced Brian Daly from the consultant, Metcalf & Eddy,. to describe
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the project. Mr. Daly used a series of overheads to illustrate his presentation (see the
attachments). CSO discharges are the main source of bacteria and dissolved oxygen
in Fort Point Channel, which is the largest untreated CSO in Boston (BOS070). The
Union Park flows - all local flows - are the largest contributors to this discharge. The
goal of this project is to provide detention and treatment for all of the flow during storms
in a typical year. Flow that is currently released untreated would be stored in
underground tanks. After small storms, these flows can be pumped back into the
system for treatment at Deer Island. During larger storms, flows will be treated,
screened and disinfected and released to Fort Point Channel. The project would
include an above ground building operations building measuring about 50 by 90 feet at
the current site, which is the recommended alternative in the DEIR.
Ms. DeCosta objected to the presentation, saying that the neighborhood
residents will violently oppose any use of the site for additional facilities. City Councillor
James Kelly supported her statement and asked for a description of the other sites
under consideration. David Kubiak, MWRA Program Manager, said the MWRA would
be happy to present all of the other sites with their costs and impacts. The purpose of
the meeting is to hear residents' comments on the proposals and that includes
opposition or support.
A Union Park resident commented in Greek about neighbors view of 19 years of
living opposite Boston Water and Sewer's Union Park facility. He said the situation has
worsened recently and nothing else should be built on the site.
Michael Papadopoulos, 116 Union Park St., said the neighbors object to a new
structure and the environmental use it would be put to. It will include vent stacks that
could add to an already polluted atmosphere. The community is already surrounded by
work being undertaken by Boston Water and Sewer, the MBTA and Central Artery
Project. The Greek community will oppose the siting of this project at Union Park.
BWSC has already expanded the facility once without notifying the community.
Gregory Sullivan, 126 Union Park St., commented that the community takes
great pride in taking care of the block. The residents have suffered over the years from
all of the construction and changes that have taken place. He suggested that MWRA
join with the community in proposing another site.
Mr. Kubiak responded that MWRA has to find some common ground with the
neighborhood since the Authority has to build a facility that has to be located near the
existing pump station. He said the presenters can describe the other sites and their
benefits and drawbacks so the community can comment on those as well. He does not
believe that the project has to take anything away from the community's pride in its
neighborhood.
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Mr. Kubiak described the local nature of the overflows and why a facility has to
be located between UPPS and Fort Point Channel and the limitations- posed by other
large pipes and construction projects - on locating the facility.
Mr. Papadopoulous and Mr. Triantafillidis again objected to the siting, saying the
community is tired of the stacks, odor, noise and pollution.
Mr. Kubiak said he would like to complete the presentation and give residents
information on the other sites considered for the project. He was assisted by Brian Daly
ofM&E.
Site G, which is located across the street in the Flower Exchange's parking area,
was eliminated from consideration because it would require that flow from Union Park
be carried up and over the Roxbury Canal Conduit (two 12 x 15 foot pipes laid on top of
wooden timbers). Another site in the area, known as site M, Boston's tow lot, is also
difficult to reach. Both the Central Artery and the Roxbury Canal Conduit are major
obstacles to piping to the site. In addition, use of site G or M would require
reconstructing the existing pump station and additional pipe construction.
Another site, F, on the opposite side of Albany St., is almost completely in use by
the Central Artery and would not be large enough for the tanks and aboveground facility
required.
The owner of 460 Harrison Ave. offered the property for the facility, but it would not
accommodate the building and tank footprint.
Site Cis on Harrison Ave. and is the location of an existing structure, the MBTA's
former power station building. To use this site, flow that currently enters the Union Park
Pump Station would have to be rerouted by newly constructed pipes to the site.
Following treatment, the flow would need to be pumped in a newly constructed pipe
back to the Roxbury Canal Conduit (RCC). A diversion structure would be built at the
corner of Harrison and Malden and one at Union Park and Harrison to direct flow into a
new 10-foot pipe going down Harrison Ave., toward the site. The site itself poses
several difficulties, including the fact that any facility built there would have to be twice
as large as one at UPPS to accommodate pumps needed to send flow back toward the
RCC. The facility would be about 90 by 120 feet and 20-25 feet above grade. The
tanks would remain the same size. The building on the site is the potentially National
Register-eligible West End Street Railway power station and its status would have to be
negotiated with several entities. The site may also have hazardous waste, given its
use. A return pipe - 10 feet in diameter- would be built down Albany St.

C_)

Mr. Daly said Site C results in the greatest amount of excavation to install 1800
feet of pipe and requires the largest number of truck trips (about one trip for every 3-4
feet of pipe). The work would be done with a combination of traditional cut-and-cover
3

(opening the street and covering it at night with steel plates) and pipe jacking (using
shafts to jack or push segments of pipe under the street). Construction would take an
estimated 6 to 9 months.

(---.)

There was a brief discussion about the cost of the project and whether it includes
the cost of taking down the MBTA building. Mr. Daly said the project cost includes
about $150,000 to take down the building. Ms. Marx said current estimates are
approximately $20 million to take down the old power plant in South Boston, but MWRA
did not want to skew the cost without more actual data on the materials likely to be
encountered on site.
Mr. Papadopoulos noted that the Authority could buy out all the residents of
Union Park St. for that cost.
Mr. Daly briefly described the option to use part of Roche Playground (site J) for
a CSO facility. He said flow would pass through the existing Union Park facility and
pipes and enter a diversion structure on Albany St., where it would flow to the
playground area. It could be pumped out of the facility and under Route 93 - which may
be impossible- or be sent back ma diversion structure in Albany St., then to the
Roxbury Canal Conduit. Again, a facility on that site would have to be much larger to
accommodate a second pump station, and there are some problems associated with
piping down Albany St.
Councillor Kelly said that an attractively designed pump station shouldn't be a
problem for the neighborhood. Greg Sullivan said the open, green space is very
valuable in a congested urban area. He asked if the Authority could find another green
space to swap for the playground, which would be taken away. Mr. Kubiak said MWRA
hasn't looked into the issue deeply enough to say that would be impossible. He
believes, however, that the preferred alternative at Union Park does hurt the community
less since it is less expensive, less disruptive and less risky to build.

()

Gladys DeCosta replied that if the MWRA is talking about adding to Union Park,
the answer is no from the community.
Lise Marx asked to show a rendering of a completed facility at Union Park. The
drawing shows new, enclosed stacks for odor control and a new building to handle the
treatment processes.
Mr. Papadopoulos said it appears the building will go on the Union Park site
because it is so convenient. He asked if any neighborhoods have successfully
opposed siting an MWRA facility and what are the residents legal rights in this case?
Mr. Kubiak said the regulatory process offers many opportunities for residents to fight
on the issues. MWRA has to go through DEP, the Landmarks Commission .and others
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before anything can be built.
Mr. Sullivan noted that what is on the site today is very unattractive: a chain link
fence, parking lot, trucks, staff who let their dogs out on the lot, making an aesthetically
displeasing environment. Would the future be any different? Ms. Marx said the
property would probably be held in joint ownership (MWRA and BWSC) and be
managed by one entity. Mr. Ragucci and Mr. Kubiak invited the residents to visit other
MWRA facilities, where such problems do not exist.
Councillor Kelly said the neighborhood is basing its opposition on 20 years of
BWSC not being a good neighbor. The attitude from the Union Park staff is that the
neighbors just have to put up with what's there. The Councillor said the Union Park
residents keep their properties spotless and neat. They are constantly being assaulted
by problems.
Mr. Kubiak said MWRA has its problems, but their facilities are nice looking and
well maintained. MWRA does not get complaints about odor from its CSO facilities.
Councillor Kelly added that the Columbus Park Head Works used to be a source of
odor in South Boston, but MWRA did major work on the facility 7-8 years ago and there
have not been complaints since. (Mr. Ragucci confirmed that MWRA invested $12
million in odor control equipment for the facility eight years ago.)

()

Councillor Kelly suggested that another meeting with Senator Lynch and the
Mayor's Office was needed to do what's best for the quality of life in the neighborhood.
He asked for a copy of the audiotape of the meeting.
Joe O'Keefe, representing Senator Lynch, asked how MWRA would staff a CSO
facility and what kind of expertise the workers would have to solve problems. Greg
Heath said the facility would be staffed by three or four people, with extra help brought
in during wet weather. MWRA has a strong maintenance department and keeps its
facilities in top condition. The facility would be visited regularly.
There was a brief discussion of the status of the park proposal. Henry Luthin
said the city's Corporation Counsel is reviewing the lease for the parkland. BWSC
anticipates work beginning at the onset of the next construction season.
Mr. Sullivan asked how the neighborhood could be sure that MWRA would
replace the park. Mr. Kubiak said whatever was on site would be replaced.
Construction of any MWRA facilities would not begin until about 2003. The community
should proceed with its park and MWRA will replace it completely.

(j

Mr. Sullivan pointed out to other residents that they need to gather all of the
homeowners and renters together to voice their opinions about what is needed to live
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safely on the block. Mr. Papadopoulos said that many people thought that the meeting
tonight was about the park, not about another use of Union Park. Mr. Sullivan
suggested a translator for another meeting since many of the residents are primarily
Greek speaking.

(-)

Mr. Ragucci said the overflows have to be dealt with in some way since MWRA
is under court order to control them and they create potential public health hazards. If
Boston had to pay for the project, it would cost city residents considerably more (the
cost is now being borne by all MWRA ratepayers). The community's concerns are
heard in these meetings, which are also being held in other parts of Boston and the
other CSO communities.
Mr. Triantafillidis asked about debris that has to be removed from the tanks
causing odor and pollution in the neighborhood. Brian Daly explained how the facility
would work. The flow will be pumped to Deer Island when there is capacity at the plant
and the flow will not be brought to ground level. Screenings would be removed by
using a vacuum truck that removes them from an open bin located inside the facility into
a closed, contained vehicle.
A resident commented on the project in Greek. A brief translation was provided
by another resident, who said there are too many things on Union Park St. and the
people have suffered for too many years.

('
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Gladys DeCosta said the residents will write to the Secretary vehemently
opposing construction on Union Park St. They will go through each option and state
their objections.
Joe O'Keefe pointed out that the Secretary of Environmental Affairs can put
conditions on her Certificate on the Final EIR in response to neighborhood concerns.
So it will be important for residents to enter their concerns in the record.
Mr. Ragucci said MWRA would provide residents with a list of its other facilities
and would offer a bus tour to anyone interested in seeing them.
Mr. Kubiak summarized the other construction options in brief. Sites C and J are
much more expensive and would require more risky construction in other parts of the
neighborhood.- They call for substantial street disruption and potential loss of green
space. Adding up all the impacts, MWRA will recommend the Union Park site for this
facility. If the weight of the comments changes during the comment period, this
decision will be reassessed.
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Briefing on the Draft Environmental Impact Report and
Facilities Plan
for the
Union Park Neighborhood
October 30, 1996
Attendance
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Michael Papadopoulos
John and Anastasia Triantafillidis
Anastasios Tsaousiks
Resident
Filika Potsidis
Viron Nikolaus
Michael Triantafillidis
Rita Gallo.
Gregory G. Sullivan
Gladys R. DeCosta
Councillor James Kelly
Joe O'Keefe
Henry Luthin

116 Union Park St.
120 Union Park St.
108 Union Park St.
130 Union Park St.
122 Union Park St.
130 Union Park St.
120 Union Park St.
116 Union Park St.
126 Union Park St., #3
114 Union Park St.
Boston City Hall
Senator Lynch's office
Boston Water & Sewer Commission

Lise Marx
Vincent Ragucci
David Kubiak
Betsy Shreve-Gibb
Gregory R. Heath
Brian Daly
Cheryl Breen
Nancy Farrell

MWRA

Metcalf & Eddy

Regina Villa Associates
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MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY
Charlestown Navy Yard
100 First Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02129
Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan

Telephone: (617) 242-6000
Facsimile: (617) 241-6070

PUBLIC MEETING
FOR THE
CHELSEA BRANCH SEWER RELIEF PROJECT
AND THE
CHELSEA TRUNK SEWER RELIEF PROJECT
Chelsea City Hall
November 6, 1996
MINUTES

C)

Lise Marx, CSO Project Manager, opened the meeting and welcomed those in
attendance. She introduced other members of the project team present to provide
support for the meeting and answer questions, including Don Walker and Charley
Anderson from Metcalf & Eddy, Inc., CSO consultants, and Vincent Ragucci, MWRA
Community Affairs Coordinator.
Ms. Marx said the first portion of the presentation would deal with the Chelsea
Branch Sewer Relief; the second part with the Trunk Sewer Relief Project.
The Draft Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) is now
available for public review and comment. The seven-volume document includes 26
control projects that use a range of technologies. The document details the impacts,
water quality benefits and mitigation associated with each project. The comment period
for the document runs from October 25 to December 23, 1996. A Public Hearing is
scheduled for Faneuil Hall on December 9, and other meetings are scheduled in the
CSO communities. Minutes of all of the meetings become part of the record. Copies of
the report are available in Chelsea City Hall, at the Chelsea Library, and with the DPW
and Development Agency.
Putting the CSO problem in perspective, Ms. Marx said that Chelsea has four
working overflows, CHE002, 003 and 004 and CHE008. The control plan has been
designed to remediate CSO pollution and to deal with specific impacts to receiving
waters. The total project has a price tag of $420 million. The plan eliminates a number
of the overflows completely and reduces the number of times remaining overflows will
discharge. It complies with state and federal water quality standards. ·
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In Chelsea, the capacity of the existing pipes is generally not large enough to
handle flows that pass through them. The Chelsea Trunk Sewer is owned by the City;
the Chelsea Branch Sewer is owned by MWRA. The general goal of the Chelsea
program is to enlarge these pipes so that flow doesn't discharge into receiving waters or
back up and cause flooding.

n
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Ms. Marx n.oted that most of the mitigation to be associated with the Chelsea
projects is directed toward construction impacts, which are short term in nature. The
complete pipelines will be underground and will not affect the community.
Details of the Chelsea Branch Sewer Plan
Don Walker addressed the Branch Sewer remediation plan. The Branch Sewer
runs from the Everett town line to the Chelsea Screen House, across Chelsea Creek to
the Caruso Pump Station, then through the North Metropolitan System to Deer Island
for treatment. In upstream sections, the sewer is a 30-inch pipe; in downstream
sections it is a 25 x 36 inch conduit.
In Master Planning which preceded this study, MWRA noticed that CHE008
activates about eight times a year, discharging into Chelsea Creek. Flooding occurred
in the northern section of the pipe, and there was substantial surcharging (water
0

0
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parallels Eastern Ave. and the Chelsea Branch Sewer, crosses the Creek in the siphon
and goes to Caruso Pump Station, etc. The Revere Sewer is slightly larger, measuring
from 48 to 54 inches in diameter, but it also surcharges.
Using a hydraulic model of the system, the consultants determined that
increasing the pipe size would (1) reduce CHE008 activations, (2) control local flooding,
and (3) reduce the level of surcharging. Mr. Walker said that it makes sense to relieve
both pipes at the same time.
CHE008 overflows contribute pollution to the confluence of the Chelsea Creek
and the Mystic River, but stormwater and upstream flow contribute substantially to
nonatt~inment of water quality standards. The goal of the project is to reduce CSO
overflows to four or fewer per year. This will bring the bodies of water into compliance
for CSO flow more than 95 percent of the year.
Relief of the two sewers will involve approximately 8,300 feet of new 36 inch to
66 inch pipe installed by microtunneling, and rehabilitation of 5,400 feet of existing pipe.
Mr. Walker summarized the expected performance of the new sewer (see the attached
handouts for details). The design criteria include reducing peak surcharge height and
maximum surcharge duration for the Chelsea and Revere sewers.
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Three technologies will be continue to be evaluated for this project: pipe
installation by open cut and microtunneling and pipe rehabilitation. Mr. Walker
described potential impacts in detail (see the handouts for more information). Open cut
requires opening about 30 feet of street at a time, and the contractor needs a space
about 15 x 100 feet to handle supplies and equipment.
Microtunneling is a trench less technology. Contractors work from an initial
shaft, place the equipment in that shaft and use it to remove muck or rock, then exit
from a second shaft. Jacking shafts (used to push pipe through each route) measure
about 22 by 22 feet. The receiving shaft is dug at the beginning but remains unused
until the equipment has to be hauled out. The shafts are usually occupied for about 40
days, excluding installation time.
Rehabilitation methods depend on the size of the pipe. For smaller pipe,
contractors use a cured-in-place liner. This is a tubular fabric impregnated with resin
that is installed in the existing pipe. The resin hardens to form a smooth surface inside
the pipe. Larger pipes are sprayed with shotcrete, which also forms a smooth surface.
These pipes are reached through existing manholes. They require bypass pumping
while each pipe section is being worked on.

(
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Mr. Walker then described the preferred alternative for the Chelsea Branch
Sewer. The Branch Sewer will be rehabilitated from Revere Beach Parkway to
Crescent Ave. And the Revere Extension Sewer will be rehabilitated\adapted from
Crescent Ave. To the Chelsea Screen House. The project also includes installing a 36inch relief pipe parallel to the existing Chelsea Branch Sewer between Revere Beach
Parkway and Crescent Ave. A common relief pipe - 66 inches in diameter - will be
installed from Crescent Ave. to the Chelsea Screen House to provide hydraulic relief for
both interceptors. This pipe will be installed in Eastern Ave. The existing Chelsea
Branch Sewer between Crescent Ave. and Chelsea Screen House will be abandoned,
with dry weather flow from the upstream reach of the Chelsea Branch Sewer being
diverted to the Revere Extension Sewer.
There was some discussion about construction from behind Bradlees to Revere
Beach Parkway, and the difficulty of construction near Route 1 off-ramps and wetlands.
Andy DeSantis, Chelsea DPW, said there is a precedent for boring below the ramp. He
is concerned about surcharging in the field near the housing proj_ect, where children
play, that occurs even in fairly small storms. Mr. Walker said the model showed that
flow can't make it into the downstream sewer, so it backs up. The model shows that the
pipe can carry a one-year storm without surcharging, but it would happen in larger
storms. Not much more flow can be carried to the screen house even with the new
pipe.
Mr. DeSantis asked if the alternative would be to find a way to remove
3

extraneous flow? Mr. Walker said there shouldn't be any combined sewers there. He
would look at the data from a recent storm.
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Mr. Walker said the CBS proposal basically follows the existing pipeline. MWRA
looked at some alternatives, but this route offered the best performance and lowest
environmental impacts and construction risks.
A property owner (corner of Crescent and Eastern Ave.) said he was present to
see if the recommended alterative affected his property. Mr. Walker said it would not.
The property was being considered as part of another alternative.
The total estimated cost for this recommended alternative, Cabot
St./Overland/Eastern Ave., is $27 million.
In terms of project impacts, Mr. Walker said that traffic on Eastern Ave. and other
well-traveled streets will be affected by localized tie-ups around the jacking shaft
locations. The detailed design phase of work will include a traffic management plan
and specifications for handling noise, dust, restrictions on work hours, if necessary, and
alternatives for keeping local businesses open. The handout details the list of potential
environmental impacts assessed for the project and the mitigation likely to be
implemented. Final details will be developed during detailed design.
The construction work will take about 18 months. Eastern Ave. microtunneling
should take about 300 days (10 months). Shafts can be limited to one lane, keeping
three others open. The results of borings and locations of utilities will determine where
the shafts can be placed to a certain extent. Ms. Marx added that shaft location will be
a subject of future public meetings as design progresses.
Ms. Marx summarized the project schedule information. She encouraged
attendees to comment to the Secretary on the project before the end of the comment
period, which is December 23. The Secretary's Certificate is due on December 30,
1996, and the Final EIR on April 30, 1997. These and other project dates are part of
the Court Schedule for the Boston Harbor Project. Design is scheduled to begin in July
1997, with construction starting in December 1999 and completing in June 2001.
Bob Na$on, Chelsea Housing Authority, expressed concern about the need for
short-term relief from surcharging pending completion of this project. Toilets backing up
and other problems present health concerns. Mr. DeSantis said the CHE008 relieves
the local sewer and helps to avoid local flooding. Mr. Walker suggested that continuing
improvements to Deer Island pumping capacity should help. Mr. Ragucci said he will
follow up on the question with MWRA's transport department. The last storm, however,
was a 100-year storm, and the pipes are not sized to handle that kind of flow. Mr.
DeSantis said he would like to know how often there would be overflow potentials in the
4
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housing complex area after the project is completed.
Mr. DeSantis said that the local sewer connects to the CBS between Crescent
and Central, a section MWRA plans to take out of service. Severe flooding on Crescent
between Eleanor and (insert) left the Police Station inaccessible. This area needs a 25year standard. Mr. DeSantis asked how this connection would be handled. Mr. Walker
said the Revere Extension Sewer (RES) is deep at that point and any local connections
would be redirected to the RES (which is relieved by CHE008 overflows, if necessary).
The consultants may look at cross-connections between the new rehabilitated service
and the RES, which is 80 years old.
Mr. DeSantis said he would like to see upstream separated stormwater removed
(CORRECT?). Mr. Walker said M&E looked at that possibility. The difficulty in that
area would be putting a big enough pipe under the railroad tracks. They couldn't find
another way through. Mr. DeSantis said the system is inadequate in that area and it
would be to the city's advantage to look at solutions that take stormwater out of the
system. Mr. Walker said M&E can take another look at its work in that area.

Chelsea Trunk Sewer

(~)

This project will provide relief for overflows in the western section of Chelsea.
CHE002 is at the end of Broadway, CHE003 at Ferry and Winnisimmet Sts., and
CHE004 at Pearl beneath the Meridian St. Bridge. This overflows are active because
there is not enough pipe capacity in the connection to the North Metropolitan Sewer. In
addition, local flooding results on occasion. In earlier stages of planning, the model
showed that increasing the pipe size in this area could reduce overflows.
These three overflows contribute to nonattainment of water quality standards in
the Mystic River/Chelsea Creek confluence, but stormwater and upstream flows are
primary sources of pollution. The result of this project should be a range of 3 to 5
activations for these overflows per year (see the "Summary of Project Performance"
chart). The receiving water should meet the Bcso water quality standards 95 percent of
the time.
Mr. Walker said that shotcrete is the only rehabilitation technology available in
this area for rehabilitation.

( )
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For the purpose of choosing an alternative, MWRA divided the neighborhood
into three areas and looked at options within each section. (This information was
discussed at the last Chelsea Public Meeting.) Mr. Walker moved to a presentation of
the preferred alternative (see Figure 23.6-1 in the handout). The recommendation calls
for replacing the Trunk Sewer with new 24 inch pipe along the existing route. The plan
calls for replacement of the existing pipe along Broadway, Medford, Tremont, Ferry,
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Winnisimmet and Wharf Streets, and an overland route between Wharf and Williams
Sts. With new 24-inch pipe installed by open cut excavation. Existing pipe along
Williams and Marginal Streets will be replaced with new 24-inch pipe installed by
microtunneling.
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There are some strategic locations for microtunneling shafts at Pearl and
Marginal Streets which will be off the streets. When the contractor needs to work in the
street, the goal will be to stay to one side or work in the sidewalk. The connection to
the regulator in the street will be done at night or during off-peak travel time.
A representative of the Chelsea Planning Board asked how MWRA handles
placement of shafts on private property. Ms. Marx said the Authority can take an
easement if there is a permanent need for a site, but temporary access is accompanied
by a minimum payment.
Mr. Walker said he did not know for certain if the old pipe will be left in place,
although that is a possibility. Other issues will be resolved in detailed design
investigations, including local high water conditions around Winnisimmet and Marginal
Streets and the final locations of shafts. Mr. Walker said the preliminary work included
looking at many combinations of alternatives, but the existing route was the most
economical and offered fewer impacts. The total for the recommended plan is $3.5
million.
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The handout lists mitigation for traffic impacts, and a traffic management plan will
be part of detailed design work.
Mr. DeSantis pointed out that investigations have shown that the conduit from
002 to the regulator is an old wooden pipe that cannot be cleaned. CHE003 is also
partially blocked. These overflows need to remain open to avoid potential backups into
homes and streets.
Mr. Ragucci asked Mr. Walker if the consultants have estimated the cost to redo
CHE002. Mr. Walker said an estimate is not available yet. The final cost could be
significant, given soil use in the area. Mr. DeSantis said he has never seen 003. Mr.
Walker said the designers are assuming it goes out through a bulkhead.
Mr. Smigielski asked about potential impacts of construction work on older
homes and buildings along the conduit route. Mr. Ragucci said the contractor typically
conducts preconstruction surveys in areas where there will be close work to protect all
of the parties. Seismic testing to pick up ground vibrations is also a possibility. He
encouraged officials and residents to put that kind of comment in writing so it will be
part of the record. Mr. Walker said if there is a history of homes in the area being
susceptible to vibration, the contractors' specifications can include preconstruction
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surveys, monitoring and other protecti~ns.
Ms. Marx reviewed the schedule for the project. Design is slated to begin in July
1997 and construction should run from September 1999 to August 2000. MWRA will
continue to consult with the community and city officials on the issues under
consideration during design.
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PUBLIC MEETING
FOR THE
CHELSEA BRANCH SEWER RELIEF PROJECT
AND THE
CHELSEA TRUNK SEWER RELIEF PROJECT

ATTENDANCE
Edward Swansburg
C.P. MacFarlane
Andrew DeSantis
Theodore Sobolewski
Robert Albanese
Bob Nason
Richard Smigielski

224 Crescent Ave., Chelsea
95 Beacon St., Chelsea
City of Chelsea, DPW
City of Chelsea, DPW
356 Eastern Ave., Chelsea
Chelsea Housing Authority, 54 Locke St., Chelsea
52 Medford St., Chelsea

Lise Marx
Vincent Ragucci

MWRA

Don Walker
Charles Anderson

Metcalf & Eddy

Nancy Farrell

Regina Villa Associates
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MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY
Charlestown Navy Yard
100 First Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02129
Telephone: (617) 242-6000
Facsimile: (617) 241-6070

COMBINED SEWER OVERFLOW CONTROL PLAN
Briefing on the Draft Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report
for the Charlestown Neighborhood Council
St. Francis DeSales Church
Charlestown
Wednesday, November 13, 1996
MINUTES
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Judy Brennan, Chair of the Charlestown Neighborhood Council Environmental
f
Committee, called the meeting to order at 7:15PM, and then turned it over to David Kubiak o
MWRA, who introduced Cheryl Breen and Don Walker of Metcalf & Eddy, the engineering
consultants.
Mr. Kubiak said that at earlier meetings, MWRA representatives discussed two projects
in Charlestown at the BOS019 and the BOS017 outfalls to improve water quality by
constructing new screening and disinfection facilities. Tonight, MWRA is pleased to report
that, after additional research and modeling, water quality can be improved through less
aggressive means. These new solutions will cause significantly less impact to the community
and will also cost the MWRA ratepayers less money. The pollution control achieved will be the
same or of a higher level than with the screening/disinfection facilities.
Mr._ Kubiak said that MWRA has recently submitted the Draft Environmental Impact
Report/Facilities Plan to the Secretary of Environmental Affairs. The 60-day public comment
period on the report began in October and ends December 23. The seven-volume document
is available for review at project repositories, including the Charlestown Branch of the Boston
Public Library and at MWRA's library in Building 34 in the Navy Yard. The document is also
available in whole or part from Lise Marx of MWRA. All comments should be submitted in
writing to Secretary Trudy Coxe at EOEA (see handout for full address.) All comments will be
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addressed by Ms. Coxe in her review of the DEIR, and by MWRA in the Final EIR due April
1997.
Mr. Kubiak invited all residents to submit comments. He stressed that while the current
project changes will result in a reduction of impacts within Charlestown over prior plans, the
alterations have not been approved by the Boston Harbor Project court parties. Letters of
support for these projects will help the ratification process.
Mr. Kubiak turned the meeting over to Don Walker to discuss the two plans in greater
detail.

805019
Mr. Walker began with the BOS019 outfall. The outfall is located at the intersection of
Medford and Chelsea Streets. About thirteen times per year this outfall becomes overtaxed
and excess flow discharges untreated into Little Mystic Channel. The M&E engineers noted
that the average volume of flow of each activation is relatively small (about 400,000 gallons).
An underground storage facility could be placed along Chelsea Street to contain this excess
flow until the storm event has passed. Then the flow could be pumped back into the
Charlestown Branch Sewer line and carried to Deer Island for treatment. This solution would
reduce the number of activations from 13 to 4 per year, the target number. It would also
reduce the volume of flow into Little Mystic Channel from 3.5 million gallons to 0.7 million
gallons per year.
Four overflows per year is the target level for each outfall throughout the MWRA
system. This number was derived from the new swimming standard. It states that 95% of the
year water quality must be below 200 counts of bacteria per 1OOml of water. The general rule
is that one activation impacts water quality for four days. Four days times four overflows
means that water quality would be exceeded for 16 days each year. Sixteen days out of 365
days is 4%; therefore, at least 95% of the days of the year the receiving water would meet
water quality swimming standards.
Mr. Kubiak noted that other pollution sources affect water quality during heavy wet
weather, including surface runoff and other upstream sources. Mr. Walker added that bacteria
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from CSOs contribute less than 50% of the bacteria entering the receiving water from all
sources. This project will not address that other half of the total pollutant load.
Mr. Walker continued his presentation on BOS019. The storage facility would be a box
conduit 12 feet long, 12 feet deep and 360 feet long. The hyd~aulics of the pipeline system will
not be affected by the conduit, so the sewer pipe will not back up. For those storm events
greater than conduit capacity, the system would work as it does now. The excess flow will be
released into Little Mystic Channel untreated, but with the addition of a baffle to collect
floatables like Styrofoam and cigarette butts. This floatables control is a new minimum
requirement for all active outflow sites.
As water enters the conduit, air will be displaced. This air will not be vented until it
passes through an odor control system of activated carbon. All of the system, including the
odor control equipment, will be located 18 to 20 feet below grade, with the exception of a
manhole at either end of the conduit, and a 10 foot by 12 foot structure at one end. This
/~~~) structure will be the access point. It will be either slightly above ground, or a doghouse-style
(_
shed. The conduit will be constructed of pre-cast concrete.
The question of appropriate conduit capacity was raised. Mr. Walker said that storms
are graded by how frequently they occur in a statistically typical year. Storms of heavier
volume occur less frequently. If this conduit were enlarged to capture a one-year storm
(meaning the outfall would not activate at all in a typical year}, it would need to hold 800,000 to
900,000 gallons, more than twice the proposed size. A conduit of that magnitude would not fit
into the proposed site. Both community impacts and cost would be increased. Cost-benefit
analysis is an integral part of the design stage of these projects. The increased cost must
produce a notable difference in water quality or odor to justify spending additional ratepayer
money. He added that the addition of 200,000 gallons (about 15 feet} to this conduit's volume
is under consideration, to reduce the number of activations to two per year.
Mr. Kubiak added that this is only one project out of 26, with a total cost of $400 million.
MWRA must make the right decisions for each case. A reduction to one overflow per year in
Charlestown may be possible, but if an East Boston outfall discharges four times a year, the
extra resources used for the first project may not make a noticeable difference in water quality.
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When asked about the differences in community impacts between a storage conduit
and a screening/disinfection facility, Mr. Walker said that the storage conduit is more desirable
for a number of reasons: it requires less above-ground space; no chemical deliveries will be
necessary; it will be fully automated; there is a significant reduction in discharge volume; and
the equipment is more simple and therefore will require less maintenance - only about 15
times a year (routine inspections monthly and after each activation).
Mr. Walker said that MASS PORT has been contacted about the project. They prefer
the storage conduit alternative to the facility. The only comments were that the conduit must
be a certain distance from the footings, and the above-ground structure must be able to
withstand the fall of snow plowed off the bridge above it.
Mr. Walker said that construction impacts will include the excavation and fencing-off of
the site, the delivery of pre-cast concrete sections via flatbed truck, sealing of the sections,
and backfill. Minor pipework in Chelsea Street could be done nights or other off-peak hours.
Two new tidegates are also proposed within the current combined sewer; these gates will
prevent seawater from filling up the pipe and conduit. The site can be reached from an
existing access road behind the backstop at Barry Playground; however, the old concrete
bleachers will be demolished.
Ms. Brennan asked about odor control. Mr. Walker said that this conduit would not
produce different odor issues from the formerly-proposed screening/disinfection facility. The
conduit and pipe will contain sewage gases. The tunnel will be vented through a charcoal filter
and exit via an air stack or other egress. The vent system will be determined by air dispersion
characteristics modeling. Mr. Kubiak added that MWRA knows that if odor control equipment
is maintained, no odors escape. The Authority owns a number of large facilities in residential
neighborhoods. Odors have not been an issue there since MWRA assumed ownership and
corrected controls a decade ago. Mr. Walker added that because the conduit project will not
alter the hydraulics of the system, odors currently detected will not change.
Mr. ·walker said that the value of this project is less than that of the screening facility, at
$3.8m in capital costs with an annual operating budget of $52,000. Although the conduit will
require less work than the screening/disinfection facility, it is still considered a substantial
project. The current schedule calls for design to start in July 2002, with construction running
from March 2005 to March 2006.
4
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Mr. Walker reviewed the environmental/community impacts handout. Primary impacts
will include truck traffic on Chelsea Street and typical construction noise and dust; there is also
a possibility of exposure of soil contaminated by lead and petroleum hydrocarbons. The
typical hours of construction are 7AM - 3PM. Certain hours can be specified in the
construction contract; the Authority will negotiate with the community regarding hours of
construction. He noted that this project will not involved a 24-hour construction schedule.
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Trucks involved in the removal of excavate will need to make their way out of the city.
Charlestown has a number of designated truck routes; the route and/or streets off-limits can
be included in the construction contract. Thirty-two daily truck trips are expected during peak
construction. Medford Street and Chelsea Street are the two possible routes. The DEIR
identified both, but does not select one over the other. That can be done in the FEIR. (The
City Square area is often avoided by construction vehicles because it is already so
congested.) However, the route of least impact may depend on where the materials will come
from and go to. Since each contractor has its own suppliers, it may not be possible to
determine the best route until a contractor has been signed. MWRA is sensitive to community
needs and will work closely with Charlestown on this. Mr. Kubiak suggested that the comment
to the DEIR from the Land Use Council include the council's thoughts on route routes.
Both the ballfield and the Medford Street areas will bear construction impacts. Access
to the conduit site from the field must be secured, so a fence will be erected. Soil borings
must be taken to determined if foundation pipes will be needed. If so, pile-driving would take a
few weeks and would contribute greater noise pollution than other foundation techniques.

805017
Mr. Walker then discussed the BOS017 project. This outfall is located in the Schrafft
Center parking lot; the regulator sits where Medford, Bunker Hill, and Main Streets converge.
The upstream pipe network is centered in the Route 99 rotary in the Sullivan Square area,
where the two Charlestown Branch Sewer lines meet the Cambridge Branch Sewer. Since
these line ·pass directly over the interceptor, this project will divert flow from the current CSO
into the Cambridge Branch Sewer line. With only minor modifications this will reduce the total
flow to the regulator from 2.5mg to 0.25mg and reduce the annual activations from 19 to two.
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All of the work can be performed within the Route 99/Rutherford Avenue rotary. It will
involve 130 feet of new 30" diameter pipe, one new manhole, and alterations to two existing
manholes. This will result in a 90% reduction in pollutants from the outfall. This $1m project
will not require any facility. It will be a one-time pipework job. Once completed, it will act like
any other sewer pipe. For the two activations that remain, an underflow baffle requiring
nominal maintenance will be placed into the existing outfall for floatables control.
The environmental impacts will be less than for the BOS019 project. There will be
some truck traffic during the short construction time. There will be no long-term impacts. The
current schedule calls for design to commence in July 1997, with construction from March
1999 to March 2000. Mr. Kubiak said he expects that this schedule will be stepped up.
The possible redesign of Sullivan Square was raised. Mr. Walker said that the piping
configuration presented here is but one of a number of possibilities and was chosen for its
minimal traffic impacts. It sho.uld be possible to work around any road relocation work. Mr.
Kubiak said that the existing sewer lines will present more conflict to a redesign effort than
would this new piping. He added that this project will be ahead of the Central Artery/Tunnel
schedule.
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Mr. Walker said that the impacts of this work will include a police detail and the
slowdown of traffic around the rotary. However, once vehicles pull off the intersection, they
will remain out of the roadway.
Ms. Brennan adjourned the meeting at 8:05 PM.
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COMBINED SEWER OVERFLOW CONTROL PLAN
MWRA Public Meeting/Environmental Meeting
of the Charlestown Neighborhood Council
St. Francis DeSales Church
Charlestown
Wednesday, November 13, 1996
Attendance
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Judith M. Brennan
Richard Mertens
Rudy Doerges
Cheryl Breen
Don Walker
Joshua Swerling
Mike Cromsy
David Kubiak
Michael Collins
Elle Thomas-Smith

Charlestown Neighborhood Council
BRA
Boys & Girls Community Garden
Metcalf & Eddy
Metcalf & Eddy
Metcalf & Eddy
MWRA
MWRA
RVA, Inc.
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MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY
Charlestown Navy Yard
100 First Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02129
Telephone: (617) 242-6000
Facsimile: (617) 241-6070

Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan
PUBLIC MEETING for the
East Boston Branch Sewer Relief Project
at a meeting of the
East Boston Land Use Council
November 14, 1996
MINUTES
The meeting was called to order by Joseph Stefano, Chairman of the East
Boston Land Use Council. Mr. Stefano said that the Massachusetts Water Resources
Authority would be making a presentation to the members on the East Boston Branch
Sewer Relief Project, which is part of the Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan. He
introduced David Kubiak, CSO Program Manager, to make the presentation.
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Mr. Kubiak distributed a set of handouts (see copy, attached), which he used to
make his presentation. He said the plan is now the subject of a Draft Environmental
Impact Report and Facilities Plan (DEIRIFP), part of the state's environmental review
process. The DEIR was developed after meetings with the CSO communities, including
the Land Use Council. Mr. Kubiak introduced Vincent Ragucci, MWRA's community
liaison for East Boston, who was also on hand to answer questions.
.
This is the third time in 18 months MWRA has presented project information to
the East Boston community. The seven-volume report that was recently submitted to
the Secretary of Economic Affairs is in the Meridien St. and Orient Heights branches of
the Boston Public Library, and MWRA can furnish portions of the report to anyone
interested in reading it. Mr. Kubiak encouraged residents to comment on the report by
writing to the Secretary of Environmental Affairs with their comments. MWRA will
answer questions that arise about the projects in the Final document. Comments on
the draft are due by December 23, 1996. MWRA would like the plan to be the best
possible for the communities.
This project involves improving the East Boston sewer system that is 100 years
old in some places, fails to serve the community adequately and is too small. The
combined system overflows into the harbor in wet weather since there is not enough
capacity to carry all of the flow. The new system should last another 100 years.
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The handout package summarizes the East Boston project and addresses
construction, water quality and other impacts. Mr. Kubiak and the Project Manager,
Lise Marx, would be happy to meet with smaller groups, neighborhoods or blocks to
explain the work if people are interested in more details.
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Mr. Kubiak described the preferred alternative for the project, which is detailed in
Figure 22.4-3 of the handout. The project includes different kinds of construction,
depending on what is currently in the ground, geotechnical, environmental and
community considerations. The project includes:
- rehabilitation of the EBBS main trunk between Porter Street and the Caruso
Pumping Station;
- replacement of the existing EBBS by pipe bursting in Marginal, Jeffries and
Maverick Streets; Orleans between Marginal and Maverick Streets; Border and New
Streets between outfalls BOS009 and 01 0;
- replacement of the EBBS between the intersection of Maverick and Orleans
Streets and Porter St. with new pipe installed by microtunneling in the Conrail corridor;
-replacement of the existing sewer on Border St. between BOS010 and Condor
St. with new pipe sloped in the direction of Condor, installed by microtunneling;
- installation of new pipe along Condor, East Eagle and Chelsea Streets by
microtunneling and construction of a new junction structure adjacent to the Caruso
Pump Station.
The planners looked at many different options, including just replacing the pipes
in their current locations. The final proposal reroutes flow on a different alignment.
Flow that currently goes south along Border St. will be redirected in the opposite
direction up to Condor St., across to East Eagle St., then north to the pump station.
This redirects flow away from the tunnel area so that construction will not have to be
done in that congested area. In some places, pipes will be repaired in place, called
curing, so that the street will not have to be dug up. This rehabilitation, for example, will
take place along Bremen St. from Porter north to Eagle St.
Residents posed a couple of questions about construction and the pipes. The
first issue was the quality of street replacement planned. Mr. Kubiak said MWRA's
policy is to repave the street from curb to curb. Sidewalks and curbs will also be
replaced if they are affected by the construction. In response to another question, he
said the old pipes are not made of lead. In East Boston, they are made of brick, clay
and reinforced concrete. Cast iron was a more common composition material for pipes.
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The planning and design process will take some time, and MWRA plans to
continue to talk with the community. Mr. Kubiak said, for instance, that the location of
shafts for the microtunneling (subsurface tunneling construction) would be reviewed
with the community. The construction for this project is scheduled to take place
between 2003 and 2005.
A resident asked how construction would impact traffic flow on Border St. Mr.
Kubiak responded that traffic will be the biggest problem in that area. The report
defines the likely impacts and suggests mitigation. On occasion, traffic will be reduced
to one lane and a detail policeman will be on hand to keep traffic moving.
Mr. Kubiak explained some of the other construction technologies. Pipe bursting
will be used in some sections (see the brown line on the map, including the Maverick
St. area, part of Maverick and Jeffrey and along the Conrail corridor for a few blocks,
and on parts of Marginal and Border Sts.). This technique sends a new pipe through
the existing pipe, breaks the old pipe and pushes the soil out to allow a new pipe to be
inserted in this cavity. This procedure can only be done with smaller pipes.
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Other construction will be done through microtunneling. The contractors
construct shafts about every 400 to 800 feet or at every turn, depending on the method,
and work below surface to construct new pipe or replace old pipe. This project will
require a total of about 20 shafts over 2 % years. The shafts range in size from 10 x 20
feet to 20 x 40 feet. It takes about 2 weeks to complete construction of each shaft. The
depth of the shaft depends on the method of construction, the utilities in the area and
the geotechr1ical characteristics of the area.
A resident asked why the MWRA did not choose to use more of the Conrail rightof-way for construction. Mr. Kubiak said pipe bursting can be used within Orleans St.
This method will be faster and have less impact on the surface.
Another resident noted that the blue dotted section on the map within the Conrail
corridor might conflict with plans for the first section of the Greenway. Mr. Kubiak said
the team is trying to coordinate its plans with that project and noted that is another
useful comment on the DE JR. He explained that the minutes of this meeting and of all
the public meetings would be submitted as part of the record for the comment period.
Mary Catina said that it was difficult for citizens to know if the route being
suggested is the right one. Another speaker suggested that the route was chosen
based on ease of construction, soil types, etc., not people. Mr. Kubiak said the report
includes information on the community, on traffic impacts and the location of schools
and hospitals, on architectural issues and wetlands. MWRA has tried to take important
information about the community into account when making these proposals.

(j
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Martin Coughlin suggested that MWRA will owe the community mitigation for the
disruption being placed upon them during this construction. He suggested that a site
on Nay St. be used as a staging area, then restored as public or open space after the
project is completed. He'd like to see a commitment made to that mitigation in the Final
EIR so the community does not have to keep making the same request over the period
of time until the project moves into construction. Mr. Kubiak said it is not in the DEIR
and the possibility is still being investigated. It may be possible to make a commitment
before the final report appears.
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A woman who lives near the Caruso Pump Station said there were strong
unpleasant odors in her neighborhood when MWRA worked on the station. She asked
if similar smells will be a problem during this construction. Dennis Dougherty, from
Bryant Associates, said that this construction will take place underground. Where
rehabilitation is taking place, the contractor will go in first and clean the existing pipes.
The work moves quickly, and there are some technologies that can be used to
neutralize any potential odors, such as introducing chemicals into the sewer as the work
begins. The work on the Pump Station was different. It was above ground and
involved active sewer pipes.
Mrs. Catina asked if the project will eliminate CSOs and their odor. Mr. Kubiak
explained that the overflows cannot be completely eliminated since they could back up
into streets and homes in extreme cases. The number of overflows will be reduced in
this area to about three per year, and they will include floatables controls.
Another resident asked about new connections to the sewer line and if MWRA is
working with Boston Water and Sewer Commission (BWSC) on these issues. Mr.
Kubiak said MWRA has been meeting with BWSC for 18 months to exchange
information and cooperate on the project. Most of this work will not involve the socalled laterals that connect to homes. If there are any problems with damaged pipes or
vibrations from construction, they will be handled through MWRA's claims process. Mr.
Dougherty added that vibrations are most commonly associated with blasting or pile
driving. That kind of work is not currently anticipated in East Boston.
Another resident asked if shaft construction could cause any problems with
integrity of the foundations of adjacent homes. Mr. Dougherty said it was unlikely. The
methods of construction have been chosen to minimize such damage.
A resident asked if any archaeological surveys have been done on the areas that
involve construction. He suggested that anything found during excavation belongs to
East Boston residents. Mr. Kubiak said that was a useful comment, which he would like
to see shared with the Secretary of Environmental Affairs. The DEIR recognizes that
this might be an issue and calls for a plan to be developed in the design phase. At
present, Mass Historical Commission has control over all projects with arch~ological or
4
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historic finds.
A resident asked if rodent control will be incorporated in the construction. Mr.
Kubiak said it would be. It was even included in the limited soil boring program
conducted recently.
A resident asked if contract documents will include ways to handle odors that
might arise. Mr. Dougherty said that it can be written into the contracts, but it is not
likely to be a problem. Some odor naturally occurs with disturbed earth and it is not
necessarily caused by sewage.
A resident asked if this is the extent of the East Boston construction. Mr. Kubiak
said sewer separation is anticipated in the area near Constitution Beach, so the MWRA
will no longer need that facility after the separation is completed. The questioner said
work is needed in the Beachmont area where there are very high bacteria levels after
storms. Illegal connections in the area need to be dealt with. Mr. Kubiak said that
BWSC has been targeting this problem and may know about this area. He suggested
that she call Paul Demit at BWSC with any information she has.
A resident asked what happens to Logan Airport flow. Mr. Kubiak said it comes
into the East Boston pipes for transport to Deer Island.
In closing, Mr. Kubiak asked residents to share their comments and suggestions
formally with the Secretary of Environmental Affairs by writing to her at EOEA.

(Note -Two attendance sheets are attached, courtesy of the Land Use Council.)
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Dave Wahlstrom
Josh Young
Seth Andrew McCoy
Leon Graves
Paul Keohan
Leo Higgins
Oscar T. Brookins
Libby Blank
Paul McCaffrey
Richard Martins
Amy Hickox
Joe McHugh
Jeanne Levesque
Jean Frank
Michelle Consalvo
Diane Brown
Dennis Pultimer
Kathryn Brookins
Councilor Gareth Saunders
MauraZlody
Ginny Roach
Sam Rice

Wentworth Institute of Technology
Councillor Tom Keane's Office
Mayor's Office
Rep. Kevin Fitzgerald's Office
BWSC
Mass College of Art
4 Hillside Street
BWSC
Mass College of Art
BRA
Mass College of Art Trustee
Mission Hill Gazette
Northeastern University- 360 Huntington Ave
5 Seawall Street
Northeastern University
44 Ellingwood Street, Roxbury, MA 02120
81 Lawn Street
4 Hillside Street
635-3510
Bost. Environmental Dept. 635-4421
Camp Dresser & McKee
Stone and Webster

Lise Marx
David Kubiak
Vincent Ragucci
Brian Daly
Cheryl Breen
Greg Heath
Frank McDonough

MWRA
MWRA
MWRA
Metcalf & Eddy
Metcalf & Eddy
Metcalf & Eddy
RVA
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MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY
Charlestown Navy Yard
100 First Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02129
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Telephone: (617) 242-6000
Facsimile: (617) 241-6070

Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
AND FACILITIES PLAN
NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING
STONY BROOK

Tuesday, November 19, 1996
Mission Church
7:00P.M.
MINUTES
Lise Marx of MWRA opened the meeting at 7:10P.M. Using overheads and
maps, Ms. Marx provided an overview of what the CSO problem is, why it needs to be
solved, and how the MWRA's CSO Control Plan will impact the Mission Hill area. The
hand-out attached as part of these minutes contains the slides used by Ms. Marx in her
presentation.
Ms. Marx explained that sewer systems in Boston, Chelsea, Cambridge and
Somerville collect sanitary sewage from homes and business in the same pipes used to
collect stormwater runoff. This is called a combined sewer system. During dry
weather, when only sanitary sewage is entering the pipes, the system can handle the
flow and transport it to Deer Island for treatment.
During wet weather, the addition of stormwater overwhelms the system, and the
combined sewage and rainwater can back up and flow into the harbor and connecting
rivers through 81 active combined sewer overflows (CSOs) in four communities. This
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flow contributes to the pollution of local waters, violating federal and state water-quality
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standards.
Ms. Marx showed the audience a slide that depicted an example of a CSO.
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During dry weather, a larger pipe called an interceptor carries sanitary flow to the tunnel
to Deer Island. During large rainstorms, this pipe fills to capacity, and excess combined
stormwater and sanitary flow discharges to a receiving water. There are approximately
81 CSO discharge points to Boston Harbor and its tributary rivers.
The MWRA CSO Control Plan comprises 26 separate CSO control projects
within the four CSO communities, at a total cost of approximately $420 million. The
projects involve sewer separation, screening of floatables, the upgrade of existing
facilities, construction of consolidation/storage conduits and treatment facilities.
Ms. Marx said that CSOs have to be controlled because CSO discharges create
potential public health problems, especially near beaches and shellfish beds, which are
considered to be sensitive areas. The federal Clean Water Act lists CSOs as point
sources of pollution. The U.S. EPA CSO Control Policy requires that CSOs be
controlled to meet water quality standards and protect beneficial uses. This means that
CSOs must be eliminated in critical or sensitive areas (beaches and shellfish beds), and
controlled in other receiving waters ..
In receiving waters not considered to be critical and sensitive, the requirement is
to minimize impacts from CSOs. This means reducing CSOs to four or fewer CSO
discharges per year, on average.
MWRA and its consultant on the CSO projects, Metcalf and Eddy, submitted the
Draft Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report in October to Massachusetts
2
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Environmental Protection Aact (MEPA) Unit. The DEIR provides detailed analysis of
all of the proposed CSO projects, including the Stony Brook Conduit Disinfection and
Screening Facility. The 60-day public comment period on the DEIR and Facilities Plan
will run to December 23, 1996. The address to which public comments on the CSO
project should be sent is included in the handout. Written comments should reference
EOEA #10335, the MEPA number for the CSO project. Ms. Marx also advised the
audience of an upcoming public hearing during which the public can be heard in regard
to the DEIR to be held on December 9 at 7:30PM at Faneuil Hall.
Ms. Marx then turned to the specifics of the proposed project in the Stony Brook
area. She said that the flow from the Stony Brook system overflows into the lower
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Charles River through the MWR023 outfall, which is one of the largest untreated
overflows in the entire CSO system.
The drainage from MWR023 is a mixture of stormwater and sanitary flows.
CSOs that add sewage to the stormwater already in the system are in the downstream
part of the system. The last CSO regulator where sanitary sewage enters the system is
off Tremont Street in the Mission Hill area. This is the reason why the MWRA is looking
to site the screening and disinfection facility in the Mission Hill area, since if it is located
upstream from the final regulator, not all of the sewage entering the system will receive
disinfection.
Ms. Marx then explained that during approximately two storm events each year,
Stony Brook Conduit overflows to BOS046 into the Back Bay Fens. By locating the
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facility upstream of BOS046, there will be approximately 15 minutes of contact time with
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disinfection so that the Fens will also benefit from the proposed· facility.
Based upon criteria such as location, size of parcel, and economic factors, the
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MWRA preliminarily identified a short list of potential locations for the screening and
disinfection facility. The DEIR provides the analysis and reasons why site L2 has been
identified as the preferred site for the proposed Stony Brook Screening and Disinfection
Facility.
Ms. Marx then introduced Brian Daly of Metcalf and Eddy who provided an
overview of the engineering evaluations that were performed for those 4 sites.
Mr. Daly stated that the water quality issues relating to the
Screening/Disinfection Facility are that CSOs are a source of bacteria in the lower
Charles River and Back Bay Fens Pond, and outfall MWR023 is the largest untreated
CSO along the lower Charles River. The CSO control goal is to provide screening and
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disinfection for all storms in a typical (average) rainfall year. The flow currently
discharged untreated to outfalls MWR023 and BOS046 from the Stony Brook Conduit
will be routed to a 206 mgd peak capacity screening/disinfection facility with effluent
pumping. The flow will be treated by screening and disinfection with dechlorination.
The overall facility footprint will be approximately 25,200 square feet. In response to a
comment from the audience that the facility footprint has increased since the last
meeting. Mr. Daly said that the size requirements for the facility reflect the need for a
pumping facility at site L2. A 90 by 100 foot above grade operations building will be
constructed at site L2. Where pumping is not necessary at Site A 1, the building size
could be 80 x 80 feet.
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A member of the audience asked about the status of the Boston Water and
Sewer Commission study to separate sewers in the Mission Hill area. Ms. Marx said
that BWSC had a study underway to look at all CSOs that discharge into the Stony
Brook. The hope is that BWSC will be able to separate out enough stormwater to
reduce CSO activations at MWR023 (into the Charles River) to 4 or fewer per year.
MWRA expects BWSC to issue a draft report in December, which MWRA will have an
opportunity to review. Critical issues which will determine the feasibility of separation
as an alternative project will include cost and whether or not equivalent or better water
quality benefits can be achieved.
Another audience member asked where the dechlorination will occur once the
new facility is constructed. Mr. Daly said that it would occur at Forsythe Park within a
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below-grade·structure.
Mr. Daly then showed a slide that depicted the summary of water quality
improvements that will occur once the Stony Brook facility is built. While the number of
activations and the volume of CSO will remain unchanged, the fecal coliform content of
the water will be reduced by a factor of 99.96%, and floatable controls will be provided.
Mr. Daly then introduced Cheryl Breen of M&E, who provided an overview of the
siting criteria for the Stony Brook project. She noted that four sites were evaluated in
detail as part of the DEIR and Facilities Plan -Sites L2, G, H and A 1. The criteria that
was evaluated in the DEIR were land use, historical/archaeological, air quality, noise,
traffic, institutional impact, wetlands, geology, hazardous materials. Ms. Breen pointed
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out to the audience that the institutional and land use impacts for sites G, H and A 1
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were key in making site L2 the preferred site. ·
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In response to this point, P~ul McCaffrey, Vice President of the Massachusetts
College of Art, then made a statement, which he provided to MWRA and is included as
an attachment to these minutes. In summary, MCA opposes the CSO facility on site
L2 because this land is the only open space owned by MCA for future development.
While the space is currently used for parking, the College is planning (and has money
already earmarked for) the construction of a residence hall on this parcel. MCA also
feels strongly that they were never advised of the MWRA plans for the parcel. He said
that if the MWRA had used the same criteria regarding institutional impact to· site L2
that it had applied to the other sites, then site L2 would have been eliminated from
consideration.
Ms. Marx responded by saying that initially MWRA examined the possibility of
co-locating the proposed facility at the existing Ward Street headworks (site L 1). Due to
substantial below-grade infrastructure at L 1, which made construction infeasible, L2
was brought back into the siting process ..
Oscar Brookins said that Northeastern University is currently downsizing, and as
a result he felt that it was highly unlikely that Northeastern would be building a dormitory
at site H. He also asked about the status of site Q.
Mr. Daly said that the parcel for site Q was too narrow for the proposed facility,
which would require a footprint at least 100 feet wide.
Mr. Brookins also asked why the area on the corner of Allegheny Street and
Terrace Street was not evaluated. Mr. Kubiak said that this area was not in the initial
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study area boundary but will be looked at again.
Mr. Brookins asked if the facility is located at site L2, how will flooding that
occurs periodically in that area affect the facility. Mr. Kubiak said that the MWRA
designs facilities to be protected from 100 year storm events. He also said that the
proposed facility will not be a flood control facility, nor will it increase the amount of
flooding.
Diane Brown asked that the MWRA reevaluate site H, and suggested that
institutional issues at Site H are outweighed by residential issues at other sites.
A person who identified herself as a spokesperson for Northeastern University
took issue with Mr. Brookins statement that Northeastern is downsizing. She stated
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that the incoming classes have increased in size for the past three years, and that the
University will need to expand its student housing in the future.
Mr. Kubiak reiterated that the existing Ward Street Headworks is a major
permanent wastewater facility, and this fact contributed significantly to making site L2
the preferred site.
Mr. Daly showed the proposed layout of the facility if sited at site L2, on the
corner of Ward Street and Vancouver Street. Mr. Daly mentioned that alternative site
layouts that integrating the proposed facility into Ward Street Headworks operations
may be examined. Also, if Ward Street were eliminated as part of the BHA/Wentworth
land swap, it may be possible to consider using some of that ROW for either the facility
or for uses displaced by the facility. Mr. McCaffrey expressed concern that MCA must
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be involved in any discussions that would affect MCA land, particularly a ne~d by
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MWRA to access facilities.
Ms. Marx then provided the proposed costs to build the facility at the sites that
were evaluated. The capital cost at site L2 ($18,837,000) is the highest of all due
primarily to the length of the pipeline and also to the fact that the facility will be
constructed in the area of a former MDC pump station. Construction neat the old
foundation will be more difficult.
Ms. Marx then reviewed the project schedule. The comment period on the DEIR
and Facilities Plan will end on December 23, 1996. If new information, particularly in
regard to BWSC's sewer separation study becomes available over the next few months,
it can be considered prior to the drafting of the FEIR. It is anticipated that the Secretary
of EOEA will issue a certificate by December 30, 1996. The Final EIR is due to be
submitted before April 30, 1997, with design scheduled to start in July 1997.

(_)

Construction is scheduled to start in March 2000 with completion scheduled for March
2002.
Ms. Marx thanked all for coming and adjourned the meeting at 8:45 P.M.
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Leo Higgins
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Paul McCaffrey
Richard Mertins
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Joe McHugh
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Jean Frank
Michelle Consalvo
Diane Brown
Dennis Pultimer
Kathryn Brookins
Councilor Gareth Saunders
MauraZlody
Ginny Roach
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Wentworth Institute of Technology
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Mayor's Office
Rep. Kevin Fitzgerald's Office
BWSC
Mass College of Art
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BWSC
Mass College of Art
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Mass College of Art Trustee
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Northeastern University- 360 Huntington Ave
5 Seawall Street
Northeastern University
44 Ellingwood Street, Roxbury, MA 02120
81 Lawn Street
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635-3510
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Camp Dresser & McKee
Stone and Webster
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Frank McDonough
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Jam please to be allowed the opportunity to address this group on the concerns
of Massachusetts College of Art.
The Colleges' position, as articulated by the Board of Trustees, the President of
the College and the Chancellor of Higher Education opposes the CSO facility on
our property for the following reasons:

·---This land is the only open space owned by the College for future
development, and the loss of this potential could greatly influence our ability to
serve the students of the city and the Commonwealth.
--- We presently utilize the space for parking for our students , faculty, staff and
visitors to the College. In addition, commuter students have very large portfolios
and class projects in which a car is required to transport their educational
materials. Further, the redesign of Huntington Avenue is only going to
exacerbate the parking problem in the area.
-- The College is planning to put a residence hall on this land. We have $5
million dollars already committed to MCA for this purpose. We must provide
residence facilities for close to 200 students in order that they not compete for
housing .in the community. The College had an agreement to purchase a
residence hall from Wentworth Institute but they backed away from that
transaction and consequently we have limited options.

It is for these reasons that the. College has opposed the siting on our property.
We also feel that the process deliberately by-passed the College and other
state officials who have direct responsibility for the operation of the college
facilities. There were no communications received from the MWRA on any of
the meetings that were held. The first time that the College was notified of
MWRA's interest in the site occurred on July 24th of this year when the
President received a letter indicating that test borings would be done on the site.
There were public meetings held in December of 1995, and in June of 1996 and
we never received notification of this fact. We were told by three senior
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members of the MWRA management that Information was sent to DCPO, yet
DCPO denies that they every received any information.
This process held MCA at a distinct disadvantage and was clearly inequitable.
When others with distinct interests were allowed input the· College of Art was
allowed none. When others were allowed to explain their position on the siting,
MCA was ignored. Even after the College voiced their opposition in written
letters to the director of the MWRA, we never even received the courtesy of a
reply. After three meetings where the College explained their opposition we
heard that MWRA officials are telling community people that MCA and MWRA

will work things out. This is simply untrue and misleading.
Indeed in the draft plan the report ignores the formal written opposition from the
college.
The process has treated mea differently from and unfairly in comparison to
others. In several places, summarized in table 17.6-1, the draft report rejects
other sites, notable, h. for precisely the same reasons that impact MCA:
permanent loss of parking and incompatibility with proposed housing. It rejects g
because of negative impact on athletic facilities, yet recommends the MCA site
in spite of its being the College's only parking facility, and its only open land
available for future development.
And it recommends MCA land even though it is the most expensive alternative .
Thank you for the opportunity to address the group and to explain our position.

Paul Me Caffrey
Vice-President
Massachusetts College of Art
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MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY
Charlestown Navy Yard
100 First Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02129
Telephone: (617) 242-6000
Facsimile: (617) 241-6070

COMBINED SEWER OVERFLOW CONTROL PLAN
Briefing on the Draft Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report
American Legion Hall
Cambridge
Wednesday, November 20, 1996
MINUTES
Lise Marx, of MWRA's CSO Control Program, opened the meeting at 7:09 PM. She
thanked everyone for their attendance and introduced Che.ryl Breen and Brian Daly of Metcalf

& Eddy, the engineering consultants, and Vincent Raggucci and Dan O'Neill of MWRA Public
Affairs.

Ms. Marx gave a quick overview of CSOs and why a control program is necessary.
Although the local cities and towns own much of the area's sewer pipes, MWRA was charged
with developing a system-wide CSO control program, an effort that began in the 1980s with a
metering and monitoring program. Of the four overflows in Cambridge- CAM005, CAM007,
CAM009, and CAM011- most are fairly inactive and all discharge into the Charles River. The
goals of the control plan are to reduce frequency of outfall activations and to reduce water
quality impacts of the overflows, since CSOs violate the Clean Water Act. The Conceptual
Plan released in 1994 proposed the construction of a treatment facility for the Cambridge 005
outfall. O~er time, with greater research and technological advances, a better and more costeffective solution has been developed. While not without impacts, it-certainly has fewer
impacts than the 1994 plan.

l)
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MWRA has held public meetings periodically throughout the planning process. The
current round of meetings is important because MWRA filed a Draft Environmental Impact
Report with Massachusetts' Executive Office of Environmental Affairs. The DEIR addresses
26 projects (with a total construction cost of $420 million) proposed to eliminate and/or· reduce
the pollution from all 81 CSOs in Boston, Cambridge, Chelsea and Somerville. A 60-day
comment period began October 25 and ends December 23, 1996. Copies of the report are
available for review at local libraries and from Ms. Marx. Anyone wishing to comment on the
report should send comments to Trudy Coxe, Secretary of EOEA (address in handout). The
Final EIR will include all project meeting minutes, formal comments from citizens, and
comments from Ms. Coxe, as well as MWRA responses to all those comments. Everyone is
welcome to attend a Public Hearing December 9 at 7:30PM at Fanueil Hall, where the focus
will be overall water quality improvements rather than the specific project details presented
here.
Ms. Marx explained that the there are 26 projects in the CSO Control Plan. The
projects use a variety of solution technologies. Hydraulic relief is planned for the Mt.
Auburn/Lowell Streets area. In other areas, work will include sewer separation, upgrading
existing and constructing new treatment facilities, in-system tunnel storage conduits,
interceptor pipe repair and replacement, and repairing outfalls. All CSO Control Program
projects fall under the B~ston Harbor Project court case, so the design and construction
timelines are included as court milestones.
Of the existing 81 outfalls, MWRA will close 28; the activation rate of 46 outfalls will be
reduced to four or less annually; and seven overflow points will be allowed to activate more
than four trmes a year, but with treatment. Floatables control is necessary at all of these 53
remaining sites.

Ms. Marx turned the meeting over to Brian Daly, Metcalf & Eddy, to speak about the
project facts.

2
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Mr. Daly said that at the last meeting, the plan for controlling the Cambridge CSO called
CAM005 was to build a new screening and disinfection facility. During the study of possible
siting locations, it was discovered that the length and diameter of pipe needed to link the
outfall with any of the siting locations was so great that it would be, in effect, storing a large
volume of flow. In that case, a better solution would be to build a tunnel with the purpose of
capturing and storing flow. There were two options for this storage conduit: a tunnel five-anda~half feet

in diameter that can capture and store all but four overflows per year; or a nine-foot

diameter conduit that could capture and store all annual storm flow in a typical year. The
smaller pipe would allow four untreated overflows per year.
The new "hydraulic relief alternative" was developed from modeling flow schemes and
additional metering data. This alternative involves the replacement of some pipeline features
that are currently located within Mt. Auburn Street. The Upper Charles River receives CSO
discharges from CAM005 that contains high bacteria counts. The goal is to limit the untreated
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CSO discharges to four or fewer per year. The recommended technology is hydraulic relief
within the existing interceptors and an underflow baffle as a floatables control mechanism.
Under this alternative, 40 feet of pipe will be replaced. The existing section of pipe
ranges from 20 to 30 inches in diameter and contains two manholes. Then, 240 feet of a new
30 inch pipe will be installed parallel to an existing line in Mt. Auburn Street.

Using Fig. 28.6-14 as a guide (noting that the area marked "Parking Garage" is in fact
1010 Memorial Drive and that the scale is not wholly accurate), Mr. Daly explained where and
how the work will be performed. A small 40-foot section of new pipe will be installed between
Junction Structure No. 1 and the regulator. This will join the North Charles Metropolitan Sewer
to the regulator, allowing RE051 a relief point and reducing most of the current. number of
outfall activations. A larger (240 foot) section of 30' pipe will be placed between Junction
Structure No. 1 and the North Charles Metropolitan Sewer and parallel to the existing RCP
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pipe. Looking at the figure, it might seem logical to simply replace the existing 42" pipe with a
larger 54" diameter pipe. However, the relatively recent installation of the pipe and the
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existence of other underground utilities and the layout of the road and roadside structures
make that option impossible. The final result of installing a new 30-inch pipe in parallel with
the existing 42-inch pipe will be a pipe capacity of 54".
For the smaller pipe section, the installation method will be open cut, meaning that a
trench will be excavated with a backhoe, the pipe laid, and the hole filled. The larger section
of pipe will be installed through a process called microtunneling. In microtunneling, a shaft is
drilled down from the surface, a tunnel digging machine is lowered down, and that machine
bores the area for the pipe, parallel to and below surface level about 15 to 18 feet. The new
pipe gets pushed up into the microtunneling zone by the boring machine. The tunnel boring
machine is removed from another shaft once it reaches the end. The advantage is that it
results in minimal above-grade impacts. (see handout for more detail) Microtunneling was not
chosen for the smaller pipe section because of the tangle of existing underground utilities and
( )

the short pipe length.
The jacking pit and construction staging area will be at the Mt. Auburn/Maynard Place
intersection. One to one-and-a-half lanes of traffic will be closed. The shaft will be about 22'
by 15'. It must remain open for the duration of the work to allow for the removal of the
excavate. The receiving shaft at Mt. Auburn and Lowell Streets (at the entrance of Mt. Auburn
Hospital's parking garage) would be about 15' by 15'. The work would be timed so that this
receiving shaft would be needed just as the open cut work was finishing, so the machine could
be extracted through the open cut.
Someone asked where in the road this work would occur. Mr. Daly said that the
drawing is fairly accurate. The work will be done as close to the side of the road as possible.
It probably will not be on the sidewalk but it will probably be in the parking lane. However, for
safety reasons a portion of the sidewalk may be blocked off.
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Asked if there will be any construction beyond the boundaries of the Fig. 28.6-14 map,
Mr. Daly said that there will be zones approximately 150 feet down Mt. Auburn, which will be
used for truck loading and pipe delivery. The 42" pipe does pass under the playground;
however, that area will not be touched.
Asked about the project timeline, Mr. Daly answered that the project will take about two
or three months. Construction of the shafts would take at least a few weeks.

Microtunneling

moves about 40 feet per day, so it would take approximately two weeks for that tunnel activity,
and open cut construction moves about 10 feet per day, so that would add another two weeks.
Cheryl Breen will talk about the specific project dates.
Mr. Daly summarized the costs and water quality improvements of various alternatives
identified throughout the planning process ("Hydraulic Relief' is chosen the alternative). It is
possible to eliminate all activations in a typical year and therefore eliminate all pollutant loads
from CSOs, but only at a very high price- $17 million for tunneling or $13 million for hydraulic
( ) relief plus tunneling. The chosen alternative costs $1.8 million and results in a sixty percent
reduction of the three measured pollutants. The next least expensive option -the screening
and disinfection facility- results in a 99.98% reduction in fecal coliform, but a less than 40%
reduction in BOD and TSS\ and at a cost of $11.8 million (ten times more). So the chosen
hydraulic relief alternative results in the second-best pollution reduction for between $10 and
$16 million less than the other options, it does meet the system-wide requirement of four or
fewer activations per year, and it would lower the annual flow volume by 1.5 million gallons.
Alex Strysky asked why the screening and disinfection alternative results in fewer
activations but a higher flow volume than the hydraulic relief alternative. Mr. Daly said that the

1

BOD =biochemical oxygen demand
TSS = total suspended solids
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difference is due to the length of pipe; there would still be eight activations at the regulator, but
five of these would be from storms smaller than the pipe capacity. It is important to remember
that the outfalls are needed for flow regulation and relief- they cannot be bricked up even
with the most extensive option. In a storm event of a magnitude greater than a one year
storm, the excess flow will continue to overtop the regulator and exit the outfall untreated (but
now with floatables control).
Mr. Daly said that the area has a peculiar drainage system. Quantifying the magnitude
of storms is driven less by the total rainfall volume than by how quickly the precipitation falls.
A severe summer thunder squall may trip the regulator, but a day-long drizzle many not. A
three-month storm is about equal to one to one-and-a-half inches of precipitation within 24
hours.
Kathy Baskin asked why the hydraulic relief alternative yields a higher number of
activations but a lower volume of flow discharged. Mr. Daly said that because of the addition
of the 54" pipe, a constriction is being removed. That allows more flow to pass down to
Cottage Farm, but it also means that if the system surcharges, more flow will pass back. It is
possible to have a small discharge due to a surcharge condition in the pipe. Most of the flow
that currently overtops the regulator and enters the Charles River will now make its was down
to Cottage Farm. This solution is a tradeoff, resulting in one additional activation, but an
overall flow volume reduction of 50%. Ms. Marx added that the period of time that the
discharge point is active is very low. For all four annual activations, the total time active is only
1.3 hours.
Mr. Daly turned the meeting over to Cheryl Breen. Ms. Breen said that on a parallel
track to the engineering work, MWRA has been working on a Draft Eiwironmentallmpact
Report. While the project under discussion is no longer a screening and disinfection facility
along. the banks of the Charles, the alternative is not without impacts. The handouts include a
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(}list of categories of impacts (Community; Institutional; Natural Resources), specific impacts
within those categories, and proposed mitigation efforts. The greatest impact will b.e to traffic.
MWRA will work with the city of Cambridge to develop a traffic management plan. This
will include a police detail and perhaps limiting hours of construction to accommodate peak
usage of the hospital lot. The use of microtunneling helps to control other impacts like noise
and dust, but mitigation like dust suppressant and sound muffles will be implemented. It is
unlikely that hazardous materials will be uncovered, but if that problem did arise, the materials
would be properly collected and disposed. Fortunately, this project has very short term
construction impacts but many long-term positive benefits.

Ms. Breen mentioned that another possible impact is dewatering or a lowering of
ground water. Geotechnical borings will be performed before construction begins to identify
any issues. There will be monitoring of buildings and ground level during the work.

()

Questions raised:

• A resident asked (A) what will be done with the stormwater that falls inside the shafts and
pits; and (B) what provisions are made for using this system while the pipe is under
construction and not in service? Mr. Daly said that the construction document will include
specifications about water disposal. Most likely, it will follow standard procedure and be
collected and pumped into the sewer system. In answer to the second question, the
construction contractor will be required to have an intermediate system for flow
conveyance. This would probably be a below-grade pipe in Mt. Auburn that would bypass
the section under construction and pump from the regulator structure to the existing 42"
pipe and into the North Charles Metropolitan Sewer. There would be no loss of existing
services as a result of the construction.
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An additional impact is noise from pile driving for the access shafts. One possible
mitigation could be the stipulation t.hat these be constructed by auger rather than hammer.

•

()

The corner of Lowell Street and Mt. Auburn is a very busy intersection, as it is the first
through-street after Fresh Pond Parkway. It isn't enough to say that there will be traffic
mitigation. One must be precise about exactly what that would be. There may need to be
alternative traffic patterns. Also, neighbors are sensitive to the noise created by raindrops
and traffic on the metal plates used to cover open trench work. He asked when the
mitigation details will be worked out. Ms. Breen said much of the details are worked out in
the design stage (beginning July 1997). MWRA assumes that the city is aware of
residents' needs and will work closely with the city on these details.

•

A Lowell Street resident suggested that a neighborhood review group be created for an
additional source of feedback. Ms. Marx added that MWRA has done that for other
projects; it is a bit early to begin now, but that idea does make sense and will be

()

investigated later.
•

What happens if EPA does not approve the project alternatives? Ms. Marx said that this
plan has undergone a fairly extensive change. The situation is a bit sticky because the
court schedule includes a milestone date for a CAM005 screening and disinfection facility.
MWRA has held preliminary meetings with EPA about these and other project changes.
EPA stated that it wants MWRA to develop additional information specifically on water
quality and the comparable benefits of the projects as initially proposed and as currently
proposed. MWRA is in that process now, and has said to EPA that it is crucial to get
feedback sooner rather than later, because to meet the July 1997 court milestone, scopes
of work must be drafted and bid by January. Ms. Marx feels that this new direction will be
well received, especially with the movement toward a watershed-based approach to water
quality and pollution management. The FEIR is due in April1997; any project changes will
be reflected in that document..
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Ms. Breen added that the project change is justified because of the very small component
of receiving water pollution from CSO sources. The water body currently violates the water
quality standard even in dry weather. Spending millions of dollars to remove 100% of CSO
activations will not change the quality of the Charles River, so the new hydraulic relief
alternative is the most logical solution to the Clean Water Act's mandate that CSOs be
controlled.
Ms. Marx said that comments in support of the project change and the usefulness of a
neighborhood review committee should be submitted as a formal comment to MEPA to
back up MWRA's proposal.
•

When will the public know about EPA's decision to accept or reject these changes? Ms.
Marx said that she would like to notify the affected parties as soon as MWRA knows.
Notification could be done through a mass mailing, with an issue of the CSO Bulletin,
and/or dissemination through the city.

(_)
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Some time ago Mt. Auburn Hospital notified residents about an expansion plan scheduled
for 1996. It has not begun, nor have residents been updated on that project's status. Ms.
Marx said she is aware that a proposal was made, but though~ the timeline was 1996 1997, which is before MWRA's project would begin. She does not know where those plans
stand currently.

•

When asked if EPA approves or makes decisions all at once or for each project
individually, Ms. Marx said that she does not know the exact timeframe. The court report
submitted monthly by MWRA did mention these new projects and the rationale for them.
The response from EPA was a request to describe the benefits, a process MWRA is
working on. Often the vehicle for response is in EPA's comment to the DEIR. There is a
court schedule date for court parties to comment (by the end of December), so there will be
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some response soon. The bigger issue is not in regard to projects but in regard to overall
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water quality for all of the CSO receiving waters. September 1997 is listed as the date by
which the state must determine if the water quality compliance standard is met through the
CSO Control Plan as a whole. DEP and EPA have been involved in the process since
1992. To Ms. Marx's knowledge, no red flags have been raised to date; she does not
expect any major surprises.

•

A resident asked where the underflow baffle will be located and what impacts it will have.
Mr. Daly said that there are very few construction impacts related to that process. One or
two steel plates will be installed across the outfall below grade. It will not cause any
upstream surcharging because the flow is not impeded; it simply allows floating materials
to rise up and be retained behind the baffle. Lab modeling and simulations have been
used to date; field tests will be done. The baffles would be placed during the construction
of the new pipe/regulator connection. The resident asked what would happen if the field
trials failed. Mr. Daly said that there are other systems, including manually-cleaned bar
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screens, that could be used instead. Metcalf & Eddy did a survey of the floatables control
technologies available and chose chose based on minimal impacts.

•

Mr. Strysky asked about the Cottage Farm work. Ms. Marx said that there is an existing
screening and disinfection facility at the BU bridge/Magazine Beach area. As part of the
overall CSO Control Program, this and other existing facilities will be upgraded. These
improvements include dechlorination, which mitigates the possible harm to aquatic life from
disinfection chemicals in CSO flow. This is part of a design contract with Camp Dresser &
McKee_ to investigate reconfiguring the Cottage Farm facility and possibly construct a small
addition built into the hillside. This is in the preliminary stage, but it would not involve any
construction outside of the existing fenceline. Please notify Ms. Marx if you want to be
informed of the development of this project.

I)
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A Lowell Street resident said that she once had her soil tested; the sample was
contaminated with lead. She asked how that can be kept from washing into the river. Ms.
Marx said that the CSO communities are very developed urban areas. Lead has leached
into the soil from lead paint, from auto exhaust before gasoline was deleaded, and from a
host of other sources. Mr. Daly said that borings will be taken along the pipeline route. If
environmental contaminants are found, then a system will be implemented during
excavation that will limit open-air exposure of the. soil, which will be loaded into covered
trucks and disposed of properly. Once the pipes are connected, they will be sealed to
minimize soil infiltration.

Ms. Marx thanked everyone for coming and reminded everyone to sign in to join the
mailing list. She adjourned the meeting at 8:25 PM.
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Attendance
Gary Hall
Steve Doris
Brian Culver
Bob Walsh
Ann Meyer
Ralph Dunphy
Jack Delaney
Betsy Heald
Alex Strysky
Kathy Baskin
Fleet Hill
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Marjorie Decker
Julie Humphreys
Warren Richards
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Geoffrey Harris
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Ann Daughaday
Craig Kelley

Belmont Hill School
New England Aquarium
Harvard University Engineering Office
Winsor School
1010 Memorial Drive, Riverbend Park 02138
Cambridge Public Works
Winsor School/Hale & Dorr
Winsor School
Cambridge Conservation Commission
Charles River Watershed Association
22 Longfellow Road
DPW
Rep.-Elect Alice Wolf
2 Gibson Terrace, 02138
BB&N School
41 Gibson
20 Lowell
28 Lowell Street
Cambridge Public Works
6 St. Gerard Terrace, 02140

Cheryl Breen
Brian Daly
Lise Marx_
Vincent Raggucci ·
Dan O'Neill
Elle Thomas-Smith

Metcalf & Eddy
Metcalf & Eddy
MWRA
MWRA
MWRA
RVA, Inc.
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Charlestown Navy Yard
100 First Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02129
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Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan
Presentation on the
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT AND FACILITIES PLAN
SOUTH BOSTON COMMUNITY MEETING
MONDAY, DECEMBER 2,1996

MINUTES
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· Michael Hornbrook, MWRA Sewerage Division, opened the meeting and
explained that the meeting was being held to provide information about the MWRA's
Combined Sewer Overflow Project (CSO) to the residents of South Boston. Mr.
Hornbrook introduced Lise Marx, MWRA Sewerage Division, and Don Walker, Project
Consultant, Metcalf and Eddy. The Combined Sewer Overflow project is currently in a
public comment period. All comments offered will be sent to the Secretary of
Environmental Affairs, Trudy Coxe. Residents may also send written comments to
DEP. Information about where to send comments is included in the hand-outs.
Mr. Hornbrook introduced Lise Marx for an overview of the CSO project.
Ms. Marx explained that the sewer system in Boston, Cambridge, Somerville,
and Chelsea was designed to carry sanitary sewerage and rainfall from the streets. In
dry weather the system works fine and sanitary sewerage enters the system and is sent
to the Deer Island treatment plant for treatment. In wet weather, the addition of
stormwater overloads the system, and the combined sewerage and stormwater flow
can back up and spill over through 81 CSO outfalls that discharge throughout the
system. In South Boston there are 17 outfalls that discharge into North Dorchester
Bay, South Boston beaches, Reserved Channel and Fort Point Channel. These outfalls
are in violation of the Clean Water Act and the MWRA has been ordered to reduce the
freque.ncy and volume of CSO discharges. Of primary importan~e are the outlets that
discharge into sensitive use receiving waters, i.e. beaches and active shell fish beds.
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The MWRA submitted a Draft Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report to
the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Office for public review and comment in
October and the comment period runs until December 23. When the EIR has been
reviewed the Secretary of Environmental Affairs will issue a certificate which will lay out
issues that the MWRA must address in the Final EIR due in April, 1997. The project
1
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enters design in July, 1997 and construction on portions of the project should begin in
September, 2000.
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The MWRA is committed to providing many opportunities for public comment
throughout the life of the project. The Draft Facilities Plan/EIR is available for review in
the South Boston Public Libraries or by request from Ms. Marx. The MWRA recently
mailed a CSO bulletin to all South Boston residents to describe the projects that will
impact this community.
Ms. Marx introduced Don Walker for a presentation about the South Boston
projects.
Mr. Walker said that the proposed CSO control system in South Boston consists
of three components, the North Dorchester Bay, the Reserved Channel Conduit, and
the Reserved Channel Pumping Facility. For the North Dorchester Bay discharges, the
MWRA is proposing the construction of a 11-foot-diameter pipe to carry combined
sewage and storm flows away from South Boston beaches to a pumping facility that ·
would be located in the vicinity of East 1st Street (Reserved Channel). Flows will be
stored in the tunnel and then sent to the Deer Island treatment plant after the storm.
This system will eliminate CSO discharge at all of the seven outfalls along the beaches.
These outlets currently discharge about 9 Y2 million gallons per year.
A second eight-foot-diameter pipe will be constructed to carry combined
sewerage from the three existing Reserved Channel CSO discharges near East 1st
Street to a proposed pumping facility at the old MBTA power station. The preferred
pipe route is under East 1st Street from H Street to the power plant. A small odor
control building (approximately 35 by 35 feet) is proposed to be constructed at the end
of the conduit near the intersection of East 1st and H Streets.
A permanent pump station is proposed at the old MBTA power plant site (near
the intersection of East 1st and 0 Streets). The above-ground building will be
approximately 50 by 45 feet in size with the bulk of the pumping facility located below
ground. The pump station has been designed to handle about 566 million gallons per
day (mgd) The proximity to the proposed conduits and to Reserved Channel were
considered to be critical in evaluating alternatives sites. In addition to the building, a
discha.rge pipe will be constructed from the new pumping facility to Reserved Channel.
In most storms, the facility will pump the flow stored in the North Dorchester Bay and
Reserved Channel conduits to the Deer Island transport system. In very large storms,
the station will also pump excess flows to the Reserved Channel. The MWRA expects
that these discharges to Reserved Channel will occur approximately twice a year,
reducing CSO volume by about 80%.
The pump station will be fully automatic. Once a day MWRA staff will preform
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routine maintenance. After a rain event, the materials collected during the screening
process will be removed by an enclosed truck. The truck will enter the facility, lower the
door and load the materials. This transfer should create no odor problems.
A 10-foot diameter pipe is proposed to collect and store flow from two existing
outfalls that currently discharge into Fort Point Channel near the Gillette plant. During
most storms, flow will be stored in the conduit and then pumped (by a below-grade
pump) to Deer Island for treatment following the storm. In large storms, flows will
continue to discharge to Fort Point Channel, but this should only happen approximately
two times in a typical year. The proposed tunnel alignment is on A St. between 1st
Street and Mount Washington St.
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The North Dorchester Bay Consolidation Conduit and the Reserved Channel
Pumping Facility will be constructed at the same time. Once the North Dorchester Bay
Conduit has been completed the Reserved Channel Conduit will be started from the
same mining shaft. Most construction activities will be focused at the pumping station
and at the mining shaft. A tunnel boring machine (TBM) will be lowered into the mining
shaft and all of the excavated materials will be removed by at the shaft. There will be
large fans located at the shaft to provide ventilation to workers in the tunnel. Once the
tunnel has been mined it will be lined with concrete. Tunnel mining is a 24-hour-a-day
activity, but residents should not be impacted by noise from TBM because it will be 4050 feet below ground. The TBM will work from 7:00am until12:00 am. At night crews
will perform routine maintenance of the equipment and lay track in the tunnel. Fans at
the mining shaft will be in operation all night.
The MWRA anticipates that 36 truck trips a day will come and go for both
construction sites during a 16 week period that will be most active. Truck traffic will be
limited to eight to ten hours a day. The MWRA reviewed traffic patterns at the
intersections that would be impacted and feel that the increased truck traffic should
have minimal impact in the area. The MWRA did consider barging the excavated
materials, but due to increased cost and difficult logistic issues, trucking is the preferred
alternative.
The MWRA is reviewing options to minimize construction impacts to residents.
There will be some construction noise at the mining shaft from the fans, and trucks and
there will also be a visual impact. The MWRA is considering constructing a large wall
along East 1st St. to cut down on noise and shield the site from view. The MWRA will
also ensure that lobster men are provided access to fishing pier during construction.
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In addition to the primary work shaft on East 1st Street, approximately 10 smaller ·
drop shafts will be drilled from the surface to the tunnel to allow existing CSO pipes to
be connected to the tunnel. Construction of each shaft could take approximately one
month, but no permanent above-ground structure will be associated with the drop
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shafts. During construction there will be a large truck at the site from which a large drill
will operate. Trucks will come and go to the site to remove excavated materials. Some
of this construction will take place in the street, but the MWRA will look for ways to
reduce traffic impacts.
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Mr. Walker said that the drop shaft located behind the MDC police barracks will
be about 20 feet wide to allow the TBM to be removed and allow access to the tunnel.
There will also be an odor control facility, about 35 x 45 feet, at this site. This will be a
fenced facility with several parking spots. The odor control facility will be monitored
daily, but no chemicals will be delivered on a regular basis. The stacks will have carbon
stacks that will be replaced every two or three years.
The specific location of the conduit under Day Boulevard will be determined
during the design phase. The MWRA is aware that there a number of utility lines
running under the Boulevard and will work closely with all of the utility companies to
determine where lines are located.
Mr. Walker said that the total project cost for the South Boston System is
estimated to be $140 million and that the hand-out contains specific information about
each of the proposed sites.
A resident asked if the old brick MBTA structure at the power plant will be
demolished. Mr. Walker said the building is owned by the MBTA and will not be
demolished as part of this project.
A resident said that residents would like the MWRA to design a truck route that
will take trucks away from the residential areas. Mr. Walker said that the truck route will
be specified in the contract documents. The MWRA's resident engineers will be on site
to monitor use of truck routes, truck speed and public safety.
A resident asked why the MWRA cannot construct the tunnel starting at the
EDIC facility and run the tunnel across the Channel. Mr. Walker explained that running
a tunnel across the Reserved Channel would be more expensive because the tunnel
must be located deeper in the Channel. The MWRA will provide the community with a
cost analysis of that option.
Mr. Walker was asked if a traffic analysis was done and he said that traffic
·studies were done during the summer and the MWRA is reviewing proposed changes
to traffic routes from other agencies.
A resident asked where all of the construction crews will park. Mr. Walker said
that all workers will park at the site of the pumping station or the mining shaft. There
will be no parking on East 1st Street.
4
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A resident asked how the Reserved Channel will be flushed out to remove
bacteria after a CSO discharge. Mr. Walker said that the proposed plan reduces the
volume and frequency of CSO discharges. In a typical year BOS 76 in the Channel
discharges about 45 times a year, releasing about 68 million gallons per year. Once
construction has been completed, during a typical year it will discharge twice, releasing
about 15 million gallons per year. During Facilities Planning the MWRA had to evaluate
all of the existing CSO and their receiving water bodies. The Reserved Channel is not
a critical use area and the cost to treat all of the CSO in the area is prohibitive. The
pumping station will be designed so that a disinfection facility may be added in the
future.
A resident suggested using excavated materials to fill in the Channel. Mr.
Hornbrook said that DEP generally does not allow land filling, but the MWRA will followup on that suggestion.
A resident asked if there will be odor from the discharge that occurs twice a year.
Mr. Walker said that flows will pass through the pump station before being discharged
and will be treated to control odor. CSO discharges currently receive no treatment
before being released.
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A resident asked why the project is scheduled to take five years. He asked if all
of the projects could be started at the same time and finished faster. Mr. Walker
explained that the North Dorchester Conduit and the Reserved Channel Conduit cannot
be constructed at the same time because there will be only one mining shaft. Two
mining projects cannot work out of the same shaft. Speeding up the construction
schedule would increase construction impacts and the number of trucks to the site per
day.
A resident asked if there will be a reduction in groundwater levels at Site J. Mr.
Hornbrook said that typically the MWRA does a pre-construction survey of all abutters
homes and the MWRA will monitor the area for any settling due to construction.
A resident asked that site abutters and the MBTA be notified when the project
will impact the area in order to avoid disrupting transportation routes. Mr. Walker said
that the MWRA will address the issue of public transportation and will notify abutters
when work will be done in their neighborhood.
A resident asked if other communities will also still have active CSO discharge
outlets after construction of the new CSO system. Ms. Marx said that the MWRA has
proposed totally eliminating CSO discharges in critical use areas, this includes beaches
and fishing areas. Other communities will still have some active CSO outlets.
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A citizen asked how the CSO program will impact user rates. Mr. Hornbrook
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said that the total CSO control program will cost approximately $420 million, but the
MWRA has not prepared estimates for per household costs. These estimates will be
included in the final EIR.
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Mr. Hornbrook said that the hand-out contains specific information about each of
the proposed sites and options for mitigation. All of the comments submitted to DEP will
be evaluated and responded to by the MWRA. Mr. Hornbrook thanked those in
attendance for their comments.
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MWRA COMBINED SEWER OVERFLOWS
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT AND FACILITIES PLAN
SOUTH BOSTON COMMUNITY MEETING
MONDAY, DECEMBER 2,1996

ATTENDANCE

Name

Address

Gerald Cody
Brian Smith
Deborah Hadden
Eldon Abbot
Bill Opray
Gaury O'Brien
Mike & Jeanmarie Murphy
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925 East Second St., Apt. 8, So. Boston
925 East Second St., Apt. 8, So. Boston
One Harborside Dr., Suite 200, So. Boston, 02128
405 Cushing St., Hingham, 02043
244 Kennedy Drive, Waltham, 02148
31 0 Street, So. Boston
656 East 2nd Street & 25 Rosemont Rd., N Weymouth,
02191
Senator Lynch's Office, Rm 520, State House, Boston
Nick Zaferakis
48 Inman St., Cambridge
Doug Herberich
77 Farragut Rd.
Ellen Concannan
621 E. Second St.
Tom Cooney
120 Marine Rd, So. Boston, 02127
Bronis Kontrium
62 Hartshon St., Roxbury
Emile Hemway
Mr & Mrs. Joseph Maher 602 E. Second St.
245 Summer St.
Greg Sankey
245 Summer St.
Andy Mills
14 Acadia St., So. Boston
AI Rocha
62 G St., So. Boston
Jack Hart
666 E. Sixth St., So. Boston
Steve John
BWSC, 425 Summer St, Boston
PauiKeohan
543 East 1st Street, So. Boston
Laura Connolly
Rm 805 City Hall, Boston
Ken Fields
Room 805 City Hall, Boston
Lorraine Downey
Mary Kelly
·
Regina Villa Associates, 145 Tremont St., Boston
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MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY
Charlestown Navy Yard
100 First Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02129
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Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan

Telephone: (617) 242-6000
Facsimile: (617) 241-6070

COMMUNITY MEETING
FOR THE
Fort Point Channel Storage Conduit
Children's Museum
December 4, 1996

MINUTES

Lise Marx, CSO Project Manager, opened the meeting and thanked the
audience for coming to hear a presentation on the Fort Point Channel Storage Conduit. ·
This project is part of the CSO Draft Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report,
currently the subject of review and comment as part of the MEPA process
(Massachusetts Environmental Protection Agency Act). Ms. Marx introduced Don
Walker and Cheryl Breen from Metcalf & Eddy, MWRA's consulting engineers.
Ms. Marx gave a description of how combined sewers work (using diagrams on
an overhead projector). She noted that CSOs currently contribute to violations of state
water quality standards. The CSO control plan aims to end or reduce their pollution
through a variety of construction projects that include sewer separation, interceptor
relief, tunneling projects and treatment facilities.
Fort Port Channel

There are a number of combined sewer overflows along Fort Point Channel.
Most are fairly inactive and will meet state standards since they discharge on average
less than four times a year. Three other outlets provide most of the flow that
discharges into the channel.
BOS070 overflows about 70 to 75 times a year at the upstream end of the
channel. As proposed in the DEIR, these flows will be sent to a new facility to be
constructed adjacent to the Union Park Pump Station in the South End for detention
and treatment.
Two other overflows - 80S072 and 80S073 - discharge about 23 times a year
into Fort Point Channel. 80S073 overflows at the end of Mt. Washington Ave. and
BOS072 at Dorchester Ave. The plan calls for construction of an underground storage
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conduit to hold these flows in wet weather, then pump them to the Deer Island
Treatment Plant from a pumpout facility at the intersection of A St. and 2nd Ave.
The CSO Draft Facilities Plan and Environmental Impact Report (DFP/EIR) has
been released for review and comment. The comment period extends until December
23. During this period, MWRA has been conducting meetings in all of the CSO
communities with the goal of providing a project overview that will help residents
prepare their comments on the plan. The handout contains information on how to write
to the Secretary of Environmental Affairs. The Secretary's Certificate is expected at the
end of December, 1996, with the Final FP/EIR due in April 1997. Design of this project
is scheduled to begin in July 2002, and construction in March 2005. The Certificate will
lay out the issues MWRA needs to address in the final report, and MWRA expects to
answer questions and address issues raised in the DEIR comment letters.
The entire seven-volume report is available in 22 library repositories throughout
the region. MWRA mailed a flyer to all South Boston residents on the project, which
should be arriving over the next week.
Ms. Marx introduced Don Walker from Metcalf & Eddy for an update on
construction alternatives for the Fort Point Channel project.
Mr. Walker summarized the main details of the proposal. A 1,200 foot storage
tunnel will be built beneath A St. from Mt. Washington Ave. to 2nd Ave. During wet
weather, flows will be diverted by a regulator in to this tunnel instead of overflowing into
Fort Point Channel, except for about twice a year, when the storms are larger and the
tunnel cannot capture all of the flow. (The overflows will be preserved since the only
alternative way for extra flow to escape would be through manholes into the streets or
back into homes and businesses.)
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BOS072 relieves high flows in the South Boston interceptor. To implement this
project, MWRA proposes to build a new relief structure near the intersection of A St.
and 2nd Ave. (RE072-3 on the figure in the handout). The weir (wall that sets the level
for the overflows) will be raised to reduce the activations. A new manhole at the new
regulator will include a side outlet to permit flow to enter the storage conduit when flow
in the regulator reaches an established depth.
A pumpout facility at the same location will be used after the wet weather has
peaked to pump flow in the tunnel to Deer Island for treatment. An odor control facility
will be included at this end of the tunnel. This is a change from the earlier version of
this proposal, which placed the facility at the Mt. Washington Ave. end of the tunnel.
Now it will be further from residences. When the tunnel fills, air is pushed out that can
contain naturally occurring odors from sewage. The facility will use carbon filters to
treat the air as these rain events begin.
2
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Mr. Walker presented some summary information about the project. CSOs are
the predominant source of fecal coliform bacteria and oxygen depleting material in Fort
Point Channel. In the typical year, this program will result in a 75 percent reduction in
the overall discharge volume from both overflows. Discharges will be reduced to four or
less per year. Underflow baffles will be installed at the two existing regulators and the
new one to screen floatables from the flow when they do discharge. These solids can
be returned to the interceptor for treatment. The estimated capital cost of this project is
$16 million.
Mr. Walker described the tunneling construction process, which will begin from a
shaft near the intersection of A St. and 2nd Ave., actually on Yard Way. A tunnel boring
machine (TBM) will be used to drill under A St. to Mt. Washington Ave., where the
machine will be disassembled and removed from a second shaft. The final form of the
tunneling has not been determined. It is likely to be a TBM followed by a form of lining,
or a TBM followed by tunnel jacking, which pushes large segments of pipe into the
excavation. Up to two additional shafts will be required, depending on the method
chosen. It is possible that the shaft(s) can be off-street, in parking lots, or to one side of
the street.
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In response to a question, Mr. Walker said there would be little difference in
noise between the two tunneling options. Pipe jacking is a hydraulic process, not a
hammering process.
The main tunneling shaft would be about 20 x 25 feet and MWRA hopes to be
able to place the shaft in an open lot. There is some flexibility on the location of the
second shaft, but the tunneling needs to go in a straight line. Eldon Abbott, Parsons
Brinckerhoff, said the design team would probably try to design the tunnel without
shafts, giving the contractor the option to use them if necessary. It's possible that one
or no extra shafts may suffice.
The new regulator will require installation of a manhole and a short pipe will bee
constructed to link up to the diversion structure. This street work could be done at night
to limit traffic impacts.
Mr. Walker used a section view of the activities at the mining shaft to show how
excavate would be removed from the primary shaft at A St. and Yard Way. The rock or
excavate would be put in carts, then hauled to the surface for removal. Designated
truck routes and a traffic management plan would be part of the design work.
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Residents pointed out that there might be a midpoint access street to the Haul
Rd. by that time, making it possible for trucks removing excavate to avoid local streets.
The street is currently envisioned between W. 2nd and Broadway. They encouraged
MWRA to investigate this possibility and to go anywhere but up A St.
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Mr. Walker continued to present construction information. He said some kind of
ventilation fans will be required at the top of the main shaft to provide air for the
workers. There will be some noise buffering required for these fans.
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In response to a question, Mr. Walker estimated the length of tunneling
construction at about 5 weeks, based on a production rate of 60 feet a day and no
major obstacles. MWRA is aware that the Central Artery will be working in A St. until
about 2001. The Authority is likely to be working in A St. shortly afterwards.
Lise Marx said the schedule remains a subject for discussion with residents. The
current schedule for construction is approximately March 2005 to 2007. That plan limits
A St. to one set of project impacts at a time, but lengthens the period of time when
residents will have to be dealing with construction.
Mr. Walker described the operations that will take place in the dewatering pump
station/odor control facility. These below-ground facilities will have surface access with
from a small structure containing a stairwell and equipment hatch. The odor control
equipment will be automated and will probably use carbon filters, which need to be
replaced every two to three years. No chemicals will be delivered to the facility.
The equipment is designed to turn on automatically and its operations- or failure
to operate - register at an MWRA facility that is staffed around the clock. If the pumps
were to fail and operations staff did not reach the building in time, the result would be
an overflow through the existing CSO outfalls.
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Libby Blank, Boston Water & Sewer Commission, asked how long it would take
to dewater the tunnel after a storm. Mr. Walker said the pumps would be sized to
complete the job in about a day. More powerful pumps could be installed, but
interceptor capacity is an issue since flow will also be sent from South Boston to Deer
Island through the same interceptor.
Mr. Walker said the drop shaft at Mt. Washington Ave. will be about 20 feet in
diameter. It will be constructed at the beginning of project work, then plated until the
TBM arrives. The completed shaft will have an equipment hatch at grade.
Mr. Walker summarized some of the environmental impacts identified in the
DEIR. They include potential traffic on A St. affected by the construction; trucks that
will need to come to the site to haul away excavate (peaking at 16-18 trips a day when
mining is at full strength); and impacts that might result if a shaft has to be positioned in
the street. The traffic plan will address these issues.
A resident asked if the MWRA has taken any additional borings to confirm the
rock conditions at the site. Mr. Walker said four new borings were completed on A St.,
4
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along with a geophysical survey of the top of the rock. A number of borings were also
taken for the Central Artery project, and they are available. A fair amount of information
has been gathered for this level of design.
Hours of operation were also discussed for construction. Tunnel construction is
typically a 24-hour operation: about 16 hours of excavation and 8 hours of maintenance
and work on the TBM and other systems. Muck excavation at the surface is not a 24hour operation and the design process can be used to control some of these issues.
Other than trucks, Mr. Walker indicated that the visible signs of construction will
be a crane and the ventilation fans for the primary construction shaft, and only
occasional activity and the TBM removal for the Mt. Washington Ave. shaft.
Summary
Lise Marx said this stage of the project includes preliminary design information,
and the Authority intends to keep talking to the community as the detailed design is
developed. Issues related to shafts, traffic, etc., will remain subjects of discussion.

C)

Libby Blank asked for a rough breakdown of the project costs. Mr. Walker said
land costs are a very small portion of the project, with other costs for the conduit
construction, the pumping and dewatering facility and the baffles totaling about $13
million. Theremainder is evenly divided between the general contractor (25%) and the
engineering and construction management (25%).
Ms. Marx reminded everyone of the parameters of the comment period, and the
meeting was adjourned at approximately 9 PM.
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COMMUNITY MEETING
FOR THE
Fort Point Channel Storage Conduit
Children's Museum
December 4, 1996
ATIENDANCE
Tolman Manufacturing & Supply
James M. Langan, Jr.
Libby Blank
Sam Rice
Richard Mertins
Maura Zlody
Jane Deutsch
Becky Dwyer
Rep. Elect Jack Hart

61 Dorchester Ave., S. Boston, 02127
40 Broad St., Boston 02109
Boston Water & Sewer
Stone & Webster

Lise Marx
Don Walker
Cheryl Breen
Eldon Abbott
Nancy Farrell

MWRA

BRA
Boston Environment Dept., City Hall, 805
249 A St. Coop, Boston 02210
249 A St. Coop, Boston 02210

Metcalf & Eddy
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Parsons Brinckerhoff
Regina Villa Associates
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MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY
Charlestown Navy Yard
100 First Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02129
Telephone: (617) 242-6000
Facsimile: (617) 241-6070

Combined Sewer Overflow 'Control Plan
Briefing on the
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
AND FACILITIES PLAN
ALEWIFE BROOK/MYSTIC RIVER
POWERHOUSE SCHOOL
Somerville
MONDAY, DECEMBER 16,1996
MINUTES
Lise Marx of the MWRA opened the meeting at 7:10 PM. Ms. Marx introduced
David Kubiak, MWRA's Senior Program Manager for the CSO control program, and
( )

Don Walker and Dan Donahue of Metcalf and Eddy, consultants on the CSO program.
Using overheads and maps, Ms. Marx provided an overview of what the CSO
problem is, why it needs to be solved, and how the MWRA's CSO Control Plan will
impact the Mystic River and Alewife Brook area. The handout attached as part of these
minutes contains hard copies of some of the slides Ms. Marx used in her presentation.
Ms. Marx explained that sewer systems in Boston, Chelsea,·cambridge and
Somerville collect sanitary sewage from homes and business in the same pipes used to
collect stormwater runoff. This is called a combined sewer system. During dry
weather, when only sanitary sewage is entering the pipes, the system can handle the
flow and transport it to Deer Island for treatment.
During wet weather, the addition of stormwater overwhelms the system, and the
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combined sewage and rainwater can back up and flow into the harbor and connecting
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rivers through 81 active combined sewer overflows (CSOs) in four communities. This
flow contributes to the pollution of local waters, violating federal and state water-quality
standards.
Ms. Marx showed the audience a slide that depicted an example of a CSO.
During dry weather, a larger pipe called an interceptor carries sanitary flow to the tunnel
to Deer Island. During large rainstorms, this pipe fills to capacity, and excess combined
stormwater and sanitary flow discharges to a receiving water. There are approximately
81 CSO discharge points to Boston Harbor and its tributary rivers.
The MWRA CSO Control Plan comprises 26 separate CSO control projects
within the four CSO communities, at a total cost of approximately $400 million. The
projects involve sewer separation, screening of floatables, the upgrade of existing
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facilities, construction of consolidation/storage conduits and treatment facilities.
Ms. Marx said that CSOs have to be controlled because CSO discharges create
potential public health problems, especially near beaches and shellfish beds, which are
considered to be sensitive areas. The federal Clean Water Act lists CSOs as point
sources of pollution. The U.S. EPA CSO Control Policy requires that CSOs be
controlled to meet water quality standards and protect beneficial uses. This means that
CSOs must be eliminated in critical or sensitive areas (beaches and shellfish beds}, and
controlled in other receiving waters ..
In receiving waters not considered to be critical and sensitive, the requirement is
to minimize impacts from CSOs. This means reducing CSOs to four or fewer CSO
2
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discharges per year, on average.
MWRA and its consultant on the CSO projects, Metcalf and Eddy, submitted the
Draft Facilities Plan and Environmental Report in October to MEPA. The DEIR
provides detailed analysis of all of the proposed CSO projects. The 60-day public
comment period on the DEIR and Facilities Plan will run to December 23, 1996. The
address to which public comments on the CSO project should be sent is included in the
handout. It is anticipated that EOEA will issue a certificate by December 30.
Ms. Marx then turned to the specifics of the current status of the site assessment
for the Alewife Brook/Mystic River area. She noted that the baffle manhole separation
work in Somerville is complete. Cambridge sewer separation work is scheduled to
begin in July 1998. As part of the CSO control plan, MWRA must request that the state
approve a change in water quality standards for the Mystic River and Alewife Brook.
The state must make its decision on this request by September 1997, and will use data
compiled in the DEIR in making that decision. Ms. Marx noted that a public meeting will
be held by DEP in the future regarding water quality issues.
Ms. Marx introduced Don Walker, who discussed water quality issues. He began
by reviewing evaluations conducted for the 1994 Conceptual Plan. He noted that there
are 6 CSO outfalls going into Alewife Brook from Cambridge, and 6 CSO outfalls from
Somerville. There are two MWRA interceptors, the Alewife Brook Conduit and the
Alewife Branch sewer. They run parallel to each other and parallel to Alewife Brook to
the Alewife Pumping Station. In dry weather, the flow is pumped up into the north
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metropolitan system, and winds up at Deer Island for treatment.
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There are 3 CSO outfalls into the Upper Mystic River- SOM006, SOM007 and
SOM007A. The Somerville Branch Sewer is the relevant interceptor for these flows.
The dry weather flow also is pumped by the north metropolitan system and also winds
up at Deer Island for treatment.
Mr. Walker said that the CSO Conceptual Plan Evaluation consisted of several
phases. The first step was the identification of low budget projects with immediate
benefits that would be simple to implement. These projects were called System
Optimization Plans (SOPS), involving minor modifications to the regulator structures
resulting in slight reductions in the CSO volume. The implementation of SOPS resulted
in some reduction in overflow and resulted in the elimination of SOM002-003. The
SOPS have been completed in both Cambridge and Somerville.
Taking into account the improvements made as a result of SOPS, the next
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question was what steps can be taken to control CSOs into the Alewife Brook. Along
the Alewife Brook are a series of outfalls that are within a reasonable area of each
other. A range of control levels was evaluated with regard to the benefits derived from
implementing the controls versus the costs incurred. CSO elimination would require
sewer separation. The control level would cost in the area of $50 million, and the
benefits of this level of control are not significant enough to justify this cost. One
alternative to eliminating CSOs is capturing the flows in a central location for treatment
or storage. This would require the construction of a consolidation conduit for
conveyance to a storage container. Another alternative would be to oversize the
conduit to allow it to store the flows. The costs of these alternatives range from $26 4
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$60 million, and the benefits to water quality would not be significant enough to validate
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these costs. The third option is to selectively separate sewers at outfall locations where
rainfall generates overflows. This alternative would take a significant amount of
stormwater flow out of the Alewife Brook Conduit and the Alewife Brook Branch Sewer,
and would also reduce activations at other locations. It was determined that if
separation occurred upstream of CAM002 and CAM004, activation frequency in the
Alewife Brook outfalls would be reduced to four or fewer each year.
The approximate cost of separating these outfalls in Cambridge and Somerville
was $12 million, approximately one-half of the cost of the next cheapest alternative, a

...
storage conduit.

()

Mr. Walker said that upstream of SOM001 and SOM004 the tributary system is
separated pipes. There is a single man-hole for both pipes, with some sort of pipe or
barrier separating the pipes. However, those barriers have deteriorated over the years.
Therefore, the manholes must be checked to determine the condition of the barrier. In
those manholes where there is an opportunity for the flows to mix, a second manhole
must be constructed. This is called baffle-manhole separation.
Upstream of CAM002 and CAM004, there are single pipe areas that will require
more involved pipe work, requiring traditional construction methods. The general area
where this work is proposed is from Massachusetts Ave. to Porter Square.
A member of the audience asked Mr. Walker what the nature is of the separation

~-J

in the two areas - is it sanitary separation, storm separation or a mix. Mr.

5

W~lker said

that it is a mix. Some areas will require a new sanitary drain and the old pipe will then

()

become a storm drain.
An audience member asked where stormwater goes downstream from CAM004.
Mr. Walker said that the regulator is in the circle on Concord Avenue, and there is an
outfall pipe behind the Ground Round that runs up the T station and comes out into a
small channel feeding the Alewife Brook. There could be a blockage in that line that
needs to be investigated.
An audience member asked if Mr. Walker would explain how CAM401 flows. Mr.
Walker said that the regulator is at Sheridan Street, with the outfall pipe running parallel
to the railroad tracks and ties into the outfall pipe for CAM004 near the Alewife T
station.
An audience member asked if CAM401 carries stormwater. Mr. Walker said that
there is a separate storm drain that runs along Concord Avenue that flows into the
outfall.
The manhole separation work has been completed in Somerville, and Mr. Walker
referred the audience to the figures in the handout, which more particularly show where
the work was performed.
Mr. Walker then turned to a discussion of water quality issues. It is important to
understand what pollutants are causing non-attainment of water quality standards,
where those pollutants are originating and in what proportions these were key elements
of the master planning evaluation process. A model of the sewer system was used to
help predict volumes of flow of both combined sewage and stormwater into the
6
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receiving waters. Sampling studies were conducted on the concentration of pollutants.
This allowed the consultants to determine the boundary conditions.
Using charts that are part of the handout, Mr. Walker explained that these
studies enabled the consultants to determine future planned flows and loads during
various sized storm events and the impacts on both the Alewife Brook and Mystic River.
A questioner asked if there are always four 3-month storms each year, and if one
of these is considered to be a one-year storm. Mr. Kubiak said that the reference to 3month and 1-year storms is based on statistical averages. Mr. Walker said that it is
possible to have seven or more 3-month storms in a year. He also pointed out that the
occurrence of a 3-month storm will not mean that a particular CSO activates, since

()

there are CSOs that never activate.
Mr. Kubiak said that the goal is to control CSOs so that there will be 4 or fewer
CSO activations per year. Lise Marx added that they analyzed 40 years of storm
records to arrive at what constitutes a typical rainfall year.
Mr. Walker then used a series of charts, derived from a receiving water model,
that depict Alewife/Mystic Fecal Coliform Profiles for 3-month storms under future
planned conditions from all sources, and with no CSO loads. These data are very
useful ~o determine how the flow and pollutants are carried downstream and how they
impact water quality.
To summarize the findings, during both wet weather and dry weather conditions,
the Alewife Brook fails to meet the boating water quality standard. During wet weather,

C__j

the Mystic River fails to meet the swimming standard, but meets it during dry weather
7

conditions. It appears from these data that the Alewife Brook is the major pollutant
culprit.
Mr. Walker then showed a slide that depicted the Alewife/Mystic Fecal Coliform
profiles with no CSO loads, and there is no measurable difference. This is due to the
fact that other sources of pollutants are so overwhelming that complete elimination of
the CSOs has no measurable affect. Mr. Kubiak said that there could be leaking
municipal sewer systems, old septic systems or illegal tie-ins to storm drains causing
the pollution. He said that there are local programs in both Somerville and Cambridge
to combat these problems.
Mr. Walker said that the recommended plan for Alewife Brook is to separate
CAM002 and CAM004 and SOM001 and SOM004. The separation of SOM001 and
SOM004 involves just separating manholes, and will not result in any additional
stormwater getting into Alewife Brook. He showed a chart that depicted the impact of
the implementation of these recommended plan.s on fecal coliform levels during a 3
month storm on the Alewife Brook. Again, there is no measurable difference.
A questioner in the audience asked how fecal coliform could enter the system
from storm drains. Mr. Walker said that animal matter contributes to the levels, plus
there could be illegal connections to the storm drains.
An audience member asked if it is possible to determine whether fecal coliform is
from humans or animals. Mr. Walker said that such tests can be done, but they are
very expensive. Simple analysis of fecal coliform levels is used as a determinant as to
whether beaches should be closed because it is fast and effective.
8
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Mr. Walker's next series of slides depicted the amount of dissolved oxygen
resulting during the 3-morith storm. Water can hold a certain amount of oxygen, and for
a healthy, fast-moving stream, the oxygen level will generally be at saturation level. In
a slow-moving stream, with a lot of organic material in it, the bacteria may be
consuming the oxygen and could even deplete the oxygen, creating an oxygen deficit.
This can make it more difficult for various species of aquatic life.
The oxygen concentrate in the Alewife Brook should not go below 5 milligrams
per liter, so that fish in the water can breath. For the conditions in the Alewife Brook,
the saturation levels should be approximately 8.5 milligrams per liter.
The charts show that in the Alewife, during dry weather, the deficit is well up over

(_)

4 milligrams per liter. This means that there are not sufficient levels of dissolved
oxygen during dry weather. In the Mystic River during dry weather conditions, there is
sufficient dissolved oxygen.
During wet weather conditions, the dissolved oxygen concentrations in the
Alewife initially increase, but then decreases. In the Mystic River, the DO deficit drops
back for 26 days following the storm, but then DO increases to meet the standards.
The next chart showed the impact on the DO levels if the CSOs were completely
eliminated. Again, there is no change on DO levels. With the implementation of the
recommended plan, there is also no measurable change in the DO levels. The charts
show that there is no reason to take a costly alternative.
Mr. Walker then turned to a discussion of what is the appropriate water quality

U

standard for the Alewife Brook. Currently the Brook is classified Class B Warm Water
9

Fishery. Some of the alternatives are:
s-eso Standard - designates a receiving water segment where greater level of

CSO control is not feasible and remaining CSO overflow events have been
determined to have a minimal impact so that was are met most (95%) of the
time. This assumes that non-CSO pollutants can be controlled.
Variance- allows, through a NPDES permit, a temporary modification of was
for certain discharge points into a receiving water segment without changing its
classification. Allows phased approach with interim control measures, additional
data gathering, or implementation of control measures for other sources, where it
is believed

was may ultimately be attained. This variance would be reviewed on

a regular basis.
Partial Use Designation - amends classification of a receiving water segment to

()

recognize that was for designated uses occasionally can not be met, but are
met most (75%-95%) of the time. This option is not being considered for the
Alewife Brook.
Reclassification as C or SC - reclassifies a receiving water segment where
designated uses cannot be met on a permanent and constant basis for the
foreseeable future. This option is also not being consid~red for the Alewife
Brook.

Mr. Kubiak said that the water quality regulations were revised one year ago,
reflecting the recognition that CSOs cannot be eliminated nationwide without spending

10
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billions of dollars. Somehow a compromise must be reached.
A member of the audience asked if changing the water quality standard for the
Alewife Brook to 8-CSO will allow for another relief point off the sewer system to be
constructed. Mr. Kubiak said that this would be considered backsliding, which is
prohibited by the regulations. However, it is possible that separate sewer overflows
(SSOs) could be reclassified as CSOs.
A member of the audience asked if a reclassification of the Mystic River to 8CSO standard would apply to the entire river or just to portions of it. Mr. Kubiak said
that DEP divides the water bodies into segments, and each segment receives a
designation.

()

Ms. Marx added that the MWRA was surprised by how other sources of
pollutants dwarfed the CSO contributions to pollution of water bodies. DEP is currently
looking at restructuring to implement a watershed-based approach for its regulatory
decision making.
A member of the audience asked how much bacteria is normally found in a liter
of water. Mr. Walker said that in combined sewage, which i~ a mixture of raw sewage,
you would find average concentrations of 500,000 bacteria in every 100 milliliters.
A member of the audience asked when the Mystic River can be swimmable. Mr.
Walker said that if the recommended plan is completed, then the river would still not be
swimmable without control of the non-CSO pollutants. In the Mystic River, the
stormwater issue needs to be addressed. Areas near the Amelia Earhart Dam are

("'--_)

swimmable now.
11

Mr. Walker reminded the audience that, because of the other, non-CSO sources
of pollution, the implementation of the CSO plan will not bring the Mystic River water
quality up to Class B designation.
Mr. Kubiak said that there is no true watershed-based approach to pollution of
receiving waters. If such a plan did exist, then the money going into CSO control would
probably be directed toward redediating other pollution sources; however, the current
regulations require that CSOs must be remediated. Mr. Kubiak said that the MWRA
has been making the case to regulatory agencies for several years that it does not
make sense to spend millions of water for CSO control and still see little change in the
water quality of the receiving waters. . .
......

A member of the audience asked what other efforts are underway to cleaning up
the non-CSO pollutant sources. Ms. Marx said that there are local efforts underway to
find discharge sources and to eliminate them. Mr. Kubiak said that the state has just
started developing a watershed-based regulatory framework.
A member of the audience asked if the data used in the modeling could be
erroneous. ·Mr. Walker said that the average concentrations of pollutants were derived
from testing that the consultants and other groups have done. The model used to
predict CSO volume and discharges was developed using actual metering data
gathered during more than 60 storms in 1992. The data were also calibrated to make
the model as accurate as feasible. For the receiving water model, sampling was done
to provide calibration. Mr. Walker feels that the models are based on accurate data.
A member of the audience asked if the CSO control program will impact land use
12

()

controls. If a developer wished to build a 12-story condo in the Alewife area, would
they be required to connect to a sanitary sewer: Mr. Kubiak says that MWRA allows
storrnwater into its system within CSO areas. The impacted municipality has the final
say on whether it is feasible to discharge stormwater into the MWRA system. MWRA
will accept the flow if it is a CSO community. Some communities may require
developers to install a separate storm system.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:50P.M.
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TRANSCRIPT OF PUBLIC HEARING ON DEIR
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1

l\.1R. DAVID KUBIAK: I think we are all set to get started. I want to

2

welcome all of you to this public hearing tonight on the MWRA's Combined

3

Sewer Overflow Control Plan. I see a lot of familiar faces out there, people

4

who have been working with us for many years on this project and I also see a

5

lot of new faces as well and that's great. That is great for the process.

6

FROM THE AUDIENCE: They can't hear you back there.

7

FROM THE AUDIENCE: You are echoing.

8

l\.1R. KUBIAK: Is that better?

9

FROM THE AUDIENCE: Yes.

(~)

l\.1R. KUBIAK: Again, I want to welcome all of you to this public hearing

11

tonight on the MWRA's combined sewer overflow control plan; but before I get

12

started, it seems very fitting in this great public meeting hall and a public

13

participation forum such as this one to say a few words about our good friend

14

and colleague Lydia Goodhue who passed away last Friday.

15

Lydia has served in the last two years as the President of the Technical

16

Advisory Committee, the Chairman of the Technical Advisory Committee for

17

the CSO plan. She and the committee met once a mop.th for the last two years

18

to follow our progress and make sure that we were doing what was in the best

19.

interests of the rate payer and the public as a whole and the environment.

u
20

Lydia was also involved in many other MWRA projects for over 20 years and

4

()
1

there will be over the next couple of months many other remembrances and
~

2

testimonies to her. She was equally an advocate for the rate payer, for the

3

environment and for common sense and we will miss her leadership, her smile,

4

the look she would give me and her friendship.

5

Okay. Tonight1S public hearing I wanted to give it a perspective relative to

6

all of the other public participation efforts that we have conducted over the last

7

few weeks and indeed over the last two years. Tonight is a hearing. It is

8

different than the public meetings we1ve held. At the public meetings we have

9

spoken to specific interest groups whether they be neighborhoods where we

10

tried to locate our facilities or environmental groups or rate payer advocates;

11

and we have held those meetings as informational sessions, sharing information

12

back and forth. W e1ve made detailed presentations and we1ve answered

13

detailed questions at those meetings. Those meetings actually have been going

14

on for a few years. Recently we held eight meetings in the neighborhoods. We

15

will continue to hold meetings for the rest of this environmental review process

16

and in fact meetings will go on during design and construction as well.

17

Tonight1s hearing though is an opportunity for people to provide testimony,

18

to provide comment in a public forum. Everyone has the opportunity to submit

19

written comments to the Authority and written comments to the Secretary of

20

the Environment by December 25 for the Draft Environmental Impact Report,

l)
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1

but those written comments, even though they are public documents, they don•t

2

really become public until the FEIR., the Final EIR is printed and those

3

comments and the responses to those comments are printed in that document.

4

But here is an opportunity to let the public know how you feel about this

5

project, whether you are in support of it or whether you have concerns about it

6

and it is also to get those comments into the public record.

7

The transcript of tonight•s public hearing will be submitted to the Secretary

8

of Environmental Affairs and that transcript will be given just as much weight,

9

the comments in the transcript will be given just as much weight as any written

()

comments that are s~bmitted to the Secretary. The transcript of this hearing

11

will be printed in the Final EIR report along with our responses to the issues

12

that are going to be raised tonight.

13

Okay. If anyone has -- I don•t want to limit anything that anyone has to

14

say. If you have testimony.and if you have concerns, even if you have

15

questions that you would like to get into the public record, please feel free to

16

come up when we open the mike to the audience. If you have questions that

17

you would like us to answer tonight, please approach :us after the close of the

18

hearing or at least at the end of the testimony and we will answer questions on

19

an individual basis.

20

u

Tonight we are prepared to discuss the Draft Sewer Plan, the Draft EIR

6

n
1

Report that was submitted to l\1EP A on October 15th. It is a culmination of

2

approximately two years of detailed planning and engineering work that builds

3

on a recommended CSO control plan that was developed back in 1994.

4

The purpose of the Draft Facilities Plan EIR is first and foremost to

5

comply with national and state CSO policy which requires a facilities plan. We

6

must bring the Boston area into compliance with the Clean Water Act in part by

7

controlling CSOs in accordance with the state and national policy and those

8

policies require that we submit a facilities plan.

9

Now, because the recommended plan is a very large and complicated

10

project, we will certainly have impacts on neighborhoods, we also have to

11

prepare an Environmental Impact Report in accordance with :MEPA

12

regulations. Also, this project is the subject ofDEP reviews pursuant to

13

revolving loan funding and sewer connection permits, state permits for large

14

waste water projects and a Facilities Plan is required for that as well.

15

The schedule for submission of these documents is established in the court

16

order. All of our CSO activities since 1987 have been subject to a federal court

17

order and milestones in the court•s schedule.

18

The document that was recently submitted and is now being reviewed by

19

the public is one of a few that we prepared over the last few years and the

20

recent document references those qthers. The first two, the 1994 Water Quality

7
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1

Baseline Assessment and the 1949 CSO Conceptual Plan were developed by

2

the Authority to come up with the whole concept of the projects that would be

3

evaluated in more detail; and the information in those plans are important to

4

demonstrate, to justify actually, the CSO recommendations that we are putting

5

forward and that is .why numerous references to those first two documents are

6

made in the Facilities Plan EIR.

7

Those documents haven1t been available to the public for some time and

8

they remain available to the public; and if there is anyone that needs a copy of

9

any of the three documents, they should call the Authority and we1ll get a copy

()

to you right away. Those documents are also all available in repositories

11

throughout the Boston, Somerville, Cambridge and Chelsea area. If you would

12

like a list of the depositories, you can talk to us this evening or you can call us

13

at the office.

14

The plan recommends the CSO control plan. It is really a series of phases

15

of major waste water improvement projects. What you see here is a list of the

16

last phase of the projects. The first phase was all of the major pumping and

17

treatment upgrades that the authority has already been working on for the last

18

seven years. Increasing treatment and pumping capacity at Deer Island,

19

increasing pumping capacity throughout our system. The communities and the
Authority have been maintaining our systems, cleaning up pipes to provide

8

()
1

more capacity.

2

As a result of all that, CSOs are already, CSO discharges are already much

3

lower than they were in 1987 when we assumed responsibility for CSO control.

4

We have also been implementing over the last few years what we call system

5

optimization projects to make the system that already exists work much better

6

and the CSO communities like Boston Water and Sewer Commission,

7

Cambridge, Chelsea and Somerville have been instrumental in getting those

8

projects implemented and we have been able to reduce CSO discharges through

9

those projects.

10
11

12

The last phase involves 26 projects that are the subject of the facilities plan
and they cover a full range of technologies.
They also cover the entire CSO project area and the projects we1ve

13

recommended specifically target the water quality problems in each of the

14

receiving-- each of 14 receiving water segments. The water quality uses of

15

those segments and the engineering possibilities that existed in each of those

16

areas. This is not one plan that fits all. This is really 26 plans that address each

17

specific area.

18

Overall the plan proposes CSO discharges at 81 locations. There are 81

19

pipes in the Boston area that discharge sewage mixed with the rain water during

20

storms. Of those 81 locations, this plan together with the earlier phases that I

()

9

()
1

discussed will allow the closing of 28 outfalls. Many of those have already

2

been closed. It will reduce it at 46 others and we will provide at least screening

3

and disinfection and in some cases a higher level of treatment. This plan will

4

eliminate CSO discharges, completely eliminate them to sensitive areas:

5

Swimming areas and.shellfish beds.

6

It will reduce CSO activations at all other locations, at most locations to a

7

level that is considered minimal under the regulations. Minimal under the

8

regulations refers to controlling the activations to at least 95 percent of the

9

time, allowing water quality standards to be met 95 percent of the time.
Where we cannot reduce the activations to that level we will provide

11

treatment that accomplishes the same level of control because that treatment

12

targets the pollutants that are causing the water quality problems and that are

13

caused by CSO discharge. And we are controlling flow to those at every CSO

14

outflow by some technology that will remove the floating solid materials from

15

the flow and that is mostly but not completely an esthetics issue.

16

When you take a look at what the overall plan accomplishes from 1988

17

through 2008 when the last of the 26 projects will be ~ompleted, we see that the

18

CSO discharges will drop from approximately 3.2 billion gallons a year in 1988

19

to approximately .6 billion gallons in 2008.

20

l)

Already, as you can see this chart, in 1997 we've achieved significant

10

()
1

reduction primarily due to pumping upgrade at the Deer Island Treatment

2

Plant.

3

Also, the remaining flow in 2008 will for the most part be treated flow. 96

4

percent of the flow remaining in 2008 will receive at least screening and

5

disinfection.

6

7

Now, I want to give you a sense of how this remaining flow compares to
the total flow that gets into a combined sewer system.

8

Combined sewers take flow not only from your homes and businesses but

9

they also take flow from your roofs and roadways during wet weather. That is

10

a huge amount of flow and the stonn runoff is mixed with the sewage. The

11

combined sewer area is approximately 14 square miles encompassing large

12

areas of Boston, Somerville, Cambridge and Chelsea; and in 1988, of all of that

13

flow getting into the system, only 68 percent was making its way to Deer

14

island. Today approximately 85 percent is able to make to it Deer Island

15

because of the improvements we've already made and by the year 2008, 94

16

percent of that flow will get to Deer Island. So you've got a huge amount of

17

flow getting into a very old system.

18

In 2008, 94 percent of that flow will make its way to Deer Island for

19

treatment. Of the remaining 6 percent, which is that point six billion gallons

20

that was on the last chart, 96 percent of that will then receive at least screening

11

()
1

and disinfection. So it is important to put it into context what remains and

2

everyone is concerned that there will be remaining CSO discharge and we're

3

concerned about that, too, but you have to put it into perspective.

4

This obviously is one of the most important considerations in developing a

5

CSO Control Plan and that is compliance with water quality standards. And

6

what our document proposes and what our document attempts to justify are

7

DEP, Department of Environmental Protection determinations that will allow

8

the remaining CSO discharges pursuant to the state regulations, which call for

9

removing CSO discharges in sensitive areas, which we are doing, which calls

(~)
11

for minimizing impacts, which we are also doing and we've documented in the
report.

12

Based on that documentation, DEP will make determinations, they are

13

expected to make those determinations over the next-- by September 1997, so

14

they'll consider not only the Draft Report we've submitted and the comments

15

from the public, but they will also consider the Final Report and the comments

16

on that to make their determinations. They must make those determinations in

17

order to approve our CSO Control Plan.

18

19
20

lJ

And I'll give you a summary, a quick summary of the various
determinations that DEP can make.
Obviously we are eliminating CSO discharges. We are complying with the

12

1

current Class B water quality standards. In areas where we are minimizing

2

impacts we are seeking a B CSO designation. B doesn't allow CSO. B CSO

3

allows minimum impacts from CSO discharges and know we are able to get

4

our remaining CSOs permanent

5

Where our minimum impacts are good enough for the long term, where

6

DEP believes that other water quality improvements based on other pollution

7

source controls like storm water and the way of dealing with CSO is a ~torm

8

water pollution problem to our waterways as well. In the future those pollutant

9

sources may be controlled. Water quality will improve the receiving water. and

10

what now appear to be minimum impacts from CSOs may consider them then

11

to be greater impacts, so DEP may decide that instead of designating water

12

body B CSO, that allows the minimal discharge, they will allow the discharge

13

through a variance process which is much more temporary and gets much more

14

scrutiny, routine scrutiny, improve the permitting process and our requirements

15

for CSO control may increase in the future.

16

We are seeking in our documentation and the facilities plan a variance -- a

17

variance for permitting CSOs in the Charles River because there are presently

18

many other efforts ongoing to control other sources of pollution and to improve

19

the Charles River water quality. And that is a description of the variance

20

process.

()
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There are a couple of other designations which actually lower water quality

2

standards. We are not seeking those designations. Those include partial use

3

designation which lowers the water quality standard during wet weather and

4

the classification of C, going from B to C, which would permanently lower

5

water quality standards both during wet weather. Neither of those designations

6

are we seeking. We believe that our plan lowers CSO impacts or eliminates

7

CSO discharges to the extent that we will not have to lower water quality

8

standards.

9

Now, I want to emphasize that the regulations identify the facilities plan.
The plan that we are now reviewing that we prepared as the primary

11

documentation for making those water quality determinations, DEP will

12

consider that documentation and your comments made to those determinations,

13

so it is important that you not only comment on the specific projects and

14

projects impacts in each of the communities where we are proposing them, but

15

that you also comment on the justification that we've provided for making those

16

water quality determinations. Is it sufficient? Are those determinations

17

appropriate for each water body? Have we provided _the information necessary

18

to make those decisions?

19
20

lJ

Another big part involves siting and long term impacts on the community
and there is much in the documents on these issues. We have attempted to

14

()
1

follow a very rigid objective process. We've made a few mistakes along the

2

way; but we think that the process has been complete and open, especially

3

open, and it is now open to your review, so we welcome comments on our site

4

evaluations and on our site recommendations.

5

Siting is probably going to be the most difficult issue for us over the next

6

couple of years or so. And certainly in every area where we have to site these

7

facilities, there will be some pain on the part of the immediate neighborhood.

8

But we hope that we've made the right recommendations but those

9

recommendations are subject to your review and comment.

10

To conclude, we believe that the control plans, the CSO control plan that

11

we are presenting in this Draft Facilities EIR does comply with national and

12

state CSO policy and regulatory requirements. It addresses the site specific

13

water quality problems and water quality uses in the 14 receiving water body

14

segments that make up Boston Harbor and its tributaries.

15

We believe that we are protecting the most sensitive uses and the beneficial

16

uses in every receiving water and we are providing immediate water quality

17

improvement through the ongoing work at Deer Islan~ and many of our other

18

facilities that are being upgraded and to our system optimization plans and

19

we've attempted in this document to provide-- to identify the.sites for these

20

facilities, the impacts of building and operating these facilities in the
!" )
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neighborhoods and the types of mitigation measures that must be employed to

2

protect the community and the environment.

3

Okay. The last thing I want to do is go over the schedule and review and

4

comment period for this document submitted October 15th. The comment

5

period ends on December 23rd. Yes, comment period ends December 23rd.

6

All written comments must be submitted to the Secretary -- and the address is

7

down below -- by that date. All comments will be considered in the Secretary's

8

decision that will be issued on December 30th.

9

Based on that decision and based on the comments that are received, we

()

will prepare a Final Environmental Impact Report that will also include your

11

comments and DEP will make a water quality determination in September.

12

Various parties that are part of this process, including the public, will review

13

the Charles River water -- the Charles River CSO plan and reassess that plan in

14

light of the various activities that are now ongoing to improve water quality in

15

the Charles, just to do a reality check on the benefits of our recommendations

16

for that area.

17

We will report in April 1998 on water quality compliance, so to tie all the

18

pieces together, our document and DEP determinations, the results of the

19

re~valuation for

the plan for the Charles River, tie all that together and produce

a report that demonstrates whether the plan does comply with water quality

16

()
1

standards in light of the determinations that will be made at that point by DEP.

2

And I indicated earlier that design and construction of the projects will be

3

going on for the next several years and will be completed in 2008.

4

Okay. At this point I do want to open up the mike to the audience. Feel

5

free to walk up to the mike. We will call out names from a list that we put

6

together as people came in.

7
8

9

:MR. MICHAEL HORNBROOK: The first person who has signed up to
make comments or a statement is Michael Papadopoulos.

:MR. PAPADOPOULOS: Good evening, ladies and gentlemen, I'm here to

10

comment on the proposal for a treatment facility for Union Park Street in the

11

South End. I am here to express my personal and the residents strong

12

opposition to the proposed facility. Union Park Street is already loaded with a

13

lot of environmental projects. I'm referring to the pumping station which was

14

very, very poorly designed, leaving the residents of Union Park Street breathing

15

sewer odors, diesel, gas fumes from the past orders.

16

17

According to the report, especially when the pumping season starts, it
. produces very, very often odors. We have experienced a number of problems

18

and we are seeing that over the last ten years, between the ten children that

19

were born and that are still living on Union Park Street, nine of them are -- we

20

had very good reason to have the test -- and experiencing also a death of a four

()
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1

2

year old.
I know you didn't have anything to do with happened on the pumping

3

station, but the problem is we are now -- it is now proposed as an

4

environmental project, we hope to the benefit of the project-- but the question

5

is: How much can our neighborhood afford on the environmental improvement

6

projects? Our neighborhood is going to look like a construction excavation

7

site. There is no resident of Union Park Street that approves these projects.

8

Two years ago when we first got the notice regarding this proposal, we

9

knew that we would be facing this review. But the language in here will not
prove that. I have a letter here addressed to Miss Trudy Cox, the Secretary of

11

Executive Office of Environmental Affairs. I am not going to read it and I have

12

read it before but we have, we believe, invited everybody to speak to the

13

neighborhood.

14

That's all I have. Thank you very much.

15

>>>: Thank you:

16

:rvtR. HORNBROOK: Tum the microphone around so you can face

17

everyone. The next speaker is Jodi Sugerman from Save The Harbor, Save The

18

Bay.

19

MS. SUGERMAN: My name is Jodi Sugerman and I am the policy.

20

director at Save The Harbor, Save The Bay, and I have eight different issues

~~J
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1

that I wanted to bring up this evening at the hearing. The first is that Save The

2

Harbor, Save The Bay supports the conceptual plan for the CSOs which has

3

been presented, what the Draft Environmental Impact Report is all about.

4

However, we want to reiterate what we1ve said all along that we support it as a

5

positive first step and not necessarily a final solution towards CSO control.

6

There are places where CSOs will still be contributing bacteria and solids

7

and biological oxygen demand into the receiving waters; and although it may

8

not be most effective now to deal with those, in the long run, it may become

9

cost effective and we just want to say that we reiterate that this is a positive,

10
11

large first step, but not a final solution.
The other issue, number 2, I wanted to bring up this evening is about the

12

water quality designation. We are very concerned about the Department of

13

Environmental Protection, I guess lack of participation in meetings like this.

14

We understand that they plan on using this process, this l\1EPA process as the

15

public process for forming their designation of various water quality -- various

16

water bodies; and we believe that it is unacceptable, first, because it was not

17

noticed in the Environmental Monitor, so therefore only those who are close to

18

the project understand that this may be their only opportunity to comment on

19

the proposed changes to water quality goals in the region, so I think that is a

20

really important piece.

()
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2

reviewed in the Draft Environmental Impact Report and, therefore, the process

3

for when the public should weigh in on proposed changes in the designation is

4

unclear with those projects.

5

(

Also, there are certain projects which are part of Phase I which are not

Also, there are a lot of questions remaining about the difference between a

6

variance and a B CSO and we are having a very hard time weighing in on

7

whether we feel the designations proposed by this are appropriate. Some of

8

those questions are: What are the real differences between a variance and a B

9

CSO? How long will the variance last? What kind of criteria will determine

\o

when the variance will end? What1s the time line and process for reviewing the

11

B CSO designation? How long will that last? Three years? Five years? What

12

kinds of actions will be associated with the variance? Will granting a variance

13

or a B CSO designation have progress on other forms of pollution in the water

14

body?

)

15

And also, I just wanted to point out this is going to be the frrst project and

16

the frrst area that designations are going to be used and set a precedence for the

17

rest of the state and make positive to make sure the p:ublic is informed in the

18

process and involved in the process.

19
20

C_)

. The third item is with regard to treatment and technology which is
proposed for the CSO plan. There is several areas where treatment facilities

20

1

which are going to be chlorination and dechlorination are going to be used.

2

However, the DEIR gives very little information about the impacts to the water

3

bodies that chlorination and dechlorination can have and it also says very little

4

about how much bacteria is going to be removed in the process. We'd like to

5

see those kind of things included in the Final Environmental Impact Report.

6

Also, we would like to see some kind of analysis in the Final

7

Environmental Impact Report; and we believe it is done already, but see some

8

of the data on that on alternative forms of treatment and whether or not they

9

could be effective in other areas around the watershed.

10

Also, there has been some changes -- it is the fourth issue -- some changes

11

since the original conceptual plan. One, I want to commend the MWRA for the

12

proposed plan to in the North Dorchester Bay collect storm water in the conduit

13

as well as sewage, CSO discharge, and that is going to -- it will have a positive

14

impact on the water body and very cost effective way to remove storm water in

15

an area and the timing is right for that.

16

The other changes in the conceptual plan is there has been several

17

screenings in facilities that have been eliminated from. the plan and storage is

18

being used and I wondered if there are other places within the watershed where

19

storage may also be as effective as screening and disinfection and maybe that

20

could be addressed in the Final Impact Environmental Impact report as well.

21
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1

The fifth point I want to bring up is that there are several places where the

2

environmental impacts of the plan itself have not been addressed adequately in

3

the plan, in the report. In some places separation, sewer separation is the

4

proposed alternative, and the report doesn't give -- the DEIR doesn't give

5

enough information about the impacts that would occur. Is it going to be storm

6

water and sewer separate? There will be more storm water entering certain

7

areas and that should be addressed in the Final Environmental Impact Report,

8

some real decision on what the changes might be on it or what the impacts

9

might be.

.'\
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Also, again, that Final Environmental Impact Report should give more

11

details on the impact of the chlorination and dechlorination process; and also

12

there was very little information in the DEIR and the Phase I project, although

13

the Secretary did say that information on those projects could be included in the

14

review. In particular I would like to see more data on the potential impacts of

15

sewer separation on the Mystic-Alewife areas.

16

The sixth issue I wanted to bring up has to do with sewage overflows in

17

nonCSO communities. I think that we are spending a lot of money in CSO

18

communities to do the best we can on CSO, to abate the pollution from CSOs,

19

yet there are other regions or other parts of the system where sewage overflows

20

are happening and there may be some things that MWRA could do or at least

()
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2

should be aware of.
One question I have is: Is there a mechanism to force local municipalities

3

to act on these kinds of discharges? And the other question is: I understand.

4

that MWRA gives grants to municipalities to help them in their inflow plans

5

and is there a better mechanism for controlling use of those to really ensure

6

effectiveness in preventing overflows from happening in other parts of the

7

system?

8
9

The seventh point I wanted to bring ~p is with regards to actual storm
water, which is not the responsibility of the MWRA, but much of this plan is

10

based on the fact that there are many areas where storm water is a much larger

11

problem than CSOs; and because our comments are to the Secretary of

12

Environmental Affairs on this particular project, I wanted to make sure these

13

were part of our comments.

14

First, the sewer separation provides an excellent opportunity for storm

15

drainage improvements and we're going to be doing work on the system

16

anyway and there may be some cost effective opportunities to add catch basins,

17

screening, oil-grease separators and that kind of thing_ and the Final

18

Environmental Impact Report could include areas where it would be cost

19

effective. That would be a very positive point.

20

Also, after the plan is implemented and there are several treatment

()
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1

facilities in the region, it would be nice if the FEIR. could give us some costs

2

and the benefits for the storm water treatment facilities.

3

And also, much of this plan and the overall improvement to water bodies is

4

going to depend on, quite a bit, from other entities: MWRA, the Department of

5

Environmental Protection, local municipalities. Because DEP has been

6

uninvolved in this process and not present at meetings like this, we are

7

concerned about their ability to get real progress on the form of the solution in

8

certain areas.

9

()

The eighth thing is that we understand that there are also some ongoing
changes happening to the plan. There may not be for the Stony Brook

11

facilities and we want to make sure there is a public process for reviewing all

12

the changes, whether it is a sewer project change, just so the public is kept

13

up-to-date.

14

I alsQ want to change hats and in my capacity with Coastal Advocacy

15

Network, that the Network met last Tuesday, December 3rd, to talk about the

16

DEIR. and had two major themes during the discussion. One had to do with the

17

. water quality designation issue as well. Many members of the Network are

18

concerned that the Department of Environmental Protection is not ensuring or

19

not stepping up to the plate for public process on the proposed changes to the

?0

designation; and the second issue had to do with also the storm water portions

l)
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1

of the -- storm water pollution and what role that plays in the CSO plan; and

2

we, the members of the Coastal Advocacy Network, met with MWRA and

3

EPA, state DEP about coordinated response for the storm water conditions as

4

well. They are interested in making sure progress on those issues continues.

5

I think that's it.

6

l\1R. HORNBROOK: Thank you. I would like to ask a question. Sitting

7

up here I'm getting a lot of echo and I don't know if that's distorting the audio.

8

You think it would be better if we shut the mike off and ask people to talk

9

louder?

10

FROM THE AUDIENCE: Shut it off.

11

l\1R. HORNBROOK: I'm getting a lot of distortion. The next speaker

12

signed up is Stephen Greene, member of the CSO Technical Advisory

13

Committee. Just speak up loud.

14

l\1R. GREENE: Yes, I will.

15

l\1R. HORNBROOK: Tum around.

16

l\1R. GREENE: Thank you. I want to thank Dave Kubiak for his kind

17

. words about Lydia. I'm really speaking as a last minute request because Lydia

18

would have presented-- Lydia Goodhue, who died on Friday-- would have

19

presented these comments to you; and actually they are in an edited form and

20

our formal letter, the Committee's formal letter, will be going in to the

()
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1

Secretary after our meeting next Monday.

2

But again, thank you very much. Lydia really has made a very significant

3

contribution not only to our Committee but to the MWRA community at large.

4

The five points that I want to make and will be reaffirmed in written

5

comments are basically in support of the CSO plan. I should say they are in

6

support of the CSO plan, but there are five specific areas that we think some

7

additional action needs to be done. Or singled out.

8

9

First and foremost, I think we recognize that the CSO work done to date
really represents some significant improvements in what is a multifaceted
project. The MWRA has made improvements in pumping and transport of

11

combined sewer flows so that much less storm water is going into or is

12

overflowing into the receiving waters. More is being transported to the waste

13

water treatment plant at Deer Island. So this is an improvement and this is one

14

of the things mentioned earlier and I think we should recognize those efforts.

15

An area, second item, an area that wasn't addressed specifically in the

16

Draft EIR was the idea of best management plans and this is something that is

17

best initiated by the communities; and I think the previous speaker had

18

mentioned some of the work that needs to be done and is being pushed by DEP

19

or should be pushed by DEP to make sure that the communities in the

20

community sewer systems are doing those things that reduce the impact of

l)
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storm water and infiltration onto the combined sewers so that the overall impact

2

to the CSOs is reduced and that is something that should be addressed further.

3

Third item, Technical Advisory Committee believes that the Secretary of

·4

Environmental Affairs should initiate a formal public involvement process in

5

these water quality issues associated with the receiving waters from these CSO

6

areas. This is a greater problem than just the MWRA CSO discharges. This is

7

an area that needs to be addressed as a watershed issue. It is something that

8

affects the whole state. It is really important that the Secretary of

9

Environmental Affairs and DEP step up to this water quality issue.

10

The fourth item, the Final Environmental Impact Report should address in

11

detail the co~ments that were made at the public information meetings, not just

12

the comments from people that are commenting today or commenting on the

13

Final Draft Report, but on the information that was gathered at the public

14

meetings because there was a lot of good information there and those people

15

don't necessarily feel it was necessary for them to come to a hearing like this,

16

so we encourage that information to go to the Secretary and make sure that it is

17

addressed in detail.

18

(_)

And then I think, finally, the fifth point that I would like to make, is that

19

we commend the MWRA for the efforts that they've made in outreach to the

20

public at large and they really have put a lot of effort into making this public

C)
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process as possible and that we hope that the effort to keep the public involved

2

will continue.

3

I would also ask, since this is sort of a last minute effort on my part, to

4

report this information, did other members of the Committee have anything

5

else that you would like to add? And we have a few of you here in the

6

audience. Please feel free to speak up at this point or we'll incorporate it into

7

our comments. Okay. Thank you.

8

>>>: Thank you.

9

:MR. HORNBROOK: Do you think that worked better than the

(~)

microphone?

11

FROM THE AUDIENCE: Yes.

12

:MR. HORNBROOK: Thanks. We had eight people sign up to be

13

speakers. We are at the fourth now. The next is President Sloan of the Mass.

14

College of Art.

15

PRESIDENT SLOAN: I'll try this without a microphone and if you can't

16

hear me, I'll ask the mike be turned on. I am President of Massachusetts

17

College of Art and I come tonight to speak on behalf of the college and to

18

represent the vote of the Board of our Trustees and the Board of Higher

19

Education for Commonwealth of Massachusetts. We are totally opposed to the

20

siting of the Stony Brook Conduit CSO on the only available land --

l_)
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1

undeveloped land that is owned by Mass. College of Art along Huntington

2

Avenue. We believe that the process that was reached to site-- to recommend

3

that site has not followed the criteria that the MWRA itself established.

4

We know that there are 14 sites under consideration and only at the end of

5

July and late in mid-August did Massachusetts College of Art become aware

6

that we were a site under consideration even though other sites had been looked

7

at for a period of 14 months preceding that. The college had never been

8

informed of the issue nor had DCPO, Division of Capital Planning that works

9

with us on grant issues. Therefore, the college is put at a tremendous

10

disadvantage in responding to the issues. We were not part of the community

11

consultation that took place. I'm glad it worked well for you, but it did not

12

work well in the Stony Brook case and for those reasons we are very concerned

13

about the process and we feel that it has put an undue burden on the college.

14

I want to talk about a couple of issues that affect the college and why we

15

are opposed to this and then to indicate some steps that we have taken because

16

we think there are other solutions.

17

Massachusetts College of Art has 3.2 acres of land along Huntington

18

Avenue across from the college which now serves as our parking lot. It is the

19

only land that we have. Massachusetts College of Art, by the way, is one of the

20

top three or four colleges of art design in the country. It is a public college in

l)
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Massachusetts. It serves the entire Commonwealth in educating designers and

2

artists. We currently have about 1500 full time students. We have one parking

3

lot that holds about 200 cars in which we provide subsidized parking for low

4

income students and also parking for faculty members as part of their

5

conditions of-employment.

6

(
\

It is important for a college of art to provide parking because many times

7

students and staff and faculty are bringing large, bulky models, materials,

8

portfolios to the college which they cannot bring on public transportation. This

9

land also is the only land we have for future development of the college.

)

Currently we have one piece adjacent to the land that would also be

11

adjacent to the CSO that is being proposed and it raises issues about sensitivity.

12

We do not believe in the report that our students living in that dormitory or

13

students in the Wentworth Institute dormitory have been even considered as

14

residents for the purpose of location of the CSO.

15
16

That parking lot, however, that land in the future is the place where we
would build a second dormitory; and in fact we have money from the

17

. Massachusetts Dormitory Authority now, authorization to begin planning to

18

build a dormitory. We have no other place to locate it if not on that land in

19

some configuration with probably parking and a dormitory arrangement. None

20

of that was considered in the CSO, in the Draft EIR. If you look at the report,

('-)
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2

there is no mention at all of those conditions.
In addition, for any future purposes for the college in the long term, this is

3

valuable land which would become more valuable to us as our college grows

4

and as we need -- as we will need to expand.

5

Now, we actually have hired both legal and engineering consultants to

6

review the plan for us and we have determined that of the 14 sites that were

7

originally in consideration, the Mass. College of Art site is in fact the most

8

expensive of the sites. Actually estimate without litigation cost, it is over 54

9

percent more than the least expensive site. There are sites in that whole area,

10

some under the control of the City of Boston, some under control of fellow

11

institutions such as Wentworth Institute of Technology and Northeastern, and

12

our concern is that the choice now that has been made in this report is made

13

without good reasoning, without logic and simply comes at the end of the

14

process in which the documentation itself does not substantiate.

15

What we intend to do is file a formal comment before the 23rd on this

16

issue because I can't go into all of the issues tonight, but we are very, very

17

concerned about this. It really would destroy our fu~ure, our ability as a

18

college in the Commonwealth to meet the needs of our students and the

19

projected growth that we have, so we will be filing a formal detailed brief on

20

the reasons why we think there are other choices and other sites that the

(J
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MWRA can. look at to meet its goals without destroying this very, very

2

important area of the college that meets the public good in Massachusetts.

3

We would also like to request at this time that since we were only brought

4

into this picture very late and did not have sufficient time over the last year to

5

participate in these meetings that the comment period actually be extended. We

6

don't think Christmas week is a good time for the Secretary to make this

7

decision about certifying the draft document and would ask an extension into

8

the month of January.

9

:MR. HORNBROOK: Thank you. The next speaker is Joe Favaloro,
Executive Director of Mass. Water Resources Advisory Board.

11

:MR. FAVALORO: For the record my name is Joe Favaloro. I am the

12

Executive Director of the MWRA Advisory ~oard. I represent the 60

13

communities on the waste water side of the l\1WRA and specifically this

14

evening, 43 communities that will carry the CSO improvement plan.

15

When I last stood in this room back in 1990, the advisory board was

16

making comment on the CSO plan that was one size fits all, one solution, deep

17

rock tunnel was three times more costly, 1.2 billion dollars, and didn't create

18

the level of flexibility that the advisory board had advocated for, so tonight I

19.

come before you with a different point of view and this is one of general

u

support for the plan.
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1

It is much more appropriate and effective and the CSO solutions and, as I

2

said, it is basically significantly less expensive than the 1.2 one size fits all

3

solution; but even with that, we are still looking at a 420 million dollar project

4

which is an enormous commitment from my communities and rate payers of

5

the Greater Boston area to carry alone.

6

As in most projects, we need more and more information and public

7

information process as detailed design moves forward. There are really three

8

points and we will be making formal written testimony at a later date that we

9

are going to bring up for review this evening. One is the Advisory Board retain

10

flexibility in the project concept and design. For example, people have

11

mentioned Stony Brook screening and disinfection facility. It is recommending

12

this site along Ward Street. That is not the first site and it is eight million

13

dollars more costly. We need to consider evaluating alternative sites and other

14

possible engineering solutions which could yield a less costly solution.

15

As you know, the Advisory Board, we will continue to advocate for

16

additional funding of federal and state to us. Cost continues to be a significant

17

concern for the Advisory Board. Revised cost estimates of more than 420

18

million dollars, just in the last capital improvement plan, is a seven million

19

dollar increase and the 20 percent increase in cost estimates in just this past

20

year. CSO spending is expected, as the Deer Island projects begin to be
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completed, to be about 40 percent of all the Authority's resource spending over

2

the next ten years. It is going to be a significant component of the capital

3

improvement plan of the MWRA on the waste water side.

4

(
\

A third point I want to bring up this evening is we assign appropriate

5

responsibility to incremental project costs; and by this I mean the Authority

6

proposes to expand the North Dorchester Bay consolidation to help storm water

7

flows to Carson Beach and other North Dorchester Bay beaches controlled by

8

the :rvroc.

9

The Advisory Board believes that the rviDC should be paying for the

)

incremental costs to build the facilities that will guarantee treatment of storm

11

water from state owned land. Similarly, mitigation requests in the projects

12

should be considered using strict guidelines that both the Authority and the

13

Advisory Board through its guidelines for engineering and construction

14

practices have been approved. We believe this has been a major component

15

that they have to go through this process.

16

You know, as was alluded to by

.

17

Mr. Kubiak; there has been much improvements that have occurred. This year

18

alone CSO flows on all of the Deer Island projects and pumping improvements

19

were reduced by 70 percent. As we move to that ~008 date, that is -- CSOs

20

will be 95 percent reduced and the remaining flow, as was indicated earlier,
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will be 96 percent treated of that. This represents a huge improvement in local

2

water quality.

3

Yet with all of this, it is still very difficult to evaluate the proposed water

4

quality goals results in the absence of a clearer description in the state process

5

for setting water quality standards, so I leave you tonight with just this last

6

point that the state needs to elaborate on the relationship between the CSO

7

control program with its proposed water quality improvements in the state's

8

own water quality standards setting process. I think as others indicated this

9

evening, we want to see the state become more involved in this process.

10

As I said, I want to commend the MWRA. You've come a long way in a

11

few short years. We're headed toward a solution that meets the mandate of the

12

Advisory Board, that is environmentally sound and rate payer sensitive; and

13

we'll continue to work on both aspects of that with you and we'll send

14

comments to the Secretary. Thank you.

15

:MR. HORNBROOK: We have three more people who have signed up to

16

make statements. The next speaker is Joan LeBlanc from the Boston Harbor

17

Associates.

18

MS. LeBLANC: Thank you. My name is Joan LeBlanc and I am here

19

representing the Boston Harbor Association. We are a nonprofit organization.

20

Our mission is to promote a clean water access to Boston Harbor.

()
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I would like to begin tonight by thanking the MWRA for your efforts to

2

date. There have been many positive improvements in Boston Harbor directly

3

related to the Boston Harbor Project. The CSO plan in our opinion represents

4

an intelligent conceptual plan to resolve combined sewer overflows in Boston

5

Harbor. We very much appreciate the MWRA's willingness to appoint the

6

Technical Advisory Committee and to listen to the opinions of that committee

7

and which we have been an active member.

8
9

This has been brought up earlier, we also recognize that this is only a plan
and we hope that it remains fluid and it can change as new technologies may
arise or specific issues are identified. As mentioned by Joe Favaloro, we are

11

very pleased with the bottom line of this project of 420 million dollar price tag,

12

which is a major deduction from the original 1.3 billion dollar plan.

13
14

15
16

17

In terms of issues with the plan I'll speak about our broad concerns and we
will be addressing more specific concerns in our written comments.
The issue of changes in water quality designations are really our No. 1
concern. Last week we submitted a formal request to the Department of
. Environmental Protection. In that request we asked ili:at DEP send a

18

representative to this meeting because they had committed to playing an active

19

role in this process and putting forth a set of guidelines as to how the water

20

quality designation process would be commented on by the public. As far as I

C_)
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1

know, there is not a representative or spokesperson here from DEP. So I guess

2

that's it. We will continue to bring this issue up to the Secretary in hopes that

3

she will respond and we urge the MWRA to do the same.

4

I won't go over the concerns about why this is such an important issue at

5

length because many of the questions have been brought up, but clearly those

6

of us who will be looking at this plan, this seven volume plan, long and hard,

7

we don't have the answers to our questions; so if we don't have the answers,

8

certainly we can assume that people at the community level don't have the

9

answers as well.

10
11

Charles River being considered for a variance and other areas such as the

12

Alewife Brook only being looked at as B CSO? What does that really mean in

13

terms of long term impact and when can those designations be changed? There

14

was a very broad public process for coming up with the water quality

15

designation and we certainly don't want to see those changed overnight without

16

full agreement.

17

(_)

Just as an example, one question that we have been pondering is why is the

Okay. Moving on, the storm water, while we recognize that dealing with

18

storm water is not the responsibility of the .MWRA, there a couple of issues

19

related to this CSO plan. First, as previously mentioned, one of the impacts of

20

this plan, although it is certainly positive overall and will reroute CSOs, storm
{
\._
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1

water that currently is being rerouted along the combined sewers to the

2

treatment plant will now be going directly into Boston Harbor. We realize this

3

is going to happen and what it means is that in several areas, namely swimming

4

areas, we will have additional storm water. We would like to see an analysis

5

included in the plan of what impact that will have. We understand it is not the

6

MWRA's responsibility to resolve the issue but they should at least define what

7

it will mean.

8

9

(-_)

Again, sewer separation is recommended at the swimming areas,
Constitution Beach in East Boston and also South Dorchester Bay, and we
recommend that the MWRA address the issue of incorporating catch basins,

11

screening facilities and retention facilities where appropriate in those areas and

12

other areas where they are doing sewer separation and would have to build new

13

storm drains.

14

We would like to commend the MWRA for having the foresight to reroute

15

storm water flows away from the North Dorchester Bay. We understand that

16

there will be a minor impact in the cost and we believe that this should be

17

worked out appropriately with either :MDC, Boston Water and Sewer or

18

whoever, but we do commend the MWRA for saying that -- taking that into

19

consideration. It is clear that water quality benefits will outweigh the cost.

20

C__)

One other note, there is another project going on right now, the
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1

Metropolitan District Commission is working on several of the beaches in the

2

Boston Harbor area. They are going to be doing major construction and have

3

already started some construction. We do have some concerns about the

4

MWRA's need to coordinate construction and siting and sewage work with

5

those projects. We don't want to have a situation where the streets are tom up

6

in April in relation to beach improvements and then the MWRA comes in in

7

September and starts construction again, so we urge the coordination in those

8

areas, particularly Constitution Beach, North Dorchester Bay and South

9

Dorchester Bay.

10

One flnal point, in terms of the mitigation, we understand that most of the

11

mitigation for this project will be limited to engineering solution and that sort

12

of thing. However, wherever there are additional mitigation efforts considered,

13

we would like to see linkages for the harbor, things that will improve public

14

access throughout the harbor; and in closing we appreciate the opportunity to

15

speak to you tonight and we will be providing detailed comments as a follow

16

up. Thank you.

17

:MR. HORNBROOK: Next speaker is Gladys DeCosta.

18

MS. DeCOSTA: Thank you. Good evening. I stand here as a

19

representative of Union Park Street Neighborhood Association. We are

20

vehemently opposed to the selection of Union Park Street as a future site to be

()
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2

used by the MWRA.
Here in front of me are plans for a playground for which we have worked

3

long and hard -- 15 years to be exact. MWRA proposes when and if we fmally

4

get this playground, the two huge tanks will be placed underneath. We already

5

suffer daily with the stench from the current building. We do not need an

6

addition to it. It has devalued our property. Rents have dropped because

7

people do not want to live across from three towers that anytime it rains, it is

8

disgusting. Sewers outside on the street are more disgusting than the stacks.

9

We were promised this land by Boston Water and Sewer in I believe a signed

()

agreement with Bob Ciotta. We ask that that agreement be honored. We also

11

ask that an extension to the end of January be given for the selection of this

12

site. Thank you.

13
14
15

l\.1R. HORNBROOK: Thank you. The last speaker who has signed up is

Torrence Boone.

:rvt:R. BOONE: Good evening. My name is Torrence Boone. I am a

16

resident of Union Park Street and a member of the Union Park Street

17

Neighborhood Association. I just wanted to echo th~ comments that Gladys

18

made as well as the earlier comments made by Michael and express to you that

19

I think we share the same concern that Ms. Sloan mentioned in reference to the

20

Stony Brook location in that the mechanisms through which the city has

u
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1

determined various sites to me and to a number of folks who have to actually

2

deal with the implications seems tremendously suspect.

3

Just to give you a bit of context about Union Park Street, it is a row of

4

Victorian town houses on the southern edge of the South End. It is a landmark

5

set of buildings. It is in the Boston Society of Architects' Guide of Boston

6

Architecture. The block has been largely decimated by public works projects.

7

We are now actually facing the Central Artery Tunnel Project which is, you

8

know, digging up a street just a few blocks from this historic row of town

9

houses.

10

There is, as Gladys mentioned, a pumping facility already located across

11

the street from this row of houses and that facility was built with an utter

12

disregard to the architectural integrity of the building across the street. We were

13

promised the playground, which has been a real boon to the otherwise dismal

14

feelings about the situations in the block; and now it appears that this project

15

will either delay that or make the implications of a playground somewhat

16

frightening that it will be on top of that sewage, so from our perspective, the

17

city has not been very sensitive regarding the needs of residents in the area and

18

I mean just imagine walking out of your home, each of you, walking out of

19

your home and across the street, seeing some pumping station knowing that

20

there is sewerage buried right across the street from your property, having to

()
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1

deal with the odors and the other associated preliminary indications of such a

2

facility on just about a daily basis.

3

These are all really fundamental issues that seem to have been disregard by

4

the city; and as a resident t<;> the block and a recent home owner on the block, it

5

is really discouraging to me that the process has been followed in the manner in

6

which it has been followed.

7

I also would like to point out that the population of the block at Union

8

Park Street is probably 65 if not more percent third and fourth generation

9

immigrants and it is also made up of a number of ethnic minorities; and I just

()

think that it should be at least a part of the public record that I think largely

11

because the population of this block is largely disenfranchised and relatively

12

disempowered in relation to the city that such a disregard of our living

13

conditions has been so blatant and obvious from the city, so I really think that

14

that is a point that should be kept in mind. If you look across the nation and you

15

look at other sites for environmental waste and the location of dump sites and

16

other things, they tend to be located close to communities of lower economic

17

status or people who don't have the economic might or even the political

18

sophistication to understand what to do about it.

19

20

(~

Many of the people on my block don't even speak English, so I think that
is a really key point. It is not until recently that more professionals have started

42

1

moving to the block, just to perpetuate the gentrification that the South End as

2

a whole is experiencing. I really think that those are important issues. I would

3

say that if the facility is going to go ahead, that the city actually be very, very

4

conscious of the design implications and not disregard the historical landmark

5

significance of the residential property that is there.

6

7
8
9

I would also request that the comment period be extended as well beyond
the December 23rd deadline. Thanks.

1\IIR.. HORNBROOK: Is there anyone who would like to speak who did
not sign up? Okay. On behalf of the MWRA I would like to thank you for

10

coming here tonight, taking time out from your lives. The MWRA and

11

consultants will be available at the end of this meeting. If you have any specific

12

questions you want to ask us, we will be here to answer those questions.

13

Thank you.

14

()

(Hearing closed at 9:00PM.)
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:MR. DAVID KUBIAK: I think we are all set to get started. I want to

2

welcome all of you to this public hearing tonight on the MWRA•s Combined

3

Sewer Overflow Control Plan. I see a lot of familiar faces out there, people

4

who have been working with us for many years on this project and I also see a

5

lot of new faces as well and that•s great. That is great for the process.

6

FROM THE AUDIENCE: They can•t hear you back there.

7

FROM THE AUDIENCE: You are echoing.

8

:MR. KUBIAK: Is that better?

9

FROM THE AUDIENCE: Yes.

(_)

:MR. KUBIAK: Again, I want to welcome all of you to this public hearing

11

tonight on the MWRA•s combined sewer overflow control plan; but before I get

12

started, it seems very fitting in this great public meeting hall and a public

13

participation forum such as this one to say a few words about our good friend

14

and colleague Lydia Goodhue who passed away last Friday.

15

Lydia has served in the last two years as the President of the Technical

16

Advisory Committee, the Chairman of the Technical Advisory Committee for

17

the CSO plan. She and the committee met once a month for the last two years

18

to follow our progress and make sure that we were doing what was in the best

19.

interests of the rate payer and the public as a whole and the environment.

20

Lydia was also involved in many other MWRA projects for over 20 years and

u

4

1

there will be over the next couple of months many other remembrances and

2

testimonies to her. She was equally an advocate for the rate payer, for the

3

environment and for common sense and we will miss her leadership, her smile,

4

the look she would give me and her friendship.

.

5

Okay. Tonight's public hearing I wanted to give it a perspective relative to

6

all of the other public participation efforts that we have conducted over the last

7

few weeks and indeed over the last two years. Tonight is a hearing. It is

8

different than the public meetings we've held. At the public meetings we have

9

spoken to specific interest groups whether they be neighborhoods where we

10

tried to locate our facilities or environmental groups or rate payer advocates;

11

and we have held those meetings as informational sessions, sharing information

12

back and forth. We've made detailed presentations and we've answered

13

detailed questions at those meetings. Those meetings actually have been going

14

on for a few years. Recently we held eight meetings in the neighborhoods. We

15

will continue to hold meetings for the rest of this environmental review process

16

and in fact meetings will go on during design and construction as well.

17

Tonight's hearing though is an opportunity for p~ople to provide testimony,

18

to provide comment in a public forum. Everyone has the opportunity to submit

19

written comments to the Authority and written comments to the Secretary of

20

the Environment by December 25 for the Draft Environmental Impact Report,

()
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1

but those written comments, even though they are public documents, they don't

2

really become public until the FEIR., the Final EIR is printed and those

3

comments and the responses to those comments are printed in that document.

4

But here is an opportunity to let the public know how you feel about this

5

project, whether you are in support of it or whether you have concerns about it

6

and it is also to get those comments into the public record.

7

The transcript of tonight's public hearing will be submitted to the Secretary

8

of Environmental Mfairs and that transcript will be given just as much weight,

9

the comments in the transcript will be given just as much weight as any written

()

comments that are s~bmitted to the Secretary. The transcript of this hearing

11

will be printed in the Final EIR report along with our responses to the issues

12

that are going to be raised tonight.

13

Okay. If anyone has-- I don't want to limit anything that anyone has to

14

say. If you have testimony.and if you have concerns, even if you have

15

questions that you would like to get into the public record, please feel free to

16

come up when we open the mike to the audience. If you have questions that

17

you would like us to answer tonight, please approach us after the close of the

18

hearing or at least at the end of the testimony and we will answer questions on

19

an individual basis.

20

cJ

Tonight we are prepared to discuss the Draft Sewer Plan, the Draft EIR

6

(}
1

Report that was submitted to :MEPA on October 15th. It is a culmination of

2

approximately two years of detailed planning and engineering work that builds

3

on a recommended CSO control plan that was developed back in 1994.

4

The purpose of the Draft Facilities Plan EIR is first and foremost to

5

comply with national and state CSO policy which requires a facilities plan. We

6

must bring the Boston area into compliance with the Clean Water Act in part by

7

controlling CSOs in accordance with the state and national policy and those

8

policies require that we submit a facilities plan.

9

Now, because the recommended plan is a very large and complicated

10

project, we will certainly have impacts on neighborhoods, we also have to

11

prepare an Environmental Impact Report in accordance with :MEPA

12

regulations. Also, this project is the subject of DEP reviews pursuant to

13

revolving loan funding and sewer connection permits, state permits for large

14

waste water projects and a Facilities Plan is required for that as well.

15

The schedule for submission of these documents is established in the court

16

order. All of our CSO activities since 1987 have been subject to a federal court

17

order and milestones in the court•s schedule.

18

()

The document that was recently submitted and is now being reviewed by

19

the public is one of a few that we prepared over the last few years and the

20

recent document references those qthers. The first two, the 1994 Water Quality

lJ
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1

Baseline Assessment and the 1949 CSO Conceptual Plan were developed by

2

the Authority to come up with the whole concept of the projects that would be

3

evaluated in more detail; and the information in those plans are important to

4

demonstrate, to justify actually, the CSO recommendations that we are putting

5

forward and that is why numerous references to those first two documents are

6

made in the Facilities Plan EIR.

7

Those documents haven't been available to the public for some time and

8

they remain available to the public; and if there is anyone that needs a copy of

9

any of the three documents, they should call the Authority and we'll get a copy

( >o
)

to you right away. Those documents are also all available in repositories

11

throughout the Boston, Somerville, Cambridge and Chelsea area. If you would

12

like a list of the depositories, you can talk to us this evening or you can call us

13

at the office.

14

The plan recommends the CSO control plan. It is really a series of phases

15

of major waste water improvement projects. What you see here is a list of the

16

last phase of the projects. The first phase was all of the major pumping and

17

treatment upgrades that the authority has already been working on for the last

18

seven years. Increasing treatment and pumping capacity at Deer Island,

19

increasing pumping capacity throughout our system. The communities and the

20

Authority have been maintaining our systems, cleaning up pipes to provide

()
"--
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1

more capacity.

2

As a result of all that, CSOs are already, CSO discharges are already much

3

lower than they were in 1987 when we assumed responsibility for CSO control.

4

We have also been implementing over the last few years what we call system

5

optimization projects to make the system that already exists work much better

6

and the CSO communities like Boston Water and Sewer Commission,

7

Cambridge, Chelsea and Somerville have been instrumental in getting those

8

projects implemented and we have been able to reduce CSO discharges through

9

those projects.

10
11

12
13

The last phase involves 26 projects that are the subject of the facilities plan

()

and they cover a full range of technologies.
They also cover the entire CSO project area and the projects we've
recommended specifically target the water quality problems in each of the

.14

receiving -- each of 14 receiving water segments. The water quality uses of

15

those segments and the engineering possibilities that existed in each of those

16

areas. This is not one plan that fits all. This is really 26 plans that address each

17

specific area.

18

Overall the plan proposes CSO discharges at 81 locations. There are 81

19

pipes in the Boston area that discharge sewage mixed with the rain water during

20

storms. Of those 81 locations, this plan together with the earlier phases that I

r"_j
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1

discussed will allow the closing of 28 outfalls. Many of those have already

2

been closed. It will reduce it at 46 others and we will provide at least screening

3

and disinfection and in some cases a higher level of treatment. This plan will

4

eliminate CSO discharges, completely eliminate them to sensitive areas:

5

Swimming areas and shellfish beds.

6

It will reduce CSO activations at all other locations, at most locations to a

7

level that is considered minimal under the regulations. Minimal under the

8

regulations refers to controlling the activations to at least 95 percent of the

9

time, allowing water quality standards to be met 95 percent of the time.
Where we cannot reduce the activations to that level we will provide

11

treatment that accomplishes the same level of control because that treatment

12

targets the pollutants that are causing the water quality problems and that are

13

caused by CSO discharge. And we are controlling flow to those at every CSO

14

outflow by some technology that will remove the floating solid materials from

15

the flow and that is mostly but not completely an esthetics issue.

16

When you take a look at what the overall plan accomplishes from 1988

17

through 2008 when the last of the 26 projects will be completed, we see that the

18

CSO discharges will drop from approximately 3.2 billion gallons a year in 1988

19

to approximately .6 billion gallons in 2008.

20

u

Already, as you can see this chart, in 1997 we've achieved significant

10

()
1

reduction primarily due to pumping upgrade at the Deer Island Treatment

2

Plant.

3

Also, the remaining flow in 2008 will for the most part be treated flow. 96

4

percent of the flow remaining in 2008 will receive at least screening and

5

disinfection.

6

7

Now, I want to give you a sense of how this remaining flow compares to
the total flow that gets into a combined sewer system.

8

Combined sewers take flow not only from your homes and businesses but

9

they also take flow from your roofs and roadways during wet weather. That is

10

a huge amount of flow and the storm runoff is mixed with the sewage. The

11

combined sewer area is approximately 14 square miles encompassing large

12

areas of Boston, Somerville, Cambridge and Chelsea; and in 1988, of all of that

13

flow getting into the system, only 68 percent was making its way to Deer

14

island. Today approximately 85 percent is able to make to it Deer Island

15

because of the improvements we've already made and by the year 2008, 94

16

percent of that flow will get to Deer Island. So you've got a huge amount of

17

flow getting into a very old system.

18

In 2008, 94 percent of that flow will make its way to Deer Island for

19

treatment. Of the remaining 6 percent, which is that point six billion gallons

20

that was on the last chart, 96 percent of that will then receive at least screening

(_)
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1

and disinfection. So it is important to put it into context what remains and

2

everyone is concerned that there will be remaining CSO discharge and we're

3

concerned about that, too, but you have to put it into perspective.

4

This obviously is one of the most important considerations in developing a

5

CSO Control Plan and that is compliance with water quality standards. And

6

what our document proposes and what our document attempts to justify are

7

DEP, Department of Environmental Protection determinations that will allow

8

the remaining CSO discharges pursuant to the state regulations, which call for

9

removing CSO discharges in sensitive areas, which we are doing, which calls
for minimizing impacts, which we are also doing and we've documented in the

11

report.

12

Based on that documentation, DEP will make determinations, they are

13

expected to make those determinations over the next -- by September 1997, so

14

they'll consider not only the Draft Report we've submitted and the comments

15

from the public, but they will also consider the Final Report and the comments

16

on that to make their determinations. They must make those determinations in

17

order to approve our CSO Control Plan.

18

19
20

(J
"'-

And I'll give you a summary, a quick summary of the various
determinations that DEP can make.
Obviously we are eliminating CSO discharges. We are complying with the

12

1

current Class B water quality standards. In areas where we are minimizing

2

impacts we are seeking a B CSO designation. B doesn't allow CSO. B CSO

3

allows minimum impacts from CSO discharges and know we are able to get

4

our remaining CSOs permanent

5

Where our minimum impacts are good enough for the long term, where

6

DEP believes that other water quality improvements based on other pollution

7

source controls like storm water and the way of dealing with CSO is a ~term

8

water pollution problem to our waterways as well. In the future those pollutant

9

sources may be controlled. Water quality will improve the receiving water and

10

what now appear to be minimum impacts from CSOs may consider them then

11

to be greater impacts, so DEP may decide that instead of designating water

12

body B CSO, that allows the minimal discharge, they will allow the discharge

13

through a variance process which is much more temporary and gets much more

14

scrutiny, routine scrutiny, improve the permitting process and our requirements

15

for CSO control may increase in the future.

16

()

We are seeking in our documentation and the facilities plan a variance -- a

17

variance for permitting CSOs in the Charles River because there are presently

18

many other efforts ongoing to control other sources of pollution and to improve

19

the Charles River water quality. And that is a description of the variance

20

process.

'"_)
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1
2

standards. We are not seeking those designations. Those include partial use

3

designation which lowers the water quality standard during wet weather and

4

the classification of C, going from B to C, which would permanently lower

5

water quality standards both during wet weather. Neither of those designations

6

are we seeking. We believe that our plan lowers CSO impacts or eliminates

7

CSO discharges to the extent that we will not have to lower water quality

8

standards.

9

(

There are a couple of other designations which actually lower water quality

Now, I want to emphasize that the regulations identify the facilities plan.

"o

The plan that we are now reviewing that we prepared as the primary

11

documentation for making those water quality determinations, DEP will

12

consider that documentation and your comments made to those determinations,

13

so it is important that you not only comment on the specific projects and

14

projects impacts in each of the communities where we are proposing them, but

15

that you also comment on the justification that we've provided for making those

16

water quality determinations. Is it sufficient? Are those determinations

17

appropriate for each water body? Have we provided _the information necessary

18

to make those decisions?

)

19
20

l)

Another big part involves siting and long term impacts on the community
and there is much in the documents on these issues. We have attempted to

14

1

follow a very rigid objective process. We've made a few mistakes along the

2

way; but we think that the process has been complete and open, especially

3

open, and it is now open to your review, so we welcome comments on our site

4

evaluations and on our site recommendations.

5

Siting is probably going to be the most difficult issue for us over the next

6

couple of years or so. And certainly in every area where we have to site these

7

facilities, there will be some pain on the part of the immediate neighborhood.

8

But we hope that we've made ihe right recommendations but those

9

recommendations are subject to your review and comment.

10

To conclude, we believe that the control plans, the CSO control plan that

11

we are presenting in this Draft Facilities EIR does comply with national and

12

state CSO policy and regulatory requirements. It addresses the site specific

13

water quality problems and water quality uses in the 14 receiving water body

14

segments that make up Boston Harbor and its tributaries.

15

We believe that we are protecting the most sensitive uses and the beneficial

16

uses in every receiving water and we are providing immediate water quality

17

improvement through the ongoing work at Deer Island and many of our other

18

facilities that are being upgraded and to our system optimization plans and

19

we've attempted in this document to provide -- to identify the· sites for these

20

facilities, the impacts of building and operating these facilities in the

()
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neighborhoods and the types of mitigation measures that must be employed to

2

protect the community and the environment.

3

Okay. The last thing I want to do is go over the schedule and review and

4

comment period for this document submitted October 15th. The comment

5

period ends on December 23rd. Yes, comment period ends December 23rd.

6

All written comments must be submitted to the Secretary -- and the address is

7

down below -- by that date. All comments will be considered in the Secretary•s

8

decision that will be issued on December 30th.

9

Based on that decision and based on the comments that are received, we

(J

will prepare a Final Environmental Impact Report that will also include your

11

comments and DEP will make a water quality determination in September.

12

Various parties that are part of this process, including the public, will review

13

the Charles River water -- the Charles River CSO plan and reassess that plan in

14

light of the various activities that are now ongoing to improve water quality in

15

the Charles, just to do a reality check on the benefits of our recommendations

16

for that area.

17

We will report in April 1998 on water quality compliance, so to tie all the

18

pieces together, our document and DEP determinations, the results of the

19

re~valuation

20

a report that demonstrates whether the plan does comply with water quality

C_)

for the plan for the Charles River, tie all that together and produce

16
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1

standards in light of the detenninations that will be made at that point by DEP.

2

And I indicated earlier that design and construction of the projects will be

3

going on for the next several years and will be completed in 2008.

4

Okay. At this point I do want to open up the mike to the audience. Feel

5

free to walk up to the mike. We will call out names from a list that we put

6

together as people came in.

7
8

9

:MR. MICHAEL HORNBROOK: The first person who has signed up to
make comments or a statement is Michael Papadopoulos.

:MR. PAPADOPOULOS: Good evening, ladies and gentlemen, I'm here to

10

comment on the proposal for a treatment facility for Union Park Street in the

11

South End. I am here to express my personal and the residents strong

12

opposition to the proposed facility. Union Park Street is already loaded with a

13

lot of environmental projects. rm referring to the pumping station which was

14

very, very poorly designed, leaving the residents of Union Park Street breathing

15

sewer odors, diesel, gas fumes from the past orders.

16
17

According to the report, especially when the pumping season starts, it
. produces very, very often odors. We have experienced a number of problems

18

and we are seeing that over the last ten years, between the ten children that

19

were born and that are still living on Union Park Street, nine of them are -- we

20

had very good reason to have the test -- and experiencing also a death of a four

{)
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2

year old.
I know you didn't have anything to do with happened on the pumping

3

station, but the problem is we are now -- it is now proposed as an

4

environmental project, we hope to the benefit of the project-- but the question

5

is: How much can our neighborhood afford on the environmental improvement

6

projects? Our neighborhood is going to look like a construction excavation

7

site. There is no resident of Union Park Street that approves these projects.

8

Two years ago when we first got the notice regarding this proposal, we

9

(_)

knew that we would be facing this review. But the language in here will not
prove that. I have a letter here addressed to Miss Trudy Cox, the Secretary of

11

Executive Office of Environmental Affairs. I am not going to read it and I have

12

read it before but we have, we believe, invited everybody to speak to the

13

neighborhood.

14

That's all I have. Thank you very much.

15

>>>: Thank you:

16

MR. HORNBROOK: Tum the microphone around so you can face

17

everyone. The next speaker is Jodi Sugerman from S~ve The Harbor, Save The

18

Bay.

19

MS. SUGERMAN: My name is Jodi Sugerman and I am the policy.
director at Save The Harbor, Save The Bay, and I have eight different issues

18

1

that I wanted to bring up this evening at the hearing. The first is that Save The

2

Harbor, Save The Bay supports the conceptual plan for the CSOs which has

3

been presented, what the Draft Environmental Impact Report is all about.

4

However, we want to reiterate what we1ve said all along that we support it as a

5

positive first step and not necessarily a final solution towards CSO control.

6

There are places where CSOs will still be contributing bacteria and solids

7

and biological oxygen demand into the receiving waters; and although it may

8

not be most effective now to deal with those, in the long run, it may become

9

cost effective and we just want to say that we reiterate that this is a positive,

10
11

large first step, but not a final solution.
The other issue, number 2, I wanted to bring up this evening is about the

12

water quality designation. We are very concerned about the Department of

13

Environmental Protection, I guess lack of participation in meetings like this.

14

We understand that they plan on using this process, this J\.1EP A process as the

15

public process for forming their designation of various water quality -- various

16

water bodies; and we believe that it is unacceptable, first, because it was not

17

noticed in the Environmental Monitor, so therefore o~y those who are close to

18

the project understand that this may be their only opportunity to comment on

19

the proposed changes to water quality goals in the region, so I think that is a

20

really important piece.

(_)
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1

Also, there are certain projects which are part of Phase I which are not

2

reviewed in the Draft Environmental Impact Report and, therefore, the process

3

for when the public should weigh in on proposed changes in the designation is

4

unclear with those projects.

5

Also, there are a lot of questions remaining about the difference between a

6

variance and a B CSO and we are having a very hard time weighing in on

7

whether we feel the designations proposed by this are appropriate. Some of

8

those questions are: What are the real differences between a variance and a B

9

CSO? How long will the variance last? What kind of criteria will determine
when the variance will end? What1s the time line and process for reviewing the

11

B CSO designation? How long will that last? Three years? Five years? What

12

kinds of actions will be associated with the variance? Will granting a variance

13

or a B CSO designation have progress on other forms of pollution in the water

14

body?

15

And also, I just wanted to point out this is going to be the first project and

16

the first area that designations are going to be used and set a precedence for the

17

rest of the state and make positive to make sure the p:ublic is informed in the

18

process and involved in the process.

19

The third item is with regard to treatment and technology which is

20

proposed for the CSO plan. There is several areas where treatment facilities

l)
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1

which are going to be chlorination and dechlorination are going to be used.

2

However, the DEIR gives very little information about the impacts to the water

3

bodies that chlorination and dechlorination can have and it also says very little

4

about how much bacteria is going to be removed in the process. We'd like to

5

see those kind of things included in the Final Environmental Impact Report.

6

Also, we would like to see some kind of analysis in the Final

7

Environmentiu Impact Report; and we believe it is done already, but see some

8

of the data on that on alternative forms of treatment and whether or not they

9

could be effective in other areas around the watershed.

10

Also, there has been some changes -- it is the fourth issue -- some changes

11

since the original conceptual plan. One, I want to commend the MWRA for the

12

proposed plan to in the North Dorchester Bay collect storm water in the conduit

13

as well as sewage, CSO discharge, and that is going to -- it will have a positive

14

impact on the water body and very cost effective way to remove storm water in

15

an area and the timing is right for that.

16

The other changes in the conceptual plan is there has been several

17

screenings in facilities that have been eliminated from_ the plan and storage is

18

being used and I wondered if there are other places within the watershed where

19

storage may also be as effective as screening and disinfection and maybe that

20

could be addressed in the Final Impact Environmental Impact report as well.

()
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The fifth point I want to bring up is that there are several places where the

2

environmental impacts of the plan itself have not been addressed adequately in

3

the plan, in the report. In some places separation, sewer separation is the

4

proposed alternative, and the report doesn't give -- the DEIR doesn't give

5

enough information about the impacts that would occur. Is it going to be storm

6

water and sewer separate? There will be more storm water entering certain

7

areas and that should be addressed in the Final Environmental Impact Report,

8

some real decision on what the changes might be on it or what the impacts

9

might be.

( )"o

Also, again, that Final Environmental Impact Report should give more

11

details on the impact of the chlorination and dechlorination process; and also

12

there was very little information in the DEIR and the Phase I project, although

13

the Secretary did say that information on those projects could be included in the

14

review. In particular I would like to see more data on the potential impacts of

15

sewer separation on the Mystic-Alewife areas.

16

The sixth issue I wanted to bring up has to do with sewage overflows in

17

nonCSO communities. I think that we are spending a lot of money in CSO

18

communities to do the best we can on CSO, to abate the pollution from CSOs,

19

yet there are other regions or other parts of the system where sewage overflows

20

are happening and there may be some things that MWRA could do or at least

u
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2

should be aware of.
One question I have is: Is there a mechanism to force local municipalities

3

to act on these kinds of discharges? And the other question is: I understand.

4

that MWRA gives grants to municipalities to help them in their inflow plans

5

and is there a better mechanism for controlling use of those to really ensure

6

effectiveness in preventing overflows from happening in other parts of the

7

system?

8
9

The seventh point I wanted to bring lJP is with regards to actual storm
water, which is not the responsibility of the MWRA, but much of this plan is

10

based on the fact that there are many areas where storm water is a much larger

11

problem than CSOs; and because our comments are to the Secretary of

12

Environmental Affairs on this particular project, I wanted to make sure these

13

were part of our comments.

14

First, the sewer separation provides an excellent opportunity for storm

15

drainage improvements and we're going to be doing work on the system

16

anyway and there may be some cost effective opportunities to add catch basins,

17

screening, oil-grease separators and that kind of thing. and the Final

18

Environmental Impact Report could include areas where it would be cost

19

effective. That would be a very positive point.

20

Also, after the plan is implemented and there are several treatment

(_)
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facilities in the region, it would be nice if the FEIR could give us some costs

2

and the benefits for the storm water treatment facilities.

3

And also, much of this plan and the overall improvement to water bodies is

4

going to depend on, quite a bit, from other entities: MWRA, the Department of

5

Environmental Protection, local municipalities. Because DEP has been

6

uninvolved in this process and not present at meetings like this, we are

7

concerned about their ability to get real progress on the form of the solution in

8

certain areas.

9

(_)

The eighth thing is that we understand that there are also some ongoing
changes happening to the plan. There may not be for the Stony Brook

11

facilities and we want to make sure there is a public process for reviewing all

12

the changes, whether it is a sewer project change, just so the public is kept

13

up-to-date.

14

I alsQ want to change hats and in my capacity with Coastal Advocacy

15

Network, that the Network met last Tuesday, December 3rd, to talk about the

16

DEIR and had two major themes during the discussion. One had to do with the

17

. water quality designation issue as well. Many members of the Network are

18

concerned that the Department of Environmental Protection is not ensuring or

19

not stepping up to the plate for public process on the proposed changes to the

?0

designation; and the second issue had to do with also the storm water portions

C)
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of the -- storm water pollution and what role that plays in the CSO plan; and

2

we, the members of the Coastal Advocacy Network, met with MWRA and

3

EPA, state DEP about coordinated response for the storm water conditions as

4

well. They are interested in making sure progress on those issues continues.

5

I think that1s it.

6

l\1R. HORNBROOK: Thank you. I would like to ask a question. Sitting

7

up here I'm getting a lot of echo and I don1t know if that1s distorting the audio.

8

You think it would be better if we shut the mike off and ask people to talk

9

louder?

10

FROM THE AUDIENCE: Shut it off.

11

l\1R. HORNBROOK: I'm getting a lot of distortion. The next speaker

12

signed up is Stephen Greene, member of the CSO Technical Advisory

13

Committee. Just speak up loud.

14

(_)

. l\1R. GREENE: Yes, I will.

15

l\1R. HORNBROOK: Tum around.

16

l\1R. GREENE: Thank you. I want to thank Dave Kubiak for his kind

17

words about Lydia. I'm really speaking as a last minute request because Lydia

18

would have presented-- Lydia Goodhue, who died on Friday-- would have

19

presented these comments to you; and actually they are in an edited form and

20

our formal letter, the Committee1s formal letter, will be going in to the

~~J
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Secretary after our meeting next Monday.

2

But again, thank you very much. Lydia really has made a very significant

3

contribution not only to our Committee but to the MWRA community at large.

4

The five points that I want to make and will be reaffirmed in written

5

comments are basically in support of the CSO plan. I should say they are in

6

support of the CSO plan, but there are five specific areas that we think some

7

additional action needs to be done. Or singled out.

8

9

()

First and foremost, I think we recognize that the CSO work done to date
really represents some significant improvements in what is a multifaceted
project. The MWRA has made improvements in pumping and transport of

11

combined sewer flows so that much less storm water is going into or is

12

overflowing into the receiving waters. More is being transported to the waste

13

water treatment plant at Deer Island. So this is an improvement and this is one

14

of the things mentioned earlier and I think we should recognize those efforts.

15

An area, second item, an area that wasn't addressed specifically in the

16

Draft EIR was the idea of best management plans and this is something that is

17

best initiated by the communities; and I think the previous speaker had

18

mentioned some of the work that needs to be done and is being pushed by DEP

19

or should be pushed by DEP to make sure that the communities in the

20

community sewer systems are doing those things that reduce the impact of

l)
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1

storm water and infiltration onto the combined sewers so that the overall impact

2

to the CSOs is reduced and that is something that should be addressed further.

3

Third item, Technical Advisory Committee believes that the Secretary of
Environmental Mfairs should initiate a formal public involvement process in

5

these water quality issues associated with the receiving waters from these CSO

6

areas. This is a greater problem than just the MWRA CSO discharges. This is

7

an area that needs to be addressed as a watershed issue. It is something that

8

affects the whole state. It is really important that the Secretary of

9

Environmental Mfairs and DEP step up to this water quality issue.

10

The fourth item, the Final Environmental Impact Report should address in

11

detail the co~ments that were made at the public information meetings, not just

12

the comments from people that are commenting today or commenting on the

13

Final Draft Report, but on the information that was gathered at the public

14

meetings because there was a lot of good information there and those people

15

don't necessarily feel it was necessary for them to come to a hearing like this,

16

so we encourage that information to go to the Secretary and make sure that it is

17

addressed in detail.

18

And then I think, finally, the fifth point that I would like to make, is that

19

we commend the MWRA for the efforts that they've made in outreach to the

20

public at large and they really have put a lot of effort into making this public

/)
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process as possible and that we hope that the effort to keep the public involved

2

will continue.

3

I would also ask, since this is sort of a last minute effort on my part, to

4

report this information, did other members of the Committee have anything

5

else that you would like to add? And we have a few of you here in the

6

audience. Please feel free to speak up at this point or we'll incorporate it into

7

our comments. Okay. Thank you.

8

>>>: Thank you.

9

MR. HORNBROOK: Do you think that worked better than the

(~)

microphone?

11

FROM THE AUDIENCE: Yes.

12

MR. HORNBROOK: Thanks. We had eight people sign up to be

13

speakers. We are at the fourth now. The next is President Sloan of the Mass.

14

College of Art.

15

PRESIDENT SLOAN: I'll try this without a microphone and if you can't

16

hear me, I'll ask the mike be turned on. I am President of Massachusetts

17

College of Art and I come tonight to speak on behalf of the college and to

18

represent the vote of the Board of our Trustees and the Board of Higher

19

Education for Commonwealth of Massachusetts. We are totally opposed to the

20

siting of the Stony Brook Conduit CSO on the only available land --

l)
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undeveloped land that is owned by Mass. College of Art along Huntington

2

Avenue. We believe that the process that was reached to site-- to recommend

3

that site has not followed the criteria that the MWRA itself established.

4

We know that there are 14 sites under consideration and only at the end of

5

July and late in mid-August did Massachusetts College of Art become aware

6

that we were a site under consideration even though other sites had been looked

7

at for a period of 14 months preceding that. The college had never been

8

informed of the issue nor had DCPO, Division of Capital Planning that works

9

with us on grant issues. Therefore, the college is put at a tremendous

10

disadvantage in responding to the issues. We were not part of the community

11

consultation that took place. rm glad it worked well for you, but it did not

12

work well in the Stony Brook case and for those reasons we are very concerned

13

about the process and we feel that it has put an undue burden on the college.

14

I want to talk about a couple of issues that affect the college and why we

15

are opposed to this and then to indicate some steps that we have taken because

16

we think there are other solutions.

17

Massachusetts College of Art has 3.2 acres of land along Huntington

18

Avenue across from the college which now serves as our parking lot. It is the

19

only land that we have. Massachusetts College of Art, by the way, is one of the

20

top three or four colleges of art design in the country. It is a public college in

()
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Massachusetts. It serves the entire Commonwealth in educating designers and

2

artists. We currently have about 1500 full time students. We have one parking

3

lot that holds about 200 cars in which we provide subsidized parking for low

4

income students and also parking for faculty members as part of their

5

conditions of-employment.

6

(

It is important for a college of art to provide parking because many times

7

students and staff and faculty are bringing large, bulky models, materials,

8

portfolios to the college which they cannot bring on public transportation. This

9

land also is the only land we have for future development of the college.

)

Currently we have one piece adjacent to the land that would also be

11

adjacent to the CSO that is being proposed and it raises issues about sensitivity.

12

We do not believe in the report that our students living in that dormitory or

13

students in the Wentworth Institute dormitory have been even considered as

14

residents for the purpose of location of the CSO.

15

That parking lot, however, that land in the future is the place where we

16

would build a second dormitory; and in fact we have money from the

17

Massachusetts Dormitory Authority now, authorization to begin planning to

18

build a dormitory. We have no other place to locate it if not on that land in

19

some configuration with probably parking and a dormitory arrangement. None

20

of that was considered in the CSO, in the Draft EIR. If you look at the report,

~~J
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2

there is no mention at all of those conditions.
In addition, for any future purposes for the college in the long term, this is

3

valuable land which would become more valuable to us as our college grows

4

and as we need -- as we will need to expand.

5

Now, we actually have hired both legal and engineering consultants to

6

review the plan for us and we have determined that of the 14 sites that were

7

originally in consideration, the Mass. College of Art site is in fact the most

8

expensive of the sites. Actually estimate without litigation cost, it is over 54

9

percent more than the least expensive site. There are sites in that whole area,

10

some under the control of the City of Boston, some under control of fellow

11

institutions such as Wentworth Institute ofTechnology and Northeastern, and

12

our concern is that the choice now that has been made in this report is made

13

without good reasoning, without logic and simply comes at the end of the

14

process in which the documentation itself does not substantiate.

15

What we intend to do is file a formal comment before the 23rd on this

16

issue because I can't go into all of the issues tonight, but we are very, very

17

concerned about this. It really would destroy our future, our ability as a

18

college in the Commonwealth to meet the needs of our students and the

19

projected growth that we have, so we will be filing a formal detailed brief on

20

the reasons why we think there are other choices and other sites that the

()
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MWRA can. look at to meet its goals without destroying this very, very

2

important area of the college that meets the public good in Massachusetts.

3
4

into this picture very late and did not have sufficient time over the last year to

5

participate in these meetings that the comment period actually be extended. We

6

don't think Christmas week is a good time for the Secretary to make this

7

decision about certifying the draft document and would ask an extension into

8

the month of January.

9
/

(,

We would also like to request at this time that since we were only brought

-)
11

l\1R. HORNBROOK: Thank you. The next speaker is Joe Favaloro,
Executive Director of Mass. Water Resources Advisory Board.

l\1R. FAVALORO: For the record my name is Joe Favaloro. I am the

12

Executive Director of the MWRA Advisory :aoard. I represent the 60

13

communities on the waste water side of the MWRA and specifically this

14

evening, 43 communities that will carry the CSO improvement plan.

15

When I last stood in this room back in 1990, the advisory board was

16

making comment on the CSO plan that was one size fits all, one solution, deep

17

rock tunnel was three times more costly, 1.2 billion d~llars, and didn't create

18

the level of flexibility that the advisory board had advocated for, so tonight I

19.

come before you with a different point of view and this is one of general

u

~0

support for the plan.
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It is much more appropriate and effective and the CSO solutions and, as I

2

said, it is basically significantly less expensive than the 1.2 one size fits all

3

solution; but even with that, we are still looking at a 420 million dollar project

4

which is an enormous commitment from my communities and rate payers of

5

the Greater Boston area to carry alone.

6

As in most projects, we need more and more information and public

7

information process as detailed design moves forward. There are really three

8

points and we will be making formal written testimony at a later date that we

9

are going to bring up for review this evening. One is the Advisory Board retain

10

flexibility in the project concept and design. For example, people have

11

mentioned Stony Brook screening and disinfection facility. It is recommending

12

this site along Ward Street. That is not the first site and it is eight million

13

dollars more costly. We need to consider evaluating alternative sites and other

14

possible engineering solutions which could yield a less costly solution.

15

()

As you know, the Advisory Board, we will continue to advocate for

16

additional funding of federal and state to us. Cost continues to be a significant

17

concern for the Advisory Board. Revised cost estimates of more than 420

18

million dollars, just in the last capital improvement plan, is a seven million

19

dollar increase and the 20 percent increase in cost estimates in just this past

20

year. CSO spending is expected, as the Deer Island projects begin to be

l)
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completed, to be about 40 percent of all the Authority's resource spending over

2

the next ten years. It is going to be a significant component of the capital

3

improvement plan of the MWRA on the waste water side.

4

5

responsibility to incremental project costs; and by this I mean the Authority

6

proposes to expand the North Dorchester Bay consolidation to help storm water

7

flows to Carson Beach and other North Dorchester Bay beaches controlled by

8

the l\1DC.

9

()

(

A third point I want to bring up this evening is we assign appropriate

The Advisory Board believes that the l\1DC should be paying for the
incremental costs to build the facilities that will guarantee treatment of storm

11

water from state owned land. Similarly, mitigation requests in the projects

12

should be considered using strict guidelines that both the Authority and the

13

Advisory Board through its guidelines for engineering and construction

14

practices have been approved. We believe this has been a major component

15

that they have to go through this process.

16

You know, as was alluded to by

.

17

Mr. Kubiak; there has been much improvements that have occurred. This year

18

alone CSO flows on all of the Deer Island projects and pumping improvements

19

were reduced by 70 percent. As we move to that ~008 date, that is -- CSOs

20

will be 95 percent reduced and the remaining flow, as was indicated earlier,

"-
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will be 96 percent treated of that. This represents a huge improvement in local

2

water quality.

3

Yet with all of this, it is still very difficult to evaluate the proposed water

4

quality goals results in the absence of a clearer description in the state process

5

for setting water quality standards, so I leave you tonight with just this last

6

point that the state needs to elaborate on the relationship between the CSO

7

control program with its proposed water quality improvements in the state's

8

own water quality standards setting process. I think as others indicated this

9

evening, we want to see the state become more involved in this process.

10

As I said, I want to commend the MWRA. You've come a long way in a

11

few short years. We're headed toward a solution that meets the mandate of the

12

Advisory Board, that is environmentally sound and rate payer sensitive; and

13

we'll continue to work on both aspects of that with you and we'll send

14

comments to the Secretary. Thank you.

15

l\I1R. HORNBROOK: We have three more people who have signed up to

16

make statements. The next speaker is Joan LeBlanc from the Boston Harbor

17

Associates.

18

MS. LeBLANC: Thank you. My name is Joan LeBlanc and I am here

19

representing the Boston Harbor Association. We are a nonprofit organization.

20

Our mission is to promote a clean water access to Boston Harbor.

()
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I would like to begin tonight by thanking the MWRA for your efforts to

2

date. There have been many positive improvements in Boston Harbor directly

3

related to the Boston Harbor Project. The CSO plan in our opinion represents

4

an intelligent conceptual plan to resolve combined sewer overflows in Boston

5

Harbor. We very much appreciate the MWRA's willingness to appoint the

6

Technical Advisory Committee and to listen to the opinions of that committee

7

and which we have been an active member.

8
9

()

This has been brought up earlier, we also recognize that this is only a plan
and we hope that it remains fluid and it can change as new technologies may
arise or specific issues are identified. As mentioned by Joe Favaloro, we are

11

very pleased with the bottom line of this project of 420 million dollar price tag,

12

which is a major deduction from the original 1.3 billion dollar plan.

13
14

15
16

17

In terms of issues with the plan I'll speak about our broad concerns and we
will be addressing more specific concerns in our written comments.
The issue of changes in water quality designations are really our No. 1
concern. Last week we submitted a formal request to the Department of
. Environmental Protection. In that request we asked tb:at DEP send a

18

representative to this meeting because they had committed to playing an active

19

role in this process and putting forth a set of guidelines as to how the water

20

quality designation process would be commented on by the public. As far as I

l_)
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know, there is not a representative or spokesperson here from DEP. So I guess

2

that's it. We will continue to bring this issue up to the Secretary in hopes that

3

she will respond and we urge the MWRA to do the same.

4

I won't go over the concerns about why this is such an important issue at

5

length because many of the questions have been brought up, but clearly those

6

of us who will be looking at this plan, this seven volume plan, long and hard,

7

we don't have the answers to our questions; so if we don't have the answers,

8

certainly we can assume that people at the community level don't have the

9

answers as well.

10

Just as an example, one question that we have been pondering is why is the

11

Charles River being considered for a variance and other areas such as the

12

Alewife Brook only being looked at as B CSO? What does that really mean in

13

terms of long term impact and when can those designations be changed? There

14

was a very broad public process for coming up with the water quality

15

designation and we certainly don't want to see those changed overnight without

16

full agreement.

17

Okay. Moving on, the storm water, while we recognize that dealing with

18

storm water is not the responsibility of the MWRA, there a couple of issues

19

related to this CSO plan. First, as previously mentioned, one of the impacts of

20

this plan, although it is certainly positive overall and will reroute CSOs, storm

C~)
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1

water that currently is being rerouted along the combined sewers to the

2

treatment plant will now be going directly into Boston Harbor. We realize this

3

is going to happen and what it means is that in several areas, namely swimming

4

areas, we will have additional storm water. We would like to see an analysis

5

included in the plan of what impact that will have. We understand it is not the

6

MWRA's responsibility to resolve the issue but they should at least define what

7

it will mean.

8
9

()

Again, sewer separation is recommended at the swimming areas,
Constitution Beach in East Boston and also South Dorchester Bay, and we
recommend that the MWRA address the issue of incorporating catch basins,

11

screening facilities and retention facilities where appropriate in those areas and

12

other areas where they are doing sewer separation and would have to build new

13

storm drains.

14

We would like to commend the MWRA for having the foresight to reroute

15

storm water flows away from the North Dorchester Bay. We understand that

16

there will be a minor impact in the cost and we believe that this should be

17

worked out appropriately with either :MDC, Boston \Y"ater and Sewer or

18

whoever, but we do commend the MWRA for saying that -- taking that into

19

consideration. It is clear that water quality benefits will outweigh the cost.

20

C__)

One other note, there is another project going on right now, the
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1

Metropolitan District Commission is working on several of the beaches in the

2

Boston Harbor area. They are going to be doing major construction and have

3

already started some construction. We do have some concerns about the

4

MWRA's need to coordinate construction and siting and sewage work with

5

those projects. We don't want to have a situation where the streets are tom up

6

in April in relation to beach improvements and then the MWRA comes in in

7

September and starts construction again, so we urge the coordination in those

8

areas, particularly Constitution Beach, North Dorchester Bay and South

9

Dorchester Bay.

10

One fmal point, in terms of the mitigation, we understand that most of the

11

mitigation for this project will be limited to engineering solution and that sort

12

of thing. However, wherever there are additional mitigation efforts considered,

13

we would like to see linkages for the harbor, things that will improve public

14

access throughout the harbor; and in closing we appreciate the opportunity to

15

speak to you tonight and we will be providing detailed comments as a follow

16

up. Thank you.

17

MR. HORNBROOK: Next speaker is Gladys DeCosta.

18

MS. DeCOSTA: Thank you. Good evening. I stand here as a

19

representative of Union Park Street Neighborhood Association. We are

20

vehemently opposed to the selection of Union Park Street as a future site to be

()
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2

used by the MWRA.
Here in front of me are plans for a playground for which we have worked

3

long and hard -- 15 years to be exact. MWRA proposes when and if we finally

4

get this playground, the two huge tanks will be placed underneath. We already

5

suffer daily with the stench from the current building. We do not need an

6

addition to it. It has devalued our property. Rents have dropped because

7

people do not want to live across from three towers that anytime it rains, it is

8

disgusting. Sewers outside on the street are more disgusting than the stacks.

9

We were promised this land by Boston Water and Sewer in I believe a signed

()

agreement with Bob Ciotta. We ask that that agreement be honored. We also

11

ask that an extension to the end of January be given for the selection of this

12

site. Thank you.

13

14
15

rvfR. HORNBROOK: Thank you. The last speaker who has signed up is
Torrence Boone.

l\1R. BOONE: Good evening. My name is Torrence Boone. I am a

16

resident of Union Park Street and a member of the Union Park Street

17

Neighborhood Association. I just wanted to echo the comments that Gladys

18

made as well as the earlier comments made by Michael and express to you that

19

I think we share the same concern that Ms. Sloan mentioned tn reference to the

20

Stony Brook location in that the mechanisms through which the city has

u
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1

determined various sites to me and to a number of folks who have to actually

2

deal with the implications seems tremendously suspect.

3

Just to give you a bit of context about Union Park Street, it is a row of

4

Victorian town houses on the southern edge of the South End. It is a landmark

5

set of buildings. It is in the Boston Society of Architects' Guide of Boston

6

Architecture. The block has been largely decimated by public works projects.

7

We are now actually facing the Central Artery Tunnel Project which is, you

8

know, digging up a street just a few blocks from this historic row of town

9

houses.

10

There is, as Gladys mentioned, a pumping facility already located across

11

the street from this row of houses and that facility was built with an utter

12

disregard to the architectural integrity of the building across the street. We were

13

promised the playground, which has been a real boon to the otherwise dismal

14

feelings about the situations in the block; and now it appears that this project

15

will either delay that or make the implications of a playground somewhat

16

frightening that it will be on top of that sewage, so from our perspective, the

17

city has not been very sensitive regarding the needs of residents in the area and

18

I mean just imagine walking out of your home, each of you, walking out of

19

your home and across the street, seeing some pumping station knowing that

20

there is sewerage buried right across the street from your property, having to

()
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2

deal with the odors and the other associated preliminary indications of such a
facility on just about a daily basis.

3

These are all really fundamental issues that seem to have been disregard by

4

the city; and as a resident t<;> the block and a recent home owner on the block, it

5

is really discouraging to me that the process has been followed in the manner in

6

which it has been followed.

7

I also would like to point out that the population of the block at Union

8

Park Street is probably 65 if not more percent third and fourth generation

9

immigrants and it is also made up of a number of ethnic minorities; and I just

()

think that it should be at least a part of the public record that I think largely

11

because the population of this block is largely disenfranchised and relatively

12

disempowered in relation to the city that such a disregard of our living

13

conditions has been so blatant and obvious from the city, so I really think that

14

that is a point that should be kept in mind. If you look across the nation and you

15

look at other sites for environmental waste and the location of dump sites and

16

other things, they tend to be located close to communities of lower economic

17

status or people who don•t have the economic might ~r even the political

18

sophistication to understand what to do about it.

19
20

cJ

Many of the people on my block don•t even speak English, so I think that
is a really key point. It is not until recently that more professionals have started
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1

moving to the block, just to perpetuate the gentrification that the South End as

2

a whole is experiencing. I really think that those are important issues. I would

3

say that if the facility is going to go ahead, that the city actually be very, very

4

conscious of the design implications and not disregard the historical landmark

5

significance of the residential property that is there.

6

7
8
9

I would also request that the comment period be extended as well beyond
the December 23rd deadline. Thanks.

:MR. HORNBROOK: Is there anyone who would like to speak who did
not sign up? Okay. On behalf of the MWRA I would like to thank you for

10

coming here tonight, taking time out from your lives. The MWRA and

11

consultants will be available at the end of this meeting. If you have any specific

12

questions you want to ask us, we will be here to answer those questions.

13

Thank you.

14

(Hearing closed at 9:00PM.)

15
16

17
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This is to certify that the foregoing
57 pages, consecutively numbered, are a true and accurate transcription of my
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stenographic notes taken on December 9, 1996, to the best of my skill and

2

ability.

3
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5
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Nancy L. Eaton, CSR, RPR, RMR, RDR
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DESIGN DATA SHEETS
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RESERVED CHANNEL CSO FACILITY
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DESIGN CRITERIA • SELECTED VALUES

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

()

0
0
0
0
0

VALUE

Design Storm Peak Flow, mgd
3 month, peak at low tide
3 month, peak at high tide
1 year, peak at low tide
1 year, peak at high tide
2 year, peak at low tide
2 year, peak at high tide
5 year, peak at low tide
5 year, peak at high tide
10 year, peak at low tide
10 year, peak at high tide
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1VL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5VL
5VH
10VL
10YH
PTY

150

Design Storm Volume, mg
3 month, peak at low tide
3 month, peak at high tide
1 year, peak at low tide
1 year, peak at high tide
2 year, peak at low tide
2 year, peak at high tide
5 year, peak at low tide
5 year, peak at high tide
10 year, peak at low tide
10 year, peak at high tide
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1VH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

9.90

Selected Design Storm
°
Flow
0
Volume

150.00
9.90

mgd
MG

0.25
0.105
0
2.5
14
19
6

in
in
deg
fps
fps
ft
cf/mg
in

11.5

ft

DESIGN DATA
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Screen Opening Size
Wire Diameter
Slope From Vertical
Minimum Approach Velocity at Design Flow
Maximum Velocity Through Screens at Design Flow
Maximum Screen Width
Screenings Quantities (See Note 1 Below)
Maximum Headless at Design Flow

Depth of Channel

2

ft

Flow Depth
Total Width of Screen Necessary

\_)

23

Determine Total Number of Screens
0
On-line
0
Standby

2
0
11.5

Unit Screen Width
DESTOOLS.XLS

ft

Page1/2

ft

8/4/97

Determine Peak Flow Dedicated to each Screen
Headless Through Screens (V1800 =2.5 fps)

Manufacturer's:
Bar Rack ( > 0.5 in. opening):
Fine Screen ( < 0.1 in. opening):

Clear Spacing both Sides of Screen

75.00

mgd

3.26
1.68
3.88

in
in
in

5

ft

Building Width Required Based on Clear Spacing

38.0

ft

Determine Screening Quantities

188

cf

GENERAL EQUIPMENT CRITERIA
- Redundant screens to be provided for design flow.
- Coarse screens ( mechanically cleaned bar screens ) are provided upstream of the
traveling water screens.
- For traveling water screens, provide means for handling wet screenings ( wetwell or
trough to return to interceptor, or screenings press to dewater screens).
Notes:
( 1)
Estimated based on 1.2 x 11 cf I MG.

()

(

\

·~~)
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DESIGN CRITERIA- SELECTED VALUES

VALUE

Design Storm Peak Flow, mgd
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
o
1 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
0
5 year, peak at low tide
o
5 year, peak at high tide
o
10 year, peak at low tide
0
10 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

(

•.... )
.. .

3ML
3MH
1YL

1YH
2YL

2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

Design Storm Volume, mg
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
0
1 year, peak at high tide
o
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
0
5 year, peak at low tide
0
5 year, peak at high tide
:
10 year, peak at low tide
10 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

150

3ML

3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH

5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

9.90

Hypochlorite Solution Concentration, %

10

Maximum Dose at Design Flow (mg/11

25

Typical Dose (mg/11

15

Selected Design Storm for Peak Conditions
o
peak flow, mgd
0
volume, mg

150.00

Required Feed Rate for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. Dose, gph
Required Feed Rate for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. Dose, lb/h

1562.50
1303.13

9.90

Required Feed Rate for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, gph
Required Feed Rate for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, lb/h
Req'd Hypochlor. Sol'n Sto. for Peak Storm Cond. Max. Dose, gal.

2481.2

Req'd Hypochlor. Sol'n Sto. for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, gal.

15

Minimum Detention Time at Peak flow Condition, min.

DESTOOLS.XLS
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()
DESIGN DATA
Dosing Locations
0
Primary disinfection point
0
Secondary disinfection point
0
Ancillary application points (list)
Metering Pumps - Number
o
Number for disinfection
o
Number for odor control
0
Number for facility washdown
0
Number for facility dewatering

(See note 1 below)
(See note 1 below)

Proposed Metering Pumps - Capacities
0
Primary disinfection point, lead pump, gph
o
Primary disinfection point, lag pump, gph
0
Primary disinfection point, lag pump, gph
o
Primary disinfection point, lag-lag pump, gph
0
Secondary disinfection point/standby pump, gph
0
Secondary disinfection point/standby pump, gph
o
Odor control pump, gph
°
Facility washdown pump, gph
°
Facility dewatering pump, gph

900
60

Primary Disinfection Point Deliverable Dosages
0
Peak flow conditions, mg/1 (See note 2 below)
Required:
Primary Disinfection Point Available Turndown
0
Maximum turndown on lead pump, x: 1
°
CSO flow at typical dose ( 15 mg/1) with lead pump @ max. turndown, mgd
Storage Tanks
0
Number
0
Unit capacity, gal.
0
Total capacity, gal.

(See Note 3 below)
Required Storage for Design Storm Only:

Detention Time, min.
0
Volume in facility, mg
0
Volume in effluent conduit/outfall (high tide), mg
0
Volume in effluent conduit/outfall (low tide), mg
0
Detention time, peak flow conditions (high tide), min.
0
Detention time, peak flow conditions (low tide), min.
0
Detention time, typical flow conditions (high tide), min.
0
Detention time, typical flow conditions (low tide), min.

()

25.0
25

20
0.48

5000
2481

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Note:
( 1) Use disinfection pumps for washdown and dewatering service.

(2) Capacity based on lead, lag and lag-lag disinfection pumps operating.
(3) Capacity of hypochlorite storage tank is determined as a function of dose rate at

lJ

peak flow, total disinfectant load for design storm, consideration of back-to-back
storms, auxiliary chemical uses, anticipated delivery time, and decomposition rate.

DESTOOLS.XLS
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DESIGN CRITERIA - SELECTED VALUES

VALUE

Design Storm Peak Flow, mgd
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
0
1 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
0
5 year, peak at low tide
0
5 year, peak at high tide
0
10 year, peak at low tide
0
10 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

150

Design Storm Volume, mg
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
0
1 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
5 year, peak at low tide
5 year, peak at high tide
10 year, peak at low tide
0
10 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

9.90

(~):

Maximum Residual Chlorine at Design Flow {mg/1}

4.0

Typical Residual Chlorine {mg/11

2.0

S02 Equiv. of 38 % Bisulfrte Solution {lb. S02/gal.)

2.17

Req'd Ratio of S02 to Residual Chlorine {mg/1/mg/11

1.1

Req'd S02 Dose At Design Flow {mg/11

4.4

Req'd S02 Dose At Typical Flow {mg/11

2.2

Selected Design Storm for Peak Conditions
o
flow, mgd0
volume, mg

150.00
9.90

Req'd Bisulf"rte Feed Rate for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. Dose, gph
Req'd Bisulf"rte Feed Rate for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. Dose, lb/h

106
229

Req'd Bisulfite Feed Rate for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, gph
Req'd Bisulfite Feed Rate for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, lb/h

53
115
167.4

( JReq'd Bisulfite Sol'n Sto. for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. dose, gal.

"'-

0.5

Minimum Detention Time at Peak Flow Condition, min.

0.0521

Contact Volume Required, mg
DESTOOLS.XLS
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DESIGN DATA
Dosing Location

At or near outfall

Proposed Metering Pumps • Capacities
0
Lead pump, gph
o
Lag pump, gph
0
Standby pump, gph
Total pump capacity, gph (with one pump out of service)

85
110
106

Required capacity:
Firm Dose Cap. (largest pump off-line}, mg/1 S02

4.58

Available Turndown
0
Maximum turndown on lead pump, x: 1
0
CSO flow at typical dose (mg/1) with lead pump @ max. turndown, mgd

20
3.55

Storage Tanks
0
(See Note 2 below)
Number
0
Unit capacity, gal.
0
Total capacity, gal.
(See Note 1 below)

0
Required Storage for Design Storm Only:

167

Detention Time
0
Volume in facility, mg
0
Volume in effluent conduit/outfall, mg
0
Detention time, peak flow conditions, min.
0
Detention time, typical flow conditions, min.

0

()

0.0

Note
( 1) Sodium Bisulfite storage capacity is determined as a function of dose rate at
peak flow, total disinfectant load for design storm, consideration of back-to-back
storms, and anticipated delivery time.
(2) Due to low required volume, NaHS0 3 would be provided in 55-gallon drums. No storage tanks would be provided.

( )'
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STONY BROOK SCREENING AND
DISINFECTION FACILITY

DESIGN CRITERIA- SELECTED VALUES

(

)

VALUE

Design Storm Peak Flow, mgd
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
0
1 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
0
5 year, peak at low tide
0
5 year, peak at high tide
0
1 0 year, peak at low tide
0
1 0 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

323.83

Design Storm Volume, mg
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
o
1 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
0
5 year, peak at low tide
0
5 year, peak at high tide
0
10 year, peak at low tide
0
10 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

63.73

Selected Design Storm, Peak Conditions
0
Peak flow for design storm, mgd
0
Selected design volume, mg

°
°
0
0

0
0
0

323.83
63.73

3

CSO Screenings Volume, ft I mg
Clear Spacing Between Bars, in.
Bar Width, in.
Maximum design velocity through screen, ft./sec.
Minimum velocity through screen, ft./sec.
Maximum Screen Width, ft.
Maximum Screen Height, ft.

13.00
0.5
0.375

3
1.25
10

DESIGN DATA
2
°
Flow area required (Flow I Design Velocity) :
166.99 ft.
::w::=::t:t=:::=:::rP:~~iK:iW!JtWW:Jr:rrrr:=:w@rrr::rrr:wwrrw:rr:t:::::r::r:wm;r::r:rrr:::::::rrrrrrrrr:r::rwfrrrrr:rrrrrn:r::::t:::tttt@rtrrrrr:w;::mtrr:;w:wMt#tr;:r::i::rrnrrm
0

0
0

Number of Clear Spaces ( Flow Area I (Clear Spacing • Depth of Flow )) :
Number of Bars (Number of Clear Spaces + 1 ) :
Total Width of Screen Required ((Spaces • Clear Space) + (Bars • Bar Width)):

364.3 spaces
365.34 bars
26.60 ft.

w?:r::=:r::::=::::mmi:::J.M~i~i.f'W.mm$.l*-hl~wwv~~nNiim~i:::::mr:m:::w::::::::::::::=::r::rr::r::::::::r:::r:r:r:rr::::::::rr:::::::::::r:mr::::r::::rr::::::::::::=::::::::r:::::r:::::::::::r:::r:rr::::::::::::)~i~9tfit::::::::::::::::rr::::r:::::r::
0
0
0
0
0
0

(.J
'"-.

0

0
0
0
0

Number of Units Required ( Required Width I Selected Unit Screen Width ) :
Selected Number of Bars per Screen:
Selected Number of Clear Spaces per Screen:

3 units
1 23 bars
1 22 spaces
2

Actual Flow Area Per Screen (Depth of Flow • Number of Clear Spaces • Clear Spacing):
Approach Velocity (Selected Design Flow I Total of Screen Widths):
Velocity Through Bars (Selected Design Flow I (Number of Units • Flow Area Per Unit):
Headloss with Clean Screen:
Headless with Screen Half Clogged:

55.75
1.71
3.00
0.13
0.73

ft.
ft./sec.
ft./sec.

Screenings Volume Per Screen (Design Volume • CSO Screenings Density I Number of Units):
Number of Backup Screens Needed:
Total Width Required for Screen Room (4' between screens, 6' on each end):

276.16 ft. 3
1 .00 units
59.60 ft.

ft.
ft.

(FOR MULTIPLE INFLUENT CHANNELS, USE PAGE BELOW)
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DESIGN CRITERIA- SELECTED VALUES

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

()

0
0
0
0
0

Design Storm Peak Flow, mgd
3 month, peak at low tide
3 month, peak at high tide
1 year, peak at low tide
1 year, peak at high tide
2 year, peak at low tide
2 year, peak at high tide
5 year, peak at low tide
5 year, peak at high tide
10 year, peak at low tide
10 year, peak at high tide
Peak in Typical Year
Design Storm Volume, mg
3 month, peak at low tide
3 month, peak at high tide
1 year, peak at low tide
1 year, peak at high tide
2 year, peak at low tide
2 year, peak at high tide
5 year, peak at low tide
5 year, peak at high tide
10 year, peak at low tide
10 year, peak at high tide
Peak in Typical Year

VALUE

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH

PTY

323.83

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

63.73

Selected Design Storm
°
Flow
0
Volume

323.83
63.73

mgd
MG

DESIGN DATA
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

Screen Opening Size
Wire Diameter
Slope From Vertical
Minimum Approach Velocity at Design Flow
Maximum Velocity Through Screens at Design Flow
Maximum Screen Width
screenings Quantities (See Note 1 Below)
Maximum Headless at Design Flow

0.25
0.105
0

2
2.5

14
19

6
12.5

Depth of Channel

44

Total Width of Screen Necessary
Determine Total Number of Screens
0
On-line
0
Standby

ft

4
1

11.0

Unit Screen Width
DTOOL 715.XLS

ft
ft

Flow Depth

u

in
in
deg
fps
fps
ft
cf/mg
in

Page1/2

ft
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Determine Peak Flow Dedicated to each Screen
Head loss Through Screens IVtaco= 2.5 fps)

Manufacturer's:
Bar Rack ( > 0.5 in. opening):
Fine Screen ( < 0. 1 in. opening):

Clear Spacing both Sides of Screen
Building Width Required Based on Clear Spacing
Determine Screening Quantities

80.96

mgd

3.26
1.68
3.88

in
in
in

5

ft

85.0

ft

1,211

cf

GENERAL EQUIPMENT CRITERIA
- Redundant screens to be provided for design flow.
- Coarse screens ( mechanically cleaned bar screens ) are provided upstream of the
traveling water screens.
- For traveling water screens, provide means for handling wet screenings ( wetwell or
trough to return to interceptor, or screenings press to dewater screens ).
Notes:
(1)
Estimated based on 1.2 x 11 cf I MG.

(_)

!J
\_,
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VALUE

DESIGN CRITERIA· SELECTED VALUES
Design Storm Peak Flow, mgd
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
0
1 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
0
5 year, peak at low tide
0
5 year, peak at high tide
0
10 year, peak at low tide
0
10 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

323.83

Design Storm Volume, mg
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
1 year, peak at low tide
1 year, peak at high tide
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
0
5 year, peak at low tide
0
5 year, peak at high tide
0
10 year, peak at low tide
0
10 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

63.73

Selected Design Storm for Peak Conditions
0
flow, mgd
0
volume, mg

323.83
63.73

Design Velocity Through Screen, fps

4.92

CSO Screenings Volume, fe/MG

25.00

®
0
0
0

0

C)

Jones & Attwood Fine Screen
Clear Spacing Between Bars, in
Bar Width, in
Minimum Length, in.
Dimensional Range, ft.
Length
Width
Flow Range, mgd.

7/22/97

2:38PM

0.16
0.10
10
10-30
1.3- 4.0

4.6- 114

Page 1
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DESIGN DATA FOR TYPES RSO AND RSU
Peak in Typ

II!i!iiii!i!ii!i!~i!i!i!i!i!i!ii!i!fiii!ii!f

0

Selected Length of Screen Bar, meters (4 to 8, integer).

0

Selected Number of Modules (2 to 10, integer)

0

Unit Capacity, mgd. ( Based on Manufacturer's Information )

116.28

0

Number of Screens Required ( Design Flow I Unit Capacity l

3

0

Screen Height, ft.

0

Minimum Length of Opening in Concrete per Screen, ft.

0

Flow per Tank, mgd. (Design Flow I Number of Tanks l

107.94

0

Firm Hydraulic Capacity, mgd. (Flow per Tank* Number of Tanks l

348.84

0

Open Surface Area Per Tank, sf. (Based on Manufacturer's Information l

36.60

0

Total Open Surface Area, sf. (Open Area per Tank* Number of Tanks l

109.79

0

Face Velocity, fps (Design Flow I Total Open Surface Area)

0

Headloss Across Screen, ft. ( Face Velocity I (K * 2 * g) ; K 0.5)

0

Number of Backup Units Required

0

Screenings Volume, ft

1

1

10

3.97

2

RSO:
RSU:

31.82
3.94

()

4.56

=

0.65
1

3

1593.25

If a 2 meter bar legth is selected, the number of modules must be 8 or less.

(,,_)
7/22/97

2:38PM
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DESIGN CRITERIA - SELECTED VALUES
Design Storm Peak Flow, mgd
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
0
1 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
0
5 year, peak at low tide
0
5 year, peak at high tide
0
10 year, peak at low tide
0
10 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
323.83

Design Storm Volume, mg
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
0
1 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at low tide
2 year, peak at high tide
(\ ___ . ) :
_
5 year, peak at low tide
0
5 year, peak at high tide
0
10 year, peak at low tide
0
10 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
63.73

Selected Design Storm for Peak Conditions
0
Peak flow
0
Peak flow
0
Volume

::r:::eiK!!itr~M:::::

323.83
224,884
63.73

mgd
gpm
mg

GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA
Screen Opening Size ( in )

0.005- 0.20
0.02-0.08
0.01 - 0.10

Flow Capacity per Unit ( MGD )

0.1 - 11 .5 (1)
0.6- 16
0.6- 19 (2)
Stainless Steel
Wedgewire

Screen Material

lJ
DTOOL715.XLS
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Vulcan Industries: Liquifuge Ratay Screen
o
Screen Opening Size
0
Unit Length
0
Unit Capacity (See Note 1 below)

0.08
20.5
7,100

in
ft
gpm

0.08
19.5
11,250

in
ft
gpm

Hycor, Rotoshear Internally-Fed Rotary Wedgewire Screen
o
Screen Opening Size
o
Unit Length
0
Unit Capacity (See Note 2 below)

0.08
21.0
13,420

in
ft
gpm

Estimated Screenings Quantity, cf/mg (See Note 3 below)

19

· Jones & Attwood: Rota Fine Screen
o
Screen Opening Size, in.
0
Unit Length
0
Unit Capacity (See Note 2 below)

DESIGN DATA

r::r:::::::J!M91i~¥!i!!!!!!!!i!11

Screen Manufacturer (Vulcan, J&A, or Hycor)
Screen Opening Size
Unit Length

Unit Capacity

0.08
20.5
7,100

in
ft
gpm

327.2
227,200

mgd
gpm

1210.87
37.84

cf
cf

Total Number of Units
0
0

On-line
Standby

Firm Hydraulic Capacity

Estimated Screenings Quantity
0
Total
0
Per Unit

Notes:
(1) Capacities based on raw sewage with 200 mg/1 TSS; capacity varies with screen opening size.
(2)

Capacities based on clean water, however the manufacturer's suggest the flow will be_ reduced by
up to one-half with a wastewater strength equal to 200 mg/1 TSS.

(3)

Quantity is based on M&E, 1991. Text indicates for 1 /2" screens a removal of 11 cf/mg will take place.
For fine screens the text indicates a removal of 30 cf/mg. All facilities will utilize 1 /2" bar screens prior
to the Rotary Drum Screens thus, 11 cf/mg will be removed, leaving 19 cf/mg to be removed by the RDS.

DTOOL715.XLS
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DTOOL715.XLS-Netting

TLP

()
VALUE

DESIGN CRITERIA- SELECTED VALUES

()

Design Storm Peak Flow, mgd
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
o
1 year, peak at low tide
0
1 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at low tide
o
2 year, peak at high tide
o
5 year, peak at low tide
o
5 year, peak at high tide
0
10 year, peak at low tide
0
10 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

Design Storm Volume, mg
o
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
o
1 year, peak at low tide
o
1 year, peak at high tide
o
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
0
5 year, peak at low tide
o
5 year, peak at high tide
o
10 year, peak at low tide
o
10 year, peak at high tide
o
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

323.83

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

63.73

Selected Design Storm

Design Flow

High Tide:
Low Tide:

{ cfs )

Design
323.83
323.83

5

Design Velocity Through Net { fps )

2.5

Netting Bag Width { ft ) :
High Tide:
Low Tide:

Overflow Volume for Design Storm { MG )

63.73
63.73

Screenings Unit Quantity { cf I mg )

11

Bag Capacity { cf ) :

25

l)
MWRA-CSO

p:\cso\task 10\1 OX3\excel\
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DTOOL715.XLS-Netting

TLP

Computations
Depth of Flow :
( User Input }

ft

Width Required to Get Design Velocity ( ft l :
( Design Flow I ( Depth of Flow x Design Velocity } }

16.19

Number of Bags Required for Width :
( Width Required I Netting Bag Width l

6.48

Screenings Quantity For Design Volume :
( Overflow Volume x Screenings Unit Quantity }

701.03

ft

cf

Number of Bags Required For Screenings Quantity
( Screenings Quantity I Bag Capacity l
28

Number of Bags Selected
( User Input }
Actual Flow Area :
( Number of Bags x Bag Width x Flow Depth }
Actual Velocity Through Bags :
( Design Flow I Actual Flow Area }
Chamber Width :
(See Below}

280.00

sf

1.16

fps

116.00

ft

Note:
Select dimensions of chamber based on :
Length: 14 ft
4 Bags = 20ft
Width: 1 Bag = 8 ft
2 Bags = 12ft
5 Bags = 24ft
3
=16ft
etc.

MWRA-CSO

p:\cso\task 10\1 OX3\excel\
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DESIGN CRITERIA- SELECTED VALUES

VALUE

Design Storm Peak Flow, mgd
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
o
1 year, peak at low tide
o
1 year, peak at high tide
o
2 year, peak at low tide
o
2 year, peak at high tide
o
5 year, peak at low tide
o
5 year, peak at high tide
o
10 year, peak at low tide
o
10 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH

5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH

PTY

Design Storm Volume, mg
o
3 month, peak at low tide
o
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
o
1 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
o
5 year, peak at low tide
o
5 year, peak at high tide
·--.·_-_) :
10 year, peak at low tide
(
10 year, peak at high tide
..
0
Peak in Typical Year

323.83

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH

5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH

PTY

63.73

Hypochlorite Solution Concentration, %

10

Maximum Dose at Design Flow (mg/IJ

25

Typical Dose (mg/IJ

15

Selected Design Storm for Peak Conditions
0
peak flow, mgd
0
volume, mg

323.83
63.73

Required Feed Rate for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. Dose, gph
Required Feed Rate for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. Dose, lb/h

3373.26
2813.30

Required Feed Rate for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, gph
Required Feed Rate for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, lb/h

0.00
0.00

Req'd Hypochlor. Sol'n Sto. for Peak Storm Cond. Max. Dose, gal.

15972.4

Req'd Hypochlor. Sol'n Sto. for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, gal.

0.0

Minimum Detention Time at Peak flow Condition, min.

15

DTOOL715.XLS

NaHOCI
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DESIGN DATA
Dosing Locations
0
Primary disinfection point
o
Secondary disinfection point
0
Ancillary application points (list)
Metering Pumps- Number
0
Number for disinfection
0
Number for odor control
0
Number for facility washdown
0
Number for facility dewatering

(See note 1 below)
(See note 1 below)

Proposed Metering Pumps - Capacities
0
Primary disinfection point, lead pump, gph
0
Primary disinfection point, lag pump, gph
0
Primary disinfection point, lag pump, gph
0
Primary disinfection point, lag-lag pump, gph
0
Primary disinfection point, lag-lag pump, gph
0
Primary disinfection point, lag-lag pump, gph
0
Secondary disinfection point/standby pump, gph
0
Secondary disinfection point/standby pump, gph
o
Odor control pump, gph
°
Facility washdown pump, gph
°
Facility dewatering pump, gph

50
900
0
0
0

Primary Disinfection Point Deliverable Dosages
0
Peak flow conditions, mg/1 (See note 2 below)
Required:
Primary Disinfection Point Available Turndown
0
Maximum turndown on lead pump, x: 1
o
CSO flow at typical dose ( 1 5 mg/1) with lead pump @ max. turndown, mgd
Storage Tanks
0
Number
0
Unit capacity, gal.
0
Total capacity, gal.

(See Note 3 below)
Required Storage for Design Storm Only:

Detention Time, min.
o
Volume in facility, mg
0
Volume in effluent conduit/outfall (high tide), mg
0
Volume. in effluent conduit/outfall (low tide), mg
0
Detention time, peak flow conditions (high tide), min.
0
Detention time, peak flow conditions (low tide), min.
0
Detention time, typical flow conditions (high tide), min.
0
Detention time, typical flow conditions (low tide), min.

(~)

25.6
25

20
0.40

24000
15972

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Note:
( 1) Use disinfection pumps for washdown and dewatering service.
(2) Capacity based on lead, lag and lag-lag disinfection pumps operating.
(3) Capacity of hypochlorite storage tank is determined as a function of dose rate at
peak flow, total disinfectant load for design storm, consideration of back-to-back
storms, auxiliary chemical uses, anticipated delivery time, and decomposition rate.

DTOOL715.XLS

NaHOCI
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VALUE

DESIGN CRITERIA- SELECTED VALUES
Design Storm Peak Flow, mgd
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
0
1 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
0
5 year, peak at low tide
0
5 year, peak at high tide
0
10 year, peak at low tide
0
10 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

323.83

Design Storm Volume, mg
o
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
0
1 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
0
5 year, peak at low tide
5 year, peak at high tide
10 year, peak at low tide
0
10 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

63.73

(~):

Maximum Residual Chlorine at Design Flow (mg/1}

4.0

Typical Residual Chlorine (mg/ll

2.0

S02 Equiv. of 38 % Bisulfite Solution (lb. S02/gal.}

2.17

Req'd Ratio of S02 to Residual Chlorine (mg/1/mg/1}

1.1

Req'd S02 Dose At Design Flow (mg/1}

4.4

Req'd S02 Dose At Typical Flow (mg!ll

2.2

Selected Design Storm for Peak Conditions
o
flow, mgd
0
volume, n)g

323.83
63.73

Req'd Bisulfite Feed Rate -for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. Dose, gph
Req'd Bisulfite Feed Rate for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. Dose, lb/h

228
495

Req'd Bisulfite Feed Rate for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, gph
Req'd Bisulfite Feed Rate for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, lb/h

114
248

Req'd Bisulfite Sol'n Sto. for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. dose, gal.

1077.7
0.0

(_)Req'd Bisulfite Sol'n Sto. for Typical Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, gal.

0.5

Minimum Detention Time at Peak Flow Condition, min.

0.1124

Contact Volume Required, mg
DTOOL715.XLS

NAHS03
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Dosing Location

At or near outfall

Proposed Metering Pumps - Capacities
0
Lead pump, gph
0
Lag pump, gph
0
Standby pump, gph
Total pump capacity, gph (with one pump out of service)

180
230
228

Required capacity:
Firm Dose Cap. (largest pump off-line), mg/1 S02

4.44

Available Turndown
0
Maximum turndown on lead pump, x: 1
0
CSO flow at typical dose (mg/1) with lead pump @ max. turndown, mgd

20
7.10

Storage Tanks
0
Number
0
Unit capacity, gal.
0
Total capacity, gal.

2200
1078

(See Note 1 below)
Required Storage for Design Storm Only:

Detention Time
0
Volume in facility, mg
0
Volume in effluent conduit/outfall, mg
0
Detention time, peak flow conditions, min.
0
Detention time, typical flow conditions, min.

0
0.0

Note
( 1) Sodium Bisulfite storage capacity is determined as a function of dose rate at
peak flow, total disinfectant load for design storm, consideration of back-to-back
storms, and anticipated delivery time.

DTOOL715.XLS
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(_)

(

DESIGN CRITERIA- SELECTED VALUES

(
\

VALUE

Design Storm Peak Flow, mgd
3 month, peak at low tide
3 month, peak at high tide
1 year, peak at low tide
1 year, peak at high tide
2 year, peak at low tide
2 year, peak at high tide
5 year, peak at low tide
5 year, peak at high tide
0
10 year, peak at low tide
10 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

323.83

Design Storm Volume, mg
3 month, peak at low tide
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
0
1 year, peak at high tide
2 year, peak at low tide
2 year, peak at high tide
5 year, peak at low tide
5 year, peak at high tide
10 year, peak at low tide
10 year, peak at high tide
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

63.73

):

Maximum Residual Chlorine at Design Flow (mg/ll

4.0

Typical Residual Chlorine (mgll)

2.0

Req'd Ratio of S02 to Residual Chlorine (mg/1/mgll)

1.1

Req'd S02 Dose At Design Flow (mgll)

4.4

Req'd S02 Dose At Typical Flow (mg/1)

2.2

Selected Design Storm for Peak Conditions
0
flow, mgd
0
volume, mg

323.83
63.73

Req'd Sulfur Dioxide Feed Rate for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. Dose, lb/d

11883

Req'd Sulfur Dioxide Feed Rate for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, lb/d

0
2339

Req'd Sulfur Dioxide Sto. for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. Dose, lb.
Req'd Sulfur Dioxide Sto. for Typical Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, lb.

0
0.5

Minimum Detention Time at Peak Flow Condition, min.

0.1124

Contact Volume Required, mg

("-.J
DTOOL715.XLS
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()
At or near outfall

Dosing Location

Proposed Evaporators
Number(# of units required plus one backup)
0
Unit capacity, lb/d
Firm capacity (largest unit off-line) lb/d
Proposed Sulfonators
Number
0
Lead sulfonator capacity, lb/d
Lag sulfonator capacity, lb/d
0
Lag-lag sulfonator capacity, lb/d
Lag-lag-lag sulfonator capacity, lb/d
Stand-by sulfonator capacity, lb/d
0
Firm capacity (largest unit off-line) lb/d
Dose avail. at peak flow (largest unit off-line), mg/1

5000
12500

4.6
Required (lb/d):

Available Turndown
0
Maximum turndown on lead sulfonator, x:1
CSO flow at typ. dose (mg/1) with lead sulfonator @ max. turndown, mgd
Proposed Storage Containers
Number
Capacity, lb.
0
Total capacity, lb. (See Note 1 below)
Required Storage for Design Storm Only:
Detention Time, min.
Volume in facility, mg
0
Volume in effluent conduit/outfall, mg
Detention time, peak flow conditions, min.
0
Detention time, typical flow conditions, min.

11883

10
2.73

()

5000
2339

0
0.0

Note
( 1) Sulfur dioxide storage capacity is determined as a function of dose rate
at peak flow, total disinfectant load for design storm, consideration of
back-to-back storms, and anticipated delivery time.

DTOOL715.XLS
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VALUE

DESIGN CRITERIA- SELECTED VALUES
Design Storm Peak Flow, mgd
0
3 month, peak at low tide
o
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
0
1 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
0
5 year, peak at low tide
0
5 year, peak at high tide
0
10 year, peak at low tide
0
10 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

323.83

Design Storm Volume, mg
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
0
1 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
0
5 year, peak at low tide
5 year, peak at high tide
10 year, peak at low tide
10 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

63.73
10

Hypochlorite Solution Concentration, %
Sodium Bromide Solution Concentration, %

42
15
1.1
16.5

Maximum NaOCI Dose at Design Flow (mg/1)
Required Ratio of NaBr:NaOCJ
Maximum NaBr Dose at Design Flow (mg/1)

10
1. 1
11

Typical NaOCI Dose (mg!l)
Required Ratio of NaBr:NaOCI
Typical NaBr Dose (mg!l)
Selected Design Storm for Peak Conditions
0
peak flow, mgd
0
volume, mg_

323.83
63.73

Selected Design Storm for Typical Conditions
o
flow, mgd
0
volume, mg

0.00
0.00

Req'd NaOCI Feed Rate for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. Dose, gph
Req'd NaOCI Feed Rate for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. Dose, lb/h
Req'd NaBr Feed Rate for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. Dose, gph
('--Jeq'd NaBr Feed Rate for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. Dose, lb/h
Req'd NaOCI Feed Rate for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, gph

DTOOL715.XLS
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2023.96
1687.98
530.08
965.06
0.00
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Req'd NaOCI Feed Rate for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, lb/h
Req'd NaBr Feed Rate for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, gph
Req'd NaBr Feed Rate for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, lb/h

0.00
0.00
0.00

Req'd Hypochlor. Sol'n Sto. for Peak Storm Cond. Max. Dose, gal.
Req'd Sodium Bromide Sol'n Sto. for Peak Storm Cond. Max. Dose, gal.

9573.9
2507.8

Req'd Hypochlor. Sol'n Sto. for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, gal.
Req'd Sodium Bromide Sol'n Sto. for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, gal.

0.0
0.0

Minimum Detention Time at Peak flow Condition, min.

15

DESIGN DATA
Dosing Locations
0
Primary disinfection point
0
Secondary disinfection point
0
Ancillary application points, NaOCI, only (list)

Proposed NaOCI
0
Number for
0
Number for
0
Number for
0
Number for

Upstream of screens
None
Odor control system
Facility dewatering system
Facility washdown system

Metering Pumps - Number
disinfection
odor control
facility washdown
facility dewatering

(See note 1 below)
(See note 1 below)

Proposed NaOCI Metering Pumps - Capacities
0
Primary disinfection point, lead pump, gph
0
Primary disinfection point, lag pump, gph
0
Primary disinfection point, lag-lag pump, gph
0
Secondary disinfection point/standby pump, gph
Total:
Required:
0

Odor control pump, gph

Proposed NaBr Metering Pumps - Number
0

(~)

900
2100
2024
To be Determined During Design

r::::::::::r::::::r:::::::~:::~::::::::r:t:I:liH£:1111

Number for disinfection

Proposed NaBr Metering Pumps - Capacities
0
Primary disinfection point, lead pump, gph
0
Primary disinfection point, lag pump, gph
0
Primary disinfection point, lag-lag pump, gph
0
Secondary disinfection point/standby pump, gph
. Total:
Required:

400
540
530

Primary Disinfection Point Deliverable NaOCI Dosage
0
Peak flow conditions, mg/1 (see note 2 below)

15.6

Primary Disinfection Point Deliverable NaBr Dosage
0
Peak flow conditions, mg/1 (see note 2 below)

16.8

l)
DTOOL 715.XLS
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Primary Disinfection Point Available Turndown
0
Maximum turndown on lead pump, x: 1
° CSO flow at typical NaOCI dose ( 10 mg/ll with lead pump @ max. turndown, mgd
° CSO flow at typical NaBr dose (11.1 mg/1) with lead pump @ max. turndown, mgd
Proposed NaBr Storage Tanks (See Note 4 Below)
0
Number
0
Unit capacity, gal.
0
Total capacity, gal.
(See Note 3 below)

20
3.60
1.83

Required Storage for Design Storm Only:

5000
2508

Required Storage for Design Storm Only:

8000
9574

Proposed NaOCI Storage Tanks (See Note 4 Below)
0
Number
0
Unit capacity, gal.
0
Total capacity, gal.
(See Note 3 below)

Detention Time, min.
0
Volume in facility, mg
0
Volume in effluent conduit/outfall (high tide), mg
0
Volume in effluent conduit/outfall (low tide), mg
0
Detention time, peak flow conditions (high tide), min.
0
Detention time, peak flow conditions (low tide), min.
0
Detention time, typical flow conditions (high tide), min.
0
Detention time, typical flow conditions (low tide), min.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

(.)Note:
( 1) Use disinfection pumps for washdown and dewatering service.
(2) Capacity based on lead, lag and lag-lag disinfection pumps operating.
(3) Capacity of hypochlorite storage tank is determined as a function of dose rate at
peak flow, total disinfectant load for design storm, consideration of back-to-back
storms, auxiliary chemical uses, anticipated delivery time, and decomposition rate.
(4) No auxilliary tanks necessary as the concentration of NaBr will not decay with time.

DTOOL 715.XLS
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DESIGN CRITERIA- SELECTED VALUES

()

Design Storm Peak Flow, mgd
0
3 month, peak at low tide
o
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
o
1 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at low tide
o
2 year, peak at high tide
0
5 year, peak at low tide
o
5 year, peak at high tide
o
10 year, peak at low tide
0
10 year, peak at high tide
0
90% of 2-Year Storm Peak Flow

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH

Design Storm Volume, mg
0
3 month, peak at low tide
o
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
0
1 year, peak at high tide
o
2 year, peak at low tide
o
2 year, peak at high tide
o
5 year, peak at low tide
0
5 year, peak at high tide
0
10 year, peak at low tide
o
10 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH

VALUE

38.26

1.27

Selected Design Storm

Design Flow

Design
59.18

( cfs ) :

6.25

Unit Area per Bag ( sf )

5

Design Velocity Through Net ( fps ) :

1.27

Overflow Volume for Design Storm ( MG)
Screenings Unit Quantity ( cf I mg ) :

11

Bag Capacity ( cf ) :

25

MWRA-CSO

p:\cso\task1 0\1 OX3\excel\
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TLP

CAM5KVC4.XLS-EOP

Design

Computations
Flow Area Required to Achieve Design Velocity Through Bags ( ft):
( Design Flow I Design Velocity )

11.84

Number of Bags Required for Flow Area
( Flow Area Required I Unit Area Per Bag )

1.89

Screenings Quantity For Design Volume :
( Overflow Volume x Screenings Unit Quantity )

13.96

Number of Bags Required For Screenings Quantity
( Screenings Quantity I Bag Capacity )

0.56

sf

cf

2

Number of Bags Selected :
( Larger of: #Bags Required for (a) Flow Area and (b) Screening Qnty )

Actual Flow Area :
( Number of Bags x Unit Bag Area )

12.50

sf

Actual Velocity Through Bags :
( Design Flow I Actual Flow Area )

4.73

fps()

I

MWRA-CSO

p:\cso\task 10\1 OX3\excel\
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DESIGN CRITERIA - SELECTED VALUES

()

Design Storm Peak Flow, mgd
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
o
1 year, peak at low tide
0
1 year, peak at high tide
o
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
0
5 year, peak at low tide
0
5 year, peak at high tide
0
10 year, peak at low tide
o
10 year, peak at high tide
0
90% of 2-Year Storm Peak Flow

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH

Design Storm Volume, mg
o
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
0
1 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
0
5 year, peak at low tide
0
5 year, peak at high tide
0
10 year, peak at low tide
0
10 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH

VALUE

38.26

1.27

Selected Design Storm

Design Flow

Design
59.18

( cfs l :

Head at Design Flow ( ft }

Approx.:

109

Invert of Outfall Pipe where Nets Would Be Installed ( ft l

Approx.:

105.75

Design Velocity Through Net ( fps l :

5
2.5

Netting Bag Width ( ft } :

1.27

Overflow Volume for Design Storm ( MG l
Screenings Unit Quantity ( cf I mg l :

11

Bag Capacity ( cf l :

25

C_)
MWRA-CSO

p:\cso\task 10\1 OX3\excel\
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Design

Computations
Depth of Flow :
( User Input )
Width Required to Get Design Velocity ( ft) :
( Design Flow I ( Depth of Flow x Design Velocity ) )

3.64

Number of Bags Required for Width :
( Width Required I Netting Bag Width )

1.46

Screenings Quantity For Design Volume :
( Overflow Volume x Screenings Unit Quantity )

13.96

Number of Bags Required For Screenings Quantity
( Screenings Quantity I Bag Capacity )

0.56

ft

cf

2

Number of Bags Selected :
( Larger of: #Bags Required for (a) Required Width and (b) Screening Qnty)

Actual Flow Area :
( Number of Bags x Bag Width x Flow Depth )

16.25

sf(_)

Actual Velocity Through Bags :
( Design Flow I Actual Flow Area )

3.64

fps

12.00

ft

Chamber Width :

(See Below)

( Width (and length) will be slightly larger for CAM005 because
the outfall pipe diameter is larger than 48-inches )

Note: For installations where pipe diameter is less than 48-in.,
Select dimensions of chamber based on :
Length: 14 ft
Width: 1 Bag = 8 ft
4 Bags = 20ft
2 Bags = 12ft
5 Bags = 24ft
3 Bags = 16ft
etc.

MWRA-CSO

p:\cso\task 10\1 OX3\excel\
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DESIGN CRITERIA- SELECTED VALUES

()

Design Storm Peak Flow, mgd
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
0
1 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
0
5 year, peak at low tide
0
5 year, peak at high tide
0
10 year, peak at low tide
0
10 year, peak at high tide
0
90% of 2-Year Storm Peak Flow

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH

Design Storm Volume, mg
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
0
1 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
0
5 year, peak at low tide
0
5 year, peak at high tide
0
10 year, peak at low tide
0
10 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH

VALUE

38.26

1.27

Selected Design Storm for Peak Conditions
0
flow, mgd
0
volume, mg

38.26
1.27

Design Velocity Through Screen, fps

4.92

3

25.00

CSO Screenings Volume, ft /MG
®
0
0

0
0

(~J

0

Jones & Attwood Fine Screen
Clear Spacing Between Bars, in
Bar Width, in
Minimum Length, in.
Dimensional Range, ft.
Length
Width
Flow Range, mgd.

7/21/97

7:38PM

0.16
0.10
10
10- 30
1.3- 4.0

4.6-114

Page 1
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DESIGN DATA FOR TYPE RSW

90% of 2-Year Storm Peak Flow
0

Selected Length of Screen Bar, meters (2 to 8, integer).

0

Selected Number of Modules (2 to 8, integer)

0

Unit Capacity, mgd. ( Based on Manufacturer's Information J

0

Number of Screens Required ( Design Flow I Unit Capacity )

0

Screen Height, ft.
"Active" Screen Height, ft.

2.95
2.50

0

Minimum Lenth of Opening in Concrete per Screen, ft.

16.40

0

Flow per Unit, mgd. ( Design Flow I Number of Units )

38.26

0

Firm Hydraulic Capacity, mgd. ( Flow per Unit + Number of Units )

48.26

0

Open Surface Area Per Unit, sf. ( Based on Manufacturer's Information)

15.18

0

Total Open Surface Area, sf. ( Open Area per Unit

15.18

0

Face Velocity, fps

0

Headloss Across Screen, ft. (Face Velocity 2 1 (K + 2 + g); K=0.5)

0

Number of Backup Units (If Required)

0

Screenings Volume, ft

0

2

2

8

+

Number of Units )

(Design Flow I Total Open Surface Area J

3

48.26

,)

3.90
0.47

31.74

Assumes that the entire height of the screen is submerged

!"_)

7/21/97

7:38PM
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UNION PARK DETENTION/
TREATMENT FACILITY

(

Design Storm Peak Flow, mgd
o
3 month, peak at low tide
o
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
0
1 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at low tide
o
2 year, peak at high tide
0
5 year, peak at low tide
0
5 year, peak at high tide
0
10 year, peak at low tide
0
10 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

30.65
28.15
109.64
115.34
271.57
280.41
314.43
347.08
356.80
359.53
360.00

Design Storm Volume, mg
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
0
1 year, peak at high tide
o
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
0
5 year, peak at low tide
0
5 year, peak at high tide
0
10 year, peak at low tide
o
10 year, peak at high tide
)
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

3.45
3.54
13.68
14.70
20.20
22.50
29.77
32.58
37.07
39.49
19.23

-- Selected Design Storm, Peak Conditions
0
Peak flow for design storm, mgd
0
Selected design volume, mg
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

360.00
19.23

CSO Screenings Volume, ft 3 I mg
Clear Spacing Between Bars, in.
Bar Width, in.
Maximum design velocity through screen, ft./sec.
Minimum velocity through screen, ft./sec.
Maximum Screen Width, ft.
Maximum Screen Height, ft.

13.00
0.5
0.375
3
1.25
10

DESIGN DATA

°

Flow area required ( Flow I Design Velocity ) :

185.64 ft. 2

Number of Clear Spaces (Flow Area I (Clear Spacing • Depth of Flow)) :
Number of Bars (Number of Clear Spaces + 1 ) :
Total Width of Screen Required ((Spaces • Clear Space) + (Bars * Bar Width)) :

387.4 spaces
388.42 bars
28.28 ft.

:\S\tt\Ii:ttm.\M@¥#.iW1¥.ttttt1t\t:\t:t\ttt\:t\ttl\t:ttt:1~:r:t\tt:\r:\:t\:\t:tt\t\:\ttrrr:\t:tt\tttt1rrrrt1:\trrrr:mrm:mtm::trr:tti:m::::m:1rr:IttttliJ1§t::n~r:r::::::::::::mrrr:::t:rr:rr
0

0
0

@\11ttf\1Y.m~\!§§il¥.!Mii.R§;m.g?~~Rl@~!UNmii.Nt\JIH1111Itliif11~\fflMl\1i\1Ii:itifiii!l!ff111!Mitiii1!1t!f111f111ii§§f#HWi11IIIMfPll11
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Number of Units Required (Required Width I Selected Unit Screen Width ) :
Selected Number of Bars per Screen:
Selected Number of Clear Spaces per Screen:
Actual Flow Area Per Screen (Depth of Flow • Number of Clear Spaces • Clear Spacing ) :
Approach Velocity (Selected Design Flow I Total of Screen Widths) :
Velocity Through Bars (Selected Design Flow I ( Number of Units • Flow Area Per Unit ) :
Headloss with Clean Screen:

Headloss with Screen Half Clogged:
0
0

Screenings Volume Per Screen (Design Volume • CSO Screenings Density I Number of Units ):
Number of Backup Screens Needed:
Total Width Required for Screen Room (4' between screens, 6' on each end):

3
131
130
62.22
1 .70
2.98

units
bars
spaces
ft. 2
ft./sec.
ft./sec.
0.13 ft.
0.73 ft.

83.33 ft. 3
1 .00 units
62.00 ft.

(FOR MULTIPLE INFLUENT CHANNELS, USE PAGE BELOW)

DESTOOLS.XLS mech·bs
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DESIGN CRITERIA - SELECTED VALUES

VALUE

Design Storm Peak Row, mgd
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
0
1 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
0
5 year, peak at low tide
0
5 year, peak at high tide
0
10 year, peak at low tide
0
1 0 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

30.65
28.15
109.64
115.34
271.57
280.41
314.43
347.08
356.80
359.53
360.00

Design Storm Volume, mg
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
1 year, peak at high tide
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
0
5 year, peak at low tide
0
5 year, peak at high tide
0
1 0 year, peak at low tide
0
1 0 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

3.45
3.54
13.68
14.7[
20.2(.,
22.50
29.77
32.58
37.07
39.49
19.23

/-)

c~

Selected Design Storm for Peak Conditions
0
flow, mgd
0
volume, mg

360.00
19.23

Selected Design Storm for Typical Conditions
0
flow, mgd
0
volume, mg

30.65
3.54
4.92

Design Velocity Through Screen, fps
3

CSO Screenings Volume, ft /MG

0
0

(

"-

)

25.00

®Jones & Attwood Fine Screen
Clear Spacing Between Bars, in
Bar Width, in
Minimum Length, in.
Dimensional Range, ft.
Length
8/30/96

9:16AM

0.16
0.10
10
10-30
Page 1
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1.3-4.0
4.6- 114

Width
0

Flow Range, mgd.
DESIGN DATA FOR TYPES RSO AND RSU

0

Selected Length of Screen Bar, meters (4 to 8, integer).

0

Selected Number of Modules {2 to 10, integer)

0

1

10

10

Unit Capacity, mgd. (Based on Manufacturer's Information I

100.89

100.89

0

Number of Screens Required ( Design Flow I Unit Capacity I

4

1

0

Screen Height, ft.

3.97

3.97

0

Minimum Length of Opening in Concrete per Screen, ft.

28.54
3.94

28.54
3.94

90.00

30.65

403.56

100.89

.o

RSO:
RSU:

Flow per Tank, mgd. (Design Flow I Number of Tanks)

~)

0

Firm Hydraulic Capacity, mgd. (Flow per Tank • Number of Tanks I

0

Open Surface Area Per Tank, sf. { Based on Manufacturer's Information l

32.29

32.29

0

Total Open Surface Area, sf. {Open Area per Tank • Number of Tanks l

129.17

32.29

0

Face Velocity, fps (Design Flow I Total Open Surface Areal

4.31164628

1.468183

0

Headloss Across Screen, ft. {Face Velocity 1 (K • 2 • g); K=0.5)

0.58

0.07

0

Number of Backup Units Required

1

1

0

Screenings Volume, ft

480.75

88.5175

1

2

3

If a 2 meter bar legth is selected, the number of modules must be 8 or less.

("--)
8/30/96

9:16 AM
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VALUE

DESIGN CRITERIA- SELECTED VALUES
Design Storm Peak Flow, mgd
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
0
1 year, peak at high tide
o
2 year, peak at low tide
o
2 year, peak at high tide
o
5 year, peak at low tide
0
5 year, peak at high tide
0
10 year, peak at low tide
0
10 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

Design Storm Volume, mg
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
0
1 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
0
5 year, peak at low tide
0
5 year, peak at high tide
10 year, peak at low tide
10 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

150.23

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

C~):

19.53

Hypochlorite Solution Concentration, %

10

Maximum Dose at Design Flow (mg!l)

25

Typical Dose (mg/ll

15

Selected Design Storm for Peak Conditions
o
peak flow, mgd
0
volume, mg

150.23
19.53

Selected Design Storm for Typical Conditions
0
flow, mgd
0
volume, mg

0.00
0.00

Required Feed Rate for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. Dose, gph
Required Feed Rate for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. Dose, lb/h

1564.86
1305.09

Required Feed Rate for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, gph
Required Feed Rate for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, lb/h

0.00
0.00

Req'd Hypochlor. Sol'n Sto. for Peak Storm Cond. Max. Dose, gal.
. Req'd Hypochlor. Sol'n Sto. for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, gal.

(~Minimum Detention Time at Peak flow Condition, min.

4894.7

0.0
15

DESIGN DATA

DESTOOLS.XLS

NaHOCI
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()
Dosing Locations
o
Primary disinfection point
0
Secondary disinfection point
0
Ancillary application points (list)
Metering Pumps • Number
o
Number for disinfection
0
Number for odor control
0
Number for facility washdown
0
Number for facility dewatering

(See note 1 below)
(See note 1 below)

Proposed Metering Pumps • Capacities
0
Primary disinfection point, lead pump, gph
0
Primary disinfection point, lag pump, gph
0
Primary disinfection point, lag-lag pump, gph
0
Primary disinfection point, lag-lag-lag pump, gph
0
Secondary disinfection point/standby pump, gph
0
Odor control pump, gph
°
Facility washdown pump, gph
°
Facility dewatering pump, gph

900
0
0
0

Primary Disinfection Point Deliverable Dosages
0
Peak flow conditions, mg/1 (See note 2 below)
Required:
Primary Disinfection Point Available Turndown
0
Maximum turndown on lead pump, x: 1
°
CSO flow at typical dose ( 15 mg/ll with lead pump @ max. turndown, mgd
Storage Tanks
0
Number
0
Unit capacity, gal.
0
Total capacity, gal.

(See Note 3 below)
Required Storage for Design Storm Only:

Detention Time, min.
0
Volume in facility, mg
0
Volume in effluent conduit/outfall (high tide), mg
o
Volume in effluent conduit/outfall (low tide), mg
0
Detention time, peak flow conditions (high tide), min.
0
Detention time, peak flow conditions (low tide), min.
0
Detention time, typical flow conditions (high tide), min.
0
Detention time, typical flow conditions (low tide), min.

25.0
25

()

20
0.52

10000
4895

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Note:
( 1l Use disinfection pumps for washdown and dewatering service.
(2) Capacity based on lead, lag and lag-lag disinfection pumps operating.
(3) Capacity of hypochlorite storage tank is determined as a function of dose rate at
peak flow, total disinfectant load for design storm, consideration of back-to-back
storms, auxiliary chemical uses, anticipated delivery time, and decomposition rate.

!)
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VALUE

DESIGN CRITERIA - SELECTED VALUES

(

Design Storm Peak Flow, mgd
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
o
1 year, peak at low tide
0
1 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
0
5 year, peak at low tide
0
5 year, peak at high tide
o
10 year, peak at low tide
0
10 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

150.23

Design Storm Volume, mg
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
0
1 year, peak at low tide
0
1 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
5 year, peak at low tide
5 year, peak at high tide
10 year, peak at low tide
0
10 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

19.53

):

Maximum Residual Chlorine at Design Flow (mg/ll

4.0

Typical Residual Chlorine (mg!l)

2.0

S02 Equiv. of 38 % Bisulfite Solution (lb. S02/gal.)

2.17

Req'd Ratio of S02 to Residual Chlorine (mg/1/mg/1)

1. 1

Req'd S02 Dose At Design Flow (mg!l)

4.4

Req'd S02 Dose At Typical Flow (mg!l)

2.2

Selected Design Storm for Peak Conditions
0
flow, mgd·
0
volume, mg

150.23
19.53

Selected Design Storm for Typical Conditions
0
flow, mgd
0
volume, mg

0.00
0.00

Req'd Bisulfite Feed Rate for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. Dose, gph
Req'd Bisulfite Feed Rate for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. Dose, lb/h

106
230
53
115

"'- )Req'd Bisulfite Feed Rate for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, gph
-- Req'd Bisulfite Feed Rate for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, lb/h

330.3

Req'd Bisulfite Sol'n Sto. for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. dose, gal.
DESTOOLS.XLS
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Req'd Bisulf'Jte Sol'n Sto. for Typical Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, gal.

0.0

Minimum Detention Time at Peak Flow Condition, min.

0.5

Contact Volume Required, mg

0.0522

DESIGN DATA
Dosing Location

At or near outfall

Proposed Metering Pumps - Number
Proposed Metering Pumps • Capacities
o
Lead pump, gph
o
Lag pump, gph
o
Lag-lag pump, gph
0
Standby pump, gph
Total pump capacity, gph (with one pump out of service)

90
110
106

Required capacity:
Firm Dose Cap. (largest pump off-line), mg/1 S02

4.57

Available Turndown
0
Maximum turndown on lead pump, x: 1
0
CSO flow at typical dose (mg/1) with lead pump @ max. turndown, mgd

20
2.84

Storage Tanks
0
Number
0
Unit capacity, gal.
0
Total capacity, gal.

(See Note 1 below)

1400
330

Required Storage for Design Storm Only:
Detention Time
0
Volume in facility, mg
0
Volume in effluent conduit/outfall, mg
0
Detention time, peak flow conditions, min.
0
Detention time, typical flow conditions, min.

0

0.0

Note
( 1) Sodium Bisulfite storage capacity is determined as a function of dose rate at

peak flow, total disinfectant load for design storm, consideration of back-to-back
storms, and anticipated delivery time.
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VALUE

DESIGN CRITERIA- SELECTED VALUES

~

~

(
\_

.

~~

Design Storm Peak Flow, mgd
3 month, peak at low tide
3 month, peak at high tide
1 year, peak at low tide
1 year, peak at high tide
2 year, peak at low tide
2 year, peak at high tide
5 year, peak at low tide
5 year, peak at high tide
1 0 year, peak at low tide
10 year, peak at high tide
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

150.23

Design Storm Volume, mg
3 month, peak at low tide
3 month, peak at high tide
1 year, peak at low tide
1 year, peak at high tide
2 year, peak at low tide
2 year, peak at high tide
5 year, peak at low tide
5 year, peak at high tide
10 year, peak at low tide
10 year, peak at high tide
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

19.53

)o

Maximum Residual Chlorine at Design Flow (mg/11

4.0

Typical Residual Chlorine (mg/11

2.0

Req'd Ratio of S02 to Residual Chlorine (mg/1/mg/1}

1 .1

Req'd S02 Dose At Design Flow (mg/1)

4.4

Req'd S02 Dose At Typical Flow (mg/1}

2.2

Selected Design Storm for Peak Conditions
flow, mgd
volume, mg

150.23
19.53

Selected Design Storm for Typical Conditions
flow, mgd
volume, mg

0.00
0.00

Req'd Sulfur Dioxide Feed Rate for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. Dose, lb/d

5513

Req'd Sulfur Dioxide Feed Rate for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, lb/d

0
717

Req'd Sulfur Dioxide Sto. for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. Dose, lb.

DESTOOLS.XLS
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()
Req'd Sulfur Dioxide Sto. for Typical Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, lb.

0

Minimum Detention Time at Peak Flow Condition, min.

0.5

Contact Volume Required, mg

0.0522

DESIGN DATA
At or near outfall

Dosing Location

Proposed Evaporators
0
Number (# of units operating at peak demand plus 1 backup unit}
Unit capacity, lb/d
0
Firm capacity (largest unit off-line} lb/d

6000

Proposed Sulfonators
0
Number
0
Lead sulfonator capacity, lb/d
0
Lag sulfonator capacity, lb/d
0
Lag-lag sulfonator capacity, lb/d
0
Stand-by sulfonator capacity, lb/d
0
Firm capacity (largest unit off-line} lb/d
0
Dose avail. at peak flow (largest unit off-line}, mg/1
Required lib/d):

3800
5900
4.7
5513

~~. ~)
/

Available Turndown
0
Maximum turndown on lead sulfonator, x:1
0
CSO flow at typ. dose (mg/1} with lead sulfonator @ max. turndown, mgd
Proposed Storage Containers
0
Number
° Capacity, lb.
Total capacity, lb. (See Note 1 below}
Required Storage for Design Storm Only:
Detention Time, min.
0
Volume in facility, mg
Volume in effluent conduit/outfall, mg
0
Detention time, peak flow conditions, min.
Detention time, typical flow conditions, min.

10
4.91

1500
717

0
0.0

Note
(1} Sulfur dioxide storage capacity is determined as a function of dose rate
at peak flow, total disinfectant load for design storm, consideration of
back-to-back storms, and anticipated delivery time.

(_)
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VALUE

DESIGN CRITERIA- SELECTED VALUES
Design Storm Peak Flow, mgd
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
o
1 year, peak at low tide
o
1 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at low tide
o
2 year, peak at high tide
o
5 year, peak at low tide
o
5 year, peak at high tide
0
10 year, peak at low tide
0
10 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

150.23

Design Storm Volume, mg
0
3 month, peak at low tide
0
3 month, peak at high tide
o
1 year, peak at low tide
o
1 year, peak at high tide
0
2 year, peak at low tide
0
2 year, peak at high tide
0
5 year, peak at low tide
( -):
5 year, peak at high tide
\__
10 year, peak at low tide
0
10 year, peak at high tide
0
Peak in Typical Year

3ML
3MH
1YL
1YH
2YL
2YH
5YL
5YH
10YL
10YH
PTY

19.53

Hypochlorite Solution Concentration, %
Sodium Bromide Solution Concentration, %

10
42
15
1. 1
16.5

Maximum NaOCI Dose at Design Flow (mg/ll
Required Ratio of NaBr:NaOCI
Maximum NaBr Dose at Design Flow (mg!l)

10

Typical NaOCI Dose (mg!l)
Required Ratio of NaBr:NaOCI
Typical NaBr Dose (mg!l)

1. 1
11

Selected Design Storm for Peak Conditions
0
peak flow, mgd
0
volume, mg-

150.23
19.53

Selected Design Storm for Typical Conditions
0
flow, mgd
0
volume, mg

Req'd
Req'd
( Jeq'd
\"'-- eq'd

0.00
0.00

NaOCI Feed Rate for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. Dose, gph
NaOCI Feed Rate for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. Dose, lb/h
NaBr Feed Rate for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. Dose, gph
NaBr Feed Rate for Peak Storm Cond. and Max. Dose, lb/h

Req'd NaOCI Feed Rate for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, gph
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Req'd NaOCI Feed Rate for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, lb/h
Req'd NaBr Feed Rate for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, gph
Req'd NaBr Feed Rate for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, lb/h

0.00
0.00
0.00

Req'd Hypochlor. Sol'n Sto. for Peak Storm Cond. Max. Dose, gal.
Req'd Sodium Bromide Sol'n Sto. for Peak Storm Cond. Max. Dose, gal.

2933.9
768.5

Req'd Hypochlor. Sol'n Sto. for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, gal.
Req'd Sodium Bromide Sol'n Sto. for Typ. Storm Cond. and Typ. Dose, gal.

0.0
0.0

Minimum Detention Time at Peak flow Condition, min.

15

DESIGN DATA
Dosing Locations
0
Primary disinfection point
0
Secondary disinfection point
0
Ancillary application points, NaOCI, only (list)

Proposed NaOCI
o
Number for
0
Number for
0
Number for
0
Number for

Upstream of screens
None
Odor control system
Facility dewatering system
Facility washdown system

Metering Pumps - Number
disinfection
odor control
facility washdown
facility dewatering

(See note 1 below)
(See note 1 below)

Proposed NaOCI Metering Pumps - Capacities
0
Primary disinfection point, lead· pump, gph
o
Primary disinfection point, lag pump, gph
0
Primary disinfection point, lag-lag pump, gph
0
Secondary disinfection point/standby pump, gph
Total:
Required:
0

Odor control pump, gph

()

900
950
939
To be Determined During Design

Proposed NaBr Metering Pumps - Number
0
Number for disinfection
Proposed NaBr Metering Pumps - Capacities
0
Primary disinfection point, lead pump, gph
0
Primary disinfection point, lag pump, gph
0
Primary disinfection point, lag-lag pump, gph
0
Secondary disinfection point/standby pump, gph
. Total:
Required:

200
250
246

Primary Disinfection Point Deliverable NaOCI Dosage
0
Peak flow conditions, mg/1 (see note 2 below)

15.2

Primary Disinfection Point Deliverable NaBr Dosage
0
Peak flow conditions, mg/1 (see note 2 below)

16.8

Primary Disinfection Point Available Turndown
0
Maximum turndown on lead pump, x:1
0
CSO flow at typical NaOCI dose ( 10 mg/1) with lead pump @ max. turndown, mgd

20
0.60
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CJ

0

CSO flow at typical NaBr dose (11.1 mgfl) with lead pump @ max. turndown, mgd

2.29

Proposed NaBr Storage Tanks
0
0

0

Number
Unit capacity, gal.
Total capacity, gal.

Required Storage for Design Storm Only:

2000
769

Required Storage for Design Storm Only:

6000
2934

(See Note 3 below)

Proposed NaOCI Storage Tanks
0
0
0

Number
Unit capacity, gal.
Total capacity, gal.

(See Note 3 below)

Detention Time, min.
o
0
0
0
0
0
0

Volume in facility, mg
Volume in effluent conduit/outfall (high tide), mg
Volume in effluent conduit/outfall (low tide), mg
Detention time, peak flow conditions (high tide), min.
Detention time, peak flow conditions (low tide), min.
Detention time, typical flow conditions (high tide), min.
Detention time, typical flow conditions (low tide), min.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Note:
( 1) Use disinfection pumps for washdown and dewatering service.

(~~~) (2) Capacity based on lead, lag and lag-lag disinfection pumps operating.
(3) Capacity of hypochlorite storage tank is determined as a function of dose rate at
peak flow, total disinfectant load for design storm, consideration of back-to-back
storms, auxiliary chemical uses, anticipated delivery time, and decomposition rate.

No auxilliary tanks necessary as the concentration of NaBr will not decay with time.
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MWRA MITIGATION FRAMEWORK
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MWRA
MITIGATION COORDINATION FRAMEWORK

PURPOSE:
To provide a consistent means for assisting MWRA and impacted communities in identifying,
agreeing upon, and implementing appr~priate mitigation commitments.

FRAMEWORK COMPONENTS:
•

Mitigation Types
Staff have developed a common vocabulary to categorize types of mitigation and enhance communication of expectations
and limits.

•

Mitigation Steps
Staff have also developed an easy-to-describe set of steps for developing mitigation commitments.

•

Mitigation Guidelines and Principles
Basic MWRA policies regarding project mitigation were first voted by the Board of Directors in 1988 (Statement of
Mitigation Principles) and expanded in 1994 (Guidelines for Engineering and Construction Impacts).

INTRODUCTION:
The Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA) was established to provide high quality, efficienUy delivered water and
sewer service to 61 communities in the Commonwealth. To carry out this task, the agency owns and operates hundreds of miles of
pumping stations, headworks, and treatment plants. To continue to provide water and sewerage services to the ccmmunities
dependent upon it for these services, the MWRA must site, ccnstruct and maintain new facilities. These mitigation principles will
guide the MWRA in its relationships with ccmmunities affected by its new construction projects.
The MWRA is committed to providing every reasonable assurance to the communities affected by its projects that it wUI attempt to
minimize the disruption to those communities during the construction or maintenance phase and provide appropriate restoration of
disrupted property at the conclusion of the project. In addition, the MWRA is committed to designing and operating its pump
stations, headworks, treatment plants and residuals management facilities such that they are not disruptive or offensive to the
communities in which they are located. Collectively, these activities are termed mitigation of impacts.

MWRA construction projects are subject to a wide range of environmental review through the Commonwealth's MEPA process.
Through that process, areas requiring mitigation are identified and methods for mitigating the impacts of construction are defined.
While the Board of Directors of the MWRA retains final authority to approve any mitigation measures, the principles of mitigation set
forth below are intended to provide a framework to guide the staff of the Authority during the planning and design stages of new
projects, in a manner meant to complement and be consistent with MEPA requirements.
PRINCIPLES OF MITIGATION:
The MWRA intends to be a good neighbor to the communities it serves. It recognizes the impacts it has on these communities and
( ·) is committed to mitigating those impacts through appropriate design of its facilities, through carefully coordinated construction
\
procedures, and through restoration of areas following construction.
The MWRA recognizes that the-communities may have conflicting plans or expectations for the areas in which its facilities must be
built. The MWRA respects the opinions of local officials and the general public and will work with communities to try to resolve any
differences in a manner which will benefrt all parties and confirm a close working relationship. Specifically, the MWRA is committed
to the following mitigation principles:
In those rare situations where the extent of the Impact of
the project on comiTIJnity ia so great and for such an
The MWRA will work closely with- host communities to
extended period of time that restoring the area to its predetermine the best routes for its interceptors or water
project state is insufficient to relieve the stress of the
pipelines, and, where consistent with the needs of the ·
MWRA's presence cilring the project. the Authority will
Authority, will site such facUlties In a way which will tend to
consider other methods of compensating that community
enhance the local sewer or water system. In no event will
for these Impacts. Compensation that will be considered
the MWRA build a facility that would cause the degradalfon
by the MWRA Includes: (1) improvements to impacted
of local water or sewerage systems, unless it also takes
areas of the community or to facilities which serve the
action to restore the local systems to their original
impacted areas, and (2) contributions to community
capability.
projects which serve those Individuals impacted by the
MWRA's presence.
The MWRA will restore all roads or property c:Jsturbed by the
construction process to the state in which they where
To the extant It Is environmentally sound and costfound or. to the extent It Is cost effective to do so, will
effective to do so, the design of MWRA facilities will
improve them in a maMer consistent with the desires of the
incorporate noise, dust and odor controls to conform to
host community.
pre-existing levels in the immediate vicinity of the facilities.
The MWRA will woi'X closely with the host community and
Consistent with the State and Federal law and wherever
other affected communities to schedule construction
feasible, every effort will be made to establish a job
activities and to alter traffic flow where necessary to meet
recruitment and training program with comm.mities that are
the needs of residents while not jeopardizing the safe and
i~acted by the MWRA.
efficient operation of MWRA facilities or service to other
__
communities.
All mitigation practices must be proportional to the impacts
caused by the MWRA

( )
•

\

GOAL:

)

The MWRA's primary goal in project design and construction is to ensure that all projects satisfy
the intended purpose at the least possible cost to MWRA ratepayers .
.;

POLICY: It is the MWRA's poti~ to replace •in kind• any of the affected community's infrastructure that
is removed or severely impacted by co~struction. This will not jnclude any betterment to the
community's infrastructure. unless such i~pr.ofiements are the inevitable result of the project.
In order to minimize the costs of MWRA construction projects, th.e following guidelines should
be followed during the design stage of :projects •. · ·

GUIDELINES:
Roadway oavement for trench '((gnsvuction:
Either a permanent patch,. based on established
community standards, or a reducedidepth"patch
with curb-to-curb overlay will be pr.ovided. The
overlay shaJt·extend 'to the 'b3ck of ·sidewalks on
intersecting streetS with's.eams~cut in at an
angle:
'
:; "·
Roadway oavement for non-trench, ooint
excavation~ A permanent patch based on
· · established
standards will be provided.
. '2~;·· .
Sidewalks and ,urbs: :rteplace,· in kind, only that
whi'ch is disturbed in aceordance with established
c~mmunitY-- standards.:: :' : ' ·
Trees: Replace only tree!rthat are:disturbed by
the ·consuuction, utiliztng an-'e$-tablished criteria,
(i.e. - MDC's formula,.:e~ual
shade,
etc.).
·.,
Parks: Replace, in kind/. Items ~~istlitbed within
the limits bf the coo$th.l¢:iion. ':.. · ·
;·

.

t. .

-~-·.

Communitv's underground utilities oarallel to the
trench: Replace utilities completely exposed, if
required, with the same size and with suitable
material, as determined by the community and
MWRA, in compliance with applicable
regulations.

()

Communitv's underground utilities perpendicular
to the trench: Utilities completely exposed in the
trench will be replaced, if required, to the nearest
. jc?!_~·beyond each side of the trench or to 4 feet
' beyond trench, which ever is less, unless special
corlditions encountered justify further
reptacl;lment (such as lead water services which
will be replaced from the main to. the property
lines).
Water sysrem valves: Valves on the
community's distribution system that must be
operated in order to complete the construction
project and are demonstrated to be inoperable
will be either repaired (if possible) or replaced
(only if necessary).

.

CONSTRUCTION 'IMPACT REVIEW BOARD (CIRB):
Three Advisory BQard members (and one alternate) and two MWRA staff members will comprise the CIRB.
The CIRB will evaluate requests that MWRA staff believe go beyond the established guidelines. The CIRB's
role is strictly advisory. The MWRA Executive Office and Board of Directors will continue to make final
decisions and enter into agreements regarding mitigation to communities impacted by construction of major
facilities.

')
\._

CIRB appointments will be made by the Advisory Board Chairman .

•

·- -· _j
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\,
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MITIGATION TYPES
Type

Definition

Examples

Actions taken to avoid, minimize or repair the
direct on- or near-site impacts of construction.

Ameliorate Direct
Construction Impacts

Limiting hours of surface blasting and providing controls
for debris, dust, erosion.
Replacing/restoring trees, sidewalks, roads etc, disturbed
by the construction to the state in which they were found.
Providing visual and/ or noise screenings.

,,
"-"'

-,~-

.

.;i·-

-~- ~

:._: :.

,j

Providing sidewalks/ improving intersections where
necessary to ill\prove safety and flow of trucks during
construction. '
:.- !·- •

~~-

as necessary to protect sensitive receptors,
wetlands, habitat or historic resources; a"lso
actions required to meet state and federal
regulatory requirements.
''

.

~-.

·

"'

Compensation for .lQ1pl1cts ···~
:·_~7:-:S

:1,;

:~
.'-i;

Operating

.'

.,

..

• .;

Arr~ng~;~ts ::~~-

~

·'' 2Constructing noise ~atri'U's and16r installing noise-

·'

~; ~

·~ '-' muffiing equipment on .tr.~cks, etc.
-:~· ·::..
~ ·:.
~;·· ~
~--

:

?' ~::; · . Replicating wetlands, .. ··

A~ti~ns ~k~.~o com}j~11sat~ :~ ~ommuniti C:! :<:·i~ ~ ~;~ ~u":ding for technic~I a;s~~s.tance~andlor an
at!ency foJ P;TO~ct COIWtl;~cbo~ Impacts o~e~ ~' >; f~ environmental momtor .
.
~il abov~ tho~e addre,ssed by Jb~ other ~' ··
. '"
mitigation types (but 'cotfunensurate with the \
"l$~nding for school pattnlrrship/ma"terials

s~l!oft~[!lr~ject);;. '··~

..,

. ·-' rJ ~~

Adjusting con~eptuarlayouts of facilities to avoid and/or
further minh"iz·e inipaCts.

..! ~;~

.

\j
·r: ' ..
Following desig#ated:'ttuck routes/ scheduling travel to
accommodate commpJ1!ty!

Action~ identified thr8u~lr'M~PA
or otherwisez.-;
.
• 4.'-·
.
·•

Meet Environmental J
Regulatory Requirements

.~.~ ~-

. . .~ ..> •

~1

·, ;:,· ~ g:iJ: b'
,.

·,~:"

.

'

~'~ ~

r

·.~

:r; ,~~

~~

:._.::;.o

:~

A~tidns sri~under.t.akings inc.bh>orated int<iihe

to

de=sigo and ~perati~s Qf MWRA facilitie~'
reasonably iltinimiz.e d.r~1lv()i4,':4isruptio~ .~~ the
communities in which:~ey
8\FeUocated. .
i ._·:
>;·

';\•

Landscaping ~~or :St~erjmprovements to public areas
adjacent to- cQils~rue.li'on. .
.
':

~-

Barging sludge from Deer and Nut Islands to the
pelletizing plant
Employing specific noise or odor equipment and/or
chemicals in the design and operation of the facility.

Note: Mitigation types are not entirely distinct from one another so that the judgement of where the item best fits is somewhat subjective.
-----~-~----·---~------·-------··-·c-·-·~----

MITIGATION STEPS
Identify impacts (~lore ways to mitigateihem

Step One:

Typically occurs during tbe 1!esign phase of projects and may include initiation and implementation of the MEPA process, and/or
meetings with affected and/or autherizing community departmentslcommissioas, affected neighborhoods, local elected ·-offieiais.
other identified inte.rested groups and/or agencies having regulatory and/or permitting-responsibility for the pr-oject.
The goals of this step are to:

Step Two:

•

ensure that the project mana~r has intluded on the project team staff needed for a consistent and sound approach to
project mitigation. Project teams will at all times include staff' members from Public Affairs and the Executive
Office;

•

initiate an orderly process for working with impacted communities to identify appropriate mitigation
requirements.
··

Agree on mitigation
Typically occurs during the mid through final design phases of projects and may include conclusion of the MEPA process/ receipt
of a Certificate documenting mitigation commitments developed through the MEPA process, meeting& with communities/
agencies regarding development of Orders of Conditions, permits, etc., and/or meetings with comtritiriity groups/elected officials
to address additional needed mitigation measure13 as would be typically documented in an MOO.
The goals of this step are to:
•

reach consensus on appropriate mitigation measures;

•

identify the vehicles for documenting these measures (e.g. FEIRJ MEPA cer;tifitiate andibr section 61 findings,
orders of conditions, permits, construction documents, grant agreement, MOU);

Step Three: Implement/comply with mitigation commitments
Typically occurs during the construction and/or operation of projects/facilities.
The goals of this step are to:

'y

•

ensure an understanding of these commitments by the construction manager and selected contractor;

•

maintain effective communication with impacted community as project transitions from design to construction;

•

ensure compliance with mitigation commitnV during construction and if applicable, operations.

-~-----·-----·--------------~.
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